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ELECTRICAL 9(QUIPMIFNT OF ELECTRICAL STATIONS AND SUBSTATIONS. In tvo

volumes.

First volume.

L. N. Baptidanov and V. 1. Tarasov.
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Page 4.

Fundimental electrical equipment of electrical stations and

substations publication the third, reworked.

It is allowed by th? administration of the secondary special

educational insti4utions of the Ministry of Higher education of the

USSR as textbook for energy tecanical schools.

Page 5 No Typin q .

Page 6.

The Jescription of many parts of electrical equipment is omitted on

the assumption that with them the students will become acquainted in

practical training.

In textbook is illuminated mainly new electrical equipment of

domestic manufacture. In the part of the diagrams of electrical

connections, constructions/designs of distributors and other

questions in t.xtbook are set forth predominantly those solutions,

which obtained use/application in the Soviet Union or have the

prospects for further putting into practice. Is given attention to
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the contemporary tendencies in a matter of installation and equipment

of electrics of the stations and substations in accordance with the

technical policy of the directive organizations of the Soviet Union

in this question.

In appendices are given the characteristics of fundamental

electrical equipment of domestic manufacture which can be used for

exercises and during training aesign.

The material of presant textbook, necessary for studying

separate specialties, is determined by the program of the course of

the corresponding specialty. Tha structure of textbook accepted makes

it possible to easily isclate this material.

The authors hope that, as in the preceding/previous

publications, the book will find use also as textbook for the

students of the elactrical specialties of the technical institutes

where the course "electrical equipment of electrical stations and

substations" is not profiling.

In the first volume are presented the general information about

electrical stations, substations and systems and is in detail

examined their fundamental electrical equipment (see further the

content of volume).
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The secondly that are referred the diagrams of the electrical

connections, their own ot need and construction/design of the

distributors of electrical stations and substations, base of relaying

and system automation and some other questions.

The preceling/previous publications of textbook is obtained each

many critical observations and wishes from students and teachers of

different educational institutions, and also from the

technical-pngineering workers of power systems and planning

organizations. All these observations and wishes of the readers the

authars accepted with appreciation and, as far as possible, they

considered during the tieatment/processing of textbook. The authors

hope also for further creative friendship with their readers, and all

observations about the content of textbook and the procedure of the

presentation of separate questions will accept with appreciation.

These wishes and cbservations we request to guide aiming at

Gosenergoizdat: Moscow, Zh-144, Shlyuzovaya quay, 10.

In conclusion the authors express heart appreciation to all

institutions and people, politely makinq available to them a numbeL

of valuable materials.
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In the first volume by V. L. Tarasov they are written §22-7 and

to chapter 23. Fntire other is written by L. N. Baptidanov.

Authors.

Pages 7-8. No Typing.
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Page 9.

Chapter One.

ELECTRIFICATION OF THE USSR.

1-1. Elec+ro-!n!rgetics of pre-revolutionary Russia.

The wide and diverse use/appiication of electric power in all

fields of national economy and mode of life is explained by the

series/row of its very essential advantages in comparison with other

forms of the energy: possibility of economical transmission to

consilerable distances, simplicity of conversion into other forms of

energy (thermal, mechanical, iiqht, chemical, etc.), simplicity of

distribution b5tween any number of users of any power, etc.

High valu- has tho capabiiity of use for the production of

electric power of the local tuels/propellants (brown coal, peat,

schist, etc.) , which contain a large quantity of moisture and

incombustible substances and waich possess small calorific value

whose transport up to considerable distances is economically

unsuitable, and also energy ot rivers for installing the

hydroelectric power plants, waica develop cheap electric power.
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It is difficult to visualize the life of contemporary society

without electric power, tne society whose economic and cultural

development in many respects is caused by the precisely wide

application of electric power.

Russian scientists and engineers greatly much made both in the

region of developing theoretical questions of electrical engineering

and in the region of the practical use/application of electricity in

industry and for illumination.

The discovery/opening electric arc by V. V. Patrov (1802),

invention by P. N. Yablcch&ov electrical arc candle (1876) and by A.

N. Lodygin incandescent lamps (1d7J-187) initiated to the

use/application of electricity tor purposes of illumination.

Creation by acad. B. S. Jacoal and the first in practice

applicable electric motcr with rotary motion (1834-1837), invention

by them galvanoplastics (1i38), invention by N. N. Benardos the

electric welding of metals (1882) placed the basis of the industrial

use of electric power.

The work of t he academicians E. Kh. Lentz and B. S. Jacobi into
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field of the theory of electrical machines, establishment by E. Kh.

Lentz the reciprocity principle of electrical machines (1833-1838),

development by Yablochkov, Poleshko, Chikolov, Lachinov. etc. of the

original constructions/designs of the electrical machines of direct

and alternating current initiated to the creation of the electrical

machines, suitable for industrlial operation.

In Russia were carried out also the first experiments of

electric transmission up to distance (F. A. Pirotskiy, 1874-1876) and

are for the first time developed the theoretical bases of electric

transmission up to great distances (D. A. Lachinov, 1880).

Thus, to the middle ot the 80's were created all technical

capabilities for transition/junction to the centralized power supply.

Begins the installation of the power plants, which obtained at that

time the name of the power houses.

The first power houses of direct curLent with a power of into

several ten, but later several hundred kilowatts were constructed in

thp 80th and in the beginning of the 90's in Moscow, Petersburg,

tsarist village (now g. Pushkin) and in the series/row of other

cities. These power plants Darely had power load, and only since 1892

when they werp started electrical trolley in Kiev (first trolley in

Russia), app-ars ceLtain power load in the stations of direct
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current.

The small voltage of the stations of direct current (110-220c)

limited a radius of their action, and thereby also their power.

Different attempts at the increase in the radius of action of the

stations of direct current by increasing the voltage of the

generator, series connection oi generators, use/application of

storage batteries in the places of the consumption of electric power,

etc. proved to hp little economical and very complicated and

therefore propagation did not obtain.

Page 10.

The power plants of single-phase alternating current for the

first time arose in connection with the use/application of candles of

Yablochkov. However, initially alternating current did not obtain any

considerable use/application, since it was insufficiently studied.

Moreover, in those year yat were not designed suitable for practical

purposes alternating-current motors.

Tendency fnward of the increasing centralization of power supply

and the economic difficulty of achieving this or direct current again

forced to turn to alternating current. The invention of power

transformer (P. N. Yablocakov, 187b) offered the possibility of
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applying alternating high-tension current and considerable increase

in the radius of action of power stations.

The first power houses of single-phase alternating current by

voltage 2-2.4 kV were constructed in Odessa (1887), tsarist village

(1890), Petersburg (1894) and series/row of other cities.

By critical moment/torque in the development of power supply

generally and power plants was in particular creation during the

years 1888-1889 outstanding Russian engineer M. 0. Dolivo-Dobrov

the system of threq-phase alternating current. With it were for the

first time creited three-phase alternators, tree-phase transformers

and, which is -specially important, three-phase asynchronous electric

motors with th= short-circuited and phase-wound rotor. The excellent

qualities of asynchronous electric motors offered the possibility of

their widpst use/applicdtion. into industry, possibility of the

conversion of industry on the new, more advanced energy base.

Thre-e-phasp current proved to be technically and economically more

advisable for the realization of remote electric power lines.

In 1891 4. 0. Dolivo-Dobrov constructed the first three-phase

electric powpr line by voltage 15 kV and length of 170 km from

Laupheim to Frankfurt-on-Main, which demcnstrated the indisputable

advantages of the three-Fhase current for transmission to great
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distances with high voltage. Line was supplied from generator in

power 230 kV& by voltage 95 c tarough the step-up transformer.

The advantages of three-phase current prcved to be such

considerable that already with the second half the 90's was begun the

wide construction of the poder plants of three-phase current and the

gradual displacement by them of the stations of single-phase and

direct current. For a direct current remained the comparatively

limited field of application - different electrochemical processes

(electrolysis, galvanoplastics, etc.) and electrification of rail

transport. In this case direct current, as a rule, they began to

obtain not from the special stations of direct current, but by the

transformation of three-phase current into constant with the aid of

dynamotors and single-armature converters.

Russia's first power plant of three-phase current in power 1200

kVA was constructed by eng. A. N. Shchensnovich in 1893 in

Novorossisk. Station was intended for the electrification of

elevator.

In 1896 V. N. Chikolev and a. E. Klasson realized an

electrification of the Okhten powder plant in Petersburg from

hydroelectric power plant on r. Okht, on which were

astablisbed/installed twc yenerators in total power 295 kV with

. . . . .. . . . . . . . •. . . , _ ... .. . .
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voltage 2050 in. This was Russia's first power plant of three-phase

high-tension current.

The fundamental builder of Okhten installation, the outstanding

Russian engineer E. E. Klasson not only created the new type of the

power plant, which was subsequently sample/specimen during the

installation of the stations of three-phase current, but also for the

first time in the world was carried out the composite power supply of

plant on the base of the new technique of three-phase current.

In 1897 on Lenskiy gold mines was constructed the electric power

line of three-phase current by voltage 10 kV.

From this time in Russia was begun the development of the

electrical devices of three-phase current, the widespread

introduction of electric motors into industry and its reconstruction

on the basis of electrification.

In Moscow in 1897 was started the new power house of the

three-phase current of "Society 1886" (ncw 1st MGES) in power 3300 kv

with voltage gpnerators 2.1 kV, that supplied by electric power of

users in a radius to 5 km. The ouilder of this station was also R. E.

Klasson, who continued the initiated by it on Okhten installation

introduction of new technical principles into electrical engineering.
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Page 11.

Petersburg's first station of three-phase current (now 1st LGES)

in power 5000 kw with generator voltage 2 kV was started in 1898.

The power plants of three-phase current were constructed also in

Kiev, Riga, Kharkov and series/row of other cities.

By important stage in the development of power supply

three-phase current was installation during the years 1900-1902 B. E.

Klasson with thq participation of L. B. Krasin in Baku of two

large/coarse for those times power plants (now "Red Star" and im. L.

B. Krasin), which worked on the general/common/total electric system

by voltage 20 kV, from which was realized the power supply of

petroleum trades. Later tnan the electric system by voltage 20 kV

they were installed in Donbass and Bryansk.

Characteristic for the development of thermal power plants in

the first decade of XX century was all increasing use/application by

them of steam turbines, possessing the series/row of essentiAl

advantages in comparison with steam engines (is more economical, more

reliable, more the rotational speed, are less overall sizes, are
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simpler drift/care, etc.), and in connection with this a rapid

increase in the power cf separate power plants.

Since powerful thermal power plants require for their work of a

large quantity of water and supply of a large quantity of

fuel/propellant, then during this period powerful/thick stations

begin to install out of the territory of cities - in their outskirts

or near major interprises.

Subsequently the successful development of the electrical

industry, especially in the region of electrical equipment of high

voltages, revealed the possibility of transition/junction to the new

system of power supply from the powerful/thick district thermal power

plants, planned near the places of the deposits of fuel/propellant,

and also from powerful/thicic hydroelectric power plants, with the

transmission of manufactured by them electric power to users along

the electric power lines of high voltage.

During the years 1912-1914 a. E. Klasson was constructed

district power plant in power 15,000 kv in 70 km from Moscow, obtained

name "power transmission" (now uaRS [ rp3C - state regional electric

power plantl thq name of Kiasson). From this station electric power

was transmitted to Moscow along the transmission line by voltage 70

kV. This was first in the world local exchange on peat. Hovever, the
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construction of district power plants was swept in our country only

after the great October Socialist Revolution.

Aftpr feeling/conducting the totals of the development of

electro-energetics in pre-revolutionary Russia, it is necessary to

note that, in spite of the enormous contribution of the Russian

scientists and engineers to a matter of development the

electro-energeticists, the general/common/total level of the electric

power economy of Russia it was very low. So, the installed power of

all power plants of Russia in 1913 composed only of approximately

1100 MW in the production of the electric pcwer of approximately 2

billion kW-h, or about 14 KW.h to man per annum. On the output level

of electric power Russia occupied the 15th place in the world.

Powerful/thick hydroelectric power plants in Russia it was not

at all; the total power of small/tine hydroelectric power plants was

only 16 MW with annual output approximately 40 sln. kWeh.

All thermal power plants were urban either industrial and worked

at oil or high-energy icng-range stone angle - donets and even

imported.

The only power plant, which had district value and which worked

on local fuel/propellant - peat, was power plant indicated above
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"Elektroperedacha".

The power of the majority of thermal power plants was small -

hundreds of kilowatts. Only several thermal power plants available

capacity on 30-40 Mw. Tue maximum power of steam turbine units was 10

MV, boiler steam capacity did not exceed 20-30 t/h at pressure of

vapor to 12-16 atm(abs.) and temperature of its overheating to

300-350 0C.

The efficiency/cost-effectiveness of power plants was low. So,

on the power plants of the general/common/total use, which were most

large/coarse and relatively more economical the average/mean specific

consumption of cool equivalent I it compcsed

approximately/:exemplarily 1100 9/kWoh, to which corresponded heat

rate 1.1e7000=7700 kcal/kW.h and tne average efficiency of stations

060/7700) 100--Ilo/o.

FOOTNOTE 1. As cool equivalent they accppt fuel/propellant with

enthalpy 7000 kcal/kg. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Thq total length of electric power lines by voltage 11-70 kV

composed only of anproximately 185 km.

Li
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The fundamental reasons for the such weak energy basis of

pre-revolutionary Russia were its industrial backwardness and almost

full/total/complete absence of its own energy industry.

Page 12.

1-2. Electrification of the USSR during the years 1917-1958.

The economic base of Communist society is heavy industry-

industry, which produces the means of production, and first of all

machine-building, metallurgical, fuel, energy, etc.

Indispensable the conditions tor the development of heavy

industry and, consequently, also other branches of national economy

are wide mechanization and automation of production processes,

continuous perfection ct instruments and means of labor, permanent

use/application of the newest technology, which gives the greatest

savings of the oxpenditures of puolic work and every possible its

f aci it at ion.

The newest technology is compulsorily connected with electric

power, this most ideal by form energy, which makes it possible to

very simply and economically realize mechanization of labor.
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only on the basis of the use/application of electric power is

possible the creation of contemporary automatic machines,

large/coarse flow and automated productions, hundreds times of those

increasing labor productivity and facilitating the work of man.

V. I. Lenin repeatedly emphasized the converting role of

electric power, its value for the industrialization of the country,

for the construction of Communist society. In 1921 he wrote: "fhe

sole material base of socialism can be the large/coarse machine

industry, capable of reorganizing and farming... Appropriate level of

the newest technology and capable of reorganizing farming large scale

industry is an electrification of the entire country" 1.

FOOTNOTE 1. V. I. Lenin, works, publ. the 4ths, Vol. 32, page 434,

1952. ENDFOOTNOTE.

By electrification V. I. Lenin understood not the construction

of separate power plants in different regions of the country, but the

planned electrification of the entire country, all branches of

national economy, including farming.

Attaching much importance to electrification of the country, the

Communist Party ard the Sowiet government approached its realization

in the first years after 4reat October Socialist revolution as early
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as the year of civil war and foreign intervention. During the

subsequent years was swept the planned electrification of the entire

country whose rates of the five-year period in five-year period

rapidly grew.

Within the tie of civii war and foreign intervention

(1913-1920), the power system management of the country arrived into

the large decline; in 1921 the electric energy generation composed

only of 0.5 billion kWeh.

During April 1918 ty the Council of Peoples' Commissars was

accept the solution about the expansion of Moscow power plant "power

transmission"; in the summer of 1918 was begun the construction of

Volkhov hydroelectric powar plant, in the fall of 1918 - a Shatura

district power plant on peat, while during July 1919 - a Kashira

district power plant at Moscow angle.

During February 1920 on the proposition of V. I. Lenin the

session of VTsIK [BLIK- All-russian Central Executive Committee

(1917-1936) ] made a decision about the development of the plan/layout

of Russia's elictrification. was formed the special board into

composition of which entered the outstanding workers of the

electrification of the USSH: G. M. Krzhianovskiy, M. A. Shatelen, G.

0. Graftio, K. A. Krug, 1. G. Aleksandrov, A. V. Winther, R. E.
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K05501, V. F. Mitkevich et al. under V. I. Lenin's management/manual

the board developed the state plan of electrification of Russia -

plan/layout of GOELRO [FO3PPO.- State Commission for the

Electrification of Russia] which on 20 December, 1920, on V. I.

Lenin's proposition was affirmed oy VtIl by the All-Russian

congress/drscent of councils.

In his report at VIII the All-Russian congress/descent of

councils V. I. Lpnin spoke: "fn my view, this - our second program of

party/batch... ommurism - this is the Soviet regime plus the

electrification of the entire country" 2.

FOOTNOTE 2. V. I. Lenin, works, publ. the 4ths, Vol. 31, page

482-484, 1952. ENDFOOT'OTE.

The plan/layout of GOELRO provided for an increase of the space

of indus+rial production in the country approximately/exemplarily 2

times in comparison with 1913. This fundamental increase in the

industry, medullary of entire plan/layout, was the planned during

10-15 years installation ot 30 district power plants in different

regions of the country with a total power of 1750 MW. Electric energy

generation it was assumed to oring to 8. 8 billion kWeh per annum. The

plan/layout of GOELRO planned the wide use of local low-calorie

fuel/prop&llant (peat, urown coals, etc.) and energy of rivers. The
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total power of the planned hydroelectric power plants must be to be

640 4W, including Volkhov, two Svirsk, Dneprovsk.

The plan/layout of GOELBO installed the paths of the basic

socialist retuning of the entire economy of the country. This was the

first national-economic Elan/layout of our socialist state.

Page 13.

The first-borns of Soviet electrification they were: Kashira

district powar plant at Moscow angle (1922), Shatura district power

plant on peat (1925), Leningrad district of electric power plant "Red

October" on peat (1q22), Volkhov (1926) and Zemo-Avchal'skaya (1927),

hydroelectric power plant dad many others.

During May 1922 was put into operation first grade in the USSR

thp electric power line by voltage 110 kV Kashira-Moscow.

The plan/layout of GOELH. was carried out to 1 January, 1931,

i.e., in 10 years. The by this time installed power of all power

plants achiev -d 2880 MW; electric energy generation for the year 1930

was 8.4 billion kW-h o-1].

In the year of the realization of the plan/layout of GOELRO
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primary attention was directed toward the installation of

powerful/thick district thermal and hydraulic power plants.

Many industrial enterprises require for their technological

process of a large quantity of thermal energy in the form of vapor or

hot water (chemical plants, textile factories, etc.). Furthermore, a

larga quantity of thermal energy is required in cities and in

enterprises for purposes of heating. With the power supply of users

from district power plants their heat supply was accomplished from

the local boiler installations, planned with enterprises and separate

houses and worked, as a rule, on imported high-energy

'uel/propollant. In connection with this it proved to be economically

more advisable to pass to the composite centralized supply of the

users of thermal and electrical from the heat and power plants (for

greater detail, see § 2-2.).

The beginning of district heating in the USSR is pertained to

the year 1924, when was fluffted the first central heating

installation on one of the Leningrad power plants. In 1931 by TsK VKP

(b) was carriel out the special solution about every possible

development of listrict heating. From this time the powering of users

in thq Soviet Union rests not only at region thermal and hydraulic

stations, but also on heat and power plants. The power of the latter

is determined, in essence, on the oasis of the requirement of users
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for thermal energy. Fntire/all missing electric power is developed on

district power Dlants.

Since the transmission of thermal energy up to large distances

it was difficultly make as a result of the large heat losses in

conduits/manifolds, then heat and power plants were installed in

immediate proximity of the users of thermal and electrical energy -

nar or in the territory of cities and major enterprises.

Very rapidly power engineering of the USSR was developed in the

year three first five-year plans. In pre-war 1940 the installed power

of all powqr plants of the USSR achieved 11200 MW with the annual

output of electric power of 48.3 billion kWeh L1-I and 1-2].

Larqe damaqp to Scviet power engineering was plotted/applied in

the course of the Great Patriotic war when in south and west of the

country were destroyed 61 large/coarse power plant to the total power

of 5000 MW, which was approximately 45o/o of entire prewar power of

power plants of the Soviet Union. Furthermore, they were failing to

10 thousand km of the main-line electric power lines of high voltages

and a very large number cf different substations. Simultaneously

during the years 1942-1i44 in the East regions of the country were

introduced on power plants of approximately 3400 MW of new power.
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After the termination of war the power system management was

developed with the intensive rates, and as long ago as in 1946 g.

according to installed power (12,00 MW) and annual output of the

electric power (48.6 billion kWeh) was achieved/reached level of 1940

to 1950 were restored/reduced all power plants, destroyed during war.

In 1958 all power plants of the USSR manufactured about 233

billion kW-h, or more than 1100 kWeh to man per annum. The installed

power of power plants tcward the end of 1958 was about 53,000 MV. Only

in latter/last 7 years (1952-1958) the

consumption/prod uction/geaeration of the electric power increased

more than 2.2 times, and the installed power of stations -

approximately/oxemplarily 2.4 times.

On the production of electric power of the USSR occupies the

first place in Europe and the second place in the world - after the

USA where in 1957 were manufactured electric power cf 716 billion

kW-h, or about 4250 kW-h to man per annum. The installed power of all

power plants of the USA in 1957 exceeded 140,000 MV.

In 1958 in the industry of the USSR more than 90o/o machines

(according to power) were given in motion by electricity. On the

basis of electrification widely is mechanized not only entire complex

of production processes, but also processes of auxiliary ones -
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transport, loading-unloading, repair, etc. riore than two thirds

entire zanufactured by Fower plants electric power are

expended/consumed in industry.

Page 14.

In the technological needs of industry (electrochemistry,

electrometallurgy, etc.) are expended/consumed more than 260/0

electric power, consumed by entire industry.

In postwar years was considerably expanded the use/application

of electric powor for everyday and public-service needs. Widely was

electri5odc urhan transport, from year to year was expanded the

electrification of rail transport and aqriculture.

Power engineering of the USSR is characterized by the wide use

of local fuels/propellants in hydroelectric energy. So, in 1955 it

was manufact'ired electric power:

Onhydroelectric power plants,..1'4o/o

On~ therno-plectric powers station...86o/o

of them on the power plants, using:
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coa 1.._64o/o

peat...7o/o

petroleum fuel/propellant,.9o/o

gas...4o/o

other energy rs-sources.-2o/o.

On thermal steam-turbine power plants in the same 1955 it was

manufactured by 80o/o of entire electric power. In all at

steam-turbine and hydraulic stations it was manufactured

approximately/exemplarily by 94o/o of electric power. In the

fraction/portion of power plants with other types of engines it was

necessary a total of of approximately 6o/o of manufactured electric

power. Hence it is apparent that the national economy of the USSR in

essence is electrified from the steam-turbine and hydroelectric

stations.

In 1957 on hydroelectric power plav.ts was manufactured somewhat

more than 39 billion kWeh, or approximately/exemplarily 19o/o of
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entire electric power. Ihe installed power of the hydroelectric power

plants on 1 January, 1958, was approximately 10,000 MW (-20o/o).

In the year of the Soviet regime in our country are constructed

hundreds of powerful/thick power plants E-3]. The highest

efficiency of district steam-turbine power plant in 1958 was 610 Mg.

The highest efficiency of the found in operation turbine units in

1958 was 150 MW at vapor pressure 170 atm(abs.) and temperature of

overheating of vapor of 550 0 C. In 1958 Soviet plants mastered the

production of the turbine units with a power of 200 Mg. The first

turbine unit of this power will be put into use in 1959. Industry is

prepared for the production of the turbine units with a power of

220-300 MW and more.

Considerable development in tne USSR underwent district heating.

On the combined consumption/production/generation of thermal and

electrical enerqy on the neat and power plants of the USSR occupies

the first place in the world. In 1958 the centralized heat supply was

realized in mor than 230 cities even 100 settlements. The total

power of central heating turbines on Soviet electric power plants in

1958 was approximately 13,50U mW, with about 36o/o of total power of

thermal power plants. wide district heating of industry and cities

economizes to the national economy many million sink cool equiwalent

per annum.
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The construction of hydroelectric power plants underwent

development in the USSR only in the year of the Soviet regime. Is

constructed many hydroelectric power plants: Volga i.. V. I. Lenin

with a power of 2300 MW, Gorkiy - 400 MW and Rybinsk - 330 MV in

Volga, Kama - 504 MW in Kama, Tsimlyanskiy - 166 MW on Don, Dneprovsk

- 648 MW and Kakhovka - 312 MW in Dniepr, Mingechaurskiy - 356 MV on

Kur, Gyumushkiy - 224 M on Razdan, Irkutsk - 660 MW on Angara, etc.

The Volga hydroelectric power plant in. V. I. Lenin, equipped by

20 hydroaqgregatas in power on 115 MW, is most powerful/thick

hydroelectric power plant in the world. In the USA the largest is

Grand Coolie hydroelectric power plant on r. Columbine with a power

of 1974 NW.

Great work is carried out also on the construction of

transformer substations and electric systems of all voltages. For the

characteristic of the volume of work on the ccnstruction of

transformer substations it suftices to indicate that, according to

the data of statistics, on 1 MW of the installed power of the

aggreqates/units of power plants it is necessary to install

transformer substations to power to 4-5 [VA. For example, during the

annual putting int o commission on the power plants of the power of
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5000 MW it is necessary to install transformer substations to

enormous power - to 20,000-25,000 MVA.

The total length of electric systems only by voltage 35-400 kV

in 1958 composed about 100,000 ha. The ceiling voltage of aerial lines

- 400 kV, cable - 110 kv. Electrical industry mastered the production

of the oil-filled cables to voltages to 220 kV inclusively.

Page 15.

Soviet industry in 195d manufactured power transformers

three-phasp in power to 90 MVA inclusively, and single-phase - to

123.5 MVA. From the latter it is possible to complete three-phase

groups in power to 370 MVA and by voltage to 400 kV. The highest

efficiency of three-phase autotransformers - 180 MVA, and

single-phase - 167 MVA from which it is possible to compose

three-phase groups in power to 500 MVA.

On electrical stations and substations of the USSR continuously

is introduced now, ever more advanced and economical equipment. So,

at thermal power plants ail mort widely apply vapor of high pressure

and high temperature of the overheating (see § 2-2). Are applied ever

more powerful/thick aggregates/units and they install ever

large/coarser power plants. In recent years powerful/thick
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turboqenerators and synchronous condensers make predominantly with

hydrogen cooling. Increasingly more widely is automated production

process both in the part ot the thermopower or water-power and in the

part of electrical. As a result of accumulation and analysis of

operating experience continuously is improved equipment maintenance,

are introduced ever more advanced methods of its operation.

As a result of those indicated, and also series/row of other

actions the avo-rage/mean specific consumption of cool equivalent per

the manufacturel kilowatt-nour of electric power on the thermal

district power plants, which are the fundamental sources of power

supply, was lowerel from 57b g/KW-h in 1945 to 450 g/kWeh in 1957. On

separate powerful/thick condensation power plants the specific fuel

consumption in 1957 composed 420-400 g/kWoh and less. Decrease in the

specific fuel '-onsumptions per power plants gives to the country

savings into se-veral million tons of fuel/propellant per annum.

By the considerable achievement of Soviet power engineering was

launching/starting in 1954 in the USSR the first in the world power

plant in power 5000 kW on atomic energy. In 1958 is introduced in

operation the first turn by the power of 100 MV of the second atomic

power plant whose total power will be 600 MV. This is the

large/coarsest in the world atomic power plant.
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For the purpose of an increase in efficiency/cost-effectiveness

and reliability of power supply and on the series/row of other

reasons (for greater detail, see §3-4), all these years in different

regions of the country was realized the wide association of power

plants for a combined (paiallel) work on the general/common/total

electric systems of hiqn voltage - they were created power systems.

In the last two decades occurs the gradual association of adjacent

power systems by the electric power lines of very high voltages and

the creation of the large integrated systems by total power into

several million kilowatts.

Even in the plan/layout of GOELRO, which personified brilliant

ideas and electrifications of the socialist ccuntry, were outlined

those main trends, in which thus already 40 years is developed Soviet

power enqineering and which briefly can be formulated as follows:

1. Electrification not of the separate chosen regions, but of

the entire country, every possible development and reinforcement of

economy and culture of union republics, the use of the richest raw

and energy resources/lifetimes of the distant regions.

2. Systematic electrification of all branches of national

economy, including agriculture, culture and mcde of life.
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3. Anticipating/leading rates developments of electrification;

creation of reserve of electrical power.

4. Every possible use of local fuel/propellant by construction

near places of yield of tuel/propellant of powerful/thick thermal

power plants.

5. Wide construction of hydroelectric power plants.

6. Every possible development of district heating.

7. Systematic introduction of newest technology: vapor of high

parameters, evir more powerful/thick and more ideal aggregates/units,

automation of production processes, etc.

8. Composite soluticn of national-pconomic problems during

construction of power plants, for example: with hydroelectric power

plants - Gactri-c energy generation, improvement in navigation and in

number of cases irrigaticn and irrigation of arid earth/ground; in

thermal power plants - electrochemical use of fuel/propellant, i.e.#

obtaining from fuel/propellant of combustible gas and resins and use

of fuel remainder for electric energy generation.

9. Association of power plants for multiple operation and

L(
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creation of power systems; gradual association of power systems and

creation of power pool system of Soviet Union (YeES).

Page 16.

1-3. Seven-ypar plan/laycut of the electrification of the USSR.

The development of Soviet power engineering to the next 7 years

is determined by the checK dijits of th" development of the national

economy of the USSR during the years 1959-1965, affirmed by XXI

Congress of KPSS ( K[ICC. - CPSU].

Primary taisk of seven-year plan/layout are "further

powerful/thick lift cf all oranches of the economy on the basis of a

preferred incroase in the heavy industry, considerable amplification

of the economic potential of the country in order to ensure a

continuous ris- the standara of living of people.

As a result of the fulfillment of this plan will made the

decisive step/pitch in the creation of the material and technical

basis of communism and in the accomplishment of the fundamental

economic problem of the USSR - within historically shortest periods

overtake and outdistance the most developed capitalist countries in

production per capita of population" '.

L
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FOOTNOTE 1. The check digits of tue development of the national

economy of the USSR during the years 1959-1965, "Pravda,,, No 39 of 3

February, 1959. ENDFOO NOTE.

gross output of industry in 19o5 in comparison with 1958

grows/rises approximately/exemplarily to 80o/o, including production

of the means of production - approximately/exemplarily to 85-88o/o,

and the production of consumer goods - approximately/exemplarily to

62-65o/o.

For the purpose of every possible acceleration of the economic

development of the country and maximum gain in time in peaceful

economic competition with the capitalist countries seven-year

plan/layout provides for a preterred increase in those branches of

the heavy industry which to the greatest degree contribute to further

rapid lift of national economy. For the development of power

engineering important Vdl'e has the provided by plan/layout change in

the structure of heat balance by the priority development of yield

and production of the most economical forms of fuel/propellant - oil

and las. The shire of oil and gas in the total volume of the

production of fuel/propellant will increase from 31o/o in 1958 to

51o/o in 1965, while the share of carbon/coal respectively will be
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lowered from 59 to 43o/o. This will make it possible in the current

seventh anniversary to considerably expand the use/application of

natural gas and petroleum residue as power house fuel on power

plants, which will give the series/row of the economic advantages:

the decrease of the periods of construction and initial costs of

power plants, dt-crease of the number of operating personnel,

reduction in thp prime cost of electric power, etc., about which it

is in more detail stated in 2-2.

In accordance with the established/installed increase in the

industrial proluction is designed the development of power

engineerinq of the country. During a seven-year period the annual

output of electric power oy all power plants of the USSR must

increase approximately/exemplarily 2.2 times and in 1965 be 500-520

billion kWeh (approximately/exemplarily 2260 kweh to man per annum).

Thp installed power of all power plants for seventh anniversary

grows/rises more than 2 times. Un turbine power plants will be only

introduced the new power of 54000-60000 MW, that will exceed the

total power of all power plants of the USSR into 1958 the yearly

putting into commission of new power on power plants it will achieve

the enormous value: 800U-11,000 KW.

So considerable an increase in the power of power plants can be

achieved/reached only on the oasis of the preferred construction of

4
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the large/coarse thermal power plants, which work on cheap

carbon/coals, natural gas and petroleum residue. Should be noted the

impossibility of achieving the same results on the basis of the

preferred construction of aydroelectric power plants as a result of

the fact that the periods of construction and expenditure for the

construction of hydroelectric power plants are considerably more than

the thermal power plants of tae same power (see § 2-3).

Based on this, seven-year plan/layout it provides that a

fundamental gain of power plants in the size/dimension of 47,000-50,000

MW will be achieved/reached mainly due to the construction of

large/coarse district condensation steam-turbine power plants in

power on 1000 MW and more, the equipped by a comparatively small

number turbine units in power 100, 150, 200 and 300 MW with the high

steam parameters and carried out on the simplest block thermal

circuit (boiler - turbine, see §2-2). At the construction of

large/coarse power plants are achieved the considerable decrease of

the periods of construction, of capital expenditures and number of

personnel, the decrease cf the prime cost of electric power (see §

2-2).

In different regions of the country have already been installed

la-.3/coarse district power plants in power on 1000 MW and more:

Tm'-Usinskaya, Nazarovskaya, Belovskaya, etc. with turbine units

L.
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100, 150 and 200 MW. The first turbine units with a power of 200 MW

wili be put into use during the years 1959-1960. During the years

1960-1962 will be manufactured the turbine units with a power of

220-300 MW.

Is projected/dpsigned the construction of thermal power plants

in power to 1800-2400 M% with turbine units in power on 300-600 NW

with the parameters of vapor to 300 atm(abs.) and 6500 C at boiler

units by evaporation capacity to 1500-1800 t/hs.

Page 17.

For a comparison let us point out that in the USA the power of

separate thermal power ilants reaches 1000-1500 MW in turbine units

in power to 250 MW, boiler units by evaporation capacity to 780 t/hs

and parameters of vapor to 300 ata(abs.) and 620 0 C.

During the years 1959-19b5 in operation they must be introduced

to the hydroplactric power plant: Stalingrad with a power of 2530 MW

(22 hydraulic generators on 115 NW) in Volga, fraternal with a power

of 4500 MW (20 hydraulic generators on 225 MW) on Angara, Votkinskiy

- 1000 MW in Kama, Kremenchug -b25 MW in Dniepr, Bukhtarmin - 525 MW

on the Irtysh and some others.
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In the year of seven year school will be also expanded/scanned

the construction of the series/row of large/coarse thermal and

hydraulic power plants with their introduction/input into operation

after 1965. From planned during this period hydroelectric power

plants of the largest will be Krasnoyarsk on the Yenisei with a power

of 5000 MW, at which will be established/installed the

hydroaggregates in power on 500 MW.

For a seven-year period it is provided to place in operation the

series/row of powerful/thick atomic power plants with different types

of reactors.

Together with powerful/thicx power plants if necessary will be

installed the power plants of coupdratively lcw power. So, for heat-

and power supply of cities and industrial enterprises is provided the

construction of heat and power plants with central heating turbine

units with a power of to 25-50, but subsequently and 100 MW.

In regions, not included by the electric systems of power

systems, will be installed also low-power power plants for the power

supply of small users, mainly agricultural. Seven-year plan/layout

provided the construction of inter-kolkhoz and inter-district power

plants with the enlistment of the Aeans of kolkhozes.
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The extent of electrical networks by voltage 35-500 kV for

seventh anniversary will increase approximately/exemplarily 2.5-3

times and will achieve value on the order of 250-300 thousand km. Is

in prospect the construction of an enormous number of transformer

substations of all possible power and all voltages to 500 k¥

inclusively.

Together with further electrification of industry seven-year

plan/layout provides for a considerable improvement in the electro-

and heat supply of cities and electrification of all state farms,

repair- technical stations, kolkhozes and workers it is settlement.

Will be electrified approximately/exemplarily 20 thousand km of

railroads. As a result of tue fulfillment of seven-year plan to a

considerable degree will be realized the idea. V. I. Lenin about the

continuous electrification of the country.

As in the year of the previous five-year plans, must be provided

continuous raising the tecanical level of electrical stations and

networks/grids, creation and use/application of ever more advanced

aggreqates/units, thermal, hydraulic engineering and electrical

equipment, more advanced constructive solutions, etc.

Before machine-building and alectrical engineering industries is

posed the problem of full of the guarantee new energy construction

__
I
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with entire necessary equipment. Transformer plants within the next

few years must create single-phases transformer and autotransformers

in power to 300 MVA inclusively for staffing of groups in power to

900 MVA and three-phase transformers and autotransformers in power to

360-450 MVA to all voltages to 500 kV inclusively L-4].

The most important conditions of fulfilling the program of

energy construction are every possible improvement in the quality of

construction ones and are assembling works, reduction in the

cost/value and shortening the periods of construction. For this is

necessary the introduction of the industrial methods of construction,

the wide application of composite constructions/designs, including

the precast reinforced concrete, rational simFlification in the

thermal and electrical diagrams and layouts of power and electrical

qquipment, etc. It is very important to attain sharp acceleration and

reduction of prices of the construction of thermal and electrical

networks, electric power iines ot nigh voltages, transformer

substations.

Are such the large problems, which into the next 7 years must be

solved by Soviet power engineers.
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Page 18.

Chapter Two.

BRIEF INFORMATION ABOUT EQUIPMENT AND OPERATION OF ELECTR-CAL

STATIONS.

2-1. General information.

Electric power is developed in special enterprises - the power

plants, which convert into electric power other forms of the energy:

chemical energy of fuel/propellant, hydraulic power, energy of the

wind, atomic energy, etc. manufactured by station electric power is

transmitted by the air or cable lines of electric systems to

different users: industrial, communal, agricultural, everyday ones,

etc.

Types of power plants. Depending on the utilized form of energy

distinguish power plants thermal, hydroelectric, atomic, wind, etc.

On thermal power plants is utilized solid, liquid and gaseous
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fuel. Depending on the kind of primary motor/engine, which revolves

electric generator, thermal power plants they are subdivided into

station with steam turbines, steam engines (engines), internal

combustion engines and gas rubies.

Stations with steam turbines, furthermore, they are subdivided

into condensation ones and central heating ones.

The electrification of the USSR, as noted in JI-2, is realized

in essence from thermal steam-turbine power plants and hydroelectric

stations. Within the next few years considerable development will

undergo, apparently, also the atomic power plants.

According to the character of the users of electric power and by

region of the maintenance/servicing power plant it is possible to

subdivide into: urban (public-service), industrial ones (factory and

plant), aqricultural ones, district, special designation/purpose

(railroad, etc.). This subdivision is somewhat conditional for the

power plants, which work to the general/common/total network/grid of

the power system (see §3-4). For example, the connected with the

electric system of power system urban power plant, besides the

nourishment of the users of city, usually puts out the part of

developed by it electric power into the electric system of the system

where it is utilized for the nourishment of industrial, agricultural
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and other users. Then it is possible to speak also about other

stations, connected with the network/grid of system. Therefore,

relating station to one of the groups indicated, bear in mind

preferred character its loads.

The mode of operation of power plants is very peculiar and

essentially it differs from the mode/conditions of work of any

industrial enterprise. The power plant, connected with electric

consumers with electrical network (see §3-2, Fig. 3-5), can develop

at each moment of time only this quantity of electric power, what at

this moment of time consume all connected to its network/grid

electrical receivers. There cannot be the productions of electric

power without its simultaneous consumption; therefore the load of

power plant is determined by the power, simultaneously consumed by

all connected to its network/grid electrical receivers.

Each user has the specific operating mode, with respect to what

changes his electrical load. The inconstancy of the use mode of

electric power leads also to the varying load of electric energy

generation - the load of the generators of power plant changes in

accordance with a change in the load of its users.

Variable/alternating is also the load of all intermediate

components/links of thp transmission system and electrical power

distribution: the electric power lines, substations, etc.
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A change in the loads of power plants as any other electrical

devices, is convenient to depict graphically in the form of the

graphs/curves of the loads which are constructed in the rectangular

coordinate axes, plotting/depositing along the axis of the ordinates

of load, and along the axis of abscissas - the time, during which

they are examined changes in loads. They most frequently use the

diurnal graphs/curves of loads. One of similar graphs/curves of

station is given in Fig. 2-1.
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Fig. 2-1. Diurnal graph/curve of the load of power plant.

Key: (1). MV. ( i, .

Page 19.

The form of diurnal graph/curve depends on composition and node of

operation of th receivers of electric power (for greater detail, see

chapter 4).

2-2. Thermal power plants.

Steam-turbine condensation power plants work on solid, liquid or

gaseous fuel. Most widely is utilized the solid fuel: carbon/coals of

different deposits, especially brown coal, coal fines, anthracite

fines and withirawals/departures of the enrichment of carbon/coals

(semi-finished product), bituminous shale, cake and milling peat,

L.L
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etc. On the usp of local solid fuels for the electric energy

generation of the USSR occupies the first place in the world.

Solid fuel they burn in the furnaces of boilers in cake view of

gratings (layer combustion) or in dustlike state (chamber

combustion). The best !gnition method of local low-calorie

fuels/propallants with higa ash contents and moisture is combustion

in dustlike state.

The layer combustion of solid fuel applies comparatively little

and usually with the boilers of small evaporation capacity and to the

low parameters of steam.

As gas fuel/propellant utilize a natural gas, and at the

stations of metallurgical plants - also domain and coke gases. In

certain cases the gas utilizes as a supplementary fuel/propellant to

solid or liquid, which is fundamental.

The use/application of a natural gas on power plants

economically is very effective: approximately/exemplarily to 20o/o

decrease initial costs of station due to sharp simplification and

reduction of prices of the fuel economy of station and several times

decreases the prime cost of electric power as a result of

considarably smaller expendituras on fuel/proppllant, decreases of
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the number of personnel and decrease in the depreciation allowance.

Because of the absence of bulky carbon storages, coal feeds, ash

removal and ash collection, crushing and mill devices/equipment,

necessary during the combustion of carbon/coal, not only decrease

initial costs of stations on gas, but also substantially are reduced

the periods of their installation - on the average on 8-10 mo., which

considerably accelerates the putting into commission of new power.

The efficiency cf boiier units on gas is raised by 4-5o/o due to

the absence of thq heat losses as a result of mechanical incomplete

burning and decrease in tne heat losses with stack gases.

The number of service personnel is reduced not only due to

simplification in the fuel economy, but also as a result of the

possibility of the wider automation of bciler units which during the

combustion of gas is realized considerably simpler and it is cheaper,

rather than during the ccmbustion of carbon/coal.

Prime cost of the natural gas considerably lower than prime cost

of carbon/cual. For examFle , with translation on 1 t of cool

equivalent it proves to be that the prime cost of natural gas is

15-20 timps less than the prime cost of donets carbon/coal. Transport

with the aid of th- gas pipes 1 t of conditional gas fuel/propellant
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is approximately/exemplarily 8 times cheaper than 1 t of carbon/coal.

With gas fuel/propellant considerably is reduced tha expenditure

of electric power for its own needs of station.

Taking into account advantages indicated above of gas as power

house fuel, and also the provided by seven-year plan/layout increase

in the yield of natural gas, is planned into 1959-1965 to sharply

increase the usz of a natural gas for electric energy generation.

While in 1957 on the power plants, gas-fired, were manufactured less

than 16 billion kW~h (approximately/exemplarily 7.5o/o of entire

consumption/production/generation), then into 1965 electric energy

generation at such stations it must increase not less than 5 times

and be approximately/exemplarily 80-90 billion kWah (15-18o/o of

entire consumption/production/generation).

The use of gas on urban and industrial heat and power plants

considerably improves sanitary-hygienic conditions, since is removed

the contamination of the territories of cities and enterprises by

escapes with flup gases.

in 1959-1965 is projected/designed the installation of the

number of the heat and power plants, equipped by gas turbines. At

present Soviet plants manufacture gas turbines in power to 25 MW and
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they project/design with the power of 50 MV.

In connection with the outlined for seventh anniversary

1959-1965 the increase ot the yearly yield of oil to 230-240 mln.

shows the possibility of using extensively as fuel/propellant for

power plants also petroleum residue, which gives

approximately/exemplarily the same order of the advantage as the use

of a natural gas. First of all to petroleum residue it is expedient

to transfer all heat and power plants in oil refineries, and also

power plants, arranged/located in immediate proximity of them. Is

possible installation on petroleum residue also of powerful/thick

district power plants.

Page 20.

Gas and petroleum residue are introduced into the furnaces of

the boilers through burners (injector) and are burned in the form of

flame.

Fig. 2-2 gives the simplified flow chart of the simplest

steam-turbine power plant. From the storage of fuel/propellant I with

the aid of conveyer (usually strip/tape) cake carbon/coal U enters

carbon bunker 2, arranged/located in boiler rcom before boiler 4.

From bunker carbon/coal falls to the chain grate of furnace 3, where
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it burns. The spparating in furnace heat through the surfaces of

heating boiler is transmitted to the found in it water and generated

in it steam.

Gases G from furnace and boiler flues are exhausted by exhaust

fan 5 and through the chimney stack are rejected in the atmosphere.

From the boiler overheated steam PP on steam pipe enters steam

turbine 6 and it gives it in rotation. Turbine revolves generator 7

whose shaft is connect4d by clutch with the shaft of turbine.

Manufactured in generator electric power EE enters the collecting

mains SSh of generator voltage also from them - into electric system

along the waste/exiting lines.

Tn turbina the stqam passes a series/row of steps/stages,

completinq the mechanical woLK; in this case pressure and its

enthalpy gradually they decrease. The work, completed by steam in

turbine, depends from pzessure difference in steam that comes the

turbine and emerging from the turbine. The greater this pressure

difference, the large part of thermal energy of steam is converted

into mechanical energy in turbine. At certain pressure of steam, that

enters the turbine, pressure difference the greater, the less the

pressure of steam that emerges from turbine, i.e., the less the

pressure of st-am in capacitor/condenser 8. For more
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full/totaler/more complete use of thermal energy of steam to more

advantageously support in turbine condenser subatmospheric pressure.

The stagnation pressure of the exhaust steam in contemporary

turbines is usually 0.04-0.03 atm(abs.), which is achieved by

creation and permanent maintenance in the capacitor/condenser of 8

turbines of the corresponding rarefaction/evacuation (vacuum). For

this, first of all, necessary that the generated steam of OP, which

continuously enters the capacitor/condenser of 8 turbines, intensely

would be cooled rapidly it would be condensed. Is reached this via

passage in a proper quantity through the tubes of the

capacitor/condonser of cold circulation water TsV, which supplies

circulating pump 9 of any oasin - river, pond, lake. Depending on the

temperature of circulation water (by winter, summer, etc.) a quantity

of it must be 50-80 times ot more than a quantity of coming the

exhaust-steam condenser.

En the case of absence near the station of the

adequate/approaching basin is utilized one and the same space of

circulation water, but artiticially cooling it in any special

installations, for example tower-coolant (saltpan).

The air, which penetrates into capacitor/condenser together with

the exhaust 6tam and through leakages/loosenesses, is driven out by
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special steam-jet apparatus - ejector 10.

Forming in capacitor/conuenser 8 condensate K is evacuated by

condensate pump 11 into Eupply tank 12. Prom the latter the feed

water PV by feed pump 13 is supplied into boiler 4. Thus, in

steam-turbine installation of feed water, vapor and condensate are

turned on closed cycle, tnanks to which is provided the small

contamination of boiler.

The entering the exhaust-steam condenser even at stagnation

pressure 0.04-0.03 atm(abs.J, contains an an even more considerable

quantity of unuspd heat whose large part is absorbed by circulation

water and is taken away by it into basin, i.e., it is lost

unproductively.
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Fig. 2-2. Simplified fundamental flow chart of steam-turbine

condensation power plant.

Key: (1). Boiler room. (2). Waste/exiting lines. (3). Distributor.

(4). Hachine room.

Paqe 21.

Let us take in the form of an example the case when into turbine

it enters steam with initial pressure 90 atm(abs.) with temperature

of 500 0 C and enthalpy 816 kcai/kg. At the stagnation pressure of the

generat;d steam 0.04 atm(abs.) its enthalpy are approximately 525

kcal/kg. From this quantity of heat only very small part,

approximately/exemplarily 25-26 kcal/kq, returns with condensate to
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the feed system of boiler. Nevertheless remaining heat,

approximately/exemplarily 525-25-500 kcal/kg, or (500/816) 100=61o/o,

is lost unproductive with circulation water. As a result of a large

quantity of circulation water its temperature is small; therefore its

use for any purposes is virtually impossible.

The specific heat losses occur also in boiler units, steam

pipes, turbines, generators and other elements/cells of power plant.

Because of this entire efficiency of the power plants, carried

out on diaqram in Fig. 2-2, usually it is comparatively small and

does not exceed 16-18o/a.

An increase in the efficieucy of condensation power plants is

achieved by the path:

1) the use/application of dustlike (chamber) combustion of the

solid fuel;

2) preheating feed water with the use of heat of steam, the

partially mastered in turbine (the so-called regenerative preheating

of feed water), and also heat of the waste/exiting flue gases;

3) preheating the entering the furnace boiler of air with the
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use of heat of the waste/exiting flue gases;

4) increase in the power of aggregates/units, since

powerful/thick aggregates/units have the larger efficiency;

5) increase in the parameters of steam.

Fig. 2-3 gives the fundamental flow chart of steam-turbine

condensation power plant with the regenerative preheating of feed

water, using waste heat and by worker on the coal dust. From storage

1 cake carbon/coal UK enters coal-crushing device/equipment 2, where

it passes through the crushers, which divide/mark off it into

small/fine pieces. If station works on the anthracite fines, then

crushing device/equipment does not install and tail from storage I

they transport directly into boiler.

Crushed carbon/coal UD enters the carbon bunker of 3 of dust

peparing devices/equipment which normally is placed in boiler room.

From bunker 3 carbon/coal falls into carbon mill 4, which grinds it

to dustlike state. From mill the coal dust UP either enters the

arranged/located on boiler bunker 5 of finished coal dust (system of

pulv ;zed coal preparation with intermediate pulverized coal

bunker), or directly through pulverized coal burners 7 it is injected

into the furnace of 8 boilers (system of pulverized coal preparation

L -
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without intermediate pulverized coal bunker).

From bunker 5 the coal dust UP is supplied by the feeders of

dust 6 and through burners 7 is injected into the furnace of boiler 9

by hot air VG, which is supplied by blast fan 13. The feeders of

bullet 6, that have electric-motor drive, make it possible to change

a quantity of carbon dust, which enters the furnace of boiler with

its work with different evaporation capacity.
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Fig. 2-3. Fundamental flow chart of steam-turbine condensation power

plant, that works on the coal dust.

Key: (1). Boilar room. (2). Machine room. (3). Distributor of

increased voltage. (14). 35 kV into above.

Page 22.

LI
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Hot air VG, necessary for the combustion of carbon bullet,

preliminarily passes through air heater 11, where it is preheated by

the waste/exiting flue gases G, which are exhausted from boiler flues

by exhaust fan 12. Cold air V takes away/gathers outside. Preheating

air decreases the heat losses with waste gas and improves the process

of the combustion of the coal dust. In the furnace of boiler the coal

dust burns in suspension, forming flame in the form of flame with

very high temperature. Is provided a good combustion of any

fuel/propellant.

From boiler 9 into steam turbine 14 enters overheated steam PP.

Certain quantity of that partially generated in turbine of steam PO

(steam of selection) is aostracted/removed from the intermediate

steps/stages of turbine for preheating feed water. Remaining steam

passes through the subseguent steps/stages of turbine. Completely

mastered in the turbine of steam OP enters capacitor/condenser 16,

where it is condensed by circulation water TsV, supplied with

circulating pump 18. The necessary rarefaction/evacuation in

capacitor/condenser supports steam ejectcr 17.

From turbine condenser the condensate K is pumped over by

condensate pump 19 into deaerator 20.

Deaerator serves for distance from feed water of the dissolved
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in it gases, especially atmospheric oxygen, since it causes intense

corrosion and rapid decomposition of the heating pipes of boiler,

tubes of water heaters and feed conduits/manifolds. In feedwater

deaerator is preheated by steam P0 from intermediate selection before

the temperature, with which occurs the intense isolation/liberation

of the dissolved in it gases.

From feedwater deaerator PV is evacuated by feed pump 21. On

path into boiler the feed water PV passes through several water

heaters (in the diagram is shown one water heater - 22), in which the

water is preheated by steam from the intermediate selections of

turbine. The entering in water beaters steam is condensed; condensate

KP is abstracted/removed into deaerator.

Condensation steam turbines have several intermediate selections

for preheating feed water. The regenerative preheating of feed water

by steam from the intermediate selections of turbine significantly

raises the efficiency of power plant. Is explained this by the fact

that selection from the intermediate steps/stages of the turbine of

the partially exhaust steam decreases a quantity of steam that enters

turbine condenser, and consequently, as this escape/ensues of that

presented above, and the heat loss with circulation water. The heat,

which is contained in a fair of selection, returns with feed water to

boiler aggreqate/unit.
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Additionally feed water is preheated in the feed-water

economizer of 10 boilers with the use of heat of the waste/exiting

flue gases. Depending on pressure of steam in boiler the temperature

of feed water upon the input into boiler composes 160-260oC. The feed

of boilers by the heated water improves their work and raises their

efficiency/cost-effect iveness.

On power plants occur some losses of steam and condensate as a

result of the boil-offs and condensate in the system of equipment and

conduits/manifolds of station, certain expenditure of steam for

technical needs (blowout of boilers, heating of petroleum residue,

etc.), and also losses of steam and condensate with start and stop of

equipment - boilers, turbines, etc. (to warm-up and purging of the

elements/cells of boiler and steam pipes, the warm-up of turbines,

etc.) . For the completicn/replenishment of these losses certain

quantity of damp/crude water SV is chemically cleaned in special

installation 23, whence supplementary water DV enters deaerator 20.

The efficiency of power plant increases during the

use/application of aggregates/units of large power (boiler units and

turbine units), since powerful/thick aggregates/units are more

economical than small/fine.
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Great effect on the efficiency of power plant have the

parameters of steam: with an increase in the initial pressure and

temperature of overheating of steam the efficiency of station

increases. For an example let us point out that the efficiency of

condensation power plants on pulverized coal fuel/propellant have the

approximately/exemplarily following values: in the average parameters

of steam 29-35 atm(abs.) and 400-4350 C turbine units in power to 50

MV to 25-28o/o: in the nigh pardweters of steam 90 atm(abs.) and

500 0C and the turbine units with a power of 50-100 MV to 30-32o/o; in

the superhigh parameters ot steam 170-220 atm (abs.) and 550-6500 C the

turbine units with a power of 100-300 mW to 34-40o/o.

An increase in the efficiency of power plant leads to the

decrease of the specific consumption of fuel (g/kWUh) or heat

(kcal/kWoh) to manufactured electric power, and consequently, to the

reduction of prices of electric power.

Thus, as a result cf introduction everything of the more

advanced equipment the efficiency of power plants grows/rises.

Page 23.
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In spite of this, nevertheless it is necessary to note that even on

the very poworful/thick condensation power plants of the high and

ultrahigh pressures only by 30-40o/o of energy of fuel/propellant it

is utilized productively, i.e., it is converted into electric power.

The others 70-60o/o energy of fuel/propellant are lost unproductive

in the process of the production of electric power.

From the aforesaid it is possible to draw the conclusion that

the installation of condensation power plants on long-range

fuel/propqllant is economically inexpedient. On the

dismantled/selected diagram at the USSR work and are installed mainly

district power plants on local fuel/propellant, since electric

transmission up to great distances to the places of its consumption

proves to be economically more advantageous, than transport along the

railroads of the low-calorie local fuel/propellant, which contains a

large quantity of ash and moisture.

Since district power plants usually are considerably distant

from the users of electric power, then developed by them electric

power is distributed by means of high-voltage electric power lines by

voltage 35 kV and it is above, that encompass the considerable

regions of field service - in a radius of several tens and even

hundreds of kilometers. in accordance with this in the diagram in

Fig. 2-3 it is shown that from generator 15 electric power 33 enter
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step-up transformer 24, and then the collecting mains SSh by voltage

35 kV and it is above, troa which will move away the electric power

lines LEP, which feed high-voltage district electric system.

In Fig. 2-2 and 2-3 dotted lines limited the outlines of boiler

room, machine room and electrical distributor. The latter serves for

the recept!on/procedure of electric power, manufactured by the

qenerators of station, and its distribution according to the

waste/exiting electric power lines.

In distributor are placed the disconnecting, shielding and

measuring electrical apparatuses, coupling busbars and auxilople.

At station there is also a control board, whence attendant

personnel exercises control and control over the work of electrical

equipment of installatign.

It should be noted that the installation of large/coarse

district power plants with the powerful/thick aggregates/urits of

high and ultrahigh pressures is profitable not only as a result of

the decrease of the specific cousumption of fuel and increase in the

efficiency of stations, as this was discussed above, but also as a

result of a sharp decrease in initial initial costs of power plants

and decrease of the number of personnel, which also leads to the
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decrease of the cost/value of electric power.

For example, according to the data of Electroheat-plan initial

initial costs of the power plant with a power of 1200 MV into

aggregates/units on 200 MW approximately/exemplarily to 26-30o/o less

than initial costs of three power plants on 400 MW with

aggreqates/units on 100 MW (to the same total power of 1200 MV). At

the same time the number of personnel decreases in one station

approximately/exemplarily 2-3 tines.

The profitability of the installation of very large/coarse power

plants illustrate also some technical-economic indices, given in

fableN 2-1.

Thermal district power plants at present normally are installed

on the so-callpd block thermal circuit in which on each turbine unit

installs one boilpr, moreover bota on feed water and on steam the

boilers of different turbine units do not connect (are absent the

cross connections between blocks). As an exception in the absence of

large/coarse boilers are installed two boilers to one turbine unit.

The use/application of block diagrams proved to be possible as a

result of the high reliability of the operation of contemporary

boiler units.
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fable 2-1. Some technical-economic indices of large/coarse thermal

district power plants.

9jieK~pOCT8 NQHI qjOULMOCT&

foKa$4TAN Wo I No I ,.;M-
. 4iHco Typ6oarpera- 6 6 4

TOO ...........

2. MOOUOCTh ryp6oarpe-
rata, Mere........00 200 600

3. CTOSIMOCTb I KeM
yCTamosaeHHOR MOUA-
HOCTII (i aeuax 1955 r.) 1075 5
py6...........

4. YAenb. *l pa'cXo

yCnOoHOrO 
TOnJlBa Ha

ebpa6OTaHHbIA KJIO-
BaTi-qac, ..... 410-400 332-324 300

5. Kowctpi1.1eHT noje3-

"Oro AeCTBHR CTaH-UHH, /0 .. .... 30-0H;3 -38 4

6. PacxOA .1eKTpO3HeP-
r11 Ha CO6CTB4eHHtdM
Myx(Abl. /. ........ 7.5-7.8 6.5-7 6.4

7. WraT1t K3tCI3WI 1 7-
CT. .eA/Mo.. . . . 7-2 0, 0,3---0,45

8. AeAbHbIi oO'beu rta- 0.36
voro kopflyCa. AM/aIM 1.16 .

Key: (a). Indicas. (b). Power plant by power. (c). M. (1). Number of

turbine units. (2). Power of turbine unit, nW. (3). Cost/value of I

kV of installed power (in values 1955), rub. (4). Specific

expenditure of cool equivalent for manufactured kilowatt-hour, g.

(5). Efficiency of station, o/o. (6). Expenditure of electric power

for its own needs, o/o. (7). Regular coefficient, man/MM. (8).

Specific volume of main housing, m3/kW.

Page 24.
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The major advantages of the block stations:

1) is facilitated use/application the steam of the high and

superhigh parameters as a result of the simpler system of the steam

pipes;

2) are simplified and becomes clearer the flow chart of station,

in consequence of which increases the reliability of operation and is

facilitated the operation;

3) decrease, and sometimes can generally be absent the stand-by

auxiliary thermo-mechanical equipment;

4) is reduced the volume of the construction and installation

works;

5) decrease fundamental initial costs of the station;

6) is provided the convenient expansion of station by blocks,

the new blocks if necessary can have higher parameters of steam.

if station is made from blocks with one boiler, then in

comparison with the station, carried out on the nonmodular diagram,

the specific volume of building decreases approximately/exemplarily
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to 20o/o, substantially decrease the length of conduits/manifolds and

a quantity of reinforcement on them, a number of measuring meters,

considerably is simplified thermal automation.

For control of thermo-mechanical equipment install block panels

(22 in Fig. 2-4), usually one to two blocks, the available in main

housing stations. With block panels and wide automation of

thermo-mechanical equipment it proves to be excessive to have

attendant personnel directly in fundamental and auxiliary

thermomechanical equipment.

Fig. 2-4 in the form or an example gives the schematic cross

section of the main housing of powerful/thick thermal power plant

with turboassemblies with a power of 150 MW. On the

designation/purpose of the basic equipment, shown in this

section/cut, it was said earlier. Let us additionally note that

feeder 3 serves for controlling the admission of raw carbon/coal from

bunker 2 into mill 4.

The mixture of the coal dust and air from mill enters separator

5, and then into cyclone 6. In separator from coal-air mixture are

separate/liberated the large/coarse unground particles of

carbon/coal, absorbed by airflow, which from separator are headed

back into mill. In cyclone the coal dust is separate/liberated from

Lb -
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air and then along tube it is headed for pulverized coal bunker 7 (it

is arranged/located after raw coal bunker 2). The supply to carbon of

dust to the pulverized coal burners of boiler and burners themselves

Fig, 2-4 does not show, Also is not shown fan, suction air from

cyclone 6 and feeding it to the burners of boiler.

After feed-water economizer 9 and air heater 10 flue gases fall

into wet ash catcher (scrubber) 11, where the gas is cleaned of the

weighed in it ash. The purified gas is exhausted by exhaust fan 12

and on duct is headed for chimney stack 13. One should say that

during the dustlike combustion of fuel/propellant the large part of

the ash will be carried by flue gases frc. boiler aggregate/unit.

L L
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Fig. 2-4. Schematic cross section of the main housing of

powerful/thick thermal district power plant. I - carbon conveyer; 2 -

raw coal bunker; 3 - feed of damp/crude carbon/coal; 4 - carbon mill;

5 - separator; 6 - cyclone; 7 - bunker of the coal dust; 8 - steam

boiler; 9 - two steps/stages of the feed-water economizer; 10 - two

steps/stages of the air heater; 11 - wet ash catcher (scrubber); 12 -

exhaust fan; 13 - chimney stack; 14 - blast fan; 15 - deaerator; 16 -

bridge crane of the boiler room; 17 - steam turbine; 18 -

turbogenerator; 19 - turbine condenser; 20 - pipelines of the

circulation water: 21 - bridge crane of the machine room; 22 -

control board of block bciler-turbine; 23- transformer for the feed

of their own needs.

Page 25.
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Therefore in the absence of gas cleaning inadmissibly is soiled air

in the adjacent to power plant region. Fcr scrubbing of gas are

applied the ash catchers of different systems, including electric

filters.

Fig. 2-5 shows the general layout of the fundamental

installations of powerful/thick thermal district power plant, at

which it is not difficult to ne dismantled/selected, being guided by

that presented above and ay the elucidating text under figure.

Steam-turbine central heating power plants (heat and power

plant) are intended for the supply the users with not only

electrical, but also thermal energy. For the transmission from such

stations of thermal energy au hear-transfer agent apply depending on

the type of user steam or hot water. The place of the installation of

heat and power plants is determined by the conditions of the

transport of thermal energy.

Fig. 2-6 gives the fundamental thermal circuit of heat and power

plant in that its part in which it differs from the diagram of

condensation power plant by Fig. 2-3 (is accepted the same numbering

of elements/cells).

LL
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The entering the turbine overheated steam PP (Fig. 2-6) passes

the part of the steps/stages of turbine and, being expanded, it

completes the mechanical work; in this case its pressure and enthalpy

they decrease. Then certain quantity of steam PO is

abstracted/removed from the intermediate steps/stages of turbine for

district heating and the regenerative preheating of feed water.

Remainder/residue of steam passes the remaining steps/stages of

turbine and it is expanded to final condenser backpressure,

completing in this case mechanical work.

IL I. .... . . . . ., ... ,. .. . ... .
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Fig. 2-5. Fundamental installations of powerful/thick thermal

district power plant. 1 - pile of carbon/coal; 2 - bridge grab carbon

tap/crane; 3 - closed pier of belt conveyors from storage into the

coal breakers; 4~ - coal-crushing location; 5 - closed pier of belt

conveyors from coal breakers into the bunker location of the boiler

room; 6 - boiler room; 7 - the chimney stacks; 8 - machine room; 9-

reservoir; 10 - coast pumping; 11 - building of control board; 12-

transient bridge; 13 - open distributor 110 kg; 14 - the same 220 kV;

15 - waste/exiting electric power lines 110 kV; 16 - transformer

workshop; 17 -official housing.
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heating of buildings and other needs of municipal services and

industrial enterprises. Condensate KP from water heater is pumped

over by pump 27 into deaerator.

%.Aeaming is supplied when near station are industrial

enterprises, which require steam for their technological process.

A quantity of selected/taken from intermediate steps/stages of

turbine steam is determined by the requirement of thermal users for

hot water and steam.

Use for district heating of the partially exhaust steam from the

intermediate steps/stages of turbine decreases a quantity of steam

that enters its capacitor/condenser and, consequently, also the loss

of heat with circulation water. Entire heat, which is contained in

hot water and steam which enter from station into central heating

network/grid, is considered the usefully tempered heat.

The overall efficiency of heat and power plants, the considering

tempering to users of both forms of energy - electrical and thermal,

reach 60-70o/o and even it is more. This efficiency characterizes the

overall use of energy of fuel/propellant on heat and power plants. It

is obvious that the efficiency/cost-effectiveness of the work of heat

and power plant depends on the value of selection of steam for
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thermalization. With the decrease of a quantity of steam that enters

the capacitors/condensers of central heating of turbine, efficiency

of heat and power plant grows/rises.

In the case of full of the absence heat distribution into

central heating network/grid the turbines work in the condensation

mode/conditions; with this efficiency of station usually do not

exceed 28-32o/o.

From the aforesaid it follows that the most economical

mode/conditions of the wcrk of heat and power plant is its work on

the graph/curve of thermal consumption, i.e., with the control of

aduission of steam into turbines with respect to its selection to

district heatinq with minimum passage of steam into

capacitor/condenser. A smallest possible quantity of steam that

passes the lattar/last steps/stages of turbine and entering the

capacitor/condenser, it is indicated by the manufacturing plant of

turbine from the considerations of the work of its latter/last

steps/stages.

Since the modes/conditions of the work of thermal and electrical

users are different, the realization of the mode/conditions of the

work of heat and power plant indicated is possible only with of its

to multiple operation with other power stations of power system -
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thermal and hydroelectric.

Actually/really, if heat and power plant works in parallel with

power system, then, regulating admission of steam into its turbines

in accordance with heat requirement for the needs of district

heating, we obtain some specific electric energy generation. If a

quantity of generated at station electric power exceeds the

requirement for it of local users, then the part of electric power is

transmitted to the network/grid of power system with the appropriate

simultaneous decrease of the load of other in parallel working power

plants (he is regulated by the dispatcher of power system, see §3-4).

On the other hand, if a quantity of developed electric power is

insuEficient for coating of the requirement of the local users of

station, then supplementary electric power takes away/gathers from

the network/grid of power system with the the simultaneous

corresponding increase in the load of other power plants of system.

Is such a somewhat simplified picture of the control of the

mode/conditions of the worK of hear and power plant in power system.

In the various operating cycles of one or the other power system,

which has its special features/peculiarities, deviate from the

control of moda/condlitions the work of heat and power plant for the

qraph/cirve of thermal consumption and increase the electrical load

of heat and powir plant over that electrical power, which its
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aqqregates/units develop with work on the graph/curve of thermal

consumption (in the limits of the nominal power of aggregates/units)

with the appropriate increase of the passage of steam into turbine

condensers. Such modes/conditions of the work of individual heat and

power plants sometimes can be justified by working conditions of

power system as a whole, and sometimes also by the conditions of

providing the steadiness of the power supply of users.

At the same time one should consider that on heat and power

plants, especially on those which work on -mported fuel/propellant,

the prime cost of electric power, developed in condensation

mode/conditions, as a rule, proves to be higher, rather than on the

powerful/thick thermal district power plants, which work on local

fuel/propellant, but all the more on hydroelectric stations.

Exception/elimination can be the powerful/thick heat and power

plants, which work on very cheap nattral gas.

Paqe 27.

The supply with thermal and electrical energy of users from heat

and power plants, i.e., combined consumption/production/generation on

heat and power plants of both forms of energy, gives the considerable

fuel economy, sometimes which reaches by 15-25o/0 in comparison with

the fuel ccnsumption with separate powering, i.e., with the electric
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power supply from condensation power plants and heat supply from

special boiler installations [2-1].

Centralized heat supply by hot water and vapor from heat and

power plants makes it possible tu eliminate the numerous small/fine

uneconomical heating and industrial boiler installation of the users

who moreover, frequently work on long-range high-energy propellant.

Heat and power plants usually are installed in immediate

proximity to users; thezefore electric power of them is distributed

in essence over generator voltage 6 or 10 kV, as shown in diagram in

Fig. 2-6. For the nourishment of the distant users, and also for the

connection/communication of station with the electric system of power

system on heat and power plants usually install the raising

substation iith secondary voltage 35 or 110 kV.

The possibility of the wide application of gas on power plants

creates favorable ones conditions for pnsitioning/arranging the heat

and power plants directly in cities.

On Soviet heat and power plants are installed central heating

turbine units in power to 50 MW inclusively. Is projected/designed

the central heating turbine unit with a power of 100 MV.
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From the examination of the technological process of steam

turbine power plants it is evident, what large number of different

auxiliary (official) mechanisms services/maintains the production

process of thermal power plants. For the drive of these mechanisms

are applied predominantly sguirrel-cages motor.

The stop of some of the mechanisms, even to small period,

entails either dead lock of aggregate/unit or considerable decrease

in its load. For example, tue stop of blast fan, exhaust fan or feed

pump entails thp stop of the boiler; the stop of circulation or

condensate pump leals to the need for the stop of turbine unit, etc.

Electrical stations with engines install small power as

aqricultural stations, stations on forest exploitations and the like

when it is not possible to obtain electric power from any

powerful/thick station and when, in a sufficient quantity,

fuel/propellant is present, for engines - local solid fuel or most

frequently withdrawals/departures from the production - agricultural,

woodworking, etc.

Engine is the aggregate/unit, which consists of steam boiler

from thin and steam machine.

Steam from boiler it enters steam engine which with the aid of
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belt drive revolves electric generator. The generators of such

stations, as a rule, have voltage to 380/220 V and less than 6 kV, if

it is necessary to supply users in a radius of several kilometers.

Efficiency of stations with engines approximately/exemplarily

11- 12o/o.

Power plants with internal combustion engines are installed also

comparatively small power, usually into several hundred, maximum of

thousands of kilowatts, and only when the power supply of users

cannot be realized from local exchanges and when according to local

conditions cannot be constructed steam station with engines or

hydroelectric stations. As primary motor/engines can be used any

internal combustion engines, but most frequently are applied diesels.

These engines can work on liquid propellant (cil, petroleum residue)

and gas.

The efficiency of power plants with diesels attains 32-33o/o. If

we utilize waste heat for preheating water, necessary for

public-service (bath, laundry, etc.) or production needs, then plant

efficiency can be somewhat increased.

In the presence of local solid fuel is possible the installation

of station with the internal combustion engines, gas-fired, obtained

in gas generator units. In gas generator the solid fuel burns with an
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insufficient quantity of air, as a result of which is formed the

combustible gas, utilized in internal combustion engines. Gas

generators can work on any local fuel/propellant and any organic

industrial wastes - agricultural, woodworking, etc.

2-3. Hydroelectric stations.

The water in river, which takes place in direction from source

to mouth, gradually trips (seemingly it falls) from certain height to

the mark, which corresponds to the level of its mouth. In this case

the water completes the work, connected mainly with eroding/scouring

of soil and its displacement/movement in the direction of the flow of

river, and also with the assumption of frictional forces between

randomly moving/driving particles of water within flow itself. The

greater the flow of river and the gradient of its river bed, the

greater energy of water flow. Flow call the total space of water,

which takes place during any time (days, month, year) through this

alignmen+ (section) rivers.

Hydroelectric stations are installations in which water energy

is utilized for the production of electric power.

Page 28.
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Primary motor/engines of electric generators on hydroelectric

power plants are the hydroturbines in which potential and kinetic

hydraulic power is converted into the mechanical energy, utilized for

rotating the generators.

The power, developed by a hydroturbine (net power on its shaft),

depends on a quantity of passing through it water and value of the

pressure head:

P,= I 000 Q1fr., C Kg-m/s ], (2. 1)

where 0 - a quantity of water, passing through the turbine, the m3/s;

H - value of the pressure head (depth of fall) of water, a:

%- efficiency of the water supply installations, which

considers loss of head in them (for example, in tubes, on which the

water is fed/conducted to turbine and is abstracted/removed from it);

'- efficiency of hydroturbine (for the hydroturbines of

average and large power 0.88-0.94).

It is known that 1 kW=102 kg-m/s; therefore electrical terminal

horsepower
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P, -0 c i7, 9 .8QHII (kV] 9  (2-2)

where ' ' - efficiency of hydraulic generator (for the hydraulic

generators of average and large power 0.95-0.98);

i ---'11' efficiency of the hydroelectric power plant (for

contemporary hydroelectric power plants it reaches value of

0.85-0.86).

From formula (2-2) it is possible to draw the conclusion that

the power of hydroelectric power plant is determined by the available

expenditure/consumption of water Q and by the value of pressure head

H: the greater these values, large power can develop the

aggregates/units of station.

On the hydroelectric power plants, planned on plains rivers, the

necessary pressure head H is created by dam, and in certain cases and

by the building of station, which adjoins the dam and by its being as

continuation (Fig. 2-7).

The water area before dam 3 is called headwater 1, but below

dams - by lower reach 2. The existence of phases of the levels of the
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upper and lower reaches is pressure head H of installation. The

higher the dam, the greater the pressure head H and, consequently,

also the power of hydroelectric power plant.

From the side of the headwater usually are formed the reservoir,

employee for the accumulation of tae water, utilized in proportion to

necessity for alectric energy generation. With an increase in

altitude of dam increases the space of reservoir.

Plains of rivers have comparatively flat and low shores;

therefore the creation on then of the high pressure heads H is

hindered/hampered by the fact that to ten and hundreds of kilometers

upstream occurs the considerable inundation by the reservoir of the

coasts of the river; sometimes the width of reservoir reaches several

ten kilometers. The creation of such reservoirs is connected with the

need of cutting forests/scaffolding and the transference of a large

number of villages and industrial enterprises, but sometimes also the

small cities, arranged/located on the coasts of river and falling

into flooded arga. Sometimes it is necessary to partially reorganize

railroads and railroad tridges, to create water-shielding

installations (dam) for protection from the inundation of major

enterprises, districts of the large/coarse cities, important for the

aqricultural production of the *arth/ground.
In hydro-electric station on plains river are included: the dam,

the building of station, navigable sluice.
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Fiq. 2-7. Diagram of channel hydroelectric power plant. a) the

diagram of the creation cf pressure head by the dam; b) the schematic

plan/layout of hydro-electric station.

Page 29.

Dam is the most criticaI and important installation of

hydroelectric power plant. Dams are spillway and dead/blind.

Overfalls serve not only for the creation of the necessary

pressure head, but also for discharqe/break in the necessary reach of
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overflow water with the overfilling of reservoir, which occurs mainly

with seasonal floods. overfalls, usually planned from concrete, have

the water openings/apertures, overlapped with metallic panels or

locks with the aid of which regulate discharge/break the water from

the headwater into lower.

Dead/blind dams do not have water-outflow openings/apertures and

serve only for the creation of the necessary pressure head.

Dead/blind dams are concrete and earth. In recent years on the Soviet

hydroelectric power plants, planned on plains rivers, use extensively

dead/blind earth dams as most simple and cheap.

With small pressure heads the most widely used type of blind

hydroelectric power plants are river-bed hydroelectric power plants

(Fig. 2-7b), in which the building of station 5 enters into the

general/common/total front of water-pressure installations, i.e., it

appears as the continuation of dam (3 - concrete overfall; 4 -

concrete dead/blind dam). ater to hydroturbines 6 is fed/conducted

through inlets 7 and is abstracted/removed from the hydroturbines

through suction tubes 8.

For the passage of snips serve single-chamber sluice 9 and

approach channels 10 and 11.
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An example of river-bed hydroelectric power plants are Uglichsk,

Rybinsk and Gor'kiy GES in Volga and many others.

In recent years are installed the river-bed hydroelectric power

plants, in which in the building of station are placed not only the

openings/apertures for a water supply to hydroturbines, but also the

water-outflow openings/apertures, normally-closed with panels or

locks and which use for the discharge/break of flood water from the

headwater. Therefore considerably is reduced the length of spillway

concrete dam with the appropriate increase in the length of

dead/blind earth dam, which gives the considerable savings of means

and materials. Sometimes all water-outflow installations can be

placed in the limits of machine room in the case of

fall/total/cmplete failure of the installaticn of spillway concrete

dam.

An example of combined type river-bed stations are largest Volga

of the name of V. 1. Lenin and Stalingradskaya hydroelectric power

plants in Volga.

With pressure heads more than 30-35 m usually install near-dam

type hydroelectric power plants, whose building of station directly

pressure head does not receive and is arranged/located after

dead/blind concrete dam from the side of the lower reach (Fig. 2-8).
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In the body of concrete dam 3 pass delivery conduits 9, on which

the water from headwater 1 proceeds to hydrcturbines 8. This location

of building accept by the series/row of stations, for example, on

Dneprovsk hydroelectric power plant (calculated pressure head 38 a),

on the projecte4 fraternal hydroelectric power plant on hangar

(calculated pressure head of approximately 100 m) and on many others.

Fig. 2-9 in the form of an example gives the cross section of

near-dam hydroelectric power plant with the location of building 12

after dam 3, from the side of lower reach 2. Water from headwater I

on delivery conduit 4 enters volute chamber 8, which encompasses the

wheel of hydroturbine 9. From volute chamber the water enters

impeller vanes of turbine, and then through suction tube 10 leaks off

into the lower reach.

L
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Fig. 2-8. Diagram of near-dam hyiroelectric power plant. 1-

headwater; 2 - the lover reachi; 3 - dead/blind concrete dam; 4-

spillway concr-te dam; 5 and 6 - earth dams-. 7 - building of the

station; 8 -hydroturbine; 9 - pressurized pipelines; 10 - suction

tubes; 11 -two-cbamber sluice; 12 and 13 - approach channels.

Page 30.

Volute chamber 8, which has the changing cross section, provides

uniform water supply tc impeller of turbine and serves for the

gradual trans lat ion/conversion of rectilinear forward motion of water
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curvilinear.

The vertical shaft of turbine is connected with the vertical

shaft of hydraulic generator 11, which is established/installed in

machine room.

[anufac+ured by generator electric power enters the closed

distributor of qeneratcr voltage 14. and frcm it into step-up

transformer 15, established/installed in the open air. From

transformer along aerial line 16 electric power enter the open

distributor of the increased voltage (in Fig. 2-9 it is not shown),

but from it into the network/grid of power system. Cable 17 shields

aerial line from the direct impacts of lightning.

Lock 6 serves for the cessation of water inflow into delivery

conduit 4. During repairs in slots/grooves 5 is omitted repair lock.

Tap/crane 7 serves for settl.ing and lifting the locks.

Machine room is equipped uy bridge crane 13, necessary during

mounting and rpnairs of aggregates/units.

On mountainous rivers the necessary pressure head can be created

by using the considerable natural graiients (incidences/drops) of

these rivers. lot in range A (Fig. 2-10) bench mark of river compose

LL
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(lia bove sea level, and in range B - respectively ki6Vf then in

section AB the natural gradient of river, or, which is the same

t:: 'nq, a difference in the water levels in the beginning and end/lead

of the section AB, comprises Hp- 11,- . Thus there is that

difference in the horizons/levels (pressure head) and it is possible

to utilize by installing a deviation hydroelectric power plant.

Derivation installations, this of the installations, which go around

fundamental river bead: diversion channels, tunnels, tubes.

The diagram of derivation installation is given in Fig. 2-10. In

the beginning of the utilized section of river is arranged/located

water intake 1, through which the water enters diversion channel 2,

and from it into pressure basin 3. Dam 7 serves for providing the

approach of water into diversion channel. The latter is laid with

very small gradient, several times of smaller than natural gradient

Npof river in section AB. Therefore pressure head N on the turbines
of hydroelectric power plant is temporarily less than gradient H,.

From pressure basin 3 water along delivery pipes 4 enter

hydroturbines, which are located in machine room 5. From

hydroturbines the water along diverter 6 returns to river, but

already in range B.

With the aid of dam 7 it is Dossible to create artificial

reservoir with the specific water supply and to additionally rais

water level, after increasing pressure head on the turbines of

hydroelectric power plant.
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Fig. 2-9. The cross section of near-dam hydroelectric power plant.

a) 6

Fig. 2-10. Diagram of derivation hydroelectric power plant. a) the

plan/layout of the hydro-electric station; b) the diagram of the
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creation of pressure head.

Key: (1). River.

Page 31.

Such installations in which the pressure head is partially created by

dam and partially by derivation, call dead-derivation or mixed.

In derivation installation are included: 1) the head assembly,

which consists of dam and water intake; 2) derivation installations -

channels, tunnels, pipelines; 3) the station-type assembly into which

enter pressure the basin and pipelines, building of station,

diverter.

In the USSR are constructed several large/coarse derivation

hydroelectric power plants, also, among they: the hydroelectric power

plant of the Sqvansk cascade/stage (on r. it is given) - Kanakersk,

Ozernaya and Gyumushsk; Khramst - on the river Khram; ZAGES - on the

river Kur; Farkhads - in Central Asia; Niva-3 - in the Kol'skiy

peninsula and a number of others.

Under conditions of planned socialist economy during the

installation of hydroelectric power plants are solved not only energy
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problems, but also complex of other important national-economic

problems: an improvement in the navigation, irrigation and irrigation

of the arid earth/ground, improvement in the water supply of cities

and industrial enterprises. In certain cases through the

water-engineering constructions of hydroelectric power plants run the

highways and railway lines.

Hydroelectric power plants give to national economy the savings

of a large quantity of fuel/propellant and free/release transport

from its transport.

On hydroelectric power plants comparatively easily is realized

the automation of the production process which is considerably

simpler than the production process of thernal power plants (mainly

as a result of the absence of fuel economy and boiler with all

auxiliary services). There are fully automated hydroelectric power

plants. on hvdroelectric power plants is considerably less the volume

of repair work. As a result of entire this the number of personnel on

hydroelectric stations is considerdbly less than on thermal power

plants of the same power.

Because of smaller operating costs the prime cost of

manufactured electric power on hydroelectric power plants several

times is less (usually 3-5 times), than on thermal power plants.
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A large/coarse deficiency/lack in the hydroelectric power plants

is the considerably larger cost/value of their installation in

comparison with the thermal power plants of the same power, which is

explained by the mainly large volume of earth and construction work

during the installation of hydroelectric power plants. True, in the

process of operating the hydroelectric power plants this difference

in first costs fast enough is redeemed due to the smaller prime cost

of electric power on hydroelectric stations.

An important deficiency/lack in the hydroelectric power plants

are the large period of their installation, the considerably

exceeding period of the installation of the same according to the

power of thermal power plants.

Taking into account these deficiencies/lacks in the

hydroelectric power plants and on the basis of the need to maximally

accelerate the development of power engineering of the country, which

more narrowly was discussed into §1-3, seven-year the plan/layout of

the development of national economy for 1959-1965 provides for

certain temporary/time reduction of the construction of hydroelectric

power plants during the maximum development/scanning of the

construction of powerful/thLck thermal power plants.
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The place of the installation of hydroelectric power plants is

selected taking into account the most advisable use of energy of the

water flow: attempt to obtain largest possible electric energy

generation and the power of station with the minimum expenditures of

materials and resources for the installation of hydraulic station,

including expenditures fcr the preparation of the bed of the

reservoir (see above), consider the conditions of navigation,

irrigation, irrigation, water supply of cities and enterprises, etc.

Electric power, developed by the hydroelectric power plants of

average and large power, is usually put out directly in electric

system by the voltage 35-500 kV of power systems. In connection with

this the diagrams of the electrical connections of the hydroelectric

power plants of average and large power usually little differ from

the diagrams of the electrical connections of thermal district power

plants. The principle of the fulfillment of this diagram is given in

Fig. 2-3: electric power 6ffrom generator 15 enters that raising of

transformer 24, from the latter by collecting mains SSh of 35 kV and

above, but from them in electric power line LEP.

Together with powerful/thick hydroelectric power plants in the

USSR are installed small hydroelectric Power Flants by power from
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several ten or hundreds of kilowatts to several thousand kilowatts,

intended mainly for the electrification of rural economy and small

cities in those regions where there is no power net of poerful/thick

power plants.

Page 32.

From these small hydroelectric stations, electric power is usually

distributed directly over generator voltage to 10 kV inclusively and

and less at the increased voltage 25 kV.

Run off in rivers during year changes and the greatest value it

reaches during spring seasonal flood. The best use of energy of water

flow is achieved, in the first place, with the artificial control of

flow and, in the second place, with the multiple operation of

hydroelectric and thermal power plants on the general/common/total

electric system of power system.

If hydroelictric power plant does not have a reservoir (such

stations are encountered comparatively rarely), then the mode of its

operation is determined by the flow of river: with large flows the

hydroelectric power plant can develop total power and put out into

the network/grid of power system a large quantity of electric power

with the appropriate decrease in the load of the thermal power plant
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(see §3-4); on the other hand, at low run off the load of

hydroplant is correspondingly decreased, and the greater load is

transmitted to the thermal stations of the power system.
On such hydroelectric power plants the large part of the water of

spring seasonal flood is dumped through the dam, i.e., it is not

utilized.

On hydroelectric power plants with reservoirs of a comparatively

small volume usually is realized the so-called diurnal control of

flow. In this case the water, accumulated in reservoir for the

specific hours of days, utilize for electric energy generation

comparatively short-term, for several hours in a 24 hour period, for

providing the supply of users with full loads the systems when the

power of thermal power plants it is insufficient (the so-called peak

mode/conditions of operation of stations, see §3-4). In the remaining

hours of day this hydroelectric power plaVt works with the fractional

load, determined from the conditions of filling of reservoir and

minimally necessary passage of water into lower bank (from the

conditions of navigation, irrigation, water supply of enterprises and

cities, etc.).

On hydroelectric power plants with the considerable space of

reservoirs is realized the annual control of the flow when entire

flood water, with exception of the water, expended by turbines of

hydroelectric power plant, is delayed in the reservoir before the dam

and then into remaining part the year gradually it is

expended/consumed into addition to the natural summer and winter

L
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flows of river. On such hydroelectric power plants can be realized

also diurnal of control as this is shown above.

on hydroelectric power plants with the reservoirs of a

comparatively small volume usually is realized the so-called diurnal

control of flow. In this case the water, accumulated in reservoir for

the specific hours of day, utilize for electric energy generation is

comparatively short-term, for several hours in a 24 hour period, for

providing the supply of users with full loads the systems when the

power of thermal power plants it is insufficient (the so-called peak

mode/conditions of opeiction of stations, see §3-4). In the remaining

hours of day this hydroelectric power plant works with the fractional

load, determined from the conditions of filling of reservoir and

minimally necessary passage of water into the lower reach (from the

conditions of navigation, Irrigation, water supply of enterprises and

cities, etc.) .

On hydroelectric power plants with the considerable space of

reservoirs is realized the annual control of the flow when entire

flood water, with exception of the water, expended by turbines of

hydroelectric power plant, is delayed in the reservoir before the dam

and then into the remaining part of the year gradually is

expended/consumed into addition to the natural summer and winter

flows of river. On such hydroelectric power plants can be realized

L L -,_._ _ .... ... . . -' "' ," . . . .. . III lii i . .. .- -. .. - -', - - - -
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also diurnal control as this is shown above.

In certain cases the space of the reservoir of hydroelectric

power plants on plains rivers does not permit implemention of

full/total/complete annual control of flow. ht such stations is

realized the seasonal control when in reservoir is delayed only the

part of the flood water; remaining part flood of water is dumped

through the dam into the lower reach. The delayed in reservoir water

is utilized usually in the winter months when flow in river has

minimum value. Therefore in winter months the hydroelectric power

plant can bear large load.

By the control of flow is provided the more complete utilization

of energy of water flow and, consequently, also large electric energy

generation on hydroelectric power plant, as a result of which are

reached considerable fuel economy and reduction in the prime cost of

electric power in system.

2-4. The atomic power plants.

In 1954 in the USSR was introduced in operation the first in the

world atomic power plant in power 5000 kW, using intranuclear energy

for electric energy generation in industrial purposes. Was made the

first step/pitch in mastery/adoption for the energy purposes of
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energy of atomic nucleus.

In 1958 was started the first turn by the power of 100 MV of the

second atomic power plant whose total power will be 600 MV.

Fig. 2-11 gives the simplified schematic diagram of the first

atomic power plant from which it is evident that the atomic stations

are actually thermal steam-turbine power plants whose role of boiler

unit perform nuclear reactor I and steam generator 4.
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Fig. 2-11. The simplified circuit of the atomic power plant. a) the

schematic of the working channel of atomic reactor.

Page 33.

As electric power source is utilized th- usual turbine unit, which

consists of steam turbine 8 and turbogenerator 14.

The energy source on the first atomic power plant is nuclear

reactor 1, in which occurs the fission chain reaction of the nuclei

of uranium-235 by slow neutrons. As neutron moderator is used

graphite.

Reactor core is made from graphite by 15 in the form of vertical

cylinder with a large number of vertical openings/apertures. Into

these openings/apertures are inserted the so-called working

(technological) channels. The very simplified circuit of this channel
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is shown on outline a Fig. 2-11: channel consists of thin-walled

steel tube with 16, inside which is inserted plug 17 of uranium in

the form of the special alloy; within latter/last is placed U-shaped

thin-walled steel tube with 18, on which flows/occurs/lasts the

water. Over one half tube the water flows/occurs/lasts downward,

while on another it returns upward. In the upper part of the reactor

the ends/leads of these U-shaped tubes of all channels are connected

into collectors/receptacles 2 and 3 (2-2].

In process the nuclear fissions of uranium of plug 17 are heated

and is given up heat to the water, which takes place in tubes with

18. The circulation of the water through the reactor is continuously

supported by pump 6.

In all in the reactcr of 128 working channels in long on 7 m.

Them replaces on measure the "burn-out" of the fissionable substance.

The intensity of reaction, and thereby also energy content,

which separates in reactcr, are regulated by the splash cores, made

from material, that actively ansorbing neutrons. Is achieved this by

position control of the rods indicated in special vertical reactor

channels.

As can ba seen from diagram in Fig. 2-11, at station are
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realized two independent circulation loops of water.

Of the first outline, which consists of reactor I and tubes 5 of

steam generator 4, under the action of circulating pump 6 always

circulates one and the same space of the distilled water, which is

located under pressure 100 atm(tech). Passing on tubes 18 reactors,

water is heated to 2700 C and then it enters steam generator 4, where

it gives up its heat to water and the steam of secondary circuit.

From steam genprator the water with pump 6 is supplied into reactor.

Filter 7 serves for warning/preventing the incidence/impingement into

the reactor of the randcm weighed solid oarticles.

The replacement of water in the first outline and the

completion/replenishment of losses as a result of possible escapes

are realized from tank by 13 with the aid of pump 12.

Secondary circuit consists of steam generator 4, steam turbine 8

and capacitor/condenser 9.

Forming in steam generator of steam at a pressure 12.5 at.(abs.)

and temperature 260 0 C enters steam turbine and from it into the

capacitor/condqnser where it is cooled by circulation water by TsV,

supplied with pump 10. Feed pump 11 supplies condensate from

capacitor/condenser into steam generator.
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With the work of nuclear reactor appear the radioactive

radiations, moreovr special danger for people represent neutrons and

gamma-rays, in large quantities generated by reactor. In order to

fence the service personnel from the harmful effect of neutrons and

gamma-rays, reactor is surrounded by the protection which consists of

the layers of water (with a thickness of I m), concrete (with a

thickness of 3 m) and cast iron (with a thickness of 0.25 a).

Primary wa~er, passing through the reactor, acquires

radioactivity. Water of its secondary circuit does not have.

Consequently, by the use/application of two circulation loops of

water is provided the safety of servicing turbine and its accessory

equipment.

All the aquipment of the first outline (steam generator 4, pump

6, etc.) is placed in the separate shielded cabins.

In all at the stations are established/installed four steam

generators, of which one - stand-by. With load of 5000 kV the station

expends/consumes in the days of approximately/exemplarily 30 g of

uranium. The steam-turbine condensation power plant of the same power

and with the same load expends/consumes in a 24 hour period to
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100-110 t of Moscow brown coal.

The atomic power plaats can be installed both with the

condensation on-s and wita central heating turbines. With respect to

this their thermal circuits can be fulfilld analogously with the

diagrams, given in Fig. i-J or 2-6.

In 1959-1965 in the USSR will be constructed several

large/coarse atomic power plants. This they will be of power plant in

power on 400-600 MW, ana possibly also more powerful/thick.

Page 34.

For gaininq of the experience of construction and operation are

installed the power plants from somewhat different flow charts and

turbine units of different power in the different initial parameters

of steam. Large/coarse power plants will be equipped by the reactors,

which use as heat-transfer agent and neutron moderator usual

pressurized water, and by the reactors, which use an ordinary water

or steam as hpat-transfer agent and graphite as retarder.

Installation in the future of powerful/thick atomic power

plants, especially in regions, which do not have local

fuel/propellant and not havini available the sources of hydroelectric

energy, will be a powerful stimulus of further development of Soviet

power engineering and all fields of the national economy of the USSR.

LI-
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Chapter Three.

GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT ELECT5ICS OF THE POWER PLANTS AND POWER

SYSTEMS.

3-1. Systems o! current. Nominal voltages.

Electric power, developed by power plants, they transmit to

different distances depending on the distance of power plants from

the users of electric power. The greater the extent of the lines of

electric system and the transmitted by them electrical power, the

more advantageous it is to transmit electric power with high voltage.

with an increase in the voltage in the wires of electric system

decreases, as a result of which the same electrical power can be

transmitted by the wires of smaller sections. Decrease energy losses

in electric system.

Since electric generators and receivers are constructed to the

specific standard voltages (see below), then during the construction

of the electric systems of high voltage is usually necessary to

change voltaqe, and sometimes several times (see Fig. 3-5 and 3-8).

Most simply and economically such conversions of voltage are realized
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with alternating current with the aid of power transformers. At the

same time one ought not to conclude that it is always necessary to

approach the use/application of high voltages. The fact is that in

proportion to an increase in the voltage grow/rise both the initial

expenditures for the ccnstruction of network/grid and transformer

substations and the expenditures for their maintenance/servicing.

Therefore at certain value of high voltage the supplementary

expenditures/consumptions indicated will not already covered by

savings from the decrease of the energy losses and section of wires.

In each individual case the highest voltage is determined by the

appropriate technical-economic calculations.

In the USSR for production and electrical power distribution is

accepted alternating three-phase current with the frequency of 50 Hz.

The use/application of a three-phase current is explained, in the

first place, by the larger efficiency/cost-effectiveness of

networks/grids and installations of three-phase current in comparison

with networks/grids and by the installations of single-phase

alternating current and, in the second place, by the possibility of

use/application in the industry of the three-phase asynchronous

electric motors, which aLe most reliable, cheap and simple of all

existing types of electric motors.

In a number of the branches of industry together with
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three-phase current is applied direct current for electric drive,

electrolysis in chemical industry and nonferrous metallurgy

(production of aluminum, zinc, etc.) and other purposes.

The electric motors of direct current are applied when according

to the conditions for technological process is necessary the wide and

steady control of the rate of production mechanisms. Furthermore,

direct current is used extensively for the electrified transport. The

users indicated they usually supply by direct current from the rotary

substations, which convert three-phase current into current constant.

As converters most are used extensively the mercury-arc rectifiers.

The direct current cf very high voltages can find use for the

transmission of large power up to very large distances. Since on

power plants is developed electric power of three-phase current, then

with thp realization of power transmission of direct current is

necessary construction on the feeding side of the transmission not

only of the raising transformer substation, which uses for obtaining

necessary high voltage of transmission, but also rectifying

instillation, which converts alternating current into direct

high-tension current.

Page 15.
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At receiving end of the transmission is necessary the construction

both the inverter installation, which converts direct current into

alternating high-tension current and lowers transformer substation.

Thus, and in this case production and electrical power distribution

are realized by a three-phase current, and only very electric power

line works on direct current.

In the Soviet Union from 1950 works the experimental production

electric power line of direct current by voltage 200 kV Kashira -

Moscow with a length of 112 km by which is transmitted the power of

30 MW.

In 19r9-1960 will be constructed the electric power line of

direct current by voltage 800 kV from Stalingrad hydroelectric power

plant into Donbass.

The accepted to the USSR standard voltages for the fixed systems

of heavy current are given in Table 3-1 (according to GOST 721-41).

Nominal the voltage of the receivers of electric power (electric

motors, tubes, etc.) , generators and transformers is called the

voltage, with which they are intended for a normal operation.

Electrical network is characterized by the nominal voltage of

I-10"
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the receivers of electric power which from it are supplied; therefore

for the nominal voltage of its electrical receivers.

The nominal voltages of electric generators are accepted to 5o/o

higher than nominal voltages of the corresponding electric systems

how is considered the loss of line voltage with their normal load.

For powerful/thick turbo- and hydraulic generators of Soviet

production arp applied also voltages 11; 13.8; 15.75 and 18 kV (see

tables P-1 and P-2 1).

FOOTNOTE 1*. The tables, designated by the letter P, are given in

appendices. ENDFOOTNOTE.

In this case to the same voltages are performed the primary windings

of the step-up and step-down transformers, connected directly to the

outputs of generators.

The nominal voltages of the primary windings of the step-down

transformers are equal to the nominal voltages of the corresponding

electric systems, i.e., electrical receivers, with exception of the

voltages, noted in Iablej 3-1 by asterisk, which are related to the

step-up and step-down transformers, connected directly to collecting

mains or outputs of generators.
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The nominal voltage of secondary winding of transformer they

will be determined with the idling of transformer, i.e., with the

idling of transformer, i.e., with its extended secondary winding and

nominal voltage in primary winding. Taking into account the losses of

the voltage of secondary windings of transformers dable 3-1) on 5 or

10o/o hiqher than nominal voltages of the corresponding electric

systems (electrical receivers).

Direct current by voltage 110 and 220 V apply in the

installations of its own needs of power plants to large/coarse

substations for the feed of the circuits of relaying, automation,

emergency liqht, signaling and so forth, etc.

The electric motors of direct current are applied normally on

220 and 440 V.

For the installations of the direct current of special

designation/purpose (thrust/rod, electrolysis, etc.) frequently are

applied voltage different from those given and established/installed

by special staniards.
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-fable 3-1. Nominal voltages.

|HOuI NaAbalOe Na- " Hauam~a ap m.

npI*~eIk.l nlweu- nPNeM- na e l l
WO3 5AeKTP0-

~ ~'yI~eprM. B(5') Tpaticoopuaropon

Tpx 4ro re4 P "~p P pex~aioro To.(a oo78
5o0a 0 u4 50 :4 (mewny"SaHoe) At

110 0 - 115 -3 5 -
127 - - 133 127 133 127 133

220 220 127 230 230 220 230 220 230
- 360 220 - 400 380 400 380 -
440 - - 460 - - - - -

- 500 - - 525 6)30 525 500 -
- 3000 - - 3150 3 000i 3150 - -

3 150* H 3300
- 6000 - - 6300 6 000H 6300 - -

6300" it 6600
- 10000 - - 10500 10000 11 10500 - -

10 500* , 11000
35000 - - - 35000 38500 - -

-110000 - - - 110000 121000 - -
154000 - - 154000 169000 - -

22000 - - - 220000 242uO - -

Key (1). Nominal voltage of the receivers of electric power. (2).

Nominal voltageV.(3). Three-phase current 50 GA. (4). Generators.

(5). Transformers. (6) . Ihree-phase current 50 GA (interphase). (7).

Single-phase current 50 4 (8). Direct current. (9). Interphase.

(10). Phase. (11). primary vindings. (12). Secondary vindings.
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Page 36.

For the feed of electrical illuminating installations normally

are installed four-wire electric systems by voltage 380/220 V (three

phases and zero or neutral wire, with the inclusion/connection of

tubes to phase voltage 220 V). Three-wire networks/grids by voltage

127 and 220 V for new installatlons are not recommended as a result

of the consilerably larger cost/value of the electric systems of

these voltages in comparison with the cost/value of electric systems

with voltage 380/220 V (with smaller voltage necessarily the larger

secticn of wires).

Four-wirt -lectric systems by voltage 220/127 V usually somewhat

more exponsivp than networks/grids 380/220 V; however, at voltage

220/127 V is achieved the considerable decrease of operating costs

due to larger efficiency/cost-effectiveness and larger service life

incandescent lamp to voltage 1z7 V. Therefore sometimes for

electrical illuminating installations economically more advisable can

prove to be voltage 220/127 V LL 3-11.

Neutral wires of four-wire networks/grids by voltage 380/220 and
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220/127 V in Soviet practice accept to ground tightly for

guaranteeing the automatic cutoff/disconnecticn of the element/cell

of installation or section of network/grid during single-phase

closing/shorting to the earth and increases in the safety of

servicing of these networks/grids [L, 3-2].

Let us xamine the case when the neutral of this network/grid is

not grounded (Fig. 3-la). during dead/blind (metallic, i.e., with

negligibly low contact resistance) closing/shorting to the earth of

one of the phases, for example phase C at point K, safety fuse P of

this phase it does not burn out, since the current of

closing/shorting to the earth in such networks/grids is small (see

also J5-1), and voltages with respect to the earth/ground of two

other phases long prove to be equal to interphase voltage

(respectively 3%0 or 220 4 Unaer this voltage falls the man, if he

stands on the Parth/qround and touches by hand and to uninsulated

section of one of the phases with intact/uninjured/undamaged

insulation with respect to the earth/ground.

But if the neutral of four-wire network/grid is grounded tightly

(Fig. 3-1b), then during dead/oliad closing/shorting to the earth of

one of the phases appears single-paase short circuit (through the

qarth/ground) and the damaged phase is disconnected as a result of

the burn-out of the established/installed on it safety fuse P (or the

i I i {
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cutoff/disconnection of its shielding automatic switch, see chapter

15). The voltaqes of intact/uninjured/undamaged phases with respect

to the earth/ground remain equal to phase, i.e., 220 or 127 V. In

this network/grid of man, touching the uninsulated section of any

phase, it can Drove to be only under phase voltage, i.e.,

respectively under voltage 220 V in networks/grids 380/220 V and 127

V in networks/grids 220/127 V.

For the olectric motors ot low power most frequently is used the

voltaqe 380 V more rarely tnan 22J and 500 V. To voltage 3 kV apply

electric motors in power 75 kW and more, while to voltage 6 kV -

power 200-250 kW and more. To voltage 10 kV are applied very large

power motors by powpr into several thousand kilowatts.

Electric systems urban ones and major industrial enterprises

make to voltages 6 or 10 kV. PLactice also introduction/input in the

territory of larqe cities dad enterprises of the lines of

transmission networks by voltage 35 and 110 kV (the so-called deep

introductions/inputs), which reed the powerful/thick reducing

substations, from which already with voltage 6 or 10 kV are supplied

urban or industrial electric systems.
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Fig 31. hre-pas for-irenewor/gid y oltge38022 o

Voltage1. Th kpand for-wire netppligrd for theoltaetric 22ower

lines of district electric systems, then by which electric power is

transmited to considerable distances - to ten and hundreds of

kilometers. 1esidps the voitages 35-220 kV, indicat't n Table 3-1,

in the USSR is applied also nomina& voltage 400 kV, on which work the

electric power linas from Volga hydroelectric power plant of the name

of V. 1. Lenin to Moscow and Chelyabinsk. In 1957 the Ministry of the
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power plants of the USSR made a decision all nev electric power lines

of large extent and as capacity on the order of 650 MY and to more

install to voltage 500 XV. Foundation for this is the fact that with

a comparatively small increase in the capital expenditures the

capacity of power transmission for voltage 500 kV to 25-40o/o is more

than transmission in voltage 400 kV [l. 3-3 and 3-41.

It is planned to also apply nominal voltage 330 kV. In

particular, voltage 330 kV accept tor the planned in Dniepr

Kremenchug hydroelectric power plant.

All electrical devices conditionally it is possible to subdivide

into two groups: electrical devices by voltage to 1000 V and by

voltage it is ahove 1000 V as this provided in the active "rules of

the device/equipment of electrical devices" (PUE) and the "safety

regulations" (PTB) [L 3-5 and J-b]. This subdivision is caused by

differences in construction/design and insulation of electrical

equipment (electrical machines, apparatuses, cables, insulators,

etc.), in the execution of distributors and in the rules of

construction and operation of the groups of electrical devices

indicated.

At the samp time in practice conventional is also the separation

into electrical devices and electrical equipment of low and high
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voltage (low-voltage and hiyt-voltage). In the following presentation

we also frequently use these conditional terms, understanding by

low-voltage ones all devices/equipment by voltage to 1000 V, but

under high-voltage ones - Dy a voltage are above 1000 V. In this case

one should remember that this subdivision is purely conditional and

completely it does not reflect the degree of the safety of servicing

the installations of one or the other voltage.

3-2. General information about electrical circuits and electrical

equipment of electrical stations and substations.

For the purpose of the facilitation of the understanding of the

subsequent sections of course let us become acquainted with the

simplest diagrams of the electrical connections of stations and

substations of high voltage and the designaticn/purpose of the

fundamental usei on them electrical equipment.

The schematic of tne electrical connections of electrical device

in the conventional designations shows all its fundamental

elements/cells (circuits of generators, of power transformers and

electric motors, collecting mains, waste/exiting lines, etc.) and

their fundamental electrical equipment (disconnecting equipment,

instrument transformers, reactors, etc.), and also all connections

between aggregates/units and apparatuses in that sequence, in which
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they are carried out in actuality.

Are distinguished unilinear dad trilinear diagrams. In unilinear

diagrams conditionally show connections only for one phase the

instillations, which simplifies diagram and gives to it clarity. In

schematic unilinear diagrams indicate only the fundamental

agqrqgates/ 'nits of thc installation: generators, power transformers,

electric motors (Fig. 3-5). In more detailed unilinear diagrams

indicate also the disconnecting apparatuses, instrument transformers,

busbar/tire ani cable icints, measuring meters, relay of protection

and automation, etc. Such diagrams give general idea about electrical

device and established/installed on it fundamental electrical

9quipment (for example, diagram in Fig. 3-2, where for the purpose of

simplification are not shown measuring meters, relay of protection

and automation, instruments of signaling, etc.).

Trilinear diagrams comprise for all three phases (see Fig. 3-3)

with the indication of entire electrical equipment of primary

circuits, and also all measuring meters, instruments of signaling,

relay of protection and automation and so forth, etc. In trilinear

diagrams indicate also all connections of secondary circuits, i.e.,

the connections of measuring meters with instrument transformers, the

connections of the relay of protection and automation, signaling,

etc.

-- AW-
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The diaqrams of electrical connections are made with the

necessary usp of the established/installed by GOST 7624-55

conditional graphic designations. Some of these designations,

relating to the diagrams of primary circuits and most frequently

encountering in this book, are given in Table 3-2.

The conventional designations of the elements of the networks of

secondary circuits are given in the second volume.
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Table 3-2. Som: conditional graphic designations in electrical

circuits according to GUST 7621-55.

(i'i9CK~ lCaRAeltmafue WISHIH~ HANono onoauaue0

nP08OAa mini uIIIHw fepeCCKaIoTCR, 30 SJICKTPM'KCCKE me cocAHHm

~~UmeHHe (coeAltijeHl~e C 3CM.JICA)

KORHTaKT anwlpala. sawlHml ia cdopKO

Ksoe~aa pa3ACJIKa

('bNeKTop

(MrTP4bo4)puaTor 18~ C OAHHM CePACROOKOW

1j61 To mce. so C ASYUR cepC~uHmaMu (AymE BT0pHjIUE 0 6 IOTKSUE)

(iIrIuss~ed npeAOXPa2ISITC~b

(,0 CoflpoTmsAleH~ue HleperyalmpyemoC

(,~ConPOT.Meuua peryAVpyCMoo 603 PaSPM mIefl CO C1ObSUANMX 90111.
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Page 39.

//.5 omXAOatOou4ue anflapamu (o K~eooKqM

( BiNKjho'maTeAL IabicoKoro manpameHim (maciinoUI, D03AYLAMZ9 amrof3bdk( R AP4

(i'1)-1 WAt. 80 Y7BOWtCMliOC aW3V4aeCWW

lismei.4aiiiw *AemgeoHra 71 Ooiueo

r.-MeHO /1 OtvAY4M

(A s e3hcalHaTe~nb C 3a3estAmoutumL flowtoA

Am~T axcum~arn.:or: T:Ka

(.s-TeKTpoA8HraTenb aCIIHXpoU~bwa TpeXa3fblI C ICOpOTK03aMKHy7UM POTOpOM

(pG1To MKe. 110 C 031i~M POTOPOM

(a) efepa~p flocronthoro 'roka

"rNUSPONUS reuepa'rop Tpexzaamor TOKA



6C. so, iso ynpomxeuuoe 63aeg

(O#cms1poHM reHepaTop C ObiBeleHnbumH WeCTblo KoimaUU itA3 06MOTsu

cmaop a Hc yKa3awMCM oOmoTmU soadymAemsrn

Tps~pao OoJuoamui c cepeusifioat

TP&Hc4Qpiarop Tpexq~a3HkMA A13YX06MOTOq[Hb[1 C cePAeqHHcom. c COCAHHe-
aieM oduoToIr 3BC3Aa - TpeyroJnbmiK, c abIiAeHtHolt HeATPhJ~blo

Asroypauc4~opuauop :rpes~wouwA o cepAesuom~. c £caAmMCeuxe oG~sotoa
5 3Se3Ay
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Key: (1). "he designation of *lesent/cell. (2). Conventional

designations. (3). Electrical connection of busbars or wires. (4).

wires or busbars intersect, but it is not electrically connected.

(5). Grounding (ground connection). (6). Contact of apparatus,

terminal/gripper on assembly. (7). 0able preparing. (8). Reactor.

(9). Current transformer with one core. (10). Then, but with two

cores (two secondary windings). (11). Safety fuse. (12).

Resistor/resistance, fixed. (13). Resistor/resistance, adjusted

without chain cleavage with slipping contacts. (14). Position. (15).

bisconnecting apparatuses. (16). it is connected. (17). it is

disconnected. (18). High-voltage switch (oil, air, auto-gas, etc.).

(19). fhen, but simplified designation. (20). Conventional

designations. (21). Disconnector, Knife switch. (22). Disconnector

with grounding knife. (23). Automaton of maximum current. (24).

Electrical machines and transformers. (24a). in unilinear diagrams.

(24b). in multilinear diagrams. (25). Electric motor asynchronous

three-phase with short-circuited rotor. (26). Then, but with

phasp-wound rotor. (27). Direct-current generator. (28). Synchronous

threephase g~nerat-r. (29). Alternator with brought-out six

ends/leads of phases of stator winding and with indication of

excitation winding. (30). Transformer (single-phase with core). (31).

Transformer three-phase double wound with core, with connection of

windings star - triangle, with Drought-out neutral. (32). Autotrans-
former three-phase with core, with connection of windings into star.
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Let us note also that in our practice accept by the nominal

voltage of electrical device (station, substation) to count the

nominal voltage of the electric system, which feeds from this

installation. Therefore on the diagrams of connections of electric

installations (on their collecting mains) should be indicated the

nominal voltages of the corresponding networks/grids according to

GOST (see Tabli 3-1), i.e., the nominal voltages of electrical

receivers (for !xample, 6, 10 kV, etc.), but not the nominal voltages

of generators or secondary windings of power transformers.

Fig. 3-2 qives line diagram of the power plant of comparatively

small power with two generators of nominal voltage 6.3 kM. Developed

by generators electric pcwer enters the collecting mains SSh and from

them into cable system 6 kV.

Dotted lines in the diagram limited the outlines of those

locations in which is established/installed the corresponding

equipment. Generators G-1 and G-2 together with their primary

motor/engines (in the diagram they are not shown) are
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established/installed in the machine room of the main housing of

station. Entire electrical equipment by voltage 6 kV is

established/installed in the main distributor device/equipment 6 kV

of station. Generators are connected with distributor by busbars on

the insulators; sometimes this connection is made by power cables.

The waste/exiting lines 6 kV are carried out by cables.

Step-down power transformers T-1 and T-2 serve for the feed of

the distributirg frame 380/220 V of the installation of their own

needs of station. From the busbars of this panel will move away the

lines, which feed the electric motors of the mechanisms of their own

needs and thp ilectric lighting of station.

In all circuits of station are established/installed the

disconnecting apparatuses. In installations by voltage to 1000 V are

applied the disconnecting dpparatuses, indicated in the diagram in

branch circuits 380/220 V: knife switches rub and safety fuses P or

automatic air switches (automata) T> and other, disconnecting

circuits durinq overloadings and snort circuits (see Chapte 14 and

15).

In installations by voitage above 1000 V apply the disconnecting

apparatuses, indicated in the diagram in branch circuits 6 kV:

switches V, disconnectors E, safety fuses P (see Chapter 14, 16 and 17).
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High-voltage switches serve for inclusion/connection and

cutoff/iisconnection of circuits during normal operation, and also

for the automatic cutoff/disconction of circuits during their

damages. For control of switches are applied the drives (see Pig.

3-3), which serve also for the retantion of switches in the connected

position (see Chapter 11).
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Fig. 3-2. Line ,iagram of power plant with one system of collecting

ma(ins.

Key: (1). Waste/exiting cable lines. (2). Cable. (3). kV. (4). Main

distributor 6 kV. ('i). 1Suipuent nail. (6). distributing frame
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380/220 V of its own needs. (7). V (8). reed of its own needs of

station.

Page '41.

So that the switches would automatically disconnect circuits

with the disruptions of their normal operation, dangerous for

electrical equipment, it is necessary that in each circuit would be

established/installed relaying.

The fundamental problem oL relaying is the rapid and reliable

liquidation of emergencies and abnormal modes/conditions, which

appear in electrical device, for the purpose of

retention/preservation/maintaining in the work of all

intact/uninjured/undamaged and normally working parts of the

installation. Relay prctection is fulfilled of one or several relays.

i.e., the special instruments which during disturbance or damage of

any element/cell of installation act on the drive of the switch of

the corresponding circuit, after which the latter automatically is

disconnected. In certain cases relayings actuate the signalling

devices (bell, siren, tube), which notify personnel about the need of

acceptinq the m-asures tar the elimination of the abnormal operating

mode.
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Let us examine the operating principle of simplest and most

widely used relaying, namely the maximum current protection from the

currents of short circuiting, adjusted in the majority of circuits.

The schematic trilinear diagram of this protection on the

waste/exiting line is given in Fig. 3-3. The windings by relay are

connected to secondary wiiilings of current transformers; therefore in

normal mole coil current by relay does not exceed 5 A and the cores

of relay cannot be sucked inside coils and lock contacts. During

short circuit at point K in primary circuit appears the short-circuit

current, several times the exceeding operating current of circuit. In

this case considerably increases the current in secondary windings of

current transformers and windings by relay, as a result of which the

cores arc pullod and close contacts. Through the latter are closed

the direct-current circuit of the disconnecting electromagnet of the

drive of the switch (course of the current through the contacts of

one relay is shown by broken rifleman/pointers), its core it is

pulled by its striker it displaces retaining catch of drive. In this

case the switch under the dction of the disconnecting spring

disconnects the circuit, in which occurred short circuit.

Relaying of electricai devices must operate selectively (it is

selective), i.e., it must be so it is arranged so that during the

damage or the short circuit would operate/wear protection and was

disconnected the switch, nearest to the place of damage, and all
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other parts of the installation continued normally to work. For

example, if short circuit occurred at point K on diagram in Fig. 3-2,

then must be disconnected switch V-I of the waste/exiting line, and

switches V-2 and V-3 of generators be disconnected must not, although

in the circuits of generators will flow/occur/last the short-circuit

current to the moment/torque of the cutoff/disconnection of switch

V-1 of line. For this purpose relayings have special device/equipment

or work with specific time element. More rapidly must operate/wear

relaying, nearest to the place of the damage; for our example time

element of the protection o the waste/exiting line must be less than

time element of the protection of generator. Time element does not

usually exceed several seconds.

Repair, cleanup, control, replacement and the like of

apparatuses and machines or whole elements/cells of installation

(line, power transformer, generator, etc.) must be conducted without

the cutoff/disconnection of other working parts of the installation,

but by the fact of an more entire installation, but with the

observance of the necessary conditions of safety for those, who

generate these works. The most important action, which ensures the

safety of performing work in high-voltage installations, is the

reliable disconnecting of the part of the installation, on which is

assumed production in the works, from other parts of the

installa+ion, which are located under voltage.
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Fig. 3-1. Schematic diagram of the device/equipment of relaying of

maximum current.

Key: (1). Collect-ing mains. (2). Disconnector. (3). High-voltage

switch. (14). Drive of switch. (5). Spring. (6)-(7) . Decoupling

electromagnet. (8). Disconnecting spring. (9). Trip. (10). Relays.

(11). From storage battery. (1U). Current transformers. (13). To

electric measuring instruments. (t4). G:;Ltk

Page 42.

in this case for warning/preventing the possible errors it is
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necessary that the place ot disconnecting would be performed by the

apparatus, ensuring the clear visioility of the place of chain

cleavage. Such apparatus is the disconnector (see Chapter 16).

As a rule, disconnectors are not intended for

inclusion/connection and cutoff/disconnection of circuits, which are

located under load, but serve only for inclusion/connection and

disconnecting of the de-energized elements/cells installations,

preliminarily off as switca. For example, if it is necessary to

repair switch V-1 of the waste/exiting line, without upsetting the

operation of station (Fig. 3-2), then should be disconnected first

switch V-1, ani then lisconnectors R-2 and R-1. Then switch V-I is

dVsconnected from the collecting mains of station, which are located

under voltage, and from the cable of line, to which can be supplied

the voltage from the network/grid through any other line. In some

diagrams of the electrical conaections (see Fig. 3-4) disconnectors

are utilized for switching of separate circuits, which are located

under voltage, but when these switchings are not accompanied by the

gap of power.

Disconnectors R-i, estaolished/installed from the side of

collecting mains SSh (Fig. 3-2), call busbar/tire, while

disconnectors R-2 in the outputs of the waste/exiting lines - linear.

- ----- -n m --
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For control/checking of the work of aggregates/units and

individual parts of the installation, quality of electric power

(voltage and frequency) and for the account to developed and

distributed electric pcwer over electrical stations and substations

are applied appropriate electric measuring instruments: ammeters,

voltmeters, wattmeters, frequency meters, counters, etc.

Furthermore, are provided for the devices/equipment of

automation, which ensure the automatic maintenance of the assigned

mode/conditions of the work of installation (automatic field control,

automatic frequency control, etc.) and which accelerate the

restoration/reduction of the normal mode of work during the all

possible emergencies and the disturbances/breakdowns of the mode of

operation (the automatic breaking of aqgregates/units, transformers,

lines, etc.).

Provisions are made for also the instruments and the warning

devices, which facilitate the orientation of personnel with changes

in the mode/conditions of the work of equipment, and also the

necessary instruments and communications.

All enumerated devices and relay are placed in the panels of the

master control board or directly in the closed distributors (for

greater detail, see Vol. 2).
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generator voltage. (6). Nachine room.

Paqe 43.

In installations by voltage above 1000 V measuring meters and

relay switch on through instrument transformers of current and

voltage. In the diagram in Fig. 3-2 it is evident that currei t

transformers TT are established in the circuit of each connection,

and voltaqe transformers TN - only in the circuits of generators also

on collecting mains. Before voltage transformers are connected the

disconnectors and safety fuses P-1.

collecting mains SSh and all connections between apparatuses

normally mak- not insulated (bare) by busbars Sh on porcelain

insulators. Some circuits sometimes make by cables, for example the

connection of transformers T-I and T-2 at voltage 6 kV (cables Kb).

Connections on the distributing frames by voltage to 1000 V

perform by bare busbars cr insulated wires.

One system of collecting mains, provided in the diagram in Fig.

3-2, does not provide the high reliability of the power supply of

users, since during damage and repair of collecting mains the

nourishment of users is interrupted/broken.
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Fig. 3-4 gives line diagram of powerful/thick power plant during

electrical power distribution at two voltages - generator and

increased (in the diagram is not shown the feed of its own needs of

station and are not given instrument transformers). From generators

electric power comes the collecting mains of generator voltage 6-10

kV and from them partially into the network/grid of generator voltage

along the waste/exiting cable lines, and partially into the step-up

three-phase power transformers by secondary voltage 35-110 kV. from

the latter electric power comes the collecting mains 35-110 kV and

from them into the air electric power lines, employees for the feed

of the distant from station users and connection/communication of

station with the electric system of power system.

At generator and increased voitages are used two systems of

collecting mains. Normally in worK is located one set of busbars, the

second set of busbars is stand-by.

The presence of two systems of collecting mains makes it

possible to preserve in worK installation during damage or repair of

one of the systems.

During short circuit on the working system of the collecting
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mains of generator voltage (at point K-i) operate/wear maximum

current relayings of generators and are disconnected switches V-1 and

V-2, but if station works in parallel with the network/grid of power

system at voltage 35-110 kV, then are disconnected both switches V-3

and V-4. After disconnecting then the switches of all lines and

transformers, they change over entire installation to the stand-by

system of collecting mains, for which are disconnected all

busbar/tire disconnectors of the working system of collecting mains

(odd: R-1, R-3, R-5, etc.) and they connect the busbar/tire

disconnectors of the stand-by system of collecting mains (even: R-2,

R-4, R-6, etc.). After this are connected the generator switches,

lines and transformers. Upon the start of the switches of the second

and following of generators, and also upon the start of the switches

of transformers, if through them is realized the multiple operation

of station with power system, generators synchronize.

In two systems of collecting mains it is possible to alternately

overhaul the collecting mains of station, without upsetting the

operation of installation, i.e., without interrupting/breaking the

nourishment of users. For example, it is required to supply on repair

the working system of the collecting mains of generator voltage. For

this, without interruptiny/areaking operation of station, they change

over installation to stand-by system of collecting mains in the

following order: 1) switca on bus-connecting switch V, supplying
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voltage on the stand-by system of the collecting mains; 2) switch on

the disconnectors of the stand-by system of collecting mains R-2,

R-4, R-6, etc.; 3) disconnect the disconnectors of the working system

of collecting mains R-1, R-3, R-5, etc.; 4) disconnect bus-connecting

switch V and its disconnector from the side of the working system of

collecting mains.

On the waste/exiting cable lines of the generator voltage of

power plant are shown the reactors (coils with considerable inductive

reactance), Intended for decreasing the strength of currents of short

for decreasing the value of short-circuit currents in the cable

system (for greater detail, see Phapter 8).

Raising transformers T-1 and T-2 usually they establish in the

open air. Distributor by voltage 35-110 kV can be performed by that

opened or that closed.

In other respects everything said in the relation to diagram in

Fig. 3-2 is related also to the dismantled diagram.

The concept about electrical power distribution from the power

plants whose diagrams were dismantled/selected above, gives the

schematic unil!near diagram, given in Fig. 3-5. It is here accept

that electric power partially is distributed over generator voltage
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10 kV and partially at the increased voltage 35 kM. On power plant is

conditionally shown one system of collecting mains both on the

generator and on that increased voitages. For purposes of

simplification in all circuits are not shown the disconnecting

apparatuses and instrument transformers.

Page ,44.

The nominal voltaqes or electrical receivers (tubes of electric

lighting - 220 or 127 V. of electric motors - 220-6000 Y)usually

differ from nominal voltages of the feed and distributive electric

systems of high voltage, in this case of the equal to 10 and 35 kV;

therefore electrical receivers are supplied from the reducing

transformer substations (P-1, P-2, P-3, etc.).

Similar substations, placed near users of electric power, are

intended for the feed of the appliance load of city or settlement,

lighting and power loads of enterprise, etc. The substations, which

feed appliance load, agricultural users, small homemade enterprises,

etc., usually have only one secondary voltage it is normal 380/220 V

for obtaining which on substation are installed one (substation P-i)

or two (substation P-2) transformers of small power.

If substation is intended for the feed of the shop of enterprise
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or small enterprise, then on it are provided for either one secondary

voltage 380/220 V for feed electric lighting and electric motors

(substation P-2), or two voltages (substation P-3) - one for the feed

of electric lighting and tue second for the feed of electric motors

(0.38-6 kV). To each voltage can ae established/installed one or two

transformers and even it is more.

The distant from station users are supplied with more high

voltage, for example 35 kV. in the diagram of Fig. 3-5 it is shown

that two parallel to electric power line L-7 and L-8 supply the

district (urban, iniustrial) reducing transformer substation P-7 to

secondary volta~qr 10 kV, irom wAich in turn, are supplied the

reducing substations of users (P-8, P-9, P-10, etc.). From the

busbars of these substations are supplied the electrical receivers

(as from the busbars of substations P-1, P-2 and P-3).

The feed of the reducing substations directly from the

collecting mains of stations or district substations (substations

P-1, P-2, P-I, P-8, P-9) is expedient only with sufficiently

powerful/thick and critical substations. Groups of small substations

to usually more expediently supply from distribution points (RP),

which obtain feed directly from the busbars of station or district

substation. On distribution point electric power does not transform

itself, since it is intended only Lor distributing electric power

LL
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between the separate reducing substations. From RP can be supplied

the substations of urban electric system, departmental substations

and even all-factory substations.
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Fig. 3-5. Schematic diagram of electrical power distribution from

power plant at voltages 10 and 35 r.V.

Key: (1). MV (2). V

Page 45.

Ts possiblq thq feed of several ones of substation from one

line, without. construction HP as this shown for substations P-10,

P-11 and P-12. In both cases they dpcrease a number of lines, which

exit from the collecting mains of station or district substation. and
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initial cost of network/grid.

Substations P-10 and P-11 are passage, all others - blind,

final.

The feed of substations by single lines (for example, the feed

of -l'bstation P-i by line L-I) does not provide the high reliability

of power supply, since emergency to line or its cutoff/disconnection

for repair they lead to the prolonged cessation of the nourishment of

the users of substation. For preventing this they reserve the feed of

critical and powerful/thick substations, for example, by the

construction of two feeding lines: lines L-3 and L-4, feeding

substaticn P-3, lines L-5 and L-b, feeding RP, etc. In the case of

cutoff/disconnectjon of cne of the feed lines of the corresponding

substation without interruption continues along the second line.

The diagrams of the reducing substations to secondary voltage to

1000 V, for example substations P-1, P-2, P-3, etc. in Fig. 3-5, are

fulfilled similarly *o diagram ,n the part of the transformers T-1

and T-2 in Fig. 3-2.

Fig. 3-6 in the form of an example gives the unilinear diagram

of distr4ct substation (P-7 in Fig. 3-5), on which are shown the

switches and the disconnectors; remaining apparatuses are omitted. On

LL
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side of both voltages is accepted one system of collecting mains. On

the very powerful/thick substations, which feed responsible users,

are performed also two systems of collecting mains as in the diagram

of Fig. 3-4 in the part cf the transformers T-I and T-2.

On the district pcwer plants where entire/all developed by

generators electric power is put out in the electric system of the

increased voltage 35 kV and it is above (with exception of the small

part of electric power, expended for its own needs of station), finds

a use the diagram, given on Fig. 3-7. In this case of collecting

mains not no generator voltage there is in view of the absence of

,isers near station. Generators work in parallel on the collecting

mains of the increased voltage. Each generator with its step-up

transformer forms the integral unit, which is called "block generator

- transformer".

Between the generatcr and the step-up transformer of no

disconnactinq apparatuses it is established/installed, since each of

them individually work cannot. Are established/installed switches

only on the side of high voltage of each block where are provided two

systems of collecting mains. For the feed of its own needs of station

(electric motors and illuminations) each aggregate/unit has a

transformer of its own needs, connected to the busbars between the

generator and the stap-up transformer.
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3-3. Rated currents and power of electrical equipment.

The nominal (permitted) current of electrical machines,

transformers and apparatuses is called that greatest prolonged

current with course of which how conveniently long time and at

specific calculated ambient temperature the temperature of heating

current-carrying parts and insulation does not exceed the

established/installed by norms value.
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Fig. 3-6. the unilinear diagram of transformer substation.

Key: (1). kV.

Fig. 3-7. Unilinear diagram of district power plant.

Key: (1). Wastp/exiting electric power lines. (2). kY are above. (3).

Step-up transformers. (4). kV. (5). In closed distributor of its own

needs of station.
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Page 46.

Calculated ambient temperatures at present in the USSR are as

fol lows:

for electrical apparatuses (GUST 8024-56) and pover transformers

(GOST 401-41) the temperature of surrounding air .. 350C.

for electrical machines (temperature of entering the machine air

or hydrogen):

for turbogenerators (GOST 533-51) and synchronous condensers

(GOST 60q-54) . 400C.

for the hydraulic generators (GOST 56 16-50) and other machines

(GOST 183-55) ... 350C.

for bare and insulated wires, busbars and power cables, laid in

air .. 250C.

for power cables in the earth/ground ... 150C.

The long parmissi Ale temperatures of heating the parts of

electrical machines, transformers and apparatuses depend on the kind
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(class) of insulation, the design life (the higher the temperature of

heating insulation, the less the period of its service), permissible

temperature of heating contacts and they are established/installed by

appropriate GOST (some of these temperatures are given subsequently

in the examination of apparatuses and machines).

The established/installed by GOST 6827-54 scale of rated

currents for electrical apparatuses is given in Wable P-6.

For electric generators and power transformers are

established/installed the specitic standard values of their nominal

power. With respect to this their rated currents (1 ,,, A) are

determined by nominal power (So kVA) with nominal voltages (U,,

kV ) S
MOMM

The nominal power of generators and transformers are determined

under th same conditions as rated currants, i.e., at a calculated

ambient temperature and a long permissible temperature of heating

current-carrying parts and insulation.

The fundamental characteristics of the turbogenerators of Soviet

plants ara given in Table P-1, and hydraulic generators - in Table

P-2. Since the resistive Load of generator determines charging

primary motor/pngine, then given in table P-i active po-ier are the
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nominal power of steam turbines.

In irable P-4 are given the fundamental characteristics of power

transformers, while in-fable P-5 - autotransformers of Soviet plants.

One should remember that for transformers nominal power is the power

on the terminals/grippers of secondary winding with its nominal

voltage, i.e., with open-circuit voltage.

3-4. Power systems.

At present widely is realized the multiple operation of poier

plants on general/common/total electric system. This association of

power plants is called power system (power system).

Forming part of the power system of power plant, electric power

lines, substations and thermal networks/grids are connected into one

whole with the generality of mode/conditions and with the continuity

of the process of production and distributing electrical and thermal

energy [L. 3-61.

Electrical system is called the part of the power system, which

consists of generators, distributors, electrical networks and

electrical receivers.

L--
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Electrical network is called the part of the electrical system,

which consists of substations and electric power lines of different

voltages.

Fig. 3-8 in the form of an example gives in unilinear image the

part of the schematic diagram of the connections of powerful/thick

power system. On all stations and substations is conditionally shown

one system of collecting mains.

In power system are united the powerful/thick district of

hydroelectric station S-i, two thermal district power plants S-2 and

5-3 heat and power plant S-4. All stations are connected with

electric system by voltage 110 kV. Electric power lines 110 kV L-2,

L-3 and L-4 form the high-voltage ring; the cutoff/disconnection of

any of these lines does not disrupt the connection/communication

between the fundamental elements of system.

On district power plants are performed the block diagrams of

connection of generators with the step-up double wound transformers;

busbars not no qenerater voltage on these stations there is.

Hydroelectric power plant 5-1 is distant up to considerable

distance from the fundamental electric network of 110 kV of power

system; thereforp it is connected with it at voltage 220 k¥ with two
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parallel lines L-1 through the powerful/thick substation P-i.

Station S-2 is connected directly into the ring of lines 100 kV,

while S-3 station is connected to the fundamental network/grid of

system by lines L-5 and L-6 through busbars of substations P-2 and

P- 3.

Page 4 7.

Heat and power plant S-4 is connected to system by line L-7

through the busbars of substation P-i. Let us note that heat and

power plant compulsorily they do not connect with system at voltage

110 kV. This depends on the location of heat and power central in

system, amount of power, transmitted by the line of its

communications with system, and distance from it to the nearest

district substation. So, if heat and power plant was arranged/located

nearer to district substation P-2, then it it would be possible to

connect with system on any of three voltages: 110, 35 and 10 kY. In

this case the rational solution can be fcund only via the

technical-economic comparison of versions.

Substations P-1 and P-2 are the powerful/thick junction/unit

substations of system. On substation P-I are established/installed

reducing triple-wound autotransformers, which have autotransformer
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connection/communication between the windings 220 and 110 kV and

transformer couplings between then and low-voltage winding (for

greater detail, see &iapter 23). from the collecting mains 10 kV of

this substation are supplied to electric consumer, arranged/located

in immediate proximity of the substation: individual industrial

enterprises, districts of large/coarse city, agricultural users, etc.

Furthermore, at the voltage 10 kV of substation are

established/installed two synchronous condensers SK, employees for

mining the quadergy.

On substation P-2 are established/installed the step-down

triple-wound transformers. At voltage 35 kV are supplied the

sufficiently vast regions in whicn can be arranged/located

industrial, public-service and agricultural users. At voltage 6-10 kV

are supplied the users, located near substation.

Substations P-3 and P-4 are equipped by double wound

transformers and can have any of the indicated in the diagram three

secondary voltages.

Substation P-3 is passage, while substation P-4 - blind, final.

In the diagram 3-8 is shown only the part of the lines 220 and

110 kV of system and are in no way shown the networks/grids 35-10-6

kL ----
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kV, which feed from the busbars of the reducing substations and heat

and power plant, or network/grid by voltage to 1000 V. The

nourishment of users from the busbars 6-10 kV of substations is

realized just as from the stations of the same voltage (see diagram

in Fig. 3-5).

The creation of power systems has high national-economic value.

First of all with joint operation on the general/common/total

electric system of the series/row of power plants during the correct

distribution between them of the total load of system is achieved the

more economical use of equipment of separate power plants and energy

resources/lifetimes of region (fuel/propellant, water energy), and

also the decrease of the losses of electric power in networks/grids

how is provided a decrease in the consumption of fuel, especially

expensive high-energy and long-ranye propellants, and the

considerable reduction of prices of electric power. First of all are

utilized those power plants, which are equipped by the most ideal

aggregates/units which work with the greatest efficiency and on cheap

fuel/propellant, and also the hydroelectric power plants, which give

cheapest electric power. In this case each of the stations of system

covers/coats certain assigned part of the load of system.

Fig. 3-q gives the diurnal graph/curve of the load of power

system, on which is given exemplary/approximate load distribution
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between the entering the system heat and power plants, district

thermal and hydroelectric stations.
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Fig.3-8.Scheaticdiagam o powr sytem

Page 48.
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in condensation mode/conditions, which, however, decreases their

efficiency.

The load of hydroelectric power plants determine taking into

account the control of flow rivers. The remaining load of system they

distribute between thermal local exchanges.

As peak stations, which work into the watches of the full loads

of system (Fig. 3-9), predominantly are utilized the hydroelectric

power plants, especially in the periods when they are not provided

with water for a continuous operation at full power. High value have

simplicity and short starting time of hydraulic generators (with the

complete set of load less than 1 min). Sometimes are utilized as peak

stations the thermal power plants, which work on imported

fuel/propellant and least economical.

The association of power plants by multiple operation

considerably increases the general/common/total reliability of the

power supply of users. With emergency and cutoff/disconnection of one

of the stations of system its load is redistributed between other

stations of system. In this case due to charging to nominal power or

even due to the small short-term overloading of the aggregates/units

of the remaininj in work stations is provided the uninterrupted

nourishment of all or at least most responsible users of disconnected
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station.

At isolatei/insulated the working stations is necessary the

installation of standby units, capable of replacing off

aggregates/units during their damage or repair. With to the multiple

operation several stations there is no necqssity to establish/install

standby units in each station and completely it suffices to have

total for an entire system reserve capacity.

In powerful/thick power systems is possible the construction of

very large/coarse power plants with the aggregates/units of the large

power: 200-400 MW and even are more. Is explained this by the

following rpasons. For the uninterrupted power supply of users it is

necessary that the system would have available a sufficient reserve

capacity. They usually consider it technically sufficient and

economically advisable tc nave in system the reserve capacity, equal

to a proximately/exemplarily 10o/o of power of the aggregates/units

of system. At the same time this reserve capacity must be not less

than the power of the large/coarsest aggregate/unit,

established/installed at the stations of system.

For example, in the power system with a power of 1000 MV, which

has available reserve capacity approximately 100 MV, the installation

of the aqqregate/unit with a power of 200 MW requires increase in the
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reserve capacity of system not less than to 200 MR, i.e., to 20o/o,

that economically it cannot be justified. At the same time in the

systems with a power of 2000-4000 MW and more reserve capacity is

200-400 MW and more, which makes it possible to establish/install in

such systems the aggregates/units with a power of 200-400 MV and even

more powrful/thic:k. Analogous considerations show that only in

united systems of very large power it is possible to install the

power plants with a power oi IUUO-1200 MW and more with a relatively

small number of powerf ul/thick aggregates/units.

In the USSR there are more than 60 power systems. Largest of

them are Moscow, Leningrad, Donbas, Dneprovsk, Chelyabinsk and many

others ft. 3-7 1.
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Fig. 3-9. Diurnal gcaph/culrve of the resistive loads of power system

with the indication of exemplacy/approximate participation in coating

of its different power plants.

Key: (1) . KW. (2). Peak stations. (3). hcc;

Page 49.

As early as the prewar years was initiated the association of

separate power systems to muitiple operation. At present work the

pools: Ural. which unites the Sverdlovsk, Chelyabinsk, Persian,

Bashkir and Urussunsk power systems; outhern, which unites the

Dneprovsk, Donbas, Rostov and Stalingrad power systems; ,4 ntral,

which unites Moscow, Gorlkiy, Ivanovo, Yaroslavl, Vladimir and

Kalinin power systems.
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The largest power plant of the country - the Volga hydroelectric

power plant in. V. I. Lenin with a power of 2300 MW is connected with

power transmissions by voltage 400 kV with the central and Ural

pools.

Power transmission 400 kV from Volga hydroelectric power plant

to Moscow with capacity to 1500 Md consists of two parallel lines

lonq than 800 km each.

Electric power line 40O kV Volga hydroelectric power plant -

Urals in 1958 iq lei to ChelyabinsK and there will further be

continued to Sverdlovsk; the total length of this line 1050 km.

Let us note, that lines indicated above of transmission 400 kV

subsequently it is planned to transfer to voltage 500 kV, that

considerably will increase their capacity with small supplementary

expenditures.

Thus, they already work in parallel to the power plant of the

central and Ural pools and Kuybyshev power system. With this most is

created the base of the single power system of the European USSR.

In 1960 the lentral pool will beqin to obtain electric power

from Stalingrad hydroelectric power plant along two lines by voltage
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500 kV in long approximately 1000 km.

In 1960 must put into operation the electric power line of

direct current by voltage 800 kV, length of 470 km and by the

capacity 750 MW, which will connect Stalingrad hydroelectric power

plant with the power system of Wonbass, entering the southern

integral system.

As a result of entire this, and also construction of new

powerful/thick power plants and connection of other power systems,

the power of thq single power system of the European USSR in 1965

comprises about 50,000 MW, while in 1972 - approximately/exemplarily

72000 MW. This there will be important in the world power combine.

Everything said earlier relative to the technical-economic value

of the creation of power systems for national economy even in larger

measure is related to the pools and, of course, to single power

system. we will be restricted to one example. Since twilight, but

respectively also evening load peaks in Urals begin on 2 h earlier

than in Moscow and Donbass, then only due to this association of the

power systems indicated will give decrease in the united load peak on

400-500 MW, which will make it possible to carry out the nourishment

of new users without the installation of the supplementary generating

power on power plants fL. 3-8].
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At present Leningrad power system is connected with electric

power line by voltage 110 kW with Estonian power system. On this base

will be further developed the powerful/thick North Western pool.

In Caucasus Georgian power system is connected with AzerbaiJan.

Subsequently will be created the powerful/thick Caucasion pool into

which I will enter Georgian, Azerbaijan, Armenian and Krasnodar power

systems.

During the years 1960-1965 will be created the pools in Western

Siberia with total installed power on the order of 8500 MW and in

East Siberia - approximately/exemplarily 1200 MW. To 1972 the power

of Siberian systems will exceed 36,000 MU.

Tho following important stage in the development of power

engineering of the USSR will be the creation of the power pool system

of the Soviet UYnion. For this association of the European USSR with

the connected to it powerful/thick North Western and Caucasion

integral systems it will be connected with the system interconnection

of central Siberia and the power systems of Central-Asiatic union

republics. Thq realization of this enormous association will require

the construction of the series/row of the very powerful/thick and
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extended electric power lines by voltage 500 kV, and possibly, and

higher voltage.

With the joint operation of power plants on general/common/total

electric system is necessary the centralized management/manual of

their work. This management/manual is realized by a central traffic

control service of the power system in function of which enters the

guarantee of fulfillment of the state plan of the power production,

quality of energy, accident free and economical work of power system.

For achievement this central traffic control service realizes

operative management and current planning, establishes/installs the

most advantageous and most reliable modes/conditions of the work of

separate installations and power system as a whole.

Page 50.

Operative management of the activity of entire attendant

(interchangeable) personnel of power plants and supply-line regions

is accomplished by the attendant dispatcher of power system, who

during his duty is old operational face in power system.

Attendant dispatcher is located on the control room of power

system, equipped by the dispatch board, on which are indicated all

fundamental elements/cells of power system and with the aid of
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special signaling is reflected their position (it is connected,

disconnected, in repair, etc.). On the dispatch board are

established/installed also the necessary measuring meters, which

indicate loads and voltages of individual parts and installations of

system. Control room is equipped also by different communications

with separate stations and by supply-line regions.

The attendant dispatcher of system monitors the fulfillment by

the power plants of the system of the assigned graphs/curves of

loads, he follows the correctness of control of voltage and

frequency, it leads by the operational actions of the attendant

personnel of power plants ana supply-line regions both durinq the

normal mode of work and upon the liquidation of emergencies via the

qiving of indications about start and cutoff/disconnection of

generators, power transformers, electric power lines, etc.

Sometimes the dispatcher can independently perform the

process/operations indicated directly frcm ccntrol room with the aid

of the special units of the control at a distance - of the so-called

devices/equipment of remote control.

Remote control by fundamental objects power systems and wide

automation of the production processes of hydroelectric and thermal

power plants, and also electrical networks make it possible to a
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considerable degree to shorten the number of personnel of all

components/links of power system. Many hydroelectric stations and

substations generally can successfully work without on-duty

personnel.

For the management/manual of the work of the pools are created

special dispatcher controls of association. The attendant dispatcher

of association leads by the work of the attendant dispatchers of

separate power systems in that part in which this is reflected in the

work of the entire pool.

3-5. Fundamental problems of power systems, power plants and

networks/grids.

The operation of all components/links of the system of

production, transmission and electrical power distribution must be so

it is organized so that the users would be provided in a proper

quantity high-quality and possiole with cheaper electric power. In

accordance with these fundamental problems of power systems, power

plants and networks/grids they are (L 3-i]:

1. Fulfillment of the state plan of

consumption/production/generation, transmission and energy

distribution and coating the established/installed load peak.
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2. Guarantee of reliable work of equipment and uninterrupted

powering of users.

In general the cessation of feed by electric power of industrial

enterprises can cause: 1) the underproduction of production for

shutoff period: 2) the damage of raw material and unfinished

production (for example, to certain chemical and metallurgical

productions); 1) damage and disorder of production equipment even 4)

deterioration in the sanitary-hygienic conditions of work.

If we consider entire damage, applied to production by

emergencies on electrical devices, it will prove to be that for each

underproduced by industry kilowatt-hour of electric power the losses

of industry reach 10-15 rub and even it is more.

On electrical devices themselves some emergencies are

accompanied by the damage of the most valuable equipment.

Experience of operating networks/grids, power plants and power

systems as a whole shows that the emergencies appear as a result of

the errors, allowed during design and mounting, the direct erroneous

actions of operating personnel, and also as a result of late taking
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by it of preventive actions (inspections, repairs, tests, etc.).

During careful design and mounting, and also during the correctly

organized operation of emergency they can be completely eliminated

and electrical devices can be trouble free.

3. Maintenance of normal quality of released energy - frequency

and voltage of electric current, pressure and temperature of steam

and water.

The quality of electric power is determined by its voltage and

frequency. Is npcessary the observance of the single frequency in

system and the assigned voltages in its separate parts. If the

electric motors of industry are supplied by electric power of

defective quality (low voltages or frequency), then the speed of

their rotation becomes less than the nominal, that entails the

underproduction of production, and in a number of cases the

considerable overheating of engines and the decrease of the period of

their service. In some enterprises can occur deterioration in the

quality of production and even damage of production.

4. Achievement of greatest efficiency/cost-effectiveness of work

by every possible decrease of specific expenditure of fuel/propellant

for manufactured electrical and thermal energy, decreases in energy

consumption for its own needs of stations, and also decrease of
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losses to transmission and energy distribution.

Page 51.

High va.:# tiavq an increase in the use of the established/installed

equipment and the careful observance of most economical

modes/conditions the operazions of separate aggregates/units and

transmission lines. At the same time is necessary a decrease in

initial initial costs of installations, but not to the detriment of

the requirements of accident free and economical work.

In electrical devices very vital importance has also providing

safety of work of the service personnel.

During design, installation and operation of electrical devices

is to strictly fulfill all instructions of the "rules of the

device/equipment of electrical installations", the "rules of the

operation of electrical stations and retworks/grids", "safety

requlations" and other directive and instructional materials on these

questions of the corresponding leading organizations the USSR.
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Chapter Four.

Graphs of tho loads of electrical plants.

4-1. General information.

The generators of power plants at each moment of time must

develop the active and reactive power, sufficient for the nourishment

of users, covering the losses in networks/grids and power

transformers and of expenditure for our own needs of stations.

The necessary active power is generated ty the generators of

power plants due to the appropriate load of their primary

motor/engines. Reactive power is generated both by the generators of

stations due to their appropriate excitation and by others especiallv

by the adjustable sources of reactive power - by the synchronous

condensers or by capacitors/condensers.

Active power consume the tuDes of electrical illumination,

everyday and industrial heaters and some other electrical receivers;

electric motors, electric induction furnaces and other similar to

them electrical receivers consume both the active and reactive power.
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Transmission and electrical power distribution are accompanied

by the losses of active power for heating of the wires of the lines

of electric systems, windings and steel cf transformers. Reactive

power is expended/consumed on compiling of the magnetic fields of

electrical linqs and in transformers.

Certain power is expended/coasumed on its own needs of stations

and substations: electric lighting and feed of the electric motors of

mechanisms of its own needs.

The mode/conditions of the work of the users of electric power

does not remain constant, but it is changed in different hours of

days, days of week and months of year. Respectively changes the load

of all componints/links cf transmission and electrical power

distribution and generators of stations. As has already been

indicated into 52-1, a change of the loads of electrical devices

accept to depict graphically in tue form of the graphs/curves of

loads.

Are distinquished the graphs/curves of active and reactive load.

In the first case along the axis of ordinates they plot/deposit

resistive load in kilowatts (kW), and the second - reactive load in

the kiln-volt-amperes of reactive/jot ones (kilovar).
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By duration are distinquishau the diurnal and annual

graphs/curves of loads.

Diurnal graphs/curves of loads. in the form of an example Fig.

4l-1 gives the 4iurnal graph/curve of the resistive loads of certain

electrical davice.
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Fiq. 4-1. Diurnal graph/curve of resistive loads, constructed

according to points.

Key: (1) . MW. 6J.Ixorys

Page 52.

The values of the resistive loads of installation at different times

of days determine in projects by the appropriate calculation, and in

operation - according to readings of measuring meters. The isolated

points of graph/curve, which correspond to the loads indicated,

connect by straight lines, why graphs/curves has the type of broken

line. & similar graph/curve wili be the more precisely, the less the

time intprvals accepted between two adjacent loads.
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The area of graph/curve determines the consumption of electric

power (kWsh): therefore for simplicity of comfutation it it is

expedient to construct the graph/curve of stepped form (Fig. -2).

With construction of stepped graph/curve take load the installations

of constant/invariable in time interval between two adjacent loads.

So are constructed the graphs/curves of reactive load.

For performance data of installation during year it suffices to

have diurnal graphs/curves for the most characteristic days of year.

For the majority of installations the most characteristic diurnal

graphs/curves of loads are winter (end/lead of December) and summer

(end/lead of June) diurnal graphs/curves. For some installations,

connected with seasonal users (agricultural users, peateries, etc.),

can be of interest also spring (March - April) and autumnal

(September - October) the diurnal graphs/curves of loads. Winter

qraph/curve usually corresponds to the full loads of installation

during year (greatest expenditure for electric lighting), and summer,

on the contrary, smallest, although they can be and

exception/elimination (water-pump stations, peateries, agricultural

users, etc.).

The full load of installation on diurnal graph/curve (usually by
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the duration not less than the half-hour) is called the maximum

diurnal load P.., (Fig. 4-1 and 4-2). The full load of this

installation in the duration ot year call peak load installation Pa.c

(greatest ordinate of the greatest in year diurnal graph/curve, for

example, win~er)

The area of diurnal graph/curve (Fig. 4-2) on the specific scale

gives electric power into k4 lowatt-hour A, manufactured or consumed

by this installation in the course of twenty-four hours.

Knowing Ac,. it is possible to determine the medium load of

installation in days in kilowatts (Fig. 4-2):

A,?

In practice are subdivided all numerous users of electrical

stations and substations into characteristic groups, being guided by

the generality of their operating mode, to the example: 1)

public-service loads - habitable houses, exterior lighting, trolley

and trackless trolley bus, water pipe and channeling, etc.; 2) power

and lighting commercial loads with supplementary subdivision

according to branches of industry, number of exchanges and the like;

3) agricultural loads (power and lighting); 4) the electrified

transport, etc.

Fig. 4-3 and 4-4 give the standard diurnal graphs/curves of

" I - ' I I . .. . . .. " i " . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . .. 1 1 il l . . . .. .
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loads for some qroups of users, constructed on the basis of the

many-year experience of operation. The ordinates of these

graphs/curves are expressed in the percentages of peak load.

The character of load change from the interior lighting of the

buildlinqs of city in large degree ts determined by geographic

latitude (duration of the dark and light parts of the days). The

diurnal graph/curve of loads from the interior lighting of the

buildings of large/coarse city somewhat differs from a similar

graph/curve for a small city and the more so for a settlement. Then

is related also to exterior lighting.
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Page 53.

The qraph/curve of loads from the electrified transport (trolley

and trackless trolley tus) depends on the character of city, relief

of locality (even, hilly, etc.), traffic volume on lines, etc.

The graphs/curves of the loads of industrial enterprises can

considerably differ from standard depending on beginning and end/lead

shifts, time of dinner breaks, value of night load, etc. Enterprises
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in different fields of industry can have the differing graphs/curves

of loads. For example, the graphs/curves of the loads of chemical

enterprises are always more uniform in comparison with the

graphs/curves of the loads of the flachine Building Plants.

Sometimes the operating time of different enterprises of

artificial shift/shear for the purpose of the creation of the more

uniform load of electrical stations and substations. This can lead to

the fact that even for uniform enterprises, but working into

different time, diurnal graphs/curves will be somewhat different.

The separately working power plants, and also the reducing

substations supply certaia limited circle of users. The form of the

diurnal graphs/curves of similar installations depends on the

composition of their users. With considerable load from electric

lighting diurnal graph/curve is very nonuniform, since load into

evening hours is considerably more than loads into daytime, night and

morning hours (Fig. 4-5). aiurnal graph/curve in summer days sharply

differs from diurnal graph/curve in winter days both value of loads

into different hours and by time of peak load which is displaced by

the later hours of days. Therefore the annual mode of operation of

electrical station or substation, which feeds predominantly

electrical illuminating users, is characterized by large

nonuniformity.

L.
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With considerable power load, especially in the presence two-

and three-shift/three-way interchangeable enterprises, diurnal

graph/curve is more uniform (Fig. 4-6) and loads in winter days less

differ from loads in the summer days (is more uniform annual

mode/conditions). The more uniform the graph/curve, the more

full/totaler/more complete is utilized the established/installed at

station equipment and wits which the large the efficiency it works

(descends the prime cost of that developed of the kilowatt-hour of

electric power).

Fig. 4-6 gives also the diurnal graph/curve of the reactive load

of power plant. The maximums active and reactive load usually do not

coincide, since during the maximum resistive load installation works

with the the highest cos# as a result of considerable lighting load.

Manifests itself also the fact that by this time conclude work the

small/fine one-shift enterprises, equipped, as a rule, by small/fine

electric motors with the the low coso. On the other hand, into the

daytime hours when lighting load is small in comparison with power,

installation works with smaller cos#, that also gives am increase in

the reactive load. Thus, reactive load changes disproportionately

active as a result of inconstancy coso in the course of twenty-four

hours.
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Fig. 4-3. Standard diurnal grapbLs/curves of the loads of the

public-service of electric consumers. 1 - electric lighting of the

habitable houses: 2 - small/fine domestic electric appliances: 3 -

electric lighting of the public buildings: 4 - external electric

lighting: 5 - everyday light power motors: 6 - the punping stations

of water pipe and channeling; 7 - urban electrified transport

(trolley, trackless trolley bus); 8 - summary chart for a city with

the population of 20-250 thousand inhabitants, which considers load

curves by 1-7.

Key: (1). Winter days. (2). Sumaer days. (3).h,-
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Fig. 4-4. Standard diurnal graphs/curves of the loads of industrial

electric requirements. I - with the one-shift work; 2 - with the

two-shift work; 3 and 4 - with two-and-a-half and

three-shift/three-way interchangeaole work.

Key: (1). Winter days. (2). Summer days. (5). hCL'IKg.

Page 54.

Value of cosO of installation depends also on charging of the

electric motors of users into different hours of days, on the value

of the voltage, conducted/supplied to electrical receivers and, etc.

With the decrease of the load of network/grid decreases loss of

voltage in it and somewhat increases the voltage, conducted/supplied

to electric motors. In connection with this increases the consumed by

them reactive power.

In power system all in parallel working stations participate in

coating of the total load of the system (see 13-4, Fig. 3-9). Since
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the networks/grids of power systems encompass very vast region and

supply a large number of users with different modes/conditions works,

then their diurnal graphs/curves of loads are more uniform, rather

than the diurnal graphs/curves of the loads separately (it is

isolated/insulated) of the working power plants. The diurnal

graphs/curves of the loads of systems are similar to those given in

Fig. 4-6.

Annual graphs/curves of loads. The special

features/peculiarities of the annual mode/conditions of the work of

electrical devices clearly are revealed/detected with the aid of the

annual graphs/curves of loads. In practice they most frequently use

the annual graph/curve of a cnange in the diurnal peak loads and

annual graph/curve in duration.

The annual graph/curve of a change in the diurnal peak loads for

stations with the predominant lighting lead is qiven in Fig. 4-7.

Along thp axis of abscissas are deposited/postponed the days on the

months of year (from 1 January through 31 December), while on axis of

ordinates - diurnal load peaks. The peak load on 31 December is more

than the maximum load on 1 January as a result of an increase in the

load in year. The smallest diurnal peak load falls on 1 July. This

graph/curve approximately can be constructed in the form of broken

line as this in the form of an example shown by greasy/fatty dotted
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line in Fig. 4-7.

If are known a number and the power of the established/installed

aggregates/units of station or substation (generators or

transformers), then, by using a similar graph/curve, it is possible

to establish how many aggregates/units must be located in work in

different periods of year. This makes it possible to utilize this

graph/curve for the establishment of the possible periods of the

repair of aggragates/units and number of aggregates/units, which can

be simultaneously overhauled.

For example, let us suppose that at the station the annual

graph/curve by which is given in Fig. 4-7, are established/installed

four aggregates/units of tae identical power, one of which is

stand-by. After conducting on annual graph/curve the horizontal

lines, which correspond to the power of aggregates/units, we find

that for coating of maximum loads in periods from 1 January through 1

April and thpn from 1 October through 31 December are necessary three

working aggregates/units, in periods from 1 April through I June and

from 1 August through 1 October for coating cf peak loads are

necessary two aggregates/units, but in period from 1 June through 1

August- only one.
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Fig. 4-5. Diurnal graphs/curves of the loads of power plant.

Key: (1) . kW. (2). Winter days. (3) . Summer days. (4),h~h

-XPeSuMaqp

Pig. 4-6. Diurnal graphs/curves of loads of powerful/thick power

plant or powpr system.

Key: (1) . kW.AX(2). Resistive load. (3). Beactive load. (q),

Fig. 4-7. Annual graph/curve of change in diurnal peak loads.
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Key: (1) . kW. (2). Days.

Page 55.

Using these data, establishes/installs most rational periods

conductinq the scheduled maintenance of the aggregates/units of

station with the retenticn/preservation/maintaining of the necessary

reserve capacity.

Annual graph/curve on duration is given in Fig. 4-8. This

graph/curve shows duration or the work of installation during year

with different loads. Along the axis of abscissas are

deposited/postponed the hours of year from 0 to 8760 h, while along

the axis cf ordinates - load in kilowatts.

Approximately annual graph/curve on duration can be constructed

on two characteristic diurnal graphs/curves of the loads of

electrical device (in winter and summer days), as shown in Fig. 4-9.

rn this case conditionally they accept, that the duration of winter

period of 213 days (7 mo.), and summer - 152 days (5 mo.).

Construction they begin with maximum and fulfill by way of a

gradual decreasp in the power, for which throuqh both diurnal

qraphs/curves is carried out the series/row of the horizontal lines
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the distance between which select in accordance with desirable

accuracy constructions.

In the form of an example let us show the determination of the

annual duration of power Pj: from winter graph/curve + from

summer - zero; annual T,=(y.,+t:0)213. Plotting/depositing the obtaimed

value of T, along the axis of the abscissas of annual graph/curve, we

find point a. the annual duration of power P2: on winter graph/curve

t3.2+t,, on summer t. is annual T2= (t.2+1.2)213+',.2 152. on annual

graph/curve this corresponds to point b.

After fulfilling all constructions, is obtained annual

graph/curve in the form of stepped broken line. It is possible to

draw the curve of annual graph/curve (dotted line in Fig. 4-9), but

so that the arsa, enclosed by this curve, would be equal to the area,

limite-' by stepped line.

If necessary more precise constructions of annual graph/curve

use a large number of diurnal graphs/curves, for example in winter,

summer and spring-autumn days. in the latter case they conditionally

accept the duration of winter and summer periods on 91 days, and the

spring-autumn period - 183 days.

The area of annual graph/curve on the duration (it is shaded in
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Fig. 4-8) on the specific scale gives electric power into

kilowatt-hour Ae. manufactured or consumed by installation during

year.

The average annual load of the installation

W" IM (4.2)

where 8760 - number of hours in year (24x365).

Annual graphs/curves on duration are utilized in the

technical-economic calculations: with the determination of the most

advantageous number and power of tae aggregates/units of

installation, losses of electric power in networks/grids and

transformers, etc.

LI I II m'. . .. .. . . . . .
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Page 56.

4-2. Designation of the grapis/curves of loads.

Im. operation on the graphs/curves of the loads:

1, In ostablished/installed the starting tine and stop of the

aggregates/mnits of station how are provided the steadiness of feed

by electric power of users and the efficiency/cost-effectiveness of

the operation of station, Since for launching/starting and connection

of aggregates/units in necessary for a while, the time lag in the

connection of aggregates/units with an increase in the load of

station can lead to the overloading of the working aggregates/units

and need of the cutoff/disconnection of the part of the users.

Premature launching/starting or late cutoff/disconnection of

aggregates/units leads to a decrease in the average/mean charging of

aggregates/wnits, which can be reason for decreasing in plant

efficiency, excessive fuel consumption and rise in price of electric

power. Everything said to a determined degree is related to the

substations on which a number of connected transformers is expedient

to change with a change In the load of substations
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2. They determine, what quantity of electric power can be

manufactured during days, year or other periods of operation. Knowing

electric energy generation and specific fuel consumption per the

manufactured kilowatt-hour. it is possible to determine the fuel

coasumption at station during certain period of operation (but on

hydroelectric power plants according to the sFecific

expeaditure/consumption of water - erpenditure/consumption of water

during the specific period of time).

3. Plans/glides time conducting of repairing basic equipment.

In operation one should in every possible way approach the

achievement possible of the moe uniform graph/curve of the lcads of

station (substation. systenj thanks to which is raised the use of

the established/installed equipment, decreases the specific fuel

consumption and as the final result is reduced the price electric

power. Very desirably also a decrease in the total load peak (without

damage for the work of indiviaal users) , which allows at the same

installed power of station (substation, system) to ensure the

nourishment of the users of larger power (connection of new users,

development of those operating).
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Ia the industrial regions of certain decrease in the total loai

peak and equalization of graph/curve it is possible to achieve by

displacement paths of the time of the dinner breaks of shops within

large/coarse enterprises (without damage for their work),

establishment of the necessary hours of the work of one-shift and

sall/fine amateurish enterprises with the fact, in order for them to

finish work before the tine of load peak from illumination, so forth.

Is expedient the connection of seasonal users, who work in the

periods of summer dropping of load (peatery, some agricultural users,

etc.p, and also users, who have light load during the load peak of

station (substation, system).

During design on curves of loads is determined the peak load of

station or substation. Knowing the latter, and also character load

cAanges during characteristic days and only year, select a most

economical and convenient in operation number of aggregates/units and

their power.

The graphs/curves of loads use also with the computation of the

losses of electric power in electric power lines and power

transformers, during the determination of most economical

mode/conditions the works of the aggregates/units of stations or

transformers of substations, also, for some other purposes.
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*'3o.C@@fficients, which characterize the mode/conditions of the work

of electrical plants.

Node/conditions the work of electrical devices during certain

period of time (days, year) are characterized by the following

values,.

Degree of irregularity (filling) of the graph/curve of the loads

of installation characterizes load factor (duty factor of

graph/cur vel

k. A __ P (4-3)

where T - a number of hours of the work of installation during the

period of time (in days T=241 k; in year T-n8760 h~in question; A -

manuf 'aft uel or consumed quantity of electric power for the same

tie P mean load of installation for the same time; Pu th

peak load of installation for the same time (days, year).

They distinguish ko1e, am& k.,. Shea k.=l (great possible value)

the graph/curve is converted into straight line. parallel to the axis

of abscissas (line dotted line with point in Fig, 4-2 and 4-8).
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Factor of lead k, shoes how mnay tines the manufactured (cons-amed)

quantity of electric power during the period of time (days, year) in

question less than that quantity of electric power which wouldl be

manufacturer (it in consumed) within the same time, if the icad of

instaillation always was equal to maximum, i.e., P&1K (ka it was equal

to the ratio of the area of graph/curve, equal to A, to the area of

rectangle OADV, equal to P. , - see Fig. 4-2 and 4-8). Comparinq k.

for different installations Icalculated during the identical period

of time), it is possible to establish/install, which of them works

with more uniform graph/coeve, since the more uniform the

graph/curvie nearer %to one,

For the characteristic of the graph/curve of the loads of

installation it is possible to ose also the demand time of the peak

load

Tuc-A (4-4)
MSKCC

which shows, how many hours during the period of time (days, year) in

question installation most work with constant/invariable peak load in

ceder to manufacture (to consume) that actually/really manufactured

(coasseed3 during this period of time a quantity of electric power

(Tr..c' It in equal to the base of the rectangle with a height of
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P..... whoe area was equal to Ap i.e., the area of real curve of

loads. me Pig. 4-2 and 4-8j.

It is obvious that T,,,.<T. Comparing formulas (4-3) and (4-4), we

find:

A=k.TPi.'C =T..PM.. 44

whence

T... /=kUT. (4-6)

Im, practice they use also the capacity factor

A PC.- -P p (4.-7)

or the demand time of the installed power

Ty 7 = - = k.T. (4-8)P ,CT

In formulas (4-7) and (4.8| by PYCT should be understood the

total Installed power is the kilowatts of all aggregates/units,

including stand-by ones.

The coefficient of use k, characterizes the degree of

utilization of installed power of aggregates/units (use of

equipment). It is obvious that k.< I and k,,*,. ghen k:-.13. on -tation

or substation there is no reserve capacity of generators or

L L
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transformers.

the demand time of installed power shows, how many hours during

the period of time in question must be to work all

established/installed at station generators (on substation -

transformers) with full load e in order to manufacture the

actually/really manufactured for the time indicated quantity of

electric power A. An a gule TT <T.

The annual demand time of peak load T... of power stations and

substations depends from the character of their load and com Frises to

2000-4OO h (k -0,23-0,45) for installations with considerable lightinq

load and for isolated/insulated the working stations and to 4000-7000

h (k*-10,45-0,80) for the powerful/thick installations, which feed

predominantly power load, moreover more than numeral they are related

to the power systems, which food the heavy industry, which works in

three exchanges.

4-4. Construction of the diurnal graphs/curves of loads in operation.

The diurnal graphs/curves of loads, which are found in the

exploitation of users, can be constructed by measuring the requirtd

by them powers
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The graphs/curves of resistive loads can be constructed from

readings of the vattmeters, adjusted in a number of cases on lines or

substations, which food the powefl/thick consumers. For this

reading of wattseters they write/record through the specific time

inatervals - in I h or 30 &in - depending on the desirable degree of

accuracy of graphing. In the absence of the constantly connected

wattmeter& are utilized movable mattmeters.

Page So.

The graphs/curves of reactive load can be constructed fromf

readings of the ampere-voltmeters of reactive/jet ones. In the

absence of the latter are utilized the ammeters, the voltmeters anl

the wattmeters from readings of which are determined first factor of

the power

P
COS

and then the reactive load

Q - Ptg'i. (4-9)

Value of tgo is found through trigonometric tables in the known

value cos*. In some cases are used phasemeters. which directly

measure cos.
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It is very simple to construct the diurnal graphs/curves of

users from the counter readouts of energy, established/installed fcr

calculation for electric powser ith the feeding system. By counter is

determined the average/ean value of the required power from any

desirable degree of accuracy* iee., in any time interval.

For example, if counter readout are written/recorded in the

hour, moreover two subsequent readings are equal to A2 and A 2 . then

the medium load of user in given hour will compose a-Al/1 kw. If

recording is conducted through each of half-hour, then medium load

will compoe(&A,-AO/1/2 kM. Having a recording of counter readouts in

days, it is possible to construct the diurnal graph/curve of the

loads of user (stepped, in terms of the average/mean values of

loads).

knalogously from the counter readouts of quadergy it is possible

to construct the diurnal graph/curve of the reactive load of user.

The diurnal graphs/curves of the resistive loads of power plants

and substations construct on the basis of hour (or half-hour)

recordings of readings of wattmeters, established/installed on

generators or transformers, On small substations in the absence of

the wattmeters of the graph/carve of loads it is possible to

construct from readings of counters established/installed to
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transformers.

The diurnal graphs/carves of the reactive load of generators are

constructed from readings of the established/installed on them

ampere-voltmeters of reactive/jet ones, but in their absence are

utilized readings of their ammeters, voltmeters and wattmeters as

this shown above.

If on generators are established/installed the recording

(recording) wattueters and ampere-voltmeters reactive/jet, then the

graphs/curves of the leads of aggregates/units are obtained directly

on the tapes of these instruments. Summarizing the diurnal rpcorlins

of recorders of all aggrogates/units, is obtained the diurnal

graph/curve of an entire installation. At powerful stations with

several installations are installed also adding recording devicps;

the total curve of the load of the station is recorded on tha tape of

this instrument.

%-S. Construction during the design of the diurnal graphs/curves of

the loads of users and substations.

For the construction of the diurnal graph/curve of the loads of

substation it is necessary to have the diurnal graphs/curves of the

loads cf consumers supplied from this substation.
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Let us begin with the examination of the simplest oase of the

construction of the diurnal graph/curve of the loads of substation to

secondary voltage of up to 1000 V, which feeds the group monotypic

electric receivers with the same operating modes (for example,

substations P-1 in Fig. 3-5). For this, first of all, necessary to

know total established/installed Pz and total that connected

P.. powers of the electric receivers.

Under the installed power of electrical receiver is understood

its power on certificate, i.e., its nominal power Tn rNrt-T.ula

establisned/installed, i.e., by nominal, power of electric motor

is the power, developed with it on shaft with full load. SThus

PYzHPoH! it is defined as the sum of the nominal (certified/rating)

power of all electrical receivers, established/installed in the

network of substation.

By the connected power of electrical receiver is unders~ood the

power, consumed by it from network during full/total/complete

charginq. For the incandescent bulbs, heaters and furnaces
n PT P.

P" -P PP, while for electric motors P.w-4-L-T, here -

efficiescy of electric motor during full/total/complete (nominal)

charging.

Thus, P in defined as the total power, consumed from network
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by all electricity receivers when they all are connected to network

and work with full/total/couplete charging, Approximately for the

group of electric motor% where - average/mean value the

efficiency of electric motors.

Consumed from network bj the group of electrical receivers power

ore in other words, net load P, at any moment of the time, is always

less than the total connected power of electrical receivers and is

only in rare cases equal to it (P.*Pp4).

Page 59.

Is explained this, first of all, by the fact that to electric

system usually are connected not all established/installed electrical

receiverse but sometimes also by the fact that not all connected

receivers work with full load.

If we take for an example the internal electric lighting of

habitable houses, then never it is so that would be simultaneously

connected all tubes of the iaterior lighting even of one larqe/coarse

habitable boa, but that it is sore district of city, whole city,

settlement, etc. Even into the evening hours of winter days some part

of the tubes remains off.
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In the major industrial enterprise, equipped by a large numbp'r

of electric motors, also never it is so that simultaneously would

work all established/installed electric motors, that as part of thc?

production mechanisms usually is located in leading-in or rppir,

may auxiliary mechanisms work periodically (taps/cranes, hoists,

compressors and many others) , in complicated mechanisms with

co-ordinated drive the electric motors work in the specific sqqu-nc-

in proportion to the fulfillent of separate process/operaticns, etc.

Production mechanisms and machine tools supply with the standari

electric motors whose nominal power sometimes somewhat exceeds tho

required power of mechanism or machine tool, determined from th,-

conditions for their greatest charging. However, the real charqinq of

mechanism or machine tool is determined by the conditions for

technological process and can considerably differ from calculation.

Therefore some electric motors of enterprise work with fractional

load.

The greatest in year power, consumed by electrical receivers

during not less than the half-hour, it is called peak load anil

it Is determined from the condition:

where k, a diversity factor of the work of the electrical



receivers; le - oad factor of electrical receivers.

Diversity factor ko showes what part of the connected power of

all entablisked/installed electrical receivers composes the connectod

power of the receivers, which work during peak lead, i.e.

P.P"
k= P80- (4-1

where P.P - the connected power of the electrical receivers, which

work during the peak load; P~p, - total connected power of all

electrical receivers.

Load factor k8 characterizes charging the electrical receivers,

which work during peak load. In other words, load factor shows, what

part of the connected power of the electrical receivers, which work

during aximun composes their peak load, i.e.

-k. MI (4.12)

Coefficients k. and t, can be equal or less than unity in

dependence on type and number of electrical receivers and mode of

their operation.

In the form of an example let us point out that according to the

data of operation the diversity factors of installations of internal

electric lighting in small cities and settlements compose 0.7-0.9,

-_
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and in largo/coarue cities 04-00.7, the interior lighting of

industrial enterprises 006-0.6, external electric lighting 1. Load

factor of electrical illuminating installations in all cases k.-l.

For obtaining the diurnal graph/curve of the loads of substation

it is necessary to first construct the diurnal graph/curve of the

loads of electrical receivers# uhich feed from this substation, in

this case they use the appropriate standard diurnal graph/curve or

the diurnal graph/curve of the analogous operating user, introducing

into it the necessary changes in the relation to the time of

beginning and termination of shifts, the duration of shifts and

dinner breaks and other individual characteristics of users.

The materials, necessary for graphing of the loads of users, are

given in the appropriate manageseat/manuals and manuals [4-11.

after accepting for base certain diurnal graph/curve and havinq

previously calculated value , it is easy to determine lcad in

kilowatts for each hour of days and to construct in the corresponding

scale the diurnal graph/curve of the loads of user.

lage 60.

The graph/curve of the loads of substation differs from the us-
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conditions by the magnitude of losses of power in network. Losses in

the wires of network are tke losses by variable/alternating (P).

since it are directly proportional to square the load of network.

Ifter constructing in the coordinate axes the diurnal use

conditions, add to its ordinates variable/alternating losses into the

metworks (Fig. S-10), calculated as follows.

Tariable/alternating losses in network with peak load are

determined from the formula:

PW,,C.DCP -fm! P K.ep/ ,&C (4-13)100

where p.,'/o - losses in the wires of network in percentages of P.,,€-

Variable/alternatiag losses in any hour of days t with load P,,

(Fig. 4-1)

PmpS=u,,c.Dep Pf2. (4-14)

In networks by voltage of up to 10001 p.,3-5o/o.

The peak load of substation can be determined without graphinq

of load by the formula:

• P---.UO- ? P,.--a + P-,,c.e"
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Taking into account formulas 14-1O) and (11-13), it is possible

to write:

or

vMBC.,.. =k.P, (4-15,

Where,

0 + i.nthohA

- the coefficient of the demand of the group of electrical receivers,

which coasiders both the diversity factors and charging of receivers

and their efficiency and loss in network from receivers to the

transformers of substatioa 0,-1J.

If substation supplies several groups of users with different

operating modeso thea for each characteristic group of consumers they

doteaino P, and .P,, accept the values of coefficients hs and ,

compete P,.., and are constructed the diurnal characteristic

graphs/curves of loads. for graphing of the loads of substaticn are

constructed the characteristic graphs/curves of all groups of users

into mwe coordinate axes (on one scale, also, for one and the same

days) and, summarizing their ordinates, obtain total graph/curve
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commsuptioms (Fig. 4-11). This construction is produced for all

chaacteristic days. Further construction let us examine in

connection with winter days, iee., to the period of the full load of

installatioa.

in general the maximum of the total use conditions can be equal

or loss than the sum of the maximums of the individual users

MEaKexyM <S .MKKC*

The participation of individual users in the formation/education

of the maximum of total graph/curve characterize by the coefficient

of participation in maximum 4,,, equal to relation the values of th'

load of this user, which participates in formation/education PUM€.,'

to his maximum.
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I I U I

iliiii
I p i~

.MOhELJA __ __

Fig. 11. fig. 4-10. Constructioa of diurnal graph/curve of loads of

substation, which feeds group of uniform electrical receivers.

Key: (I)* kV* (2). Graph/curve of substation. (2a). use conditions.

(3). Graph/curve of losses. (.

Page 61e

For example, for user 2 (Fig. 4-31) k Y- and for a user 1

coeffioleat kq~1

Pot users, who do nct participate in formation/education
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P ..... y., value = It is obvious that the users with low value

k Improve the graph/curve of the loads of substation, and therohy

also the power plant.

To the obtained total use conditions is added the power of

losses in network, as noted above, and are obtained the graph/curve

of the loads of substation and its peak load Pu8 k.00Ao

If are known the coefficients of participation in load peak of

the separate groups of users, then without graphing of loads the peak

load of substation can be determined by the formula:

+ n+ aK,,.r,o + I .aP., g I+.. +

-=+ "--1 )-M c.cy (4-16)

where P,.P'lo - losses in aetuork in percentages of PM&,CKc..

lith the known coefficients of demand [see formula (4-15)] for

each group of users the sane peak load of substation can be

determined aud thus:

PaSUC.8oACT k= kyql k +ky6 P2Pyt2 +

+ k 3k,.3P,. (4-17)

In practice they frequently use the values of the coefficints

of demand, determined taking into account the participation of thp

L_
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groups of users in the formation/education of the load peak of

substation. Then calculation even more is simplified: into formula

(4-171 for each group of users introduce the coefficient of demand,

in reference to the busbars of the feeding substation and to time its

peak loads C4-1j.

Analogously is determined the peak load of substations with

secondary voltage above 10001 (for example, the district substation

P-7 in Fig. 3-5). In this case the coefficients of demand must be

related to the secondary high-voltage busbars of substation, i.e.,

they must be determined taking into account power losses in the

networks of all voltages from the terminals/grippers of electrical

receivers to the busbars of the secondary voltage of this substation,

including coil losses and steel of the step-down transformers

substations in users (P-8, P-9, P-10# P-11 and P-12 in Fig. 3-5).

If it is necessary to comstruct the diurnal graph/curve of the

loads of a similar substations then they enter the same, as it was

stated in the relation to graphing of loads in Fiq. 4-11, but only

are considered power losses in the wires of networks do and above

O00v and in the transformers of the secondary substations, which

feed from that projected/designed.

6 L M- .21-. . . l n f. . ... .. .. . . . ~ l _- il i . . . . . nn ' r " . . . . . . -
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-~ ~ VIA -- 1 7Qfap".oca#iu
II T

1) -Wx I - T -1

0 2 'i is a 13 V2 14 5 i 20 2

Fig. 4-11. Construction of the diurnal graph/curve of the substa~ion,

which feeds two groups of olectrical receivers with different

operating mode.

Key: Lip. kV. (2), Graph/curve of substation. (3). Total graph/curv-?

of consumption. (4). Losses. (5), Graph/curve of losses. (u). hotL"'

Page 62.
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Losses in the wires of networks by voltage of up to 1000V, aril

also the losses in networks by voltage are above 1000V taking into

account coil losses (copper) of transformers can be taken as equal

ones (in percentages of the maximum of total consumption):

' 5 CTRX IIaIIpR 4#HJII M  AO 1 000 3-5/6
)B nposwimic.iiulx cei1Ix Iia- |I,

IPiAx~LIIIM kilWe 1000 a)Oa 6-/

S pHhII.,,0 .CM BUILC I 000 6 ... 0 % I
aA ji)JII CKIX CIICTemax U 14-18/

Key: (1). in networks by voltage of up to 1000T. (2). in industrial

networks by voltage it is above 10001. (3). in public-service

networks by voltage it is above 1000Y. (4). from. (5). in power

systems. (6). to.

Losses in steel of the transformers:

I s x aomuyiip .bIIaIx II rpomiLjuleciINIX CeTRX

ianpLKCI,.CM HWIIje 1 000 o.. 1-1 50/6OT P ....
) jqeKlp4:CKIX CIICTCM x .... 2-3

Key: (1). is public-service and industrial netvorks. (2). from. (3).

in power systems.

Losses in the wires of networks and the vindings of transformers

are the losses by variable/alternating (P,,P%) and they are ccmpute],

as note above.

Losses in steel of transformers do not depend on their load,

i.e., they are the losses by constants (p,.,,%).
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In the course of twenty-faux hours the total quantity of losses

in stool of transformers in network can somewhat change as a result

of cutoff/disconnection and start of the part of power transformers

on substations with the appropriate change in their load. However,

with graphing this they do not consider and accept losses in stpel of

transformers constant/invariable ones.

Power damping constant

PDO? 100 u K. (4-18)

Adding the power of variable/alternating and damping constant to

the ordinates of the conditions of total use, obtains the graph/curve

of substation and its peak load. Usually the peak load of similar

substations is somewhat less than the sun of the peak loads of

secondary substations as a result of their noncoincidence on time.

I quantity of electric power, expended in year by user, can be

determined by the following formulas:

A A Z- P r. ." (4-19)

or

AA =__p., , (4-20)
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whore T,=, - demand time of load peak (see §4-3);

T-, - demand time of the connected power of electrical

receivers.

The demand time of the connected power of electrical recgiv-rs

shows, how many hours in year receivers must work with

full/total/complete charging in order to consume the actually/really

spent by then in year quantity of electric power. It is obvicus that

T,,p <8760 h.

Are given below values T,,, for some groups of the users;

( BHyTpeHHee SAeRTp0ocmeue . ..... i500-2 50(0
l)I1apygHoe 2500-30001, ,
")-Og ocMuCiiWe npouaAweCHubIe flPeArlPHaTIM 2 000-2 500
kjsyxcMea,,We " 4 00" 001."

pexcuemde . . 5000-7000 q/

Key: (1). Internal electric lighting. (2). h. (3). External. (4).

One-shift Industrial enterprises. 45)o Two-shift. (6).

Thro-shift/three-way interchangeable.

4-6, Constrection during the design of the diurnal graphs/curves of

the loads of power plants.
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The diurnal graphs/curves of the loads isolated/insulated of the

working power plants construct just as the graphs/curves of thp loals

of substations. Difference coasists in the fact that after is

construted the total use conditions and are taken into consideratior

losses in networks and txansformers, obtain graph/curve temperinqs

from the busbars of station. rot obtaining the final graph/curvp of

the loads of station, i.e., the graph/curve of the loads of its

machines, it is necessary to the graph/curve of tempering frcm th-

bmusbers of station to add the power, expended for its own needs.

Rauiom" power consuaption per its own needs of power plants in

percentages of the installed power of station comprises

approximately/exemplarily:

,) 3
*eKTPOCTHUU Ha EN(AKOM TonAme (KasyT,

meq)Th) ra3e ...... •........ ... 3-5%
A

3
AeKTOCTaHLIHII IIe6OJIbtUO* MOWtHOCT

M  
HA

yrAe, cNcKraeMoM a KycKoaoM SHAe (t.a uen-
HbIX peweTKax) ...................... ..

olIAeNcaULIIolHte napoTyp6unHue 9AeKTpO-
CT21IHH Na IbJIACyroMbOM TOnf.Be . ... 6-9%

4TenAo~iAeKTpoueHTpa. u ua nwAeyto.161oM Ton-
Jillue .... ................... ...

L4&ARpo3wAeKTpOCTaIIIIIIII cpeAHel MOUXHOCTI.. .
4VA0'poA)eKTpOCTlauUVV 6OAbUIO MOL*AOCTM.. 0.4- -,.

Key: (1). Power plants on li uid propellant (petroleum residue, oil)

and gas. (2). Power plant of small power at angle, burned in cake

form (on chain grates). (3). Condensation steam-turbine power plants

on pulverized coal fuel/propellast. (4). Thermoelectric centers on

pulverized coal fuel/propellant. £5). Hydroelectric power plants of

average/mean power. (6). Hydroelectric power plants of large pow,_r.
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The power, expended for its own needs of power plant. depends cn

type and power of power plant, and for steam-turbine power plants -

also from the kind of the fuel/propellant of the method of its

combustion and parameters of steam.

Page 63.

If the load of the aggregates/units of station is sufficiertly

permanent, then with graphing of the load of station it is possiblc

approximately to accept that the power consumption per its own npe,ts

remains always constant/invariable and equal to

PC." P"P ,=- TW € (4-21)

where PYC, - the installed power of the generators of station, kW.

During the considerable load variations of station it is

possible to approximately consider that approximately/exemplarily

SOoo of maximum power consumption per their own needs (PJk.c.,i) 10

not depend on the load of the station (power, consumed by the

constantly working mechanisms of our own needs, part of the

constantly connected illumination, the power, expended to coverinq of

no-load losses in the electric motors of its own needs and, etc.),
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and 60/, Pskc.c.u changes the proportionally resistive load of

station.

This graphing of power consumption per its own needs of station

is carried out in Fig. 4-12; there is constructed the graph/curve of

the loads of station (graph/curve of

coansaptioa/production/generatioa). On diurnal graph/curve the

consumptions/prodnctions/gonerations in winter days determine the

peak load of station Parc.

If necessary the diurnal graph/curve of the reactive load of

power plant can be constructed as follows. Having available the

diurnal graph/curve of the resistive loads of the user and knowing

coS, with whom it works, is determined reactive load into different

hours of the day. In terms of the obtained values is constructed thR

diurnal graph/curve of the reactive load of user. With the

preliminary graphing of reactive load usually is not considered

change coo# in the course of twenty-four hours and they take as its

cosotant and equal to 0.0.95, assuming that in enterprises ar?

accepted the measures for increase cose to the value indicated.

Summarizing the graphs/curves of the reactive load of users and

taking into account the expeaditure/consumption of reactive power in

networks and transformers, is obtained the graph/curve of the
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reactive load of station.

The graphs/curves of the loads of the pover plants, which work

to the general/common/total electric system of power system, are

assiqed to power plants by the supervisory control of power systaem.

The latter, as noted in &apter 3, determines the load of each power

plant of power system on the basis of the conditions of providing the

reliable feed with power consumers and understanding of the most

economical mode of operation of power system as a whole.

kL
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!LAXLD
-~~~ - rfp 6opu, fk

- TO rOOUN a C UMU

1 717

L//

co~miNhhe VbI - ' OC fl' pa.o

pOuer plant.ya"IA

Key: (1) ke. (2) Curve of generation, (3). graph/curve of tempering

from busbars. (4). Expenditure for its own needs. (5).

Variable/altersatinq expendituro/consumption. (6). Permanent flow

ratiefconsumption. (7)o Graph/curve of expenditure for its own needs.

LA~.ho
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chapter Five,

Y1133-PRASN UDROVRKS SUMH 996110SDXD AND GROUNDED NEUTRALS.

S-l. three-phase networks with the ungrounded neutrals.

Each phase of network possesses relative to the earth/qround

certain capacity/c-apacitance, evenly distributed along the length of

wires. For simplification in fatier reasonings we count the

three-phase network of symmetrical and uniformly distributed

capacitance. of phases relative to the earth/ground we conditionally

replace by capacities/cafacitances C, concentrated on the middle of

line (Fig. 5- 1),

Interphase capacities/capacitances and caused by them

permittance currents we do not coasider, since, as this will be shiown

below, during single-phase closings/'shortings to the earth interphase

voltages do not change, and consequently, do not change the

permittance currents, caused by interpha.. capacities/capacitances.

Page 64,

In the normal mode of the wock of the voltage of the phases of
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network relative to earth/groned UA ,and 0, are symmetrical and

numerically equal to the phase voltage of Installation, but currents

is the phases of source - to vector son of the currents of icads

I., k. I,~ and capacitive (charge) currents of phases relative to

earth/ground I~c. (Pilo 5-1a ad ble Vector sum of the permittance

currents of three phases is equal to zero (fig. 5-1c); therefore no

terrestrial current It flovs/occurs/lasts.

In the came of damage to insulation and closing/shorting to the

earth of one of the phases the voltages of phases with respect to the:

earth/geoumd change (Fig. 5-2)# in consequence of which chanqe the

values of the permittance currents in network# caused by the

cm'acity/capacitamce of the phases of network with respect to the

earth/ground. Vith full/total/cosplete (metallic, dead/blind)

shorting of phase to the earth the voltage relative to the

earth/ground of this damaged phase becomes equal to zero, and

voltages relative to the earth/ground of other two

intact/vninlmred/undamaged phases increase to the interphase voltage?

of Installation (Fig. 5-21,

For example, during closing/shorting to the earth of phase C

(Fig. S-2a) a change in the voltage of phases relative to the

earth/gcoual can be considered as the result of imposition on the

voltages of phases 1)AA' M and LiC the voltages of null sequence
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0A , On and On , equal in magnitude and opposite on sign to the

phase voltage of danaged phase 0U. Is this case the voltages of all

phases relative to earth/grom"d O 0; and u are determined by

vector sum of the voltages of phases relative to the earth/ground in

the normal mode of work VA,68 and &C and voltages of null sequence

0' aad UcO aamej:
I A O s o ( A (A + A O ; u 8 U 5  O + 8 O 1o'=o+OCo o=o.+o

from vector diagram ln fig.. 5-2b it is evident that

U'A=U./=V3UA. he angle between 0. and ' composes 600.

0) •

\:,T 7-1 T34
OAI~

CCig 5-

L 9 .A
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pig. 5-1. Tree-phase network aith the ungrounded neutral. Normal

mode of work.

IC

-11

I \ 7 4,

lrig. 5-2. ?hree-phase network with ungrounded neutral. Case of,]

single-phase cloming/shorting to the earth of phase C.

'Jg 65.

Per@ittance currents in phases I and B also increase VT times,

since to the capacities/capacitances of these phases relative to the

earth/qround (which remain constant/invariable) are applied no long- r

L!
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phase, but interphase voltages. Zn symmetrical three-phase systcm
- . =-/, Pecaittance current to the earth of phase

C. caused by its capacity/capacitance with respect to the

oarth/grousdE is equal to zero@ since the capacity/capacitance

Iadicated proves to be shorted. Accepting, as usual, for positive

direction of flow in all phases direction then from source into

etwork, we can write:

After applying on vector diagram in Fig. 5-2b vectors of

currents ICA and Ic' at right angles to the vectors of voltages

VA and L.". we can see that these currents are out of phase anqlN of

60. We store/add up then and obtain current sinus 1c. permittance

current in phase C or, which is the same thing, the current in the

place of closing/shorting to the earth 1c anticipates/leads Oc on

900. From vector diagram it follows that 'c--/3CA. but that as

'CA v= Ic .  then

Ic =31c. (-)

Thuse the permittance current of single-phase closing/shortinj

to the earth is 3 times more than the normal permittance current of

phase. Knowing the capacity/capacitance of phases with respect to C

earth/ground in farads, we will obtain:

I U4
Ce- X¢
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0n sLnce

that

S U~C. (5-2)

From this expreslsio it is evident that the strength of current

e 4epends on the line voltage, frequency and capacity/capacitance

of phases elative to the earth/ground. The latter depends on the

constructios/design of network dcable or air) and its extent.

Current Ic can be approximately determined from the formulas:

for aerial networks

1=1. (5-3)

for the cable systems

(5-4)

where 0 - Interphase voltage, kV; t - length of the electrically

connected network of this voltage, km.
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In the came of incomplete closing/shorting to the earth (throulh

certain contact resistance) the voltage of the damaged phase relative:

to the earth/ground will be more than zero and less than the phase,

bet Lntact/fninjured/undamagod phases - more than phase, but lesr

than the Lnterphase. Less there will be the current of

closing/shorting to the earth.

During single-phase closings/shortings to the earth in notworks

with the ungrounded neutrals interphase voltages remain

constant/invariable in value and out of phase angle of 1200. of this

it is easy to be convinced from the examination of vector diagram in

Fig. 5-2b:

'SC A y = ' 8 A

(-CA C A- A CA.

Therefore the feed of the electrical receivers, normally

connected to interphase voltage, is not disrupted, and they continu=

to operate normally.

At the same time, taking into account increase indicated h4-qh~r

I times of the voltages of intact/uninjured/undamaged phases

relative to the earth/ground* the phases of network with the

ungrounded neutral must be isolated/insulated relative to the
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earth/groumd to interphase voltage.

Lot us note that the prolonged work of the network in question

with the grounded phase is not admitted, since in the case of damage

to insulation relative to the earth/ground of any another phase

unavoidably appears two-phase short circuiting through the

earth/ground, which is accompanied by the course of large

short-circuit current, capable of causing the considerable

destructiom of electrical eguipment. Therefore in networks with the

ungroended neutrals compulsorily provide for the special signal or

shielding (relay) devices/equipment, which notify personnel about the

onset of single-phase closings/shortings to the earth or even the

disconnecting the damaged part of installation.

Page 66.

ts more dangerously single-phase closing/shorting to the earth

through the electric arc, since the latter can damage electrical

equipment and cause two- or three-phase short circuit (latter

frequently is observed during single-phase closings/shortings to th-

earth of one of the veins/stcands of triple-core cable). Is

especially dangerous the onset of arc within machines and apparatuses

during single-phase closings/shortings to the grounded housings.
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uader specific conditions (5-1] in the place of closing/shortinq

to the earth can appear the so-called discontinuous arc, i.e., the

arc which periodically goes out and lights up again. Since network is

oscillatory circuit, then the discontinuous arc is accompanied by the

origimatioa of overvoltages of phases relative to the earth/ground

whose value can reach (2,5-3)Ut. These overvoltaqes are propagatped to

entire electrically connected network, as a result of which are

possible the breakdowns of insulation and the formation/education of

short circuits in the Farts of the installation with the weakened

insulation.

Is most probable the onset of the discontinuous arcs with +he

permittanco current of closing/shorting to the earth of more than

5-10 A, the danger of arc overvoltages growing/rising with an

increase in the line voltage* Are most dangerous arc overvoltaqes in

networks by voltage 20-35 kV and above.

If installation is not equipped with relaying from sinqle-pha

closings/shortings to the earth, which disconnects the damaged

section, then closing/shorting to the earth can be prolonged. In

them cases the personnel must immediately to begin finding of thp

place of single-phase closiag/shortinq to the earth and to rcmnv- hin;

within the shortest period. In the presence of stand-by circuit

should be immediately transferred to it the feed of load, after
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disconnecting faulted circuit. If there is no stand-by circuit, then

the feed of the load is terminated on the period of clearing to

circuit.

In the networks, which feed directly from the generators of

power plants, the duraticn of work with closing/shorting of phase of

of grounding must be not more than 2 h (3-2 and 5-2].

In electric systems by voltage 6-15 kV the overvoltages, caused

by the discontinuous electric arc in the place of single-phase

closing/shorting to the earth, for the insulation of electrical

equipment ace not dangerous. la spite of this, in these networks onp

ought not to allow/assume current 1C of more than 30 A, since with

high currents /c appears the danger of considerable damages in

machines and apparatuses during internal single-phase

closings/shortiugs to the grounded housings and grows/rises thp

transitional probability of single-phase closings/shortings to the

earth in cables into interphase short circuits.

In contrast to this in electric systems by voltage 20 kV and

above overvoltages, caused by the discontinuous arc in the place of

single-phase closing/shorting to the earth, are dangerous for

insulation the electrical egipmeat of the voltages indicated.

Therefore in the networks of these voltages Ic must not exceed 10 A,
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since with larger current in the place of closing/shorting to the

earth, as a ruler appears the discontinuous electric arc.

Them, with ungrounded neutrals can work networks 6-15 kY with

Ir<3O A and network 20-35 kI shen Jc< 10 A [3-61. Let us note that

In the Soviet power systems of network 110 kV it is above with the

ungrounded neutrals, as a rule, they do not work, that as with their

considerable range current as with their considerable range current

1c in them networks virtually always exceeds 10 A.

Uith the ungrounded neutrals they work also of network by

voltage of up to 1000V, besides tour-wire networks by voltage 380/220

and 220/127/T, which work with tightly grounded neutrals (see 63-1).

5-2. Three-phase networks with the neutrals, grounded through +h.

are-arresting coils (compensated networks).

When in electric systems by voltage to 35 kY the inclusively

permittance current of single-phase closing/shorting to the' ground

exceeds permissible value indicated above, then take measures for its

Secrease. Is reached this via the grounding of the neutrals of the,

network through the arc-arresting coils.

The ac-arresting coil consists of the steel core and the
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winding, encased, filled with transformer oil. The effective

resistance of coil is small, and inductive - great. The inductance of

the arc-arresting coil regulate by change numbers of connected turrs

or air-gap clearance of core. In the normal node of work the current

through the coil does not flow/occur/last.

During fmll/tatal/complete closing/shorting to the earth of ona

phase the are-arresting coil proves to be under phase voltage and

through the place of closing/shorting to the earth flow/occur/last

the currents: the persittance current of closing/shorting to the

earth 1c and inductive current of coil iL (Pig. 5-3a). Both indtictiv--

ad permittance currents they differ in phase on 1800, then in the

place of closing/shorting to the earth they compensate each other

(Pig. 5-3b).

Page 67.

If '11.-'c. thea through the place of closing/shorting to the earth of

no current flow/occur/last there will be. Therefore of arc in the

place of damage it does not appear and are removed the connected with

it dangerou. consequences.

In operation are conducted the start and the

cutoff/disconnection of the individual lines of network; therefore
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current Ic does not remain Constant/invariable and virtually does

not succeed in attaining, its full/total/complete compensation

uLic#¢ On the other hand for the clear action of relaying, which

reacts to single-phase closing/shorting to the earth, it is necessary

that the uncompensated for current would not be the less specific

value, with which the relay of protection operates/wears.

If the arc-arresting coil is inclined so that in normal mode

with all killed limes of network occurs certain undercompensation of

peraittance current /lie 1c- It. then with the cutoff/disconnection

of the part of the lines of network and decrease I. current ',CK can

prove to be insufficient for acting relaying. During tuning of coil

to overcompensation (IL>'c) we will obtain that with decrease 1c

current I,,,,]L-IC increasese Therefore in practice they usually

tune the arc-arresting coil with certain overcompensation of

permittance current, but that so that the current in the place of

shorting to the ground would be possibly less.

Im networks with the neutrals, grounded through the

arc-arcestiag coils, the sane as in networks with the ungrounded

neutrals, is allowed/assumed the temporary service with the locked to

the earth phase until occurs the possibility to carry out the

necessary switchings for the separation/department of the damaged

section. The presence of the arc-arresting coils is especially
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valuable during short-term closiags/shortings to the earth, since in

this case arc in the place of closing/shorting is extinguished and

lise ins at disconnected.

In networks with the neutrals, grounded through the

arc-arrestiag coils, that like in networks with the ungrounded

neutrals, is alloved/assused the temporary service with the loc~ked to

the earth phase until occurs the possibility to carry out the

necessary switching. for the separation/department of the damnaqed

section* The presence of the arc-arresting coils is especially

valuable during short-tern closiags/shortings to the earth, since in

this case arc in the place of shorting is extinguished and line is

not disconnected.

Is networks with the neutrals, grounded through the

arc-arresting coils, during single-phase closings/shortings to the

earth the voltages of two intact/uninjured/undanaged phases relativ:

to the earth/ground increaseiri times, i.e., to interphase voltage;

therefore the insulation of phases with respect to the earth/qrounl

in such networks also must be carried out to interphase voltage as in

networks with the ungrounded neutrals.

Networks with the ungrounded neutrals and with the neutrals,

grounded through the arc-arresting coils, usually call networks with
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the low curreats of closing/shorting to the earth.

5.3% Three-phase networks with dally grounded neutrals.

The second method, which warns the onset of the discontinuous

arcs and coaected with then overvoltages during single-phase

closiago/ahortings to the earth, is the dead ground of the neutrals

of electrical network (Fig, 5-41* Actually/really, if in this network

occurs closing/shorting to the earth of one phases, then the latter

proven to be short-circuited through the eartb/ground and the current

of single-phase short circuit /K"' causes the action of relaying anI

the cutoff/disconnection of the switch of the damaged section of

net work.
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igi. S-3. ?kree-pbase network with the neutral, grounded through thm

arc-arresting coil. Course of current during closing/shorting to the

earth of phase C.

Key: (1), Arc-arresting coil.
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a)-1

rige.,5-s. Three-phase network with grounded neutral. a) network with

dolly grounded neutral; b) network with the neutral, grounded throuqh

the reactor.

Key: (li. Grounding electrode* (2). Reactor.

Page 66.

A deficiency/lack in the networks with dully grounded neutrals

in the significant magnitude of the current of single-phase shor-t

circeit. In networks with dully grounded neutrals of powerful/thick

power systms for reduction in current of single-phase short circuit
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ground the neutrals through reactors (Fig. 5-0b, I,"'</"') or are

grounded the neutrals not of all transformers, but only part. By the

ilstallation of reactors and by the selection of a number of dully

grounded neutral. it is possible to so decrease the current of

single-phase short circuit, that it will not excqed the maximum

possible current of three-phase short circuit in this installation.

The second deficiency/lack in the networks with the neutrals,

grounded tightly or through reactors, is the cutoff/disconnection of

damaged power transmission and, consequently, also break in the power

supply of users during each single-phase closing/shorting to th'a

earth. The practice of the operation of electrical devices shows that

the large part of the single-phase closings/shortings to the earth in

air electric systems by voltage above 1000T bears short-term

character, since after the cutoff/disconnection of the damaged

section insulation in the place of closinq/shorting to the earth

rapidly is restored, and the transmission line can be imediately

connectd Into work. Therefore for the purpose increases in thQ

reliability of power supFly at present in networks with dully

grounded neutrals use extensively the automatic reset (APV) of lines

after their cutoff/disconnection during single-phase

closings/shortings to the earth* For this it is included conversply.

If closing/shorting to the earth was temporary/time, then line is

included and the nourishment of users is restored. Otherwise the lin
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is Uscomaected for a second time* The reliability of the power

supply of responsible users is provided also by the presence of

stand-by electric power linae

The advantage of uetvorihs with dully grounded neutrals is the

fact that during single-phase closings/shortings to the earth the?

voltage of intact/uninjured/undamaged phases with respect to the

earth/ground is not raised, as it takes place in networks with the

mntrals, grounded through th, arc-arresting coils. Therefore due to

the facilitation of the insulation of phases with respect to the

earth/ground significantly decrease the expenditures for the

construction of such networks. Attained savings is greater, the

higher the line voltage.

on the basis of the above in the USSR with dully grounded

neutrals work the electric systems by voltage 110 kV and above. Stich

networks is conventionally designated as networks with the high

currents of closing/shorting to thke earth.
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Chapter Six*

SNORT CIRCUITS IN ELECTRICAL SIMTBRS.

6-1. general information.

The large part of the emergencies in electrical systems is

caused by short circuits, In many instances short circuits are

accompanied by the damage electrical equipment and by the partial or

full/tota1,'complete disorder of the power supply of users.

The fundamental reason for short circuits is the insulation

failure of the current-carrying parts of the electrical

4tvicissfequipseut, which is possible as a result of the natural

ageing (wear) of Insulation, not in proper time revealed by

preveative insulation tests, or its any damages in the process of thp

work of electrical equipment,

Nehanical damages to insulation occur, for example, with damaqe

of power cables during the excavations of trenches, with the

iscidence/drop in the supports or the break of the wires of the air

electrIc power lines, etc.
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Damages to insulation are possible with overvoltages, if their

value exceeds the testing voltage of the insulation of electrical

equipment, for example, with the direct impacts of lightning into thp

wires of aerial lines or open distributors.

To short circuiting they cam give the erroneous actions of

operating personnel with the nonfulfillment by it of technical

operation instructions, operating instructions and rules on safety

engineering.

Short circuits are Fossible also as a result of the overlap of

the bare current-carrying parts by the animals and birds.

Page 69.

With the onset of short circuit general/common/total resistanc

of electrical system decreases, in consequence of which the currents

in the branches of system considerably increase; simultaneously

voltages in the individual parts of the system decrease. especially

considerably decreases voltage near the place of short circuit.

The currents of emergency mode in the branAes of system, and

especially short-circuit current in the damaged element of system,

can considerably exceed the currents of the loads of these branches.

I ....
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in powerful/thick imstallatioas by voltage 6-20 kV the short-circuit

currents reach enormous values - in several ten and even hundreds of

thousands of amperes.

Considerable in value short-circuit currents can be dangerous

for electrical equipment. since insufficiently durable in mechanical

sense electrical equipment can be destroyed, and the large heating of

current-carrying parts they can damage their insulation. For

warnng/prevention this electrical equipment of electrical

devices/equipment must possess sufficient electrodynamic (mechanical)

and thermal resistance, i.e.v must maintaLn/withstand without the

damages of the action of the greatest possible short-circuit

currents,

The possibility of the disturbance/breakdown of the power sunply

of users during short circuits let us ezrlain based on the example n7

the schematic of the sinplest electric system, given in Fig. 6-1.

Eor. diagram I shows the values of voltages on the busbars of staticr

(U,), of distribution point SP (Upn) and transformer substation TP

(Urn) during the normal mode of work.

In the case of three-phase short circuit at point K-i appears

current of short, flowing along the generators of power plant and

lines L- and L-2. In this case the voltage on busbars TP becomps
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equal to zero, and voltages oR basbars RP (Up,,) and power plant (LiC)

considerably are reduced (diagram 2). Is explained this by the fact

that with the course of the short-circuit current which considerably

which considerably more than the current of the normal mode cf thr.

elements/colls of network possesses large inductive component, in the

first place, decreases eaf of generators as a result of an incr(ase

in the back induction of the reaction of stator and, in the second

place, increase the losses of voltage in all network elements of

short circuit - generators and lines L-I and L-2. Voltage at all

points of power line will be lowered until is discontinued the course

of short-circuit current, i.e.# until is disconnected switch V-2

un4 the action of relaying of line.

Decrease in the voltage in power line deranges of electrical

receivers. It is known that the torque of asynchronous electric

motors is proportional to the sguare of conducted/supplied to them

voltage (.-- U2), therefore even with comparatively small decrease

in voltage M., it can prove to be insufficient for rotating the

mechanism (machine tool, etco), and engine will stop.
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Fig* 6-3, Voltages in different points of network during normal mol h

ad short circuits.

Key: (11. 3lectrical station,.

Page 70.

For examplo, if duting short circuit at point K-1 voltage U'p provis

to be small, then in possible the stop of the electric motors, whicll

feed from other, sound lines AP (1, 2, 3).

If decrease in the voltage during short circuit is comparatively
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small, them the electric motors* which feed from sound lines,

continue to work, but with the rotational speed it is less than the

normal, A bcrease in the velocity of the rotation of those loaded

electric motors leads to an increase in the current, consumed by them

from network, which causes an even larger decrease in the

conducted/supplied to them voltage, as a result of which the engires

calk stop.

In the case of prolonged short circuit the electric motcrs

considerably overheat; the frequent overheatiugs of engines decrease

the period of their service.

In certain productions large deceleration of the rotation of

electric motors leads to the disorder of technological process, and

sometimes also to the damage of production.

Thus, short circuit in metiork not only disrupts the powar

supply of the electrical receivers, connected after the plac' of the

short circuit (in the examined case- receivers of TP), but it can

cause the disturbance of the ele-trical receivers, connected to the

intact/uninjured/undamaged sections of network.

In the case of short circuit at point K-2 the voltage on thp

busbars of station is reduced (diagram 3) still sore than (U", <U).
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Switch V-1 disconnects line L-1, and the nourishment of all users RP

coso.

Thus, the nearer the short circuit to station, the the more

number of users is disconnected. Furthermore, to larger deqr4ee is

disrupted the work of the electrical receivers, which feed from th

sound lines of station. Ispecially considerably is reduced vcltage on

the busbars of station in the absence of reactors on the

waste/euiting lines.

The heaviest case of short circuit is short circuiting on the

collecting mains of station 4point K-3), when are disconnect ed t he

generators of station and ceases the feed of all its lines.

Short circuiting in the network of power system, which is

accompanied by considerable decrease in the line voltage, can lead to

the destabilLzation of the multiple operation of separate stations,

their output from synchronism and cutoff/disconnection of thp lines,

which connect stations. As a result of this the system can be

decomposed into the groups of the nonsynchronously working stations.

This in turn, can lead to the overloading of some stations, which

will require the cutoff/disconnection of the part of the users. The

greater the decrease in the voltage during short circuits, the time

of action of relaying and the time of action of the switch, which
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disconnects the danaged aection. the more probable the

destabilization of the multiple operation of the stations of system.

For the purpose of the trouble-free operation of electrical

installatioms it is necessary to in every possible way remove the

reasons, capable of causing short circuits. For decreasing the

consequences of short circuits should be applied high-speed relays

and switches. It is also expedient to install on the station's

generators automatic excitation regulators (see §22-5), which

increase the generator excitation current during short circuitings,

an a result of which the voltage in different parts of the network

decreases loe, and after cutoff of the short circuit, the voltaqe

returns to normal more quickly..

In three-phase systems are possible three fundamental means of

the abort circuits: three-pbase, two-phase and single-phase.

Three-phase short circuit (Fig. 6-2a) is symmetrical, that as

with it Is not disrupted the symmetry of currents and voltages (is

assumed the equality of the resistors/resistances of three phases of

abort circuit). In contrast to normal mode the and phase and

Lnterphase voltages decrease, as this is shown on vector diagram of

currents and voltages on fig. .6-2b, in reference to the

terminals/grippers of generator. the less the resistor/resistance of
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network (r, ax& Ad, the greater the short-circuit current and thp

less. load voltage of generator. if contact resistance in the place of

short circuit are equal to zero ("utallic" or "dead/blind', short

circuit), them voltages in the place of short circuit are also equal

to zeroe.

During three-phase short circuit the system remains balanced,

since vector snms as currents& that and voltages in any place for

short circuit remain equal to zero*

Agle of displacement 7, between the current and the voltage

during short circuit is determined by the relationship/ratio of the

Inductive and effective resistance of short circuit.

Page M1.

At the relatively low value of the effective resistance of short

circuit, which occurs with short circuits in installations by voltaqp

above 10@4T& angle TPK lies/rests within limits of 90-300,O.~e.,

ahort-circuit current Is either purely inductive or possessing

considerable Inductive component.

The two-phase (Fig. 6-2c) ad single-phase (Fig. 6-2d) short

circuits are asymmetric, since with them is disrupted the symmetry of
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voltage* and currents of three-phase system. Two-phase short circuit

is at the sme. time balanced, slace with it vector sums of voltages

ad currents remain equal to zero* In contrast to this single-phase

short circuit is unbalanced, since with it short-circuit current

flcwoccurn/lasts only ia one phase and vector sum of phase voltages

no longer Is equal to zero.

Vector diagrams of currents and voltages during asymmetric short

circuits are examined into §6-120

threen-phase and two-phase short circuits are possible in any

three-phase networks, and the single-phase short short circuit - only

Is three-phase networks with dully grounded neutrals (see 45-3) and

is four-wire networks by voltage 380/220 and 220/127V.

Currents, voltagess power and other values, which relatcq to

different mans of short circeit, designate by upper digital indices

in the parenthesis: three-phase short circuiting - by index (3),

two-phase - by index (2), single-phase - by index (1). as shown ir

diagram and vector diagram in fig. 6-2.

The computation of short-circuit currents is necessary f or: 1)

the selection of the electrical equipment: electrical apparatusps,

busbars, insulators,, power cables, etc.; 2) the selection of thq
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means of the limitation of short-circuit currents; 3) the design of

relaying evon 4) the analysis of emergencies in electrical systems.

For the solution the first two problems sufficiently knowing how

to determine the short-circuit current, which flows into the place of

daage, and is certain cas - also its distribution in the branches

of system, which directly adjoin the place of damage. In this case in

the malority of the cases completely sufficient is the approximate

determination of the current of three-phase short circuit and less

often than the current of the two-phase short circuit (see §6-12).

During the asign of relaying sad the analysis of emergencies in

electrical systems are required the determination of short-circuit

currents in the various forms of short circuit, the determination of

its distribution in the branches of system, during asymmetric short

circuits the determinatien of currents in the damaged and

istact/uainajured/undamaged phass, determination during the short

circuits of voltages at differeat points of system.

Calculation of the modooconditions of short circuit taking into

account real characteristics &ad real mode of operation of all

elements/cells of the power system, which unites frequently the large

number of most varied power plants. is by very complicated and

laboc-cousuming. at the sae time for solving the majority of

pcactical problem during design and operation of the electrical
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devices turns out to be compJotel, sufficient to have available

approximto values of currents and voltages during short circuits.
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Pig. 6-2. Beams of short circuits.

Page 72o

Therefore during design and ia operation as a rule, are utilized thp

approximation methods of the calculation of the mode/conditions of

the short circuit, based on some conditional assumptions which

substantially simplify &ad facilitate calculations and usually they
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lead to the determination of the currents of short with exaggeration,

i.e., with reserve (error in thoe, calculaticn nethods it usually

loaves order 10-15o/o).

Is presented below the conventional in Soviet practice

approximation method of the calculation of currents and voltages

during short circuits, in which are accepted the following

fundamental assumptions:

Is They accept, that duriag entire process of the short circuit

of omf of all generators the systems coincide in the phase (there are

no oscillations of generators).

2. Is not considered saturation of magnetic system that it makes

it possible to consider constants and not depending on current

inductive resistors/resistances of all elemonts/cells of

short-circuited circ uit.

3o They disregard exciting currents of power transformers.

*. Is not considered capacity/capacitance of all elements/colls

of short-circuited circuit, switching on air and cable lines (it is

virtually ncessary to consider capacity/capacitance only of very

powerful/thick lines of large extent, for example lines by voltage
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O0-SO kvi)o

5. They consider that three-phase system is symmetrical.

Especially let as pause at the account of the effective

resistance of network elements of short circuit. In installations by

voltage above IO00V effective resistance of generators, power

transformers and reactors are small in comparison with their

inductive resistors/resistances and they little affect the value of

short-circuit current. therefore short-circuit current in thesa

Listallatios they usually calculate without taking into account the

effective resistance of network elements of short circuit, taking

into account only their inductive reactances. The effective

resistance of air and cable lUes is considered only with their large

extent; in this case larger value has an account of the effectiv-

resistance of cable lines as a result of their relatively low

inductive resistor/resistance. Usually the effective resistance of

the circuit of short circuiting (r,S) is expedient to consider only

in such a came, when it is more than one third inductive reactance

(xP,8 ) of the sane circuit [6-11:

r P" > XPOs. (6.1)

ia Lstallations by voltage of up to 1O00V the effective

rostance of network elements are relatively great; therefore the
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currents of short after shorting in these installations should bp

calculated taking into account both the inductive and effective

resistance of network elements of short circuit.

Im the following below paragraphs of present chapter is examIned

the computation of currents with three-phase short circuiting. The

computation of currents during asymmetric short circuits is examined

in §6-12.

Briefly the order of the computation of currents during

three-phase short circuits is. rduced to the following. For the

assigned in the electrical diagram place of short circuit connect the

substitutions and by gradual conversion they lead it to one

equivalent element/cell which possesses certain resulting

resistor/resistance Xps or ze, on the one hand of which it proves

to be applied the resultant oaf, and from other side is located the

point of short circuit. Knowing resulting eaf and resulting

rosistor/resistance, according to the law of ohm is determined the

value of short-circuit current.

During the computation of short-circuit currents all enterinq

the calculation values can be expressed in named units

(kilo-volt-amperes, amperes, volts, ohms) or in relative units

(fractions/portions or percentages of the basic quality accepted). Irk
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Soviet designed and operating practice conventional is the second

method of calculation, i.e.. calculation in relative units. To *he

advantages of this method of calculation can be attributed the

simpler structure of the majority of calculated expressions, the

large clarity of the results of computation and possibility it is

very rapid and it is simfile to determine the order of computed

magnitudes. Further on the course of the presentation of material

will be shown other advantages of this method of calculation.

The major advantage of the method of calculation in named unity

in connection with short-circuit study consists in the use of an

Ohmns law in already familiar form.

Below material of present chapter is set forth in the followinq

order. All processes and phenomena during short circuits are examined

with the expression of values in named units (but

reistors/resistances, and detail, in ohms), with exception of those

cases when use of a system of relative unity gives the simpler or

more demonstrative treatment of phenomena or processes.

Page 73.

All fundamental calculated expressions are derived/conclu.d

initially in the system of named unity, and only after this they are
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led to the system of relative units, which facilitates the

understanding of the physical essence of calculated expressions.

In examples the calculations are carried out predominantly in

relative unity, although in son* examples are given the versions of

calculation and in named units.

6-2. System of relative units.

The computation of values in relative units, i.e., in

fractions/portions or percentages of certain assigned, so-called

basic quality widely was encountered already in all preceded

disciplines: physics, theoretical electrical engineerinq, electric

machines etc.

to an example it is possible to indicate the determination in

fractions/portions or percentages of the appropriate nominal values

of loss or drop in the voltage, and also the power loss or energy in

the elements/cells of electrical circuit. In relative unity accept to

express the parameters of electrical machines and transformers, for

example impedance voltage ,%. the slip, etc. The system of relative

unity they widely use in many courses during the construction of

standard characteristics and for other purposes.
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Bore we will examine the use of a system of relative unity in

connectioa with the calculations of the mode/conditions of short

circuits.

We will take any elemeatcell of three-phase electrical circuit

with following rating factors U (kVJ, /.. (kAP o S. (NVA) and

xo (oba (we assume/set r-01, which are connected with the obvious

conditions:

JUoM (6-2)

any other mode/comditions of the same network element is

characterized by some values of voltage 0, current I, power S=VTU

and resistor/resistance VU4(=il. which can be expressed in the

fcactions/portions of the corresponding nominal sizes of this

element:

U.o O4 " .. /oM - om (6-3)
S x

.MOM - M ; .MY No

Obtained similarly values are the relative nominal values, which

characterize network element under given conditions for its work

(index asterisk * indicates that the value is expressed in relative

units, and index MoM - that it is referred to rating factors of this

network element).
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The clarity of the system of relative unity shows the following

simple example. Let the generator with a nominal power of S..-37.5 MVA

with nominal by voltage u,,-10. kI work with load S=28.5 EVA with

voltage 1-10.2 kV. According to these data it is difficult to

visualise the degree of utilization of a generator. However,

resorting to the system of relative units, we obtain the following

relative nominal values of load and voltage of the generator:

.3.50 . .- GP97 which already very clearly
S*mo - -076 and U. mom -IT-~U

characterizes the mode/conditions of the work of generator.

The gives above expression for relative nominal

resistor/resistance x.,.0.o-.* can be converted, after replacing

X. with its value from formula (6-2), then:

x. . (6-4)

Nonce it follows that the relative nominal resistor/resistance

is equal to a voltage drop is the resistor/resistance of this network

element with the course through it of its rated current (with its

nominal loadl, referred to its nominal voltage.

After replacing in formula (6-4) the rated current through

nominal power, we will obtaia:
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X. ND HOU (6-5)

Relative values of cerreato voltage and so forth can be

calculated not only with respect to the nominal values of this

metwork element, bet also with respect to any other system of values,

placed as the basis of calculation and being called base line system

of valses.

Page 74.

Is obvious that into the base line system of values they must enter

base line power S,, base line voltage U, and base current /*

connected with equation power of three-phase system S6 ==J/3U 16.

Therefore arbitrary to be assigned it is possible only by twc basic

qualities. Be assigned to usually sore conveniently by base with a

power of Sr and voltage U 6 and by then to already determine the

base line current:
SG

YU 6U (6-6)

With known basic qualities S 6 U6 and 1 the relative base line

values are determined from the following formulas, analogous formulas

U.= '6-; S • -7)
6 ' 6 -- y5 (6)
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Relative base line resigtozrosistance is determined from

formulas, analogous to formulas (6-41 and (6-5):

V'J/o (

SO~, -. ° 1 (6.9)

Thus, relative base line resistor/resistance is equal to the

voltage drop in the resistorfeosistance of this network element with

the course through it of base line current, in reference to base line

voltage.

Let us note that into formulas (6-4) and (6-8) to more

conveniently substitute current in kiloamperes and kilovoltaqe, but

into formulas (6-5) and (6-91 - kilovoltage, but power in

megavolt-amperes.

From the same formulas it is possible to determine ohmaqq,

kaowiny resistor/resistance in relative unity.

Asalogously to formulas are determined r. and r or 2. and z.

la general the system of basic qualities can be selected
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arbitrarily; therefore one and the same physical quantity can have

may rolative base line values, The at the same time relative nominal

value of the sane valee is unambiguous. Taking into account this, in

catalogs and plant informational materials always are given only

relative nominal values, i.e.. determined at nominal power and with

mominal voltage of machine or apparatus.

In certais cases relative values are expresse4 in percentages.

It is obvious that o/oU.GO; £o/o-I.100; So/o=S100; zo/o-x.100;

re/o-r.1OO and so forth.

Delative bas line resistor/resistance can be determined by

known relative nominal ramistorjoresistance (and vice versa), using

the following formulas, obtained from formulas (6-4) and (6-8):

16 UI.,
X= x. -S--Umax (6.10)

or from formula (6-5) and (6-9):

-- m- -(6-11)

In conclusiom let us point out that with the use of the system

of relative values should be considered the numerical equality of the

relative values of intorphase and phase voltages, which is evident
Ii U-__

from the follovimqt U..*M, U =_U0.=U Therefore in the system of

relative unity Okms law takes the form (index b is omitted)

LL_
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. and the formula of three-phaso power takes the form SI, In

this case, obviously, all entering the calculation values must be

determined under identical conditions - nominal or base line.

6-0. network of installation*

Short-circuit currents calculate, using the simplified unilinear

diagram of installation (Fig. 6-3), which is called of calculation.

In this diagram indicate all elements/celis of installation and their

rating factors, which must be taken into consideration during the

computation of short-circuit current. In installations by voltage

above 18001 are considered the resistors/resistances of alternators,

compensators, electric motors, power transformers, reactors, air and

cable limes.

Page 75.

The resistors/resistances of the busbars of distributors, coupling

cables of comparatively small length and electrical apparatuses

(switches, current transformers, oetc.) do not consider in view of

their small value.

In installations by voltage of up to 10001 to the value of

short-circuit currents significantly affect not only the
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tesistors/resistances of the fundamental elements/cells of the

short-circuited circeit, but also of such elements/cells as cables

and basbars by length on the order of 10-15 s and more, the primary

windings of current transformers (multiturn), coils of the maximum

current of automata, contacts of knife switches and automata, etc. In

this case it is possible not to consider those network elements whose

total effect on the value impedance of circuit does not exceed l0o/o

.1[3-61.

Instructions about the account of the effective resistance of

the elesmnts/cells of the short-circuited circuit were given in 56-1.

Pot the selection of electrical equipment must be determined the

greatest possible values of short-circuit currents in this

installation. nut at the same time must not be introduced any

aggravating conditions, which do not correspond to standard

conditions of operating the electrical device, Therefore during tho

composition of network one should proceed from the provided for this

installation, normal conditions of the connection of the feeding

aggregates/units and circuits.

Is the presence of aggregates/umits or circuits which on

conditions of normal operatioa it cannot be connected in parallel

(for example, the step-down transformers, air or cable lines, etc.),
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they coipose network on the basis of their separate work. Separate

work they accept also when the parallel connection of

aggreqates/anits or circuits is allowed/assumed only briefly

temporarily during operational switchings, for example the start of

stand-by transformer with the subsequent cutoff/disconnection of

worker or the preliminazy start of stand-by line with the subsequent

cutoffj'disconnection of worker (manual or automatic). at the same

time, if in the conditions of increasing the reliability of the feed

of users or increase In the efficiency/cost-effectiveness of the

operation of substation stand-by transformer can be long connected to

maltiple operation with working transformers, then this

mode/conditioas should be accepted during the composition of net work

of substation.

If the collecting mains of installation are reacted, then one

should proceed from the normal made of the work of installation with

the connected reactors between the sections of collecting mains.

During the peak load of system in work can be located all

generators or all power plants of power system, which can be

ncessary both of the considerations for providing the most

economical mode/conditions of the work of syutem as a whole and for

providing the accident-free supply of users in the case of any

emergency cutoffs/disconiiectioms in system. Therefore during the
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computation of short-circuit currents for a selection electrical

equipment assume the simultaneous multiple operation of all

generators of the power system both workers and stand-by ones (1-6 1.

The synchronous condensers and synchronous electric motors with

short circuiting behave just as the generators: they generato current

into the place of short circuit* Therefore during the composition of

network should be switched on is it also the synchronous condensers

and synchronous electric motors& examining then during the

calculation of short-circuit currents kA generators. At the same time

os. should bear in mind that the small synchronous electric motors

(is total power less than 1000 kIA) and especially considerably

distant from the place of short circuit greatly little affect the

value of short-circuit current and therefore they can be disreqarded.

On the effect of asynchronous electric motors on short-circuit

current it is stated below into §6-1.

During the computation of currents of short circuiting they

conditionally consider that all synchronous machines to short circuit

worked with full/total/complet, nominal load with nominal factor of

power and nominal load voltage.
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pig, 6-3. kilioear network of installation.

Key: (1). busbars of substation. (2)- Aerial line. (3). Q/km. (i).

i. (5. NH.

Page ?i.

furthernore, they accept. what all synchronous machines are equipped

with the automatic field regulators or with other devices/equipment,

which Lacrease their excitation, ith a decrease in the voltage as a

result of short circuit (over-excitation, compounding - see 22-5).

letwork should be also composed taking into account the

predicted to the next 10 years development both this installation anI

that power system in which it works.
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During the design of relaying the currents of short circuitinq

can be detemmined, also, under other conditions for the work of

installation and system an a whole, which finds the appropriate

reflection In comprised notwork. For example, can prove to be

necessary the determination of short-circuit current with an

incomplete number of working generators.

In general on network there can be several electrical

steps/stage. of different voltages, connected with transformers (on

fig. 6-3 two steps/stages of the voltage: 6.3 and 37 kV). Fo the

purpose simplifications in the calculations (see §6-4) for each

electrical step/stage instead of of it actually/really the voltage

accept medium nominal voltage U according to the following scale:

525; 420; 230; 162; 115; 37; 18; 15.75; 13.8; 10.5; 6.3; 3.15; 0.525;

0.R and 0.23 kM.

Om the collecting mains of network must be shown these medium

nominal voltages.

For the explanation of sedium nominal voltage let us turn to the

diagram in Fig. 6-4, on which is shown raising transformer T, which

feods electric power line L. The great voltage U, in the beginning of

ine will be with the idling of transformer, and small voltage at the

end of line 0 e - with its work with full load. Then for the
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step/stage of the voltage of line L the mean nominal voltage

UI+V For example in networks 110 kV Ut=121 kV, U2=110 kV,

121+I11 115 kvY

after accepting fer each electrical step/stage medium nominal

voltage, they consider that the nominal voltages of all

elements/cells, connected at this step/stage, are equal to its mndium

nominal voltage. However. the miscalculation of short-circuit

currents in obtained insignificant.

On network of the installation (see Fig. 6-3) indicate nominal

power (kIA or 311) and relative nominal resistors/resistances of the

elements/cells which must be taken into consideration luring tho

computation of short-circuit currents. For reactors indicate their

rated currents, for air and cable lines - length and inductive ohmage

to kilometer, but if they intend to consider effective resistance,

then section and material of wires or strand of cable.

Are given below the exesplary/approximate values of the

resistors/resistances of elements/cells, considered during the

computation of short-circait currents.

Synchronous machines. Is the net-forth below the practical

method of calculation of the currents of three-phase short circuit,
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the synchronous machines are considered by their inductive reactanco

for an initial moment of short circuit, by so-called ultratransitory

resistor/rosistance along the longitudinal axis of poles X

r6 2 1.

The relative nominal values of ultratransitory

resistors/resistances x., for different types of synchronous machines

comprise:

yp6orellepaTopo8 AByxnOJIIOCHUX ..... .... 0,09-0.20
pIAporeHepaopoB 6C3 yCnOKOIITeAbHWX 06MtO-

TOK ........ ................... .0,3-,3;
O.rm2poreHepaTopoB C ycnoKoITe.7bHbMII 06uOT-

Ka4 .ll. ....... .................. . 0,14-0. I
kACHXpoI.HbX KOmnemcaTOpOD... . .... ..... 0.15-0,20
4MOUmbaX CitX pOHHUIX DAJeKTpoJmamraTeRe . . 0,1&-0,3b

Key: (1). the turbogenerators of two-pole ones. (2). hydraulic

generators without damper windings. (3). hydraulic generators with

damping windings. (4). synchronous condensers. (5). powerful/thick

synchronous electric motors.

more precise values X.d are given in catalogs and plant

materials (see in appendix table P-1, P-2, P-3).

Power transformers and autotransformers. Double wound

transformers. For each transformer there is known its impedancp

voltage u./e. the numerical equal to a voltage drop in transformer

with its nominal load, expressed in percentages of its nominal

voltaqe.
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rig. 6-.e Diagram to the explanation of the sedium nominal voltage of

electrical step/stage.

Page 77,

,Therefore', on the basis of data in §6-2 determinations of

relative nominal resistor/resistance, it follows that "1.0/o-Z0-/o

The effective resistance of high-voltages transformer is small;

therefore for them, as a rule, accept ., "0

During the computation of short-circuit currents in

installations to O00V they consider as that active, and inductive

reactances of transformers.

The effective resistance of such transformers easily is

determined, if are known the losses of short circuit '.. of

transformer, i.e., power loss in the windinqs of transformer with its

nominal load:
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P" -= 312r.1,o,, Vr

whence
P.

S 312. . (6.12)
THO

Since '.,---, then, being guided by formula (6-5), it is possiblo

to determine impedance of transformer in the ohms:

Then inductive reactance of tAe transformer

z, .T / z r _ r (&-13)

where ,, am z, must be related to one voltage.

The ses resistora/resistances of transformer can be determined

in relative unity. Being guided by formula (6-5), we determine the

relative effective resistance of the transformer:

S railam rr

U2.#§ U2

After substituting into latter/last expression value IT

according to formula (6-12. we will obtain:

P.

r.* (C-12,a)

Relative inductive reactance of transformer, assuming/settinq

U~ K 0/IUR/
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Value u*1*/ they take according to GOST 401-41 or cataloqs upon

power transformers (Table P-41. for double wound transformers

U , -5.5 - 140/,.

TrIple-wound transformers dFig. 6-5a) and autotransformers (Fiq.

6-Sb are characterized by values UK/6 for each pair of the

windianlt UK._cl/,; u.s_HO1 o and c...HO/o, led to the nominal power of

transformer or autotransformer (nominal power of the latter is equal

to its traasfer power - see chapter 23). The replacement scheme of

three-winding transformer or autotransformer is given in Fiq. 6-5c.

Inductive reactances of the rays/bOams of the equivalent star of

replacement scheme can be determined from the formulas:

X.= 0.5 (1"--c + U.KB-H - ". -.

X.c 05 (U.-c + U.- - U.-H), (6-14)

X.H - 0,5 (".-H + Uxc- - ".KS-c)"

Reactors, Inductive reactance of reactor determine by

calculation, on the basis of need the limitations of the current of

short aircuiting to the specific value (see Chapter 8). On stations

and substations most frequently are applied the reactors with

reslste/resistance 4 from 3 to 10o/o (see fable P-7).
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Air and cable limes. Reactance to the phase of lines can be

accepted om the basis o the following average/mean values:

',AX o3Ay,,.Amam...i 6-220 Ke (ma oANY (4

uienb) ... ... .............. 0.4 ozu/a

B;A'I 03AYWIILJX 4.,01i14 IianpinceitweM AO
1000 .................. 0.3

AA TPCXNUI.1ZIIWX KaOeAeA 35 K&' . . . 0,12

* 3 0-10 ai.07-0,OS

. . ( ~A Io ksc 0.06- -.07

Key: (11. for aerial lines 6-220 kV (to one circuit). (2). /ka. (3).

for aerial limes by voltage of ap to 10001. (4). for triple-ceres

cable 35 kV. (5). kV. (6). to.

pig. 6-5. Triple-oumd power traasforner (a), triple-wound

antotraesforeor (b) and replacement echesm of their (c).
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The effective resistance of wires and cables is taken by

reference tables or they determine from the generally known formula:

r= (6-15)

vhere r - active resistance of line, ohm;

t- length of line, a;

y - specific conductivity (for copper y=53: for aluminum -=32),

m/ohmemmZ;

s - section of wires, ama.

Busbars. Inductive reactance of rectangular busbars during the

location of phases in one plane with distance of a between the axes

of the phases (see Fig. 10-4), as it is usually accept in

installations by voltage to 1000 V, it is possible to determine from

the following approximation formula:
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O.145ig h ftI I L (6-16)

Key: (1). EQ/r.

where acp='a,, - geometric mean distance between centers of

phases, mm; with the location of paases in one plane and equal

distance between them Acp-I. 2 6a; h - eight of rectangular busbar, ro.

The effective resistance of busbars is determined from formula

(6-15).

Apparatuses. Active and inductive reactances of apparatuses.

considered during the determination of short-circuit currents in

installations by voltage to 1000 V, accept according to plant data

(to cataloqs) or results of measurements.

6-4. Determination of the resulting resistor/resistance of short

circu i t.

Replacement scheme. On network of setting up plan the

calculation points of short circuit. If short-circuit current

determine for testing electrical equipment to stability with short

circuit, then calculation points must be outlined then so that over

selected electrical equipment would flow/occur/last the greatest
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possible short-circuit current during the assigned mode/conditions of

the work of the setting up (for greater detail, see ehapter 21). Then

for the selected point of short circuit connect the substitutions of

the setting up, in which all network elements show connected

electrically (magnetizing currents of transformers they disregard).

Each network element in replacement scheme they designate by the

fraction: in numerator is set itself the reference number of

element/cell, and in denominator - values of the inductive and

effective resistance (if the second they do not disregard).

In the form of an example Fig. 6-6 gives two replacement

schemes, comprised for points K-I and K-2 of network in Fig. 6-3

(values of resistors/resistances are determined below in example of

6-1).

Since the magnetizing currents of power transformers during the

computation of short-circuit currents do not consider, then into

replacement scheme double wound transformer should be introduced one

resistor/resistance, equal to the sum of resistors/resistances of

both its windings.

During the composition of replacement scheme it is necessary to

indicate in it only those resistors/resistances over which

flows/occurs/lasts the assigned short-circuit current. So, into
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replacement scheme for point K-I are introduced inductive reactances

of generators and reactor, but inductive reactances of transformers

and of aerial line are not introduced, since during short circuit at

point K-I that of the short circuit through them does not

flow/occur/last (statica works isolated/insulated, without

connection/communication with system). on the contrary, into

replacement scheme for point K-2 are introduced the

resistors/resistances of transformers and line, but the

resistor/resistance of reactor is not introduced.

Total or as it accept to call, the resulting resistor/resistance

of short circuit can be determined in named or relative unity.

fhe determination of resulting ohmage. If network has several

mainetoconnected circuits (several network elements at the different

electrical steps/stages, connected with transformers - a diagram in

Fiq. 6-7), then the resistors/resistances of all network elements

must be given to one and the samw uase line voltage (to voltage one

and the same electrical step/stage).

Puring the determination of short-circuit current, which flows

into th. place of short circuit, it is more convenient for base line

voltaqe to accept the medium nominal voltage of that step/stage on

which assumed short circuit.
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Fig. 6-6. Replacement schemes for the points of the short circuit K-i

(diagram a) and K-2 (diagram b) network in Fig. 6-3.

Page 79.

Bringing the resistor/resistance, expressed in ohms, to the

selected base line voltage is produced according to the formula:

x (k,kk.. kj)z, (6-17)

where k1, k2, k3 ... k, - transformation ratios of the transformers through

which resistance x is connected with the step/stage of the base line

voltage; transformation ratios are determined in direction from the

selected base line step/stage to that step/stage, at which is

connected tho element/cell whose resistor/resistance they lead to

base line voltage.

In accordance with indications §6-3 for 4ach step/stage they

accept medium nominal voltage; therefore also transformation ratios
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it is necessary to define as the relation of the medium nominal

voltages of steps/stages.

For example, for the diagram in Fig. 6-7, on which are shown the

medium nominal voltages of steps/stages and resistor/resistance of

network elements, in reference to the appropriate medium voltages (x&

- to UI; x2 and x3 - to U2; x4 and x5 - to U3 and ze - to U.), the

resistors/resistances, led to base line voltage U6 -U 4 will be:

for a generator G

(U U U) 12 U2 (12

AuJ, " U') '1 , )'2u

for transformer T-I

U u 2 -X, u6.

for line L-1

2 6"'vu us ,

and so forth.

Thus, because of the fact that for each step/stage accept the

medium nominal voltage, the intermediate coefficients of

transformation are reduced and the translation of

resistors/resistances can be conducted directly on base line voltage
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according to the formula:

(6.18)

where xL6 - inductive ohmage to the phase of this element/cell, led

to base line voltage U. accepted (sign of bringing 0 it is omitted)

Xuc - inductive ohmage to the phase of this element/cell with

medium nominal voltage UcP ot that step/stage, on which is connected

this element/cell.

Analogously lead to U. active and impedances.

Scale U was given to §6-3.CP

After indicating in the diagram of the substitution of the

resistor/resistance of all elements/cells in ohms, led to base line

voltage, via known from theoretical electrical engineering rules

convert diagram, givinq it to to ever simpler form, and determine

resulting resistor/resistance x, or z circuits to the point of the

short circuit (see belcw examples of calculation).

The determination of the resulting resistor/resistance in

relative unity is possible only in such a case, when the relative
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resistors/resistances of all network elements are calculated under

one and the same base line conditions. For example, if in circuit are

two elements/cells with rating factors S1 , 11, U1 , x., and S?, 12,

UI x2. then it is simple to accumulate values x., and x, is cannot,

since they are determined in diffezent rating factors. Bzt if the

relative resistors/resistances of these elements/cells are determined

with the same power (current) and are related to one and the same

voltage, i.e.. we calculate undar identical base line conditions,

then the resulting resistor/resistance can be determined by the usual

conversions of replacement scheme.
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r mrs u r-z" Vj r2-3 U4 N

, Z2 Z4 x

Fig. 6-7. Schematic of networi/grid with several steps/stages of

transformation.

Page 80.

For bringing the resistors/resistances to the base line

conditions accepted it is possible to use fcrmulas (6-10) and (6-11),

brought out into §6-2. According to the condition, accepted in §6-3,

the nominal voltages of all network elements of short circuit equate

with the medium nominal voltages ot the corresponding steps/stages;

therefore formula (6-11) in connection with generators and

transformers takes the form:

x.6 -- x' . (6-19)

and formula (6-10) reactors in connection with takes the form:

'6
X.p.6= X. ..O 1 1, " (6-20)

With tho use of latter/last formula it is necessary to keep in

mind that /6 must be determined with the medium voltage of that

electrical step/staqe, on which is established/installed the reactor.
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Here it should be noted that when reactor is utilized in the

setting up of smaller voltage, for example during the use of a

reactor by a voltage 10 kV in setting up by a voltage 6 kT, it is

necessary to consider a difference in the nominal voltage of reactor

from the medium voltage of the step/stage where it is

established/installed, and to determine its relative base

resistor/resistance by formula (6-10).

For the air and caale lines, and also other elements/cells whose

resistor/resistance is known in ohms, bringing to base line

conditions is performed as follows. According to formula (6-5)

resistor/resistance in relative unity (assuming/setting

Umom. U). 2 Bringing to base line power according to formula
Ucp

(6-19) gives:

S6X (6-21)

where UP - medium nominal voltage of that electrical step/stage in

circuit of which is connected this resistor/resistance.

Let us recall again that into formula (6-21) ;6 one should

substitute in megavolt-amperes, aad UI - in kilovolts.
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According to analogous formulas they lead to base line

conditions active and imFedances.

Having shown in the diagram of substitution all led to base line

conditions relative resistors/resistances, by the gradual conversion

of diagram determine the resulting resistor/resistance of short

circuit in relative unity x w, (or z.,,,

T that presented earlier and formulas (6-8) and (6-9) it

follows:

x .p 16epa SxPM  (6-22)

If after U6 accept UcP the step/stage of short circuit X., is

referred to this voltage, then by X. , should be understood a voltage

drop in the total resistance of short circuit when the load of all

elements/cells of this circuit is equal to base line power S.-

accepted referred to the accepted as base line medium voltage of the

step/stage of short circuit.

Thus. X.P,. is the conditional calculated value, which depends on

base line conditions (x.._S.). accepted, Since S. can be selected

arbitrarily, then for this point of short circuit x.p, can have

different values less or large unity.
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Value S6 accepted must be conveniently for the computations; in

many instances is convenient to take as S6 the equal to 100 or 1000

MV A.

In the practice of calculations is used extensively also the

so-called calculated resistor/resistance of short circuit X,. under

which is understood the total resistance of circuit, which consists

of relative inductive reactance for initial the moment/torque of

short circuit x" of generators and external resisting from

generators to the point of short circuit, referred to the total power

of generators S from which is calculated the short-circuit

current.

Page 81.

From the aforesaid it follows:

40... (6-23)

where x.P*, - calculated inductive reactance of short circitit, in

reference to the total power of generators S.,.-;

xs,- resulting inductive reactance of short circuit, in reference

to arbitrarily selected base line power S6.
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Let us note that x..., unambiguously characterizes the

electrical distance of the point of short circuit from electric power

sources.

Everything said in ratio x*. and X... to equal degree is

related also to impedance of short circuit z°p3 and z~,,

Example of 6-1. To determine resulting ohnage and relative unity

to points K-I and K-2 of network in Fig. 6-3, on which are shown all

necessary calculations of value. Effective resistance not to

consider. Nominal voltages of all elements/cells of network to

consider equal to the medium nominal voltages of the corresponding

steps/stages.

Calculation in ohms. Replacement schemes are given in Fig. 6-6.

We determine resulting resisting of circuit to point K-i. Base

line voltage 06-u, 1 -6.3 kv.

Resisting of generators with voltage 6. 3 kV we determine,

utilizing formula (6-5) :

0o .No w 0,125.6,3$z= Zo 15 OA

Key: ohm.
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resisting of reactor, being guided by formula (6-4):

Zo IMMUM" 4.6.3 LI)

Xe" V -i., "o TV.o.4 fOX 03u.

Key: (1). ohm.

Having connected the neutral of the windings of generators as

the points of midpotential, we obtain the simplest diagram, which

consists of two parallel ones and one series resistance (see the

diagram in Pig. 6-6a), from which we find:

Xi +x
0.33 0. 036-=Z 0.,53 o o.

Key: (1). ohm.

We determine resulting resisting of circuit to point K-2. Base

line voltage U6-U,-=37 kV.

Resisting of generators we lead to base line voltage, utilizing

formula (6-18)

U1. - 378
z X Z8 X-cp -j c -0. 33 g.-3- -11.4 OA.

Key: (1). ohm.

Resisting of transformers with base line voltage we determine,
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utilizinq formula (6-5) :

"se/J I 7.5.37-.

Key: (1). ohm.

Inductive reactance of line with voltage 37 kV
(d)zeO,41vtO.4.5--,6 OAL

Key: (1). ohm.

From replacement scheme in Fig. 6-6b we find:

Sp" A-2 , za + 8 X+• 11.4 13.7

Key: (1). ohm.

Per unit calculation. Replacement schemes are given in Fig. 6-8.

We determine resulting resisting of circuit to point K-1.

V46 accept s$.ioo MVA and we lead to it all resisting.

Relative base line resisting of generators according to formula

(6-19):
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100
-0. 125 - T O3

For determining relative base line resisting of reactor from

formula (6-20) we determine the base line current

16 -3 U6 6,3 2,9.2 ra.

Key: (1). kA.

then

~* .0 p~a 1u 4 9.2

Converting diagram in Fig. 6-8a, we obtain:

27 +~ 0. 92 -- 1.34.
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4S'

Fig. 6-8. Replacement schemes for example of 6-1.

Page 82.

We determine resulting resisting of circuit to point K-2.

W'e accept the same base line power S-s 100 MVA; therefore

relative base line resistance of the generators remains

constant/invariable ones, i.e., x 1 =x 2=0.83.

Relative base line resisting of transformers we determine.

utilizing formula (6-19) :

uK/.oS 6  7,5 100

Relative base line resisting of electric power line according to

formula (6-21):

S6x 100.0,4.15
"- -2 - 0,44.
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eonvertinq diagram in Fig. 6-8b, we obtain:

X3 X4

4AP-f.,(- +T +X..-

0.83 1
g- j-+0.44 1.4.

The examined example shows that per unit calculation somewhat

simpler, since for the larger part of network elements are usually

known relative nominal resisting.

Some indications in accordance with the conversion of

replacement schemes. During the computation resulting resisting of

short circuit always one should approach simplification in the

replacement scheme. Frequently the replacement schemes are

symmetrical with respect to the point of short circuit, which makes

it possible to connect the points of equal voltages and thereby to

considerably simplify diagram and computation x... For example, it is

required to determine x1,, for point K of diagram on Fig. of 6-9a0with

identical generators and step-up transformers. In this case during

short circuit at point K the voltage on the busbars of sections A and

B will be identical and through the sectional reactor i the

short-circuit current flow/occur/last will not be. Because of this in

replacement schemp sectional reactor it is possible not to consider

and to connect directly points A and B, as shown in Fig. 6-9b.
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Determination x.. for the similar case to us is already known.

With different generators (Fig. of 6-9U) the voltages on the

busbars of sections A and B during short circuit at point K will not

be equal and through the reactor will flo/occur/last the

short-circuit current. Replacement scheme takes the form, shown in

Fig. 6-10a. Determination x,, becomes complicated, since in diagram

appears the triangle of resisting, formed by transformers and

sectional reactor. For determination x., it is necessary the triangle

of resisting to replace with equivalent star of resisting.

. . ... . .. .. L .. 1
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rjI
I (q zp% 2

Fig. 6-9. Network of stations wita the reacted composite busbars of

generator voltage (a) and replacement scheme (b) for the point of the

short circuit K with identical generators and transformers.

Key: (1). kV.

I-I -

r-I a) r-2 N r-2

Fig. 6-10. Replacement schemes for point of short circuit K of

network in Fig. 6-9 with different generators.

*

L'I Li
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Fig. 6-11. Convqrsion ot triangle of resisting into equivalent star

of resisting.

Page 83.

It is known that resisting X,, X2 and x3 of triradial star,

equivalent to the triangle of resisting x,2 , x23 and x3 , (Fig. 6-11),

are equal to:

XIzXJI

X' -'2 4- X 3 +I .X1

X27=- xl . -(6-24)

x3 =.. +x 2 , --X, 3

If necessary it is possible thu triradial star of resisting to

replace with equivalent triangle ot resisting which are determined

from the formulas:

=, x1 ±- x2-- u _, ',
X,

X .+-x, X, -+ X2 XI.
S=X, '(6-25)

x3I = x3 ± x. +

Example of 6-2. To determine x.L., to point K of network in Fig.

6-9.

tt is known:
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Sr.jj 31. 2 5 Mea; 0. 0123.

PI.Ro, - 1.5 Aa; x - 100.;

S IO- I - ST 2N 2 10 M K - 10.5o%.

Key: (1). M VA. (2). kA.

Medium nominal voltages are snown in the diagram.

Replacement scheme is given in Fig. 6-10a.

V'e lead all resisting to base line power S,-fI0o MA:

,, 6 100,=X. di - ------ O: 13 : 0.39.

1000r . 126 FS - 0,841;

UISt, 10.5 100
1 x-- TO 1 --- F-- ,05;

X 10- 100 9.2
" = i,- - F -T • .5-0,61.

100

Here 1 10 =9.2 kA is determined with the voltage of that
j36. 3

step/staqe, on which is established/inst alled sectional reactor,

i.e.. with U6=6.3 kV.

We replace resisting of triangle x3, x, and xs by equivalent

star (Fig. 6-10b):
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1.05-0.61 0.61

1.06.1.05~*= 2.71 -0.41.

Resisting x, and x6 are connected in series:

xe - , + x,-0. 39 +0.24 -0.63;

the same resisting X2 and x7:

= 8 - x + x, =0.84+0.24 - 1,03.

Then replacement scheme takes the form, shown in Fig. 6-10c.

After connecting the neutrals of generators G-1 and G-2, ye

determine resulting resisting of snort circuit:

X. ,+ - xx6 x

-0.63.1 08
-6.63 + i.08 + 0,41 -0.81.

6.5. Short circuit in the circuit, which feeds from the electrical

system of the unlimited power.

The electrical system of the unlimited power conditionally is

considered such relatively powerful/thick system, voltage on busbars

of which can be virtually considered constant/invariable with any

changes in the current (even during short circuit) in connected to it

low-power circuit (S'Ao.=oo; xc=o; rc=O). Irk actuality the power of

electrical systems and their resisting have some finite values.
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However, many elements/cells of electrical networks possess this

small power in comparison with the power of their feeding system and

this considerable resisting in comparison with resisting of system,

that during short circuits after such elements/cells (transformer,

reactor, line) the voltage on the busbars of the feeding system

changes insignificantly and frequently without special miscalculation

of short-circuit current this change in the voltage it is possible

not to consider.

During the computation of short-circuit currents for the

selection of electrical equipment it is possible not to consider

resistance of the feeding system, if it does not exceed 5-10o/o

resulting (or calculation) resisting of short circuit. Obtained in

this case corresponding exaggeration of short-circuit current does

not usually affect the types of the adjustable electrical equipment.

Page 84.

Let us examine the process of changing the short-circuit current

in the simplest circuit (Fig. 6-12), which feeds from the electrical

system of the unlimited power. let us consider that the voltage on

the busbars of system is equal to medium voltage UP of the

corresponding electrical step/stage, and resisting are expressed in

ohms and are given to the same voltage UP.
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The current of load in normal mode is determined by the value of

voltaqe U'P and by the values of resisting of network/grid z.. and

electrical receivers 2,.

During three-phase short circuit at point K resisting of circuit

sharply decrpasas to values zpe. which is considerably less than

resistinq of electrical receivers zu. the circuital current increases

of up to the value, caused by voltage on the busbars of system UP
ZPC

and resulting resisting of circuit oiV rp to the place of short

circuit.

It is known that in the circuits, which contain inductance, it

cannot be an instantanecus change in the current. Any change of

resistinq the circuit causes the transient process, during which the

circuital current changes to certain steady value. A similar

transient process occurs, also, during short circuits.

Fig. 6-13 gives the curve of a change of the short-circuit

current i. in the circuit, shown in Fig. 6-12. There it is shown

that this current can be decomposed on two component/term: the forced

harmonic current, which has the steady value, and the free aperiodic

current, which damps exponentially. From theoretical electrical
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engineering it is known that the same change in the current and its

component/term occurs in the circuit, which contains L and r, upon

its inclusion/connection to sine voltage.

In the practical calculations of short-circuit currents accept

forced periodic component/term of short-circuit current, vhich in

this case is the steady current, to call periodic component/term of

short-circuit current (or, it is shorter, by periodic current). For

it usually take the following designations: instantaneous value i,

amplitude value I.. effective value I.

The effective value of the steady short-circuit current is in

general accept to designate I., therefore in the examined/considered

by us special case of short circuit 1 -=,.

Free aperiodic component/term of short-circuit current is

conventionally designated as in abbreviated form aperiodic

component/term of short-circuit current (or even by aperiodic

current). For it are accepted the aesignations: instantaneous value

i.. initial value ia., great initial value I.,.

The value of periodic of component/term of the current of

three-phase short circuit is determined by voltage on the busbars of

system and resisting of short circuit.
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Fig. 6-12. Circuit diagram, which feeds from the system of the

unlimited power.

Key: (1) . Systpm.

Fig. 6-13. curve of change of short-circuit current in circuit. which

feeds from system of unlimited power.

Key: (1). N. mode/conditions. (2). Transient process. (3). steady

conditions.
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Since the voltage indicated remains constant/invariable during entire

process of short circuit, then constant/invariable remains the

effective value of periodic component/term of short-circuit current,

determined according tc the law of the ohm:

1131- U P (6.26)

where V - a voltage on the busbars of feeding system, kv;

- resulting impedance of short circuit, led to U,,. ohm.

In settings up by voltage is above 1000 V usually rw ,p, .

therefore periodic component/term of short-circuit current can be

determined approximately by the formula:

(3 U____P (6-27)

where x... - resulting iuductive reactance of circuit, led to U'P, ohm.

The same value of periodic of component/term of the current of

three-phase short circuit can be determined, also, through resisting

of circuit in relative unity. If we from formula (6-22) determine

value x,, and to substitute it into formula (6-27) , then after

simple conversions we will obtain:
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Ucp

where

1(3)

Since U 6 =Uc, then'P. (6-28)

or in the kiloaaperes

=3  13) --1 (6-29)

where 6 su - base line current, determined when U equal to UcP

to that electrical step/stage for which is designed the short-circuit

current, kA;

. resulting relative base line resisting of short circuit,

calculated at base line power accepted.

If periodic component/term must be determined taking into

account the effective resistance of circuit, then into formula (6-29)

instead of x one should substitute z.P,.

From formula (6-29) it is evident that the results of

computation I3 do not depend on accepted in calculation base line

power S,, since with its change directly propcrtionally change both
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16. and x,-a. However, ccncernia relative values of periodic of

component/term, determined according to formula (6-28), then its

value depends on the base line power accepted.

Let us pass to the examination by aperiodic by component/tern of

short-circuit current. It was above indicated that in the circuits of

high voltage the effective resistance were small and virtually they

do not affect the value of periodic of component/term of current.

Therefore in the majority of the cases value by periodic by

component/term is determined without taking into account the

effective resistance of circuit by formulas (6-27 and 6-29). In this

case it is possible to consider that periodic component/term of

current is current almost purely inductive.

At the same time in the examination by aperiodic by

component/term of short-circuit current i one cannot fail to

consider the effective resistance of circuit, since if we place it

equal to zero, then aperiodic current attenuate will not be, which

will distort the real picture of a change in the short-circuit

current. Therefore in the examination of change in the time of

aperiodic current the effective resistance of circuit one must take

into account.

Short circuit is possiDle at any moment of time at any

L _
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instantaneous value of voltage. In circuits with purely inductive

reactance (r,=O but approximately also in circuits with relatively

low effective resistance (r,, ,q), heaviest case of short circuit as

this will be shown below, is short circuit at moment/torque, when the

instantaneous value of voltage is equal to zero. Given Fig. 6-13

curves gives for the case when at the moment of short circuit the

instantaneous value of voltage u on the busbars of system was equal

to zero, and the current of load had instantaneous value i.

Page 86.

If periodic component/term of short-circuit current is is

approximately considered the as purely inductive current, then during

short circuit at the moment of time indicated the initial

instantaneous value of periodic or component/term must be equal to

its amplitude value i,,=I., (Fig. 6-13), i.e., circuital current at

the moment of short circuit must instantly change from value i. 0 (cut

Oa), to value ,., (cut Ob).

Respectively must change the magnetic flux of circuit. In

actuality in the circuit, which possesses inductance, it cannot occur

an instantaneous change in the magnetic flux and, consequently, also

current, since with a change of the magnetic flux in circuit is

induced emf, which calls the course of countercurrent - free
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aperiodic current. As a result of imposition of both components at

the moment of short circuit the circuital current does not change and

remains equal to the instantaneous value of the current of load i0,

From the aforesaid it follows that the initial value of

aperiodic of component/term of short-circuit current is equal

=. - (6-30)

Further aperiodic component/term attenuates on exponential to

the law:
I

i= i. toe , (6-31)

where T, - constant of time of the attonuaticn of aperiodic of

component/term.

Time constant T. is determined from the formula:

T = -- (6-32)

where L.., rI =rp,5 and x ,. - inductance and active and inductive

reactances of the short-circuited circuit (or r.p, and x.,).

In circuits with voltage above 1000 V with relatively low

effective resistance average/mean value T5 is

approximately/exemplarily 0.05 s; therefore the duration of the

attenuation of aperiodic of component/term does not usually exceed

L I . . . . . ... . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . -. . . . . i - -
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0.2 s. fn circuits with high effective resistance aperiodic

component/term attenuates more rapidly.

After the attenuation of aperiodic of component/term concludes

the transient process cf short circuit and begins the steady

mode/conditions. In circuit flows/occurs/lasts steady current

Frequently it the designate ],.

If short circuit occurs at this moment of time when the initial

instantaneous value of periodic of component/term of current proves

to be equal to i,, (with uiO) , i.e., i.,_ ==i'o, then the initial value

of aperiodic of component/term proves to be equal to zero .,,0_o 0 (at

the moment of short circuit circuital current it does not change), as

a result of which aperiodic component/term in short-circuit current

is absent.

But if t short closing a circuit ran idle (I.-0) and short

circuit occurred at moment/torque u=0, then int ==/,,, and the initial

value of aperiodic of component/term is obtained greatest:

'a S=Ou.u.i This condition is calculation, since in this case

short-circuit current i,, in circuit has great value.

Examining the curve of short-circuit current (Fig. 6-13), we see

that through half-period (0.01 s) the instantaneous value of
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short-circuit currqnt attains maximum value, which is called impact

short-circuit current and designate 11, (current, which generates the

greatest mechanical actions).

According to the cse curves

iy =I..+a1.Oj

Let us determine the qreat value of impact current under design

conditions indicated above.

From equation (6-31)

ia 1=.01 4- .01

At the moment of impact current (t=0.01 s) periodic and

aperiodic component/term have identical direction; therefore it is

possible to write:

00.01
F.I~ I FS+1),eT

Page 87.

However, since

that
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l=(I+e k )2-I= liV2- I.

Value

P.oj

ky= I e Ta (6-33)

is called the impact coetficient ot short-circuit current.

Introducing impact coefficient, tinally we obtain:

i, = k, Z (6-34)

Value 1, is determined from formula (6-27) or (6-29).

Since in formula (6.34) value 721.- the amplitude of periodic

of component/term of short-circuit current, then impact coefficient

ky. considprs the participation ot aperiodic of component/term in the

formation of impact current.

Let us dptermine the possible limiting values of impact

coefficient k.. Since Ta== "e3 , then:

if circuit it possesses only inductive reactance (rpe--O), then

T=oo and k,=2, apericdic component/term of short-circuit current it

does not attenuate;

if circuit it possesses only effective resistance(x ,3=0). then
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Ta==O and k,=I, aperiodic component/term in no way it appears.

Thus, 2>ky> 1.

In the circuits of settings up by voltage is above 1000 V with

predominant inductive reactance average/mean value T, O,05 s and

ky , 1.8. with this

,y= 1,821 =2,551. (6.35)

Maring the calculation of short-circuit current taking into

account the effective resistance of circuit should be calculated the

value of impact coefficient in formula (6-33), after determining the

preliminarily time constant of circuit by formula (6-32).

In Fig. 6-14 are given curves [6-11 of dependence e =(Y; T"),

that make it possible to rapidly determine the instantaneous value of

aperiodic of component/term depending on T, (value e =.a is

called the attenuation factor of aperiodic of component/term). On

curved t=O.01 s it is possible to determine value *1e01. and then

impact coefficient in formula (b-32).

During estimates of impact current on the side of the secondary

voltage of the transformers whose power do not exceed 1000 kIA in

each of the in parallel working transformers, it is possible to
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accept k,=1.3.

fu11/total/complete short-circuit current during transient

process is not sinusoidal as a result of the presence aperiodic

component/term. Therefore effective value full current I., for

certain moment/torque time t after the beginning of short circuit

defines as root-mean-square current during the period (0.02 s), in

middle of which is located the moment/torque of time t:

.- I + I1. (6-36)
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0.7 - -

0 o~o e~aFo, 40 405 0. 0745404

Fig. 6-14. Curves for determinaing the attenuation factor of aperiodic

of component/tqrm of short-circui.t currant.

Page 88.

The effective value of aperiodic of component/term of

short-circuit current during period approximately can be

taken as the equal to its instantaneous value in the middle of

period, i.e., by considering that during period aperiodic

component/term does not change and has value is,. Then formula (6-36)
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can be rewritten thus:

Using latt-ir/last formula, let us determine effective value of

full of short-circuit current for first period after the onset of the

short circuit:

Since i.s=,.O..11/i, then after conversions we obtain:

!== I i/I + 2(y -i)a.

"With the impact coefficient ky=.8

i- 1.5210 (6-39.)

and

Iy 7 -. I6be. (6-40)

The great value of relation -- 1.73 is obtained with impact

coefficient ky-.IA.

In +hree-phase circuit at the moment of three-phase short

circuit the instantaneous values ot voltages in phases are different,

in consequence of which different the initial values of periodic and

aperiodic of component/term and, consequently, also the

full/total/complete values ot short-circuit currents in phases. If

three-phase short circuit occurred at moment/torque, when in one of

phases iat,0=i.,, then in two other phases I,,_ vii be less I..

L_4
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Therefore only in one phase impact current can have computed value,

determined according tc formula (6-34). The aforesaid illustrate

curves to Fig. 6-15, led for the case when to short closing a circuit

was not loaded (I,=0) and at the uioment of short circuit the

instantaneous value of the voltage of phase A was equal to zero

(UA= O).

As can be seen from curves in Fig. 6-15, the amplitudes of

periodic of component/term in all phases are identical, since their

value is determined by voltage U, on the busbars of the feeding

system and resulting resisting of short-circuited circuit x..

Aperiodic componpnt/term in phases are different, since their values

depend on the moment/torque of short circuit, i.e., from value i*,.

Impact currents in phases not are only different by value, but

they do not coincide also in time.
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1*

~t-O~fl.A.u

UIL

0 t

a..

UC

"Ike

Fig. 6-15. Currents in phases during three-phase short closing a

circuit, which feeds from the source of the unlimited power.
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When selecting of switches according to the disconnecting

ability they use also the amount of the power of short circuit,

determined by usual expression for the three-phase power:

sk =I/-- u'., (6.41)

where U,, - medium nominal voltage of that electrical step/stage, for

which is calculated current /..

The power of short circuit is the value of conditional, since

during its determination they accept the medium nominal voltage of

the step/stage of short circuit.

If left and the right side of formula (6-29) are multiplied on

11 and U,. then we will ootain (assuming/setting Uoc UcP):

S6S (6-42)

Example of 6-3. To calculate impact and steady currents and

power of short circuit at the points, indicated on network in Fig.

6-16a, where are given all data, necessary for calculation. The
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cables of line 6 kV, feeding distribution point RP, work in parallel.

The effective resistance of cables 6 kV must be taken into

consideration.

Since short-circuit currents are determined only during

three-phase short circuit, the index (3) for simplification in the

recordings it is oitted.

Let us fulfill calculations in two versions, expressing ohnages

and relative unity.

Version 1. All resisting we express in ohms with the medium

voltage of that step/stage, on which occurred certain

closinl/shorting.

Short-circuit current, which flows into point K-I. In this case

U6-Up,- 115 kv resisting of circuit to the point of the short

circuit K-1 is equal to resisting of air electric power line, i.e.

11)
£pesK." 15X, -Iz 70-0.4 28 o0.

Key: (1). ohm.

According to formula (6-27):
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U. - _____ 115 )

Ke y : (1). k . 3 2.4 gs .

Impact current according to formula (6-35):

iY 9 -1. ! , T , ( , . 2 .5 5 .,4 -,a 6 ..

Key: (1). k A.

Power of short circuit according to formula (6-41):

S .1 - Tu. 11 11 - (, )

I /3.115.2.4 - 480 Moa.

Key: (1). RVA.

Replacement scheme for the calculation of short-circuit currents

at the secondary voltage of substation (at points K-2, K-3 and K-4)

is given in Fig. 6-16b. We compute ohmages of all elements/cells of

replacement scheme with voltage Uo--Urp2=6,3 kV.

Resisting of air electric power line, led to voltage Ucp2

S U4P, 2 6.38 /1)
-z.. u,'8- -- i - O

0P

Key: (1). ohm.

Resisting of transformer we determine, being guided by formula

(6-5) when U,1 .- U0,,:
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Key: (1). ohm.

Resisting of reactor we determine, being guided formula (6-4),

accepting up.m, -UpS

10/ Up-u, 4.6.3 (4)
" T- -~Ipoi00 0 48 o .

Key: (1). ohm.

Inductive reactance of cable we accept from calculation 0.08

Q/km (see §6-3):

x= x, - 0.08.2.5 . 0.20.

Key: (1). ohm.

The effective resistance of cable according to formula (6-15):

S 1000m2.5-1000 -0.7 ()

Key: (1). ohm.
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(A)

2YS~ 3 U U

!6 !6
.41

a)

-- :K.V-- U

Fig. 6-16. Network (a) and replacement scheme (b) for example of 6-3.

Key: (1). System. (2). Overhead electric power line. (3). 2/km. (;).

kV. (5). r~V&. (6). workiag substation. (7). Cable with copper

veins/strands.

Page 90.

Short-circuit current, which flows into point K-2. Resu1ting

LL
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resistance of the circuit

0.28 'IPC.A:-2 =x+-:,'- =0.08+ - 0,17o".

Key: (1). ohm.

Then:
Ue 6.3 (I)1. IC2 . ,K- j=l o 4 -- i 3 p , 2 - = 1 ' ' ,1 21 m;

VJP. 3J. 2  V7.0.17 2 KU
iyx. 2.55.21 ;t: 54 Ka; G!,

SJ. 2 = 3.6.3.21 = 230 Mea. 2,,

Key: (1). RA • (2). MIVA.

Short-circuit current, whica flows in K-3. Resulting resisting

of the circuit

Xe3 K4K-3 'pe K.2 + x O. 17 + 0.48 0.65 0o.1)

Key: (1). ohm.

Then:

it JKJ -= loo K-4 " _=- 5.6 xa;

iy 1 - 2.55-.6 6-z14 xa; di

SJ,4,= 6'3.63.6 =z 61 Msa.(,"'

Kei: (1). kA. (2). MiVA.

Short-circuit current, which flows into point K-4. Resulting

resisting of circuit we deteraine taking into account active and

inductive reactance of the cables:
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0.2 0)5 p. . -" ,a4 - -- O.65 +f- -0. 75 o.;

r# 0.67 co
reK# 2 _2 ==0. 34 OA.

Key: (1). ohm.

In hisc e5~-x' 0.34I

In this case -0>-34 . therefore the effective resistance

of cables must be taken into consideraticn.

ZpexK. 4 =I/rpe. -(.+ ep.d4-

V7342 -0.753 z 0.82 os.')

Key: (1) . ohm.

Short-circuit current

6 -3 -4.4 xa.(/)

Key: (1). kA.

We determine the time constant of circuit by formula (6-32):

X e, arw 0.75
T' -" 314r. , -5m140. m ,007.

On curve on Fig. 6-14 we find a .=0.-25.
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Impact coefficient ky-I+025-1.25.

Impact current i, .4- Y /10K-- 1.25 12.44-z 7.8 kA.

Power of the short circuit
SA4" V3-6o3.4.4 48 Mea.

Key: (1) . MVA.

Version 2. All resisting we express in relative units.

Full/total/complete replacement scheme is given in Fig. 6-16c.

accept base line power s6=ioo NVA and we lead to it all relative

resisting of replacement scheme.

Relative base line inductive reactance of electric power line

according to formula (6-21)

S6  ,100

the same of transformer according to formula (6-19)

s6
6 . X.T ST

10.5 100

the same of reactor according to formula (6-20)
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so X P.6X. T16 4 9.202o- z. . - x.,.,, i- 6 3j-1.22

where

so 00

== 9.2 a

Key: (1). kA.

Inductive reactance of cable we accept from calculation 0.08

/km (see J6-3). Relative base line inductive reactance of the cable
100

xz- x-x- 0,08.2.5 1- -O.5.

The effective resistance of cable according to formula (6-15):

11000 2,.I000 10
r,,6- - 63-7 0,674 o..

Key: (1). ohm.

Relative base line effective resistance of the cable

100
0,. 674 -- s 7

6.33

Short-circuit current, which flows into point K-1. We accept

0 6 .f 15 kV, then

S6  100 ,I
I--- - -0.5 Ka.

Key: (1). kA.

In this case
XAccordn t xf - 0,21.

According to formula (6-29).
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I6 0.5
Z*Pe* .I  - 1,z=2. 4 wa.

Key: (1). kA.

Impact current according to formula (6-35):

Key: (1). kA.

Power of short circuit according to formula (6-42):

SJ- 48 Alm.

Key: (1). MVA,

Page 91.

Short-cirr-uit current, which flows into point K-2. Ve accept

ua=6.3 kV; then

100

Key: (1). kA.

Resulting resisting of the circuit

x'p,,K- * + - - -0. 21 + -- %0.7 4
3 T0744
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Then:
9,21. X2 6.7-1 21 Ka;/O

1 y I42 2.55"21 == 4 - a;54

10S K- -6 -- = 10 - 230 A ea.(

Key: (1). kA. (2). MVA.

Short-circuit current, which flows into point K-3. In this case

U6 = 6.3 1,5 _ 9,2

Key: (1). and. (2). kA.

Resulting resisting of the circuit

X.pe*, X = X*pe, (.2 + x, - 0. 44 + 1.22 1,66.

Then:
inK~ y eo --'I-"' - 5,6 a;

Lyj4 "-2,58.5,6z 14 a;()

J00 v,.

Key: (1). kA. (2). MVA.

Short-circuit current, which flows into point K-(4.

U - 6 's , / -I , 9 2 , ( a )

Key: (1). and. (2). kA.

Resulting resisting of the circuit:

4

LJ
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T - -r 00" A5;

S X.e .6+ 1.,6+ T-1,91.

Fp 0.85 1

In this case -*- >'8 1 therefore the effective resistance of

cables must be taken into consideration.

ea XV4 - ai _+1.9.8 - 2,1.

Short-circuit current

16 9.2
INI- -I-K-4 7 

f. 4*4

Key: (1). kA.

We determine the time constant of circuit by formula (6-32) :

X. Pea 1.91a -; ij- -0.007.

On curve on Fig. 6-14 we find t-.o,: 0.2 5.

Impact coefficient *,=1+0.2- 1.25.

Impact current i, h--,1.,.-.25V .4, - 7.i kV.

Power of the short circuit
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,00 _ 1
S-. Cr2--4. Mea,

Key: (1). MVA.

As one would expect, calculation by both methods gives

completely identical results,

From the comparison ot the values of currents and power during

short circuits at points K-2 and K-3 evidently, how sharply reactor

on line decreases current and power of short circuit.

Calculation under the condition of the unlimited power of the

feeding system makes it possible to determine the limiting possible

values of short-circuit currents in this setting up, which is

especially important, ii not precise indications about further

development of system. The selection of electrical equipment in terms

of these values of short-circuit currents gives guarantee in the fact

that during any development ot system the designed setting up it is

not necessary to re-equip, since at any power of system the actual

values of short-circuit currents in setting up will be less than

calcu lat ions.

The aforesaid can be explained based on the example of diagram

in Fig. 6-16. For example, short-circuit current at point K-I can be
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more thin calculated only during the construction of the second

parallel feeling line. short-circuit current at point K-2 can exceed

calculation only during setting up on the substation of the

supplementary in parallel connected transformers or during the

replacement of those established/installed more powerful/thick.

In the practice of design and operation frequently it is to

necessary rapidly calculate maximally possible short-circuit current

after any network element - by power transformer, reactor, etc. in

this case they enter as follows.

Let us assume resistive of xo/o for which aLe known its rating

factors $,o, Uw. Let us agree that during short circuit at point

K (Fig. 6-17) the voltage before resisting (from feeding side)

remains constant/invariable and equal to the nominal voltage of

resisting (condition (f teed from the system of unlimited power).

Fig. 6-17. Diagram to the determination of the maximum value of

short-circuit current.
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Then it is possible to write

1. 100

(with course through the resistor/resistance of current 1o a voltage

drop in it comprises xjco. and with the course of current 1, a voltage

drop composes 100o/o).

From latter/last expression we obtain:

100
, lom ;-/," (6-43)

Value 100/xo/o is called the greatest multiplicity of

short-circuit current.

Multiplyinq left and the right side of formula (6-43) on 13 UcP

(under condition U.=U,, , we obtain:

S. V. . (6-44)

In connection with power transformer this formula takes the

form:
TOM
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and

S. (6-46)

where U..2 - medium nominal voltage of the step/stage of the secondary

side of transformer.

In the casp of reactor when U,.,,, =UCV formula (6-413) takes the

form:

-2-0.M*~*~~ (6-47)

values i. and I1, determine from the previously brought-out

formulas.

For the air and cable lines whose resistor/resistance is usually

known in ohms, to more conveniently use the following formulas:

I - P (6-48)

or, when r,=O,

- o (6.49)

Example of 6-4. To determine maximally possible current and
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power of short circuit on the secondary side of the transformer in

power 1800 kVA of its own needs of station. Impedance voltage M.-8.;

the primary voltage of the transformer of 6.3 kV. and secondary of

3.15 kV.

Power of the short circuit

10 100S. = $-.o, 1,-8 .23.Mma.

Key: (1). MVA.

Short-circuit current

S. 23 62

V= --- '= 1 ' 3 , 15 - 4 , 2 K ";

i' =2,55.4,2 -II Ka.

Key: (1) . kA.

In conclusion let us pause at the determination of voltages at

different points of network/grid during short circuits. During

three-phase short circuit the voltage in the place of short circuit

is equal to zero. Voltage at any point of network/grid, distant from

the place of short circuit to resistor/resistance of x, is

numerically equal to a voltage drop across this resistor/resistance

with the course on it of the current of the three-phase short

circuit:

U. = V'/Ix. (6-50)
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Utilizing a system of relative unity, it is possible to write:

or
(6-51)

U5/.~.~'x10O

and further in the kilovolts-

U, = UVUW= 3.U.J. (6-52)

In formulas (6.51) and (6-52) _., and x* compulsorily they must

be calculated under one and the sane base line conditions.

Example of 6-5. Utilizing results of the calculation of example

of 6-3 (Fig. 6-16), to determine voltage on the busbars of the

primary side of substation during estblishing mode/conditions of

short circuit at point K-3.

In an example indicated is determined 1.xKa- 5.6 A,

Ohmage from the point of short circuit to the busbars of the

primary side of the sutstation (see Fig. 6.16b) composes

,- 0.28 (,)X --I +X +0. 48 ft 0.57 om.

Key: (1). ohm.

The voltage drop across this section, in reference to the
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step/stage of voltage Ucp2-6 kV, vill compose

u.,.) J3".,,., - V3...o.s7 5.5

Key: (1). kV.

Page 93.

Voltage on the busbars of the primary side of the substation

Ucp 115

Key: (1). kV.

or in percentages of U,-,I- 15 kV

U1 (1i.) IOOl'k<4- U__ ( 1.__[I00= m)'500 8 %

Let us determine the same voltage, by utilizing a system of

relative unity.

Relative value of short-circuit current, which flows into point

K-i:

I I
l' .; w i- 0,60.

or otherwise

l= A-. 5.6
_76x, - -9 -- 0,.

Relative base line resistor/resistance of section from K-3 to

~mi
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the busbars of the substation

x .7.- 2+ +1.22f 1.45.

Voltage on the busbars of substation according to formula

(6.52):

U" (,1,5) i U ,=0.60. 1.45.115 1, 100

Key: (1) . kM.

or in percentages of Ucp 2

U, - - 1.= X(x. O0 = 0.60.1.45.100 _ 870/.

6.6. Short circuit in the circuit, which feeds from generators

without automatic field regulators.

A change in the short-circuit current I, and by its periodic

'. and aperioiic is ot the components during short circuit in the

circuit, which feeds from generator without automatic field control,

it is shown in Fig. 6-18. Short circuit is assumed at the

moment/torque when emf of generator is equal to zero. As earlier,

accept that the effective resistance of the short-circuited circuit

is small in comparison with its inductive reactance.

As a result of the absence of automatic field regulator the

current and the magnetic flux of excitation in the process of short

circuit remain constant/invariable.
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Without submerging in the part of the process of the sudden

short circuit of alternator, examined/considered in course

"electrical machines" [1. 6-2], let us recall the here only

fundamental reasons, which cause a change in the time of

component/term and, consequently, also full of short-circuit current.

In the relation to the reason for the onset, character of

attenuation ant conditions, which are determining the value of

aperiodic of component/term, everything said in §6-5 completely

remains valid and for the present case of short circuit.

A fundamental iifference in the case of short circuit in

question from short circuit with the feed of circuit from the source

of the unlimited power consists in the inconstancy of amplitudes by

periodic by component/term, gradually changing from greatest initial

value I" to smallest steady value/f1.This amplitude reduction, and

therefore, also the effective values of periodic of component/tern of

current is causai by decrease in the process of the short circuit of

emf of the stator of generator as a result of a gradual increase in

the back induction of the reaction of stator, i.e., the decrease of

the resulting air-gap flux of generator.
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The periodic current In. lagging on phase behind emf of

generator to angle, close to 900, creates the magnetic flux of stator

0c? (Fig. 6-19), directed contrarily toward the magnetic flux of

excitation 4%, of generator, i.e., the magnetic flux, which is the

longitudinal flow of the reaction of stator. However, since

excitation winding possesses inductance, then engaged with it

magnetic flux 4). cannct instantly change. Consequently, at the first

moment of short circuit the magnetic flux, engaged with excitation

winding, must remain constant/invariable.
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Fig. 6-18. Curve of a change of the short-circuit current in the

circuit, which feeds from generator without automatic field

regulator.

Key: (1). N. mode/conditions. (2). Transient process. (3). Adjust.

mode/conditions.

Page 94.

But this is possible only in such a case, whereas when in excitation

winding at the first moment of short circuit appears supplementary,

so-called free ape.:iodic current 1,., having the same direction. as
the field current of generator, and supplementary free flow

created equal in magnitude and opposit in the direction to the
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longitudinal magnetic flux of stator ('--cr) This free magnetic

flux of rotor displaces the flow of stator on the way of scattering

the rotor winding, as a result of which the magnetic flux, engaged

with excitation winding, remains constant/invariable.

Constant/invariable remains eat of generator.

Free currents are induced also in damping windings of rotor (in

the presence their) and in its steel mass (flank of rotor), which

also create some supplementary free magnetic fluxes, directed against

the flow of stator. Therefore in actuality the longitudinal flow of

statgr is displaced on the way of scattering the rotor as a result of

the combined action of the free magnetic fluxes, created with free

coil currents of excitation, damper windings and steel mass of rotor.

Since excitation winding, damping windings and steel mass of

rotor possess effective resistance, then induced in them at the first

moment/torque frpe currents attenuate (on exponential curves) and is

more rapid, thq lower the time constant L/r of corresponding circuit

(i,. in Fig. 6-20). With the attenuation of these free currents

decrease the created by them free magnetic fluxes. As a result this

flow of stator if gradually panetrates the outlines of rotor

windings, the resulting air-gap flux of machine decreases, that also

leads to the decrease of eaf of stator and periodic component/term of

the current of short circuiting. At the moment of the disappearance
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of free circuital currents of excitation ceases a change in emf of

generator and by periodic component/term of current - begins the

steady mode/conditions of snort circuit.

Thus, the duration of the transient process of short circuit is

determined by the duration of a chanqe in periodic in component/term

of short-circuit current, which in turn, is determined by the time of

delay of free currents in rotor windings. During short circuit on the

terminals/grippers of generator the decay time by the periodic

component/term, and thereby also transient period of short circuit is

approximately/exemplarily 3-5 s.

In Fig. 6-20 it is shown that free current Ic, into winding of

the excitation of gqnerator changes on an exponential curve from

initial value i,,.0 to zero.

The aperiodic coil currents of the stator create motionless in

space maqnetic flux. During the rotation of rotor the excitation

winding intersects the motionless flow of stator indicated; therefore

in it is induced alternating current, which is superimposed on the

free current of constant direction.
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Fig. 6-19. Three-phase short circuit of generator.

Key: (1). Driver. Rotor winding. (2). Winding of stator. (3). Rotor.

(4). Stator.

Fig. 6-20. Curve of change of coil current of excitation during short

circuiting of generator without automatic field regulator.

Key: (1). Beginning of the crusts, of closing/shorting. (2). Began of

establishment mode.

Page 95.

As a result of this occurs the indicated in Fig. 6-20 pulsation of
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coil current of excitatioa whose duration is determined by the time

of delay of aperiodic armature currents (pain 0.2 s).

The instantaneous value of the periodic component/term for the

arbitrary moment of time by us is marked i.. The effective value of

periodic of component/term In, for any moment/torque of time t

conditionally take as the equal to its effective value during the

period into the middle of which is located moment/torque t (accepting

that for the duration of one period periodic component/term little

differs from sinusoid). Corresponding to this moment/torque amplitude

by periodic component/term In..e is found through curved, which

envelopes amplitudes periodic component/term (dotted curves in Fig.

6-18). Thus, the effective value of the periodic of component/term

for the arbitrary moment/torque of the time

During short circuit at moment/torque e=O initial instantaneous

value by periodic component/term 1" will be maximum . Disregarding

the attenuation of the periodic components during the first period

after the onset of short circuit, it is possible to consider that

I" will he thq amplitude of periodic of component/term during the

period indicated.

The actual value of periodic of component/term during the first
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period after the onset cf short circuit, or as it usually call,

initial ultratransitory short-circuit current,

Durinq three-phase short circuit this current can be calculated

accordinq to the formula:

!"(3) _= " ,(6-53)
YS (4d --+X. ,

where E" - ultratransitory emf of the generator; x -

ultratransitory iniuctive reactance of generator (inductive reactance

for an initial moment of short circuit); X" - external inductive

reactance of short circuit (from the terminals/grippers of generator

to the place of short circuit).

Ultratransitory emf El and ultratransitory inductive reactance

Xd are the parameters o± generator, which characterize generator at

the moment of disruption of its mode/conditions (6-2].

By index "(double prime) note the values, which relate to the

ultratransitory mode/conditions of short circuit, i.e., to that

initial period of short circuit when occur free currents in damper

windinqs and steel mass cf rotor. After the attenuation of these

currents begins the transient mode/conditions of short circuit, which

converts into that being steady after the attenuation of free coil
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current of the excitation of generator.

Ultratransitory ef of generator E" can be approximately

determined by the formula:

E" -f UN0 + Y' .. x. siny kU.,, (6-54)

where U,=Uc, - nominal voltage of the generator, taken equal to the

medium voltage of the corresponding step/stage (see §6-3); Im - the

rated current of the generator; k - proportionality factor whose

values are shown below.

In all cases of computing the short-circuit currents from

turbogenerators, diverse generators and also hydraulic generators

when x..>| one should to accept K=1, i.e., count E"z:Uo. During

the computation of short-circuit currents from hydraulic generators

when x., <I the values cf coefficient of k should be taken according

to data of 'able 6-1 C b-3].
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'able 6-1. Values of coefficient of k for hydraulic generators.

)3naWuu Ko,9068jW.TS k UPO pa3-
h) B e- a9MX MCUTOro Conpo-

Tan ~T anpfmp~p -o pac.

r3e3 YCnOKOHTCAbHOfl
.... K .... . .. 1.161.14 1.101.07 10511,0

e ycnoxoNTeaboA
0o6oTKoA.... .1,11 1.07 1.071.0 1.031.02 , ,.00

Key: (1). Type of hydraulic generator. (2). Values of coefficient of

k with different values of calculated resistor/resistance. (3).

Without damper winding. (4). with damper winding.

Page 96.

If we substitute condition (6.54) into formula (6-53), then we

will obtain the approximatiou tormula for computing the initial

ultratransitory current of three-phase short circuit, analogous to

formula (6-27):

(31 kU kU (6-55)

-(' + ") %,

After multiplying left and the right side of formula (6-55) on

/3U ,, we will obtain calculated expression for determining the

ultratransitory power of the short circuit: XPOIY"=V3UJ" - =-- . (6-56)
£pe3
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After expressing all values in relative unity under base line

conditions and after fulfilling the same transformations as during

the derivation of formulas (6-28) and (6-29), we will obtain:

:3)J = (&57)

an d

ld 1 3e = k 
(6 -5 8 )XoPea

Analogously is determined the ultratransitory power of the short

circuit:

S" S.. (6-59)

Impact current and effective value of full of short-circuit

current during the first period determine by those brought out in

§6-5 to formulas (6-34) and (6-38), replacing in them I, on ":

1, = kV"121"; (6-60)

, =1" I +2(k,- I)i. (6-61)

During short circuit on the busbars, supplied directly from

powerful/thick qenerators, should be accepted impact coefficient k,=

=1.9; then
l, = 1.9 1/ 21" = 2.71". (6-62a)

In all remaining cases of short circuits in installations by

voltage it is higher than 1000 v, when is not considered the

effective resistance of network elements, one should accept k, A1.8
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and 1.8 t/i,,- 2,551-. (6-62)

Impact coefficient upon consideration of effective resistance is

determined in accordance with by indications §6-5.

Effective value of full of short-circuit current for the

arbitrary moment of time taking into account the aperiodic

component/term is determined from formula (6-37).

With an increase in the electrical distance of the place of

damage the short-circuit current decreases and short circuit all to a

lesser degree manifests itself the work of generators.

The distant point of short circuit conditionally is called such

place in Plectrical circuit, during short circuit in which the

current in the qenoratcrs of station changes so insignificantly that

it is possible to disregard a change in eaf of generators and to

consider voltage on their terminals/grippers constant/invariable and

equal to normal (to medium nominal voltaqe of step/stage).

Therefore, during short circuit at the distant point they

consider that periodic component/term of current does not change and

with the first moment/torque of short circuit takes its steady value

IM l It is obvious that in this case the character of a change
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of the circuital current will be the same as in the installation,

which feeds from the source of the unlimited power (see Fig. 6-13).

Aperiodic component/tern appears with any distance of the place

of short circuit from generators, since the circuit possesses

inductive reactance.

The virtually distant points of short circuit it is possible to

consider all points for which x Nc,, 3.

Sh3rt-circuit current at the distant point can be determined by

using the formulas, given in §6-5.

6-7. Short circuit in the circuit, which feeds from generators with

automatic field regulators.

At present the generators of power plants, as a rule, supply

with automatic field regulators. These regulators are intended for

maintaining the assigned voltage of the generator by an automatic

change in their field current with all divergences of variable

voltage (for greater detail, see chapter 22). During short circuits

load voltage of generator decreases and automatic regulator increases

its field current.

L 
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Page 97.

However, since automatic regulators possess certain proper time of

action, then even with considerable a decrease in the voltage from

the terminals/grippers of generator regulator comes in action with

certain retardation, generally speaking in very small for

contemporary automatic devices/equipment. Furthermore, and the

considerable inductance of the excitation winding of generator leads

to the dplay of a change in the field current. As a result of entire

this action of automatic field regulator in practice begins to

manifest itself only after certain time after short circuiting. From

the aforesaid it is possible to draw the conclusion that the

automatic fieli regulatcrs of generators do not affect the value of

short-circuit current in the first periods of short circuit. The

initial values of ultratransitory current and aperiodic of

component/term and the process of its attenuation and, consequently,

also impact current remain the same as with generators without

automatic field regulatcrs.

with a small electrical distance of short circuit from

generators (at low value x,,, in Fig. 6-19) the character of a change

in the short-circuit current remains in fundamental the same as with

generators without automatic field regulators (Fig. 6-18), but the

value of periodic of component/term after certain time is obtained
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considerably larger (curves I and ; in Fig. 6-21). In this case load

voltage of generator in the steady mode/conditions remains less than

its nominal voltage even with a maximally possible increase in the

excitation by automatic regulator, i.e.,

U , Vr3 1 ,x.. < U ,.,o.,.

With an inc7rase in distance of short circuit the character of a

change in periodic in ccmponent/term changes: first periodic

component/term somewhat decreases, as earlier, as a result of the

increase of the back induction of the reaction of stator, and then it

begins gradually to increase, passing into the steady value of

current (Fig. 6-22 and curve 3 in Fig. 6-21), which is explained by

an increase in emf of generator as a result of the predominant effect

of automatic field regulator. Large is obtained load voltage of

qenerator in the steady mode/conditions.

With certain distance ot short circuit it proves to be that the

automatic field rejulator restores load voltage of generator in the

steady mode/conditions before nominal. Further increase 'x,. leads to

the fact that load voltage of generator in the steady mode/conditions

is restored to nominal with increasingly a smaller increase in the

excitation of ganerator. Ln connection with this with the

considerable distance of short circuit steady current I. can prove

to be equal to the ultratransitory current I" (curve 4 in Fig. 6-21)

or even exceed it (curve 5).
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i
I 3 6' 

- - V "

ti-f1

.1b'- - 4JA o
2

Fi.621Cuvsochneothefetvvausopeidcf

comonnttem f te uren o sortcicutig ro

Fig. 6-22. Curves of change of soth-effcutv vuest of peridi ofic

reegulato an '*ator 2-tesae u with automatic field regulator

Key: (1) . N. moie/conditions. (2). Transient process. (3). Adjust.
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mode/conditions.

Page 98.

Let us note that condition U=U r ..... '=cp (or U.or =I) occurs when
Xpacq |

During short circuit at distant point(x.,pq 3) it is considered

(see §6-6) that load voltage of generator does not change, and

consequently, automatic field regulator does not come in action and

does not increase the field current of generator. This makes it

possible to accept condition I"= - 1. (straight line 6 in Fig.

6-21) .

6-8. Determination of short-circuit currents from calculated curves.

For determining the effective value of periodic of

component/term Int at the moment oi timp t of the process of short

circuit it is necessary to know eaf of the generator for the same

moment of time and inductive reactance of the short-circuited

circuit, then:

l o E,I., - ( x , + x. ) , 16 6 3)

where E, calculated emf of generator for the moment/torque of time
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t of the process of short circuiting; x, - ultratransitory inductive

reactance of the generator; X, - external inductive reactance of

short circuit.

Determination E, is sufficiently complicated; therefore in

practice designs the value of periodic of component/term of

short-circuit current at different moments of time determine, using

calculated curves (Fig. 6-23), maing it possible to find the

relative values of periodic of component/term of the current of

three-phase short circuit at different moments of time depending on

the calculated resistor/resistance of the circuit:
I ( x..

Curves are constructed on the assumption that to short circuit

the generators worked with full load with cos 0=0.8 and with nominal

load voltage. Since the parameters of the generators of different

types substantially are distinguished, then calculated curves are

constructed according to the standard parameters of turbogenerators

(Fig. 6-23 and 6-25) and hydraulic generators (Fig. 6-26) of domestic

manufact ure.

Are distinguished also calculated curves for generators without

automatic field regulators (Fig. 6-23), also, with automatic field

regulators (Fig. 6-25 and 6-2b) [6-1].
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As the basis of the calculations, connected with the

construction of the calculated curves, is assumed the diagram in Fig.

6-24. To the terminals/grippers (collecting mains) of generator is

connected the branch with fixed resistor zM. imitating the nominal

load of generator (z =0.8+-j0 6. i.e.. z.,== and cos?, -08). Short circuit

is taken after different external inductive reactances XM of

emergency branch, which to short circuit ran idle (Fig. 6-24a). Under

the conditions accepted, as this was indicated earlier, short-circuit

current in emergency branch will have great computed value.
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Fi'g. 6-23. calculated curves for determining Feriodic component/term

of the current of three-jEhase short circuit in the place of damage

with feed from staniard turbogenerator without automatic field

requl ator.
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After accepting the average parameters of the generator and

being assigned by different values Xw, they calculated values E,, and

thereupon the value of periodic of component/term of the current of

three-phase short circuit in emergency branch at different moments of

time. In this case it was considered that the current in generator

was equal to vector sum of currents in emergency branch in the branch

of load (Fig. 6-24b). According to the obtained results were

constructed calculated curves. Along the axis of abscissas on the

graph/curve of these curves are deposited/postponed the relative

values of the calculated resistor/resistance, equal tox.pC =X.d+X.,.

referred to the nominal rower of generator S,.,. while along the axis

of ordinates - relative values of the periodic of component/term in

the emergency branch

1(3)_ 1"3)

where

Sr.o.

Thus, calculated curves consider the previous load of the

generator (conditionally referred to the terminals/grippers of

generator), but into value x..,*c the load resistance/resistor is not

connected. This simplifies all calculations, since it makes it
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possible completely to exclude from network and replacement scheme

from which expect the short-circuit current, all loads and to

consider only those network elements, on which flows/occurs/lasts the

short-circuit current. it is at the same time necessary solidly to

memorize, that with the use of calculated curves should be into the

replacement scheme of network introduced the generators compulsorily

by their inductive reactaaces Xd for an initial moment of short

circuit.

If the resulting resistor/resistance of short circuit xp,, is

calculated in ohms with certain base line voltaqe U6. then with the

use of calculated curves necessary to determine the relative

calculated resistor/resistance of short circuit x.p cq referred to the

total nominal power of all generators s..., from which is designed

short-circuit current. For this translation can be used formula

(6-9), represented in the following form:

s NI -. Xp"

But if all resistors/resistances of short circuit were expressed

in relative unity at certain arbitrarily selected base line power

S6. the obtained as a result of the transformation of replacement

scheme valueX.,. must be converted to the total nominal power of

generatorsS... according to formula (6-23), which repeated here for

convenience in further calculations:

X. == S- .
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Let us note that on calculated curves it is possible to

determine only short-circuit current in the branch, directly

connected with the place of short circuit. The use of calculated

curves for determining the values of currents in the separate ones,

distant from the place of short circuit, the branches of network/grid

,. n lead to considerable errors. In this case are utilized other,

more precise calculation methods which here are not set forth.

In the simplest case, similar to that given in Fig. 6-24,

currant in the branch of generator it is possible to determine as

follows. For the specific moment of time by calculated curves is

determined current !at in emergency branch, then they calculate

voltage on the busbars of generator (U=311.,x.. or U.=l.,,xw)- further

according to the law. Ohm define current .It in branch loads and

finally current in the branch of generator, as vector sum is such

and Ia.

The mutual intersection of curves in Fig. 6-25 and 6-26 is

explained by the effect of field regulators, about which it was said

in §6-7.
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Er hIt am)

I,,.-,-To.

Fig. 6-24. Diagram, taken during the construction of calculated

curves. a(normal (preceding) operating mode; b) three-phase short

circuit at point K(3).

Key: (1) . Generator. (2) . Load.

Page 100.

The use of calculated curves is very simple. After determining

x, and knowing S.... and 'Iom-= -V-~. (with Upthat step/stage,
3 6,-cp

for which is dcsigned the short-circuit current),* they find through

curve for the appropriate moment/torque of timie "va and then

in particular, on curve for t=90 is determined ~~3,and then by

formula (6-59) impact current i;but by curve for t-- they determinie

till,
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The power of short circuit for the moment/torque of tine t can

be determined from the expression

After dividing botr parts of this equation on Sw.eV3UC,,.. uo

find that n-t--*t, i.e., the relative values of current and power of

short circuit for certain moment of time are numerically equal.

Therefore, aft-r finding but by calculated curve 1,. it is possible

the power of short circuit to determine by the formula:

During the use of curves in Fig. 6-26 for hydraulic generators

with damper windings it is necessary calculated resistor/resistance

to increase by 0.07 (along the axis of abscissas to plot/deposit

x.,,, +0.07) ; in this case for t,<O. I s should be used the dotted

curves, and for t>0. 1 s - solid.

Calculated curves are applied for calculating the short-circuit

currents tox. ,--- During high resistors/resistances the point of

short circuit is considered distant and short-circuit current is

defined, as it is stated in §6-5.

It was previously indicated that aperiodic component/term of

short-circuit current at4. nuates tor the time, which does not exceed
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0.2 s after the beginning of short circuit. Therefore calculated

curves for time t)6.2 s virtually make it possible to determine the

full/total/complete short-circuit current, which flows into the place

of damage. if necessary fu.lI/totai/couplete short-circuit current for

time t<0. 2 s can be determined from formula (6-37), having

preliminarily det;ermined lot by the correspond of calculated curve

and i.8 accorclinq to formula (b-31).
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6Pd3 ygju,,e 0epeuaau .0

Fq 6-25. Calculated curves for determining periodic

component/term of the current of three-phase short circuit in the

place of damage with feed from standard of turbogenerator with

automatic regulator of excitation.
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Key: (1). Calculated resistor/resistance. (2). Periodic

component/term of three-phase current short circuit into places short

circuit (in rel. un.).

Page 101.

For the selection of switches voltage it is higher than 1000 V

according to the disconnecting ability (see Chapter 21) it is usually

necessary to determine the full/total/complete value of short-circuit

current for 0.1 s after the onset of short circuit [L. 3-61, i.e.,

,,,,., =1 . .1,.

Calculations they show that with sufficient accuracy it is

possible to accept

In conclusion let us point out that for the selection of

electrical equiipment of electricai stations, substations and

netvrks/qrids usually are determined the following values of

short-circuit currpnt: I" - for determining i-, checking

electrical equipment to taermal resistance and selection of the

switches;

- for checking electrical equipment to the electrodynamic
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stability;

1, - for the selection of some types of the automata (see

Chapter 21);

- for checking electrical equipment to thermal resistance.

Wher selecting of switches frequently is utilized the value of

the ultratransitcry power of short circuiting S".

The values of short-circuit current for other moments/torques

time (/,,) during design of power equipment do not usually determine.

Example 6-6. To determine I*, S", 1. and J., during three-phase

short circuit at points X-1 and K-2 a. the station whose diagram is

given in Fig. 6-27. Necessary for calculation data are given in the

diagram. At station are estaolished/installed the turbogenerators,

aquipped with automatic field regulators.

Since are determined below only the currents of three-phase

short circuit, then index (3) for simplification in the recordings is

everywhere omitted.

In this casa for basic power to it is more convenient accept
(it

$6 - S -- 3.15- 45 AMa u U - U, = 6,3 e.
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Key: (1) . MY

Then

Key: (1) . kA.

We lead a.ll resistors/resistances to base line power. Relative

basic res~stors/resistances of the generators

11 .SOMz

45
0.126-F5 = 0,38.
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6.0

'.00
0.2 0. 0' ~ S ,h 0. 0. 99 ~ t

Fig. 6-26. CalcfuaeK uvs~rdtriin eidccmoettr

'fte uretoftre-hsesor irutinte lceo d0g

vt~.fed rm hestnar hdruicgeertr it atm1icfil

~.q'a a 4.
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Key: (1). For generators with damping windings xoe,. must be increased

by 0.07; here for t<0.1 should be used the dotted curves, while for

t>0.1 - solid. (2) s.

Page 102.

Relative basic resistor/resistance of the reactor

X, . X.V :,,- = 0.o 0 6- .

Replicement scheme is given in Fig. 6-27b. Short circuit at point

K-1. Calculated resistor/resistance of circuit to point K-I
xl -- 0.126.1

'pacq A-I XL - !23- . 0 12 *

We determine I", S" and y.

With t=O on calculated curves (Fig. 6-25) we find I"-8. then:
0)

iff =1"1,o. =8.4.1 z 3 3 Aa;

eL)

S-I:Sko 8.45 360 AIsa; _r
iY - , o9 JI"=-= 2,711" - 2.7.33 - 89 Ka-

Kqy: (1). kA. (2). MVA.

InitA'.l ultratransitory current can be determined also by

formula (6-58) , accepting k=1:

h.i ()
xpa'*-I oW3M K 0.12 x

L_
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Key: (1). kA.

We determine i .

With t=- through calculated curves we find I.- 2.75, then:

6)
IGO= I.0oom z ""2.75.4.1 2 11.3 Ka.

Key: (1) . kA.

Short circuit at point K-2.

Base line conditions remain the same.

x~a -- 0 38+I

When . -o o.9. then:
C,)

I" - 0.90.4.1 =3.7 xa°

%" 0,90.45 -40 Mea;
I -, 1.8 V 1 -=2.55.3.7 t 9.4 xa.

Key: (1). kA. (2). MVA.

When t-cot... io2, then:

-I0 1,2.4.I. 4.2 sea.

Key: (1) . kA.

LI.
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For a comparison let us conduct parallel calculation for point

K-2. expressing all ohmages. network is given in Fig. 6-27c. Base

line voltaqe Uo-6.3 kV.

Resistors/resistances of the generators

- _-,uO 0.126.6.3- )S:, x. -x.. -- 0.33 ou;

by Key: (1). ohm.

the resistor/resistance of the reactor

5 6 3 9 16-'- • -0.91 J

by Key: (1). ohm.

Resulting resistor/resistance of short circuit

0.33 9 1 /

Key: (1). ohm.

The relative calculated resistor/resistance
SWOM zXPOS 9

%.p.q X' - U-

6..1

i.e., the same value, as with the expression of resistors/resistances

in relative unity. Consequently, and the values of short-circuit
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current will be the same as determined above. Let us simply note that

in this case the ultratraasitory current can be also determined by

formula (6-55) with k=1:

- __ __ _ 6.3()
- ft. oXL

Key: (1) . kA.

From the comparisou of the values of the short-circuit currents,

which flow into points K-1 and1 K-2, the evidently considerable effect

of reactor on the amount of current and power of short circuit.
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Page 102.

At point K-2 '; 2 >is which in explained by the effect of the

automatic fie4 regulators of generators. In spite of this, the

electrodynamic effect of carreat will be nevertheless sore with

impact current, since the latter is more than the amplitude of the

steady current (,y> V21 ).

Ezample 6-7. To determine 10, so, ly and lm during three-phase

short circuit at point K on the hydroelectric power plant whose

diagram is given in Pig. 6-28. At station are established/installed

the hydraulic generators with damping windings, the equipped with

automatic field regulators. Triple-wound transformers have impedance

voltag": UKBC 170/o; R...41 1O./.. . lemaining data are given

in the diagram of station.
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Fly. ,627. Ietwork and replacement schene for example of 6-6.

Key: (1|. kM. (2J. 8 TA.

Page 103.

Replacement scheme in given in pig. 6-28b.

We accept bane line powe s. 6 1 00 RVA and we lead the relative

reslstors/tesistances of diagram to base power.

lesistors/resistauces of the generators

X, x, - z, - 0.2 -0- -0,36.

teslstor/resistance of the double wound transformer

100x,. - 0, 105 "-" . 18 .
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Accordig to formula. (6-14b e determine winding impedances of

the triple-wouad transformers:

0.5
x.j (17 + 10.5 -6) 0.,11;

0.5x.c., - - (17 +I 6 - 10.5) 0 006;

0.6
.H1-M(I0,5-6- i71-0.

then
XG-XS -tO; x o -x-~ I= XOm J-'W-- 0.18.

100xv - xa0 - 0.06 0. -0.1.

Voltage at points A and 3 is equal, which makes it possible to

connect them. Then replacement scheme takes the form, given in Fig.

6-28c. lesistors/resistaanos x, and x. are connected in series, but

ze and z9@ and also x, and zso - in parallel. If we connect the

Neutrals of generators G-2 and 0-3. then also resistors/resistances

is and x they also prove to be connected in parallel. Then we

obtain:

zn -x, +x, - 0.36 + 018 - 0.54;

z." ' - -18 -

XSX, 0.36
,-7g -x -0-18,

, 4 +x.-. 2- - -

after the connection of the neutrals of generators we determine

the resulting resistor/resistauo of the circuit:

(zn, + xa £34
"x1 + Xos + 18 +zII

(0.54 + 0.09) 0. 18

We dete-min +c0.0rt , i t9.

go determine calculated resstor/resistance with $..,,--a' --n5
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SVA:
365"Jr, n 0.O. 1 0 .31.

Since tydraulic qenerators have damper vindings, then vith the

we of curves in pig. 6-16 vo plot/doposit along the axis of

abscissas the resistor/resistaac* equal to

j, m - 0.07 - 0.31 "+ 0.07 0.38.

For determination 17 we use on the same reason for the broken

line curve for t-O, on Which we find 1 .345. then:

/."lo, 7om z 1 3.45.2.6 as 9ca.

Key: (1). kA.

where
165

l -i 1.8 rIt- -2.55.9 z:;23 ca;
"-- 1:s=,--3.45.165ft570 ae

Key: (11. k. (21. iVA.

Initial ultratran itory current can be determined also by

formula (6-58). on Table 6-1 ehoe axe.-o.aj we find k--1.07. Then:

mu ga,,

Key: (1. ha.

Ue., the same value, as found from calculated curves.
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*ith I - £..2.3 ud Jqml..2.3 I-2. 3 X 2.6-7.,4 k A.

6-9e. Calculation of short-ciAxit currents taking into account

different distance of pover supplies from the place of short circuit.

Above was examined the calculation of short-circuit currents

accordiag to the total calculated resistor/resistance of circuit,

i.e., without the account to different distance of pover supplies

from the place of short, and consequently, on the assumption that

qnerated by them periodic component/term of current change equally.
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WIN 06 QS9

-- C

14 o0

44). elk

Pig. 6-8 etwork and equivalent circuit for example 6-7.

Key: (1w. , M (2) . [IYA.

Page IGO.

Nowever, in some diagrams power supplies can have such different

distances from the place of damage, that the calculation of

short-circuit currents for the iatermediate moments of time, and

especially for the steady mode/conditions of short circuit accord inq

to general/common/total calculated resistor/resistance can lead to

very siqnificant errors, since with different distance of sources

generated by them periodic component/term change differently (sep

Pig* 6-21)e
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The varied conditions of changing periodic component/term of

short-circuit current occur, also, with the feed of the place of

short circuit from stations with turbogenerators and hydraulic

gemerators. Is feasible the case of the feed of the place of short

circuit simultaneously from station for final power and the system of

the unlimited power.

The simplest caem of the food of the place of short circuit from

two souces, having different distance, is given in Fig. 6-29a. Here

each source is directly connected with the place of short; therefore

the current of three-phase short circuit can be determined separately

from each source, The current, which flows into the place of short

circuit, is equal to the sum of short-circuit currents from sources.

In this case one should remember that during the computation of

short-circuit currents on calculated curves it is separate from

sources necessary preliminarily for each of then to determine

relative calculated resistor/resistance at the total nominal power of

the generators of the corresponding source. So, if the

resistors/resistances of the rays/beams of diagram xg and x, (Fiq.

629a| are determined in ohms with certain U6, then the calculated

resistors/resistances of these rays/beaus:

X. U2
6u t~

,,X,,li ,'il 'id
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and

U6

But if xg about xa are determined in relative unity with cprtain

So. them the calculated resistAzs/resistances of the rays/beams:

". paCi I X&

and

X, p2 = X -6;j

Somewhat more complicated than the case shown in Fig. 6-29b,

whore the short-circuit currents from both sources flow/occur/last

through total resistance of K 5 , in consequence of which news the

calculation of currents directly from each source individually is

already cannot. However, if we by converting this diagram lead it to

diagra to radiation, smialar diagram in Fig. 6-29a, then this

already will make it possible to conduct the calculation of

short-circuit currents from each source individually, taking into

account different change of periodic of component/term of current.

The conversion of the actual diagram indicated into radiation is

possible with the observance of the following conditions: 1)

short-circuit currents, which flow into the point of short and
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geerated by separate sources, they must remain constant/invariable

mad 21 the total resistance of radiation diagram must be equal to the

total resistance of actual circuit. Order of calculation is the

following:

1. Connect substitutions for the given point of short circuit

and by gradual conversion they reduce it to the form, shown in Fig.

6-29b, where resistors/resistaaces xj, is and z3 of three rays/beams

caa be expressed either in ohms with certain base line voltage U., or

in relative unity at certain base line power S..

2. Is determined resulting resistor/resistance of diagram:

+x spes Xk + zx *

3. They take the relative value of the periodic component/term

of current in the place of short circuiting for unity (I/.- 1) and find

distributiam coefficients, i.e., fraction/portion participation in

the short-circuit current of each of the sources.
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,r.S("Iz M 6S'2 .Wa

i Jig. 6-29° ,Diagras to the calculation of shot-circuit currents

taki~ng into account different dis~tace of sources from the place of

short cir'cuit.

Key: (1)*..Source*

Page I05.

on the basis of Kirchhoffs law it is possible to write:

2 x T. , 41 A a

Solving together these ao euationos, fot- distriburion

cotffiient C for each sourae:

' " XJ -", . x, + X, '. (6-67)

or oherwise:

Key' (6-68)

Pag Z
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tlzI

where X.= + . gemera/comamoa/total (equivalent)

rsisto/r/eistance of rays/boams from separate sources (rays/beams 1

and 2 diagrams in Fig. 6-29ble.Foraulas (6-68) are convenient for

determising the distribution coefficients several power supplies.

The correctness of computations is checked according to the

condition:
Ca+C,= I.

*0 Is converted actual circuit (Fig. 6-29b) into radiation (Fig.

6-29c) with observance of conditions presented above which are

expressed by following equations:

X; X;+ P"

and

X; " C'

whore x, a x'' - conditional resistors/resistances, which connect

sources directly with place of short circuit.

values xD, C, and Cs are known, therefore, solving together

latter/last two equations, we find:
, _ , , 6) ,

X! I H= !, . (6-69)
Key: (1. and.
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The resistors/resistances of rays/beaus x, and i 2  can be

determined by replacing the diagram of star by the diagram of

equivalent triangle (Pig. 6-111, Utilizing formulas (6-25). it is

possible to write:
,1 X 1, + X.--i X8 (6-70)

(rosistor/resistance X o equivalent triangle which proves to be

connected between sources I and 2, further they do not consider,

since it does not affect the strength of current, which flows into

the place of short circuit).

The amo of formulas (6-70) is more convenient with

isolation/liberation in the replacement scheme of two power supplies

with different distance from the place of short circuit. With the

isolation/liberation of a largot number of sources to more

conveniently determine distribution coefficients according to

formulas (6-68) and then resistors/resistances of rays/beams

according to formulas (6-691.

By the obtained values of equivalent resistance x, and i, of

radiation diagram (Fig. 6-29c) are determined relative calculated

resistors/resistaaoes x.p1,, asn X.p.q 2 circuits from each source at

the total nominal power of its generators. For this they use formulas
at

(6-66al or (6-66b) depending on that, are determined xi and x, in

L_ -mm
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oboe or relativ, unity.

Further is determined short-circuit current from each source

Individually, The sum of these currents give. the value of the

current, which flows into the place of damage.

To resort to the calculation of current of short circuiting

taking into account different change in periodic in component/term as

considerably complicating computational work, follows only if this

gives the essential refinement of the value of short-circuit current.

It is obvious that great refinement of calculation this method gives

during the computation of the steady short-circuit current of the

flowing Into place damage, Use of this method of the calculation of

short-circuit current for the short times t gives refinement, as a

rule, unessential for purposes of practice.

It is obvious that it does not make sense to apply this method

of calculation during the teteraination of the initial values of

short-circuit current P" and iY giception/elimination can be only

the case, when it in necessary during the determination of impact

cuirrent iY, to consider the different attenuation of aperiodic of

COmponent/term (dif ferent valnee of impact coef ficient -ky) from PowiA.)Q.

supplies of 6se'e r1Kfr k -foe. poir%- I'\~ o-C,
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rage 10@.

one ought not to also apply the considered method of calculation

during the 4etermination of short-circuit current the reactors and on

the side of the secondary voltage of the substations of small and

average/mean power, but frequently even powerful/thick substations,

since their resistor/resistance usually considerably exceeds the

resistor/resistance of all other network elements of short circuit,

which strongly smooths difference in distance from the place of the

short circuit of power supplies.

It goes without saying, should be separated/liberated the

sources, connected directly to the place of short circuit, and also

the electrical systems of the unlimited power, since periodic

conponent/term from the latter is constant/invariable. Is expedient

isolation/liberation into the separate groups of thermal power plants

and hydroelectric power plants. ,One type stations with a

comparatively small difference in distance from the place of short

circuit it is expedient to unite into one group.

Example 6-8. To determine I".1, and i. during three-phase short

circuit at three points, indicated in the diagram of Fig. 6-30a,

where are given all necessary for calculation data. In system and on

district power plant are established/installed the turbogenerators
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with automatic field regulatasre.

Full/total/complete replacemeat scheme for all calculaticn

points Is given in Fig. 6-30b.

leimstets/Tesistances Let us express in relative units.

9e ampt s 6 .l0 EVA; we lead to it all relative

reistors/uesisances, as this repeatedly was done in the previous

examples, and 9e inscribe then in the diagram of substitution.

Short circuit at point o1-.

Resulting resistor/resistance of circuit from the system

£0 paG -X8s + Y~ -

-- 0.+.11 +0.181

Resulting resistor/resistance of circuit from local exchange

£0 pe.cT i , -- ---a"-

0.22 +0.175 0.121

Foc both branches it is possible to accept ,y-.8. therefore the

initial values of short-circeAt current we determine by the total

remistance:

-, XIx, 0.22.0.26
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selum voltage of th. stopofstage of short circuit U 6 -U Ilg kv;

therefoce
100

Key: (1) U.

9ltraturaitory curzant is determined fro formula (6-58), after

acceptiag k-1:

1, 0,5 6
.0, -4.2 Ka.

WAY: (13. k

Impact short-circuit carreat

2.55: (4.2I kIca.

Key: (i3. kA.
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Since

that

]oo, 0,68.3.8-zz 2,6

Key: (1). t.

Calculated resistor/resistasce of station with Sms.-- ,2

50/O. a5117.6 VA:

117.6X. pac.¢er=0,26 10- _-0,3.

02 calculated Cut"8 1...-2.3. Since

117 .6 O)

that 
) TM y 5 -- 0'0 Ka.

o CT 2.3-.6 = 1.4 Ka.

Key: (11. k.

Total value of the steady short-circuit current:

,. o e + , C . - 2.6 + 1.4-4 Ka.

For a comparison let us determine the steady current by

gneral/comon/total calculated resistor/resistance.

The total poer of all generators

S,, z. -750+ 117.6- 867. 6 AU
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Key: (867.6

X-paCq K.I 0. 12 , 6 1.

calculated resistorftesistance

On decay curvem /.-. 11 them:

where

MO 867.6 
4.

Key: (1). ka.

The error for calculation according to total resistance

COmpriIS 5.- 100,-25/e. ime*, it is very significant.
4

Short circuit at point K-2.

Etilizing results of the preceding/previous calculation, we

compose for point K-2 the simplified replacement scheme, given in

fig. 6-30c, where

x,. 0, 045
2, 2 sz'"' - 0.022.

Resulting resistor/resistaace:

5*ue . - .. X .. , X - . - u. a 2 + 0.022 .14.

We determine the initial values of short-circuit currebt with
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,-,0.5 %3. ,(P

Key: (13. kA.

The steady current is determined in a presented above manner,

which considers different distance of power supplies from 
point K-2.

Distribution coefficients according to formulas (6-68):

x., 0.12
C-- F2..=o- .55;

C, I - 0.55 - 0,45.

Calculated resistors/resJstanceu of the rays/beans of system an-I

station according to foEauas (6-69) and (6-66b):
,XO X. peA m,.fou 0.14 750

5 pa".c - C, S6  - 0.' 
I 9

0,14 117.6

Current from the system

70o,- 0,-56 u o.0,6.3.8 .1 .

Key: (1|. kA.
2.16 t 2.16.0,6 1I.3 Ja.

Current from Key

station: (1. kA.
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total value of the steady abort-circuit current:

Key: (1). MA.

For a comparison let us determine the steady current by tbhe

qeneral/common/total calculated resistor/resistance:

867,6
X.pscq . m0.14 IT x 1.21;

1,0.- 0.92 an 100 .0.92 .4.4 =z4 Xd

ey: (1g. kA.

Error

4-3.4

Short circuit at point 9-3.

Replacement scheme is given in Fig. 6-29c, where

X 0.70
2 -- 0 A

then

X*pea K , - peaAXl + x,. - 0, 14 + 0.35 - 0.49

Initial values of short-circuit current with u,-, 6 . 3 kV and
100

16-f9.32-9. khi:

9. 2 z 18.7

and
C

Key: . 811I.87 48I.h

Key: (lie hi.
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Page 108.

The steady current is determined taking into account different

attenuation of periodic cf compoaent/term from power supplies.

Distribution coefficients roain the same as in the case of

short circuit at point K-2, then
0, 49 750

x. c 4  €=C . -- 1 O 6,7;

0,49 117.6

.C4 .CT 6, 116 3.

Periodic component/term of short-circuit current from system

does not change (-X.pC.q> ). therefore

i . 69

"Om€ )o/-36c _ .3 103-z I/where

'kOl 750 Ai

Current from the station:

I.,, 0. 84;

117,6/c -= IIIM k i,/

/oo cr,0.84. 11 :.=9,3 Ka. ///

Total value of the steady current;

Ioo-.'- 10,3-+9,3= 19,6 x. A

Calculation according to the general/common/total calculatcd
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Cesistor/resi stance
867 6

IpOOC I - 0.49 - 4,2&

2o p it of short circuit is distant (I--*.-I.) therefore
I. jmi .J - 18. 7 .- k/

The error for calculation according to total resistance com pos-?s

in all (19.6-18.7j19.6)100=06o0o. i.e., in this case one ouqht rot

to have complicated calculation by the account of different change in

periodic in component/term of short-circuit current from sources.

6-10. Calculation of short-circuit currents taking into account

electrical system.

For the calculation of short-circuit currents on the power

plants, which work in parallel with electrical systems, and also on

substations it is necessary to have available the data. which

characterize system.

If are known schematic of system and all necessary for the

calculation of short-circuit currents parameters of generators,

transformers and transmission limes then short-circuit current from

system is designed, as it is stated earlier.

Is considerably simpler the calculation of short-circuit

currents when are known the total nominal power of generators svst-ms
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&~ad the total resistasce-of all elements of its network x, to

Certain point Of the network of the system to which is connected the

projected/designed station or substations The resistor/resistance of

system cam be expressed in ohms with certain base line voltage U, or

in relative unity, The latter is normally assigned by that referred

to the nominal power of systee. In these all cases the short-circuit

currents design from rules presented earlier. accepting system as

certain equivalent generator of assigned total power S,,,

possessing assigned total resistance xc (see above example 6-8).

Can be also assigned the noinal power of system and the

ultratransitory power of short circuit from system during short

circuit at the fixed point of network. In this case it is not

difficult to determine the resistor/resistance of system to the qiven

point of short circuit.

The resistor/resistance of system in ohms can be determined by

formula (6-561, after assuming in it k-1:

U L
XC = g.-'(6-71)

where U,p - medium voltage of that step/stage where is accepted the

point of short circuit, for which is assigned the power of short

circuit from system see,

The resistor/resistance of system in relative unity, in
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reference to its nominal power (calculated resistor/resistance of

system), can be determined by formula (6-59), after assuming in it

S6-=S,. and k-1:

X*.. s~:o. (6-72)

Calculation they further conduct as usually.&

In very powerful/thick system, especially if it can considerably

be developed# frequently with thin calculation of short-circuit

currents at stations and substations it is possible to accept that

the power of system unlimitedly large (S, ,.=-oo and xc =0). and to

consider only the resistor/resistance of those elements/cells of

network (transmission lines of the transformer), through which the

station or substation is connected to system.

Page 1@9.

finally, is feasible the case, when system is characterized only

by the that type of the switch which can be established/installed on

that installation of the system to which they connect this station or

substation. Let us examine for an example diagram in Fig. 6-31. The

parameters of all elements/cells of station and its

connection/commumication with the busbars of district substation are

known. Is assigned the type of the switch V, which can be

established/installed on the waste/exiting line of district
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substatiom. On reference data or catalog to the switches (see Table

P-141 find power cutoffa/discoanactio.as S , of assigned type switch

(with the assigned voltage; fo greater detail. see chapter 17).

It is obvious that the switch V can be established/installed on

substation only in such a case. when the ultratransitory power of

short circuit at point X-1 does not exceed the power of the

cutoff/disconnection of switch, i.e., if is observed condition

SOTIC

After determining the power of short from station S ., and

after accepting SK., =SD,,, is determined by the greatest possible

power of short circuit from the system:

Then is determined the resistor/resistance of system to point

K-1 by formula (6-71) or (6-721 depending on whether are expressed

obmages or relative unity. in the case of calculation in question

accept S,.,,o,=oo, therefore the relative resistor/resistance of

system according to formula (6-121 is determined at certain base line

power (substituting in this formula S6 for S...).

Further, are designed shoct-circuit currents on the assumption

that periodic componentltern of current from system in time does not

change.
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in the case of connection to the system of substation the

resistor/resistance of system by the known type of switch is

determned analogously, egualizing the power of the

cutoff/isconnection of the switch of the power of short circuit from

systom.

Ezample 6-9, To determine V, so# and ', during three-phase

short circuit at point K-2 in the diagram of fig. 6-31a, where are

gives all necessary for calculation data. At station are

establisbed/iastalled the turbogenerators with automatic field

regulators.

The power of the cutoff/4iaconnection of switch V with voltage

110 ky is

S0 . -4000 111.

Let us assume that periodic component/tern of short-circuit

current from system in time does not change, i.e., that point K-i for

the generators of system is distant.

go carry out calculation, expressing ohsages. For base lins
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voltage we accept the medium voltage of the step/stage of the short

circuit

U6 -UI*-115 M,

vo compute the resistocs/eosistancos of all network elements in

ohms with the base line voltage accepted and inscribe them in the

diagram of the substitutioa:

S-d VS
, 0 XJ7l t'' -|40

-14o
u.*A' U

X 4 = x,=z,:= aO r.

10.5 115 8
00 - 1 -11.60

x, = x 40.0.4 -16 om.

Key: (4. ohs.

We determine the ultratreassitory power of short circuit from

station at point W-i:

14+11.6 16
x093- -- LF =16.5 OA;

11 1ts$ flsK,.., -- 61.o, (1.a.

Key: (1). ohm. (2). B1.A
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'7

C, 9 ,

k-1 7 8
K-2

o O120 a 4 _

u,1 x-0,5 9 Y. ugO,-%

l20Ma _16 1. 14

I 2 I4 14

Fig. 6-31. network and replacement scheme for example of 6-9.

Key: (1). System. (2). i. (3). U/km. (4). NVA. (5). on 100 MW.

Page 110.

We determine the resistor/resistance of system.

mauimum possible power of short circuit from the system

S', K1.- 4 000 - 800 -32 Iii
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then according to formula (6-1&1)

UJ 115'
Xc X S---.- . '. 3 2Wi

Short circuit at point 9-2.

I* determine the resulting resistor/resiutance of short circuit:

PC3.C 4 .1 + 1- 12 .I g

14 +I 6_~

12.1.8,53Xpej X'2-T2.1 -+ 8, 53 5-.60

Key: (1. ohm.

It 115
.l5

S;-q 115.13.2 - 2 530 IA

We gill determine the steady short-circuit current, flowinq into

point 1-2 ,iccorLing to comdition accept that periodic component/tern,

of hort-circuLt current from ajute. in time does not change:
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therof ors

~ 115
see a V3712.1 ~. A

prom the generators of station by that being steady the current

at point K-2 must be determined by calculated curves in Fig. 6.25.

Calculated resistor/resistance from the generators of stat ion to

point K-2

S . , -. 3338.53

where

3. 100
S~dgin~3 3 3 Of&,&

On calculated curve for t-- se find

3. I2.55 ILA

then

e-2,.51.7 4 3 kA

where
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333_173 1-- 5 =: 1,7 I,.

Is final

1 . o +4 l o € "F c 5 5 +F 4 .3 -- .8 k A ,o

Example 6-10. To determine 1s, 1 m and I, during three-phase

short circuit at point K in the diagram of Fig. 6.32a where are given

all data, necessary for calculation. At both stations are

established/imstalled the turbogenerators with automatic field

regulators.

Replacement scheme is give& in Fig. 6-32b, We vill take

S6 - 100 3t, we bring to it entire relative resistances and we

inscribe them on the equivalent circuit.

We convert the triangle of resistors/resistances 1 ,. x11 and

z&& into the equivalent star of resistors/resistances *a3, x14 and

se,. utilizing formulas (6-241, and after simple conversions we

obtain the simplified replaceaest scheme, given in Fig. 6.32c.

We determine the initial values of short-circuit current. short

circuit is assumed on the busbars of the generator voltage of power

plaat 5J-2; therefore during determinatiom j. we should accent for

the branch of generators of station ST-2 ky-0. nnd
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of system S and station 2--1 h,-

we accept

('/S Ucp "0.5 kv

then

100
16VT. 0.5 hA

From station ST-1 and system S:

O. 127.0, 097

°Psa 0.127- - .097 +0. 197-0,25;

,o 5.5--I7cyI 22 hA.

From the generators of station ST-2:

0,422

li, -5.5e O.T-1 26 A.

Total values of the initial currents, which flow into pcint K:

i--ns+x- 4skA ;
i,-- 1.8 1. 22 + 1.9 V.26 126 k8

iv~I 8v1~2+I.9r.26~26kA
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We determine the steady current from the generators of station

ST-2:

25 10
S.OM 2-d.s -62,5 Moa;

S- 6~2.5

%,.acT.2 0.1 ! F - 0,132.

Key: (1. RVA, (2)e kA.

on calculated curves in fig. 6-25 with t-- we find

then

0D C .e 2 - 2.75.3.44 z 9.5 IA.

We determiae by that being steady current from system S and ST-1

station taking into account different changes in periodic in

coponeut/ter of short-circuit current.

Page 111.

We pas to radiation diagram (Fig. 6-32d), after using formulas

(6-70) :
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+p3. -0. 127 +
0 127.0,197+0.197+ 0.007 068;

x*sc. 1 -x,+ X -XI =0,097 +

0.097.0.197
+0.197- + 0.127 - 0,44.

Tbo steady current from system S. Since the power of system is

unlimitedly large, then periodic component/term of current from it

does not change and can be determined according to formula (6-29):

16 56 5#ooc~ - T. 6 - 8,n hA.
~P .-

Steady current from station ST-1:

100=

2 2 22 2 1a;

222

~a¢.i.€.-.I 0,44 i - 0U .

Key: (1). NVA. (2). ki.

On calculated curves w'th t-- we find

I@ . -118,

them

10,eT.i =1.I8.12.2-14.4 hA.
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Total value of the steady current, which flows into point K,

I.- 9+~5.+14.4-32 kA.

It is interesting to note that the steady short-circuit current,

which flows into point a from system S and

CT.! (1oc C+le 4 8 . + I 4 4 -22,5 k ) in practice does not

differ from ultratransitory current from these sources ([c,.1 _'22

ki). Therefore, it is clear that in the cases, similar to -hat

examined, one ought not to complicate calculations by the

isolation/liberation of branches from the sources, considerably

removed from the place of short circuit, as about this it was

indicated in §6-9.

ENample 6-11. To determine - i. . s and 1.. during three-phase

short circuit at points K-2 and 1-3 in the diagram of Fig. 6-33,

where are given all necessary data. System consists of a series/row

of the hydroelectric power plants, on which are established/installe-I

the hydraulic generators with damper windings, the equippei with

automatic field regulators.

Ve accept

S_...S ... . O . . . .
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50A

C CT-1

forul (-72):670

0,09c1.1- - - -~ r 05

Is camec ofsubsit~aiomand e led al reistos/rsistnce
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to base lime power.

Short circuit at point 9-2.

1.46

On calculated curves on fag. 6-26 We find the relative values of

currents When X.,c. .2 +0,o7- 1.23+ u.07 -t.3 (since hydraulic generators

they are equipped with damper windings):

1:'-0.83 &d = 0.97.

With u,-37 kV and

50

Is z z-z-- - 7 .8 k A

we fine:
I'" 0.83.7.8;z. 6.5 wa;C

S" - 0,V3.50 - 415 Al a; '

1'. ,- 0, 97.,8 - 7,6 Ka.

Key: (1). kA. (2). nI.

Short circuit at point A-3.

3 75

I ill . ..... tiff e~ *ar i I , i 4IT .... ]J -- +l .. ~.. . . .. . ... .- .I_
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Since the point of short circuit distant, then with

U6 -U,6.3 kV

and

/mm 500 4577a

11" -- 45.7- ; 14.7 xa; 611

ly - 1.8 )/ 14,7..z: 38 Ka; 11.

500 6)

S m 3- 16 0 Afta.

Key: (1). hA. (2). MY&.

6-11. Determination of short-circuit current taking into account

injection from asynchronous electric motors.

Lot us examine the effect of asynchronous ele-tric motors on the

value of the short-circuit current, using diagram in Fig. 6-34, where

is shown electric motor D. connected to certain point A of electric

system.

Por an initial moment of short circuit generator and electric

motor we introduce into diagram by their by ultratransitory cf emf

VO and L and ultratrausitocy resistors/remistances xd and x:.
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Is the normal operation of -oaf of electric motor the somewhat

ls" coaducted/supplied to it voltage; therefore electric motor

obtain* feed from network. Ducing short circuit the

conaected/supplied to electric motor voltage is reduced and car prove

to be above or below eaf of engine.
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2 3

K-z 41 i

4 JOA(6a

Fig* 6-33. Network and replacement scheme for example of 6-1 1.

Sol: (1g. BMl (2), ki. 010. I/km.

of shortcircuit rom asyahzoaou elcti mors

nie 113.
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If during short circuit, for example at point K-1 (Fig. &-Y3Ia) it

peeves to be that UA>E. then electric motor will continue to work

with the lowered/reduced rotational speed (since UA<U,.1o0),

consuming current from network. But if it proves to be that UA<E"'.

then electric motor will generate current into the place of damage

K-1, as shown by broken riflenan/pointers 1 is rig. 6-34a. In this

case the electric motor rapidly brakes and the sent by it current

into the place of damage greatly rapidly decreases.

During short circuit the engine proves to be connected to the

place of the short circuit through certain external resisting x..-

which limits the strength of carrent /. Therefore, if resisting x.2

is great, then the effect of electric motors on short-circuit current

at point K-1 is so insignificantly that it it is possible not to

consider.

Incomparably larger effect on the value of ultratransitory

short-circuit current in the place of damage have the asynchronous

electric motors, connected near the place of damage as for a point

K-2 in the diagram of Pig. .6-34h (case x.. -0, i.e. short circuit on

the outputs of engine).
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The ultratransitory cureat of three-phase short circuit from

asynchronous electric motors with short on their conclusion/output

can be determined by the fornula:

X:" 1A(6-73)

wher E A - ef of electuic motors at the initial moment of the short

circuit;

.,- resisting of electric motors at the same moment of the

time;

I,.kUN - the rated current at engines*

If is known the starting current of engine, then
pI

x.= - -,

where

I.In)CK

On the average it is possible to accept E.f==-0,9 and X.',-=0.2;

then

a 0.9, -M 451... (6-74)

Total value of nltratransitory current in the place of the

damage

S i,. (6-75)

Aperiodic component/ters of circuital current of asynchronous
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electric motors attenuates So rapidly that during the determination

of Its Impact current they do not consider. Therefore the

full/total/complete value of impact current in the place of damage

will comprise

I=V + (6-76)

Durig the determination of the effective value of full current

during first period l, amd all values of short-circuit current into

another point in time the injection of the place of short from

induction motors considered should not be.

Thus, during computation If$ and i, should be considered only

the large/coarse electric motors, directly connected near the place

of damage. In this case the effect of asynchronous electric motors on

the values of short-circuit current indicated especially manifests

itself with the large electrical distance of the place of short

circuit from fuadamental supplies of pover (at the high value of

resisting x.. in Fig. 6-34), for example, during determination of i''

and i, at the secondary voltage of large/coarse industrial

substatioss, in the network 3-6 kv of its own needs of power plants,

etc3

To large power motors should be related the engines with a power

of 1000 kIA and more. If to one point are connected several engines

of smaller power, but in sum they comprise not less than 1000 kVA,
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them them should be considered as one engine whose power is equal to

the total power of these engines.

6-12. Asymmetric short circuits,

seaeral consi4eraticns of the calculation method. During

asymmetric short circuits the currents in phases have different value

at different angles of displaceuent between then. Are asymmetric the

created by them voltage drops in phases.

Page 1it.

Fundamental means of asymmetric short circuits are two-phase and

single-phase short circuits, and also two-phase short circuit to the

earth, ie.,, closiag/shorting between two phases with the

simultaneous closing/shorting of the same point to the earth.

Single-phase short circuits and two-phase short circuits to the earth

ace possible only in networks with the neutrals, grounded dead or

through comparatively low inductive reactances (reactors), i.e.,

virtually in networks by voltage 110 kY it is above (see §5-3);

single-phase short circuits ace possible also in four-wire networks

by voltage 380/220 and 220/127 1 (between the phase and neutral

conductors; see 93-1).
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Currents and voltages of aslametric short circuits most simply

are detersined with the aid of the method of symmetrical components

whose essence consists in the fact that any asymmetric three-phase

system of values (currents, voltages, magnetic fluxes, etc.) can be

unambiguously decomposed on three balanced systems of values, which

are characterized by one from another by value and by sequence

(order) of alternating the phases. These symmetrical components of

value system are called of straight line (positive), reverse

(negative) and null sequences.

The system of forward sequence is of the order of the

alternation of phases A, 5, C, while the system of backward sequence

- respectively reverse order, i.e., I, C, B. the system of null

sequence consists of three identical values, cophasal.

The values of the balanced systems of straight/direct, reversp

and null sequences accept to designate by indices with respect 1, 2

and 0.

Is §6-1 it was indicated that in the practical calculations of

currents and voltages during short circuits they proceed from the

equality of resistiag of phases, i.e., from symmetrical fulfillinq of

the phases of three-phase circeit.
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in such bilateral circuits the Ohos laws and Kirchhoff can be

applied individually to each component of balanced system of values,

which considerably simplifies all calculations. The large advantage

of the method of symmetrical components short-circuit study is in

connection with the fact that it reduces the computation of currents

ad voltages during asymmetric short circuits to the simple

computation of these values during certain conditional (fictitious)

three-phase short circuit. Therefore everything presented earlier in

the relatio to the calculation of currents and voltages during

three-phase short circuit is utilized also during the computation of

them values during asymmetric closings/shortings.

The bases of the method of symmetrical components are set forth

in the course of theoretical electrical engineering [6-4]. Let us

recall the briefly basic condition/positions of this method. As it

spoke above, any asymmetric system of vectors A, B and C (Fig. 6-35a)

it is possible to unambiguously replace with three balanced systems

of vectors of the straight line As, 9g, by Cl, reverse A2 , B2, C2 an

for the zero Age 80, Ce sequeaces (Fig. 6-35b-d). With respect to

this each of the assigned asymmetric vectors A, 8 and C can be

presented in the forn of vector sum of its three symmetrical

components of straight/direct, reverse and null sequences (Fiq.

6-35e):

A=A,+A.+A.;}
- ,+ b,+ A..(6-77)
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A

?igo.6-35. Asymmetric system of three vectors and their symmetrical

component*.

Page 115.

Prom theoretical electrical engineering it is also known rfor

6-4j that the multiplication of anj vector by the complex number

a-e ''cos 12 00 +Ijsin 1201;= - j-
2+12

is equivalent to the rotation of this vector at an angle of of 1200

in clockwise positive of vectors, i.e.. counterclockwise. This

complex number a, called the operator of phase (or phase factor), is

the vector whose modulus/module is equal to one, and argument of

1200.

The multiplication of vector on

-- ~ 12 -- 
-- I 

-
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is respectively equivalent to its rotation on 240o in clockwise

positive of vectors.

Using the operator of phasep it is possible vectors symmetrical

component to express by the vectors of any phase, accepted as basis,

for example through the vectors of phase A:

for the vectors of forward sequence

B,=a'A, ofcL C,==aA,; (6-78,a)

for the vectors of backward sequence

/A?, ansd C ,zz2'A,; (6-78,0)

for the vectors of the sull sequence

A, = b, = C,. (6-78,8)

Substituting these values is equation (6-77) we obtain:
A =A, +A, +Ao,;

=a'A, + aA. A.; (6-79)
¢ aAt + a3;1, + A..

Thus, with the use of method of symmetrical components is

sufficient to calculate the walues of symmetrical components only for

one any phase, for example A. according to which it is already not

difficult to define both symmetrical component for two other phases
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and full/total/complete values of the corresponding phase values.

As a result of the joint slution of equations (6-79) we obtain

the following formulas, which sake it possible to determine the

symmetrical components of phase A. accepted for the basis:

A=- (A+ai+aC);

A.= T (A +- a'i + at); (6-80)

A.=j (A+Bt+).

Being guided by these expressions, is not difficult graphically

to define the symmetrical components of the assigned system of

vectors as this shown in Figo 6-36.

Vector sun of the values of forward sequence is equal to zero:

A.,3,,t C1 Aa*an a 1 =1 (1.aeaSD -0, since
I+a+al+[- "Then is related also to vector sum

of the values of backward sequence. Thuo, value systems of

straight/direct and backward sequences not are only symmetrical, bul

also are balanced. In contrast to this the balanced system of th-

values of null sequence is sot balanced, since

A. + b. + (. = 3A. y 0.

All given equations are valid both for the currents and for

voltaqs during the asymmetric modes/conditions of three-phase

installations.
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During any asymmetric closing/shorting of phase to the earth (to

neutral conductor) the system of phase voltages contains the

components of null sequence. In contrast to this the system of

interphase voltages is always balanced and the components of null

sequence never it contains.

According to (6-80) vector sun of unbalanced system of curr.-nts

is equal to the triple current of null sequence, floving in the

earth/ground (neutral conductor) in this section of network.

The asymmetric currents, flowing through identical resisting of

circuit, create asymmetric voltage drops in the phases which can be

decomposed on symmetrical components. In this case a drop in the

voltage of forward sequence is created by the current of forwarti

sequence, a drop in the voltage of backward sequence - by d current

of backward sequence, etc., i s., the current of each sequence

creates a drop in the voltage of the same sequence.
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ig. 6-36. Graphic deterainatioa of the symmetrical components of the

asymmetric system of vectors A. B and C.

At the same time inductive reactances to the currents of

different sequences of one and the same network element can

considerably be distinguished by the value (see below). Let us

designate through is, xs and ze inductive reactances of the

straight/direct, reverse and null sequences of network element with

respect to the currents of the corresponding sequences. Then

symmetrical component the incidences/drops voltages in network

element comprise (phase values):

AU, =/I,#x1 ; -1
AOU= 1j; (6-1)

in symmetrical ones throe-phases circuit it is possible to

count, as noted above that the symmetrical components operate

independently. This makes it possible to compose separate replacempn-

schemes for each sequence (see fig. 6-371.
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During symmetrical three-phase short circuit voltage in the

place of short circuit is equal to zero; during asymmetric short

circuits the voltage in the place of closing/shorting not equal to

zero is asymmetric.

During calculations of asymmetric short circuits they proceed

from the fact that in generators is induced only by eaf of forward

sequence; whereas the effect of the currents of reverse and null

sequences consider by introduction to the calculation of the

Incidences/drops voltages from the currents indicated in resistinq of

corresponding sequences of generators. In accordance with this in

replacement schemes indicate only oaf of forward sequence of power

supplies and symmetrical components of voltages in the place of

short, but ef of reverse and null sequences consider it equal to

zero (Fig. 6-371).

Taking into account the aforesaid above and being guided by

second Kirchhoffos law, it is possible to determine the symmetrical

components of voltage in the place of short circuiting:

0 K, = -lIxI Pe,;

OK2 0 -- ,2i( x2 ,; (6-82)
Uo= 0 -IKx pea

whore Ct,, 0, and 0 - symmetrial component voltages in the place

OX19 2 OJ
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short circuits;

/4,. I, and 4. - the syaetrical components of current, which

flow into the place of the short circuit;

X,,,. x2p and x,, - resulting resisting of straight/direct,

reverse and null sequences of short circuit (switching on power

supplies);

* - resulting euf of forward sequence of the sources, which feed

the short-circuited circuit (phase value).

Familiarization with the given in Fig. 6-37 resulting

replacement schenes of three sequences makes it possible to draw the

conclusion that the formatioa of the currents of reverse and nuil

sequences can be considered as the result of the onset in the place

of the short circuit of t.e voltages of the corresponding sequenc-s.

It is clear that in proportion to advance for circuit from the

place short to power supplies the voltage of forward sequence

qrows/rises from Ui to A. and the voltages of reverse and null

sequences decrease respectively on ", end 000, to zero.
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Fig. 6-37. Resulting diagrams of straight line (a), reverse (b) and

zero (c| sequences.

Page 117.

lesistiag of different sequences [6-S]. Inductive react inco of

forward sequence of any network elemen., that its inductive reactanc-

during the symmetrical mode/conditions of phases, i.e., the

resistance of which previously was accepted during the computation of

the currents of three-phase short circuit, since the latter are

actually the symmetrical currents of forward sequence.

Inductive reactance of reverse sequence. For those network

elements whose mutual induction between phases does not depend on the

order of the alternation of phases. inductive reactances of

straight/direct and backward sequences are identical, i.e., xp=x1 .
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Suck elements/calls include air and cable lines, reactors,

transformers.

In the rotating machines the currents of backward sequence

create the magnetic flux of the stator which rotates against the

direction of rotation of the rotor of machine, i.e., it has dual

angular velocity with respect to the rotor of machine. This magnetic

flux mets on its path somewhat changing reluctance, which deppnds on

the construction/design of machine and which differs from reluctance

in the path of the magnetic flux of forward sequence, created with

the currents of forward sequence# created with the currents cf

forward sequence, which rotates synchronously with rotor. Therpfore

in general for the rotating machines x,x1 .

Values x of synchronous machines are given in plant

informational materials and manuals. In the absence of these data it

is possible to take the following average values:

for turbogenerators and salist pole machines with damper

windings x,- 1.22x";

for salient pole machines without damper windings x,=1. 45x'd

In the approximate practical calculations of asymmetric short
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circuits usually for turbogeamators and salient pole machines with

damper windings accept x,2 x,.

Inductive reactance of mll sequence. Electrical machines. If

the windings of the stater of machine were completely symmetrical,

then the magnetic fluxes of the null sequence, created in the

wimdings of three phases of stator by the flowing on then currents of

null sequence, completely mutually were cancelled out. However, as a

result of certain asymmetry of the stator windings, caused by thE

design features of machine, full of the compensation for the maqnetic

fluxes of null sequence it does not occur. By the small value of

these uncompensated for magnetic fluxes of null sequence is

determined a comparatively small value of inductive reactance of the

null sequence of synchronous machines, which usually comprises

Xo= (0,15-0,6) x d .

For the synchronous condensers and large/coarse synchronous

electric motors in the absence of plant data it is possible to accept

x&=O.24 and z-O.O8.

Reactors. As a result of small mutual induction between the

coils of reactor* the distance between which is sufficiently qreat,

it is possible approximately to accept xeox1 .
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Aerial lines. After all to the null sequence, which take place

in three phases of lines they return to grounded neutrals of the

network through the earth/ground (Fig. 6-38a). Inductive reactance of

null sequence zo of the phase of line is determined by inductive

reactance of self-induction xL of the loop of current "vire-qrouni"

and by inductive reactances of mutual induction xjj of the wire of

this phase with the wires of other two phases:

(on air electric power lines they fulfill the transposition of wires,

which makes it possible to take identical value x, for any pair of

wires).
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47)
I W /o /.V.

Fig. 6-38. Ceare of the currents of null sequence in line. a)

without cable on the line; b with cable on line.

Page 118.

The depth of the course of terrestrial current depends on its

conductivity: in well conducting soil the terrestrial current

flows/occurs/lasts at the comparatively small depth; on the contrary.

in the badly/poorly carrying out soil (granite. scales, etc.) the

current flows/occurs/lasts at considerably larger depth. with an

increase of the depth of the course of terrestrial current incroass

the width of the loop of current the wire - earth/ground and its

inductance and, consequently, also resistance of the null sequence cf

lise.

Liat
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Thus# resisting of the sul sequence of line depends on ground

oonductivityo

If line is shielded fro the direct impacts of lightning by

ground wire (or cables), then inverse current by part

flovs/oceurs/lasts in the earth/ground, and by part the cable (Fig.

6-38b|. The separation and cable is considerably lower than tL'c

distance from wires to terrestrial current; therefore the inductance

of loop vice - it increased less than the inductance of loop wire -

the earth/grouad, As a result this presence of ground wire it leads

to the decrease of inductive reactance of the null sequence of line.

With the decrease of the effective resistance of ground wir"

increases the share of inverse current in it, which leads to the

decrease of inductive reactance of the null sequence of line. steel

cables virtually little affect value zo of line. Cables from the well

carrying out metals (steel-aluminum, copper) considerably decrease xO

the lines.

Inductive reactance of the null sequence of the twin-circuit

lines somewhat more than singe-circuit ones, as a result of the

inductive effect of the currents of null sequence, flowing in the

wires of adjacent circuit.
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In the approximate computations of short-circuit currents it is

possible to take the corrected below average/mean values of xO ar-rial

limes (with IS22* 9/ks):

for limes without cables or with steel cables:

singecircutsee xe=1,4 B/km

twin-circuit on* 10-2.2 01/km.

for fUes with cables from the weil carrying out metal:

siage-circuit *.. 008 9/km.

twin-circuit ... x*1.2 9/km.

Power cables. In approximate computations for power cables it is

possible to accept I@=(3.5-.6)Ii.

Power transformers. Inductive reactance of the null sequence of

transformers depends on their construction/design and diagram of

comnection of windings,

Let us first of all notem that the currents of null sequenc-
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cannot flow/occur/last through the windings of transformers,

connected into star without the grounding of neutral or without

neutral conductor, since the sma of the currents of the null sequence

of three phases 31, is not equal to zero, which is compulsory for thr

currents, flowing through the star without grounded neutral or

without neutral conductor.

If line concludes with the winding of transformer, connected

into triangle, then along this line also cannot flow/occur/last the

currents of null sequence.

Thus, if the voltage of Bull sequence is applied to the

windings. connected into star without the grounding of neutral or

without neutral conductor or by that connected into triangle, then in

these windings of the currents of null sequence it does not appear

and inductive reactance of null sequence is equal to infinity (xo = -).

The finite value is can be only with appendix of the voltaqe of

null sequence from the side of the winding of transformer, ccnnected

into star with qrouanded neutral or neutral conductor.

Fig. 6-39 gives the diagrams of connecticn of windings and

substitution for the currents of the null sequence of the most wilply

used double wound and triple-wound transformers.
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For all transformers independent of type and construction/design

with the connection of windings on diagram Yo/A (Fig. 6-39a)

inductive reactance of the null squence

X =X +X 1U=X.

In secondary winding of transformer is induced euf of null

sequence, and since the phases of winding are connected into

triangle, then in them appear the currents of the null sequence,

which do not emerge beyond the limits of triangle. Thus, entire/all

indeced in secondary winding oaf of null sequence is

exponded/consumed on conducting of the current of null sequence in

resisting of secondary winding xz.

Page 119.

In replacement scheme the aforesaid is reflected/represented by the

conditional grounding of the end/lead of branch x,, and by the

cutoff/disconnection of the external secondary circuit (grounding of

the end/lead of branch x, shows that this with branch conclules the

path of the current of null sequence).

Inductive reactance of the null sequence of three-phase groups

of single-phases transformer and three-phase four-rod and shell-type
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transformers should be accepted:

with the connection of windings YO/Yo (Fig. 6.39b) x,=x,.

with the connection of windings To/1 (Pig. 6.39c) x. = - .

For three-phase tripivotal transformers with the connection of

windings To/Y one should accept .- + and with the connection

of windings Yo/Yo should be utilized a full/total/complete

replacecent scheme in Fig. a*39b, where x,.. that depending on the

construction/design of transformer, lies/rests within limits

x 3.0.a-j,o. and winding impedances accept xj=xj=o.5 ,K.

Replacement schemes for the currents of the null sequence of

triple-wound transformers are given in Fig. 6.39d-f. Resistance of

separate windings xB. x., determine from formulas (6-14).

Instructions on the construction of the diagrams of separate

sequences. The diagram of forward sequence is comprised just as

replacement scheme during the computation of the currents of

three-phase short circuit (Fig. 6-4Ob).

The diagram of bacaward sequence is comprised from the same

eleents/cells, as the diagram of forward sequence, since the
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currents of straight/direct and backward sequences flow/occur/last

over one and the same Faths. The electromotive forces of backward

sequence of power supplies are accepted as the equal to zero;

therefore by the beginning of the diagram of backward sequence is the

point, which unites the beginnings of all generator branches, and the

end/lead of the diagram - the point of short circuit, at which is

applied the voltage of backward sequence, emergent due to the

asymmetry of short circuit (Fig. 6-40c).

The diagram of null sequence differs from the diagrams of

straight/direct and backward sequences, since the currents of null

sequence flow/occur/last over the paths, distinct from the paths of

the course of the currents of three-phase short circuit. The currents

of null sequence flow/occur/last over three phases and return through

the earth/ground, ground wires of aerial lines, metal cable

sheathings, etc.

Beginning the composition of the diagram of null sequence, it is

first of all necessary to establish/install the possible outlines of

the course of the current of null sequence. For forming such outlines

it is necessary that in the circuit, electrically connected with the

place of short circuit, would be yrounded neutrals. With several

grounded neutrals, electrically connected, the currents of null

sequence branch between them.
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Diagram null sequence they begin to be from the point of short

circuit, assuming that in it three phases short-circuited. The

ends/leads of the elements of the network of the null sequence,

through which return the currents of zero sequence, have potential of

the earth/ground. Therefore it is possible to combine them into one

common point, which is the beginning of the diagram of the null

sequence; the end/lead of this diagram is considered the point of

short circuit (Fig. 6-40d1o

If neutral is grounded through resisting, then it should be

introduced into the replacement scheme of null sequence by the trinl r

value. Is explained this by the fact that the diagram of null

sequence they compose for one phase, and through resisting in neut-ral

flows/occers/lasts the sum of the currents of the null sequence of

three phases. In order to consider a real voltage drop in this

resisting@ it must be increased 3 times.
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Fig. 6-39. Replacement schemes of transformers for the currents of

null sequence.

Page 120.

In the form of an example in Fig. 6-40 they are given network of

the simplest installation and replacement scheme of its for all

sequences during asymmetric short circuit at point K. The first

mumeral of index in resisting indicates the sequence of resisting,

aud the second - reference number of element/cell in network of

iasta llation.
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Resulting resisting of the-diagrams of separate sequences

determine with the aid of the same receptions/procedures the

conversions of the diagrams which were utilized earlier durinq the

computation of the currents of three-phase short circuit.

If for the rotating machines accept x2,4x1 then X~s,---X,, s it is

possible to be restricted to the composition only of two diagrams -

straight/direct and null sequences.

Currents and voltages in the place of asymmetric short circuit

[6-5J. Let us agree to consider that for the giver point of short

circuit the diagrams of separate sequences are already given to the

simplist form and to us are known resulting eaf of supplies of power

i (phase value) and resulting resisting of entire short circu't

x X , and x., (Fig. 6-40).

Furthermore, for simplification in further linings/calculations

lot us agree to examine short circuit on certain conditional

branching resisting of phases of which are equal to zero. Currants in

the phases of this branching are currents in the place of short

circuit. For positive direction of flow we accept their direction to

the place of short circuit.

Two-phase short circuit. If we assume the two-phase short
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circuit between phases B and C (Fig. 6-41a), then for the branching

of short circuit it is possible to write the folloving obvious

conditions:

(2) = 0; /(2) ( 2)  ). OI -- 0
1(A Ka8 '%C. C1( XI =

Furthermore, since two-phase short circuit is balanced, then

NO1(=0 an Oo =0.

After accepting phase A for calculation, it is possible, being

guided by formulas (6-77), to write:

1(2A 1( A 2 0

whence

9) 1(2)
KA KA2
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iK

L .2 - -

Fig. 6-40. Izample of tke composition of the replacement schemes of

separate sequences,
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fig* 6-41,. ?re-phase abort circuit,

Pago 121.

Utilizing formula (60 0} and taking into account that

6K'C' Is)-Ux, easy to establish/install the equality of the

symmetrical components of voltage in the place of the short circuit: i

1)2 (2))

KA I - -KA2 "

in accordance sith this ad on the basis of forulas (6-82) it

in possible to 121te

E 11 ,ix, . - jx -- (2
KAI IA2 2 p NAI 2peat
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whence we obtain:
j) -8 (6-83)

KAI - j (z ,, + x2  
(6.83

It is sow not difficul.t, using formulas (6-79), to determine

short-circuit currents in the 4anaged phases:

f2 = aI( 1 + al"', - (a' - a) P '

and analogously

Thus, the absolute value of short-circuit current in the damaged

phases:

ji1) 1(j2 V (6-84)
KI X-p1.e + £-2 p..

Symmetrical component voltages in the place short circuits it is

possible to determine, utiliziag formulas (6-82):

KAI - KAI 'l pe KAI jx2p.;

-~~ = Jl x--P 2 i C2
( -A2 KA2 2 Pe3 KA 1 2 pe'- KAI

according to formulas (6-791 we determine the phase values of

voltages in the place of the short circuit:

&(21 --- 2)2
K(A - KAI J' ; pea;

012) = 0(2 - 1- I_ t , (6-85)
KB KC T NA J

Utilizing the obtained relationships/ratios, it is possible to

construct vector diagrams of cuzents and voltages in the place of

short circuit. Knowing, 0, and . 12. are constructed to scale the
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star of the vectors of the voltages of forward sequence

KAI KBI_. ci and the star of the vectors of the voltages of

backward sequence AA., U X
C2 LJ'B2  (Fig. 6-4Ob). Vector sum of the

vectors of voltaqes UIA' aad 1-(2 gives the vector of phase voltage

1(2) of the intact/unnjued/udamaged phase A.A

Respectively vector suns of vectors UJ1 .1 , and UK. and vectors

U and 022 give the vectors of phase voltages 012 and &;"c of the

damaged phases B and C.

It is analogous in known magnitude of vector of currents "Z, and

XA2 are constructed two stars of the vectors of currents

straight/direct and backward sequences (Fig. 6-41c). Vector sum of

the currents of straight/direct and backward sequences in phases

gives current in intact/uinjured/undamaged phase 1'21P A-0 and in

damaged phases -D m and -C which are out of phase on 1800.

Analogously it is possible to construct vector diagrams of

voltages and currents during the short circuit between any two

phases.

above it was shown that during two-phase short circuit

KAI LA2. This sakes it possible to combine the ends/leads of the

diagrams of straight/direct and backward sequences as shown in Fiq.
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6-41d, as a result of which is obtained the so-called composite

diagram of two-phase short circuit, which completely corresponds to

all brought-out above relationships/ratios, which characterize

two-phase short circuit.

Single-phase short circuit to the earth. for example phase A

(Fig. 6-42a), is characterized by the following obvious conditions:

-O " 0; -)=O.1

After accepting phase A for calculation, it is possible, beinq

guided by formulas (6-80), to write:

NAI =1KA2 AO"3 -KA "

On the basis of formula (6-79) and initial condition it is

possible also to write:

KA KA I ! -(KA2I KAO

If we substitute here the values of the symmetrical componpnts

of voltage in the place of short circuit according to formulas (6-82)

and to replace the currents of all sequences through the current of

forward sequence, then we will obtain:

AA-J Ipj + X;1 P93+ XO C 0
whence:

(6-86)
KAI ( VI,+ x 2 + xo ) /

Page 122.
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Absolute value of short-circuit current in the damaged phasR:

Pjc) -31") = 3E ' (6-7)
-" KI X P" I- Z 2 ,,+ X( pea

Syinetrical component voltages in place short circuits are

determined from formulas 46-82):

'KAI 1( "AII pea KAII A (X 2  pe+x

UA'2 =P 3 1X2 p.= IIX2 p..;

XAO J JAJXO pea-= I(A I pI e 1 0 .

(6-88)

The full/total/complete phase values of voltages in the place of

short circuit can be determined according to formulas (6-79).

On the basis of the obtained relationships/ratios it is possible

to construct vector diagrams of currents and voltages in the place of

short circuit (Fig. 6-42b and C).

The composite diagram, which satisfies all relationships/ratics

during single-phase short circuit, is given in Fig. 6-42d.

Two-phase short circuit to the earth betueen phases, for example

3 and C& with simultaneous closiag/shorting to the earth at the same

point (Fig. 6-43a) is characterized by the following obvious

conditions:

) - o 0 ' "- 00 , .

Supplementary conditions, as this was accepted above in the
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examination of other means of asymmetric short circuits, are

fundamental equations (6-771, (6-79), (6-80) and (6-82) the method of

symmetrical components. Accepting as calculated phase A and omittin.g

all conclusion/output, let us give the directly final formulas,

making it possible to determine currents and voltages with the means

of short circuit in question.

The symmetrical components of current in the place of the short

circuit

x es + X 2 PeSX)pe3 'SX2Pe+XO3 "

XO+pe (6-89)
KA x2pe s + i-'oj (

11, ) j(I .I ) X2pes
As - A- KAI x , + xo , '

Absoluta value of the current of straight/direct sequence in the

place of the short circuit:

-E (6>-90)

jr~." + x2pozOpsX21 +zq e + XoMS

and currents in the damaged phases

Current, which returns through the earth/ground:

I1' 31 ',')m- 3,V,')1) +20 * (6.92)go XW, + %Pos,"

Symmetrical component voltages in the place short circuits:

p.. . (6-93)
KIAI KAI A I ' I %_jZ- 5
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The total voltage of intact/uninJured/undamaged phase in th;

place of the short circuit

Vector diagrams of curreats and voltages are given in Fig. 6-41b

and c.

Composite diagram is givea in Fig. 6-43d.
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A

I'at

.0

o K .,,

LK 
0 41c0

Fig. 6-42. Single-phase short circuit.

Page 123.

Generalized formulas for determining the currents during

asymmetric short circuits. From the examination of formulas (6-84),

(6-87) and (6-91) it is evident that the absolute value of current

with any means of short circuit is proportional to the current of

forward sequence in the place of short circuit and can be determined

from the following general/common/total expression:

- (6-95)
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where m(41 - the proportionality factor, depending on means of the

short circuit (see Table 6-21;

- ) - current of forward sequence for the means of short circuit

in questiom.

The analysis of the structure of formulas (6-83), (6-86) and

(6-90) allows for determining the absolute value of the current of

forward sequence in the place of short circuit to accept alsc the

general/common/total expression:

E) -E - E- - (6-96)

where - supplementary inductive reactance, introduced into the

diagram of forward sequence whose value depends on means of short

circuit and is determined only by values x2 m, and X0p,, (see Table

6-21;

PsAO." - resulting resistance for this means of asymmetric

short circuit with which the latter is replaced by certain

conditional three-phase short circuit, distant from the real point of

short (in the diagram of forward sequence) to supplementary inductive

reactance x'.
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Ths,~ the current of forward sequence during any asymmetric

ahort circuit is defined as the current of certain conditional

three-phase short circuiting after resistance x"'
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8-

uOA.111 )i"") 0

O.h,' 1a))

cqc

.4 -

401) 0 -N - 0

t IC I

Z~ " \1 .,j "

-- 8[. . -*I, e ,-

- f0  '""

Fig. 6-43. Two-phase short circuit to the ground.

Table 6-2. Values xAoU and m(" for different means of short circuit.

BOA KOpoiKoro w ..iK..HR KOpOT ,F O I AI1
SAMaUllaIsIsl (n) AOII

Tpex a3Hoe .... .. (3) 0

,Auyx~a3loe ... ...... (2) X,3 PC-

O .Io43Ca ............. (I) x -,t xo 3*

.. . . X2 pes X0 p4

X2n o e + X to I v (X3 Pa + A p ji)
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Key: (1), lans of short circuit. (2). Index of short circuit (n).

(3). Three-phase. (4). Two-phase. (5). Single-phase, (6). Two-phase

to the ground.

Page 12.

Lot us note that x'',, at the point in question remains

constant/invariable for entire process of short circuit.

Determination of ultratcansitory and impact currents during

asymmetric short circuits. In §6-b it was indicated that in practical

calculations usually accept E"-=kU, (value of coefficient of k

they are given to §6-6 and able 6-1). Therefore substituting in

formula (6-961

E -

and taking into account formula (6-95), we obtain the following

calculated expressions for determining the component of forward

sequence and full of value ultratransitory current in the place of

the short circuit: kU, (
(n) 3---=- (6-97)

00(x,r +X XAon pea

and
11i/=1t -kU ", (6-98)

wkere x1, , and xn, are expressed in ohms and are referred to

voltage U.
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if all resisting are expressed in relative unity and are

referred to base line power S6 , then the component of forward

sequence of ultratransitory current in the place of short circuit can

be determined according to formula, analogous formula (6-58):

X A (aJ - I (699)
lpes + I Ao X4.1.

and the full of of ultratransitory current

i'"' m'' 1 in (6-100)
X411*

where
S6

Impact current is determined from the formula, analogous (6-59):

7 Y, - , '' (6-101!)

Instructions on values k, Yere given into §6-6.

Determination of the current of asymmetric short circuit at any

moment of time. Calculated curves (Fig. 6-25 and 6-26), constructed

for three-phase short circuit, can be utilized also for determining

the currents of forward sequence of any asymmetric short circuit. As

has already been indicated, any asymmetric short circuit is reduced

to conditional three-phase short after resulting resisting

xP -- xI "  Therefore if we determine calculated resisting

of conditional three-phase short

X.1pa. = *.3. + X. ,. ) -S

(X n wud
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then by obtained value x', and-by calculated curve for corresponding

to time t is determined the relative value of the current of forward

sequence for this means of short circuit I .

Then current in the damaged phase comprises

- M'0"01 .8eo (6102)

where

Slog :
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&KOO

..... L -, .

I IJ I ' 1 I "

I I I

/I I

Fi;. 6-e. ,To the explanation of the determination of the steady

currents of asymmetric short cizcuits from calculated curve for t=-.
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Page 125.

fig. 6-4 shows determination from calculated curve t=- of the

steady current in the various forss of asymmetric short circuit.

gntire presented into §6-9 in the relation to the computation mf

short-circuit currents taking into account different distance of

pover supplies from the place of short circuit completely is

propagated also to asymmetric short circuits. One should only

remember that calculated resisting of circuits must be determinel

taking into account supplementary inductive reactance x."c, for the

appropriate seams of short circuit, i.e., to substitute in formulas

(6-691 x("==x,3 + "'" Let as note also that since any asymmetric

short circuit is considered as the three-phase short circuit, distant

to supplementary resisting x " then distribution coefficients C,

computed from formulas (6-671 am& 16-68), where enter resisting of

the branches of the diagram of forward sequence, they do not depend

on mans of short circuit and for this point of short circuit they

remain constant/invariable for all means of short circuit.
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The reltLonship/ratio between the currents of various means of

short circuit at the initial moment of short is easy to find on the

basis of formula (6-98) or (6-100e. So. the comparison of

altratransitory currents with two- and three-phase short circuits

gives:

i"1_43) n js3) (les+ 12 pe)
" ( 2 )  00 1X I .

Is practical calculations usually accept - therefore

_
"431 - 2 1) "(2)= 0 ,87 1,(3.;'"" - , 7

Key: (1). or.

Since i,=, that:

-Y -- 1,15, (6-103)

i.e. impact current is more during three-phase short circuit.

Therefore henceforth let us determine only impact current with this

mans of short circuit.

The strengths of steady currents with two- and three-phase short

circuits are also different. I& the case of the small electrical

distance of the place of short circuit from generators a difference

in steady currents two- and three-phase short circuits in essence is

determined by the different values of the reaction of stator with

these means of damages. It is known that the relationship/ratio of
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magnetizing force of the reaction of stator with two- and three-phase

short circuits coapri3es :

Ia accordance with this the relatioaship/ratio between the

steady currents during short circuit on the terminals/grippers:

the turbogenerators 12): .I1' 1.5;

the hydraulic generators 0a:I. ,-0

(.PA >3) ISO---01,

During short circuit at distant point N therefore at this point

the relatioaship/ratio between the steady currents with two- an]

three-phase short circuits will be:

'00 i,(3) 2
-

2
) 73

Thus, during short circuit on the terminals/grippers of

generator and at the points of network from small electrical distancP
1 ) > !(3) (2 1 31 .

O -go and during short circuit at distant point P j<I.

Is explained this by the fact that with an increase in the

distance of the point of short circuit by the value of short-circuit

current increasingly less manifest themselves transient

electromagnetic processes in the generators of stations (change of

reacting the stator) and increasingly value of short-ciLcuit current
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it is determined by inductive reactance of circuit. During short

circuit at the distant point it is possible, as it spoke earlier, to

consider that there are no transient electromagnetic processes in

generator, voltage on its terminals/grippers remains constant in the

process of short circuit and the value of short-circuit current is

detwrt .ed only by resisting of circuit to the place of damage.

Prom the aforesaid it folles that at certain value l.'., of

circuit mst OcCUr condition j_1(!* Such resisting is 0 ,6.

Page 126.

Therefore tentatively it is possible to consider that if <.,, ,

then I"'> 11' and if x., ,>0,6, then NO<R'i" lence it is possible to

draw the conclusion that the steady current during two-phase short

circuit should be determined only when -.:,.....

In the Soviet installations of high voltage the dead grcund of

neutrals is applied only in networks by voltage 110 kV even above,

that feed through transforsers. Therefore single-phase short

circuits, as a rule, have sufficiently large distance from the

generators of stations. Detailed analysis of single-phase short

circuits Is shown C6-5] that in the networks indicated dppendini

on relation X
o-- can occur the following relationships/ratios of the='pC3
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currents of the single-phkase and three-phase short circuits:

it,)_ < 1,5.
,03)

At the same time in networks voltage 110 kV and above take

measures to the limitation of the current of single-phase short

circuit by the value, which does not exceed the current of

three-phase short circuit Is reached this either by ungrounding the

part of the meutrals of transformers or via the grounding of the part

of the neutrals through inductive reactances.

During two-phase short circuit to the earth current , ") can

exceed current I"I? is not more than VT once. For current i '. to

the value, which does not exceed current 1J'). are utilized the same

measures, as for decreasing the single-phase short-circuit currents.

Determination of currents in the branches of diagram. For

determining the current in the separate branches of diagram it is

necessary to, first of all, find the distribution of previously

calculated symmetrical componeats of current in the branches of the

diagrams of the corresponding sequences. Then either accordinq to

formulas (6-791, or by the construction of vector diagram of the

currents (which is simpler) determine real currents in branches

diagra m.
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Let us note that in the diagrams of reverse and null sequences

to more conveniently find relative current distribution, accepting

the current of the datum of sequence in the place of short for unity.

The advantage of relative current distribution in the fact that it

does not depend on the form of short and moment of time of the

process of short.

If in the short-circuited circuit are transformers with the

connection of vindings I/A or A/I, then the taking place through them

currents of straight/direct and backward sequences obtain angular

displacement on 300 (for greater detail, see 6-5]).

Determination of voltages at different points of diagram.

Symmetrical component voltages at any point diagrams during

asymmetric short circuit are defined as vector sum of the voltage of

the datum of sequence in the point of short circuit and impact in thp

voltage of the same sequence in section from this point to the nlacp

of the short circuit:

0, =ic+, +Iui.,
UaU K 2+ .x,;~ (6-104)

where tyl, OK2 and - symmetrical component voltages in the place

short circuits, determined according to formulas (6-821 i, f,, I;

and z1, xa, zo - respectively currents and resisting of
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straight/direct, reverse and null sequences in the section between

this point and place of short circuit.

Real phase voltages in the assigned to point diagram determire

from formulas (6-79) or by the construction of vector diagram, which

is simpler.

one should consider that the transformers with the diagrams of

connection T/A create the supplementary shift/shear of the vectors of

voltages on angle of 300 (see E6-5]}.

Example of 6-12. To determine ultratransitory current in thp

various forms of short circuit at point K of diagram in Fig. 6-40.

ra assigned: the turbogenerator with a power of 235 MVA; x =o,6;

transiorder 240 NVA; , =0..A

the medium voltage of the step/stage of short circuit Ucp " 5 kV.

te acept S6 =Sr.M=..235 MIA; U6=Uc0 =115 kV; then

235
16 ="Ir.uom 235 ;=1.2 kA.
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The replacement schemes of all sequences are given in Fig.

6-10b-d.

Ve load all resisting to base line ones let us agree.

Page 127.

Resisting of backvard sequence of turbogemerator we take as

equal to ; then x1t=x 2 1 =Oo.8.

For transformers with the connection of windings Yo/A

113 - x2, X03 - )105 03.3

Resulting resisting of separate sequences:

X1 ;*3 A2 pe Xis + A -- 0,18 + 0,1 0,28,

X0 pes a --X 0. 1.

Ultratransitory currents in the place of short circuit we

determine from formula (6-1003, accepting for a turbogenerator

coefficient of k=1.

Three-phase short circuit:

=(3) - 0, 28; i

and
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0.28 4

Key: (13. ka.

Two-phase short circuit:
X12) ,.0.28= 0.56; m()VT

and
j,,(2) - 'r. I.2

Key: (1). kA.

Single-phase short circuit:

x*p&cq " ipes" + X 2 pea + X0 Pei

,2.0,28 + 0.1 = 0,66, t,(J ,3

and

110) --3-,2-,-,,,--- 5.5 .
0.66

Key: (3). kA.

The same value has a current, flowing into the earth/ground

through grounded neutral of the transformer:

Key: (1.kA.

Two-phase short circuit to the earth:
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Jr. = 14 
5 + 

5
X2P + XOp3

0,28.0,16.l +- 67Z - - z: 0.35;
0. 28+ 0u-,-

= __ -- ( es . J Op )X
6+0,

"= IZ " -- (0.26 + 0.11)2 I,

and
1,55.1.2

Key: (II.. kA.

The current of null sequence according to formula (6-89)

couposes

1.I) /( 1(~) X2 p,2i~o,,) i( ll 2PC + XoW,,

1.2 0.28
0. 3 .6-0 ~2 .5xa

" o--- "o.2t; + o~ -0 . 5 ,

and current in grounded neutral of the transformer

1(") '3 ) . 3.25 - .5 kl,

Key: (1). Us,

Example of 6-13. To determine ultratransitory current in the

place of single-phase short circuit at point K (Fig. 6-45a), current

in line L-3& currents in grounded neutrals of transformers, vcltage

in the place of short circuit and on the collecting mains SSh of

substation So 1. To construct vector diagrams of the currents in line
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L-3 and voltages in the place of short circuit and on busbars SSh of

substation go I.

The data necessary for calculation, are given in the diagram.

For all lines to accept I&=I.-Ob.9 Q/km. For transformers vith the

connection of windings 1O/A zO*zs z,.

We accept

S6 - 100 Me.', U, -1

Key: (I)* and. (2) . MI

then

I, -f.15 0.5

Key: (1) . kA.

Since for generators accept Za=Xg then for straight/direct and

backward sequences the diagram of r eplacement will be one and the

same (Fig. 6-45b).
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r P .r- (i- I-N&

)

vig.~~~J A-S lewr a elcmn chm o ml f613

Key:~~~~~~~~~~~Vl (CU)1 2.k. 3.o.() /m.() usain

Page 126

7k.relaemet chme f ul seuece(Pi. -15c)iscopriedfo
the case of the groundi9 of e nurl ftasomr -. ~-

and~~~~~ ?-.Ah eisig frPlaeetshmsaegvnt ae1

pole!.

Dy the simplest ~~~~CIDesosm bti h ipife e~cmn
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schemes Ln Fig. 6-454 and e.

sulting resisting of the diagrams of separate sequences comprise:

x (0.15 + 0.121)0,53

_(0.617+0.424)0.474
"SOe0. 617 +0 0,4244. 0,474 "- 0325.

Then

X!4)e - 0.18 + 0. 18 + 0.325 0.685.

Relative value of the current of forward sequence in the place

of short circuit according to formula (6-99) (accepting for

turbogemecators k-1):

In this case
i: ' 4 ') -,A)- 146.

Absolute value of carreat La the place of the short circuit:

31"/( ='",31.46.0,5 z 2.2 xa.

Key: (1). hi.

Symmetrical component voltages in the place short circuits

according to formulas (6-6):*

.OL4 - 1,461 (0. 18 + 0.325) . I0.74.

or

UVA'  115 (I)

- -. 46J0. 18 - - 0.26.

Jl-__
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Key: (1). k.

or

U41) 115 1

014ICM 1.460. 3 25 -- jO. 4 .

Key: (1g. kv.

or

UV048 11.5 "! 32 42..

Key: (1) *U

Vector diagram of voltages in the place of short circuit is

constructed to scale in fig.. 6-46a according to which if necessary

can be determined Lnterphase voltageso

Ve determine the symmetrical components of current in line L-3;

by the diagram of the 1ataigbt/direct (reverse) sequence

E.-U.OKI 1-074 ft .96.xo 4 z, +t o O 15 +t O0,121" .0

or

1 ("- 0.9.. - o .48 '

Key: (11. kU.

and

0.53
-1. 46-.J -O12 O.3' Og.
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or

Kty i).k A.
I.e. the same value# that also current of forward

sequence; this it was to be expecte d, since for all sources in

diagram of forward sequence were accepted oaf,, equal in magnitude and

cophasal, namely E" uc, at E
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O-V 02

V'I,

Uc.

Fig. 6-46. Vector diagrams of voltages and currents for examplie of

6-13.

faqo 129.

on the diagram of the aell sequence

I, + X9 +X 1

-1.46 0.474
06167 +T424 -+0474 0-46
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1"(1)- o,4.0.5 =0.23 V.

Key: (1|. M.

In Fig. 6-46c is constructed vector diagram of currents and

lines L-3. from which are determined the currents in the phases of

the lime:

. -3 =z"B J/-3

Key: il). 1.

NO determine symmetrical component voltages on collecting mains

SSh of substation No 1:
U( 1 I) /"(lIj

.At I= - - .+ /1 .11'

JO. 74 +0.96j0,i121 =j,856.

either

U(O) - U(1) "

0?

U(') -0,144 -1-5 9.6 KS;

A'
) 

- KAO + /Z(1473 e

- 10.48 + 0.46j0.424 - 0.285,

or')- .28 115 .I9

Key: (1). k.
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Vector diagram of voltages on busbars SSh is constructed in Fiq.

6-46b.

Currents in grounded neutrals of transformers T-1 and T-2 are

determined from the calculated above current of null sequence in line

L-3:

2.7. I..2- 3 y - 3-1-t0.35 Ia

FAy: (110 kA.

Neutral current of transformer T-4:

. T - 4 . 3 1 . -( I) - i t ( I h ' -
g'*o --".3.06 :"

3 (1.46- 0.46) 0.5 -1.5 ',

Key: (1). kA.

Utilizing the given above calculations, it is possible to find

currents in the phases of all sections of the diagram as this in

question shown on rig. 6-47. From latter/last diagram it is evident

that during single-phase short circuit in network 110 kV in the

circuits of generators flou/occur/last the short-circuit currents in

two phases. In the feed of the place of single-phase short circuit

participates also the aggregate/unit whose transformer works with

ungrounded neutral (T-3). Hence it is possible to draw the conclusion
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that with a change in the number of grounded neutrals of transformers

the value of single-phase shozt-circuit current in the place of

damage changes disproportionately a number of grounded neutrals.

In diagram in Fig. 6-47 a1L currents are expressed in relative

units* nultiplying then to 16- that determined with Up the .ppropriate

step/stage of voltage, it is easy to determine the absolute value of

currents in any phase and in any section of network. Certainly, t he

determination of current distribution in compound circuits is

considerably more difficult.

axample of 6-14. To determine the steady current with three- anl

two-phase short circuits at point K in the diagram in Fig. 6-48a.

there are given all data, necessary for calculation. The

turbogemerators of station are equipped with ART.

so accept SaO3S..o.
- 11 2.5 BY& and Uos-- i, =10.5 kV, then

16- 1'. - -1.5 6.

Key: (1g. hA.
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Fig. 6-47* Current distribution (in relative unity) in the network of

diagram in Fig. 6-45 during single-phase short circuit at point K(1U.

Page 130.

Pig. 6-48b lives the replacement scheme of the straight/direct

(reverse) sequence on which are shown all resisting, led to base 1!ne

conditions.

Page 130.

Three-phase short circuit. Replacement scheme for three-phase

short circuit takes the form, gives in Fig. 6-48c, where
0,46 -0.154( 0.2 0,24

Key: (11. and.

Si ce short-circuit current from system in time does not chanq_!

ts,--), then is determined the steady current from generators and
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system separatel y.

For the breach of the geaevetorm
Xp.a _ -, 0.164

On curve for t- on Vig. 6-25 We find I3, -2.72. then
1(3)-2.72.6.2- 17 QaI

Key: (Ie. kA.

For the branch of the system
t3,. - x, - 0.22.

tben

-O - 4.55

and

Key: (1). kA.

Total steady current of tkree-phase short circuit at point K:
a3 _, p31r +,13)

oor 0C 17 + 28 - 45 Ka.

Key: (1). kA.

Two-phase short circuit..Beplacement scheme for this m-ans of

damage is given in rig. 6-48de where

XC+ r

s faor a2p* ae 1r
minces for generators accept . ..
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Is this came it is necessary to determine resulting resisting

as& xPLC. connecting power supplies is direct with the point of

short circuit, being guided by the indications, given in §6-9.

Distribution coefficleats:
.% C -- X r .

Key: (11. and.

Resulting resisting of the diagram

- - - + c(2'.2 - 2 r

Resulting resisting of the bcanckes of power supplies:
2E')

Spes

x = r2
,) 3 2

x,

Thus, when for generators accept x- ' it is possible during

the computation of two-hase ahort-circuit currents at the points,

analogous to point K on collecting mains, to determine short-circuit

current separately from power supplies, accepting doubled resisting

of corresponding branches.

Steady current of two-phase short circuit from the generators of
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the statiom

XO qf - 2.0,154 _ 0.31.

On the curve t- on Pil .6-2S we find

) - 2A

then

10) rjj rj,.. Y .23-6. Z.25 a.

Key: (). kA.

that the more than specific abovo steady current of three-phase short

circuit from generators in 25/1-13.47 time.

Steady current of two-phase short circuit from the system

Xe! - - 2.0.22 - 0,44;

then

.10 -1 -4- - 2.27

and

142) yj ) / YS.2.27.s.2 -- 24

Key: (Ip. kA.

Still simpler this current is determined from to known current

z - j (2i
-O_

Key: (Il. A.
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€ 'r CpC

UW

(M)i

r . _ t y

a)r

Fig. 6-.8. Network and :epiaoemmAt schom for example of 6-14.

Key: (1). System. (2). kV. (33. U/km.. (*I. RVA.

Page 131.

Total steady current of twoophawe short circuit at point K:

0.
2  
" " +

('  
- 1 2 

)  
'-5 -f 2 4 4 49 r,

ey: (11. MA.

L.e. insigaificantly it differs from the specific above three-phase

steady Current.

On the basis of a latter/last example it is possible to draw the
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cOUclusLom that om the POWer Plants. Connected with powerful/thick

power systems, the two-phase steady current in generator voltage

usually little differs from the three-phase steady current and the

less, the greater the share of the current of short from system. In

the networks of the increased and low voltages, ioe., electrically

distant from generators., usually the currents of three-phase short

circuits are more than the currents of two-phase closings/shcrtings.

Therefore In the majority of the cases of practice definite when

selecting of electrical equipment are the currents of three-phaise

short circuit.
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Chapter Severn.

ACTIONS OF S01tY-C!RCDIr CORBEtIs

7.-1. The olectrodynamic effects of ahort-circuit crests.

The electrofiyafic force of *mterectios between tvo parall-I

conductors (Fig. 7-1) of arbitrary section, by streamlined with

currents il and I, determaes L"s the formals:

F == 2.04 k0 ills I 1- (7-1)
a

Key: (1). kgf.

vhere L& and ' - instantaneous values of currents in conductors, a;

t- length of parallel conductors& ca;

a - listance between centers of conductors, ca;

k- faator of the form (see be )o.

The force of interaction of two parallel conductors evenly

distributed along the length of conductors. In practical calculations

this evenly distributed force they replace by not force of F, applied
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to conductors in the middle of their length.

In identical direction of flow in conductors they are

attracted/tightened, while in different directions - they are

repulsed.

factor of fore k, depends on the form of the section of

conductors and their mutual location. For circular and tubular

conductors k. =1; fer the conductors of other forms of section it is

possible to accept kO-I when the section of conductors is small, and

their length is great in comparison with the distance betveen them

and it is possible to assume that entire current is concentrated in

the axis of conductors. So, with sufficient for purposes practice

accuracy accept k,=j during the determination of the forces of

interaction between the phases of the busbar/tire

comstructions/designs of the distributors (see Chapter 10)

independent of the form of the section of busbars, since the

distances between the busbars of different phases in distributors are

sufficiently great and compose several hundred millimeters and more.

but if the distance between the conductors (busbars) of

rectangular, box and other sections is small, then kg/a 1. A

characteristic example is busbar/tire construction/design to large

operatiag currents, when each phase is comprised from several
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rectangular busbars, for exaspLe of two busbars I (Fig. 7-3), with

the small distance between them. equal to the thickness of separators

2, fasteaedstrengthisned to stand-off insulators 3 (attachment of

busbars on insulators Is not shown).

Fig. 7-2 gives the curves, which sake it possible to determine

form factor for the busbars of rectangular cross sections t6-1 1.
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Fig. 7-1. (mtoractio of two anductors.

Page 132.

Curves give the dependence of coefficient k, on the relations

a-b 'in b

Key: (1). a".

where a - distance between ceanters of the busbars;

b - width of the besbar;

h - height of tire.

Prom curves it is evident that a-b,2 Coefficient k*.-I. Inb+Is

other words, if the clearance between busbars (a-b) more than the

perimeter of busbar [26behl I* them it is possible to accept k¢-1.

The greatest force cf interaction between parallel conductors

LI
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with the current of two-phase short circuit comprises:

F ('=-2. 0 4k !12) 1O[/J (72

Key: 1.kf

With current of three-phase sbort circuit and bussing

arrangement of the conductors of three phases in one plane (usual

location of busbars in distributors) under severe conditions is

located the average/soaa phass, to which operates the force

Key: (13. kqf.

or
F'-1,76 k 0 1( 10 [-6 i (7-3)

Key:(1.kf

Coefficient 1 .3fO,87 calculates noacoincidence on the basis of

the phase of currents in the phases (see §6-5, Fig. 6-15).

J3,If one considers that 12 2 se§-2,te h

relationship/ratio betwe efforts/forces during the three- and

two-phase short circuit:
F() 2-

Nonce It follows that great value the electrodynanic

efforts/forces have during the three-phase short circuit, which is in
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this respect most dangerous.

Subsequently force F(.)uili be determined for the mechanical

calculation of the busbars (a** Chapter 10) and checking to the

mechanical strength of supporting and wall entrance insulators

(chapter 9) and zone types of current transformers (chapter 21).

Example of 7-1. To determine the force of interaction between

the busbars of different phases in distributor, if ,&-45 kA,

distance between centers of the busbars of adjacent phases a=35 cm

and length of busbars is t=2.$ a. Busbars rectangular by the

size/dimension 50z6 of m.

In this case the clearance between busbars (350-6=344 mm)

considerably more than the perimeter of busbar [2(50+6) =112 mm], in

consequence of which the form factor can be taken as equal to unity

(k-i).

According to formula (7-3)

F()250.(a
F 1,7- I.6.45' .10- 254 X'.

Key: (11. kqf.

Rzample of 7-2. To determine the force of interaction between

the rectangular busbars of one phase, shown in Fig. 7-3. Impact

current 13= 80 ki.

la this case the form factor must be taken into consideration.
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rig. 7-3. Gatlin"s for example of 7-2.

Page 133.

we determine relationships/ra tios a b 2 0- ' '

b 10
,,,%-j- 01.On the appropriate curve (a-0.1) on rig. 7-2 we find

0 4 1.i~

Fr determining the force of interaction between the busbars of

one phase it is necessary to use formula (7-11, assuming/setting in

it

Key: (I)* kA.

--- -- - "- - .. .--
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(current of phase it flows/occu:u/lasts over two parallel busbars):

then
100 (

F -2.04.0.4.40: _ -.- 0-'_ 720 K.

Key: (1)..kgf.

7-2. Thermal actions of short-circuit currents.

For each element of the electrical installation standards

establish a certain heating temperature above which it must not

be heated under the htven working conditions.

*- In this case are iiatiogaished two fundamental modes/conitions:

the prolonged normal mode of work and the short-term node/conditions

of short circuit.

The temperature of heating conductor in the normal mode cf work

i is defined as the sum of the ambient temperature D. and

temperature of overheating ". conductor with respect to ambient

temperature, iG... O,, =.+. The temperature of overheating ". is

determined from the condition that a quantity of heat, isolated in

conductor, is equal to the quantity of heat, diverted from it for the

same time into the environmeat.

The reliable work of caurent-carrying part in normal mode can be

provided only when #,.<#o, where ,, - maximum long permissible

temperature of heating the current carrying part. which occurs with

" Il_ , u i + i - ii i n i
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the couce on it of the loag let-go current of load I, (or rated

current /,M, and at a calculated ambient temperature (see 43-3).

Beating conductors in normal mode is examined in course "Electrical

networks and electric power liaosm C 7-11; therefore we will hb

restricted below only to the examination of heating conductors during

short circuits.

with the short-term course of short-circuit current the

temperature of heating conductor b, does not succeed in reaching the_

steady value and is defined as the sum of the temperature of

conductor to short circuit 0.' and temperature of overheating by its

short-circuit current ".- iogo b#+,-*± +-. In the heaviest

case under the temperature of conductor to short circuit should be

understood its steady temperature at nominal load, i.e., k'uwz.

The time of the course of short-circuit current is very small

and usually it does not exceed several seconds or even fractions of a

second, which makes it possible not to consider the removal of the

heat (heat emission) into the environment for the time of short

circuit and to consider that entire boat, isolated in conductor for

the tine of short circuit, proceeds with an increase in its

temperature (adiabatic process of heating).

Fig. ?-4 shows a change in the temperature of conductor with the
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course on it of short-circuit currento To short circuit the conductor

had temperature 0.. Short circuit occurred at moment/torque ti, after

which the temperature of conductor rapidly increased, after achievinq

value 8, at momet/torque tag then faulted circuit was disconnected

by the appropriate switch.

After the cutoff/disconnection of circuit the conductor

gradually is cooled to ambient temperature b.. if we examine the

conductor of off circuit (Fig. s--), or to certain temperature 0'. of

the determined by the new value of the current of load circuit after

the cutoff/disconnection of sort circuit.

The maximum temperature of conductor during short circuit 8, is

very short-tern (peak of temperature), which sakes it possible to

allow/assume during short circuit heating conductors, considerably

larger than in normal mode.
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Fig. 7-i. Change in the temnperature of conductor during heating by

its short-circuit current.

Page 13S.

The maximum permissible heating of current-carrying parts by

short-circuit current is determined by the thermal properties of

their Insulation and by the conditions of

retaiuhag/proseruing/maintaining the mechanical strength of the mc-ta1

of conductor. The latter is explained by the fact that during heating

to the specific temperature with the subsequent slow cooling occurs

the annealing of metal, as a result of which sharply descends its

mechanical strength.

te Niles of the device/equipment of electrical devices"

C3-6]J established/insta lied maximally permissible short- term

temperature excesses of heating conductors by short-circuit currents
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whom to the moment/torque of short circuit the temperature of

conductor does not exceed the long permissible temperature. Based on

this. usually accept the following maximally permissible short-term

temperatures of heating conductors during the short circuits:

bare copper busbars: e a. ., OMk- 300" C

Dare aluminum busbars:. & O. M.akc 2000C

Bare steel busbars:

a) upon direct conaection to the terminals/grippers of

appacatuses:... K. Make - 300 C

b) in the absence of connections to the terminals/grippers of

apparatuses:.., # O. UaKC4oo0C

Power cables with copper veins/strands and paper insulation to 10 kV

inclusively:.. . 0k.M,,*=250.

Thea* but with aluminum voias/strands:-. ..... .200C

Power cables with paper insulation on 20 and 35 kV:.. 0... . -75"C

L
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Power Ladia-rubher cables &ad mire with rubber and polychlorovinvl

isulatiOm:. K.0 - 2000 C

The problem of testing the current-carrying part (wire, busbar,

cables to thermal resistance is reduced to the determination of the

greatest heating temperature by short-circuit current 8. and its

comparison with maximally peraissible temperature b....o. The

current-carrying part thermally stable, if is observed the condition:

O K < NCMKC.

For this, first of all, necessary to know the duration of the

short circuit t (the estimated tine of the action of short-circuit

current@ Pig. 7-4)which is composed from the time of action of

relaying t, 1 , of that established/installed in the nearest to place

ftmage of switch, and the tripping tim of this switch 4:

t -t ~+ t.. (7-4)

The tripping time of switch with drive is determined by time

interval from the closing a circuit of the disconnecting

electromagnet of the drive of switch to full/total/complete arc

extimctiom between the contacts of switch, which appears with the

cutoff/disconnection of correat. In the absence of the data cf

manufacturing plant it in possible to accept:

for low-speed switches t._0,2 a;

LL
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for quick-break switches t=-1O, s.

if in the nearest to place damage of switch are

etablishe@/iAstalled several relayings, then during testing of

current-carrying part to thermal resistance one should proceed from

the time of action of the fundamental protection, which operates

during the short circuit in question. If protection has the dead zone

(see Vol. 21, then during short circuit in this zone should be

considered the time of that protection, that works during short

circuit in dead zone. Respectively is taken current during short

circuit in this zone.

The quantity of heat, isolated with short-circuit current fL:

time t, will be determined according to the law of a Lentz-joule:
I

Q,=1[ 0.24 1:/at, (7-5)

where I.,-- the effective value of short-circuit current;

r - resisting of conductor.

Analytical determination Q. from this formula is very difficult

as a result of the complexity of the law of change in the time of

skort-circuit current, which consists of two component/term,

especially whoe on the generators, automatic field regulators are
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present.. therefore is practice apply the set-forth below short-cut

method eterinatioms Q,. based on the following, They consider that

the conductor is heated not by the real changing in tine

short-circuit current, but by the constant/invariable in value

current, equal to the steady value of short-circuit current.

Respectively instead of the real time t the courses of short-circuit

current accept certain estimated time fe,. called fictitious time.

Page 135.

If, furthermore, for simplification in the conclusion/outout to

consider that resistinl of conductor remains constant and equal to

certain average/mean value rp fo, the possible range of temperature

of heating, then formula (7-5) wiL1 be converted into the usual

elementary expression of the law of a Lentz-joule:
Q ,, = 0,2-4ier, t . (7-6)

Fictitious time 1l, of action of short-circuit current is the

time during which the steady current separates/liberates the same

quantity of heat, as the coal changing in time short-circuit current

for real time.

Lot us explain the concept of fictitious time by graphic

constructios in Filg 7-5. Area 0 abc, limited coordinate axes ani

curved for time t, on certain scale is equal to a quantity
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of heat Q.. if we draw the parallel to the axis of abscissas straight

line, which corresponds to the value of the steady current, then,

obviously, the task of determining the fictitious time will come tc

the determination of the abscissa of rectangle with ordinate Ir,

area of which is equivalent the area, enclosed by curve for time t.

Area O, is general/conmon/total for the areas, formed by quadratic

curve and they are equivalent rectangles, while area Q,=Q2 Q3 ;

therefore

Q. Q, Q, + Q =-Q, + Q. = 0,241r.2..

For the time of the course of short-circuit current the

temperature of overheating conductor comprises "., therefore the

quantity of heat, absorbed in conductor for the time of short

circuit, can be detersiad by the formula:

Q.. =SItT, (7-7)

where s - a section of ceaductor, an&;

length of conductor, a;

y - material density of conductor, g/cm';

ce- specific heat. cal/g.eC.

Since the process of heating conductor by short-circuit current

is considered as process adiabatic (Q.=Q,.,.), that, equalizing the
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right sides of formulas ,7-6) ad (7-7?, expressing specific heat
h La where - averagp/mearithrough C- yC/024 [Vg s4caaoeC] uMA rP=.cT PCP

resistivity of conductor for the temperature range im question, after

conversion we obtain:

= ~(~%, (7-8)

Stagnation temperature of heating conductor during short circuit

comprises:

ba = be +,. W_ + C i ) #.(7.9)

On the basis of formula (7-., It is possible to give follovinq

determination 1#: the fictitious time of action of short-circuit

current is the time daring which the steady current heats

current-carrying part to the same temperature, to which it would be

heated by the changing in time short-circuit current within the real

(calculation) time t.

Short-circuit current consists of periodic and aperiodic

component/term, with respect to what they accept:

tot --- , +- #.8,  (7.10)

where t.. - fictitious time of action of periodic of component/term of

short-circuit current;

..- the sae of aperiodic of component/term.

UU-Lm
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Q2

0= Q2-q 3

0 t o

Fig. 7-5. Graphic determination of the fictitious time of action of

short-circuit current with geaerator with automatic field regulator.

Page 136.

The fictitious time of periodic of component/term t,., is the time

during which the steady current separates/liberates in conductor the

same quantity of heat, as periodic component/term for real time.

The value of the fictitious time of periodic of component/term

determines by curves in Fig. 7-6, which gives fictitious time f.r7

depending on real time and catio of the effective value of initial

ultratransitozy short-circuit current to the steady current ' 7 .

ioe

t,.mI",O
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Let us note that uith abMie on the generators of automatic

field regulators relation p"= - is more than unity and t During

short circuit at the distant point 0'=1 and

t b.n = I.. -+ t.±

If on generators are automatic field regulators, then relatior

- can be more or less than unity, and it can be equal to unity

also with the nondistant/unremoved point of short circuit (see curves

in Fig. ,6-21). Therefore also the fictitious time of periodic of

component/term can be mace or less than the real time of the course7

of short-circuit current (t..5t) and it is equal to real time only

during short circuit at the distant point. In other words, if as a

result of the calculation of short-circuit current it proves to be

that i'*-I, but all intermediate values are less (curve 4 in Fiq.

6-21), then t..<t and it must be determined by curves in Fiq. 7-6

with 0''=1. But if it proves to be that "=-l.-'I0 (straight line 6 in

rig. 6-211, then t

Curves in Fig. 7-6 are applied for determination 021 and durinq

the two-phase short circuit; La this case

".(2) 1 " (2 , O.b71"' 3)

The fictitious time of aperiodic of component/term 14& is tho

time during which the steady current separates/liberates in conductor

the same quantity of heat, as aperiodic component/term for real t.imc.
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I LT

Fig* 7-6. Curves of the fictitious time of periodic of component/tcrm

of short-circuit current takiug into account automatic field

regulators.

Page 137.
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The value of the fictitious time of aperiodic of component/term

can be determined from the formla (conclusiom/output see [ 7-2 1)
, 7"y" (, -e 0.6

; ). (7-1l)

For branch circuits are above 1O00V on the average it is

possible to accept T.=.03 so then with t>O.1 s approximately

e 0
,lo. 0,05P"'. (7-12)

&periodic compouent/term attenuates very rapidly (during 0.2-0.1

s)i; therefore during the determInation of the temperature of heatinq

conductor by short-circuit curreat of its one should consider only

with estimated time t<1 a. since only in this case the isolated by it

quantity of heat is cosmensurated with the quantity of heat, isolated

by periodic by component/terms.

Formula* (7-8) and 17-91 are brought out under the assumption of

the constancy of the resistivity of conductor in the process of

heating by its short-circuit current. In actuality p can considerably

change; therefore calculation . or -,6 according to these formulas

can lead to errors.

Therefore in practice designs the temperature of heating

conductor by short,-circuit carrent usually determine by curves in
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Fig. .7-7. which gives depeadeace .=/('t) taking into account change

p and C during heating of coadctor and without taking into account

heat emission into the environmeat.

FOOTYOT3 1. Curves are constructed lower by S. A. Gelikoiskiy.

B3 DFO OTNOTE.

Here J=l/s - current density in conductor. Curves are constructed for

the initial temperature of conductor, equal to zero.

For the purpose of simplification in the recordings let us aqrec.

the values of abscissa to designate by letter A-Jzt=(I/s)zt.

Order of the use of curves following (Fig. 7-8). First by the

temperature of conductor to short circuit 1 is determined by

appropriate curve the value of abscissa A. (point a in heatinq curve

it is the initial point of heating conductor by short-circuit

current).
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from 6-12 it is known that during short circuit at any point of

network I"4S)>1(2. Therefore, if as a result of the calculation of

short-circuit current it turned out that - the and heating

effects should be determined during three-phase short circuit. But if

it turned out that 112 00 tbam heating effects can be more either

with three-phase or during two-phase short circuit, which depends on

the duration of the course of current. Since QI t,. that for solvinq

this question is sufficient to compare values 1.tI for both means of

short circuit.

If /ft(3 )">)(2fj(2 then heating effects are more with three-phase

short-circuit current, and vice wersa. Let us recall, as noted into

§6-12 that when x-p,,.>0.6 always 113>I 2). Therefore during short

circuit oa the side of the secondary voltage of substations, in

networks after linear reactors and in installations of their own

needs of stations heating effects are always more with three-phase

short-circuit current.

If calculation shows that with the accepted on the normal -od,

of work section of current-carrying part the temperature of its

heating during short circuit is obtained inadmissibly large

O,>8,.,,J, then it is expedient for the purpose of the acceleration of

calculations to determine the minium permissible section of

current-carrying part by the heating condition by its short-circuit
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cugreate.For this through the kaown temperature of the normal mode of

current-carrying part 8, and maximum permissible for it temperature

Ok~find throe~h the appropriate curve on fig. 7-7 values of

abscissa qi, and A, ..... and then, using formula (7-13), is determined

the minimum permissible section of the current-carrying part:

-- 1,(7-14)

Let as designate J/K.,-Mthen

For the majority of practical calculations it is possible to

take the following values of Q:

for copper busbars and cables with copper veins/strands to 10 kv

inclusively ... C='165

for aluminum busbars and cables with aluminum veins/strands to

10 ky inclusively ... C-90

for steel busbars with:%,. §,.a...4oo C= 70

for steel busbars with *..* ,,3wc c-

On sum~ is selected the near larger standard section of the

conductor (on appropriate reference tables to cables, busbars and the
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like see applicatIons/appen4±ces).

If the current of load selected thus current-carrying part

considerably the less long let-go current according to norms, then is

expedient the refinement of calculation by determining the real

temperature of current-ca rying part to short circuit according to

the formula:

.= 8. +(0-O.) ) (7-16)

where 1, - current of the load of the current-carrying part;

- temperature of heating current-carrying part vith the current of

load I;

IAo. and IAn° - long let-go current and temperature of current-carrying

part with normal operatiAn (according to tabulated data);

0.-- Calculated ambient temperature.
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~:jlaI h
IAw

Fig. 7-0. Ietermination of temperature 0K taking into account

temperature 6. of curreut-cartylag part to short circuit.

Roy: (1). Copper.
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The refinement of the value of temperature 8. frequently makes

it possible to select the near substandard range section of

current-carrying part in comparison with s.... (with necessary checkout

doter ination ').

If the current-carrying parts, selected on the currents of the

normal mode of work, excessively overheat by short-circuit current,

then should be thought over the possibility of the artificial

limitation of the value of the short-circuit current and decrease of

the time of its action (decrease of the operating time of relaying).

L . __ 
__ ___A
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it Ls necessary to remember that an increase in the section of

crrentocarrying parts is the conditions of acting the short-circuit

currents is always less desirably as a result of the overexpenditure

of nonferrous metal.

Against the actions of short-circuit currents are not checked

C3-6 |:

11 the current-carrying parts, shielded by the safety fuses (see

Chapter 14) or high-impedance current-limiting resisting (for

example, busbar in the circuits of voltage transformers);

2) busbar and cables to individual receivers and separate small

distribution points of noncritical designation/purpose under the

condition of such separator of these current-carrying parts with

which their damage during short circuits does not lead to blast or

fire or to the damage of the adjacent current-carrying parts and

equipment; it must be also provided the possibility of replacing the

conductor without the considerable difficulties;

3) busbar and cables to critical inaividual receivers, including

to shop transformers in total power to 750 kVA inclusively and with

primary voltage to 10 kV inclusively, if in electrical or

technological part is a necessary redundancy with which the
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cutoff/disconnection of the receivers indicated does not cause the

disorder of production process (with the observance of the indicated

in p. 2 conditions of separatotle

Izanple of 7-3. To check to thermal resistance during short

circuit power paper-insulated cable with copper veins/strands by

section 3150 022 with the following data:

60o C; 11113, 25 Ja) 1(3) -. 12.5

I =17.6 P;.au, 0. 7

Key: (Il. U. (2). s.

Switches low-speed.

The estimated time of the action of short-circuit current we

4etecmle fro formula (7-!4):

3 1'4 +t. 0.7 + 0,2- 0.9 .

Key: (1). o.

ge determine, with what means of short circuit are more thermal

actions* Since t<1 s, then calculation we conduct taking into account

aperiodic com ponent/txrm.

Fictitious time during the three-phase short circuit

1 1'(.1)  25
,, .. 1 - -.

. . . . .. llllli .. . . . . ,,, - - ' - 12. -- - . . ..
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Oa curves in Fig. 7-6 vith $00-2 and t-0.9 s we find 1#,-1,4 s.

cceed.ag to formula (7-U) we dotermine:
t*., - -. .528 - 0.2

Key: (1). so

?ull/totailcouplete fictitious time

~1.) j'a* - t+,.. -1.4 + .2 16 e

tey: (1). a.

Victitio. time Auriag the two-phase short circuit

1"
(2) - 0471"(3) - 0.87.25 n 21 8

j2- ) 21.8 24.

Keys (1). ka.

on curves in Fig. 7-6 with p4-10'24 and t=0.9 s we find ts-. 09

a. Accordzig to formula (7-12) we determine:

to.a - 0,06.1.24R 0.06 1c.

My: (1). .

hall/total/€coplete fictitious time

,, 0.9+ 0.08 - o.8 (a.

Mey: (1). 0.

Compering the ezpreuioss of form 4j., we find:

12.5'. 1.6 < 17A.o- .gS.

L.L
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CONmSe~ntly. in thermal sea** is more dangerous two-phase shor+-

circuit.

0n curv, for copper in Fig. 7-7 when 0.=65*c we find A,=I.I.1O'.

Further so determine:

A-.+ t - 1.4.10 +

0m curve for copper we find a,_-i5o-c. that less ...... - 250C (see

above)* I.e., cable is thermostable.
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Chapter Eight.

LIMITATION OF SHORT-CIRCUIT CURRENTS.

8-1. General information.

In powerful/thick electrical devices and supplied by them

electric systems the short-circuit currents can reach such high

values, that el4ctrical equipaent of electrical stations and

substations, and also section of tap cables of electric system is

necessary to select not according to the conditions of normal mode,

but on the basis of thp stabilization of their work during short

circuits. The use/application of electrical equipment and cables,

calculated for large short-circuit currents, leads to a considerable

increase in initial costs of electrical devices and their

networks/qrids. In certain cases the short-circuit currents can be so

great that qenprally proves to be impossible or very difficult the

selection of electrical eluipment and cables, stable during short
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circuits.

Therefore in powerful/thick electrical devices apply artificial

measures the limitations of short-circuit currents how is reached the

possibility of applying of the cheaper electrical equipment: lighter

types of electrical devicas, busbars and the cables of smaller

sections. Ideal would be such condition when the electrical

equipment, selected according to the conditions of normal mode, would

prove to be stable and during short circuits,

Are examined below the different methods of limiting the

short-circuit currents. The selection of one or the other method of

limitation is dtermined by local mounting conditions and must be

reinforced by the technical-economic calculation: compare the

fundamental and operating costs of the versions of installation

without limitation and with the limitation of short-circuit current

or compare the same values for versions with the different methods of

limiting the short-circuit current. In this case should be considered

not only this installation, out it is compulsory and that electric

system which from it is supplied.

From powerful/thick electrical stations and substations are

supplied the very branched cable systems with the numerous reducing

substations, on they are which established/installed a large number
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of different electrical devices. Therefore, if the realization of

actions for the limitation of short-circuit currents leads even to

certain increass in the capital expenditures and the operating costs

for this installation, then this, as a rule, with excess it is

redeemed due to the reduction of prices of the cables of network/grid

and electrical equipment o. suostations, and in certain cases and due

to the decrease of operating costs on electric system and

substations. For example, during tue setting up of reactors on the

waste/exiting cable lines of power plant (Fig. 8-7c) the cost/value

of the construction of the distributor of station usually increases

with certain increase in the operating costs (energy loss in

reactors, expenditure for the repair of reactors, etc.). At the same

time these supplementary consumption usually many times overlap due

to the decrease of capital expenditures and operating costs on

network/grid and reducing substations.

In general the limitation of short-circuit current is achieved

by an increase in the resistor/resistance of short circuit either via

the realization of the separate operation of the feeding

aggreqates/units and lines of electric system or by the inclusion

consecutively/serally into the circuit of special

resistors/resistances.

it is most considerable the value of short-circuit current can
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be restricted, if to refuse from multiple operation on the

qeneral/common/total electric system of generators, and especially

the power plants of system. However, this is completely inadmissible

on the series/row of the technical-economic reasons: to sharp

deterioration in the efficiency/cost-effectiveness of the work of

separate aggregates/units, stations and power systems as a whole, to

a very considerable decrease in the reliability of the power supply

of users, an increase of the reserve capacity of agqregates/units,

etc., in more detail those presented in ehapter 3 and 22. On the

contrary, the clearly expressed trend of contemporary development of

power system management in all countries of peace/world is ever wider

association of power plants and separate power systems for multiple

operation and creation of the high-power pools.

At the same time in practice is used extensively for limiting

the value of short-circuit currents the separate work of the

step-down transformers and lines of the feeding electric system,

about which it will be said below.

Page 141.

For an artificial increase in the resistor/resistance of short

circuit are connected in three phases inductive reactances, called

reactors, or effective resistance.
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In installations with voltage higher than 1000 V, where relative

value of the effective resistance of circuit is usually small, the

larger limitation of short-circuit current is achieved by the setting

up of reactors. The current-limiting effective resistance are applied

mainly in the low-power circuits of voltage transformers (see Chapter

20). will be examined below limitation of short-circuit currents with

the aid of reactors.

When selecting and development of the schematics of the

electrical connections of installations and networks/grids it is

necessary to consider the possible strength of currents of short

closing/shorting and, other conditions being equal, to give

preference to those diagrams, in which their value is less (see Vol.

2, chapter 1-5).

One of such cases is illustrated by diagrams in Fig. 8-1. Let us

assume that from the district power plant, equipped by two

powerful/thick turbo units, electric power must be transmitted along

two electric power lines by voltage 220 kV on the busbars of the

substation of power system, which is located from power plant at a

distance of 150 km. Are possible two versions of the diagram of power

plant as this shown in Fig. 8-1d and c. In the first version at
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station are installed the collectinq mains by voltage 220 kV,

connected with two parallel electric power lines with the busbars of

the substation of system.

In the second version are fulfilled block connections generator

- the step-up transformer - transmission line without collecting

mains 220 kV at station. Block diagram is considerably simpler and

cheaper, for its fulfillment is required less than electrical

equipment. At the same time in block diagram are considerably less

short-circuit currents on power plant, which illustrates the given

below example.

Example of 8-1. To compare the strengths of impact currents

during three-phasq short circuit at points K on diagrams in Fig. 8-la

and c.

The initial data:

furbogenprators G-I and G-2: Sr.,,o. =25 MVA; U,,i, '15,75 kV; x. =0.1g.

Transformers T-1 and T-2- S,.,= 2 40 MVA; "I4%.

Lines L-1 and L-2: 7=150 ka; x=0.4 Q/km.
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System C:S...,-300o VA; -*.c-09 (to the busbars of the substation

of system, referred to the nominal power of system).

Medium voltages: the step/stage of generator voltage 15.75 kV,

step/stage of the increased voltage 230 kv.

We accept So-I 003 VA; we lead to it the resistors/resistances

of all network elements we coanect of substitution for both versions

(Fig. 8-lb and c) with the indication of them of the given relative

re sistors/resi stances.

During determination ty we separate/liberate G-2 into separate

branch, since for it one should accept ky- 1 .9.

For the step/stage of short circuit U6"UP -5.7S kY and

I00O

vy-- '-575 36.7 k A.

Calculation for the first version (Fig. 8-1a and b).
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Resulting resistor/resistance from G-1 and C.

AS +

1,13 0.8- 1.0,81 + OM + 2- + o.

then

367 36,71= I/.-j-T+I.9 V 2 .j "-- 206 kA.

Calculation for the second version (Fig. 8-ic and $.

jI
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6. ) e

()C,8-I Ciaram toIu e (a ) of Cu-I.e

r-I J7-ult-n As2i r

" K o. i~ --u,. -i l--. +  o.5 ,-t- t, 49thent

Fig. 8-1. Diagrams to example of 8-1.

Key: (1). System. (2). substation of system. (3). kV.
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The resulting resistor/resistance from G-1 and C

(0.81 + 0.58 + 1.13) 0.3

0.61 + 106 t 1.I--O.4 +t-O.5d +±11 1,I~I98.

then

i.e. is less by 37 kA cr to 18o/o.
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The limitation of short-circuit currents in general:

1) raises the reliability of the work of settings up and

decreases the probability of damaging electrical equipment during the

short circuits;

2) make it possible to establish/install simpler and cheaper

electrical equipment (apparatuses , current-carrying parts, etc.) as a

result of the possibility of its selection to smaller short-circuit

curre nts.

8. 2. Separate work of transformers and feeding lines.

A substantial limitation of short-circuit currents on the

secondary side of the reducing substations is achieved at the

separate work of transformers. This is evident from the fact that if

the calculated resistor/resistance of short circuit to point K with

the multiple operation of transformers (Fig. 8-2a, sectionalizing

switch CB it is connected) comprises (when

S C.*2) X. ---x&= X t h e n with the separate work of the

transformers (Fig. 8-2b, Ca it is disconnected) it increases to
__ .a='o $ H-ioyx.€ . - Hr .~ - inductiv, reactance of system to
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busbars U1 , in reference to its nominal power. Is the less "c the

more changes x.M.$ the short-circuit current with the separate work of

transformers. In limit when x, =O (S,.,,=oo) because of the separate

work of current transformers of short circuit at point K will be 2

times less, rather than with the multiple operation of transformers.

With the separate work of transformers usually somewhat at the

same time increase the loss of electric power in them as a result of

different load of transformers, by the caused different load S, and

Sz sections of collecting mains by voltage U2 . However, this increase

of the transformer losses, as a rule, is small; therefore in practice

they consider economically advisable to apply the separate work of

the step-down transformers in all cases when this is desirable from

the conditions of limiting the short-circuit currents.

Exception/eliminatioa can be the powerful/thick substations, at

secondary voltage of which are established/installed the synchronous

condensers, employees for consumption/production/generation and

delivery into the network/grid of the system of reactive power (cm

ehapter 22). Under these conditions frequently there is

hindered/hampered or even impossible the separate work of

transformers due to condition into the network/grid of reactive/jet

power, developed by compensators, and it is necessary to retain the

multiple operation of transtormers resorting to other methods of
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limiting the short-circuit current which are presented below.

Powerful/thick and critical installations frequently supply

along two electric power lines (Fig. 8-1a). It is obvious that also

in this case separate work of the feeding lines with the off

sectionalizing switch CB on substation (Fig. 8.3b) gives the smaller

values of short-circuit currents in network/grid, for example at

point K.

in circular electric systems for reduction in current of short

circuit it is possible to hold the ring of lines by normally extended

on one of the substaticns of network/grid.
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F g. - 2 g-2 7- 2

A M S, ao -e

Fig. 8-2. Fig. d-3.

Fig. 8-2. Diagrams of substation with parallel (a) and separate (b)

work of transformers.

Fig. 8-3. Diagrams of substation with parallel (a) and separate (b)

work of feeding lines.
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Let us nots that with the separate work of transformers and

lines the steadiness of feed by electric power of users is provided

by special automatic devices/equipment (AVR - automatic input unit of

reserve), which switch on normally off sectionalizing switch SV with

emerqency cutoff/disconnection of one of the transformers or by one

of the lines. The power of each transformer or the capacity of each

line must be sufficient for feed load of substation.
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Example of 8-2. During three-phase short circuit at point K in

the diagram in Fig. 8-2 to determine impact current for the cases of

the parallel ani separate work of the transformers of substation.

The initial data: S,.,,,,,-Ijooo IIVA; x.c-0.6; s1, ..., = 12 VA;

., U 10,5*/.. U. - 115 kV ; Lit 0, k V.

We accept s,-S,.,-,,-t'oN NVA and we lead to it the

resistor/resistance of the transformers

I UOOx,U= O.105 - - 0.88.

With U68 UP= I0,5 kV we determine

1000t.o,, = - == 55 h
3.1A= ~ 0,5 kA.

Short circuit with the connected sectionalizing switch CB:

X.Pac - 0.6 +088 1,04;

55

T4 3 A an 1.8 Y 5 3 = 135 kA.

Short circuit with the off sectionalizing switch CB:
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X.opn" - 0.6 + 0,88 - 1.48;

I" 1 4=37 (-nJ j=1,8V2737z-=95 kA, i.e., it is less

approximately/exemplarily to 30o/o.

8.3. Use/application of transformers with split windings.

In certain cases at electrical stations and substations can be

used the transformers with split windings, with which is achieved a

substantial limitation of short-circuit currents.

Transformer with multiple winding - this is multicircuit

transformer in which two or more than winding are designed for one

voltaqe and arq utilized for a connection to the different sections

of the collecting mains of station or substation (Fig. 8-5c;

sectionalizing switch CB is normally disconnected).

Most use etpnsively powerful/thick transformers with the split

low-voltage winnings, as shown in Fig. 8-4a and c for transformers to

two and three voltages. Both circuits of split winding are designed

for identical power (usually to 50o/o of nominal power of

transformer) and possess identical resistor/resistance. The

cost/value of such transforaers barely differs from the cost/value of

the transformers of normal construction/design.

In the n~cessary cases the transformers can be performed with
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splitting/fission of wiadings into three, four and more than circuit,

which, however, complicates their construction/design and increases

their cost/value.

fhe characteristic values of transformers with split windings as

triple-wound transformers, they are voltages of short circuit for

each pair of windings with the idling of the third winding. For

transformers with two voltages and multiple low- oltage windings such

values are ,,-, and u,.-" (Fig. 8-4a) , and also,sH//,H defined with

parallel connection of the circuits of the split low-voltage winding,

i.e., as for a usual double wound transformer without

splitting/fission of its wiadinys.
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LIN

U 6

Fig. 8-4. schematics of transformers with split windings.
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The replacpment scheme of transformer by two voltages with the

split low-voltaqle windings is yivrau in Fig. 8-4b (for one phase).

Inductive winding impedances determine from the following conditions:

'hrough inductive reactance (with parallel connection of

low-voltage windings)

XCUS USSBHI/Ik = -8j+ O.5xR. (8-1)

Singe-circuit inductive reactance (one of the low-voltage

windings is disconnected)

x OAK4 -U.B11 x XB + XW1 (8-2)
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Mutual inductive reactance or inductive reactance of the

splitting/fission (winding B is disconnected)

XP= -H =._. - 2x.. (8-3)

From conditions (8-1) and (8-J) we obtain:

X8 = U-1II1 - 0,25uH-H - X- 0,25xPW .

(8-4)

while from condition (8-3)

Xl = 0,5u.H i=1---0,5XC., (8-5)

Here all values x and U, must be expressed in relative unity at

the nominal power of transformer.

Transformers can be performed for different relationships/ratios

U"BH--e _,_ 'but the optimum value of this sense is equal to 4 (8-11."%B-i/ti XCKS

Soviet plants manufacture powerful/thick single-phases transformer

with split winlings whose impedance voltage LL.nIH is received by the

same as in the usual double wound transformers of the same power also

to the same voltages, when X&CU== 4 xx.

Under thesp conditions for Soviet transformers with split

windings:

Xu = 0 if Xf 2xK., = 2 u.B°H/IH. (8-6)
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Therefore in the extreme case when the resistor/resistance of

system to transformer (tc winding 8) can be taken as equal to zero

(x. 3-0 and x.- 0). then of short circuit on side of one of split

windings H is limited only to one resistor/resistance IH independent

of presence or absence of power supplies from the side of the second

winding H. But if we consider that resistor/resistance I,, is 2 times

more than inductive reactance of double wound transformer without

splitting/fission of windings, then in the limiting case in question

with split windings short-circuit current on the side of winding H

will be 2 times less, rather than with the transformer of the same

power, but without split windings.

Via analok7ous reasonings it is possible to determine winding

impedances of transformer during splitting/fission of low-voltage

winding on three and more than circuit or during splitting/fission of

the winding of another voltage.

if transformpr has three voltages with the split low-voltage

winding, then winding impedances can be calculated according to

formulas f4-1, Section 35]:

X3 - 0.5(U- B-C + UK B-H- UK C-H);

XC - 0.5 (u B-C + , C-t - u, B-H); (8-7)

x= 0,5 (ua B-H+"K C-H4 UK B-1_ -0.25u. H-H;
XFl - 0.5u H-H"

L1
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Here 11KB-C* ums-. and UKC-H -impedance voltage of triple-wound

transformer without splitting/fission of its windings.

For single-phases transformer with concentric windings during

their usual location relative to core (near core - winding Ha. then

winding CH and the outer winding Bil) it is possible to accept:

U" H-H £pcI XPC u CM (8-8)

Example of 8-3. To compare the strengths of impact currents

during three-phase short circuit at points K-1 on diagrams in Fig.

8-5a and c.

The initial data:

)jydraulic generators u-I and G-2: s.-5 5 RVA; Vr,...-1.5 kV;

xvdO.24. have damping windings.

Transformqr T; group of three single-phases transformer with a

power of ST sm3-6O-1 M~ VA; KIO5/ for single-phases transformer with

the split low-voltage windings UK BHH IO.5./, andU 3 -I 4a f-'H

System C: S, w'V- 5W my&, IIC-07

We accept Su-OO AVA and U0 -U,,-Iu.5 kV; then 16 -. 5 kA.
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~cm.M C9

9-2

ll C-

C Cf-I r-2 r-i €'-z

C4) 80'M

Id 4

r~ A

r.N ra

Fig. 8-5. Diagrams for example of 8-3.
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For both versions we connect of substitution (Fig. 8-5b and c)

and indicate them the resistors/resistances, led to base line power.

For a version with the split low-voltage windings according to

conditions (8-6) Au o and x, '20.105 .0,21, then x, - 0 and
-.. , - 0, IG.

in both versions short-circuit current on generator G-1 one and

the same, since it does not depend on the type of the adjustable

transformer. Let us determine this current by formula (6-55), after

acceptinq on Table 6-1 for a hydraulic generator with damper windings

kL L ...--- __ __I - I ----- _
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vhen 0.24 'coefficient

,, 109.5.5

. 21.4 kA and I, 1.9 Vr.21.4 53 kA.

Calculation for the first version (Fig. 8-5a and b).

For the branch of system k=1; therefore

-6. 0.0. 8 '

Current from generator P.2kh4 I.,=2t.4" ,

Impact current from system and generator G-2

,i 58+1,61,2.27.8-:129kA, but taking into account generator

J: , -. 129 + 56= - i kA.

Calculation for the second version (Fig. 8-5c and d).

For the branch of system and second hydraulic generator we

accept how for the case cf different types of generators, k-1.

Resulting resistor/resistaace from system and second generator
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X4 ( , + X )

X1 + xaj + IT +~
0,14 (0.28 + 0.116)
S0,14 "+" 0.20.0.116 "O 0. 22.

Current from system and second generator - _  A,5kA and

iy- 1,81YT25 =-1kA, but taking into account generator -/ iv,=64+58- i22 kk.

Thus, because of the use/application of a transformer with split

winding the flowing into point K-1 impact short-circuit current
129

changed: from system and generator G-2 - in -9-2 the tine, and

187full/total/complete value- in I--I*5 time, which, of course,

substantially manifests itself when selecting of electrical equipment

of generator voltage.

Since through inductive reactance of transfcrmer with split

windings is equal to inductive reactance of usual transformer without

splitting/fission of windings, then, obviously, the value of

short-circuit current during short circuit at the increased voltage

at point K-2 in both cases will be identical.

In the second version of diagram in Fig. 8-5c sectionalizing

switch CB of normal is disconnected and generators work in parallel

through the transformer with split windings. With

cutoff/disconnection of one of the generators switch CB must be
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connected so that the corresponding section of the busbars of

generator voltage would be supplied directly from remaining in work

generator. This prevents/warns the return flow of power through the

split circuits of the low-voltage windings of transformer, which is

conjugated/combined with the considerable losses of voltage and

energy,

8.4. Use/application of reactors.

Reactor is coil with the low active resistor/resistance; the

turns of coil are isolated/insulated from each other, and entire coil

as a whole is isolated/insulated from the grounded parts. Coil is

fastened on framework/body troa Lnsulating material (see Fig. 371)



The ends/leads of the windings are equipped with terminals/grippers

for the series connection of reactor into network/grid. In

three-phase settings up are applied the reactors, which consist of

three coils.

Reactor is characterized by rated current lp.o' nominal voltage

UP.Ho, and inductive reactance in percentages XPO/O. The latter is

determined from the following formula (see Chapter 6):

up.,,o 100. (8-9)
ep.HOu o e8-9o

where x,=- wLjO-3 [ohn] with the inductance of reactor L, expressed in
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millihenry.

The effective resistance of reactor is insignificant; therefore

during calculations of short-circuit currents of its they do not

consider.

The reactors, used for limiting the short-circuit currents, are

performed without steel cores so that the inductance their L and,

consequently, also inductive reactanceX, would not depend on the

current, flowing on the winding of reactor. If reactor was equipped

with steel core, then with the course of short-circuit current would

occur the saturation of core and the decrease of the inductance of

reactor. Therefore the reactor with steel core, which possesses with

the saturated core the inductance, sufficient for the assigned

limitation of short-circuit current, would have in the normal mode of

work - with unsaturated core - the increased value of inductance,

which would lead to the increased loss of voltage in it in the normal

mode of work. FurthermorE, reactor with steel core is more expensive

in it more than energy loss: are added core loss to hysteresis and

eddy currents.

Page 146.

If the circuit into which is connected the reactor, is supplied
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from the source of the unlimited power, i.e., if the voltage,

conducted/supplied to reactor, in all modes/conditions remains the

constant and equal to U,, (condition x.c O0), then periodic

component/term of short-circuit current during damage after reactor

is determined from formula (6-47):

from which it is evident that is the more x1/, and is the less .

the less and maximum possible short-circuit current during damage

after reactor.

With the feed of circuit from the intallation of final power the

ability of reactor to limit short-circuit current is characterized by

its relative base line resistor/resistance, determined according to

formula (6-20). The greater the relative base line

resistor/resistance of reactor, the more it limits short-circuit

current.

If we for base line power accept the nominal power of the

generators of station or system and respectively in formula (6-20)

16 to replace I.M,, then it Mill become obvious, that reactor the more

limits the short-circuit current, the less its rated current in

comparison with the given rated current of power supplies, or, in

other words, the less the power of circuit, into which is connected
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the reactor, in comparison with the power of the feeding of

installation or system.

Thus, with the same value xp%, reactors to small rated currents

more greatly limit short-circuit currents, rather than reactors to

large rated currents.

In the normal mode cf work in reactor is certain loss of

voltaqe, the numerically equal to an arithmetical difference in the

phase voltages before and after reactor AU -U1 -Ulo . Fig. 8-6a gives

the diagram of voltage distribution in circuit with reactor during

the normal mode of the work, on which is shcwn the loss of voltage in

reactor AU,. The dependence between the loss of voltage AU, and a drop

in voltage ,'' in reactor it is easy to determine from vector

diagram in Fig. 8-6b, constructed under the assumption rp==O.Lf we

conduct arc with a radius of U,0 then the loss of voltage will be

determined by cut -=IAU4,=U10,-U .

In view of the smallness of angle it is possible to accept

cut -e=O and to assume 6CzT #.AUW From triangle abc we determine

6z=a- sin? or

AU = ,x,sin

After substituting the resistor/resistance of reactor in percentages
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from formula (8-9) and after producing the necessary transformations,

we will obtain:

osin,. (8-1 0

Since usually U1,4 - UYC,,,,. the expression (8-10) makes it

possible to determiLe t1e loss of voltage in reactor in the

percentaqes of the nominal voltage of setting up with known for load

circuit (reactor) I.

Power loss in reactors without cores is usually small and

composes 0. 15-0.4o/o of power, which takes place through the reactor.

In spite of this, the annual loss of electric power in reactors can

be considerable.

L .. ..
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a) PIAL'.o

1,

Fig. 8-6. Normal mode ot the work of circuit with reactor. a) the

diagram of the voltage distribution; b) vector diagram of voltages

and currents.
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If is noted for power loss in the coil of the reactor (see table P-7)

with load its rated current 1pnom. then annual energy loss in the coils

of three phases will be determined according to the following

formula, known from course "electrical networks" (7-1]:

f I.
AMOA - 3 1 P ken j (6-1)

where . - a current of the peak load of circuit (reactor) , and;

AP - power loss in reactor with rated current, kV;
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r - time of maximum losses which determine depending on,.

(see 4-3) and cos * the loads of circuit according to the diagram,

given in appendix 11-8.

Fig. 8-7 gives different circuit diagrams of reactors on

electrical stations and substations. During the evaluation/estimate

of these diagrams should ae considered the losses of voltage and

enerqy in reactors and the effectiveness of the limitation by them of

short-circuit current.

Reactors P, established/installed in the circuits of generators

(Fig. 8-7a), limit the currents of short during closings/shortings

both within the limits of station itself - in the circuits of

generators and waste/exiting lines, on collacting mains both in other

circuits and at any point of electric system, which feeds from

station. A deficiency/lack in the diagram is small limitation of

short-circuit current as a result of the large rated current of
reactors (Ip .I ) with their comparatively small inductive

reactance - not more than b-do/o. Latter/last limitation is caused by

the loss of voltage in the reactors through which flows/occurs/lasts

entire/all manufactured by generators electric power. So, if

generators work with con T=0.8, then according to formula (8-10) the
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loss of voltage in reactors with inductive reactances indicated with

full load will compose 3.6-4.8o/o. With respect to this for

guaranteeing normal stress on the collecting mains of station load

voltage of generators must be supported to 3.6-4.8o6 of higher than

their nominal voltage (generators of domestic manufacture can long

work with voltages, that exceeds their nominal voltage to 10o/o

inclusively; however, with increase voltages more than on 5o/o

generators cannot be loaded to their nominal power - see 122-1).

Besides that indicated, in the diagram a in question the value

of short-circuit current on the collecting mains of station increases

proportional to a number or connected generators; therefore in this

diagram it is not possible to lulfill powerful/thick station to a

large number of aggregates/units. in this diagram are considerable

also the annual losses of electric power in reactors. All this tells

the inexpediency of reactor shutdown in the circuit of the generators

of power plants.

In diagram b are established/installed the sectional reactors

PC-i and PC-2, connected in series into collecting mains. The

waste/pxiting lines distribute between sections so that they as far

as possible would be loaded equally. Therefore in the normal mode

throuqh sectional reactors flow/occur/last small currents and power

losses and energy in them they are small.
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Sectional reactors limit cuLrren~ts during short circuits both at

station itself andl in its electric system. However, short-circuit

currents from the generators of different sections are limited

different ly.
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r-1 -r- -P.3 1--6)  r-3 r- 1 r-Z C/I J -) CA

Fig. B-7. Sitos of installation of reactors i-n the diagrams of

connections of electrical stations and substations.
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So, during shorf itla o ot sK in the diagram b current I from

generator G-1 is not limited to sectional reactors, current I, from

generator G-2 i'; limited oy one sectional reactor PCh-1, but current

/ a from generator L_3 is limited by the already two reactors: PC-i

and PC-2; therefore I.,>I> ,.3.

With the cutoff/disconnection of generator of one of the

sections throuqh th? sectional reactor flows/occurs/lasts the current

of load, necessary for the feed of the waste/exiting lines of the

section of the disconnected generator. In the majority of the cases
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sectional reactor proves to be loaded to the current, which does not

exceed 60-80o/o of the rated current of generator. To this current

must be selected sectional reactor.

Of the condition of limiting the short-circuit current it is

desirable to have largest possible resistor/resistance of sectional

reactors. But taking into account that in the normal mode through

sectional reactors certain current nevertheless flows/occurs/lasts

(caused by the in practice different load of sections), for

warning/preventing the considerable difference of voltages in

sections apply sectional reactors with resistor/resistance to 8-10o/o

and as an excoption 12o/o.

Thus, with the aid of only the sectional reactors, which possess

larqe rated current during d comparatively small resistor/resistance,

it is not possible to consideraoly restrict short-circuit current,

especially if one considers that from one of the current generators

of short circuit remains unconfined (in the diagram b - current I,,

from generator G-1). With the aid of some sectional reactors it is

possible to attain the necessary limitation of short-circuit current

only on power plants with a small number of generators of

comparatively small power.

tf during the design of the power plants of small and
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average/mean power appears the need of limiting the short-circuit

currents, then always should be checked the possibility of applying

this method of reactance/reacting as an economically very advisable

as a result of a small number of reactors small increase in the

capital expenditures and small annual energy losses in reactors.

With an increase in the number of sections the short-circuit

current in diagram b grows/rises proportional to a number of

sections, but it is considerably slower. In more detail than the

diagram of stations with the reacted collecting mains they are

examined iL Vol. 2.

On diagrams b-1 and o-2 is shown the installation of reactors on

cable lines by the voltage b-10 kV of power plants. Reactors in lines

decrease the short-circuit current only during closing/shorting in

network/grid, i.e., on line after reactor. Actually/really, during

short circuit on the collecting mains of station at point K-i

(diagram b 1) the short-circuit current from generators to reactors

is not limited. Is not limited it, also, during closings/shortings in

the circuits of generators (K-2) or during connections to the

collecting mains, not equipped with reactors (K-3).

In the case of closing/shorting on line after reactor (K-4 in

the diagram b-2) the short-circuit current is considerably limited to
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the resistor/resistance of the reactor

,(, + .41, + 1.1

The rated current of reactors on the waste/exiting lines is

usually small; therefore they coasiderably limit short-circuit

current, even with the small value of their inductive reactance. The

latter can reach 8-10o/o, but when in normal mode the loss of voltage

in reactors does not exceed 5o/o [it is determined from formula

(8-10) ],

During short circuits in aetwork/grid the loss of voltage in the

reactor of line makes it possible to support at the collecting mains

of setting up consideraole voltage, as is evident from the diagram of

voltages on Fig. 6-1. The greater the value of residual voltage, the

less affects the short circuit the work of the electrical receivers

of the sound lines, connected to the same collecting mains.

the value of the residual voltage, supported by reactor at

collecting mains, can be determined by formula (6-51). After

accepting short circuit on line directly after reactor and after

expressing the resistor/resistance of reactor in percentages, after

the transformation of the formula Lndicated we will obtain:

U .o o- XO 1/, 1 . (8-12)
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Usually U=, they determine when I. When u,.,. -UY,.N, for formula

(8-12) it makes it possible to determine residual voltage in the

percentages of the nominal voltage of installation.

The value of residual voltage is not calibrated.

Deficiencies/lacks in the limitation of short-circuit currents

with the aid of reactors on lines (diagram c) are: the need

installation of a large number of reactors, that very complicates

construction/design and operation of distributor and increases its

cost/value, essential energy losses in reactors and finally the need

of regulating the voltage on the collecting mains of installation

taking into account the loss of voltage in the reactors of lines.

Page 149.

In spite of this, diagram in they use extensively on those power

plants of th. small and average/mean power where is not required the

limitation of short-circuit current in the circuits of generators

also on collecting mains.

With a large number of waste/exiting lines of small power apply

group reactors (diagram c), than they can be achieved/reached the

considerable decrease of a number of reactors and the reduction of
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prices of the distributoL of station.

In diagram b is provided the installation of sectional reactor

and reactors on departing lines how is achieved the limitation of

short-circuit currents at closings/shortings both at station itself

and in its electric system. Diagram is used extensively on

powerful/thick heat and power plants.

On substations, as noted above, the very effective method of

limiting the short-circuit current at secondary voltage is the

separate work of transformers. ir this action is insufficient or is

impossible, then are established/installed reactors in departing

cable lines as this shown in the diagram f. In this case is

economically advisable the multiple operation of the transformers (CB

is connected). However, with very powerful/thick transformers

additionally can be used their separate work (CB is disconnected),

which leads to reduction in current of short circuit on the

collecting mains of secondary voltaqe, and sometimes also to the

possibility of installation on the waste/exiting lines of reactors

with smaller inductive reactance (with the same short-circuit current

in network/grid).

Reactors in the circuits of the step-down transformers

substations (diagram g) it is ezpedient to establish/install when
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with the separate work of the transformers (CB is disconnected) it is

possible to refuse from installation a large number of reactors on

the waste/exiting lines. These reactors similar to reactors in the

circuits of generators cannot significantly restrict short-circuit

current; therefore with tAe multiple operation of transformers effect

from their use/application is small.

The possibility of installation of reactors in the circuits of

transformers must be checked from the conditions for voltage error in

users in different operating modes. Most simply this problem is

solved during setting up on the substation of transformers with

regulating of load stress (see Chapter 23).

Sectional reactors on substations they do not apply, since they

greatly little limit short-circuit current.

On waste/exiting aerial lines by voltage higher than 1000 in

reactors are not established/installed, since considerable inductive

resistance of these lines (-0.4 oau/cm) sufficiently limits the

current of short circuit on the reducing substations.

The greatest possible value of inductive reactance of the

reactors, adjusted in the circuits of cable lines and power

transformers, is limited by the loss of voltage in them in the normal
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mode of work. In this respect more favorable conditions occur during

the installation up of the so-called double reactors which in recent

years begin to apply on electrical stations and substations.

The doubled reactor is structurally/constructurally similar/such

to usual reactor and differs from it in terms of the presence of

conclusion/output from the middle of winding (Fig. 8-8a). Both

branches (half, section) of the doubled reactor are arranged/located

with one above another in the identical direction of the turns of

windi ng.

It is normal both branches and extreme conclusions (A, and A2 )

are performed to identical rated current. Average conclusion (&I

usually is utilized for the connection of supply of power (Fig. 8-8b

and c); therefore it occurs calculated for dual current.

Inductance L of the branches of reactor are identical; therefore

inductive reactance of each branch of reactor with absence of current

in another branch it comFrises za _wL (Fig. 8-8b).

Let us determine inductive redctance of the branch of the

doubled reactor with course by its branches of the identical currents

of load. This case is given ja Fig. 8-8c, where the power supply is

connected to the average output A of reactor, and identical loads -
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to by the extreme conclusion/output A, and A2. The effective

resistance of windings reactors we do not consider.

Both branches of the doubled reactor are magnetically connected

with mutual inductance M. A voltage drop in the branch of reactor

with equal currents in branches comprises:

&U =.L! - WAll.

From theoretical electrical enqineering it is known that the

degree of the inductive coupling of two coils characterizes coupling

coefficient k. Al 4!where L, and L3 - inductance of coils, but N -

their mutual inductance.
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In the case of the dounled reactor L1=L2 ; therefore for it

coupling coefficientk1 ,= . Under this condition a voltage drop in
L

the branch of reactor will be:

AU =,.l - w,.l = xl - xkl -
-,)X.I == X, .,

where (I-k.)

it is inductive reactance of the branch of the doubled reactor under
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conditions indicated above.

The value of coupling coefficient depends on the design of the

doubled reactor. Usually kc,=0,4-0,5.

From f ... aula (8-13) it is evident that during the use of the

ioubled reactor on diagram in Fig. 8-8c inductive zeactance of its

branch decreases to value xs. whichA when k0,.--05 is 2 tines less X,.

Respectively decreases the loss of voltage in normal mode.

From the aforesaid it is possible to draw the conclusion that if

inductive reactance of usual reactor xp is equal to inductive

reactance x, of the branch of the doubled reactor and rated currents

of both reactors are also equal, then with the equal currents of load

in both branches of the doubled reactor the loss of voltage in each

of its branches will be less than the loss of voltage in usual

reactor I once (when k,=0,5-2 times).

During the use of the doubled reactor on diagram in Fig. 8-8d

(conclusion/output A - idle) the currents in both branches of reactor

are equal and directed to one side; therefore a total voltage drop in

reactor will comprise
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AU 2wLI + 2wM! = 2wLI + 2wLkI ,l-

S2x,(l + k..) I = x .,.

where -true= 2x. (I + k.) (8-11)

it is through inductive resistance of both branches of the doubled

reactor with the course in them o± current in one direction (during

the addition of magnetic fields of both branches of reactor).

If k .=0,5, then x., = 3x,. it is obvious that to utilize the

doubled reactor with the return flow of power in normal mode from one

conclusion/output A, tc next A2 (or vice versa) is inexpedient as a

result of the large loss of voltage in reactor.

The replacement scheme of the doubled reactor, which considers

mutual induction between its branches, is given in Fig. 8-8e. From it

it is evident that if the power supply is connected to

conclusion/output A, and snort circuit occurred fzom the side of

conclusion/output Ag (or A2 ), then short-circuit current is limited

to internal resistance x, of the branch of reactor.

/
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A1 X6(I4&B6) xd (1,,keo)

if 7

Fig. 8-8. Schematics of the doubled reactors.

N-3H-3 -3

-x5 kcs

ell#X X2

-H-2
a) / 6)

f1.g. 8-9. Short circuit in circuit of doubled reactor in presence of

power supplies from the side ot his all three conclusion/output.
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But if source is connected from the side of conclusion/output R, (or
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&2). then during closing/shorting from the side of conclusion/output

A2 (or respectively A,) short-circuit current is limited to through

resistor/resistance Xc, of reactor, in 2(1+k.) time large X6

By least favorable is the case of closing/shorting on the side

of conclusion/output A with the connection of the energy sources fror

the side of both the extreme conclusion/output A, and A2 , since in

this case short-circuit current is limited to resistor/resistance,

equal to 0.5x,(I -- k,.). which when kca.0.5 composes in all 0. 2 5x.

Fig. 8-9a qives the version of the connection of sources from

the side of all threp outputs ot reactor. During short circuit from

the side of onq of the extreme cozclusion/output, for example at

point K, resulting resistor/resistance from sources I-1 and 1-3

taking into account their resistors/resistances of x1 and x3, led to

the same base line conditions tnat also the resisto r/resistance of

the branches of repctor x., will comprise (Fig. 8-9b)

Ix, + x,(i + k,.) (xj - xskc!)
Xpe + - ±-X,(I +k,).

Let us point out that it value x-x k turns out to be with

negative sign, which occurs when X kc.>x, then it is possible to

accept
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X, - xskc& == 0

and to count x, .x.( k)

Let us determine the loss of voltage in the branches of reactor

vith their different load (Fig. 8-10a). For the left branch

AU00 = X01, sin ?I - xsk,,1 31 Sin is.

Substituting from (8-9)

JC.**U p ROM

and assuming/setting UP.o,=U,,, after transformation we obtain the

loss of voltage in the left branch of reactor in percentages of Uyc -m:

J, siny - kc sint 1AU .V .= X ,/oV .,o (8 -15 a)

It is analogous for the riynt branch:

ig sin ip, - kee,j sin , (.1 )'

AUV. =x ",/. 5p."oM

Let us determine voltage on the extreme output h, of reactor

during short circuit from the side of another extreme

conclusion/output A2 (Fig. 8-10O). For simplification let us assume

that during short circuit on conclusion/output A2 another branch of

reactor runs idle (Ij=O). ouring three-phase short circuit at point K

the voltage on conclusion/output A2 is equal to zero. Interphase
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voltage from the side of supply of power

LJ - La - / ~,

The short-circuit current, flowing on one branch of reactor,

induces in its another iranch of oaf, equal to zkcl.,' and that having

the same direction, as voltage xi[. Therefore interphase voltage on

conclusion/output A, will comprise

UA, - V1/(3jx + xkcI.) - V/za ( + k,) I.

After replacing x* tarough x/ and after accepting U P41--1U YCT4W

we obtain:

'K

UAi/ - x./(I + hc) i . (816)

Since short-circuit current can exceed the rated current of

reactor 9-10 times, then, as this follows from formula (8-16), with

the course of short-circuit current in one branch of reactor load

voltage of the second branch can considerably exceed the nominal

voltage of reactor and reach value (1.2-1.35) Up... [8-21. For

example, when z,-8/ k 3=O0,5; IP..,-t5Oa andl- 8.vaand load voltage of

intact/uninjured/undamaged branch will comprise

8
UAI - 8(I + o.5)a - 128,/..

If we consider the load of the intact/uninjured/undamaged branch

of reactor, then an increase in the voltage on it will be somewhat
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less due to the additional loss of voltage in this branch from the

current of load.

The increase in the voltage indicated on the

intact/uninjured/undamaged branch of reactor during short circuit on

its another branch is as essential deficiency/lack in the doubled

reactors.
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1,- - 12 I2

U1  41

Co , al 1J

Fig. 8-10. Schematics of the doubled reactors to the determination of

voltage on conclusion/cutput. a) in the normal mode of the work; b)

during short circuit on one conclusion/output.
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However, as a result of the short duration of these increases in the

voltage (only to the period of short circuit - usually not more than

0.3-1.5 s) they are not dangerous Lor the insulation of the

electrical apparatuses of conductors and electric motors, connected

to the line on which occurred an increase in the voltage. Virtually

these short-term increases in the voltage do not manifest themselves

the work of electric motcrs, and thereby they do not affect also the

work of the mechanisms, connected with these engines. As a result of

the short general/common/total duration of such increases in the

voltage during year they do not manifest themselves also the service

life of incandescent lamps.
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The sites of installation of the doubled reactors in the

diagrams of electrical stations and substations are shown in Fig.

8-11. The doubled reactors can be applied on the waste/exiting cable

lines (diagram a); in this case each reactor is utilized for the feed

of two lines, which 2 times decreases a number of reactors in

comparison with usual reactors. Descend also the losses of voltage in

reactors in the normal mode of work. An even larger savings is

reached at the use/application of the group doubled reactors on

diagram b.

On diagrams c and d is shown the use of the doubled reactors as

sectional ones. In diagram c they are connected in the circuit of

generators, while in diagram c - into the circuit of the step-up

transformer. In powerful/tick stations additionally are installed

the reactors on the waste/exiting cable lines.

In the diagram e the doubled reactor is used in the circuit of

the step-down transformer substation. On powerful/thick substations

additionally can be established/installed the reactors on the

waste/exiting cable lines.

Let us not* that the effectiveness of the use/application of the
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doubled reactors in the circuits of the powerful/thick step-up and

step-down transformers always should be compared with the

effectiveness of the use/application of transformers with split

windings, if, of course, such transformers can be prepared.

8-5. Selection of reactors.

Reactors are selected on nominal voltage, rated current and

inductive reactance in percentages. .

The nominal voltage of reactor select in accordance with nominal

voltage of installation. Ln this case one should consider that the

reactors reliably work with the voltages, which exceed their nominal

voltage on 10o/o. So, reactors to nominal voltage 6 kV can be applied

in installations with vcltage to 6.6 kV, and reactors to nominal

voltage 10 kV - in installations by voltage to 11 kV.

The rated current of reactor (branch of the doubled reactor)

must not be less than the maximum prolonged current of the load of

circuit, into which it is connected:

Inductive reactance of reactor determine on the basis of

condition the limitaticns of the current (or power' of short circuit
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to the assigned value. In this case for reactors on the waste/exiting

cable lines of electrical stations and substations the determining

conditions they are: 1) the tnermal resistance of power cables, run

in this electric system, 2) the types of the switches which it is

assumed to establish on the waste/exiting lines in this installation

and on the reducing substations of its electric system (switches on

the reacted lines of this setting select on short-circuit current

after the reactors of lime, for greater detail, see Qhapter 21).

For determining inductive reactance of reactors from the first

condition must be known the sections of the cables of the electric

systems, selected according to the conditions of the normal mode of

the work (see Chapter 11). if some of these cables are not

thermostable during short circuits, then they determine, at what

value / ,C overheating cables will not exceed that permitted. this

current place as basis determinations x1,s-
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V
MCUC*Mt' OMCV.Mj

Fig. 8-11. Sites of installation of the doubled reactors in the

diagrams of electrical stations and substations.

Key: (1). To system. (2). From system.
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As a result of the considerable resistor/resistance of the

reactors of the waste/exiting lines periodic component/term of the

current of short during closing/shorting after them changes within

the small limits (see curved 4 and 5 in Fig. 6-21). This fact makes

it possible approximately to accept during closing/shorting after

these reactors I which simplifies calculations regarding the

resistor/resistance of reactors.
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For dptermining the resistor/resistance of reactor from the

second condition it is necessary to know, what power or what current

can disconnect the switches, which are intended to establish on the

waste/exiting lines of this setting and on the substations of its

electric system'.

FOOTNOTE 1. On the reducing substations in networks/grids 6-10 kV

install the high-voltage switches of small overall sizes with power

the cutoffs/disconnections to 200-350 MVA (type YMG, VMB, VG-10 and

similar to them - see Qhapter 17), while on small substations - also

safety fuses with the quartz filling of the type PK (see Chapter 14),

capable of disconnecting the power of short circuit to 200 NVA.

In the reacted lines of stations and substations usually install

oil breakers with small space of oil (types VMG or MGG-1O) or air

circuit breakers with power the cutoffs/disconnections to 200-500

MVA. ENDFOOTNOTE.

In catalogs or reference tables to the switches (see-table P-14) are

indicated current cutoffi/disconnections I.,, or the power of

cutoffs/disconnections So, (see Chapter 17), which the switch can

disconnect with this voltage of installation.

According to the operating in the USSR rules of the
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device/equipment of electrLcal devices ( 3-6] the disconnecting

ability of switches must satisfy condition Io,/" (or S.,. 0 S), where

I" and S" are determined during taree-phase short circuit in this

installation (for greater detail, see ehapter 21). Consequently, if

they are known the type of switch and its disconnecting ability, then

as basis the determinations of the resistor/resistance of reactor on

line can be placed ultratransitory current I ="o, or

ultratransitory power SP..-= So..

Let us examine the order of the selection of reactor for the

waste/exiting cable line of station based on the example of the

diagram, given in Fig. 8-12. Let us agree that during three-phase

short circuit at point K must be observed condition /'<I" either

Pa. where r or S" are determined on the basis of that

presented above.

Further accept S. and U,-U,,. lead all known

resistors/resistances to base line power and connect substitutions

(Fig. 8-12b). In the latter are known all relative

resistors/resistances, except the base line resistor/resistance of

reactor x.,5. Then convert diagram and reduce it to form diagrams in

Fig. 8-12c, where through x., the markedly total base line

resistor/resistance of all network elements to reactor.
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Further is determined the value of the resulting

realstor/resistance of short circuit, on the basis of assigned

magnitude I or

16 S6X.es = - or , .
IN K

Relative base line resistor/resistancp of the reactor

Xp.6 .-- - X.:"

Resistor/resistance of reactor in its rating factors

XG/P.H .1 100. (817)

Further using catalogs to reactors or reference tables (see

lable P-7), is selected the type of reactor with nearest high

inductive reactance.

After this are determined all necessary values of current

(power) during short circuit atter the selected reactor. For this is

determined the calculated resistor/resistance of the circuit:

HN So, / ' mixp, X.. --Sg6-- --.

If x.,,.<3, then short-circuit current is defined by calculated

curves; when x.*,,>3 calculation conduct as for the distant point of

short circuit.
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Fig. 8-12. Network (a) and replacement scheme (b and c) to the

selection of reactor on line.

Page 153.

It is possible to select reactor on line and without taking into

account all which precede it resistors/resistances, i.e., under the

assumption of the unlimited power of the feeding system and x..=U. In

this case from formula (6-47):

X'/ 0  I' - u = G - - 1 00IOO. (8-18)

With selected thus reactor the current and the power of short

circuit on lino at point K never can be more than given ones at any

power of station and system. Selection according to this method

always gives the resistor/resistance of reactor with certain

exaqgerat ion.
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The selection of reactors on powerful/thick substations does not

differ from that presented aoove for a power plant. In this case by

X.s (diagram in Fig. 8-12c) should be understood the total resistance

of system and transformers of substation (to 'he wiring point of

reactor). At larqe power the systems reactors on the waste/exiting

lines of substations freguently select without taking into account

the resistor/resistance of system (S =a), taking into account only the

resistor/rpsistance of transformers.

Analogously are selected group ,eactors, and also doubled

reactors on the waste/exiting lines. In the latter case is determined

inductive reactance of the oranch (arm) of doubled reactorx. %.

Sectional reactors cn power plants usually are selected on the

basis of what swifches intend to establish in the main chains of

stition (switches in the circuits of generators, step-up

transformers, transformers of its own needs, switches bus-connecting

and sectional). As noted above, on comparatively small power plants

sometimes it is rossible to be restricted to the installation only of

some sectional reactors, without establishing reactors in the

waste/exiting lines. In these cases sectional reactors must restrict

short-circuit current to such value, with which are provided the

thermal resistanco of power cables of electric system and the

possibility of aise/application on the supply-line substations of the
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assigned types of switches and safety fuses.

It is very important to correctly select the rated current of

sectional reactor. For tbjs it is necessary to determine the maximum

possible constant load of sectional reactor during different

modes/conditions of the aggregates/units of station (with

cutoff/disconnection of one of the generators, one of the step-up

transformers, etc.).

The selected reactor should be checked to electrodynamic and

thermal resistance with tae course through it of short-circuit

current.

The electrodynamic stanility of reactor is guaranteed with the

observance of the follcwlng condition:

MasC iY (8-1

where iy - an impact current during three-phase short

closing/shorting after the reactor;

LM.AKC current of electrodynamic stability of reactor, i.e., maximum

current (amplitude value) with course of which through the reactor it

is not observed any residual deformation of its windings.
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The concrete reactors (see 8-6) with inductive reactance are

more than 3o/o against electrodynamic stability it is possible not to

check, since plant designs them for greatest possible amplitude

current i.aw, equal to impact current i,=Ith I -

three-phase short circuit after reactor and its feed from the source

of the unlimited power.

The thermal resistance of reactor is characterized by plant by

value I, VT (khosi/2]; therefore the condition for the thermal

resistance of reactor takes the form:

I, V/ T;. VtlT. (8-2U,

where I - the steady current during short circuit after the reactor;

t.- fictitious time of action of short-circuit current (see

Chapter 7).

With the observance of condition (8-20) heating the vinding of

reactor during short circuit will not exceed the permissible value.

Example 8-4. To select reactor on the waste/exiting cable line

of power plant (Fig. 8-13a). that ensures: 1) the thermal resistance

of the cables of the vaste/exiting lines of distribution point RP

(Kb-1) and station (Kb-2), 2) the possibility of setting up on
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distribution points of the network/grid of oil breakers of the type

VMB-10 (switches V-1), tut on the waste/exiting lines of station -

oil breakers of the type VMG-133 (switches V-2).

Fundamental data are given in the diagram.

To additionally accept tue following conditions. Cables Kb-1 and

Kb-2 to voltage 10 kV have copper veins/strands with paper

insulation. Temperature of cores to short circuit normal: "u-vc

Page 155.

The time of action of relaying in the circuit of switch V-1

composes ,.,-..i s, protection in the circuit of switch - ,

s. Tripping time of switches 1.-o. s.

To additionally tc determine the cost/value of the annual losses

of electric power in the reactors of the waste/exiting lines of

station with the prime ccst of electric power 10 kopecks/Kveh. In all

from the busbars of station they will move away 14 reacted lines with

identical peak load /,.,,,,-280 and with annual total hours of

utilization of maximum T.. c-5000 h.

Through 'able P-14 we find the currents of cutoff/disconnection
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with the voltage 10 kV of switches B-i of the type VNB-lO: k A

and switches B-2 of the type VMG-133: /,,,-20 kA.

Further let us determine, with what value of short-circuit

currents is provided the thermal resistance of the assigned cables.

For the purpose of simplification in the problem it is possible to

consider that during closings/shortings after the reactor of line

periodic component/term of short-circuit current in time does not

change, i.e., P-/.,- 4 * This makes it possible to acceptt,=t-t +..

The approximately permissible for a cable short-circuit current

can be determined by formula (7-15), after accepting for cables 10 kV

with copper veins/strands and paper insulation C=165:

I.-/- -, C--.

For cable Kb-1.

the full/total/complete tripping time of the short circuit

t=1.4+0.2=1.6 s (aperiodic component/term of short-circuit current we

4o not consider, since t>1 s) and the permissible short-circuit

current

35.165

Sine-tiscure- 4 600 A

Since this current is less o,-. kA for switches B-1, then
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reactors on the waste/exiting lines of station must be selected from

the condition of guaranteeing the thermal resistance of cables Kb-i,

i.e., from condition i.,,4,6 kA.

Let us determine the permissible short-circuit current for cable

Kb-2. In this case of t=2.1i0.,=4.3 s and A,_E-z16300 A.

This current is less ,o,-=20XA of switches 8-2; therefore reactor

must ensure i.2 <16,3 -kA.

Being guidid by data of Table P7-I, by the voltage of setting up

and by the maximum current of the load of line, we select following

rating factors of reactor:

U p .o u - = 1 0 , ; "lp .o m = 3 0 3 a .

Inductive reactance of reactor we determine on the basis of the

maximum permissible short-circuit current during closing/shorting at

point K-I.

We connect of the substitution of installation (Fig. 8-13b) we

accept S06I0jR VA and we Lead to it all known resistors/resistances

of circuits (except unknown thus far X.g.6). which we indicate in the

diagram of substitution.
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We determine the total resistance of circuit to point K-1

without the reactor:

(0.12 + 0.26) 0.2
*- 0.2+ 0.26 + 02+22 0.13 +

0 .22 -0,35.

The resistor/resistance of entire short circuit must be not

less:

.5 .5

where
too 5.5 t.

16- 3. 10.5

The relative base line resistor/resistance of the reactor

X. pe, - 1 t 1.2 0,35 -0,85.

fhe resistor/resistance of reactor, in reference to its rating

factors, we determine from formula (8-17):

0.3

-85 0.3 100 . 4.750.

On table P7-1, we select a concrete reactor of the type

PB-10-300-5, which has Up..o?--I0 ky;,I",M-300 and aluoxpo.-/. The

stability of this reactor is characterit-yd by values h 15,3 kA and

IVF..Iskies'. Power loss in the coil of one phase AP:3.42 kW.
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Let us determine current during closing/shorting at point K-2:

0.~.c 1O3 + 0,060.3I

and
1, 5 1 5.5 .

that less permissible value indicated above IX-2 for cable Kb-2.
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11a

K5I

.1 (1) j r ,

'.! K- r
- I I -',

j4

Fig. 8-13. Diagrams for example of 8-4.

Key: (1). Systems. (2). RVA. (3). km. (4). Q/kin. (5). kM. (6). on.

Page 156.

Since S,..X 1000+2.37,5=1075 IIVA, then

S.,,,,, 1075
Z.!ac .K- W X .x.. , 1 I 10.75;

therefore any point of short circuit after the selected reactor is

distant and the proviously condition of invariability accepted in the

time of periodic of component/term of current was correct.

Check reactor to stability during short circuit after it at

point K-2. Since selected concrete reactor from x,.5%. that, am noted

L .I1-
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above, by electrodynanic stability it it is possible not to check

(actually/really, i- 2.55.5 1-4 kA <i.,Kc)

Against thermal resistance the reactor is checked according to

condition (8-20) . In our case I5 5 kA and 0 S. Since

= Vi = 5,4 -- cx'"", /-

Key: (1). kAes.

then reactor is thqrmostable.

The loss of voltage in reactor in normal mode according to

formula (8-10):

I...a. 280

6U= x'o/- sin. =5 0,6 = 2.8./..

which is completely admissible.

Thus, a reactor of the type Ba-10-300-5 can be accepted for

insta llation.

Let us determine the cost/value of the annual losses of electric

power in the reactors of 14 waste/exiting lines of station. With

assigned T...=5l00 h and cosy-0.8 according to diagram in appendix P-8

we find r=3600 h. Losses in coil of reactor are known: AP=3.42 kV;
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therefore according to roraula (8-11) we determine the annual losses

of electric power in the reactors of all lines:

At ,= 14.3 342-3600- 450 000

Key: (1) kWeh.

Cost/value of annual losses of electric power in the reactors

(0)
0.10.450000 = 45000 py6/foA.

by Key: (1). rubles/year.

8-6. Constructions/designs of reactors.

Dry reactors. In the closed distributors by voltage to 35 kV

inclusively art applied dry air-cooled reactors. In the Soviet Union

use extensively the concrete reactors, which are characterized by

large simplicity of construction/design, sufficiently high

reliability the works and comparatively small cost/value (Fig. 8-14).

The winding of 1 concrete reactor is performed of the flexible

stranded copper or aluminum wire, isolated/insulated by several

layers of the cable paper and covered with cotton braid/cover. On

special framework/body is placed the winding of reactor in several

horizontal and vertical series/rows, after which Ast concrete
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columns 2, which use for the attachment of the turns of reactor.

After the solidification of concrete the coil of reactor thoroughly

is dried in vacuum, they saturate with sludges (or drying oil) and

then they cover/coat with varnish how is prevented/warned moistening

concrete which is very hygroscopic.

With course through the reactor of short-circuit current when

concreti strongly is heated, the moisture, which penetrated in

concrete, evaporates and here it is ccndensed, as a result of which

the surface of concrete is covered/coated with moisture. If the

surface of concrete, furthermore, it is covered any carrying out in

presence moisture with dust, then are possible breakdowns between

turns and formation of arc, which can lead not only to the

decomposition of the ccil of reactor, but also to interphase short

circuit. This all the more possible since with ccurse through the

reactor of short-circuit current the large part of the line voltage

lies down on reactor. 1herefore in operation it is necessary to

follow the state of the varnisn deposit of reactor and its

cleanliness.

The locations in which are installed the reactors, must be

ventilated well, and the maximus temperature in them must not exceed

+350C. The oscillations/vibrations of the temperature in location

must not be such sharp that would oe observed coating reactors with
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hoarfrost, dew, etc.

The coils of concrete reactors insulate from the earth/ground

with the aid of several stand-off insulators 3. The three-phase

assembly of reactor consists of three coils, adjusted in horizontal

plane by series/row or in vertical plane one on another. In the

latter case of the coil of reactor they insulate from each other also

with the aid of stand-off insulators 4.

During vertical installaton the directon of the windings of the

coils averago/mean phase C (Fig. U-14) take by reverse in comparison

with direction of the coils of upper and lower phases. Is done this,

so that with the course on two adjacent coils of two-phase impact

short-circuit current coils would bp attracted/tightened, but not

repulsed as this would be in identical direction of all coils (more

easily fulfill the reliable attachment of coils). Therefore during

mounting or after repair it is not possible the coil of the

average/mean phase C to station of phases H and B. It is not possible

to change also the direction of power supply to the coil of any

phase.
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Page 157.

Main disadvantages in the concrete reactors - large weight and

sufficiently considerable overall sizes. For example, the three-phase

assembly of reactor to voltage 10 xV, rated current 400 A also

resistor/resistance to 5o/o weighs 3x723=2,169 kg.

Analogous construction/design have dual concrete reactors.

In the closed locations and with a good drift/care concrete

reactors work completely reliaoly.

Technical specifications of concrete reactors with the copper

winding of the type RB and an aluminum winding of the type RBA to the

nominal voltages 6 and 10 iV of the production of Soviet plants are

given in table P-7.

Second type of dry air-cooled reactors - reactors of composite

construction/design witn porcelain, asbestos-concrete or wood packing

between the series/rows of turns. The coil of the reactor of

composite construction/design has upper and lower cover plates from
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insulation and braces itselt by through bolts. These reactors are

characterized by the complexity of construction/design, relatively

larger cost/value, also, in a number of cases by the smaller

reliability of operation in comparison with concrete reactors (cast

construction/design). The latter is explained by the fact that with

course through the reactor of the impact current between its turns

appear the forces of interaction, which usually lead to loosening of

coil, in consequence of waich are possible the precipitation of

separators, insulation failure anu closing/shorting between turns,

which lead to the complete destruction of the coil.

The group of the dry reactors of composite construction/design

includes the wooden reactors (type RD), intended for the closed

installations by voltage to 10 xV with currents not more than 100 A.

Advantages of these reactors - light weight, small sizes/dimensions

and cost/value. In compdrison with concrete ones wooden reactors are

less reliable and therefore they are encountered on the noncritical

installations of small power.

With installation of dry reactors in distributors it is

necessary to observe the indicated by plant assembling distances of

steel constructions/designs and reinforced concrete parts of the

building (see Vol. 2, chapter 8). With the nonfulfillment of these

requirements is feasible the dangerous heating of steel constructions
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and steel armature of reinforceu concrete by the currents, induced in

them by the magnetic flux of the reactor; furthermore, the nearness

of steel constructions/designs causes the additional losses of

electric power.

Oil reactors apply in the open installations of all voltages,

and also in installations by voltage above 35 kV, when dry reactors

are not applied.

Oil reactors can have single-phase and three-phase performances.

In the first case one coil, and the second - three coils are placed

in the steel tank, flooded by transformer oil. Windings are performed

from the copper conductors, isolated/insulated by the cable paper and

packed to framework/body from insulation. The ends/leads of the coils

are derived/concluded outside tarough passage porcelain insulators on

the cover/cap of reactor.

The construction/design of the tanks of oil reactors in essence

the same as the power transformers (see Chapter 23); therefore in

appearance they very resemble power transformers.

If we do not take special measures, then the magnetic flux of

oil reactor will be closed through the walls of the tank which in

this case strongly is heated. For eliminating this are applied
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electromagnetic screens or magnetic shunts.

In the first case on the internal surface of steel tank they

fasten the circular copper screen, which appears as secondary winding

of reactor (Fig. 8-15).
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Fig. 8-il4. Concrete reactor RB-b-200-6 on 6 kV, 200 A also nominal

relative resistor/resistance to bo/o.

Fig. 8-15. Schematic of reactor with oil cooling and

by circular copper screen.

Key: (1). Insulators. (2). Winding. (3). Screen. (4). Tank.

Page 158.

In this screen are induced the currents, which create the magnetic

flux which in the walls ot tank is directed agjainst the magnetic flux

of coil of reactor. As d result through the walls of tank is closed
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comparatively small resulting magnetic flux 4',. in view of which tank

is heated insignificantly.

In the second case on the internal surface of steel tank fasten

the steel packets: is created seemingly artificial magnetic circuit

with the reluctance, considerably smaller than the

resistor/resistance of the walls of tank. Therefore the magnetic flux

of reactor in essence is closed not through the walls of tank, but on

magnetic shunt. For decreasing the hysteresis losses the shunt is

performed made of transtormer steel of high quality, while for

decreasing the eddy current losses its they collect/compose from the

thin ones, isolated/insulated from each other of steel sheets.

Oil reactors considerably more expensive than dry reactors, but

in comparison with the latter they possess the series/row of

essential advantages. They are reliably shielded from

incidence/impingement into the minding of dust, moisture and any kind

of extraneous o bJect, and, furthermore, it is possible to

establish/install them in any distance from steel and reinforced

concrete constructions and in the open installations.

Soviet plants manufacture oil reactors with electromagnetic

screens for the external installations: three-phase to voltage 35 kV

(type RTNT-35) and single-phase to voltages 110 and 154 kV (types

RSMO-110 and RSMO-154).
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Chapter Nine.

INSULATORS.

9-1. General information.

Insulators serve for the attachment of current-carrying parts

and their isolation from the earth/ground and other parts of the

installation, which are located under another potential. Therefore

insulators must possess sutticient electrical and mechanical

strength, they must be heat-resistant and not fear dampness.

Distinguish insulators station-type, instrument rooms and

linear.

Station-type insulators are applied for attachment and

insulation of busbars in the distributor devices/equipment of

electrical stations and substations. They are subdivided into

supporting/reference ones and passage ones.

Wall entrance insulators are installed with the passage of the

busbars through walls and overlaps indoors, and also during their

conclusion/output from buildings.
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The apparatus insulators, which use for the attachment of the

current-carrying parts of the apparatuses, can have also a form of

supporting/reference ones or passage. The latter apply for the

conclusion/output of current-carrying parts from the apparatuses,

equipped with enclosed casings, from oil breakers, power

transformers, etc. In some apparatuses the insulators have a form of

rods, thrusts/rods, levers, etc.

Linear insulators, serving for the attachment of the wires of

the air electric power lines and busbars of the open distrioutors,

are subdivided into bolt ones and suspension ones.

Station-type and line insuiators are manufactured from porcelain

as the material, which most completely corresponds to requirements

indicated above. Apparatus insulators also in the majority of the

cases are manufactured from porcelain.

Insulators can be maautactured also from the annealed glass.

which possesses good electrical insulating properties and high

thermal and chemical stability. Linear and apparatus insulators of

qlass have somewhat smaller overall sizes and considerably smaller

weight and cost/value in comparison with porcelain ones. From glass
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it is possible to manufacture linear and apparatus insulators to all

voltages, switching on suspension insulators to high voltages 400-500

kV. Within the next few years Soviet plants must master the mass

production of glass linear an apparatus insulators to all voltages.

From bakelite, Textolite, tree/wood and other similar to them

materials are manufactured some parts of apparatuses, which are

located within the jackets, flooded by insulating oil, and more

rarely the parts, which worx in air (only in apparatuses for internal

installation) .

For the attachment of insulator on support (steel

construction/design, wall, etc.), and also for attachment to the

insulator of busbars or current-carrying parts of the apparatuses it

has metal insert/reinforcement, i.e., the metallic parts, attached on

porcelain.

Page 159.

In station-type insulators armature is secured on porcelain with

the aid of the various kinds oi the resin cements. In apparatus

insulators apply also mechanical attachment the armatures on

porcelain.
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The porcelain housing of insulators from external surface is

covered/coated with glaze for the purpose of an improvement in the

electrical and mechanical qualities of insulator.

Depending on kind of installation distinguish station-type

insulators for internal and external installations. The latter have

the structural/design forms, which ensure their reliable work in the

rain and in contaminated with dust state. In the installations,

subjected to intensive contamination or action of harmful for

insulation gases and evaporations, sometimes are applied the

insulators of special constructions.

The mechanical strength of station-type insulators must be such

that they would maintain/withstand with the specific safety factor

the greatest electrodynamic etorts/forces, appearing with course on

the busbars of impact short-circuit current (mechanical load in

normal mode was small, since it is determined in essence by the

weight of busbars).

Depending on mechanical strength insulators to one and the same

voltage they manufacture different sizes/dimensions and subdivide

into groups (A,B,C, D, E, or 1, i, III). The mechanical strength of

the insulator of each group is characterized the determined by value

destructive mechanical load, Dy which is understood this smoothly
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accompanying load on insulator in the plane of cap/hood and it is

perpendicular to the axis oi insulator with which can begin its

partial or full/total/ccmplete destruction. Permissible load to

insulator is accepted as the equal to 60o/o of that destroying

(characteristics of station-type insulators are given in table P-9).

Insulators one and the sane of group, but to different nominal

voltages, differ from each other in terms of the active height of

porcelain (h in Fig. 9-1), waile the insulators of different groups

to one and the same voltage - biy a diameter of porcelain housing.

Feedthrough insulators are additionally distinguished by the

section of the current-carrying rods, designed for specific rated

currents (see table P-9).

Soviet plants manufacture Lnsulators to all voltages to 500 kY

inclusively.

9-2. Stand-off insulators.

Stand-off insulators for internal installations by voltage are

higher than 1000 V. widest application in Soviet installations by

voltage 6-35 kV inclusively have the stand-off insulators of series 0

(types OA, OB, 0, OD), characteristic feature which is the external
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seal of armature (Fig. 9-1a): cast iron collar 2 and cast iron

cap/hood 3 are secured on porcelain housing 1 with the aid of cement

cement 4.

Insulators of types OA and 04 have circular (Fig. 9-la) or oval

collars 2, while those of types OYand OD - square.

With circular flange zae asulator is fastened to metal

construction with one bolt waich is screwed into central threaded/cut

opening/aperture in collar i. In oval collars there are two openings,

while in square ones - four, that use for the attachment of insulator

to support by respectively two or tour through bolts.

In cap/hood 3 are threaded/cut openings/apertures for the

attachment of current-carrying parts.

At present Soviet plants manutacture also stand-off insulators

to the voltages 6-20 kV of new construction/design - small/miniature

insulators of series ON (types QMA, OMB, ON , OMD, ONE).
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..7,

4 **14
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90

Fig. 9-1. Stand-off insulators to voltage 10 kV for internal

installation, a) type OA-IU witA outside seal of armature (old

construction/design) ; b) tne type or &-10 small/miniature with the

internal seal of armature (nev construction/design).

Page 160.

The characteristic feature or these insulators (Fig. 9-Ib) is the

internal seal of the armature, which consists of two nipples 2 and 3;

the latter are secured in cement mortar 4 in deepenings in the

end-type parts of the porcelain housing 1 of insulator [L 9-11.

Upper nipple 3 has two threaded/cut openings/apertures for the

attachment of current-carrying parts, and lower nipple 2 - one or two

openings/apertures with cutting for the attachment of insulator on

metal construction.
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The internal seal of armature decreased the 'height of insulators

approximately/exemplarily on 40o/o at the same active height of

porcelain h, which is evident from the comparison of outlines a and b

in Fig. 9-1. The total weight of insulators decreased

approximately/exemplarily 2 tites mainly due to the reduction or the

weight of armature and cement. Decreased the cost/value of

in sulators.

In the insulators of series ou for the reliable

cohesion/coupling of cement mortar with the porcelain housing of

insulator during the glazing of porcelain to the surface of end-type

deepenings will be depositea porceLain grit. So that there would not

be the rotations, nipples notched and edges/fins.

Stand-off insulators for external installations. For external

installations Soviet plants manufacture the stand-off insulators of

bolt and rod types. Fig. 9-2 gives bolt stand-off insulator to

voltage 35 kV of the type SkT-35, which consists of two porcelain

elements/cells 1 and 2, cast iron cap/hood 3 and cast iron stub with

collar 4, fastened between themselves resin cement 5. Insulators on

35 kY of the type IShD-35 have three porcelain elements/cells, while

insulators on by 6 and 10 kV of types ShN-6 and ShN-10 - only one.

The sizes/dimensions or pin insulators and the developed surface
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of porcelain elements/cells provide their reliable work in the open

distributors.

For external installations 110 kV and above are applied the

columns of pin insulators, assembled from stand-off insulators 35 kV:

on 110 kV - of three insulators of the type ShT-35, on 220 kV - of

five insulators of the type I i1-J5. A similar column of pin

insulators to voltage 220 kV it is possible to see in Fig. 16-7 part

5).

In contrast to bolt ones, roi stand-off insulators are simpler

structurally/constructurally, tuey have smaller diameter, it is

cheaper and they are more reliable; therefore in recent years they

find an increasing use.

Soviet plants manutacture stick insulators to all voltages to

110 kV inclusively. In the form ot an example Fig. 9-3 shows rod

stand-off insulator to voltage J # V of the type SO-35. In the new

constructions/iesigns of disconnectors for external installation are

applied stick insulators of types ST-35, ST-110, (Fig. 16-8).

To especially high voitdaes dre applied composite/compound stick

insulators, as this it is possible to se in Fig. 16-9, where each

stand-off insulator of aisconnctor to voltage 400 kV is comprised of
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struts on eight stick insuldtors in each. To insulator is attached

the form of trihedral pyramid for an increase in the mechanical

strength.

9.3. Feedthrough insulators.

Feedthrough insulators for iaternal installations Soviet plants

manufacture three types: 1) witi tne current-carrying cruxes of the

rectangular cross section; 2) Dusoar/tire and 3) with the

current-carrying cruxes of round cross-section.

Peedthrough (wall entrance) insulators with the current-carrying

cruxes of rectangular cross section manufacture to voltages 6 and 10

kV and rated currents 2U0-lJU A (type PA and PB). This insulator

(Fig. 9-4) consists of jently porcelain housing 1, on middle

cylindrical part of which is attacaed on the resin cement oval collar

2 with two openings/apertures 3, waich serves for the attachment of

insulator in support by two bolts.
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Fig. 9-2. Bolt stand-off insulator of the type ShT-35 on 35 kV.

Fig. 9-3. Rod stand-off insulator of type SO-35 on 35 kV for external

installation.
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Within porcelain housing passes the current-carrying busbar 5

rectangular cross sections, attached with the aid of two metallic

washers 4 with the rectangular openings/apertures, which correspond

to the section of busbar. Washers enter into deepenings in the

ends/faces of the porcelain housing of insulator.

At the ends/leads of the current-carrying busbar are

openings/apertures for connection to it with the aid of the bolts of
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the busbars of distributcr or current-carrying parts of the

apparatus.

Use/application of the ±ldt/plane current-carrying busbars in

wall entrance insulators b-10 iV gives essential metal savings, since

permissible load on flat/plane -usuars is more than to circular ones,

simplifies both the construction/design of insulator and the

connection to it of the flat/plane busbars which are applied in

distributors 6-10 kV.

In installations 6-10 XV round rods have only wall entrance

insulators of the type PV. Furthermore, round rods are applied also

in wall entrance insulators of some apparatuses to voltages 6-20 kV.
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In installations with voltage to 20 kV inclusively with the

currents of load more than 600 A use extensively busbar/tire type

wall entrance insulators (Pig. 9-51, which are supplied by plants

without current-carrying parts (type IPSh). During the mounting

through such insulators pass the busbars by which is assembled the

distributor. Through the insulator can be passed one busbar of

rectangular cross section or packet, which consists of several

flat/plane busbars (see § 10-2 and Fig. 10-2).

Bsbar/tire insulators have caps/hoods of 3 special

coastructioms/designs. On each cap/hood with the aid of two tolts are

secured two steel planks 4 with rectangular grooves for the passage

of busbars. The sizes/dimensions of these grooves are determinel by

the dimensions and number of busbars, passed through the insulator.

During input into insulator and output from it of the packet of the

busbars between them are establishod/installed the separators

(spacer) by the thickness, equal to the thickness of busbars in the

packet (are used the clippings of the busbars being assembled).

Wall entrance insulators to voltage 35 kV have the round
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currot-carrylag rods.

weakest is electrical sense place of partition insulator is its

middle part - between the current-carrying rod and the grounded

collar. Therefore in wall entrance insulators to voltage 35 kV for

the purpose of increase of dielectric strength of insulator the

current-catryiag rod within porcelain housing they additionally

issulato by the Bakelite paper.

The collars of wall entrance insulators to rated currents less

than 1500 A and the caps/hoods of insulators to currents of less than

1000 A manufacture from gray cast iron, and with large rated currents

- from aoa-magnetic cast iron (or silumin), since with their

fulfillaent from gray cast iron they in such high currents are

excessively heated by eddy currents, also, as a result of hysteresis.

For the same purposes the cast iron collars of some wall

entrance insulators are fulfilled of two halves, bolted (Fig. 9-6):

air gap between halves of collar considerably increases reluctance

and, therefore, reduces induction in the parts of collar and heatinq

by their eddy currents, also, as a result of hysteresis.

Because of the small air gap between then insignificantly are in

exactly the same manner heated U-shaped steel planks by 4 on the
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caps/kods of passage busbar/tize insulators (Fig. 9-5).

Va11 entrance insulators for external installations (linear

coucluuioa/output) to voltages 6-35 ki Soviet plants manufacture to

rated currents 40"-000 A (ty Ipen 259 and PRY)
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Vigo 9-4. Wall entrance insulator of the type PA 6/400 on 6 kV, 400 A

for internal installation.

FiqA 9-5 .Passage busbar/tir. iasulator of type rPSh-1-10 on 10 kv

(Fpasp -25rC I - porcelain housing; 2 - collar; 3 - cap/hood; 4 -

steel planks; S - bolt for grounding; 6 - cementing adhesive.
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All these Insulators have the round current-carrying rods, except

Insulators to 20 kV and rated currents 2000-4000 A, in which as the

current-carrying rods are applied the packets of two copper

rectangular busbars.

The special feature/peculiarity of linear conclusion/output is

the differeat fulfillmest of the external and internal parts of the

porcelain housing (Fig. 9-61* the external part, arranged/located out

of building or outside of apparatus, has orte developed surface

(series/row of edges/fins) and large sizes/dimensions.
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Fig. 9-6 in the form of au example gives linear

conclusion/output on 35 kV and 600 A type PI-35/600.

Current-carrying copper rod 4, which has at ends/leads thread, is

passed within porcelain housing 1 and it is secured in caps/hoods 2

by screwed to it centering washers 5 with the female thread. For

pievonting the incidence/ipingeaent of moisture inside porcelain

housing from the face of the insulator above the washer is

multiplexing from the saturated cardboard, washer itself is fastened

to cap/hood with screws/popellers, and the current-carrying roi in

the place of contact with washer is soldered.

In some outfits of 35 ki for external installation, having a

housing, filled with insulation oil, there are applied bakelite

insulators, equipped on the Internal part with porcelain cover,

internal cavity of which is filled with insulation oil for protection

of bakelite from moisture (fig. 17-1).

Station-type and apparatus wall entrance insulators and linear

conclusion/outut by voltage 110 kV and higher have more conFlicated

construction/design. Their current-carrying rods are

isolated/imsulated by the Bakelite paper, superimposed in the form of

several concentric cylinders. Porcelain housing consists of two
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halves. connected by metallic collars, which considerably simplifies

mmd redu*ce the cost of the production of insulators. The internal

cavity of this insulator is poured by insulating (transformer) oil,

which increases dielectric strength of insulator and improving its

cooling. In upper part the insulator is supplied with glass

container, that performs the role of expander and making it possible

to monitor the oil level in insulator. The oil-filled

conclusion/output can have the separate established/installed on wall

(higher than the insulator) oil tanks, connected by an oil line with

an internal insulating cavity.

For the uniform distribution of voltage in the Bakelite insulation

surrounding the current-conducting rod, which raises the break-down

voltage of the insulation, insulators for a break-down voltage of

110 kV or higher are often made as the condenser/capacitor type. In

these insulators between the layers of bakelite run the tinfoil

separators, which perform the role of capacitor plates. This insula-

tion is as if a series/row of the series-connected capacitors/

condensers, moreover the first facing is the current-carrying rod.

Latter/last facing is grounded (it is connected to the grounded collar

of insulator). Condenser/capacitor type insulators are supplied oil

breakers, and sometimes power transformers by voltage are 110 kV and

are higher (Fig. 17-4 and 17-8).

9-4, Line insulators.

Linear pin insulators are applied for the attachment of the

wires of the small outdoor substations by voltage to 35 kV

inclusively. Fig. 9-7 gives the outline of pin insulator 35 kV of the
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type ShD-3Se Insulator consists of two porcelain elements/cells 1 and

2. connected by resin cement 3. Steel pin on outline is not shown.

LL
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rig. 9-6. Wall entrance insulator for external installations (linear

coacluuion/output) of the type PNO-35/600 on 35 kV, 600 A.
1 - porcelain housing; 2 - cap; 3- detatchable flange; 4 - current-
conducting rod; 5 - centering screw; 6 - bolt for attaching conductive
busses.
Key: (1). latemral part. (2) o xternal part.

2T--
Fig. 9-7. Linear pin insulator of type ShD-35 on 35 kV.
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Suspension insulators apply in open type installations by

volta~oe 3S kv even above, Fig, 9-8 shows the very propagated

suspension insulator of the type P"-4.5 for greatest working load 4.5

to

Prom separate suspension insulators comprise the supporting or
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tightening string insulators. In the open distributors, as a rule,
are applied tightening garlands (Fig. 9-9).

A number. n:4 f* .garl~nd for normal type installations is
applied: 35 kV- 3 -#1 110 kV - 6-7; 220 kV - 12-14; 400 kV - 22. For
devices subjected 0,rftenSe pollution (primings from boiler and other
industrial enterpr rof insulators per garland increases
1-2 times; in the Pi'ence of heavy atmospheric pollution garlands are
made from specially-lesigned suspended insulators with a larger surface

area.

Sometimes suspension insulators are applied also in the open

installations by voltage 6-20 kY. In this case sufficiently one

insulator.

lith the assembly of insulators the butt end of rod 3 (Fig. 9-8)

one insulator introduces through the gash into cap 2 of another

insulator and they cut off it there with the aid of the special lock,

which has the form of plate.

Upper insulator 1 they connect with thimble 2 (Fig. 9-9), used

for attachment garland cn support. In the pole arms of supports are

installed the special thimbles or the hangers, with which engage th"

thimbles of garland. The rod of lover insulator 3 they connect with

lug 4, to which is fastened/strengthened tightening terminal/gripper

5, which holds wire 6.

In installations by voltage 110 kV instead of the garland of six

suspension insulators of the type P-4.5 it is possible to apply one
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suspension stick insulator of the type SP-11o (Fig. 9-10). These

insulators more easily are cheaper than the garlands of suspension

insulators.

In sore detail about linear insulators see [L 7-1 and 9-21.

9-5. Selection of insulators.

Ill insulators select on voltage, kind of installations and

permissible mechanical load. Vail entrance insulators additionally

are selected on rated current.

Insulators reliably work with the voltage, which exceeds their

nominal voltage; on 15% - insulators to 35 kV inclusively and to 10% -

insulators 110 and 220 kV. Since the maximum working voltage of electri-

cal installations exceeds their nominal voltage by not more than 5-10% (see

S3-1) when selecting insulators for a voltage it is sufficient to observe

the condition: U.uo U ,JoM, (9-I)

where U.,.. - nominal voltage of the insulator; U C,.H, - nominal

voltage of the installation, numerically equal to the nominal voltage of

the network supplied frot1 this installation (see Ch. 3).

Selection on the kind of installation bears in mind the selection of

insulators for internal or external installation.
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them selecting of insmlators on the permissible mechanical load

Iselection of the group Gf i±melatec) must be observed the condition:

Fp, 06"v (9-2)

where F, - greatest design load on insulator with three-phase

impact short-circuit curreat& F P o - breaking load on the catalog;

0.6 - safety factor.
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fig. 9-8. Saspensioa insulator of the type P-4.5 for greatest workinq

load 4e5 t. - porcelain hoinLg; 2 - cap from malleable cast iron

zinc-coated, 3- steel red Istal, pestle); 4 - lead-antimony alloy; 5

- the rs.in cemnt. T

q-.q.

Fig. 9-9. Tightening of link of insulators to voltage 110 kV.

Fig. 9-10. ,Suspension stick iaaIlator of type SP-110 on 110 kv.
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tm j 7-1 it was indicated that during the location of phases in one

plane and during three-phase short circuit under severe conditions is

located the busbar of average/aean phase, With the identical

flights/spans between the axes of stand-off insulators (Pig. 9-11) in

each flight/span on the busbar of average/mean phase operates force F',

determined according to formula (7-31. The same force is applied
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to averale/nean insulators 2 &ad 3 (reaction to the support of

continuous beam/gullyl. It is obvious that to outer stand-off

Insulator 1 and cap/hood of Nall entrance insulator 4 is applied only

the half (), isn* 3

From the aforesaid it follows that during checking of insulators

to mechanical strength according to formula (9-21 one should accept:

for the stand-off insulators

F =,&M= ; (9-3)

for wail entrance insulators

p,,,, =- 0.5P:') (9-4)

in the case of different flights/spans on both sides of the

stand-off insulator

F -- 3 + 2 3)

Where F131 and F'3) - force of interaction in adjacent flights/spans.

Since Fp8 3 p is determined for the case of the

application/appendix of the bending force directly to the cap/hood of

insulator, then in the location at busbars on stand-off insulator to

edge/fin and force direction perpendicular to the axis of the

insulator (see Fig. 9-11) one should decrease the permissible load or

which is eqaivalent, design load to increase in accordance with an

increase in the arm of application of force, i.e., one should accept

Ppq P H,, (9-5)
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where im, - height of the stand-off insulator; N - distance from the

foundation of insulator to the horizontal axis of the busbar; usually

accept + b + T

where b in considered the thickness of the lower plate of bus-holder

see Fig. 10-7).

Ihn selecting of wall entrance insulator on rated current must

be observed the condition (see also indications in § 21-1)

'asasli 'M.N~c,(9-6)

where I, - a maximum prolonged current of the load of circuit in

which is installed vail entrance insulator.

r

Fig. 9-11. To the determination of the calculated mechanical load of

supporting and wall entrance insulators.

Key: (1). Oe-holder. (23. Dusbar.

I ,
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Chapter Tea.

OSSAIS OF DISTRIBUTORS,

10-1. material and fore of section of busbars.

in the closed and open distributors of all voltages of

electrical stations and substations the collecting mains and all

connections between apparatuses in the separate circuits (see Fig.

3-21. and frequently also the connections of generators, synchronous

condensrs, step-up and step-domn transformers to the correspondinq

distributors perform by bare (not insulated) conductors of

rectangular, round and tubular sections and by flexible stranded

wires, fastened/strengtened to insulators. Further all these

conductors let us call busbars.

material of busbars. in distributors are applied copper,

aluminum and steel busbars. Copper is one of the best conductors of

electric current. It possesses smaller electrical resistance in

comparison with aluminum and steel with sufficiently large mechanical

strength; therefore the section of copper busbars is obtained
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smallest, which is especially substantial in installations with th

high values of currents,

Copper resists well the effect of the majority of chemical

reagents, which are found in air; therefore copper busbars should be

applied when the closed or open distributor is installed near marine

coast, saline lakes or chemical pl ants where as a result of corrosion

is possible the decomposition of busbars from other metals (zcne of

the increased corrosion usually is counted in a radius of 5 kmn).

Aluminum possesses approximately/6eeplarily 1.6-2 times high

resistivity in comparison with copper; therefore with the same load

ad to identical permissible heating temperature the section of

aluminum busbars is obtained large. In spite of this, by the weight

of aluminum it is expended/consumed 2-2.5 times less, since it more

easily copper 3.3 times. As a result aluminum busbars prove to be

more advantageous than copper ones. Therefore in the closed and open

distributors one should use extensively aluminum busbars.

Steel busbars possess considerable specific resistor/resistance

(approximately/exemplarily 7 times more than copper ones). In

alternating current are essential the losses in steel busbars, caused

by hysteresis and eddy curremtse At the same time steel busbars are

cheap.
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Steel busbars are ccamoaly used in o-power installations by

voltage higher than 1000 1, and also in group and switchboards and to

that similar devices/equipaest of alternating current by voltage to

1000 V with operating current usually to 200-300 A also it is rare

with large ones. In the installations of direct current are applied

steel busbars, also, to large operating currents.

Form of the section of busbars. In devices with voltage of up to

35 kV inclusive, busses with a rectangular cross section, (Fig. 10-2a)

which are more economical than round busses with a solid cross section,

are used. In identical cross-sectional area rectangular busbars

better are cooled as a result of larger surface of cooling. Futhermore,

with alternating current the electrical resistance of the circular bus-

bars is greater than rectangular ones of the same sectional area, as a

result of surface effect - nonuniform alternating-current distribution

according to the section of busbar. With alternating current the

greatest current density is observed on the surface of conductor, and

smallest - in the middle of conductor. As a result of entire this the

let-go current of load on rectangular busbars is more than to circular

ones (at identical sectional area and heating temperature).

Per the purpose of the boat cooling and decrease of the effect

of surface effect it is expedient to apply the rectangular busbars of

small thickness. Based on this, and also taking into account
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mechanical strength, copper and alminum busbars usually have

relationsuip/ratio of sides 1/5-1/12 (greatest busbar 10-120=1200

mam2. Stoel busbars in the installations of alternating current apply

not thicker than 4 go.

In installations voltage it is above 35 kV with the fulfillment

of busbar/tire constructionsodeaigns necessary to consider the

phenomenon of corona.

It is known that there is an electrical field around the wire, the

intensity of which depends on the voltage of the installation and the

distance between phases. With an increase in the voltage and with the

decrease of the distance between phases the electric intensity increases.
The greatest electric intensity is observed near the surface of the

wires; in proportion to distance from wire the electric intensity

rapidly decreases. If electric intensity near the surface of wire

exceeds the value of dielectric strength of air

(approximately/exenplarily 21.1 kY/cm), then around wire occurs the

intense ionization of air and appears the violet glow, called the

corona (it is well visible in darkness).

Dielectric strength of air depends on weather conditions:

humidity, temperature, barometric pressure. in damp/crude weather the

corona is more strong& rather than in dry weather.

Yhe corona of busbars is very undesirable, since the intense
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Ionization of air decreases its dielectric strength, which

facilitates flashing over and breakdown between phases, especially if

the surface of insulation is contaminated, In the region of corona

occur the chemical reactions& which are accompanied by the formation

of ozone and nitrogen oxides* Ozone intensely oxidizes the metal

constructions of distributor.

Pa ge 166.

Nitrogen oxides form with water the nitric acid, which destructively

operates on organic insulation and metals, The corona of busbars,

which is accompanied by characteristic noise and crackle, imFedes the

functional check of equipment by crosstalk by its operating

personel.. Light crackles with sparking in the loosely connected

contacts and during the incipient breakdown or overlap in

appa~ratuses, the Jarring humming as a result of leakages/loosenpsses

in the magnetic system of transformers and so forth is difficult to

hear, if the busbars of distributor display corona. However, by the

timely detection of the phenaosma indicated it is possible tc avoid

the development of damage and to warn/prevent emergency.

oith the corona of busbars occurs certain loss of electric power

[L 7-1je Kowever, as a result of comparatively small length of

busbars of distributors, the" losses do not have vital importance.
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Intes corona Is observed in installations by the voltage of

above 35 kV; therefore in Soviet installations by voltage 110 kV and

above are applied either tubular busbars or stranded wires, the same

as on electric power lines, since with the given voltages of

installation and the distance between phases it is possible by an

Increamse in the diameter of tubular busbar or stranded wire to so

decrease the strength of field on their surface, that they will in no

way display corona (see § 10-2).

Tabelar busbars fasten on bolt or rod stand-off insulators

(rigid set of tires)* Are applied aluminum, steel and copper tubes.

Stranded wires fasten on suspension insulators (flexible set of

tires5. Normally are apFlied steel-aluminum less frequently thinner

than copper stranded wires. Vlit the same wires is made the flexible

met of busbars of the open distributors 35 MI.

IK the installations of very high voltages (220 kv it is above),

where operating currents are comparatively small, and in the

condition of inadmissibility of corona the diameter of wire must be

considorable, it is expedient to apply for the purpose of metal

savings flexible hollow copper vices (brand HP).
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K distributors normally are applied the bare uninsulated

bushern, which is explained: 1) by the smaller cost/value of the bare

bosbars; 2) by simplicity of their mounting even 3) by the larger

permissible load, which gives savings of metal. Insulated busbars

apply only in those distributors of the special constructions/designs

where with the abbreviated/reduced overall sizes it cannot b*

maintained the necessary distances between bare busbars.

10-2. Selection of busbars.

The section of the bsbars of distributors select by economic

current density and check against maximum prolonged current lcads, cn

corona and on thermal resistance and mechanical strength during short

circuits.

Selection of the section of busbars on economic current density.

With flows on the busbars of the current of load in which depends on

the strength of current of load and section of busbars, i.e., their

resistor/resistance (AA=3r&rt, considering that for time t the load

of busbars it remains constant/invariable).

With one and the same current of load the greater the section of
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busbars, the lss the energy loss in then and, consequently, also the

cost/value of lost electric power (curve I in Fig. 10-1). On thp

other hand, an increase In the section of busbars leads to an

incream in the cost/value of busbar/tire construction/design, and

cnsequently, to as increase in the expenditures for repair and

depreciation allowances of the busbar/tire construction/design which

are proportional to its cost/value (curve 2 in Fig. 10-1;

depreciation allowance they are the deductions for the fund for the

restoration/reduction c± construction/design).

Storing/adding up the ordinates of the curves of 1 and 2, we

obtain curved 3, which characterizes variable component of total

operating costs in dependence on the section of busbars. As is

evident, with certain section of busbars s,., which can be

named/called economic, the operating costs prove to be smallest.

11th an increase in the average annual load of the busbars (morp

uniform annual graph/curve, larger value T.,) of the loss of electric

power in busbars increase (with the same section of busbars), and

consequently, increase sad the cost/value of the lost energy (dottei

curve s). An a result of this the economic section of busbars is

already somewhat larger section s,

Page 167.
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From of the curves of rig. 10-1 it is evident that with the

sectios of busbars, somewhat smaller s,,. initial costs of busbar/tire

construction/design decrease considerably more rapid, rather than

increase anal operating costs. Therefore of the state

considerations proves to be ecoaomically more advantageous tc accept

the section of busbars somewhat smaller s,,, providing thereby the

considerable decrease of the expenditures of metal and resources for

the installation of busbar/tire construction/design with a very small

increase in the annual operating costs. The freeing resources ani

metal can be used for expanding the energy construction.

Taking into account all this, technical control of MES of the

USSR established/installed led in PUB CL 3-61 the so-called maximum

economic current densities /,. for bare wires of busbars (tables

10-11, using which should be determined the sections of wires and

busbars, used for the set of tires of the distributors of all

voltages: 1.

where 1, - current of the greatest constant load of circuit in the

normal mode of work (without taking into account the possible in

operation overloadings of a circuit, and also increase of its load

during emergencies and repairs.
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The obtained condition (10-11 section they round off to nearest

larger standard on table P-1O. Selected thus section provides

sufficient efficiency/cost-effectiveness of the operation of

busbar/tire construction/desiga with a rationally possible savings of

metal and resources to its installation.

The section of the collecting mains of the distributors of all

voltages, and also busbars of temporary/time installations by

economic current density does not select. The busbars indicated

select on let-go current loads, as this shown below.

Checking the section of busbars to the maximum prolonged current

of load (clecking for heating in normal node). Vith any possible in

operation current of lcad the temperature of heating busbars must not

exceed the specific value. According to the in force in the uSsR

norms the long permissible temperature of heating bare wires and

busbars is accepted equal to 700C, since at larger heating

temperature Is observed the intensive oxidation of the contact

connections of busbars, which leads to a considerable increase in

their contact resistance. The calculated temperature of air is

accepted by 250C. Under these conditions are determined the long

let-go currents of load cu busbars and bare wires (tables P-10),
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which must not be exceeded in the normal operation of installation.

From the aforesaid it follows that the section of busbar,

determined according to economic current density, must be such so

that with the maximum proloaged current of the load of that circuit,

for which it is intended, tke temperature of its heating would not

exceed a ,706C. For this mst be observed the condition:
I OMONMAC
'AGe, l,'I.,.KC (1I0.2)

where IF. - the long let-go current of load on busbar on table P-1O;

. maximum prolonged current of the load of that circuit, for

which is intended the busbaro
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Fig, 10-1, Dependece of opeatig costs on the section of

crrent-carryig part (bsbace cables).

Key: (11. Annual ependitues/consunptions, rub.

Table 10-1. Maium economic curr~ent density of bare ires and

busbarSo

I IlAOTHOCTb ToKJF j'K. &/JO-s

I)i .,D, p, ,' ...... -o- .- j

3ua mDa MkHM mysi iapy3bih

H aN~ e lo bsal~ fl DOO A H KO D I' , 'M a K c . 4 ,

oJ~- e I'lol , shmab

Ki: (10. Deeuntio of opeatong (2)t on the secon of

currentt-crrin .pa..t5 2 itsbr a1.8~

6e) 1kN~ls. 1na 3xedtrscmhut s rub.0

Ky:l (11-. Deinato fcnutr.()aximum economic curren dnit o ar wrs n

I) ,A/ . (3) with the demand tie of load peak 7 , h. (4)

It is ore than. (S).o Bare vies and busbas: a) copper; b) aluminum.

(6L too

L . , - '" .... ) M.. ... ...... ... 2I 5 2,I I1 . . .. . .8 1 - I - Il . . . . ... ". . .
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If condition (10o-2) is not satisfied for the busbar, selected on

economic current densitj the& should be selected the busbar of larqe

section.

Uhen under the conditions of operation is possible the prolonq d

overloading of circuit. for which is intended the busbar, current

,...... should be determined taking into account this overloading. so,

for the circuits of generators one should consider that the

generators can long work with nominal power with the voltage,

lowered/reduced to 5o/o against nominal, i.e., with the current of

load 1O05 'ruoM (see Chapter 22); power transformers under certain

conditions can long work with overloading to 30-40o/o (see Chapter

23), etc.

Collecting mains should be selected taking into account possibl

current distribution in them in different modes/conditions of the

work of the installation: in normal mode, with cutoff/disconnection

of one of generators or transformers, etc. On powerful/thick

installations and at the considerable length of collecting mains for

the purpose of metal savings it is possible to apply in different

sections of the busbar of different sections (stepped busbar).
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The rated currents of voltage transformers are negligibly small;

therefore busbar to them it is possible to select circular, steel, by

the diameter of 8-10 mm.

Table P-10-1-P-10.4 gives the long permissible loads with

alternating current 50 Hz on the bare painted busbars of different

material, form and sectional area.

The constant of the emission of the painted busbars is

considerably more than not colored ones. So, if the constant of the

emissiom of the not colored oxidized surface of copper band composes

approuimately/ezemplarily 0.5, then for the painted surface of the

same band the constant of emission comprises already about 0.9-0.95.

Therefore the coloration of busbars improves their cooling by

emission, as a result of which with the same permissible temperature

of heating the let-go current of the load of the painted busbars on

12-15o/o more than not cclored busbars.

The permissible loads oa bosbars, with direct current somewhat

greater than those given in table P-10 as a result of the absence of

surface effect with direct current.

uith the horizontal separator of rectangular busbars and during

the location of then prone on support insulators (Fig. 10-3b) the
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permissible load on table P-10.1 and P-10.2 mUst be reduced as a

result of the worse cooling of the busbars: by 5o/o for busbars in

bandwidth to 60 as and by 8o/o for busbars in bandwidth of more than

60 me.

Vith an increase in the section the permissible current density

descends as a result of the worse cooling of the busbars of large

sections, and with alternating current also because of the larger

effect of surface effect.

For example, to aluminum busbar by section 4095-200 U.2 is

allowed/assumed current 540 A at current density 540/200=2.7 A/Mm?,

and to aluminum busbar 100-30-1000 nt is allowed/assumed current

i i.e., already 1820000=1.82 A/ant. In the second case the

metal Is utilized more badly 2.7/1.82--1.5 times.

on the same reasons to disadvantageously apply the busbars of

large thickness.

For example, to aluminum busbar 6008-1180 ant, is allowed/assumed

current by 1025 A, and to basbar 80o6-80 amm, i.e., the same

section, but thinner, is allowed/assumed current 1150 A, which is

approximately/exemplarily to 12o/o more.
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Uith the significant magnitude of the operating currents, which

exceed the let-go current of the band of the greatest section, they

apply to phase several bands, collected/built in common packet and

fastened together on stand-off insulators (fig. 10-2b and c and Fig.

10-7b). The distance between bands in packet take by the equal to

thickness one band, which is necessary for their cooling.

with an increase in the number of bands by phase the permissible

load grows/rises proportional to a number of bands in packet, but it

is considerably less as a result of the worse cooling of busbars in

packet. Furthermore, with alternating current has high value the

so-called proximity effect. Back band of packet is located in the

alternating magnetic field of adjacent bands, in consequence of which

Is raised its effective resistasce and, consequently, also heating

with one and the same current.
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a) ~ C~ ~

Fig. 10-2. Diagrams of busbat/tire costractioas/designs. a-

sLngle-ban4 busbar; b - packet of two bands; c - packet of three

bands; 4 - packet of two box busbars.

Page 169.

Wth a number of bands in packet more than two proximity effect lead

to nonuniform current distribution in the bands of packet - in middle

strips the current will be less than in extreme ones, so, with three

bands in packet current in extreme bands will be on 40o/o, and in

middle strip 20o/o of the total current of phase. Thus. current

density in middle strips is considerably less than the current

density in extreme bands. As a result of using the metal of busbars

in packet it is considerablj loss in comparison with the use of a

metal of the singly run bands.

Por esample, if one copper busbar by the size/dimension lOOxlO

of m allows/assumes the current of load 2310 A (2.31 A/mm z ) , then

the let-go current of packet from two the same bands composes 3610 A
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(1.8 A/mm*) instead of 2*2310-4620 A, and packet of three bands 4650

A (1.55 A/mnsi instead of 3o2310=6930 A.

Therefore with alternating current it is better to apply not

more than two, also, as an exception of three bands in packet. With

the direct current when there is no proximity effect and current is

distributed evenly between strips of packet, it is possible to apply

packets with a large number of bands.

In the powerful/thick installations of alternating current with

very larger operating currents should be applied the more economical

busbar/tire constructions/designs, which ensure least possible effect

of surface effect, proximity effect and best conditions for cooling.

By an increase in the distasce between bands of the packet of

flat busbars it is possible to somewhat reduce the effect of

proximity effect and to improve cooling busbars, but attained in this

case increase in the long let-go current is comparatively small with

complication of the attachment of the packet of busbars on stand-off

Insulators. Incomparably more rational are the busbar/tire

constructions/designs, made from two aluminum or copper box busbars

of large cross section (Fig. 10-2d). Because of small effect of

proximity effect and sufficient to good cooling the use of a metal of

box busbars is obtained considerably better (table P-1O.4) in
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comparison with the packet of the rectangular busbars of the same

overall section.

For example, if packet of fora aluminum bands by size/dimension

126z1@ an by overall section 4800 ma allows/assumes the current of

load S650 A (table P-1O.1) or 0.97 A/mmas then two box aluminum

busbers with the size/diumasion of shelves 175 on and 80 am by

overa l section 2*2440-4880 n* allow/assume current 6430 a (tables

P-10.4) or 1.32 A/me, i.e., it is more 1.36 times.

From box busbars are easily feasible busbar/tire

constructions/designs to very large operating currents, to 10-12 kA

and more.

Comparative calculations show that usually the already

three-band packets of busbars it is profitable to replace by box

bubaers.

For example, for a circuit with / ,.,,-4 ki it is possible to

select: packet of three aluminum bands 120x10 ms with s=3600 mmz ani

/. .=4100 A or two box busbars with the siz/dimension of bands 125 mm

and 55 ms with a-291370-2740 a& and IM.-460 A. With box bushars the

section is less by 2o/o, but let-go current is more by 13o/0. The

rationality of the use/application of box busbars does not causp
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doubts.

The long lt-go currents of load on the bare not colored wires,

defined at a permissible temperature of their heating by 700c and at

temperature of air of 250C, used both for aerial lines and for the

met of tirm of distributors, are given in table P-10.5.

If real temperature of air differs from calculated, equal to

250C, then the permissible load of busbars and wires should be

changed, taking into account correction factor k, in table P-11.6, in

this case under the tenperature of air both inside and outdoors

should be understood mean temperature in 13 h of the hottest month.

At the same time PUB [L 3-6] recommend the considering of these

correction factors during the determination of the permissible load

o leads of busbar only when the real temperature of air considerably

differs from calculation of 25c. namely: for regions of the extreme

north, of the permafrost, tropics, etc.

Checking of busba'rs on corona. For the previously indicated reasons

(#Sl0-l), the busses of the high-voltage installations should not be on a

corona, whereupon in open installations the condition that the busses are

not on corona in dry and clear weather is usually imposed. Therefore the
stranded wires and the tubular busbars, utilized for the set of tires of

distributors by a voltage 110 kV are above, the selected on economic

current density and checked on let-go current loads, additionally they

must be checked to corona. So that the busbar would not display corona,

must be observed the condition.
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UY,. o OUW (10-3)

where U., - the breakinq stress of crona (voltage of the appearance

of the visible corona).

If the busbars of three phases are located in the

apexes/veertzes of equilateral triangle, then the breaking stress of

corona in dry and clear weather, at barometric pressure 76 cm. Hg

and temperature of air of 250C can be determined according to formula

[L 5-1 and 7-11:
LV= 84a, lg (10-4)

where a - the roughness factor, which considers surface condition of

busbar and equal to 0.93-0.98 for tubular busbars and single-wire

wires, which are long found in air, and 0.83-0.87 for stranded of the

wires; r - outside radius of busbar, cm; a - distance betveen centers

of busbara , o

Page 170.

If the bosbars of three phases are located in one plane, then on

average/mean busbar corona begins with voltage, on 4o/o smaller, but

on outer busbars- on 6o/o larger u,,, determined according to formula

(10 .,,.e3.

L__
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From the formula (10-4) it is evident that for increase U.p it is

possible to increase the distance between busbars (by phases) or

the diameter of busbers 2 r. Ia usually more advantageous an increase

in the diameter of busbars, since with an increase in the distance

between phases increase sizes/dimeasions and cost/value of the

supporting structures of distributor.

Checking busbars for thermal resistance by short circuits is

conducted in accordance with indications, data in § 7-2. There it is

shown, in what cases of busbar it is possible not to check against

thermal stability.

During the determination of the heating temperature by the

current of short circuiting of multiline busbars it is necessary to

consider the current distribution of short circuit in the bands of

packet and to determine the temperature of the most loaded with

current extreme bands.

Checking busbars for mechanical strength during short circuits.

Vndec the action of the electrodjamaic forces, which appear with

flows on the busbars of the impact current of short circuiting, the

busbars are beat; therefore checking for the mechanical strength of

the rigid busbarsI attached on stand-off insulators, is reduced to

their check calculations to curvature.
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Let a examine the mechanical calculation of single-band busbars

with the distance between stand-off insulators Z (c) and between the

axes of phases a (cm) (Fig, 10-3). The greatest force, which operates

a the busbar of average/mean phase, will be determined during

three-phase short circuit according to formula (7-3):

P '3- 1 76 10- ' (10-5)

where i, - impact current with three-phase short circuit, kA.

The temperature of busbars changes with a change in their load

and temperature of surrcunding air. With a change in the teameratura

of heating busbars is changed their length. Especially considerably

busbars are heated and are lengthened with the course on them of

short-circuit current. It is obvious that with the rigid fastening cf

basbars on each stand-off insulator (Fig. 10-3a) this elongation of

busbars would lead to tbair considerable strain (curvature) and onset

of the supplementary beading stresses to stand-off insulators. For

warning/preventing this, in the first place, fasten the busbars on

stand-off insulators not rigidly& but with the possibility of their

longitudinal travel with temperature changes their lengths and, in

the second place, make ca busars the special flexible compensators

of elongation, described below in § 10-3.
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Dusbars rigidly are fastemed to the terminals/grippers of

electrical apparatuses and aacines. to the outputs of vail entrancp

ianlators mad in the places of the branchings of busbars. When, on

the busbarsv flexible coapeasators a re present, are fastened rigidly

the busbars only on utaid-off insulators in the middle of the sect icn

between two adjacent compeasators; on remaining insulators the

busbars are fastened freely with the possibility of their

longitudinal travel.

Everything said makes it possible to consider busbar during

mechanical calculation as the evenly loaded bean/gully with one

rigidly attached (pinched) end/lead and free on all other supports.

In accordance with this the operating on busbar maximum bending

moment can be determined by one of the following formulas [L 10-11:

with one and two flights/spans

Al =- -- IirCM]; (10-6)
Key: (1) kg-cm.

with three or larger number of flights/spans

Key: (13 kg-cm.
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Fig. 10-3., Location of the busbars of rectangular cross section on

stand-off insulators, a - location to the edge/fin; b - location

proie.

Page 171.

The voltage of the material of busbar with curvature will ba

determined according to the formula:

Al j
.... - ' C.., (10-8)

Key: (11 kgf/cl I .

where W - modulus of section of busbar (in cu 3 ) relative to the axis,

perpendicular to line of force.

During the mutual location of rectangular busbars on Fig. 10-3a

modulus of section W=bsh/6, and in Fig. 10-3b W-bh2/6.
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For the circular buebacs of solid section V=rd3/32--O.1d3, while

for tubular busbars u -= -D where D and d - external and tubef~rtublarbusarsw32 D

bores.

Obtained value ap. mut satisfy the condition:

P <a ".. (10-9)

On PUB (L 3-6] they accept for copper of brand MT. 6..=1400

kg/c.'; for aluminum of brand AT *As0 =700 kgf/cmz and for steel ,A.

-1600 kgf/cm',

With the nonfulfillment of condition (10-9) it is necessary to

attain decrease oPC4. This it is possible to achieve by reduction in

current of short circuit, by change in the mutual location of

busbars, by increase in the distance between phases a, decrease of

the flight/span between insulators I and finally by an increase in

the section of busbars.

If was preliminarily accept the mutual location of rectangular

busbars on Fig. 10-3a, then transition/junction for location on Fig.

10-3b gives considerable decrease a, :. as a result of the larger

moment of resistance of busbars in the second case.
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With an increase in the distance between phases a proportionally

decreases force F, therefore, and which bends moment/torque M and

voltage of the material of busbar a PC.' Increase a is expedient only

i such a case, when this does not entail an increase in the cverall

sizes of distributor or complication and rise in price of the

construction/design, during which are fastened the insulators.

A considerably great effect gives the decrease of flight/span 1,

since on value I depend both the force of F13 , and moment/torque m.

Consequently, apac4 =1. Decrease of t is possible in all cases when this

is allowed/assumed by the construction/design of distributor. Tt is

logical that the decrease of I entails an increase in the number of

stand-off insulators. The in practice used distances between phases

and the flights/spans betwean insulators in different distributors

see Tole 2.

During design frequently there is expedient to determine

maximally possible flight/span I..C according to the condition of the

mechanical strength of busbarce, fr this preliminarily select

material, sizes/dimensions and section the busbars, are assigned by

value A . , take the outline of the mutual location of busbars, value

distances a between them they determine their moment of resistance w.

The force of interaction between phases on I cm of the length of
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busbar can be determined by formula (10-5), after assuming in it I=1

cm-,0)

J= 10-' Jrlcia. (10.10)

Key: (1) kg/cm.

On the basis of formulas (10-7), (10-8) and (10-10) it is

possible to compose the following two equations (with a number of

flights/spans three and more):

M= FS)MK =____.. and %.o M
10K -To -WA ,

joist solution of which gives formula for determining the maximum span

between insulators: !l " (lo

Analogously with one o two flights/spans the maximum value of

flight/span must not exceed
/Maac - (1Gon

(10-1la)

The mechanical calculation of multiline busbars becomes

complicated by the fact that each band of packet is bent 'inder the

action of two forces: the force of interaction between phases and

force of interaction between this band and adjacent bands of tho same

packet. In this case design voltage of the material of the busbar:

acq = a +30 l

where GO - voltage of the material of busbar from curvature under the

action of the force of interaction between the phases; *- the same,
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under the action of the force of interaction of the bands of one

packet*
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Page 172.

The distance between the aduds of packet is small; therefore the

force of interaction of the Dands of one packet and the voltage of

material a. is usually great. For decrease o between the bands of

packet are placed metallic sepdrators (Fig. 10-4), the distance

between which is calculated of busbars to mechanical strength. The

frequent location of separators is undesirable as a result of

deterioration in cooling ousaars, nigh expenditure/consumption of

metal and complication of mounting.

The mechanical calculation of busbar/tire construction/design

with two-band and busbars is begunfrom determination o® The order

of determination a, the same as I-.eathe case of single-band

busbars. According to formula (10-5) is determined the force of

interaction between phases F 0. and then by formula (10-6| or (10-7)

bending moment AI. applied to packet.

The modulus of section of two-band packet depends on the mutual

location of busbars and is determined from one of the following
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formulas:

during location on p. IU-Sa and 10-5b

bh'
6 hs - 0.333bhl, (10-12.a)

during location on Fil. IU-5c and in the absence of the rigid
connection of the bands between themselves

- 6 0 0 (10-12.6)

during the same location on Fig. 10-5c, but with the rigid

connection of the bands of packet, that eliminates their mutual

longitudinal displacement and ensuring Joint operation then as the

elements/cells of composite/compound (spliced) beam/gully'

W _ 1.44b2 h. (10-12.A)

FOOTNOTE 1. The moment of inertia with respect to axis y-y (Fig.

10-5c) packet of two splicod rectangular busbars by size/dimension

bxh each with distance of b between them is equal to:

(3b)'h - bh I b'h

12 12

ENDFOOTNOTE.

Modulus of section of the spliced beam/gully of the same

L
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relative axis y-y:
Jy 26 bh

-S 5 - 1 .5b 1.44 b'h.

Then is determined the voltage of the material:

Af$'

* -. (10.13)

For determination c. they first calculate the force of

interaction of the bands ot packet on 1 cm of their length, using

formula (7-1), after assuming in it i=! cm and a-2b (see Fig. 10-2b,

an d 10- 4) ( 3) - 2 -10 2

ci)
(10-14)

The distance betveen the bdnds of packet is small; therefore

here the factor of the form of Dusoar to consider compulsorily. Are

determined it by of the curves of Fig. 7-2.

The maximum bending moment from action forces 1, determine from

formula for beams/gullies with tue evenly distributed load and the

pinched ends/leads:

,al - -12 -. (10.15)

where l. - a distance between centers of separators, see

The modulus of section in this case is determined from the
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formula:

Then M

it is obvious that must oe observed the condition

apftq so +(O 4 saw
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t f)

I)PO-M~&M

ifAon~op t )

Fig. 10-4. Arrangement/positioa of the separators between the bands

of the packet of busbars.

Key: (1). separators. (2). insulator.

Fig. 10-5. Different cases of location of packets of busbars.

a-c- packets of the flat/plaue bu-sbars; d-e - packets of box

bu sba rs o

Page 173.

rA ~-
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If condition (10-17) is not satisfied as a result of exaggerated

a. then is determined a maximally possible distance between

sparators , Are assigned o and, knowing a,. they determine
a n -' O -A i

Being guided by formulas (10-15) and (10-16), it is possible to

write:

whence
off AIM (10-18)

The calculation of three-nada busbars is given in [6-1 and 7-2].

The mechanical calculation o busbar/tire construction/design

from box busbars also consists in uetermination ,p,=3i@. For

determination , they use formulas (10-5), (10-6) or (10-7) and

(10-13). The entering the latter/last formula modulus of section of

packet of two box busbars tney rae as the equal to:

during location on Fiy. 10-5d

- 2W,; (10-19,a)
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during location on Fig. 10-5e and in the absence of the rigid

connection of the box busbars of packetbetween themselves

V -2v (1019.M

during the same location on Fig. 10-5e, but with the rigid

-:,)nnect'on of the box busoars of packet, which ensures their combined

work as the elements/cells of spliced bean,
a-W - Wyo. (10_19A

where W, and w, - moduli of section of box busbars of relatively

principal axes of inertia with respect x-x and y-y.

wA - moment of resistdnce of packet of two rigidly connected box

busbars relative to the inertia axis of packet Yo-Yo.

The values of values w,. w, and Wy are given in table P-10.4.

For determining the voltage of material from interaction of the

busbars of one phase ;. it is necessary to, first of all, determine

the force of interaction between them J.. A precise computation of

value 1, with the box bussjars of sufficient is complicated and it is

labor-consuming (10-2]. At the same time in practical calculations

with sufficient accuracy it is possible to determine I, by formula

(10-14), after placing in it kh,=1 and having simultaneously accepted

for the calculated distance between box busbars 2b=h, i.e., The

distance between the external faces of box busbars (Fig. 10-5,4)
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[10-3]. Under these conditions:

l't -0.1 )-
'[KF/c.M]. (1o.2o

Key: (1). kgf/cm.

Further they Jetermine m, by formula (10-15), and then o

according to formula (10-Ib), atten accepting in it the modulus of

section of box busbar relative to axis y-y (Fig. 10-5f), i.e.,

w=w, (see table P-10.4).

As a result of calculations must be carried out condition

(10-17).

If necessary the maximum permissible distance between the

separators of the busbars or one puase can be determined by formula

(10-18), substituting in it w,, -v.

The mechanical calculatioa of busbars during the location of

phases according to the apexes/vertexes of triangle is presented in

(10-21.

The bare stranded wires, tastened on suspension insulators in

installations 35 kV it is daove, are checked against mechanical

strength just as wires of electric power lines taking into account
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the dead weight of wires, weight oz ice-covered surface, wind

pressure (7-1].

Example of 10-1. To select busbars in the circuit of the

waste/exiting cable line ay tne voltage 10 kV, that feeds substation

on diagram in Fig. 8-3b. Load ot tne sections of substation S1 =S2 =2.9

MVA. Sectionalizing switch V it is normally disconnected. with

emergency disconnection ot one of the lines the switch SV is included

automatically and both sections tue pin of substation are supplied by

one line. Demand time of d peax lodd of substation Tu.,=-4o0o h.

Short-circuit currents during closing/shorting in the beginnir]

of the cable of the waste/exiting line:

j"(s== 27 we; 1) _ 13 xa; J )- 16.5 xa.

Key: (1). kA.

Time of triggering of relaying of waste/exiting line t.-t.35

s, tripping time of switch l.-o.i5 s.

In the construction/design of the distributor of busbar accepted

are arranged/located on the outline of Fig. 10-3b with i-0.8 m and

a=25 cm, in this case in the individual sections of the busbars

between apparatuses a nuuoei" ot tlights/spans one or two.
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Busbars are aluminum. Temperature of air of 250C.

Selection of the section or nusbar on economic current density.

the current of the normal load of line (busbar):

St  2900 A,
-- 167

On Table 10-1 with Tu.. 4000 a we find JA= 1* /mm2, then

Iu 167 /

On tabl! P-10.1 we accept the aluminum busbar of the nearest

section 40.4=160 mmz with tae ionq let-go current of load iAo -4d0 A.

checking busbar to the maximum prolonged current of load. With

emergency cutoff/disconnectioa of one of the lines (Fig. 8-3b) the

second is loaded by doubly 4iyit current I .... - 2.167-334

Page 174.

Since 1,, then the temperature of busbar will be less

% -kln,1 bilsbir to taeradi stdbility during short circuit.

. r.. ,., , .iect~1 hustar with peak load we
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determine from formula (7-16):

* + (OAo. - ,) -
AMl3342

25 + (70--25) 5.- .50

fe estimated time of the action of short-circuit current:
(it

t - tau, + t, - 1.35 + 0.15 1.5 CeI.

Key: (1). s.

Aperiodic component/term short-circuit current is not

considered, since t>1 s.

during the three-phase short circuit:

" ,(3) 27
. 3.

Through of the curves of Fiq. 7-6 we find ti(,.2,1 s, then

1(3)2(31_ 13 .2,I 355 Kal.cei.

Key: (1). kWtes.

During the two-phase short circuit:

,, "(2) 0,87.27.() = -4m) _z1.,4.

Through of the curves of Yiq. 7-6 we find t).5 s, then the
(i)

current /0 1(
- 16,5. 4I0 CC.
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Key: (1). kAz.s.

Consequently, to the thermal resistance of busbar it is

necessary to check during two-phase short circuit.

When %-500C on curve for aluminum on Fig. 7-7 we find:

A, -z 0,4. 10,

then
A, A. & -- t) l 0,. 4.10' +

(16500 -- 2.+ k--- 1,5- 2.. o .

Through the curve of Fig. 7-7 we find O.-325*. Since for

aluminum busbars ox,, .c-20ooc. then the selected busbar is thermally

unstable.

Let us determine the minimum section of the busbar, stable

during shorting.

When .. M,,=200c through the curve of Fig. 7-7 we find

A ..C - 1.35.10', then A,.,K-A=(I,35-0,4).I0'. 0.95.104, also, according to

formula (7-14):

No" - V, AKm Kc -
I /' 1.5

i16 5M 0 u.io' - -4;z 210 Am%3
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and according to simplified formula (7-15):

I.. - 16500

Taking into account that uring the replacement of busbar 40e4

mn2 to the busbar of larger section its temperature to short circuit

will be below normal, should be to avoid overexpenditure of aluminum

checked the possibility of the selection of the busbar of smaller

section, i.e., 40.5=200 ma when I .=540A (able P-10.1). Check this

busbar for heating by snort-circuit current:

3342
, = 25 + 45. - - 40* C; A, 0.3.106;

/16 500 a
A,-0.3.1O+ -1 - .IA .3.10 , .

which for aluminum busbaxa is adamissible.

Checking busbar to mecnaztical strength.

Impact short-circuit current:
1,)

ly 1t.9VYT - 2.B527 --69 *

Key: (1). kA.

Effort for average/mean phase according to formula (10-5):

fey 1,761( 10-' 1,76.69- .  .10--2M xF,

Key: (1). kgf.
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The moment/torque, which bends busbar, we determine from formula

(10-6). -

M 1 2 - 68- 0  rU.

Key: (1). kgf cm.

Modulus of section of the ousbar:

bbs 0.5- 48
W- - ---- 1.33

Voltage of the material of the busbar:

M 2680 ( )
I- 1.3 z 2 000 werlca',.

Key: (1). kgf/cMz.

what considerably exceeds a,,.=700 kgf/cm2 for aluminum busbars.

If according to structural/design conditions in the distributor

accepted it is not possible to change value I and a, then it is

necessary to select the busbar or larger section.

According to formula (10-8):

M 2680
W~ -- .8 .8

Thus, must be selected the busbar for which V=bhz/6>3.83 cm 3.

Being guided these-[able P 1U.1, we find that by the nearest busbar,
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which satisfies this condition, is the aluminum busbar section 80.6

anZ when 'LOI -1150 a.

The insulators of busbar/tire construction/design we select,

being guided by indications §9-5 and data oftable P-9.

We select stand-off insulators for internal installation to

voltage 10 kV of the type oa-lu which allow/assume load

FA,,.0.6.750-450 kgf, which is less than the calculated effort/force to

insulator F=268 of kgf.

Page 175.

Altitude correction of ousoar we do not make, since busbar

lies/rests prone on insulator.

Wall entrance insulator is selected type Pa-10 on 400A, since

2p 2 Li == kgf.

If the construction/design of distributor allows, then it is

possible to decrease the distance between insulators, i.e., the

flight/span between the attachment points of busbars. Being guided by

formulas (10-11) and (10-11a), let us find that with selected

according to the conditions of normal mode aluminum busbar 40x4 m

. ...L. . . ,
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and with a=25 cm the great distance between insulators along the

length of busbar must not exceed:

for the sections ot busoazs with one and two flights/spans

Ima, - ,ir .70V ! 47 cM.

but for the sections of kusoars with three and by a large number of

flights/spans

Y 10-70. 1.33

where 
=553 

c

F 268 et)
7 -- =z3.35 Krlc.

Key: (1) kgf/cm.

In the necessary cases change both the sizes/dimensions of

busbar/tire construction/design i and a and section the busbars,

attaininq the creation of most economical ccnstruction/design.

Example of 10-2. To select busbars and insulators of busbar in

the circuit of the generator with a power of 37.5 PVA. Busbar

partially is passed to the conuensation location of machine room and

partially in the open air between the machine room and the

distributor of generator voltage. Nominal voltage of installation 10

kV. Short-circuit currents during closing/shorting in the circuit of

the generator:

k . .. , I n n m . . -
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143).s85 do 1''13).32 0 13 4'(~Jj~

Ka Iva; -239

Key: (1). kA.

Demand tine of a peak load for generator 7*,,,,,65OO h.

Triggering tine of relayi.ny of geaerator t,,-~ z, tripping time

of switch in the circuit of generator t,-0o.2 X.

Location of busbars to accept on outline in Fig. 10-5b, with

1-1.5 a and a=0.7 a.

Dusbars are aluminum. Temprdture of air of 25 0 C.

Selection of the section or ousbar on economic current density.

The rated current of the generator

10,ijw5 .2,06A. 19

On Table 10.1 with T.,I0 =6500 hi we accept 4,-- 1 A/mm&, then

s=2060/1-2060 mm2 .

on table P-10.1 we accept two-band busbar 2e(100e103iz2000 mmR'#

When IAO-26# #

Checking busbars to the aXimum prolonged current of load. The
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37.5

greatest prolonged current of the load of generator I..... ,2J6 kA

the less long let-go current of the load of the selected packet of

busbars; therefore the temperature of busbars will be less S =70*C.

Checking busbars to ueraal stability. Temperature of busbar to

short circuit 0,= 25+45.!- s.-500C.

The estimated time of tue action of short-circuit current:

t=O.1*0.2=0.3 s.

We determine the fictitious time of action of short-circuit

current taking into account aperiodic component/term, since t<1 s:

32 )1.= - !4; tV.0 - 0,4 eex.

I#.,. - 0,05 111 = 0,05.43 _z. 0.1 eve;

1* - tb.. + t, 0.5 ceiT.

Key: (1). s.

We further use curve for aluminum in Fig. 7-7: A.-O..IO';

A,, -038-106 + 23000 \ Oz39.106

with which to*.

Using the case, let us note taat the calculated for large

operating currents current-carryiny parts of the main chains of

L ._ I
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electrical stations and substations (generators, powerful/thick

step-up and step-down traustoraers, collecting mains, etc.) are

usually they are thermcstable during short circuits, especially

during use in these circuits of high speed relayings.

Checking busbars to aechanicai strength. Force of interaction

between the phases:

F - 1.76.85s. "-108 l I'4 W'.

Key: (1). kgf.

Bending moment accoxding to formula (10-7) :

F 274.150 el)
M-T - -- 4 100 gfcaL

Key: (1). kg cm,

Moment of resistance according to formula (10-12a):

V -. 333bh- 0333. 10 -H 333 C'.

Key: (1). cm 3.

Voltage of material from interaction between the phases:

4100 (I)

,1- w- rle .

Key: (1). kgf/cm2.
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Let us determine a nuzmber ot separators between the bands of

packet and a distance between them. Let us accept for aluminum

busbars @,,,=700 kgf/cxz, then 3aOE,-Afl -v,-70-I23=577kgf/cuZ.

The factor of the formg ~f busbar is determined on of the curves

of Fig. 7-2:
b 10 a-b 2b-b to

i- -00 1 . Ff1 T1 i- 0-0 9.
h. = 0.42.

Frce of interaction aetween the bands of packet on 1 cm of the

length of busbar according to tormula (10-111):

-a Pi)
O ,26hoi'Lo -j-=0.26-0.42.851.10~2- 7.9 xF/cm.

Key: (1). kgf/c.

Page 176.

A maximally possible Uiistauca between separators we determine

from formula (10-18) :

ln~mal-c"38 cA.

Since the flight/span netween insulators is accepted I by 150

ca, then the separators between the rhodes of packet must be
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established/installed througa dvery 37.5 cm, counting between their

axes: in the places of the attachment of packet on insulators and

three additional separators in the flight/span between insulators.

Selection of insulators. For a busbar of the type OB-10 on

nominal voltage 10 kV, permissiole load F,,,450 the kgf (see table

P-9), that the less specific doove force of interaction between

phases F=274 of kgf.

For the external parr- ot the ousbar we select bot

supporting/reference insulatorb ot the type ShN-10 to voltage 10 kv

and F o.3W00 kgf.

For the output of Du:.a&A irom machine room and distributor we

select linear conclusions ot .i type PNV-20/3000 to voltage 20 kV,

nominal current 3000 A dua I . 66-o kgf (to voltage 10 kV linear

conclusion/output are manuLactu.Leu to rated currents to 2000 A

inclusively, and in our cdd ... of 2160 A).

Example of 10-3. Select collecting mains by the voltage 10 kV of

powerful/thick power plant. rae maximum current of the load of

collecting mains composes ... K=4. A. Impact short-circuit current

i,-170 kA. The phases of collecting mains are located in horizontal

plane with i=12o cm and a=75 cm.
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Busbars are aluminum. Teapordture of air of 250C.

The section of collecti.ng adins by economical current density

they do not select; therefore we select the section of busbars on the

maximum current of load.

0n1'able P 10.1 it is possible to select packet of four aluminum

busbars by the size/dimension 120x10 of mm, by total cross-sectional

area to phase 4*1200=4800 am Wita I.,,-465O A.

on Table P-10.4 it is possioie to select two box busbars to

phase with the sizes/dimensions oi sides 125 am and 55 no, thickness

of 6.5 mm, by total cross-sectiunal area to phase 2*1370=2740 mu2

with IA04-4640 A.

Is completely obvious the davksability of the selection of box

bu sba rs.

The busbars of largje cros.- sections, as noted above, are usually

thermostable; therefore we will ae restricted to checking busbars to

mechanical strength. The location of box busbars let us accept on the

outline of Fig. 10-5e.
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According to formula (10-3):

F .76i-t70.-1- 10 - 6; 1 Kr.

Key: (1) . kgf.

According to formula (lO-7J:

810-120
Al - - -9 750 xrck.

Key: (1) . kg-cu.

jtus assume that trie Lbox busbars between themselves are not

rigidly connected, then the modulus of section of packet is

determined according tc formula (10-19b):

W = 2IV - 2.9.5 = 9MW,

where w -9.5 cm3 is undertdken onlable P-10.L4 for the selected

busbar with h=125 in:.t

According to formula j10-8):

9750 V
5 10~KrC'

Key: (1). kgf/cmz.
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According to formula (10-20):

Key: (1). kgf/cm.

When 700-510=190 kyf/cm-a and W.- vY 9,5 Cm3 the great possible

distance between centers of separators according to formula (10-18)

will comprise: Hmjc y-2-10.

=43 cit

Since 1-120 cm, the distaace Detveen centers of separators we

accept 1,- 540 cm.

In the case of the rigyid connection of busbars in packet during

determination a,0 one shou~Ld accept according to formula (10-19c)

=iooo 10cm3 (see table F-10.4) , then:

9750 MI
-I ;: 97 IWIfcAS

700 - 97 - 63 KrCS

-11irr-W 71.
'*~IFc 1A z76 cm.

Key: (1). kgf/cm2 .

i.e. in the flight/span batween the insulators of sufficient busbar
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to connect by one plank as th~is i~s shown in Fig. 10-6. Plancks

fulfill from the same material, as busbar. Plancks weld on to box

busbars, moreover in the flight/spda between insulators must be not

less than three planks (Fig. 10-6). Extreme planks should be welded

on as near as possible to stanu-off insulators.

From that presented it is cledr that the connection of busbars

with planks leads to decrease bota 4% and s,.

The calculation of ilJanks is yiven in (10-2].

For the calculated aove collecting mains should be used the

stand-off insulators of tue type ot the OD-10 vhenP,- 1200 kgf.
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Fig. 10-6. Arrangement/position of the planks, welded on to box

busbars.

Key: (1). To weld on. (2). Plates. (3). insulators. (4). Axes are

supporting/reference I. (5). busbar holder.

10.3. Attachment of busbars on insulators. Coloration of busbars.

Attachment of busbars on stand-off insulators. The busbars of

rectangular and box section are secured on stand-off insulators with

the aid of busbar holders (Fig. 10-7). In the installations of
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alternating current the steel parts of busbar holder are heated by

eddy currents, also, as a result or hysteresis. For decreasing this

heating, which is especially important with the large operating

currents (1-1.5 kA and more), is tulfilled the upper plank of busbar

holder from nonmagnetic material - from non-magnetic cast iron or

from copper with copper bu-bars and from aluminum with aluminum

busbars. For the same targets sometimes they insulate by separators

from insulating cardboard of the part of busbar holder.

Circular busbars are tastened on stand-off insulators with the

aid of clamps.

Patch cords attach to string insulator with the aid of special

terminals/grippers.

On those stand-off insulators on which must be provided the free

lonqitulinal travel of busoar wvu a change in its temperature of

heating (see above), betweei the busbar and upper plank of busbar

holder 5 must be small gap, approximately/exemplarily 1.5-2 mm. Is

reached this with the aid of spacing tubes with 4, put on to pins 6

or bolts of 8 busbar holders.

In the rectangular sections of busbars long than 20 m with

aluminum and more than 30-35 m wita copper became are
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established/installed the compensators of the elongation of busbars

(Fig. 10-8), which are of the series/row of the strips in thickness

0.2-05 n of the same material, as busbar, in the quantity, which

corresponds to the section of busoar. With busbars in thickness to 8

me are applied also the compensators, prepared via the U-shaped

curvature of busbar itself.

_L1 the small sections of ousbars (between apparatuses, between

the apparatus and wall entrance insulator, etc.) for the compensation

for elongation the busbars tulfill special curvatures of tire (Fig.

10-9a, b) or establish flexible meabers (Fig. 10-9c), and with the

large cross section of Dusbars - compensators. These

devices/equipment decrease the effort/force, transmitted to

terminal/gripper and insulator of apparatus during the temperature

elongations of busbar.
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Fig. 10-7. Attachment of diuuinum busbars on stand-off insulators. a)

the single-band busbar; b) pacxet of three bands; c) packet of two

busbars of box section. I - busuar; 2 - steel plank; 3 -

screw/propeller; 4 - distdace sterol tube; 5 - aluminum plank; 6-

pin, screwed into plank 2; 7 - insulator; 8 - bolt; 9 -spacer.

4I

Fig. 10-8. Busbar/tire compensator of semicircular form. 1I

compensator; 2 - busbar; 4 - the stand-off insulator; L4 - bolts for
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the attachment of the compensator; 5 - washer; 6 - backing/block; 7 -

cover plate, fixed by screws/propellers to the cap/hood of the

insulator; 8 - bolts for the attachment of busbars (in the cover

plate of 7 bolt holes 8 circular, according to the diameter of bolts,

but in the busbars of 2 opeuangs/apertures oval for the free

displacement/movement of the busbars; bolts 8 they are not

involved/tightened).

-&-r

75

-4

Fig. 10-9 examples of the connection of rigid busbars to the

introductions/inputs of apparatuses. a and b) curvature of tire

before the introduction/input; c) the installation before the

introduction/input of the separate compensator; 1 - insulator of the

apparatus; 2 - (introduction/iaput) the busbar; 3 - compensator.

Key: (1) Axis of the first support insulator.

Page 178.
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Coloration of busbars. The coloration of busbars, as noted

earlier, somewhat increases heat emission into the environment, which

increases the let-go current of load on busbars. The coloration of

steel busbars prevents/warns their corrosion. Taking into account

this, entire rigid busbars they tincture with enamel paints. At the

same time for facilitaticn the oritntations of personnel apply the

colored coloration of busbars wita the paints/colors of following

colors (10-41.

Direct current:

the busbar of positive pole - red;

the busbar of negative pole - blue.

Three-phase current:

the busbar of phase A - yellow;

the busbar of phase B - green;

the busbar of phase C - red.
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Zero busbars:

with the ungrounded neutral - white;

with grounded neutral - violet.

I is opened the laid grounding conductors, and also all

constructians/designs, wires and bands of the network of grounding -

violet.

Stranded patch cords they do not tincture, since a change in

their sagging with a change in the heating temperature leads to the

decomposition of paint coat. For tacilitating the discrimination of

phases should be applied the colored coloration of the armature of

string insulators.

The walls of locations tinctute in tints, and the metal

constructions into gray ones, o1acts, etc. of color against the

background of which the distinctive coloration of busbars distinctly

is separated/liberated how is provided the greater safety of

servicing distributing devices/equipment.
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Chapter eleven.

POWER CABLES.

11.1. Types of cables and their use/application.

On electrical stations and suostations power cables apply for

the connection of generators and transformers with distributors, for

supply the feeds to the electric motors of their own needs, etc. The

outputs of lines by the voltage 6-10 kV of electrical stations and

powerful/thick substations trequenatly fulfill by cables, also, when

external network is carried out air. In certain cases find a use the

cables by voltage 35 kV and aDove.

In the three-wire installations of three-phase current are

applied triple-cores cable with the copper and aluminum

veins/strands, comprised of a Larye number of wires of a small

section (for imparting to caule the flexibility).

In the form of an example kig. 11-1 shows the device/equipment

of that of very propagated on electrical stations and substations of

triple-core cable of brand SBG with copper veins/st-ands with the

paper saturated insulation in lead covering (S), armored (B), without
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external deposit above armor (G - bare).

To veins/strands I is attacned sectional mold for decreasing

outer diameter of cable how is acnieved the decrease of the

expenditure of insulation and metal for its external shielding

deposits.

With round veins/strands QLe prepared the cables from I to 6 kV

by section to 16 ma2 and cables by voltage 20 and 35 kV.

Each cable core is isoiated/insulated by cable paper 2,

saturated with insulating compound. Around isolated/insulated and

together those twisted cores superimposed zonal insulation 4, also

from the saturated cable paper, which is the supplementary isolation

of veins/strands from groundea lead covering 5. Intervals between

veins/strands and zonal insulation are filled with yarn 3.

Above zonal insulation the cable is pressed by lead covering 5,

which shields isolation from moisture and not allowing/assuming the

efflux of impregnating composition.
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Fig. 11.1. Triple-core caule wita sector veins/strands of the type

SBG. 1 - current-carryiny vains/strands; 2 - the cable paper

(insulation of core); 3 - Jute tiller; 4 - zonal insulation (the

cable paper) ; 5 - the lead covering; 6 - the paper tape; 7 - Jute

shielding deposit; 8 - steel armor (two tapes).

Page 179.

The latter would lead to drying or paper insulation, to decrease in

its dielectric strength and daager of its breakdown.

For protection from maecanicai cable faults is equipped with

steel armor 8, made from two steel zinc-coated tapes. Between armor

and lead covering there is a saielding deposit from saturated paper

tape 6, superimposed to lead covering on the layer of bituminous
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composition, and the layer of yarn 7. This deposit shields lead

covering from mechanical damages by steel armor and from the chemical

effect of the environment. This cable is suitable for a separator in

the open air - in channels, tunnels, etc. After separator the cable

armature must be painted by black asphalt varnish for corrosion

protection.

Steel armor of the run in the earth/ground cable must be

shielded from corrosion by shielding deposit. As an example it is

possible to indicate the cables ot brand SB, which differ from the

cables of brand SBG in terms or tne fact that they above steel armor

have the external deposit, wnich consists of bituminous composition,

saturated yarn and lime coating.

Separator within buildings anau in the channels of cables with

external deposit from saturated yarn is not admitted according to the

condition of fire safety, since yarn easily will be ignited also on

it can be propagated the fire/light.

The cables of the same construction/design, but with aluminum

veins/strands have the designation of brands ASBG and ASB.

All cables indicated dDove are manufactured to voltages to 10 kV

inclusively. They are suitanle tor a separator in the earth/ground
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and in air.

Analogous cables with aluminum shell (instead of the lead) are

applied with separator in air and in the earth/ground (with the

copper veins/strands of brands ABG and AB, and with the aluminum

veins/strands of brands AA13G and AAB).

If not the danger of mechanical damages, then it is possible to

apply cheaper cables without steel armor (brands SG and ASG - with

copper and aluminum veins/strands, but to lead covering, without

external deposit, i.e., bare; orands SA and4SA - the same cables, but

with supplementary deposit on lead shell of bitumen and saturated

yarn; brands AG, AAG, AA and AAA - analogous cables, but with

shielding aluminum shell instead of the lead).

For installations by voitage to 1000 V are manufactured also the

paper-insulated cables in polycnlorovinyl shell, suitable for a

separator in the earth/ground and in air (with the copper

veins/strands of brands WMBG and VNB; with the aluminum veins/strands

of brands AVMBG and AVMB).

Paper-insulated cables can-ot be run vertically with large

difference of levels (more than 15-25 a) due to efflux from the cable

of impregnating compound and desiccation of the upper part of the
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cable. To nominal voltages 6 and 10 kV by Moscow cable works are

manufactured triple-cores caule with the copper and aluminum

veins/strands with section 25-240 *mz isolated/insulated by the

saturated not discharging mass by the cable paper in lead covering.

which can be run on vertical and sharply inclined routes without the

limitation of a difference in the levels of the separator (cables of

brands TsSB, TsASB, TsSBG, TsASBG, TsSBN, TsASBN, etc., where the

letter Ts it indicates the ceresin-80, introduced into impregnating

compound, and letter N - incomiustible shielding deposit).

Permissible loads on these cables the same and on power cables with

the saturated paper insulatio- ot the .ame sections and voltages and

analogous constructions/designs.

On vertical and sharply inclined routes with a difference in the

levels to 50-100 m are applied also the cables with an

impoverished-saturated insulation of brands SBGV and SBV.

With voltages to 6 kV inclusively without the limitation of

differences in the levels of separator it is possible to apply

india-rubber cables (into the uesiynation of cable make-up

additionally enters letter t, Lor example, SRBG, SRB, etc.). These

cables are more expensive than paper-insulated cables; their

permissible load is less as a resUlt of the smaller permissible

temperature of heating rubber insulation. Por example, for cables to
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voltage 1000 V with paper insulation the long permissible temperature

of vein/strand 6.o. - 80 C, and for india-rubber cables &£. r 55oC.

Furthermore, isdia-rubber cables to undesirably apply in

installations with the temperature of air of 350 C even more.

Cables to voltages 2U and 35 kV manufacture with the separately

lead-lined veins/strands (brands OSBG and OSB or AOSBG and &OSB). The

same cables, but with an impoverished-saturated insulation,

manufacture to voltages 6 and 10 kV (brands OSBGV and OSBV).

Page 180.

In installations by voltatw 110 kV and above are applied

oil-filled and gas-filled cables L5-1]. The latter manufacture also

to voltages 10 and 35 kV.

In the four-wire installations of three-phase current with

neutral conductor by voltage J80/220 and 220/127 V apply four-wire

cables.

In the installations of alternating current it is not possible

to apply the single-cable armored cables, since in this case the

total magnetic flux of cable is not equal to zero (as with

triple-core cable) and is closed in steel armor. The latter is
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strongly heated by eddy currents, also, as a result of hysteresis,

which leads to overheating and decomposition of the insulation of

cable.

On direct current are applied as one- and two-core cables with

steel armor.

On electrical stations and substations the cables usually run in

channels and tunnels. Separator in trenches (in the earth/ground)

impedes observation of cables dnQ their maintenance/servicing.

For warning/preventing of damdge to insulation and shielding

deposits of cables it is necessary that with the separator all their

curvatures would be fulfilled wita the bending radii: R>25D for

single-cable ones and R)45D for ulticore cables in lead ones and in

the aluminum shells, armored and not armored where D - an outside

diameter of cable (with armor). For india-rubber cables in the lead

and polychlorovinyl shells of tnose armored RIOD and of those not

armored R)6D.

For the purpose of tae prevention of efflux from the cables of

impregnating compound and penetration in them of moisture, which

unavoidably leads to the breakdown of the insulation of cables, the

ends/faces of cables reliably seal with the aid of the various kinds
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of the end fittings: terminals or steel funnels, poured with cable

filling compound, dry preparinys.

Recently on cables by voltage to 10 kV all more widely

inclusively fulfill the end fitrinqs of the epoxy trowelling

compound. The latter consists of epoxy resin (45o/o), which is

synthetic material, talc (34o/o) and small quantity of other

substances and is dense doughy red-brown mass. During the mounting of

preparings into this compound is introduced a small quantity of

hardener under action of whica the compound hardens with the

formation of the monolithic mass, which possesses high ones and

constants in operation by the electrical properties. Fig. 11-2 shows

the general view of the end fitting of cable from the epoxy

trowelling compound, and inauLie P 11.7 are given its basic

dimensions.

After preparing core of cable as this shown in Fig. 11-2. to

cable they put on detachable metal mold and pour by the epoxy

trowelling compound, having preliminarily introduced into it

hardener. After the solidification of the compound (several days)

form remove/take. Finished seal from epoxy compound does not have

shielding housing and insulators as a result of high mechanical and

dielectric strength of the hardened compound.
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Seals from the epoxy trowelling compound are reliable, cheap,

they can be applied in heated and unheated dry and damp/crude

premises with relative atmospheric humidity to 95o/o [11-1]. Their to

establish is possible verticalLy, it is horizontal and it is inclined

at any angle.

The individual sections ot canles connect with the aidof

couplings [7-1].
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Fig. 11-2. The general view of the seal of cable from the epoxy

trowelling compound. 1 - caD1 core; 2 - cap of the vein/strand; 3 -

insulation of the vein/strand; 4 - three layers of winding from

surgical tape with coating of eaca layer with the epoxy trowelling

compound; 5 - supplementary winding of the vein/strand; 6 - binding

from the twine; 7 - binding from the cotton fabric; 8 - zonal

insulation of the cable; 9 - notch by knife on cable sheathing; 10 -

the epoxy trowelling compound; 11 - binding wire; 12 - the grounding

cable; 13 - soldering cable to shell and cable armature.
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11-2. Selection of cables.

Power cables select on design, on voltage and by economic

current density and check against aaximum prolonged current loads, on

the loss of voltage during normal and emergency modes and on thermal

resistance during short circuits.

The selection of cable on structural fulfillment, or, in other

words, the selection of cable make-up, must be conducted taking into

account the designation/pu~pose of cable and method of its separator.

In this case they must be taKeu into consideration: a number and a

material of core, the kind of insulation, construction/design of

shielding deposits and other special features/peculiarities of cable.

Selection of cable on voltage. Cables reliably work with the

voltage, which exceeds their nominal voltage on 15o/o. Since the

maximum working voltage of electrical plants exceeds their nominal

voltage not more as on 5-10o/o (see §3-1), then when selecting of

cable on voltage is sufficient to observe the condition:

UA 6 .,,lo 0  UCT..o,, (i I-I)

where U a6. - nominal voltage of the cable;
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U ) ..MoN - nominal voltage of the installation, numerically equal to

nominal line voltage, waich feeds from this installation (see Chapter

3).

Selection of the section ot cable on economic current density.

On the basis of the considerations, analogous presented into §10-2 in

the relation to of bare wires and busbars, TO RES of the USSR are

established/installed the led in PUE [3-6] maximum economic current

densities ,, for power cabies and insulated wires Jables 11-1),

using which should be detezmined the sections of the cables:

'.s ---- - ' (11-2)

where 1. - current of the gredtest constant load of circuit in the

normal mode of work (without taking into account possible in

operation overloads of a circuit, and also increase of its load

during emergencies and repairs).

The obtained condition (11-2) section they round off to nearest

larger standard onjable p-11. Witn selected thus cable is provided

the sufficiently high efficiency/cost-effectiveness of operation and

the at the same time rational savings of means and nonferrous metal.

An economic number of cables before section 150 mm2 is one

cable. Vit, s>150 the *32 an economic number of cables define as
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s/150. In the interval Detween one cable 150 mmz and two cables on

150 moz economically it is possible to consider also the version of

two cables on 120 mm2 .

In electrical plants voltages above 1000 V the section of all

cables should be determined, on the basis of economic current

density, except the cables of temporary/time installations.

Checking cable to the maximum prolonged current of load

(checking for heating in normal mode). According to the in force with

the USSR norms for each canle is established/installed the maximum

permissible under conditions for normal operation prolonged heating

temperature of core 8
Ao0, depending on insulation of core,

construction/design and voltage or cable.

For some types of canles values 8O" are shown in table P-11. The

excess of this temperature leads to the quick aging of the insulation

of cable, which is accompanied oy a decrease in its dielectric

strength, as a result of which are possible the breakdowns of

insulation between veins/strands or between veins/strands and metal

cable sheathings.

The long let-go current ot tae load of cable I o. is determined

with maximum permissible prolonged temperature of its heating * o0 and
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at a specific calculated asoient temperature.00 taken for

earth/ground of 9,=150C and for air ofV9'=250C.
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Table 11-1. Maximum economic current density of power cables and

insulated wires.
LII leAe..a. .k0uo0mI.,ecKa&a

IIAOTHOClb TOK SK' j /JAM

(2 1(3) ,pil ,) PAOAW.1TJ,, WhT.. H.C.Ab-
tHaUNMUON allne npOSOAHlNkOsb 3ORIaHN M. c y , liarpysl

cm14111e cmhblie eIcMIue
I DiW 3 (100 5 (1

A no30DO 5oSWO Ao 8 7 0

Ka6eA C 6yua)KHor H
nposoAa c pe3IIHOBOR
U30J111111elk C N)itAaMH:
a) MeAlluMI. . .... .. 3,0 2,5 2,0

) L16oMIIIIIle8uMH . 1.6 1,4 1.2
Ka6eAN c pe3IHoBOA 1130-

A.AnueR H MeA.lb-.iM WN-
JauM .... ........ 3,5 3,1 2.7

Key: (1). Maximum economic current density A/mm2 . (2).

Designation of conductors. (3j. with demand time of load peak T. h.

(4) . it is more than 1000 to Jiuu. (5) . Cables from paper and

rubber-covered wire with veins/strands: a) copper; b) aluminum. (6).

India-rubber cables and copper veins/strands.
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In jable P-11 are given the long let-go currents of the loads of the

cables of different types, voltages and sections under the different

conditions of separator. The permissible loads of the cables of other

types (for example, with iapoverisued-saturated insulation) and with

other methods of separator (in water, in blocks) are given in [3-61.
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It is obvious that the seccion of cable, selected on economic

current density, must be suca so that with the maximum prolonged

current of the load of that CiLCUit, for which is intended the cable,

the heating temperature oi its veins/strands would not exceed o For

this must be observed the condition:

I (1-3)

where 'Ao . - the long let-qu current of load on cable (on table

P-li) ;

I..... - maximum proionged curLent of the load of that circuit,

for which is selected the caule.

If condition (11-3) is not satisfied for the cable, selected on

economic current density, Taen should be selected the cable of the

larger section, which satisLies this condition.

When under the conditions ot operation is possible the prolonged

overloading of circuit, tor which is intended the cable, then current

..... c should be determined taxing into account this overloading (see

the appropriate indications in jtU-2). In this case, if the greatest

constant load in normal moae I. ot paper-insulated cable by voltage

-MMO 11N110
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10 kV and does not exceed below dUo/o of its long let-go current

IA. then during emergency node in installation it is possible to

allow/assume short-term overload or cable to 130o/o on the period of

load peak during five days LJ3-bJ.

Table P-11.1 are given the long permissible loads of cables on

the voltages 1-10 kV with paper insulation, run in trench (in the

earth/ground), moreover as standard conditions of laying of these

cables they are accepted: 1) cable runs itself one in normal earth

trench at temperature of earta/ground of 150C and 2) the depth of the

laying of cable in trench irom tae earth's surface to cable sheathing

not less than 0.7 m for cables to 10 kV and not less than 1 m for

cables 20-35 kV.

If in trench they run several cables with clearance 100-300 mm,

then as a result of deterioration in cooling conditions the

permissible load on cable must oe Leduced in accordance with

coefficient k.- taken on taDle P-11.5. Reserve cables considered must

not be. In this case under reserve cables are understood also the

normally working underloaded cables with cutoff/disconnection of

which is possible the transmission on the remaining in work cables of

entire rated power.

If the real temperature ot tne earth/ground in the place of
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cable laying, equal to the average/mean monthly temperature of the

earth/ground at the depth ot caole laying in hottest month, differs

from calculation, i.e., in terms ok 15oC, then the permissible load

of cable should be changed, taking into account correction factor

k, in table P-11.6.

In the case of cable layiug to stony or dry sand soil the

permissible load they decrease appioximately/exemplarily to 15-25o/o

depending on the thermal resistance of soil [9-2].

For the cables, laid in air, the long permissible loads jable

P-11.2) are accepted for clearances between cables with the separator

of them inside, also, out ot ouildings and in tunnels not less than

25 2m and in channels not less thai 50 mu at any number of laid

cables and temperature of air ot 250C.

If the real temperature of air in the place of cable laying

differs from calculated, equal to 25 0 C, then the permissible load of

cable should be determined with consideration correction factor k,

in table P-11.6. In this case "y the temperature of air should be

understood: out of premises the greatest average/mean diurnal

temperature for this region, repeating not less than three times the

year; indoors - greatest average/mean diurnal temperature in the

place of cable laying.
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In the case of cable laying under different conditions, for

example, partially in air and partially in the earth/ground, the

permissible constant lcad on cable should be accepted on the section

of route with the worse conditions for cooling, if the length of this

section is more than 10 a. in the latter case in section with the

worse conditions for cooliaq it is possible to apply the cable

inserts of larger section Lj-bj.

On the conditions of Aounting and the cost/value of cable lines

one should not apply the cdoles of too large cross sections. Are been

commonly used triple-cores cable uy section tc 150-185 mma and less

frequently than large cross sections.

Page 183.

It is necessary to keep in ,aina that the cables of large cross

sections allow/assume less cucrenr density, which causes the

overexpendi+ure of metal. the advisability of the separator of

several cables of the smaller section instead of one cable of larger

section is solved on the base of the technical-economic calculations,

taking into account the cost/value of cables and their separator,

operating costs and consumption or nonferrous metal.
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Let us note that under earyeacy conditions can be allowed

following short-term (by duration not more than 2 h) overloads of

cables:

cables to 3 kV inclusively .s. 100/O.

cables 6-10 kV ... 15o/o.

The overloading of cabie- ny voltage 20 kV and is not above

allowed/assumed [3-2 ].

Checking cable to the loss of voltage is conducted by the

execution of the electrical calcaiation of electric system for the

purpose of the determination of the admissibility of voltage errors

in the receivers of electric power in different modes of its

operation [7-11. Proceediny tneir established/installed by PUE values

of the permissible losses and voltage errors, can prove to be

necessary the use/application of a cable of the large section, rather

than this was accept according to thq conditions of the economic

current density or heating in normal mode.

The cables of small length on electrical stations and
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substations, for example cdbles to the generators, step-up and to

step-down transformers, etc., of loss voltage do not usually check.

Checking cable to thermal resistance by short circuits is

conducted in accordance with indications, data into §7-2. There it is

shown, what cables it is possible against thermal resistance not to

check.

The cables of small length without the couplings should be

checked against thermal resistance during short circuit in the

beginning of cable, it is airect after end preparing. If the sections

of the cables of the single line uL the large length, which has the

couplings, are determined trom the condition for thermal resistance

during short circuit, then should be checked against thermal

resistance each section of cable during short circuit in the

beginning of this section, in this case is allowed/assumed the

decrease by the steps/stages or the section of the cables of line

over its length.

In the case of two and more parallel cables one should to

proceed from short circuit directly the bundled cables, i.e., to

consider that short-circuit current it is direct after bundled

cables, i.e., consider that the short-circuit current branches on all

in parallel to connected cables LJ-6].
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Example of 11-1. To select cable with aluminum veins/strands in

the circuit of the line of setting, data which are given in example

of 10-1. Cable runs itself in norEal earth trench at temperature of

earth/ground of 00=100 C. In one trench are laid the cables for the

feed of two substations, analogous indicated in the diagram of Fig.

8-3b.

Selection of cable on -jsiyn and on voltage. For a separator in

the earth/ground we select three-core cable with aluminum

veins/strands, with the paper satuiated insulation, in

general/common/total lead coveving, armored by two flat/plane steel

tapes, to nominal voltage 10 KV. Cable make-up ASB.

Selection of the section ot cable on economic current density.

On Table 11-1 with T.,,,=40Wo h we accept j,,1.4 A/mm. With 1,=. 167 A
167

On data of table P 11. 1 it is possible to select cable by

section 3x120 mm2 with IAOU=240 .

Checking cable to the maximum prolonged current of load. From

example of 10-1 it is known that 1..,,,,= 334 A. Consequently, the cable,

selected on economic current aonsity, this condition does not
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satisfy. It is necessary to select the cable of larger section.

The cable of the nearest large section 3x150 Wm2 allows/assumes

the current of load 275 A waicA is also less than the maximum current

of the load of line. Cables by section more than 3x150 m*z are

insufficiently economical; therefore it is expedient to fulfill line

by two parallel cables of smaller section, calculated for constant

load by the current, equal to I ..... -334 6 A.

In this case in one trenca will be laid only 8 cables. However,

since according to the condition tor the work of network accepted on

the diagram in Fig. in 8-J3b cabies in normal mode are loaded only

half, then correction factor to a number of cables in trench it is

necessary to accept from calculation four cables. On;able P-11.5

with clearance between canles 100 mm we accept k,-0..

Correction factor to the temperature of soil of 0=10
0 C on table

P -11.6 when *AoH-
60oc (permissible temperature of cable core 10 kV)

comprises k,=1.06.

General/common/total correction factor A--kk,-.OSX of

1. 06--0.85.

If we take two cables oy the section 3x70 of the mm2 each of
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which with normal separator allows/assumes current I A- aI6S then

with consideratiom correctioa tdactor they can be loaded to current

not more: J,,,,z=2k1J u2.085.I&52k0 a, which is less I..m- 334

Therefore these cables cannot be dccepted to separator.

We select two cables by section 3x95 n2 with I/o=,--9 A. With

consideration correction factor it is possible to load them to the

current: 11, -2.0.85.205 350 which is more than .

Page 184.

Ohecking cables to thermal resistance. Parallel cables must be,

as noted above, checked on short-circuit current after bundle of

cables, i.e., on short at point K on the busbars of network

substation (Fig. 8-3b). Ii the length of cables is small, on

short-circuit current on supply-line substation little it differs

from short-circuit current in tue beginning of the waste/exiting line

(only due to the resistor/resistance of the cables of the latter).

Let us assume that precisely this case occurs in our example. Then

the thermal resistance of cables it is possible to check in terms of

the same values of short-circuit current which were accepted in

example of 10-1 for testing the stability of busbars. In that example

it was substantiated, tnat in tuermal sense is more dangerous the

two-phase short circuit. it is obvious that this to equal degree is
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related also to cables. Therefore, utilizing data and results of

calculations in example of 10-1, ±at us accept: /(1.i6.5 kA and t,-.5

s.

Since '..M,KC- 
33 1 . little differs from 350 $* then we count

the temperature of cable core to short circuit 0,,=- 0 1,,6('C.

On curve for aluminum In rig. 7-7 when o.-o°c we find i.--;0.45.10'.

Then A, A.+(T)t.10.45XIO'+(-2-, )1,5=1.610' and A,=240-C. which is more

than O. .... 00°C for cables with aluminum veins/strands. Thus, tvo

cables by section 3x95 am are thermally unstable.

Let us select two cables by section 3x120 mm2 with JA..24o A-

With consideration correction factor these cables can be loaded to

the current: I',, =2.O5240- t408

Temperature of cable core to short circuit according to formula

(7-16) =H -o(60-I0)3 51C. Through the curve of Figure 7-7 we

4 16500' 041
find A H=0.35"10 A, "i35 .'O'+ 7- 10 and 8 150 0C. which

for aluminum cables is admissible. Thus, we fulfill line by two

2
parallel cables of brand ASB with a section of 3x120 mm each.

L!
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Chapter 12

Electrical Contacts.

12-1. General Information.

In busbar/tire constructions/designs and electrical apparatuses

and machines there is a large number of the electrical contacts, from

the quality of execution and state of which to a considerable degree

depends the reliability cf the operation of electrical equipment and

electrical devices as a whole. The damages of electrical contacts are

frequently the reason for heavy emergencies in electrical devices.

Electrical contact is called the place of the contact of two or

several conductors between theaselves, through which

flows/occurs/lasts the current ot one circuit into another. At the

same time in practice accept by electrical contact (or in abbreviated

form by contact) to call also the contact connection, which is

structural node, which consists of the contacting conductors and

their connecting parts: bolts, rivets, contact springs,

terminals/grippers, etc. In the disconnecting apparatuses by contacts

accept to call each of the contactinq conductors of contact

connection (with all relating to it parts - contact springs, etc.).
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For example, in knife switca distinguish slide contact, i.e., its

knife, and fixed contacts into which throws in itself the knife upon

the inclusion/connection ot knife switch. Subsequently the term

"contact" is util-ized in dli values indicated, about which it is

necessary to judge by the sansa of the set-forth material.

By conditions the works distinguish three fundamental means of

the contacts: 1) rigid or otionioss, 2) slipping (current

collecting) and 3) breaking.

Jith solid contact the combinable current-carrying parts remain

motionless one in rela-ion to dnother, i.e., of mutual displacement

is excluded. Such contact connections of wires and busbars, branching

from them and their connection to the terminals/grippers of

electrical mach!nes and apparatuses.

In slipping contact one or both of the connected

current-carrying parts can oe aovau by one with respect to another

with +he retention/preservation/maintaining of their mutual pressure,

realized with the aid of springs.

The broken contacts are applid in the disconnecting apparatuses

where they serve for closing/shorting and interrupting the circuit.
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The quality of contact to a considerable degree is characterized

by its electrical resistance, since on the value of the latter

depends heating contact in nominal mode/conditions and with the

course of short-circuit current. Extreme overheating of contacts can

bring and to their decomposiron and serious emergency.

Page 185.

The examination of tae contact of two well processed and matched

to each other plane contacts saiows that in actuality the contacts are

contacted not all over contact surtace, but only in a small number of

points. Is explained this tact. ndt on even very thoroughly processed

metallic contact surfaces aiwafs remain very small projections and

pockets, as this in the strongly exaggerated form shown in Fig. 12-1.

in the absence of the force or pressure area contacts usually are

contacted at one - three points, depending on their

construction/design (from that, now freely they can be

established/installed one relative to another).

Let us assume that durinj imposition the contacts were contacted

only at one point. If we press such contacts by certain force F1,

then the apex/vertex of protuoerances/prominences, on which they are

contacted, somewhat will be rumpled and is formed the small area/site

a of the real contact of contacts (Fig. 12-1a). An increase in the

L -- - -- T 1 . I I l l l ..
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compressive force leads to an even larger warping of

protuberances/prominences i, ro the approach of contacts and the

onset of the contact of other protuberances/prominences, i.e., to the

formation/education of the new supplementary areas/sites of contact,

for example b (Fig. 12-1bj. Taus, the real contact area of contacts,

equal to the sum of the elementary areas/sites of contact, it is very

small many times of less than their contact ("seeming") surface. Let

us agree that subsequently we frequently will speak about the points

of contact of contacts, implying oy them not points in mathematical

sense, but the surface elemencs of contact.

Experimentally was es al1isnaufinstalled, that the real contact

area of contacts does not depend on their sizes/dimensions and is

determined by the force, waich compresses contacts, and by

temporary/time bearing resistance of the metal of contacts, that it

is possible to express by the tormala:

S=Fs= (12.1)

vhere s - a real contact area of contacts, mmz;

F - force of the pressure of contacts, kgf;

Q- temporary/time beariaq resistance of metal, kg/mm 2 , that

comprises: for copper 39-j2 ky/mm2 , for aluminum 90 kg/mmz, for
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silver - 31 kgf/mM3.

One and the same contact area of contacts can be obtained with

different sizes/dimensic~s oi contacts only due to change in force of

F.

The nature of the electrical resistance of contact connection

can be clarified from the examination of the shown in Fig. 12-1

course of current in contacts witn the limited number of areas/sites

of contact. The electrical resistance of the unoxidized contact

connection in essence is caused by the strong contraction of the path

of the course of current in immediate proximity to the places of

transition/junction from one contact to another as a result of small

sizes/dimensions of the areas/sites, through which flows/occurs/lasts

the current. Manifests itself also an increase in the mean pathlength

of current. Based on thi,:. the resistor/resistance contact connection

r can be examined by tkat consisting of two parts [12-1 and 12-21:

= r.-+r. (12-2)

where r, - contact resistance of contact connection, i.e.,

resistor/resistance in the place ot the transition/junction of

current with one contact to anotheL;

- resistor/resistance oL the metal of contacts, determined in
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the section where is observea an increase in the current density.
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a)6)
Fig. 12-1. Contact of two contact surfaces under the different forces

of pressure (F 2 >F,).

Page 186.

Transient resistance r,, or contact connection is caused by a

small cross-sectional area of those flanges through which the current

flows/occurs/lasts froa one contact to another. If we for simplicity

to assume that the contacting t1anqes of contacts have a form of

cylinders with a diameter or d (cm) at negligibly low altitude, then

contact resistance of tae unoxidized single-point contact (Fig.

12-1a) can be determined ay foraula (12-2]:

P- (12-3)

where p - the resistivity ot the metal of contact, Q-cm.
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Utilizing formula (12-1), it is possible to write the following

expression for the area ot the contact of contacts s------, hence

d -2V -. After substituting tais value of diameter into formula

(12-3), we obtain:
F I k, (12-4)

- -2 I 'k F'0_

where
k, = 2

Thus, contact resistance oL single-point contact depends on the

material from which it is made (p and a,.) also, from the force of the

pressure of contacts (F).

Contact resistance ct aultipoint contact approximately can be

determined by the analogous rerala:
k

r°= W. ,(12-5)

where the exponent m dejends on the form of contacts and, mainly,

from a number of points of their contact: for the single-point

contacts m=O.5, for the tao multi-exact m=1. In the latter case

coefficient k depends not only on p and a., but to a considerable

degree and from the method of Lhe treatment cf contact surfaces. For

example, with ground contact surtace contact resistance is more,

rather than with the rough surface, cleaned by emery cloth, since in
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the second case a number ot points of contact of tangency is more.

For the approximate estimate of contact resistance according to

formula (12-5) it is possible to take the folloving values of

coefficient of k with the pure/clean, unoxidized contacts:

copper *.. (0.7-1.4)*10-4.

aluminum ... (1.3-1.b).10-'.

steel ... (75-80)-10-4.

silver ... (0.5-0.6)e10-4.

aluminum - copper ... -10,10-'.

steel - copper ... -40o10-4.

Ihe approximate values of coefficient of m for the contacts:

plane - plane, multiplate brush - plane ... 1.

bolt busbar/tire contacts ... 0.5-0.7.
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point - plane, sphere - plane, sphere - sphere o.. 0.5.

With an increase in heating contact transition

resistor/resistance increases as a result of increase p.

he surfaces of cokper oaes, aluminum, steel, etc. of contacts

are oxidized by atmospheric oxyyen. The films of oxide of the metals

even very small thickness possess high electrical resistance, in

consequence of which contact resistance of the oxidized contacts

usually many times exceeds that determined according to the given

higher approximation formulas. Especially intense oxidation is

observed at a temperature of heating contacts of higher than 70-750C.

The measures of fight witn the oxildation of contacts are presented

further.

The contacts, placed into oil, are oxidized considerably less,

rather than the contacts, which work in air.

Returning to formula (1 -2, necessary to note that the

resistor/resistance of the metal of contact rN in general small and

has the vital importance only during the determination of contact

resistance with low contact resistance r,. when r. and r. are

commensurated. Such contacts include the rigid bolted joints of

busbars and wires, fulfilled with che large force of pressure, which
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reaches hundred kilograms..a contrast to this in the slipping and

opening contacts of the disconnecting apparatuses the force of

pressure, created by contact springs, is considerably less; therefore

they possess comparatively hign contact resistance r, r.. For these

contacts it is possible to accept r1 :r,,.

To all electrical contdct connections present the following

fundamental requirements: 1) tae reliability of the fulfillment; 2)

durability against the externil agencies; 3) the constancy of contact

resistance; 4) heating in tae permissible limits even 5)

electrodynamic and thermal resistance with the course of

short-circuit current.

With the course of the current of load in contact connection is

separated/liberated the heat, especially considerable in the places

of the real contact of contacts, proportional 1. r.

Page 187.

For the heat removal from the places of the contact of contacts and

for its scattering into the environment it is necessary that the

contacts would possess the specific mass and cooling 3urface.

The maximum nqrmissiale temperatures of heating contacts with
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the prolonged course of the current of load are established/installed

by GOST [ rOCT - all-union State Standard] 8024-56 and are from 75

to 100 0C depending on their designation/purpose, construction/design,

metal and safety method from oxidation.

Short-circuit current, flowing/occurring/lasting through

contacts, creates the conslderdble effort/force, which attempts to

move apart contacts, whica is clearly evident from Fig. 12-1

(different direction of flow in contacts). The decrease of the force

of pressure during short circuit causes an increase in contact

resistance and the intensive heating of contact.

From entire that presented it follows that the sizes/dimensions

of contacts are determined trom the conditions for their cooling in

normal mode, the guarantee of thermal and electrodynamic stability

with the course of short-circuit currents. The sizes/dimensions of

the broken and slipping contacts of the disconnecting apparatuses are

determined also from the considerations of their mechanical strength

with the fulfillment of process/operations, and to a certain extent

and from design considerations.

12-2. Rigid (motionless) contacts.

The rigid (motionless) contact compounds include the connections
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of wires and busbars, branching from then and their connection to the

terminals/grippers of electrical machines and apparatuses. These

contacts must satisfy the general requirements, presented in the

preceding/previous paragraph.

The connection of busbars and wires and branching from them is

fulfilled by welding, pressure (pressing), also, with the aid of

bolts. The connections of pusbars and wires to the terminals/grippers

of electrical machines, apparatuses and instruments fulfill only with

the aid of bolts, i.e., by split ones.

Welding busbars. Wita tae aid of electrical or torch welding it

is possible to connect copper, aluminum and steel busbars, and also

copper busbars with aluminum ones. The connection of busbars by

welding is very reliable, simply, cheaply and considerably

accelerates the installation of busbar/tire construction/design.

1ecause of butt welding and aosence of tightening bolts substantially

decrease of expenditure of metal and energy loss in fastening

material - it is calculated, which in one tightening steel bolt of
hbusbar/tire construction/aesign yearly is lost to 10 kW-i electric

power (12-31. Very important is tae constancy of contact resistance

of bonded contact, since is el.Lainated oxidation by air of contact

surfaces,.Jherefore bonded contacts do not require permanent

supervision in operation. Especially they are convenient in those
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constructions/designs of the distributors where this supervision is

generally difficult, for example, with the execution of distributors

in metallic cabinets (the so-called cubic switchboards - see Vol.

Qapter 9.

Fig. 12-2a shows connection by welding two rectangular busbars

1. Gap 2 between the ends/faces of busbars, the width of joint 3 and

weld reinforcement 4 depend on sizes/dimensions and material of

combinable busbars [12-4). Certain thickening of the joint of welding

provides the mechanical strength of bonded contact. 4s the added

material, which forms the joint of welding, are utilized the rods of

the material of the joined ausbars (with connection copper - aluminum

applies aluminum).

Selding points tincture with the same paint, as busbar.

With technical control NES it is recommended (12-5] to use

extensively welding collecting mains and branchings from them. In

this case the attachment of stand-off insulators must be carried out

so that it would be possible to change them without cutting of the

welded busbars.

The connection of rectangular busbars with pressure (pressure

welding) is based on the property of metals to diffuse into each
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other under the action of large pressure, in resulting the metals are

poured into monolithic ihomogeneous) mass,
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Fig. 12-2. Connection of rectanguldr busbars.

a) by the welding; b and c) by pressure.
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Page 188.

Coaection is fulfilled overlapping (Fig. 12-2b), the length of

overlapping I and a number place of the depression of 2 metals depend

on the sizes/dimensions of the coaminable busbars. The depression of

the metal of busbars is fulfilled on special hydropress with the aid

of punches. Before the connection the prepared surfaces of busbars

must be purified from the film of oxide and grease.

For protection from oxidation the points of connection of

busbars by pressure tincture with the same paint, as busbar. The

points of connection of copper busbars with aluminum ones covqr/coat

with two layers of transparent glyptal varnish.

The connection of busbacs by pressure possesses in essence the

same merits as the connection of busbars by welding. It is

recommended to apply it in all cases, except the execution of the

sets of busbars of chains of generators, installations for their own

needs, the cells of the transformers with a power of 20 MVA and more,

and also installations subjected to vibration (taps/cranes, vessels,
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*tc. CL.12-61.

With the aid of special tongs/mites it is possible to also

connect by pressure in joint single-wire wires. Such connections

posses very low contact resistance and large mechanical strength.

Connection of rectangular busbars with the aid of bolts. Are

distinguished two basic versions of this connectioii of the busbars:

connection by through bolts (Fig. 12.3a, b and c) and connections

with the aid of clamping cover plates (Fig. 12-3d and e).

Dy an essential deficiency/lack in the connection of busbars

through bolts is the need for the preliminary careful marking of

busbars, and then their drilling. With the lap joint of the axis of

the joined busbars they do not coincide (Fig. 12-3a), for .eliminating

what If necessary one of the joined busbars must be bent (Fig.

12-3b), Dy butt joint with the aid of two (or one) cover plates (Fiq.

12-3c) it is possible to avoid curvature of one indicated of the

bombers, but due to considerable complication and rise in price of

the connection: is more the expenditure of the busbars (cover platces

make from the joined busbars), it is necessary to process large

contact surface and to drill larger number of holes, is required more

than bolts. Furthermore, with butt joint is more contact resistance

and in less its stability during short circuits. Therefore the
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connection of busbars in joint with the aid of through bolts to apply

is not recommended.

The conaection of busbars with the aid of clamping cover plates

sad bolts (Fig. 12-3d and ej is considerably simpler, since is not

required markings and drillings of openings/apertures. Furthermorp,

this connection is characterized by smaller ccntact resistance and

larger mechanical strength. With the operating currents of 600 and

is more necessary to apply cover plates or bolts from nonmagnotic

material for an increase in resisting to magnetic flux and decrease

of inductiom in the steel parts of connection, which leads to the

decrease of heating from hysteresis and eddy currents of fasteners

and, consequently, also contact.
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Fig. 12-3. ,Connection of rectangular busbars, a and by by the

overlapping through bolts; c) in joint by the through bolts; d and e)

with the aid of clamping cover plates.

Key: (1). Bolt.

Page 189.

a deficiency/lack in the bolted joints is the inconstancy of

contact resistance which in the course of tine increases, which leads

to overheating of contact and further increase in its contact

resistance,.The fundamental reason for this is decrease of pressir-

in contact as a result of the change in the tightening of bolts,

caused by different expansion during heating of aluminum or copper
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blsbars and steel bolts.

The oxidation of contact surfaces sharply increases contact

resistance and heating of bolt contact. For eliminating the film of

oxide is necessary the dismantling of contact, that is connected with

the prolonged cutoff/disconnection to counterpart electrical device.

In order to avoid this, it is necessary, in the first place, to

fastening to thoroughly clean contact surfaces from the film of oxide

and, to secondly protect bolt contacts from the subsequent oxidation

in operation. The latter is reached by deposition on the contact

surfaces of the metallic shielding anticorrosive coatings (layer of

metal will be deposited in the olten state or galvanically) and by

hermetically sealing/pressurising/sealing the contact connections,

which eliminates air inlet to the places of the contact of contacts.

Contacts from copper, brass and bronze frequently shi eld from

oxidation by the thin layer of tin or alloy of tin and lead. Such

tinplated contacts possess somewhat high contact resistance (to

30-50o/b) in comparison with resisting of pure/clean unoxidized

contacts, but this is compensated by the fact that it does not

grow/rise in the subsequent operation.

The tinplating of copper contacts is necessary in external

installations, in the locations damp/crude, which contain reactive
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gases, and at temperature of air of higher than 600C. During mounting

under the same conditions is necessary hermetic

sealing/pressurization/sealing copper contacts, achieved by the

twofold coating of the external contact surface and joints by

transparent glyptal varnish.

Heavy-current copper contacts in external installations and in

dampfcrude locations it is expedient to shield by the anticorrosive

film, superimposed galvanically. The best results gives silver

plating of contacts, since silver in air is not oxidized, but it is

covered/coated with the film of sulfide of silver (Ag3s), the forming

during the resolution of hydrogen sulfide air in the presence of

oxygen. The conductivity of sulfide film is close to the conductivity

of silver; therefore the cowered with silver contacts do not chanqe

their properties.

Steel contacts in all cases should be tinned and hermetically

sealed the dual layer of glyptal varnish.

aluminum in air greatly intensely is oxidized during

considerable resisting of the film of oxide. Therefore in all caseb

aluminum bolt contacts are fulfilled as follows. To the fastening of

aluminum contact surfaces they clean under the layer of the petroleum

jelly, which shields them from oxidation. Then the layer of
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coataminated petroleum jolly is driven out and will be deposited the

thin layer of pare/clean petroleum jelly. With fastening in the

places of the real contact of contacts the petroleum jelly is

extruded, but it remains in gap between contacts how is provided the

airtightness of connection So that in the process of work petroleum

j11y would not ensue/escape/flow out, contact connection they twice

cover/coat with glyptal varnish [L. 12-4].

To deficiencies/lacks in the bolted joints one should relate

also the presence of energy losses in fasteners.

The terminals/grippers of electrical apparatuses, machines ani

transformers are fulfilled from copper or brass. Therefore in open

distributive devices and in the damp/crude locations it cannot be of

the aluminum ones of busbar directly connected by bolts to the

terminals/grippers of apparatuses and machines. It is known that

contacting copper (brass) and aluminum form the electrolytic pair,

which possesses a potential difference, equal to 1.86 V (potential

of con r. ir refotrn to h,.!d-oen huee tr)..5*111, Pq rm alu" .rer- -

-1. * 211 ~-In l c t r.--'7c -,,hr-e r .vr rn~' V~I--n],e4

a-~I-, ~ n, e ' n'n -nlectroi-tn, 'nneanSrnne e- -

inV~tinr ~'r n Aa'-Ili i-?h 'h -nausr in-P1tAn

c'1''rni4-i nn-'- n n +-~f a he% a'li" 4 nu- '"t n-" the

cn tn Az ~ a' I' f +- n~"'h Y , tq- c -n 47 n r t r,+ "~ p ,4 .114 , 1 1,hiC1
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the value of its electrical resistasce which at temperature of busbar

of 700C must not exceed to more than 20o/o resisting of whole section

of busbarr equal to the length of contact connections and according

to its heating temperature which must not be more than thp

temperature of the whole sectioa of busbar at a distance of 1.5-2 m

ftrom coat act.
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Iverythiag said previously is related also to the execution of

the branchiags of busbars 1Fig. 12-5).

Connection nd branching of flexzble stranded wires. Flexible

stranded wires connect with the aid of the same terminals/grippers

with reduction or by pressing as the vire of aerial lines [ L. 7-1 1.

Drauchings from patch cords and their connection to the

terminals/grippers of apparatuses fulfill with the aid of the pressei

terminals/grippers. A similar branch terminal is shown in Fig. 12-6a.

Drive 1, from which is fulfilled the branching, they pass through

tube with 2 and housing of 3 terminals/grippers. Wire branchings 5

introduce into tube 4 terminals/grippers. By the special press of

tube with 2 and 4 press around wires how is createl the reliable

contact connection of wires with terminal/gripper.

Fig. 12-6b shows the pressed apparatus terminal/gripper. The

tube of 7 terminals/grippers is pressed around vire 6. Flat/plana cap

8 with openings 9 serves for the connection by bolts to the

terminal/gripper of apparatus.

The pressed terminals/grippers are very reliable: therefore

recently then are used extensively during the mounting of patch cords
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in the distributors of all voltages.

Earlier in distributors vote applied bolt terminals/grippers. An

example Is given in rig, 12-6c Instrument room bolt terminal/griopor.

lore vice 10 is jammed in the housing of 13 terminals/grippers with

the aid of screw dies 11 and bolts 12. As with any bolted joint, tho

tightening of bolts in the course of time weakens, which leads to an

Increase ia contact resistance and overheating of contact. As a ru1'p,

contact resistance of bolt clamps is always more than the

termisals/grippers of thoe pressed. At present bolt

terminals/grippers apply Only an an exception in the absence of the

pressed terminals/grippers as temporary/time (8L. 12-4].
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Fig. 12-4. transient plates for the comection of aluminum busbars to

the copper (brass) terminals/gcippers of apparatuses.

Key: (11. gelding. (2). geldiag point vith aluminum busbar. (3).

Aluminum busbar. (4). Aluminide. (5). Copper transient plank. (6).

gasher. (71. lousing of apparatu.

Fig. 12-5o Branching of rectangular busbars. a) by the overlapping

through bolts; b. c and d) overlapping with the aid of clamping cover

plates.
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Fig. 12o6..kanum ag ead apparatus torminals/grippers. a) branching

pressed by clamp; b) apparatus pressed terminal/gripper; c)

instrument room bolt terminal/gripper.

Page 191.

Apparatus terminals/grippers for aluminum and steel-aluminum

vires are fulfilled from aluminum, moreover on the flat/plane part of

the torminal/gripper (8 In Fig, 12-6b) is a soldered copper plate,

which is costacted with the terminal/gripper of apparatus.

12-3, Broken and slipping contacts.

The slipping contacts, &ad also those breaking contacts of the

disconneocting apparatuses which are not intended for start and

cutoff/disconnection of circuits for the current of load or short

circuit (foc example, the contacts of disconnectors or the make
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contacts of those switches ji which there are special arcing

contacts, me furtherlp they seat satisfy the general requirements,

presented in §12-I. Furthermore, they must possess sufficient

mechanical strength& i.eo, maintain/withstand the

established/installed by norms number of process/operations.

The broken contacts must satisfy the following supplementary

requirements:

11 with cutoff/disconnection for the current must not be of the

excessive destruction of contacts their electrical another, that

blocks further exact work;

2) upon the inclusion to the existing in network short circuit

must not be of the destruction of contacts and their welding as a

result of the course of short-circuit current.

In the slipping and broken contacts the necessary pressure in

contact Is provided by using the elasticity of contacts themselves or

with the aid of steel contact springs.

The me of an elasticity of contacts themselves does not provide

the constancy of the force of pressure, but thereby also the

constancy of contact resistanco Vith starts and

IL _
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cgtoffsSdisconmections elastic contacts somewhat are deformed, that

also leads to the decrease pressure in contact. The considerable

overheating of such contacts leads to the loss by them of elasticity

(anmealing of metal) and to a sharp increase in contact resistance.

fte special contact springs, not streamlined with current, provide

more permanent pressure in contact.

The broken and slipping contacts most frequently are fulfilled

from red copper or from brass. Such contacts, as has already been

indicated, in air they are ozidized. 1n spite of small thickness (cn

the order of 25-10-6 sale the film of oxide possesses considerable

electrical resistance. For the purpose of the decrease of the effect

of oxidation on contact resistance construct the contacts, so that

the interrupting and their closaing/shorting would be accompanied by

the slip (friction) of one contact on another. In this case the thin

film of oxide breaks down itself and is driven out with the area of

the real contact of contacts - occurs the self-purification of

contacts, than more the concentrated force of mutual pressure, the

better the self-purification of contacts, the less contact

resistance.

They recently widely practice silver plating of the contacts,

which work in air. frequently to copper contacts are welled on the

silver strips, on which the contacts are contacted.
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High value has the electrodynamic and thermal resistance of

contacts with the course of short-circuit current. The destruction of

insufficiently mechanically durable contacts under the action of

electrodynanic forces with the course of impact short-circuit current

entails, as a rule, considerable damage of apparatus, and in a number

of cases and its full/total/complete destruction, which can be the

reason for very serious esergency.

If contacts are controlled badly/poorly, 4..e., if the real area

of their contact is small, and contact resistance, therefore, is

great, them with the course of short-circuit current is feasible thi

excessive overheating at contacts and their fusing in the places of

real contact - contacts can be melded. It is understandable that the

broken or slippiag contacts cannot fulfill the entrusted

a them functions.

Since contacts are contacted in the limited number of points,

then, as noted above, between them appear the electrodynamic forces,

which attempt to move aside one contact from another, what

counteracts the external force, which presses contacts friend and to

friend. The less a number of points of contact of the tangency of

contacts and the greater the flowing current, the greater the
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electrodynamic force indicated. Mith the badly/poorly controlled

contacts with the course of impact short-circuit current this force

can exceed the force of pressure in contacts and they can somewhat be

radiated. In this case betweea them arises the arc, it is strong

their fusing* The subsequent approach of contacts after reduction in

current of short circuit leads to their welding.

Page 192.

In many switches with the course of short-circuit current occurs

interaction of current in their separate current-carrying parts, and

also cmzrent in the latter with current in the supplying busbars.

These electrodynamic efforts/forces also decrease the pressure in

contact, result of which can be its overheating, fusing and weldinq.

For the purpose of increase in the stability of contacts wi+h

the course of short-circuit currents attempt to construct contacts so

that the taking place on the current-carrying current elements of

short circuit would create the supplementary effort/force, fcrcing

mnctacts against each other. as the example of this

constructiLo/desigu can serve contacts, given in Fig. 12-9. Here

fixed contacts are carried out in the form of T-shaped contact

supports 1, which are encompassed by two-band slide contact 2, which

rotates on axis 3. With course on the bands of the slide contact of
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short-circuit current they mutually are attracted/tightened, than is

pcovided an increas, of the pressure in contact.

With the cutoff/discoanction of circuit for the current brtwen

the contacts of switch appears the electric arc. Since the

temperature of the cathode spot composes approximately/exemplarily

1500C and it considerably exceeds the melting points of the metals,

generally accepted for contacts - copper (-10800C), brass (-9000 c),

silver (-9600C|, then uader the action of arc occurs the partial

fusing of the metal of contacts& which is accompanied by certain

sputtering of metal and by its evaporation in arc.

Therefore, on possibility. contacts must be carried out so that

the arc would not break down those working contact surfaces through

which flown/occurs/lasts the current in the connected position of

switch* The fusing of working contact surfaces leads to excessive

increase in their contact resistance and overheating.

If the condition indicated is impracticable, and at the high

values of rated current they also supply switches with two types of

contacts - by worker and arc-suppression.

Hake contacts are designed for prolonged flow of the current

about the load with the connected switch and are not intended for the
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disruption of arc. Through then flows/occurs/lasts the short-circuit

current with the locked switcke. Therefore make contacts must have

least possible contact resistance. Their sizes/dimensions are

determined from cooling conditions.

The arcing contacts. parallel to make contacts, are intended for

the disruption of arc and are designed only for short-term flow of

curr~nm la the process of the cutoff/disconnection of switch. In the

connected position of the switch through arcing contacts

flows/occurs/lasts only a small fraction of the current of load,

since resisting of the outline of arcing contacts is always more than

resisting of parallel circuit of make contacts.

About arcing contacts flow the considerable disconnected current

(short-circuit current or current of load) it is only short-term in

the process of the cutoff/disconnection of switch; therefore their

sizes/dimensions are usually small in comparison with the

sizes/dimensions of the make contacts of switch. At the same time

arcing contacts pick up entire gravity of the disruption of arc, why

they must be especially stable with respect to its destructive

action.

In the presence of working and arcing contacts the movahle

system of switches is fulfilled so (Fig. 12-7), that with
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cutoff/4iscennection first diverge make contacts (2 and 3), and

arc-suppression (5 and 6) for a while they remain still locked, and

throagh then flows/occurs/lasts entire disconnected current. After

the make contacts are radiated up to the sufficient distance, with

which is already impossible tke onset on them of arc, begins chain

cleavage with the arcing contacts# on which is formed the arc. Upon

the inclusion of switch the contacts are closed in reverse order.
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Fig, 12-7o Schematic of the working and arcing contacts of oil

breaker with small space of oil* 1 - contact crosshead; 2 -movable

sake contacts; 3 - motionless make contacts; 4 - tank; 5 - movable

arcing contacts; 6 - motionless arcing contacts.

Page 193.

Thus are retained expensive and massive make contacts. The caps of

arcing contacts in proportion to wear replace.

The disconnecting apparatuses, not intended for chain cleavaqe

for current (for example, discoaectors) . have only make contacts.

For the purpose the decreases of destruction of contacts undler

the action of electric arc in a number of cases fulfill arcing

contacts or their caps of tko refractory metals and the connections.

Recommended well themselves cornet connections from silver or copper

with tungsten or molybdenum. Connections made of silver and tungsten
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are most advisable for the contacts, which work in air, while

connections from copper and tungsten or copper and molybdenum - for

the contacts, which work under oil. Tungsten or molybdenum give to

ceramic metal hardness and high melting point (high arc resistance).

Copper and silver give sufficiently high electrical conductivity.

Upon the slow inclusion of switch at the first moment of the

contact of contacts the pressure between then in the place of contact

can be small. If the included current is great, then in the placp of

initial contact of contacts is separated/liberated a large quantity

of heat, and contacts strongly are fused; after the termination of

start and cooling the contacts can be welded. Is especially great the

danger of welding contacts during their slow approach in the case of

the inclusion to the existing in network short circuit. For

preventing this should be always more rapidly possible switched on

the switch. The greater the rate of the notion of contacts, the less

the danger of their welding.

Upon rapid start is unavoidable the impact of slide contact

about motionless at the soment of their initial contact. In this case

the contact, connected with spring, can bounce or begin to jar. The

appearing short arcs fuse contacts, which can lead to their welling

after the termination of start.

L L .. .. .. .. . .. .. ... .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . ..
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For the purpose of prevention this necessarily the specific

pressure between contacts at the moment of their first contact. Is

reached this by the appropriate tension of contact springs. In this

case oe should remember that if the insufficient preteasioning of

contact springs can lead to bouncing of contacts at the moment of

their initial contact, then excessive spring tension will increase

the rigidity of start, and also the effort/force, necessary for the

start of switch.

In operation the elasticity of contacts and springs, and also

the tightening of the latter can change as a result of mechanical

jolts with starts and cutoffs/disconnections also of the

electrodynamic and thermal actions of short-circuit currents. As a

result of this increases contact resistance and temperature of

contacts. Therefore it is necessary to thoroughly follow so that the

comtacts tightly and with sufficient force would fit closely to Pach

other, for which them they viii periodically inspect and if necessary

regulate and they pull springs.

Depending on form the broken and slipping contacts are contacted

over surface (surface contact), along line (linear contact), also, a+

oe point (point contact).

Surface contact can have the flat/plane or curvilinear
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contacting surfaces. The surface contacts include the examined into

§12-2 rigid (motionless) contact compounds.

In surface contact a number of points and sizes/dimensicns of

the real areas/sites of the contact of contacts are relatively small

even under the large foarce of pressure in contact. With the bolt

contacts possibly is achieved low contact resistance, in the first

place, by applying several bolting, since each of them gives certain

number of points of contact of tangency, and, in the second place,

via the tightening of baits by the considerable force, equal to

several hundred kilograms to bolt,

The force of pressure in the broken and slipping contacts at

best composes several ten kilograms, in consequence of which contact

resistance of surface contacts proves to be considerable. An increase

in the sizes/dimensions in the contacting surfaces does not bring, as

Is knows, to a decrease in contact resistance; therefore for

decreasing con tact resistance are fulfilled surface contacts of

several parallel contact elements/cealls, equipped with the

independent contact springs fit is similar to elements/colls 1 and 12

in Fig. 12-13).
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Pare 14.

Than of a larger number of contact elements/cells consists surface

contact, the less its contact resistance and thereby to larger

operating current it can be carried out.

The least slant of one contact surface with respect to the other

leads to a sharp decrease of a number of points of contact of

tangency (in limit to one point) and an increase in transient

resistance; therefore surface contacts require very careful control

and attentive supervision in operation. In the best position prove to

be the self-adjusting contacts, when one of the contacts can be

established/installed freely relative to the other. Such contacts

usually are contacted not less as at three points (Fig. 12-12b).

Ifter each cutoff/disconnection and inclusion the surface

contacts In practice are contacted at different points; therefore

with process/operations with then badly/poorly is cleaned the film of

oxide and contact resistance of them is very variably and in the

process of operation is changedo

In the badly/poorly controlled surface contacts, which havP a

small number of points of contact of tangency, with the course of

short-circuit current appear the very considerable electrodynamic

forces, which attempt to finish harvesting contacts from each other.

Contacts, and especially their spring must be calculated for these
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forces since otherwise they will be destroyed with the course of

short-circuit current.

Surface contacts usually possess high thermal resistance, since

the coasiderable mass of contacts provides good removal of the heat,

which separates in the places of their contact.

Linear contact is formed with the contact of cylindrical surface

with pleae, with contact on the generatrix of two cylindrical

surfaces and the like (Fig, 12-80e. Strictly speaking, linear contact

is the very ridge on which are arranged/located real points of

contact of tangency.

The applied to linear contact effort/force is distributed to a

small contact surface how is reached large specific pressure in

contact. therefore with the same force of pressure a number of points

of real contact in linear contact easily can be obtained in any casq

not less, but frequently also it is more than in surface contact.

If &aring closing/shorting and interrupting linear contact one

of the contacts slips over the surface of another, then because of

considerable specific pressure in contact the thin film of oxide of

metal easily breaks down itself and is driven out from contact

surface, as a result of which contact resistance of contact
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ecreases. Vital importance has that the fact that with linear

contact is more is definitely fixed/recorded the area/site of

contact.,

Thes, linear contacts, an a rule, possess smaller and more

permanent contact resistance in comparison with surface contacts.

According to experimental data (Lo 12-71, in the region of the

comparatively small pressures which occur in the contacts of the

disconnecting apparatuses other conditions being equal contact

resistance of the copper linear contacts is 2-3 times less than

surface ones.

lith linear contacts also is considerably simpler their control,

since to more easily ensure the correct contact of plane with

cylinder, than two surfaces. For example, certain slant of contact

support in Fig. 12-10 (it is shown by dotted line) does not disrupt

linear contact.

In recent years in the disconnecting apparatuses of all voltages

linear contacts to a considerable degree extruded/excluded the less

ideal surface contacts.

Point contacts are formed with the contact of spherical surface

and plane, two spherical surfaces, etc. In point contact the contact
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in practice occurs in one area/site of very small sizes/dimensions.

Point contact is characterized by large specific pressure and good

fixation of the place of contact, which provides the constancy of

contact resistance, especially if with process/operations hemisphere

slips on the plane, i.e.. if proceeds self-cleaning from the film of

oide of metal.

In point contacts is small the mass of the metal. adjacent

directly to the surface area of contact. This sakes the removal worse

of the heat, which separates in the place of the transition/junction

of current from one contact to another. Therefore point contacts are

been commonly used with comparatively small both the operating

currents and short-circuit currents (comparatively low thermal

resistance).

By design are distinguished the contacts: springing, lamellar,

finger/pin, socket, end-type and brush.

Page 195.

The springy contacts are applied mainly in knife switches and

safety devices/fuses; eatlier them were applied also in

disconnectorse
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The.simplest springy contact (Fig. 12-8a-c) in essence consists

at the motionless springy contact supports 1 various forms and moving

contact knife 2. Upon start the knife enters between contact springs,

somevkat separating/expanding them, and it is fastenned between them.

Pressure in contact provide the springy contact supports, prepared

from sufficiently elastic material- to hard-drawn copper, brass or

special bronzes for guaranteeing a larger number of points of contact

of tangency with knife contact supports usually divide into several

parts (Fig. 12-8c).

beficiencies/lacks in these contacts they escape/ensue of that

entire previously presented: the difficulty of control, inconstancy

and siguificast magnitude of contact resistance, small stability

during short circuits. Vith high contact resistance and in the coursp

of short-circuit current the contacts can be heated to the

temperature of the annealing of copper, after this the springs lose

their elasticity and pressure in contact it decreases, which leads to

even larger heating of contact.,

to deficiencies/lacks in the similar contacts it is possible to

also relate the considerable expenditure of metal fot contact

supports and impossibility of pressure adjustment in contact.

Somewhat best is the contact, given in Pig. 12-8d, in which is
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provided supplementary steel spring 3, which ensures more ':onstant

pressure In contact.

In the apparatuses, manufactured at present, the springy

contacts M*tally are fulfilled with linear contact. For this either

om the bands of knife or on contact supports stamp out the

semicylindrical flanges, which create linear contact. As an example

Pig. 12-Se shows this contact, equipped with strong ring spring 4.

Spring is not the current-carryiag element/cell of contact; therefore

its annealing and loss by it of elasticity little are probable,

thanks to which is provided constant pressure in contact. The

advantages of linear contact were discussed above. The contacts of

this construction/design are applied in the new Soviet safety

devices/fuses of low voltage of the type P2 (Fig. 14-7) and in the

new constructions/designs of knife switches.

Laaellar contacts are used extensively in knife switches and

disconnoctors for internal intallations. Fig. 12-9 shows the simplest

lamellar contact with contact on the plane. Fixed contacts are

carried out in the form of T-shaped contact supports 1, which are

encompassed by the bands of 2 slide contacts, which rotates on axis

3. Bands 2 are pressed against suppport by steel helical springs 6.

At this construction/design is reached considerable metal savings and

Is provided more constant pressure in contact in comparison with the
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springy contacts. Springs 6 are not the current-carrying

eleinets1cells of contact, vky their annealing and loss by them of

elasticity are scarcely probable. Pressure in contact is easily

regulated by a change in the tightening of springs (by nuts 5).
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;a)

Fig. 12-S. Springy coatacts.

Fig. 12-9. Lamellar area contacts. 1 - T-shaped contact supports; 2 -

band of the slide contact; 3 - rotational axis of the bands: 4 -

bolts; 5 - nut; 6 - spring; 7 - the spacer.

Key: (1). On.
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Characteristic feature is also large stability during short circuits,

since with the course of short-circuit current bands are

attracted/tightened to each other.

The deficiencies/lacks* inherent in surface contacts, wero shown

above. Their use/application for the disruption of arc is

undesirable, since under action the arcs of plane strongly are fused,

that makes even without that the insufficiently reliable contact

uor~e.

Nore advanced is the lanselar linear contact, given in Fig.

12-10.

Contact consists of T-shaped support 2, which is encompassed by

the bands of 1 slide contact. These baids have stamped/die-forged

spigots 3, which are contacted with contact stable along lines.

Pressure in contact is created by steel springy clamp 4.

Linear contacts must not be utilized as arc-suppression onps,

since under the action of electric arc they badly break down

themselves.

Knife switches with lamellar surface and linear contacts usually

have the supplementary arc-suppression caps of various forms from
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brass or carbon/coal (see for example, Fig. 15-21.

A deficiency/lack in the contacts on rig. 12-9 and 12-10

IS a small distance between the bands of slide contact, which

impedes their determination to motionless contact support. Even

during the snal displacement of slide contact upon start plates are

struck against end of support, which impedes start. For eliminating

this they sometimes separate several to the sides of the edge of the

bands of slide contact (in the part, which adjoins the support) as

that it is shown in fig 12-90

There is no this deficieacy/lack does not have the lamellar

linear contact, given in Fig. 12-11. Vith such contacts are at

present supplied Soviet disconnectors for internal installaticn to

6-10 kv and rated currents to 600 (types BY and RVO - see chapter

16). Contact supports 1 and 2 are made from those bent at the right

angle of the copper bands which are encompassed by the bands of knife

3. The lateral surfaces cf supports are rounded (which is not

compulsory) how is provided contact along line (narrow surface). The

plates of knife are pressed against supports by springs 4, put on to

rods 5. Distance tube with 6 limits the approach of the band of knife

in off position. Knife rotates on axis 7, attached in bearing 8. The

considerable distance between bands 3 and the rounding of the upper

part of support 1 lightens the determination to it of bands upon
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start.

Contacts are equipped with forceps type magnetic lock, which

consists of two steel plates 9, put on to rods 5. On other ends of

these plates are grooves 10t entering the turnings of rod 11 and axis

7. The curreat, flowing on the plates of knife, creates th magnetic

flux which Is closed on steel plates and air gap between them. Power

flux lines attempt to decrease their length and in this case to draw

together the plates between themselves.

Plates 9 are carried out in the form of lovers of the second

kind; therefore the force, which forces the plate of knife aqainst

support, is determined from condition (Fig. 12-11): Fj=o/a where F

- the resulting magnetic force, which operates on the plate of lock.

Vith the aid of forceps typemagnetic locks it is possible to obtain

very large supplementary pressures in contacts with the course of

impact short-circuit current, which raises the electrodynamic

stability of contacts.
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Fig. 12-10. Laellar linear Goatacts.

' / /7 -.9"2 ,
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213 2

Pig. 1211..Contacto of discoamectors 6-10 kV to rated currents to

600 (isconnectors of types i and RVO for internal installations).

Page 197.,

PLi contacts (Fig. 12-121 are nonself-adjusting a and

self-adjusting b. in bet constractions/designs contact brass

fingers/pins 2 are attached on flexible current-carrying plates 3,

which consist of the series/roe of thin copper plates. fingers/pins 2

are pressed against tapered contact knife 1 (brass, red copper) with
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the aid of flat/plane steel springs 4 and 5. Plates 3 and springs 4

and 5 by bolted to rectangular current-carrying block 6 (contact

holder).

Boving element/cell in pin cortacts it can be both knife 1 and

pin contacts themselves (knif is fixed),

In the nonself-adjusting contacts (Fig. 12-12a) contact pins 2

and plates 3 rigidly (by aid of rivets) are fastened with spring 4.

Therefore the contact pin cannot freely be adjusted by its plane on

the plane of the knife; the contact of finger/pin and knife occirs

usually in a small number of points (frequently at one-two points).

In the self-adjustiog pin contacts (Fig. 12-12b) springs 4 are

not attached to fingers/pins 2& but they press on the through

hemispheric surface of 7 on the contact pin. Therefore the finger/pin

can be turned and freely be superimposed on the surface of the

contact knife: the contact of finger/pin and knife occurs in a larger

number of points. Clamps 8 block the displacement of fingers/pins

upward, also, to sides with cutting between them of contact knife.

With the course of short-circuit current the attracting force of

fingere/pine to each other somewhat compensates the repulsiv force,

caused by the overflowing of current from finger/pin to the knife
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through a small number of points of contact of tangency.

Pin contacts widely are encountered in oil switches and

disconnectocs. Then are utilized as working and arcing contacts. Make

contacts fulfill from several pairs of the pin contacts,

fastened/strengthened to general/common/total terminal block 6. than

is reached the independent contact between fingers/pins and contact

knife and an increas the thereby of a total number of points of

contact of tangency.

As arcing contacts are applied the nonself-adjusting pin

contacts with easily detachable fingers/pins.

In pin contacts proceeds a comparatively weak self-purification

of contact surfaces from oxide film. Deficiency/lack is also the

presence of contact resistance in the points of connection of

flexible members 3 with fingers/pins and terminal block. The

oxidation of these connections, especiall intense with the work of

contact in air, leads to overheating of contact.

Recently as make contacts they were adopted simpler and more

reliable pin contacts without flexible members with spiral contact

springs. One of such constructions/designs is shown in Fig. 12-13

(the make contacts of oil breakers of the type HGG - see §17-3).
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Contact pins 1 are in pairs arranged/located from both sides of

contact curret-carrying plate 2. There are no flexible members. In

the connected position fiagers/pins 1 are pressed against contact

knife 3 and against contact plate 2 with the aid of springs 4, put on

to the bolts@ passed into openings/apertures in fLngers/pins 1 and

contact plate 2. Flanges 5 on the upper part of fingers/pins 1

fix/record their contact with plates 2.
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a)

Pig. 12-12. Pin contacts. a) aoaself-adjusting; b) adjusting

tlhelmalvu.

(/Y&° H -. / !

Pig. 12-13. Pin contacts of ol. breaker. with small space of oil.

Key: (1) On.

Page 19l.

AuimLm cLouing/uborting and interrupting the contacts flanges 5
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are rolled on plates 2, as a cemult of which barely occurs the

self-purification of contact surfaces. Somewhat better clean

themselves with mutual slip fingers/pins and knife. Tn the case of

the mork of contact in air for the purpose of decrease of transient

resistance practices silver plating of fingers/pins and contacting

with them contact surfaces.

In them contacts otioales element/cell can be the knife or

fingers/pins.

Pin contacts can be carried out and with point contact as this

is shown in rig. 12-14. notionless hemispherical contacts 1 are

fastened/strengthened to flexible copper connections/communications

3. Slide contact is carried out in the form of flat/plane knife 5.

Pressure in contact create flat/plane steel springs 4. Flexible

members 3 and springs 4 are attached by bolts on terminal blcck 2.

During closing/shortin and interrupting knife 5 is moved

vertically (along its vertical axis). The slip of contacts 1 along

knife provides good self-cleaaiag of contact.

In lower than contacts 1 on copper plates 6 attached brass guard

ring 7. During interrupting of the contact when knife 5 is moved

downward, the arc, arising initially between the ends/leads of knife
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an4 contacts 1. is moved from the latter to guard ring. Thus,

contacts 1 are not subjected to the prolonged effect of arc, whic

Increase their service life.,

Similar contacts are applied in switches to small rated currents

and small value of the disconnected short-circuit current.

Socket contacts (Fig. 32-151 consist of several contact segments

1, which form together receptacle - the hollow cylinder, cut

lengthwise on part. Each segment is equipped with spring 2 and is

connected by current-carrying connection/communication 5 with contact

holder 6. Springs 2 rest into ring 3, on which there areflanges for

the springs (in some constructions/designs receptacle is supplied

with the housing, into which rest the springs, as in Fig. 12-16).

Slide contact 4 fulfill in the form of rod or tube by diameter,

somewhat greater than the inside diameter of the compressed

receptaclo. Upon start the rod soparates/expands segments. presssinl

springs, than it is provided the necessary pressure in contact. Each

segment independently is pressed against contact bar.

Socket contact are very reliable; therefore them greatly are

used extensively in high-voltage switches both as the workers and as

arc-suppression ones. Vith bunhing the segments can be replaced.
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Are fulfilled also socket contacts without flexible members, as

shown in Fig. 12-16. catering the receptacle slide contact 3 wrings

out contact segments 2. clusters this lover flanges A of segments are

pressed against the surface of the neck in contact holder 1. Each

segment is contacted with ro and with holder at one point.
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rig. 12-14. finger/pin point contacts.

Pig. 12-15. Socket contact with flexible nebers.

3

i A

Pigl. 12-16o Socke costact without flexible mebers.
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Page 199.

For decreasing contact resistance is collected/built the receptacle

of a sufficiently largo number of flat/plane segments.

The upper part of the housing of receptacle performs the role of

guard ring - with cutoff/disconnection the arc burns between the

end/lead of the ro and the upper part of the housing of receptacle,

which prevents the fusing of segments.

Bad-type contacts can be also flat/plane, linear and point.

Rzamples of flat/plane ead-type contacts they are (Fig. 12-17):

plane - the end/face of rod 4a), rod - rod (b), plane - the end/face

of tube (c), tube - tube 1d).

Linear end-type contact is obtained when one of contacts (e) or

both have a form of cylindero Point end-type contacts is obtained

with the contact of plan and hemisphere (f) or two hemispheres.

Bad-type contacts are contacted in a small number of points;

therefore in them are observed considerable repulsive forces with thp

curse of short-circuit current. For stabilization is necessary largp

pressure in contact.
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During closing/shorting ad interrupting the end-type contacts

does not occur their self-purification; at a large pressure in the

contact film of oxide it breaks down itself, but it is not driven

out, but i is indented into the metal of contact.

Sufficiently considerable contact resistance of end-type

contacts makes it possible to apply them in switches to comparatively

small rated currents (to 800-1000 A). Great use/application they

found in switches by voltage above 1000 V.

Bud-type contacts are applied as working and arcing contacts.

Fusing by the arc of flat/plane end-type contacts sharply increases

their contact resistance. Therefore they, as a rule, have easily

change caps which in a number of cases manufacture from refractory

metals and alloys.

Especially badly break down themselves with arc the ends/faces

of tubular contacts. Therefore tubular contacts are applied only in

switches with gas or air blast when the flow ef gas or air displaces

arc from the end/face of tube to its internal surface as that shown

in Fig. 12-18.
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The caps of the working in air end-type contacts it is expedient

to covet/coat with silver or to manufacture fro a compound of silver

with tungsten.e

Fig. 12-19 in the form of au example gives the end-type contact

of oil breaker. Slide contact 2 is carried out in the form of copper

hollow tube with detachable bras" cap* Fired contact 1, which also

ban detachable cap,, with the aid of flexible members 3 is

electrically connected with housing 6*.Spring 4I creates the necessary

pressure in contact.
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Pi6. 1 2-Ml..ypes of eud-typ. conact.

Pigs 12-18e. Arc on *a4-tjfp. taula contacts in air-blast breaker.

Pigs 12-ti. lad&-typo ceatacto
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Spring 4 is necessary also for preventing the rigid impact with

contact of contacts during start..On the deformation of spring is

espadedfconsumed the kinetic energy, stored up in slide contact upon

the start (the sane it is possible to speak also about the springy

elements/cells of other contactal.

Upon start after first contact both contacts for a while

continue to move upward. pressmin spring. Contact 1 is moved upward

on guide rod 5. Plastic cap/hood 7 insulates spring 4 from housing 6.

Brush contacts (Fig. 12-201 are collected/built from elastic

thin copper or bronze plates (0O-O0.5 an). Brush can fulfill the

roles of movable I and motionless 3 contacts. As the second contact

apply massive area contacts 2 or wedge-shaped knives 4. The plane of

brush usually forms certain angle with that plane, to which it is

superimposed. By this is provided certai deformation of the plates of

brush in the connected positioa and contact of each plate of brush

with contact plane (mininus at one point). For an increase in the

force of pressure the brushes additionally supply with steel springs

6. In a good state contact resistance brush contacts is small;

therefore earlier them were used extensively in switches to large

rated currents.
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At present brush contacts apply increasingly less frequently

especially in switches sith a voltag above 1000 V. Is explained this

by their comparatively large cost/value, poor mechanical properties

and inconstancy of contact resistance.

During closing/uhorting and interrupting the brush contacts

frequently are observed the residual deformations of the plates of

brushes, caused by the impact of brush about area contact, by the

tail heaviness of plates with slip on the plane, etc. Is observed

also the deformation of the plates of brush with the course of

shkot-circui current when appear the electrodynanic forces, which

attempt to finish harvesting plates from contact plane. in the latter

case is possible the sparking and fusing of plates. An increase in

contact resistance entails overheating the plates of brush,

decreasing the elasticity of plates and further deterioration in the

contact. Braush contacts require very careful supervision in operation

after their state.

Contact resistance of brush contact strongly affects of oxidatio

of contact surfaces.

As arcing contacts brush contacts it is not possible to apply.

Sltches with brush contacts are compulsoily supplied with arcing

contacts.
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3"

fig. 12-2@. Arush coktacta. &I the bir wAcomtacts of the air

cizcult-breakegs; b) the brush costacts of oil breakers.
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Chapter thirteen

Brief Information about tU eXt lation of electric arc in the

discom ectiag apparatuses.

13-1. general information about electric arc.

fte stud of the discoaaectiag apparatuses, the correct

evaluation/estimate of their special features/peculiarities and their

proper operation are ispossible without the clear understanding of

the occurring in them Frocesses with their cutoff/disconnection. The

cutoff/disconaection of circuits for current, and especially the

circuits of high voltages, is accompanied# as a rule, by the onset on

the coatacts of the discommectiag apparatuses of electric arc, which
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mst be eztinguished as rapidly a possible. Taking into account this,

is p esented below brief information about the fundamental phenomena,

which occur in electric arc duinng its conbustion and extinction, in

the space, necessary for the understanding of equipment and work of

the d iscemectimg apparatuses.

Pa go 201.

In the presence of the disagreement of the contacts of the

switch between them is foraed the electric field whose

intemsity/strength greater, the greater the applied to contacts

voltage and the Ios the distance between them. Under the action of

this electric field the free electrons, which are located in the

gap/interval betueea the contacts (in any gas there is certain number

of free electrons, begin to be moved at a high speed in direction to

the anode and on their path they collide with atoms or molecules gas.

If at the moment of this electron collision possesses the specific

reserve of kinetic energy, then it is capable to dislodge/chase from

the particle of gas (nolecul or atom) one or even several electrons,

an a result of which instead of the neutral particle of gas are

formed the free electrons and the positively charged/loaded ion. This

phenomenon is called of the impact ionization of gas.

The newly forming tree electrons also are moved to the anode
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and. after acquiring the sufficient rate, in turn, they participate

in the impact ionization of gas. Appears the avalanche of moving tc

the anode electrons, which rapidly ionize the gap/interva between

contacts [1. 5 -1 and 6-4].

fte necessary for impact ioaiaation reserve of kinetic enerqy

electron accumulates, nursing is path space for elongation/extent of

which is a specific potential differerce, and having respectively

increased by this method its rate under the action of electric field.

If electron clashs with the particle of gas earlier than it will

acquire the reserve of energy, sufficient for impact ionization, then

ionization it will not foliow and acquire electron energy will be

consumed for the excitation of neutral particle.

rhe ionization of the particle of gas is possible also as a

result of the series/row of its consecutive collisions with the

electrons, which possess insufficient for impact ionization by the

rsemrve of kinetic energy. Consecutive collisions increase the degrep

of excitation of the particle of gas, what aiso leads to its

ionization (ionization due to gradual energy storage - the so-called

cumlativ ionization).

With an increase in the applied to contacts voltage, i.e., with

an increase in the electric intensity, the impact ionization is
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amplified. since electron accumulates the energy, sufficient for

impact ionization, for the elongation/extent of smaller.

Tke initial appearance of free electrons between the diverging

contacts of switch is explained also by the following phenomena. It

in known that from the surface of hot electrode into surrounding

space ar emitted the free electrons (phenomenon of the thermionic

emsision). With the cutoff/disconnoction of switch the pressure in

contacts and a number of points of their contact decrease, as a

result of which contact resistance and, consequently, also heating of

contacts rapidly increase. Therefore with the cutoff/disconnection of

high currents at breakavay torque of contacts from each other on

cathode usually are strongly incandescent sections, which radiate

free electrons. Furthermore in the initial stage of the disagreement

of the contacts when the distance between them is still very small,

electric intensity is usually very large and sufficient for the

extraction of free electrons from the surface of cathode

(autoolectronic emission), to what it contributes the elevated

temperature of cathode.

The free electrons& which are formed as a result of

thermoelectrovic and autoolectromic emissions, under the action of

electric field are moved to the anode participating in the impact

ionizatiou of gas of the gap/iaterval between contacts, as this was
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discussed above.

Am a result of ionization in the gap/interval between contacts

appear the positively and negatively charged/loaded particles of gas,

i.e., space between contacts proves to be the filled so-called

gas-lischarge plasma, which possesses large electrical conductivity.

Under the action of the applied to contacts voltage occurs electrical

breakdown across gap betwee them and striking of the arc; in circuit

appears the electric current. Let as recall that the voltage, with

which occurs by the test/sample of the gap/interval between contacts

and the striking of the arc, is called breakdown (initial) voltage,

and the corresponding value of electric intensity - by a breakdown

(initial) intensity/strength. The value of breakdown strength

characterizes dielectric strength of dielectric.

Electric arc is the form of the independent discharg through the

gas which is characterixed by a small cathode drop, usually not

exceeding 10-20 V (for greater detail, see below), by large current

densities, which reaches by IqO0O A/cat and more, and by the high

temperature of gas-discharge plasma.

The temperature of gas of the center section of the arc (crux of

the arc), an which is moved the large part of the electron stream,

reaches very high values - to 30,OO00C is above, depending on the
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current strength, propertie of the ambient gas medium and its

pressure. The temperature of gas on the surface of arc composes

3000-4O000C and more.

Page 202.

The high temperature of arc is supported due to thermal energy,

isolated in it by current, ioo, due to electric power, applied to it

from electric system.

For the existence ot the arc between contacts it is necessary

that the circuital current would be not less than 80 mA, and the

voltage between contacts is not less than 10-20 V.

As a result of the very high temperature in the center section

of the gas-discharge plasma its conductivity in essence is supported

because of the intense thermal ionization of gas which occurs as

follows. Those falling into the high-temperature range of the

particle of gas come in very rapid motion. If temperature is hiqh an3

the moving/driving particles possess sufficient kinetic energy, then

during mutual collision occurs their decay and the formation of frec

electrons and positiv ions.

The thermal ionization of gases begins at temperature of
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900-10009C, and vapors of metal at temperature of approximately

0O00*C. Since in arc in switches always there is certain quantity of

incandescent vapors of metal, and temperature of rod of arc of higher

than 4O00-50000C, then the intensity of thermal ionization proves to

be sufficient for maintenance conductivity of arc gap.

The intensity of thermal ionization depends on the properties of

gas and first of all. from its dielectric strength and temperature of

thermal ionization, and from pressure. With pressure rise the thermal

ionization of gas is impeded, since with an increase of the number of

particles of the gas in given space increases the probability of the

premature collisions of the particles when they during collision yet

do not possess the kinetic energy, sufficient for their ionization.

With an increase of the arcs current its temperature and thermal

spee of the particles of the gas grow/rise, in consequence of which

the thermal ionization of gas is amplified (at larger rate the

particle motions of gas acquire the necessary for thermal ionization

reserve of kinetic energy with the path/range of smaller path).

From the given in Fig. 13-1 volt-ampere characteristic of arc,

ine., the dependence of voltage from current in it U-=f(l),Vith an

increase in the current voltages i.e., the voltage, necessary for its

maintenance, decreases It is explained this by the fact that the

• . .. ... . _ .. . .. . .. : I "h W OM E N
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electrical arc resistance changes in quadratic dependence on arcs

caronte

On measure of deviation of the contacts of switch the distance

between them rapidly grows/rises, and electric intensity in arc

stream respectively decreases. As a result of this the intensity of

impact ionization also rapidly decreases and therefore it already

little affects the conductivity of arc gap.

In electrical arc continuously occur two opposit processes: the

process of ionization, i.e., the formation/education of the new

charged/loaded particlesw and the process of deionization, i.e.,

neutralization or disappearance of the charged/loaded particles.

The deLonization of arc gap occurs by recombination and

diffusion of ions.

The phenomenon of recombination or recombination of the

charged/loaded particles lies in the fact that the positively and

negatively charged/loaded particles come into contact an they give up

to each other excess charges, as a result of which are formed neutral

particles.

In arc column is observed predominantly the recombination of
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positive and negative ions. tke direct recombination of electrons

with positive ions is scarcel probable, since the rate of electron

motion is approuimately/exemplaill 1000 times more than the rate of

the motion of Lons.
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rig, .13-1. The wolt-ampem characteristic of electric arc.

Page 203.

it in assumed tha the electron, as more movable particle, first

charges the neutral particle (as "adheres* and by it during

collision). as a result of which is formed negative ion. Then the

negatively and positively chacged/loadee. ions, which have

approximately/exemplarily equal masses and rates of notion, mutually

are attracted/tightened and, touching, are converted into neutral

particles.

The intensity of recombination depends on electric intensity:

the less the electric intensity, the les the rate of the motion of

ions and the greater the probability of their recombination. Hence it

follows that in alternating curreout arc the recombination is

especialIly intense at those moments/torques when voltage is close to

ze ro.
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The intensity of recombination depends also on temperature and

section of the arc: the lower temperature and less the section of

arc, the more intense the recombination.

The intense recombination of the charged/loaded particles is

observe also on the surface of the solid dielectric with which is

contacted the electric arc (for example, the wall of tube or slot in

which it burns arc). lecoabinatioa on the surface of solid dielectric

occurs so that first the electrons, as more movable particles. charge

surface to certain negative potential, with vhich negative ions and

electrons are repulsed from this surface, but positive ions are

attracted/tightened, and, falling to surface, they lose their charge.

The diffusio of ions from arc into the environment occurs as a

result of the thermal displacement/movement of particles, caused by a

considerable difference in the temperatures of arc and environment,

and large difference in ion concentration in arc and in the

environment. The diffusing into tie environment ions lose their

charge by recombination with electrons or negative ions, which are

locates in gaseous medium. Thus, diffusion also leads to the decrease

of a number of positively charged/loaded ion in arc in consequence cf

which its conductivity decreaseso
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If the environment is located in relative rest, then the

diffusing from arc ions are accumulated/stored around arc and they

create positive the space charge, which impedes the further diffusion

of the ions, which have the charge of the same sign. The intensity of

diffusion in this case depends on the recombination velocity of ions

in the environment.

Diffusion is anplified with blowing of arc by any relativel cold

and neutral gas, since in this case increases a difference in the

temperatures in arc and in surrounding medium and is amplified the

recombination of the diffasing ions, since with the flov of gas to

arc enter all new and new free electrons. The same result gives the

displacesent/movement of arc in the environment.

The diffusion of ions depends both on the difference in the

temperatures of the arc and the environment and from the ratio of the

perimeter of arc to it sectioa the greater the relationship/ratio

indicated, the more a number of ions diffuses into the environment.

With an increase in the arc length the diffusion also increases.

The deLonization of ions occurs also near electrodes.
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Thus, In the space, which adjoins directly cathode (1, in Fi1.

13-2), occurs continuous disappearance of positive ions, in

cousequence of which electrical conductivity per the unit of length

in this part of the arc is considerably less tha in arc stream (zone

of a cathode drop).

Farming in arc negative ions partially recombine, as noted

above, with positive ions, and partially they are moved to the anode.

At small distance from the anode from these adequate/approaching it

negative ions blow away the electrons and they depart to the anode.

The forming neutral particles on inertia continue to move to the

anode and bombard it. Thus, in the space, which adjoins anode (t. in

Fig. 13-2), ionic density is also smal (zone of an anode drop).

Page 204.

Voltage distribution along arc is shown in Fig. 13-2. Near

electrodes are observed abrupt changes in the voltage: in

near-cathode space a - cathode drop U,,, in mar-anode space 1. -

an anode drop U.. cased by those deionization processes near the

electrodes, which were discussed above.,

The value of a cathode drop depends on the material of

electrodes and modium, in which burns the arc, and usually do not
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exceed 10-20 V. An anode drop is very variably and to large degree

depends on area current. usually Ua<U, and with high currents is

close to Zero.

Along arc stream ic, the voltage changes considerably slower and

the overall voltage drop across it comprises U,?. In arc stream a

number of positive and negative charges per the unit of length is

approximately/ezemplarill equal; therefore electric intensity along

arc streamv i~e., voltage on the unit of its length, it remains

cout a t

with high currents the voltage, necessary for arc maint-nance,

mst be not less UAzz=U.+U,,. Reace it is clear that the arc between

electrodes can exist only in such a case, when the applied to them

voltage in any case is more than a cathode drop.

In short lov-voltage arc a cathode drop has vital importance,

since it is commensurated with a voltage drop across arc stream. In

long high-voltage arc a cathode drop has negligible value in

comparison with a voltage drop across arc stream.

Essential effect on the process of the deionization of arc has

also the gaseous dissociation in high-temperature range of arc. The

molecules of gas, falling into the high-temperature range of arc,
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comN into very rapid irregular thermal agitation, and if temperature

of gas, but thereby the rate of the motion of molecules is

sufficiently great, then during mutual molecular collision occurs

their decay to atoms. This decay of molecules to atoms is connected,

as is known. wit large heat expenditure. Forming atoms diffuse from

arc into the enviromuntg they are connected there into molecules and

froe/release thermal energy, expended for their dissociation. Thus,

is amplified heat transfer into the environment and cooling cf arc,

which entails the decrease of thermal ionization and the

amplification of the rocombination of the charged/loaded particles.

The difference between dissociation and thermal ionization

consists in the fact that for therma ionization is necessary the

temperature not less than 4000-5000oC (in the presence of vapors of

metal in arc)# while the dissociation of molecules to atoms occurs

also at lower temperatures.

From that presented above I can draw the conclusion that the

electric arc is phenomenon not only electrical, but also thermal.

Thermal processes in arc and heat exchange between the arc and the

environment play very large role and affect the occurring in it

electrical processes [ U. 9-1]

13-2. Pundamental methods of the extinction of electric arc.
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The extinction of electric arc is reached by effect on the

occurring in It ionizing and deionization processes. The first must

be sharply weakened, and the second - are intensified. Of that

premented it previously foliows that for this, first of all,

necessary to eaken/attenuate or to entirely discontinue thermal

ionization and to enforce the recombination of the charged/loaded

particles and diffusion of ion into the environment.

The decrease of thermal ionization and the amplification of

recombination can be achieved/reached by cooling the arc. The

effective amplification of recombination is achieved at intimate

contact of arc with the surface of dielectric.

Diffusion is amplified with the blowing of arc by any gas or

with the rapid adjustment of arc in the environment.
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Fig. 13-2. Voltage Liutelbuties almn arc.

Key: (ip.s Cathode. (2) . Anode.
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The intensity of the deiomisation of arc to large degree depends

an the properties of that median# in which burns the arc: the greater

the thermal conductivity, dielectric strength, temperature of thermal

ionization and heat capacity of gaseous medium, the more intense the

process of deionization, the easier it is to clear the circuit. The

best arc-arresting properties possesses hydrogen and by somewhat

worse water vapor, carbon dioxide and air.

Fig. 13-3 gives arc characteristics in hydrogen and in air (at

an identical pressure), from which it is evident that, other

conditions being equal, for arc maintenance in hydrogen is necessary

the coasiderably larger electric intensity; therefore to clear the

circuit in hydrogen it is easier than in air.

Arc extinction in hydrogen takes the place in oil breakers,

where under the action of the high temperature of arc certain

quantity of transformer oil, which fills a tank of switch, evaporates

and is decomposed/expanded into the composite/compound component

parts, the main thing from which is hydrogen. This hydrogen,
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generated by oil under the action of the high temperature of arc, and

is utilized for its extinction.

In s0e disconnecting apparatuses are applied solid organic

materials (fiber, organic glass, polyvinyl chloride plastic, etc.),

wkich under the action of the high temperature of arc generate

hydrogen, carbon dioxide and water vapor, utilized for an arc

extinction.

Arc extinction in air is used extensively in the disconnecting

apparatuses of low and high voltage.

Substantially affects the process of the deionization of arc the

pressure of the gaseous sodium, in which burns the arc. The higher

the gas pressure, the greater a number of particles of the gas per

unit of volume, the less the distance between then; therefore with an

increase in the gas pressure thermal ionization is impeded, and

cooling arc is amplified. For arc maintenance is required larger

voltage, that illustrates the curve of Fig. 13-4.

For the deionization of arc the definite effect exerts also the

material of contacts. Is most expedient the use/application of metals

of high-melting ones, uith the high temperature of steam generation

and with large thermal conductivity and heat capacity (decrease of a
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thermionic emission and quantity of vapors of metal in arc).

With an increase in the rate of the disagreement of the contacts

of switch more rapidly increases the arc length and its surface,

thanks to which is amplitied cooling arc and diffusion of ions into

the environment and, consequently, also deionization of arc.

In the disconnecting apparatuses are applied the different

methods of accelerating the extinction of the electric arc, based on

the examined above phenomena and processes in arc. Great

use/application in the arc-suppression devices/equipment of the

disconnecting apparatuses found the following methods of arc

extinguishing:

1. arc extinction with the aid of the gas blast, directed alonq

or across arc (Fig. 13 -51. Arc in turbulent, i.e., eddy-like, flow of

gas intensely is cooled and in deionized, and the more intense, th?

higher the gas velocity. To the deionization of arc to large degree

contributes the fact that the eddy-like moving/driving particles of

gas penetrate the arc stream*
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Fig. 13-3. Depeeace oan the cazent of the strength of the field of

arc stream 5 [V/cm], vhich bezas in air and in hydrogen.

Key: (19. V/cm. (1A). Hydrogoe. (2). Air. (3). A.
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Pig. 13-4. Dependence of strength of field of arc stream on air

pressure (Voisikls data).

Key: (1). V/cm. (21. atm(techi.

Page 206.

The best results gives blast by the relatively cold and neutral

gas...
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Longitudinal gas blast (Fig. 13-5a) is used extensively in the

switches of all voltages. Transverse blast is most effective with

fulfillment on the outline of Fig. 13-5c, when across arc are

established/installed partitions from insulation, blocking free

displacement arcs in the direction of the flow of gas (as in Fiq.

13-5b~o In the presence of insulating partitions is provided the more

intimate contact of gas flow with arc, is facilitated the penetraticn

of the particles of the gas inside arc stream, are reached large

length and surface of arc. All this provides the energetic

deionization of arc.

In oil breakers and switches with solid gas-generating crganic

materials for a blast are utilized the gases (see above), generated

by oil or materials indicated under the action of the high

temperature of arc. In these switches the blast is realized with the

aid of the explosion channers of different constructions/designs.

in high-voltage air-blast breakers the air enters from special

delivery air chamber which is supplemented from blowing plant. Blast

appears simultaneously since the beginning of the disagreement of

contacts.

2. Arc extinction by itr .ncnn'''1 4 . 'n" '
-

'
-

_.1d3_ 113c O
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the action of the electrodynanic forces of current interaction in

different parts of the arc, and also arcs current with current in the

carrent-carrying parts of the apparatus (Fig. 13-6, to the

displacement/movement of arc it upward contributes also the flow of

warm air); b) during interaction of arcs current with any mass from

magnetic material (Fig. l3-7) and c) with the aid of the magnetic

blow-out (Fiq. 13-8).

Interaction between the arcs current and the mass from magnetic

material (steel tank, steel plate, etc.) appears as a result of the

displacememt of the magnetic flux of arc under the effect of magnetic

mass. Arc attempts to occupy such position in which the reluctance

for a flow will be minimum.

The principle of the magnetic blow-out is clarified in Fiq.

13-8, where for simplicity is assumed the displacement/movement of

arc over horns 1. Blowout coil 2 is arranged/located so that its

magnetic flux would be directed perpendicular to arc and was creatpd

the effort/force, moving arc upward (according to the rule of left

band)
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The curves of Fig. 13-9 show an increase of the strength of the

field of arc stream in dependence on the rate of its motion in

magnetic f told.

3. Arc extinction in narrow slots or channels of small diameter

from solid insulation. It was previously indicated that the intimate

contact of arc with dielectric leads to its very intense deionization

as a result of the energetic recombination of the charged/loaded

particles am the surface of dielectric, of pressure increase in slot

or In channel and cooling arc with dielectric. The given in Fig.

13-10 curves show, how considerably changes the strength of the field

of arc stream, which burns in narrow slot and in the channel of a

small diameter.

L
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Fig. 13-5. Gas blast: a) longitudinal; b) transverse; c) transverse

in the presence of transverse insulating partitions.

Fig. 13-6. ixtension of arc under the effect of electrodynamic

forces's

Fig. 13-7. Displacement/noveaeat of arc under the effect of mass from

magnetic mterial.

Fig. 13-8, Displacement/ovemt of arc under the effect of magnetic

blow-out.

Page 207.

In sme arc-suppression devices/equipsent the walls of slot or

channel fulfill from solid gas-generating materials, for example frcm

organic glass$ fiber, etc. In these devices/equipment under thp
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action of the high temperature of arc the material of the walls of

slot or channel gasses, which leads to an even larger increase in the

pressure and to the more energetic deionization of arc.

Arc extinction in narrow slots and channels is utilized in the

disconnecting apparatuses by a voltage to 10 kV and rarely to 35 kv.

In the form of an example Fig. 13-11 gives the schematic of the

arc-suppression grating of the switch of low voltage, which is made

from the series/row of the non-arcing insulating plates, situated

across arc. For rapid adjustment the arcs into grating apply the

blowout coils, arrauged/locatel analogously with that indicated in

Fig. 13-8.

The use/application of similar arc-suppression gratings limits

the development of arc upward how is reached arc extinction in small

space. If switch disconnects the current, which does not exceed the

greatest permissible for it value, then arc does not exceed the

limits of grating.

At present are used extensively safety fuses with the filling of

receptacles with quartz sand. In these safety devices/fuses with

burn-out by smelting insert the arc burns in the narrow channel.

formed by body by smelting insert, and therefore it is very tiqhtly

contacted with the grains of quartz, as a result of which it rapidly
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is delonized and goes out.

In apparatuses by the voltage of above 35 kV arc extinction in

slots and channels usually do not apply as a result of serious

difficulties in the guarantee of the necessary insulation of

disruption. i.e., the insulations between the contacts of apparatus

after arc extinction.

4. Arc extinction by its separation into several short arcs,

which buts between series/row of consecutive metallic plates (Fig.

13-12al. The arc, whicb appears between motionless 1 and movable ones

2 by contacts, is forced into grating from several metal plates 3,

situated perpendicularly to arc. Instead of one long arc appear

several consecutively/seially burning short arcs. A voltage drop

across short arc, as noted above* in essence is determined by cathode

and anode drops. Therefore it me fit such a number of plates so that

the applied to the contacts of switch voltage would prove to be less

than the sun of cathode and anode drops on all short arcs, then the

applied voltage will not be able to support all these short arcs and

they rapidly will go out (is is form a cutoff/disconnection of

direct-car ent circuit; the special features/peculiarities of the use

of an arc-suppression grating with metallic plates with the

cutoff/disconnection of alternating current circuit will be shown

into §13-4)
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Pig. 13.9. Depeadeace of the stzeagth of the field of arc stream on

the rate of the motion of arc in magnetic field (Kukekovm s data).

Key: (i). /cm. (2). /s.I) 
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Fig. 13-10.Popeaueaces of strength of field of arc stream on width

(Suits* data) and from diameter of channel (b - Slepian's data). 6 -

width of the slot; d - diameter of channel.

Key: (|. kY/cm.
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Pig. 13-11. Arc-sapproseio grating with plates from non-arcing

insulation. I - fixed contact; 2 - the slide contact; 3 - plate of

grating.

Page 2068.

To arc extinction contributes also cooling by their metallic

plates of grating.

If the plates of grating are made from copper, then for the

purpose the accelerations of the entry of arc into grating apply the

magnetic blow-out, With steel plates with rectangular grooves (Fig.

13-12b) the arc is involwedtightened into grating under the action

of the force, caused by the displacement of its magnetic flux (as in

Pig. 13-71. In the presence of the disagreement of the contacts of

seitch the arc ii formed in the beginning of the rectangular groove

of plate (position I in Fig. 13-12b). Rising upward, arc attempts to

occupy position B, in which the reluctance for its flow will be

minivum. Is this position the arc proves to be cut to the series/row

L 
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of abort are. Biowout coils prove to be excessive.

5. Arc extinction with one of multiple break. Switches can be

fulfilled with one, two and by a large number of places of disruption

is phasm as this is schematically shown for one phase in Fig. 13-13.

with n-fold disruption it is formed by n of the consecutive arcs in

phase whose overall leagth in a tines is ore than arc length in

switch with one disruption on phases (at the identical rate of the

notion of slide contactsj. floreover, the arcs of disruptions undergo

artificial deionization; therefore it is obvious that, other

conditions being equal, in switches with multiple break is provided

the more energetic arc extinction and the possibility of the

cutoff/disconnection of high currents with very high voltages.

Switches with multiple break can be constructed to any high

voltages and to the very large power of the cutoff/disconnection (see

Chapter 17).

Km switches with three-four and large gap count in phase must be

provided the even distribution of voltage according to various

disruptions or groups of disruptions. Is achieved this by start in

parallel to the disruptions of high active backs-out resistor.
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Fig. 13-12. Are-suppression grating with metal plates (a) and steel

plate with rectangular cutout Ibj.

Fig. 13-13. DiLagrams of contacts with different number of places of

diruption In phase. a) one disruption in the phase; b) two

disruptions-, c) four disuptaons i- fixed contact; 2 - the slide

contact; 3 - arc; 4 - slipping contact; 5 - contact crosshead: 6 -

insulating rod; 7 - current-carrjing confnection/comaunication.
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a) b) ) de)

Fig. 13-14. Diagrams of contacts with triple disruption and backs-out

resistor. a) is connected; b and c) in the process of the

cutoff/diconoetion; d) is disconnected.
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Fig. 13-14 gives the diagram of the contacts of one phase of the

switch with three disruptions 1. 2 and 3, in parallel by which are

connected identical backs-out resistor r. In this case the switch is

svpplieA with the supplementary pair of contacts 4, which are

intended for the cutoff,'discoauection of current, which takes place

through

In the connected position of the switch through backs-out
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resistor the current does not flow/occur/last (Fig. 13-14a). With the.

cutoff/disconnection of switch first diverge fundamental contacts 1,

2 and 3, bntween which appear three arcs, shunted by resisting of r.

smpplemntary contacts 4 remain locked (Fig. 13-14b).

After arc extinction in disruptions 1, 2 and 3 diverge contacts

'. which disrupt comparatively small current i,, flowing through

backs-out resistor (accompanying current). This current is small and

the arc between contacts 4 eaily goes out (Fig. 13-14, c and d).

Let us note that in some snitches of alternating current of very

high voltages for voltage compensation on disruptions sometimes are

applied the shunt capacitances.

13-3. Cutoff/disconnection of direct-current circuits.

In stable burning direct current arc a number of ionized

particles remains constant/invariable; constant in value remains arcs

current. In order to clear the circuit of direct current, should be

created such conditions under which a number of deionized ions in arc

always exceeded a number of naewly forming in it ions or, if we

poeed from thermal processes in arc so that a quantity of

abstracted/removed from arc heat would exceed a quantity of heat,

separating in arc within the same time. As a result of this
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continuous decrease of a number of ionized particles the arc

resistance grows/rises, circuital current decreases and arc goes out.

Since electrical circuits possess certain inductance, the

reduction in current in circeit with its cutoff/disconnection

unavoidably causes induction La all conductors of circuit of emf of

self-induction, which is superimposed on the fundamental voltage of

circuit, as a result of which appears the so-called switching surge

(Fig. 13-15).

Take value of the eaf indicated depends on the inductatice of

circuit and rate of change in the current and is determined from the

E _L di

dC"

Rate of change in current (di/dt) depends on the arc-arrestinq

properties of that medium, in which burns the arc, and from the type

of the used in switch arc-arresting devices/equipment. The more

intense the deionization of arcs the greater rate of change in the

current, and the thereby alzo overvoltage.

For the cutoff/disconaection of direct-current circuits are

applied the switches with arc extinction in the air: knife switches,

safety feses, air breakers with insulation or with metal plates. The

arc-suppression devices/eqaipment of these switches provide such rate
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of change in the current, at which the overvoltages, which appear

with the cutoff/disconnection of direct-current circuit, do not

exceed the fourfold value of the nominal voltage of installation,

that it does not constitute a threat to the insulation of electrIcal

equipment of the settings up of direct current.

Oil breakers in the installations of direct current they do not

apply, since with disruption by them direct-current circuits in the

latter appear the overvoltages. dangerous for the insulation of

electrical equipment.

13-4. Cutoff/disconnection of alternating current circuits.

The extinction of electrical alternating current arc is

facilitated by the fact that through each of half-period the

circuital current passes through the zero value and to arc for

certain although very short, time interval goes out. In the majority

of the cutoff apparatuses of alternating current is utilized this

monent/torque of transiting the current through zero - the

moment/torque of short-term arc extinction.

Arc-suppression device/equipment should create such condition,

so that the arc, after going out at current zero, no longer could be

ignited again. In some disconnecting apparatuses the conditions for
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final arc eztiaction are createdi only after the extension of arc to

the comparatively large length; in them the arc exists during 10-1 i

half-periods and even it is note.
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Fig. 13-15. Oscillogram of the cutoff/disconnection of direct current

by air cilrcuit breaker (with horas).

Key: (1). A. (2). V. (39. a.
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In the neest disconnecting apparatuses are applied such

powerful/thick and ideal arc-suppression devices/equipment, that the

conditions for final arc extinction are created in all through

soveral half-periods after the onset of arc.

I chaage of alternatag circuAital current from zero to amplitude

value Is accompanied by an increase in the temperature of arc and by

the amplification of thermal ionization - the conductivity of arc gap

grows/rises, voltage on arc decreases (see curve 4, in Fig. 13-16).

With reduction in current from amplitude value to zero power supplies

from network to arc decreases, as a result of which decrease
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temperature the arcs and its section and, consequently, also

intensity of thermal ionIzation..Simultaneously is amplified the

deionization of arc. voltage increases (Fig. 13-16).

At the moment of transiting the current through zero arcs it

goes out, power supply from the network is cut off and temperature of

arc gap rapidly descends so# that its thermal ionization ceases.

However, certain conductivity of arc gap is retained, since it

remains still ionized. Furthe change in the conductivity of

gap/interval depends on the intensity of its deionization.

After arc extinction upon transfer of the current through zero

most rapidly is deionized the near-cathode space (in this space, as

noted earlier, occurs the intense recombination of positive ions with

the electrons, which emerge from the (fraction/portion of

microsecond) near-cathode space acquires dielectric strength, equal

to 150-250T depending on the temperature of cathode After arc

extinction the ionization in near-cathode space is supported by the

electrons, emitted with the incandescent surface of cathode;

therefore the lower the temperature of cathode, the less it is

emitted electrons from its surface, the less the impact ionization in

near-cathode space, the higher dielectric strength of the latter

(dielectric strength of gap/interval is determined by that voltage,

which is necessary for its breakdown). The remaining part of arc gap
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(arc stream) in deionized considerably slower,

Theg character of a change in dielectric strength of the

gap/tutorial between contacts after arc extinction at current zero

show curved 0asl, 0a&2, 0&33, 01a611'. etc. in Fig. 13.16.
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Fig. 13-16. OncillograI of the cutofffdisconnection of alternating

current circuit with resistive load (cos 0=1.
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Ordinates Oaa. Oag, etc. of these curves are equal to instantly

restored dielectric strength of near-cathode space whose value

depends on the type of atc-suppression device/equipment, medium, in

which burns the arc, the distances between the contacts also of the

series/row of other factos.Curves on sections al1, a22, etc. show,

as changes dielectric strength of the remaining part of arc qap. The

character of these curves and their inclination/slope toward th. axis

.h
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of abscissas depend on the type of the arc-suppression

device/equipment, used in this switch. The more ideal the

arc-supprossion device/eguipsente i.e. the more energetic the

deionizatioe of the gap/iaterval between contacts, the more rapid

increases its dielectric strength (for example, the curve a 2 2 in

comparison with the curve alie

Thuse for the time of arc extinction occurs the more or less

rapid delonization of arc gap and the decrease of its electrical

conductivity. 1ew striking of the arc into the following half-period

is possible only in such a case, when the voltage, applied between

the contacts of switch, proves to be sufficient for the breakdown of

arc gap and in any case not less 150-250V.

The voltage, with which it occurs striking of the arc, call

breakdown or ignition voltage arcs.

By phenomenon indicated above of instantaneous restoration of

dielectric strength of near-catkode space is explained simplicity of

the cutoff/disconnectiom of alternating current circuits by voltage

of up to 220T by switch. Mlith the cutoff/disconnection of these

circuits the appearing on the contacts of switch electric arc usually

burns only to the first traaitioa/junction of the current through

zero@ i.o, for a period of time is not sore than 0.01 s. With the
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voltage of alternating current .80 and 500 is possible the onset of

prolonged arc, especially with the cutoff/disconnection of

powerful/thick circuits. Im the latter case at the moment of breaking

of contacts on the surface of cathode can be formed the strongly

ipjandescont flanges from surface of which are emitted the electrons,

which ionize near-cathode space, and consequently, that decrease its

dielectric strength, which is restored at the moment of transiting

the current through zero.

A phenomenon of near-cathode deLonization at current zero can be

utilized, also, for the axc extinction of any voltage. For this the

appearing between the contacts of switch arc they force into the

arc-suppression grating, which consists of the series/row of the

copper or stool plates, situated perpendicular to the arc (see 43-2;

Fig. 13-12). Arc overlaps the gaps/intervals between plates and thus

it in granulated by several consecutive short arcs, which burn

between these plates. Is also created corresponding number of

cathodes. Upon transfer of the current through zero, all these arcs

go out simultaneously and almost instantly in each cathode (plats cf

grating) is formed the diionized space with dielectric strength of

order 150.250V. If total dielectric strength of all near-cathode

spaces will be more than voltage on the contacts of switch, then arc

no longer will be restored/reduced and the process of

cutoff/disonaection will be completed.

. . . . . ..; L :. ~ ll lul . . . . [ _ .. . . .. . . . . .d, , -- - I |1 I I
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Uith the extinction of the long alternating current arcs of high

voltage the primary meaniag has the deionization of arc stream. In

this case the lifetime of the arc between the contacts of switch

depends on the strength aof disrupted current, coso, the voltage and

the parameters of network (L and C), and also from the type of the

arc-arresting device/esquipment.-

First of all let us become acquainted with the special

alternating current circuit with purely resistive load (COSO=1). Fig.

13-16 given the exemplary/approximate oscillogran of arc extinction,

for the came Indicated, on which they are designated: u - a line

voltage (as the terminals/grippers of source); i - current, flowing

through the arc; 4a- voltage (voltage drop across arc). In the

examination of oscilloqran one should remember that the contacts of

switch for the time, of arc extinction diverge from certain rate.

Since arc resistance active& the voltage a, and current change

direction simultaneously. The curve of voltage has saddle-shapei

form, since with an increase In. the current, flowing through the arc,

its resisting decreases# and consequently, decreases the voltage,

inecessary for its mainteance*
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At the moment of 0 arc extinction at current zero dielectric

strength of the gap/interval between contacts instantly reaches value

of Oa& and then it changes on the curve all, as about this it changes

as the curve a 1l, as this was discussed above. Simultaneously on

siausoid grows/rises voltage a, applied to the gap/interval between

contacts. Since in the beginniag of process dielectric strength of

gap/interval exceeds the applied to it voltage, then arc cannot again

inflame immediately after the transition/junction of the current

through zero.

Page 212.

At that mosent/torgue when the applied to gap/interval voltage

proves to be equal to its dielectric strength (intersection of curves

at point c.,. gap/interval breaks down again it ignites arc. Voltage

u, is the ignition voltage of arc. Thus, for a period of time tj arc

does not burn.

After arc extinction at monent/torque O it does not burn

already for a period of time tog)ts. which in explained by the larqer

value of the electric strength of gap/interval (curve Oa1.) with

the mew* larger distance between contacts. Corresponding to this

increased and the ignition voltage of arc u'., >.U,. After arc

extinction at moment/torgue O the arc no longer is restored, since
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dielectric strength of gap/interval (curved 0" a 0110) remains always

more than voltage am arc gap. The process of cutoff/disconnection is

completed.

If switch is supplied with the more advanced arc-suppression

device/equipment, then dielectric strength of gap/interval will

change on the curves 0az2 and a,2 321. In this case after arc

extinction at moment/torque 0 arc are restored in time t2 , also, with

considerably larger ignition voltage u,,. After extinction at

moment/torque 9' arc no longer are restored, since dielectric

strength of gap/interval (curve Oa0,2' always remains more than the

voltagee which is restored on the contacts of switch.

By the use/application of the arc-arresting device/equipment

with even more energetic deionization (curve 0a33) it is possible tc

achieve final arc extinction at mosent/torque 0. deionization of arc

gap by the use/application of special arc-suppression

devices/eqiLpment, it is possible to considerably shorten the

lifetime of arc in switch.

Lot us note that the pauses of current t1 , tat tj* Fig. 13-16

shows exaggerated, since in actuality their duration is measured by

microseconds.
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Fig. 13-17 gives the oscillogran of the cutoff/disconnection of

alternating current circuit in inductive current, which corresponds

to the cutoff/disconnection of circuit during short circuit.

Designations are left the same as in Fig. 13-16.

The basic difference in the came in question from

preceding/previous consists in another character of resumption of

voltage on the contacts of switck after the transition/junction of

the current through zero.

L ..... ...n , "-.. ... .. .. . . . m. .. .
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If with the cutoff/disconnection of resistive load voltage on

conalcts was restored on the sinusoid of coesercial frequency (Fig.

13-16)g then with the cutoff/discosmection of the lagging current the

restored voltage on the contacts of the switch is changed on certain

curve u,, (fig. 13-17), At the iosmnt of transiting the current

through zero (momeet/torgue Ol voltage on arc gap is equal to ....

to the voltage of arc otiatioss a the voltage of source it,

+ - lit I l - I 
+

'T~ l 
"

.. . . . .. .. I I r ll .. . .. .. .. . + . . . , + . . . . . .... ,
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(generator) has opposite voltage and it is close to maximum value U.

Dielectric strength of gap/interval changes on the curve Oal.

New repeated, by the test/sample of the gap/interval between the

contacts of switch and striking of the arc they are possible, as

noted above, only when the voltage on arc gap will be equal to the

ignition voltage of arc. if after arc extinction voltage on arc gap

instantly changed in direction and value and became equal to the

instantaneous value of the voltage of source u,,. the repeated striking

of the arc would occur immediately (u,>Oa). However, in actuality an

instantaneous change in the voltage on arc gap is impossible as a

result of the presence in network of certain inductance and

capacity/capacitance (Fig. 13-18 conditionally shows concentrated L

and Cl. Actually/really, any change in the voltage on arc gap is

accompanied by a simultaneous change in the voltage also on the

capacity/capacitance of network (in the simplest case. led on Fig.

13-18, Uc=U.), in consequence of which in network appears the

peraittauce current, which calls the loss of line voltage. In

proportion to the charge of capacity/capacitance the current in

network decreases, and consequently, decreases and the loss of line

voltage - voltage on arc gap is restored. As son as this restored

voltage will achieve the value, equal to the ignition voltage of arc

(aoments/torques b and bO in Fig. 13-17), the arc again ignites and
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burns to the following transitioa/junction of the current through

zero, after which the described phenomena are repeated.

Dut if the restored voltage remains always of less than

dielectric strength of gap/interval (curved 0 a" 1N), then,

naturally, arc no longer is restored and the process of the work of

switch concludes (moment/torque 0j.

The more intense the deioaization of arc gap, the steeper the

change curved Oal, Ofa*18, etc., and consequently, the longer the

pause of current t, t" and so forth. ith the amplification of the

deionization of arc gap decreases the common duration of arcing in

switch, which lightens its work.

The process of changing the value of voltage on arc gap from the

value of the voltage of arc extinction u,., to ignition voltage, if

arc again ignites, or to the voltage of source, if arc repeatedly

does not ignite, they call the process of resumption of voltage.

Voltage recovery rate on arc gap, so that follows from

presented, it depends on L and C of network. Vith increase in L and C

voltage recovery rate decreases. The greater voltage recovery rate,

the less the pause t, t, atd so forth. Consequently, an increase in

voltage recovery rate leads to an increase of the common duration of
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arcing In switch# which makes heavier its work.

Approximately averagie/meas voltage recovery rate in simplest

lumped circuit (Fig* 13-18) can, be determined by the formula:

Key: (1) Vs

where u, instantaneous value of the voltage of source at the moment

of trasiting the current through zero; w/400-1T/4 - fourth of period

of oscillations of the re stored voltage.
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Fig, 13-18 ,Schematic of network with concentrated L and C.
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Let as note that voltage recovery rate depends also on the form

of short circuit, state of arc gap, construction/design of

arc-arresting device and series/row of other factors which we here

examine cannot. incomparably nore complicated are the schematics of

electrical networks. Therefore real average/mean voltage recovery

rate can considerably differ from determined in formula (13-1).

However .this formula gives clear representation about the effect of

the parameters of circuit and value of the instantaneous value of

voltage at the moment of arc extinction on the process of the work of

switch,

With an increase in phase displacement 0 increases the

instantaneous value of the voltage of source Ur at the moment of

transiting the current through zero and, consequently, also voltage

recovery rate. It is obvious that maximum voltage recovery rate will

be with the cutoff/disconnection of purely inductive short-circuit
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current.

From all that has been previously stated, it follows that the

switches, established/installod near the generators of station, with

the cutoff/disconnection of short-circuit currents are located under

moe severe conditions in comparison with the switches,

established/installed on the reducing substations, not only because

them it in necessary to disrupt large in value short-circuit

currents, but also because near generators voltage recovery rate mcre

(loss than L and C of short circuit).

Depending on the parameters of circuit the process of resumption

of voltage on arc gap from moment/torque i=O can occur aperiodically

(unbroken curve u: after moment/torque 0"), or periodically (dotted

curve for the same half-period), which depends on the parameters of

the disconnected circuit.

ith periodic resumption of voltage the amplitude of restored

voltage U can 1.5-2 times exceed the amplitude of

commercial-frequency voltage- U.

From the examination of the curves of Fig. 13-17 it is evident

that if we with aperiodic resumption of voltage after arc extinction

at moment/torque 00 the arc are repeated cannot, then with periodic
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resumption of voltage easily it cam prove to be that the restored

voltage will achieve the value of dielectric strength of gap/interval

and the latter there will again be probit. By such, shape, with

periodic resumption of voltage the duration of arc extinction in

switch can substantially increase, which makes heavier the work of

switch.

For guaranteeing the aperiodic character resumptions of voltage

and facilitation of the work of switch apply the shunting of arc gaps

by the effective resistance, similar of given in the diagram Fig.

13-14.

Vith a comparatively snall value of backs-out resistor the

current in the shunted arcs of fundamental disruptions (current i-i,

in Fig. 13-14b) can be considerably reduced, which lightens their

extinction. After the arc extiaction of fundamental disruptions

remains the current, flowing through backs-out resistor and

supplementary disruption (4 in Fig. 13-1ac). This current is

comparatively small, since its value is limited by backs-out

resistor, and it has considerable active component (cos * is close to

unityj. Furthermore, since into the disconnected circuit

consecutively/srially prove to be connected active backs-out

resistor, is provided the aperiodic character of resumption of

voltage on supplementary contacts at the moments of transiting the
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current through zero. All this# as it appears of that presented

earlier, it lightens and accelerates arc extinction in switch.

The shunting resistors improve the work of switches with the

cutoff/eisconmection of the low currents: charging rates of the

unloaded electric power lines, running-light currents of

powerful/thick high-voltage transformers, about which for greater

detail, see [13-1].

It was above assumed (oscillograa of Fig. 13-16 and 13-17)that

the arc goes out at current oro. However, during the very energetic

deionization of arc it can break itself and somewhat earlier than

current zero, thanks to which is increased the pause of current, and

consequently, is facilitated arc extinction in switch. At the same

time with a forced change of the current to zero in installation is

unavoidable the onset of the overvoltages (as with the

cutoff/disconnection of the direct-current circuits)whose value is

greater, the more rapid it changes that to zero (the more di/dt) ani

the greater inductance of circuit.

In conclusion lot us note that in some types of safety fuses

with the very energetic dsionization of arc the short-circuit current

after melting by smelting insert breaks itself not at the moment of

its zero value, but considerably earlier, than short-circuit current
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it reaches Impact value. it is logical that also in this case in

installetica appear the overvoltages. In more detail the work of

these fuses Is examined in following chapter 14.
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Chapter Fourteen.

SAFETY FUSES.

14-1. General information.

Safety fuses serve for the protection of electrical plants from

the short-circuit currents and currents of overloadings. For

operational inclusions/connections and cutoffs/disconnections of

circuits consecutively/serially with safety devices/fuses are

connected any switches, for example, knife switches.

Safety fuse in essence is of the metallic smelting of insert,

its supporting contact device and housing. Many safety devices/fuses

have also arc-control devices, which is formed with melting by

smelt ing insert.

Vith an increase of the circuital current to the specific value

tke fuse link of fuse is heated to the melting point of metal and is
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meltted (it burns out), disconnecting the handled or

shortened/shorted out circu.t. The greater the current, flowing

through the fuse link, the. more rapid it melts and is disconnected

circuit.

The dependence of the tripping time of circuit as safety fuse on

the strength of taking place through it current depict graphically,

in the form the so-called shielding characteristics of safety fuse.

Fig. 14-1 gives the characteristics of two safety devices/fuses with

the fuse links to different rated currents . <I.C,2 With one and the

same current, flowing through the fuse links, tripping time is the

less the less the rated current smelting of insert.

Should be distinguished the rated current of safety device/fuse

and rated current by smelting insert. By rated current of safety

device/fuse is understood the current for which are calculated its

current-carrying and contact parts, while for rated current by

smelting insert - current, to which is calculated fuse link itself.

In one and the same safety device/fuse usually it is possible to

incorporate the fuse links to different rated currents.

Vith the how conveniently prolonged course of rated current the

fuse link of safety device/fuse must not burn out.
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The selection of safetj fuses for the protection of electrical

devices is examined in sanagesent/manuals on electrical networks (L.

7-1]. The shielding characteristics of safety devices/fuses accept

according to the data of manufacturing plants.

Safety fuses must satisfy the following fundamental

requirements: the reliability of operation, simplicity of design,

small overall sizes, small cost/value, convenience in the operation.

If in network/grid are established/installed several

series-connected fuses, then during short circuit in any element/cell

of network/grid or with its overloading must burn out the safety

device/fuse, which shields this element/cell. By this is provided the

steadiness of the work of the remaining elements/cells of

network/grid. For the explanation of the aforesaid let us examine the

diagram of station (Fig. 14-2J the low voltage of small power with

safety fuses established/installed on generator and waste/exiting

lines. The current of the load of the waste/exiting line is always

less than the rated current of generator, since each generator

usually supplies several waste/exiting lines. Therefore rated current

by smelting the insert of fuse I of line is less than the rated

current by smeltimg insert of the safety device/fuse of 2 generators

(/..,2 UI,,:,)
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Let us assume that the shielding characteristics of the fuse

links indicated are given in Fig. 14-1 (with respect I and 2).
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ri. 1-1. Shlel41g characteristics of the fuse links.I 

I

'2

Fig. 4-2. Srangeaent/position 
of safety fuses in circuits o

station of low voltage of small power.
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If with which closing/shorting at point K carreat I, is

comparatively small, then it is possible with confidence to assert

that will burn out the fuse lint of safety device/fuse I and to

disconnect the damaged line, since, judging by characteristics,

tripping time t t is considerably less than the time tz of the

cutoff/disconnection of circuit by fuse 2 with the same current.
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Generators and other lines will continue to work normally.

ith an increase in the short-circuit current this difference in

the tine of the burn-out of two series-connected safety devices/fuses

decreases also with high currents, for example, with current I,., the

difference between tot and t*2 becomes small and already there is no

confidence, which during short circuit at point K will compulsorily

operate/actuate safety device/fuse I of line. Actually/really, if the

fuse link of the safety device/fuse of 2 generators had during the

normal node of work the temperature more than normal or any

mechanical defects (scratches, fractures, hollows and, the like),

then it can burn out earlier than will burn out the fuse link of fuse

of line. Because of this will be ended the feed of all waste/exiting

lines of station. In the first of the examined cases fuse I it

disconnected circuit selecUively, and in the second case fuse 2 it

operated/actuated nonselectively. by the selective action of fuses is

understood the burn-out only of that safety device/fuse, which is

nearest to the place of short circuit.

Therefore upon series connection into the circuit of several

safety devices/fuses one should check according to their

characteristics, will be provided their selective action with maximum

possible short-circuit current in this installation. If are installed

uniform safety devices/fuses with the fuse links from identical
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material, then for guaranteeing the selectivity of their action it is

necessary that the rated currents of the fuse links of the

series-connected safety devices/fuses it would differ from each

other, as far as possible, to two steps/stages of the scale of the

rated currents (see-fable P-12).

The characteristics of the fuse links are very unstable - the

fuse melting tine strongly depends on the state of circuit contacts

and by the very smelting of insert. If contact surfaces are

badly/poorly matched and strongly oxidized, if contact screws are

badly/poorly tightened, then as a result of increased contact

resistance of contacts they overheat both contact system of safety

device/fuse and its fuse link. The strong overheating of the latter

can lead to its nonselective burn-out vith short circuits and

overloadings and to its even burn-out with the current of less than

the nominal. Then is possible as a result of the high temperature of

surrounding air and the so-called "ageing" of the metal of insert -

in the course of time the surface of insert is oxidized and its

useful section decreases. Latter/last phenomenon manifests itself

especially sharply, if in operation insert frequently overheats.

The tripping time of circuit by safety fuse depends also on the

metal from which is prepared the fuse link, and the type of the used

arc-suppression device/equipment. The more ideal the arc-suppression
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device/equipment, the more current it can disconnect safety

device/fuse. That maximum current which safety device/fuse can

disconnect without any strains, which block its f rther exact work

after the exchange by smelting insert, call limiting current the

cutoffs/disconnections of safety device/fase UOTl-d)

Cutoff/dlisconnection by fuse of larger current can lead to its

decomposition, and possibly also to arc-over of shortly adjacent

phases.

Drawback of safety devices/fuses is also the need of exchanging

the fuse links after their hurn-out. Let us incidentally note the

inadmissibility of the use/application of the "homemade" inserts

whose characteristics can sharply differ from the characteristics of

the inserts of in-house production. The use/application of homemade

inserts leads frequently to the nonselective cutoffs/disconnections

of circuits and the disturbance/breakdown of the nourishment of

users.

The fuse links of safety devices/fuses are manufactured froa

lead, alloys of lead with tin, zinc, aluminum, copper, silver and

some other metals.

Lead, alloys of lead with tin, zinc have comparatively low

melting point (with respect 327, 200 and 420 0C) and small electrical
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conductivity. Therefore the section of the fuse links from these

metals is obtained considerable, especially With large rated

currents. Such inserts are applied only in fuses to 500 in

inclusively. Zinc inserts are better than lead ones, since they are

less oxidized by atmospheric oxygen (is less ageing), and therefore

possess more stable characteristics.

Page 217.

In safety devices/fuses by voltage higher than 1000 V massive

fuse links are not applied, since forming under the action of arc

vapors of metal impede the process of its extinction (chapter 13).

Nassive inserts are undesirable also in the open safety

devices/fuses, since in tais case with blowing occurs the sputtering

of the large mass of molten metal, which is dangerous for the service

personnel and the nearest equipment.

Copper and silver possess high electrical conductivity and

considerable melting point: with respect to 1080 and 960 0 C. Large

advantage of copper and silver inserts - small section. Copper

inserts had extensive application in safety devices/fuses to all

voltages do and higher than I000 V . So that copper of insert would

not be oxidized by atmospberic oxygen, are applied tinplated, but

with small sections also silver-plated copper inserts. Such inserts
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are less subjected to ageing and possess sore stable shielding

charac teristics.

The silver inserts of way; therefore then apply mainly in safety

devices/fuses by voltage higher 1000 V by small rated currents. In

safety devices/fuses for tae protection of voltage transformers whose

operating currents are very small, are applied also fuse links of

constantan or Nichrome.

An essential deficiency/lack in the copper and silver fuse links

is comparatively high temperature of their melting. with prolonged

course through the safety device/fuse of current, somewhat smaller

current, which melts insert, copper or silver inserts can long,

without being meltted, to be heated to temperature of 9000 C and even

somewhat larger. So high and prolonged a heating of the fuse links

can lead to the excessive overheating of contact system and housing

of safety device/fuse, especially closed safety devices/fuses, which

can be the reason for their decomposition.

Therefore in the closed safety devices/fuses with silver and

copper inserts apply artificial methods decreases in the melting

point of inserts. By simplest and rational method is deposition on

wires smelting the insert of metallic solvent in the form of the

soldered on on them small balls/spheres from tin or lead. During
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heating by seltiag insert to the melting point of tin or lead on by

smelting to insert are formed drops of molten tin or lead. molten tin

or lead dissolves in itself the sore high-melting metal of insert

(copper, silver), as a result of which the insert in the place of the

deposition of balls/spheres breaks down itself and is disrupted.

Forming in the place of disruption arc melts insert all its over

length.

Thus, during the use/application of metallic solvents it is

possible to obtain the insects of a small section at a melting point,

a little which exceeds the melting point of tin or lead, thanks to

which is facilitated the arc extiAction (it is small vapors of metal)

and is removed the danger of overheating housing and contact system

of safety device/fuse with its prolonged overloading. The ball/sphere

of solvent virtually does not affect the process of melting by

smelting insert by short-circuit current.

Advantages of the safety fuses: comparatively small cost/value,

simplicity of device/equipment and maintenance/servicing, small

sizes/di mensions.

Great use/application safety fuses were obtained in

installations by voltage to 1000 V inclusively. In the installations

of high voltage to 10-45 kV and rarely above safety fuses are applied
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for the protection of low-power radial networks/grids, small

transformer substations and in some other cases. Are used extensively

safety devices/fuses for the protection of voltage transformers.

14-2. Constructions/designs of safety devices/fuses.

The simplest safety devices/fases for installations voltage to

1000 V are safety devices/fuses lanellar and stopper.

Lanellar safety devices/fuses do not have arc-suppression

devices/equipment and therefore they are capable of disrupting very

small short-circuit currents. with the melting of these safety

devices/fuses is formed the open arc and proceeds the sputtering of

molten metal and propagation in different directions from the safety

device/fuse of incandescent and ionized gases, which is dangerous for

the service personnel and the surrounding electrical equipment.

Therefore in new installations lamellar safety devices/fuses do not

apply.

Page 218.

Stopper safety devices/fuses are used extensively for the

protection of electrical illuminating installations and electric

motors of small power by voltage to 380 V (more rarely, 500 V). Their
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advantage in the fact that the plug is unscrewed without touch to

parts, which are located under voltage, and the exchange by smelting

insert is possible only with the unscrewed plug.

Safety devices/fuses with the open porcelain tubes earlier were

used extensively in the installations of all voltages to 35 kV

inclusively.

In these safety devices/fuses the fuse link is passed inside of

the open from ends/faces porcelain tube and is secured by

screws/propellers to clamps at the ends/leads of this tube. With the

melting of insert and striking of the arc the pressure within tube

increases as a result of the appearance of vapors of metal and strong

heating of the trapped in the tube air. Forming gases and expanded

air are blown out upward and downward from the open ends/leads of the

tube - appears the longitudinal gas blast, which deionizes and which

quenches an arc. However, the effectiveness of this blast is small as

a result of a small quantity and the small gas pressure in tube and,

consequently, also the low speed of gases, but so as a result of use

for blast and deionization of the arc of the ionized and heated

gases. Therefore these safety devices/fuses can disrupt only small

short-circuit currents and their disconnecting ability is completely

insufficient for contemporary powerful/thick power systems.
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deficiency/lack in these safety devices/fuses is also the fact

that with burn-out by smelting insert from the open ends/leads of the

tube are rejected up to considerable distance the splashes of molten

metal and incandescent ionized gases which are dangerous for the

service personnel and the surrounding electrical equipment.

At present fuses with the open tubes does not apply.

Horny safety devices/fuses are also one of the old

constructions/designs of high-woltage safety fuses for external

installation. In them the fuse link is fastened at the bend of the

metallic horns, established/installed on stand-off insulators. With

burn-out by smelting insert the arc overlaps the gap/interval between

horns and under the effect of electrodynamic forces and flow of warm

air it rises upward. Passing through air, arc is cooled, it is

deionized and goes out. The form of horns leads to an increase in the

arc length in proportion to lift it upward. Deficiencies/lacks in the

horny safety devices/fuses: slow arc extinction, propagation of arc

to the high altitude above horns, small disconnecting ability.

At present these safety devices/fuses are applied rarely and

only in external installations by voltage to 35 kV inclusively.

Safety devices/fuses with the closed fiber tubes of the type PR
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are applied in the installations of direct and alternating current by

voltage to 500 V inclusively, also, to rated currents to 1000 A.

Fig. 14-3 gives the section/cut of receptacle, while in Fig.

14-4 the'general view of a safety device/fuse of the type PR-2. At

both ends/leads of fiber tube 1 are screwed brass caps/hoods 3, which

fasten contact knives 4, to which by bolts 5 is attached zinc fuse

link 6. Knives 4 throw in themselves into motionless spring contacts

7, adjusted on insulating plate/slab 8.

The safety devices/fuses to rated currents to 60A contact of

knives 4 do not have and brass caps/hoods 3 are simultaneously the

contacts, notched into the motionless contact springs of 7

corresponding forms.
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Fig. 141-1 . Safety device/fuss tubular of type PR-2 on 100-350 4, to
500

Key: (13. to.

Page 219.

In safety devices/fuses of the type PR are applied the figure

lamellar zinc inserts, which take 2-4 narrowed place (Fig. 14-3 and

14-5). In the narrowed places of insert is separated/liberated more

heat, than in wide parts, since their electrical resistance is more.

In normal mode the heat, which separates in the drafts of the insert,

is abstracted/resoved because of thermal conductivity to the less

heated wide parts of the insert and to the contact knives, of which

it is scattered into the environment. The most heated region is

located in the places of transition/junction from narrow to wide part

insert. In one of these most heated places is meltted the fuse link

with the currents of overload (Fig. 14-Sb).

During short circuits the current, flowing on by smelting to

insert, grows/rises very rapidly; therefore the large quantity of

heat, which separates in the narrow sections of the insert, does not

manage to be abstracted/renoved and insert is neltted virtually

simultaneously in all bottlenecks as is evident in Fig. 14-5c.
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The duration of arcing in safety device/fuse with the disruption

of short-circuit current composes a total of several thousandths of a

second, for which the separated/liberated wide part by smelting

insert manages to move tar the insignificant part of the millimeter

[L 14-1]. Therefore in the examination of the work of safety

device/fuse with the cutoff/disconnection of short-circuit current

one should consider that the separated/liberated wide parts of the

insert continue to hover and in the receptacle of safety device/fuse

appears multiple break with a number of consecutively/serially

burning arcs, the equal to a number of bottlenecks smelting of insert
V

(two in safety devices/fuses on 250 bmto four in safety devices/fusesV
to 500 k). This separation of arc into several short arcs, which burn

between massive wide parts by smelting insert, contributes to arc

extinction just as its separation into the series/row of short arcs

in arc-suppression grating with the metallic plates (see §13-2).

The fiber from which is made the tube of receptacle, is

gas-generating material. with burn-out by smelting insert and

formation of arc under the action of its high temperature certain

quantity of fiber passes into gaseous state. Fiber allots

approximately/exemplarily 40o/o of hydrogen, 50o/o of carbon dioxide

and 10o/o of water vapor; all these gases possess the high
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arc-arresting properties (see §13-2w.

Furthermore, evaporates the part of zinc from which is made the

fuse link.

Since the receptacle of safety device/fuse is closed and its

space is small, then because of the generation of gases, and

especially as a result of the considerable heating of gases by arc,

pressure in receptacle greatly rapidly grows/rises and the greater,

the greater the disconnected current. With the cutoff/disconnection

of short-circuit current the pressure in the receptacles of some

safety devices/fuses of the type PA-2 reaches 100 atm(gage) and even

higher (receptacles have approxinately/exemplarily dual safety

factor).

In §13-2 it was indicated that with an increase in the gas

pressure the deionization of arc is amplified and the voltage,

necessary for its naintenaace, increases. The deionization of arc

substantially contributes and the high arc-arresting properties of

gases in receptacle. The vapors of metal impede the deionization of

arc, but them in receptacle comparatively a little, since evaporates

only a small fraction of the insert (Fig. 14-5).

With the cutoff/disconnection of short-circuit current because
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of the energetic deionization of arc its resistor/resistance so

rapidly and considerably increases that the short-circuit current in

circuit forced decreases to zero earlier, rather than in alternating

current circuit it will achieve impact value. and in direct-current

circuit - the steady value.

A change in the current and voltage in the simplest alternating

current circuit (Fig. 14-6a) with cutoff/disconnection by its safety

device/fuse of the type PR is shown in Fig. 14-6b, where u and i - a

phase voltage and the current of the circuit, in which are

established/installed the safety devices/fuses. Short circuit occurs

at *omemt/torque 0. Dotted line shows, as woald change short-circuit

curreat i. in circuit in the absence in it of safety devices/fuses.

ki
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ig., 1-5. usc fusible issert ot safety devices/fuses of the type PR

to 2004, 250 V. a) the insert, which did not burn out; b) the insert,

burning out with the overloading; c) the insert, which burned out

during short circuit.

Page 220.

For time tj the circuital current increases and fusible insert

is heated. On the achievement uy tue current of value i the insert is

eel "id and appear arcs in all its molten bottlenecks. As a result of

a rapid increase of the resistor/resistance of these arcs the

circuital current decreases to zero. Time t - this is the tripping

time of circuit by safety device/fuse (about 0.01 s). Thus,

short-circuit current does not reach its maximum impact value i,;

safety device/fuse limits circuital current by value i. Sick safety

devices/fuses are called current-liniting. Their disconnecting

ability is great: with voltage 380 it reaches 23 kA (effective

value).
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Durie; the use/application of such safety devices/fuses

considerably is facilitated the work of electrical equipment during

short circuits. Virtually the electrical equipment, shielded by these

safety devices/fuses, it is possible not to check against the actions

of short-circuit currents.

The rapid forced change in the current causes (see §13-3)

induction in the inductance of the disconnected circuit of eaf, which

is superimposed on line voltage, as a result of which appear the

overvoltages. The more rapid changes the current and the greater the

inductance of circuit, the greater the overvoltage. In Fig. 14-6b it

is evident that at the moment of short circuit the line voltage

decreased to zero, and then after the onset in the safety device/fuse

of arc sharply increased, after achieving certain maximum value

U. P.,. . After arc extinction (i=0) the line voltage becomes newly

normal.

On construction/design by smelting insert and receptacle of

safety device/fuse depends the intensity of the deionization of arc

and, consequently, also the value of overvoltage. Soviet safety

levices/fuses with the closed tiber tubes are carried out so that the

*ppearinq overvoltages are not dangerous for electrical equipment of
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those installations where them are applied (to 500 inclusively).

The use/application of zinc fuse link4 in fuses PR is explained

by their not only indicated above advantages in comparison with

inserts from lead and from its alloys with tin. High value has that

the fact that during the ase/application of a zinc insert the

temperature within tube in operation cannot be higher than melting

point of zinc, equal to 420 0 C. Witi copper inserts the temperature

within tube long can be close to the melting point of copper, i.e.,

about 10800C, which can lead to the strong charring of the internal

surface of fiber tube and the damage of the insulation of lead wires.

To advantages of safety devices/fuses with the closed tubes

should be also related greater safety for the service personnel and

possibility of the more compact location of equipment on the

distributing frames and assemblies.

Safety 1evices/fuses with fine-grained filler received in recent

years very wide acceptance in the electrical devices of all voltages

to 35 kV inclusively.

The receptacles of these safety devices/fuses are performed from

closed from both ends/faces of tubes from insulation. The fuse link

is located within the receptacle, filled with any fine-grained
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insulation, usually by quartz sand. Therefore during functioning of

these safety devices/fuses of then are not rejected flame and ionized

gases, which simplifies their installation in distributors and raises

the safety of maintenance/servicing. Work they noiselessly.
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Fig. 14-6. Curved changes in the current and voltage with

cutoff/disconnection by the current-limiting safety device/fuse of

alternating current circuit during short circuit.

Page 221.

With the melting of insert the arc burns in the channel of a

small diameter, formed by tAo body of the vaporized by smelting

insert. The intimate contact ot arc with the surrounding filler

amplifies the deionization of arc. In §13-2 it was indicated that for

arc maintenance in the channel of a small diameter is required the

considerably higher electric intensity, rather than for the freely

burning arc.
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The intensity of arc extinction in safety device/fuse with

filler depends on section, length and material by smelting insert,

and also on the material of filler and size of its grains. & good

filler is pure/clean quartz sands With granular filler incandescent

and ionized gases, which are formed after evaporation by smelting

insert, penetrate the gaps/intervals between grains of filler and,

being contacted with the surface of the latter, they are deionized.

The vapors of metal are condensed. Therefore decreases a quantity of

ionized particles and vapors of metal in the channel, formed by the

body of the vaporized by smelting insert, which facilitates and

accelerates arc extinction.

Vith large cross section by smelting insert, and consequently.

with a large diameter of channel and a large quantity of vapors of

metal, which are formed after evaporation by smelting insert, the arc

extinction becomes difficult as a result of its insufficiently

intense deionization. Therefore the fuse links of quartz safety

devices/fuses are performed from copper, silver, constantan.

The fuse links of quartz safety devices/fusmes are performed of

one or several parallel wires; as a result of the best cooling of

thin wires the overall section of insert is less. With several

. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . .
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parallel wires the arc appears in several parallel channels of a

small diameter, which facilitates its extinction (less than vapors of

metal, better cooling arc, more intense recombination and diffusion

of the charged/loaded particles, use of larger space of filler).

For warning/preventing overheating receptacle with the prolonged

overloading of fuse, which is not accompanied by melting by smelting

the inserts, will deposit to the fuse links solvents in the form of

the tin or lead balls/spheres (see above).

Filler absorbs the significant part of the energy of arc;

therefore pressure in quartz safety devices/fuses is considerably

less, rather than in safety devices/fuses with closed fiber tubes

with the same of voltage and the same disconnected current.

If through the quartz safety device/fuse flows/occurs/lasts the

current of overloading, then the fuse link first is meltted and is

disrupted in the places of the imposition of solvent. Forming arc

melts then insert all over length. Arc finally goes out into one of

the soments/torques of transiting the current through zero, when the

speed of an increase in dielectric strength of gap/interval proves to

be more than the rate of the increase of the restored in gap/interval

voltage.
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gith course through the safety device/fuse of short-circuit

current thin fuse link aimost instantly is meltted and evaporates all

over length. Pressure in channel is raised, the vapors of metal are

splashed the sides and penetrate the depth of quartz sand where they

condense on its particles.
0

since the appearing at moment/torque evaporations by smelting

insert vapors of metal are weakly ionized, the resistor/resistance of

arc gap proves to be considerable and circuital current sharply

decreases (time tj in Fig. 14-6), Simultaneously in circuit appears

the overvoltage, which reaches maximum value Uep, %I.KC. Thi

overvoltage, which considerably exceeds normal line voltage, supports

the arc, which burns in the weakly ionized narrow channel within

filler. Further due to thermal ionization the resistor/resistance of

arc gap grows/rises already somewhat slower, in consequence of which

rate of change in the current also becomes less - current changes to

zero, but it is considerauly slover (time t3 in Fig. 14-6).

Respectively decreases the voltage, necessary for arc maintenance

and, consequently, also the value of overvoltage. After time t after

the beginnimg of short circuit the cutoff/disconnection of circuit

ends and overvoltage was discontinued - line voltage is again equal

normal.

From that presented it is evident that, as safety devices/fuses
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of the type PR, quartz safety devices/fuses are the current-limiting

apparatuses.

The value of the overvoltage, which appears with the burn-out of

quartz safety device/fuse, depends on the length of insert. The

greater the length of insert, i.e., the greater the length of channel

at the moment of evaporating thQ insert, the higher the voltage

necessary for arc maintenance in this channel, the greater the value

of overvoltage.

Page 222.

The length of the fuse links of safety devices/fuses to voltages

to 500 is inclusively small; therefore also the overvoltages, which

appear with their burn-out, are comparatively small and dangerous for

insulation electrical equipment of the installations of these

voltages.

In contrAst to this the fuse links of quartz safety

V
devices/fuses by voltages of higher than 1000 have large length,

therefore, if are not accepted special measures, overvoltage. with

their burn-out during short circuits can reach value to .5 U41.

which is already dangerous for the insulation of electrical

equipment.
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By the simplest method, which limits the value of the

overvoltages indicated, is use/application the stepped smelting of

the insert, comprised along the length of two wires of different

section. In this case initially is meltted and evaporates the part of

the insert in section with smaller section. Appearing in this case

overvoltage will be less as a result of the smaller length of

channel, in which initially burns the arc. Further is meltted the

second section of the insert of larger section, and arc is

dilated/extended to full/total/coplete calculated length. As a

result of entire this circuital current dcreases somewhat slower and

overvoltage does not exceed (2-2,S) U,. In spite of certain

artificial delay/retarding/deceleration of process, time t of the

cutoff/disconnection of circuit with the large multiplicities of

short-circuit current remains very small, order 0.005-0.008 s.

The same results they reach, supplying safety device/fuse with

auxiliary insert with discharger. In the middle of this insert, into

its crosscut, they insert the porcelain ring, in which are secured

its ends. The section of auxiliary insert on both sides of porcelain

ring is taken different (on the one hand section two times more - two

twisted together wires).

II .. . .1 . .. .. ... . .iIL. .. . .. ..". .. ....M- t l tn... . .... . . . .
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After the burn-out cf working insert the voltage increases, and

when overvoltage achieves certain value, discharger of auxiliary

insert breaks down and the disconnected current begins to

flow/occur/last through the auxiliary insert which burns out as

stepped, and is disconnected circuit.

For installations to 500 V inclusively Soviet plants manufacture

quartz fuses of the type P92 with dismountable receptacles to rated

currents 100-600 and type Np? with noncollapsable receptacles on 15

and 60 4. The receptacles of safety devices/fuses of the type NPI are

not subject to overcharging and with burn-out must be replaced by new

ones EL. 14-2].
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Fig. 10-7. Safety device/fums of the type P12-4O0 o 400 500

Page 223.

Fig. 14-7 shows fuse of the type PN2-400 to rated current 400

The receptacle of fune consist& of square porcelain tube I with

circular central opening/apetare, two metallic covers/cap* 2. fixed
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by screws/propellers 3 to the ends/faces of the porcelain tube of

which for this there are openings/apertures with cutting, two contact

knives 4. fixed by screws/propellers 5 to covers/caps 2, and fuse

links 6, fastened/strengthened to knives 4. The internal cavity of

receptacle is filled with dry quartz sand 7.

The fuse links are stamped from thin copper tape. During short

circuits the plates of insert are meltted in bottlenecks for 8.

On the middle part of the plates of insert is soldered on tin 9

(solvent). In these places the plates are meltted with the currents

of overloading.

The contact knives of receptacle throw in themselves into

stamped/die-forged copper contact struts 10, fastened/strengthened to

insulating plate/slab 12. Pressure in contacts create steel snap

rings 11.

Terminals/grippers 13 serve for the connection of busbars or

wires.

The receptacles of safety devices/fuses can be inserted and

extracted with the aid of detachable plastic knob/arm/handle (Fig.

14-8), On the covers/caps of the receptacle of safety device/fuse are
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T-shaped struts 14 (Fig. 14-7k, which introduce into the appropriate

sockets of knob/arm/handle with process/operations with receptacle.

The use/application of detachable knobs/arms/handles provides the

safety of process/operations with receptacles, which are located

under voltage.

The maximum disconnected current of fuses of the type PN2 with
Vvoltage 500 t is 25-50 kA depending on the rated current of

receptacle.

For installations by the voltage of above 1000 Soviet plants

manufacture the quartz safety devices/fuses of types PK and PKT.

Safety devices/fuses of the type PK are intended for the

protection of power branch circuits to 35 kV. They are manufactured

to rated currents to 400 A Safety devices/fuses of the type PKT are

intended for the protection of voltage transformers to 35 kV. The

fundamental characteristics of quartz safety devices/fuses are given

in table P-12.

Fig. I-9 gives the receptacles of quartz safety devices/fuses
A

to rated current to 7.5 (fig. 14-9a) and m0 and more (Fig. 14-9b).

Receptacle consists of porcelaia tube 1, reinforced by caps/hoods 2.

Inside tube is inserted tuse link 5. The latter/last in safety
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devices/fuses to rated currents to 7.5 it is wound around ceramic

core 4. fter assembly and charging by dry quartz sand 7 receptacle

is closed by covers/caps 3 and hermetically is solderred.

The fuse links are made from several parallel copper

silver-plated wires with soldered on on then tin balls/spheres 6.

Within receptacle passes steel indicating insert 8, one end/lead

connected with hook of small armature of the indicator of functioning

9. With the course of the short-circuit current or current the

overloadings are meltted both workers and indicating of insert. The

burn-out of the latter frees/releases reed 9, which is ejected by

outside spiral spring.
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pig. 14-S. Detachable kaleb/aza/handle for the installation of the

receptacles of safety devices/Luses of the type P92.

7

a)
File 14-9o Receptacle@ of Suartz safety devices/fuses of high

LA-)iit A
voltage. a-0=6y smelting by insert on the ceramic core; b) with

spiral fuse links.

Page 224.
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Tho general view of a safety device/fuse of the type PK-10 on 10

ky and 30 is shown in Fig. 14-10.

The fuse links of safety devices/fuses of the type PKT to

voltage transformers are performed of one constantan wire, wound

around ceramic core. These safety devices/fuses do not have

indicators of functioning; therefore about their burn-out they judge

by the absence of readings of the corresponding instruments,

connected into the secondary circuit of voltage transformer.

Safety devices/fuses with the open tubes from gas-generating

material of the type PSI (safety device/fuse shooting of external

installation) are intended for external installations by voltage

10-35-110 kV (table P-11. Fig. 14-11 shows receptacle, while in Fig.

14-12 the general view of fuse of the type PSN-35 on 35 kV.

Fuse link 3 (Fig. 14-11) is placed in the metallic cap of 5

receptacles and is connected with flex conductor 2, that passes

within tube 1 of gas-generating material (PVC plastic). Flex

conductor 2 concludes with tag 4.

In the operating positiom of safety device/fuse (Fig. 14-12) the
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metallic cap of receptacle I is jammed in holder on upper pin

insulator 2. On lower pin insulator 3 on axis 6 is

established/installed contact knife 5. equipped with the helical

spring. which attempts to turn it to position 5'. The knife indicated

encompasses the neck of tag 4.

Vith burn-out with smelting insert contact knife begins to

rotate and extracts flex conductor from receptacle. In this case the

arc, initially with the melting of insert forming in the metallic cap

of receptacle. is pulled inside the gas-generating tube - occurs

abundant liberation of gas, pressure within receptacle rapidly is

raised (it reaches 100-120 atm(gage)) and appears longitudinal blast.

Arc energetically is deionized and goes out. The greater the

disconnected current, the sore energetic the blast, the more rapid

goes out the arc. Vith the cutoff/disconnection of short-circuit

currents production time is the similar fuses less than one

half- period.

Is analogous the device/equipment of safety devices/fuses on 10

and 110 kM.
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Fig. iS-10. Quartz safety device/fuse of the type PKC 10/30 on 10 kV,

30a.

Fig, 14-11. Receptacle of safety device/fuse of type PNS-35 on 35 kV.
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Pigs 14-12*.Safety 4euico/fuse of type PSI-35 on 35 kV.
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Chapter fifteen

Switches with voltage to 1000 V.

15-1. Air non-automatic breakers.

Knife switches are simplest air circuit breakers, which use for

nonautomatic connection aa disconnection of the circuits of direct

and alternating current with voltage to 500 V inclusively. Usually

them are applied to rated currents to 1000 to high currents the

knife switches are applied comparatively rarely and mainly in

installations of direct current. In the diagram of Fig. 3-2 knife

switches are shown on the lines of their own needs by voltage 380/220

V.

During the use/application of knife switches additionally to

then are installed the safety fuses, which use for the automatic

cutoff/disconnection of circuits with short circuits and
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overloadings.

The pole of knife switch (Fig. 15-1) consists of two fixed

contacts 1 and 2, fastened/strengthened to plate/slab 3 of

insulation, and knife 4, which rotates on axle 5,

fastened/strengthened in back contact 2. Dotted line showed the

position of knife with the conuected knife switch. In the connected

position the knife throws in itself between the struts of the fixed

contacts which can be carried out on one of the types, shown in Fig.

12-8. Handle 6 serves for inclusion and cutoff/disconnection of knife

switch.

With the cutoff/disconnection of circuit under the current

between knife 4 and fixed contact I appears electric arc 7, which

must be extinguished. They previously considered that the fundamental

effect on the process ct arc extinction in air with the

cutoff/disconnection of knife switch has its mechanical extension.

Therefore the old constructions/designs of knife switches were

characterized by comparatively large length of knives and is greater,

the greater the rated current of knife switch.

However, the investigations, carried out by Soviet scientists

[L 14-1 and 15-1), showed that this position is correct only with

cutoff/disconnection by tae knife switch of direct-current circuits
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at comparatively low values of the current of load - to 70-100 A

when actually arc goes out in essence due to its mechanical

extension.

It was established/installed, that in the cutoff/disconnection

of high currents ever more essential effect on the process of arc

extinction exerts its motion in surrounding air, caused by the

electrodynamic forces, which operate on the current, flowing in arc.

The greater the current, the greater the intensity/strength of the

created with it magnetic flux, the greater the operating on arc

electrodynamic forces and the greater the speed of its motion in air.

The rapid adjustment of arc in air causes its intense deionization

(chapter 13); arc rapidly goes out also at small length. It turned

out that with the cutoff/disconnection of direct current is more than

500-600 A the arc extinction in essence caused precisely by the

motion of arc in air.

To the motion of arc upwara contributes also moving in this

direction of flow of the air, strongly heated by are.

The operating on arc electrodynamic forces depend on the square

of current and on the form of the outline over which

flows/occurs/lasts the current. Assuming that in electric arc 7 (Fig.

15-1) tick I flows/occurs/lasts over the circular arc, described from
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the axis 5 of rotation of xaife with a radius of I by the

approximately/exemplarily equal to the length of knife 4, then force

f, which operates on the unit of arc length and directed it is

radial, it is possible to determine by the formula:

1dL
If aL.

where L15.1.
where L - inductance of outline.
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Fig. 15-1. The electrodyramic forces, which operate on arc with the

cutoff/disconnection of knife switch.

Page 226.

From formula (15-1) it is evident that with the decrease of the

length of switch blade electrodynamic forces f, which operate on arc,

increase, that also causes its pain rapid motion in air and,

consequently, also its more energetic deionization.

Thus, with large rated currents it is expedient to decrease, but

not to increase the lengta of knives of knife switch, as this they

made earlier. At the same time it is clear that the minimum length of

switch blades of those intended for installations of direct current,

must be determined from tae condit on of the reliable

cutoff/disconnection of low currents to 75-100 9, when primary
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meaning has the mechanical extension of arc.

However, with the cutoff/disconnection of the circuits of

alternating current with voltage to 220 V inclusively as this was

explained in chapter 13 arcs between the contacts of switch usually

it goes out upon first transfer oi the current through zero, even

with the single-pole cutoft/disconnection of circuit 220 V, i.e.,

when to the contacts of kaite switch proves to be applied all the

voltage 220V. In this case tae arc goes out in the presence of the

very small disagreement cf contacts (to 0.5-1 mm), with any

disconnected current and virtually with any shift/shear between the

current and voltage, right up to 900 [L 14-1].

In three-phase installations with voltage 380 V apply tripolar

knife switches with the siaultaneous cutoff/disconnection of three

phases; therefore the worKing conditions of knife switches in these

installations apprcximately/exemplarily the same as with the

single-pole cutoff/disconaectiou of branch circuits 220 V.

On the basis of the aforesaid, the length of switch blades,

intended for installations of alternating current, practical is

determined not of extinction conditions for electric arc, but from

the conditions of cooling and mechanical strength of contacts, design

considerations, etc.
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All positions presented aoove are taken into consideration

during the development of the constructions/designs of knife switches

with the shortened knives which are at present manufactured with

Soviet plants.

By design distinguish the Knife switches one-, two- and

tripolar, with the front/leadia (Fig. 15-1 and 15-3) or rear (Fig.

15-2) connection of wires (usoa.Ls).

The knife switches, intended tor setting on panels from

insulation, are manufactured without foundations, and tht-se intended

for setting on metal constructions - on insulating plates/slabs.

Previously knife switches were fulfilled with the flat/plane

springy contacts, similar to those shown in Fig. 12-8a-d about

deficiencies/lacks in which it was indicated in chapter 12. Knife

switches at present manutacture pcedominantly with the linear

contacts, for example, similar to those given in Fig. 12-8d and 12-10

(knife switches 15-2 and 15-3)wnoss special features/peculiarities

were presented in chapter Iz.

The given in Fig. 15-1 simplest knife switch has only make
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contacts, not shielded from the effect of electric arc. Such knife

switches can be applied only in installations of alternating current

by voltage to 220 V inclusively, when with their cutoff/disconnection

arc does not appear.

For the protection of make contacts from fusing by their arc

they supply knife switches with arcing contacts or caps - 8 in Fig.

15-2.

In installations of direct current with voltage 220 V and higher

and installations of alternating current with voltage 380 and 500 V

knife switches without arc-suppression devices/equipment can be

utilized only for inclusion and cutoff/disconnection of circuits

without load. If necessary ta cutoffs/disconnections of the currents

of load in the settings indicated apply the knife switches, equipped

with small arc-suppression gratings with steel plates, similar to

that shown in Fig. 13-12. it suffices to supply grating with several

steel plates so that the arc would go out at the moment of the first

transition/junction of the current through zero.

Usinq the method of control the knife switches are with central

(Fig. 15-1 and 15-2) ana lateral handles, intended for setting from

the face of the distributiny irames, and with riggings (Fig. 15-3),

intended for back of panel mounting on metal frame.
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Pig. 15-2 shows tripoiar knife switch to rated current 1000

with central handle, on insulating plate/slab, Each pole of knife

switch consists of two contact struts I and 2 of rectangular cross

sections, passed through plate/slab 3 (for the rear connection of

wires). Contact knife consists of two bands 4, which from both sides

encompass contact struts.

Page 227.

Knives and contact struts are contacted along lines, for which on

knives are pressed semicylindrical flanges - rectilinear 5 against

upper strut 1 and circular dyainst bottom, that ensures the stable

position of knife of relatively lower jointed strut 2. Pressure

between knives and struts ,s cruated by spring washers 6,

arranged/located on jointed strut, and by steel springy clamp 7,

which encompasses both Dands o knife and that arranged/located on

upper strut. With cutoff/lscounection arc appears between carbon

arcing contacts 8. The knives of three phases are connected by

insulating crosshead 9, to which is fastened/strengthened handle 10.

The same constructioa/1esign have knife switches on 600 f. The

pole of knife switches tc rated currents more than 1000 usually
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consist of the appropriate numoer of single-pole elements of the

dismantled/selected construction/design to current 1000

To currents to 400 inclusively the knife switches with linear

contacts have somewhat difterent construction/design - in them moving

knives throw in themselves between two motionless contact struts,

having semicylindrical flanges for the creation of linear contact.

According to safety conditions knife switches with central and

lateral handles and open knives it is possible to apply in

installations with voltage not more than 220 V. In installations 380

and 500 V it is compulsory, waile in installations 220 V it is

desirable to apply knife switch with protective housings or with

riggings (Fig. 15-3).

In knife switches wita rigging on the front of the panel of the

distributing frame is estaDlished/installed only control lever of 6,

and the contact part of knife switch 1 and 2, mounted on insulating

plate/slab 3, is established/installed on the metal frame from behind

of panelboard. Control lever and contact knives are connected with

the aid of controllable rod 5.

Switches. Everything said above in the relation to knife

switches is entirely relatea also to switches. In off position the
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knives of switch occupy the hoxizontal position in which they are

held by special attachment.

Together with knife switches and switches in installations with

voltage to 1000 V wide application obtained also the rotary switches,

which were being characterized by large compactness and reliability

of operation.

In recent years are spread also the combined apparatuses, in

which are structurally/constructurdlly united the knife switches and

the safety fuses whose use/application makes it possible to

substantially shorten the dimensions of the cubic switchboards (see

Vol. 2, chapter 8).

15-2. Automatic air switches (automata).

Automata are applied La settings of alternating current with

voltage to 500 V inclusively, and in installations of direct current

and large voltages. Autcoata nave special attachments for the

automatic cutoff/disconnection of the shielded parts of the

installation with their overloading and during short circuits in

them, and sometimes additionally and upon disappearance or with

decrease in the voltage.
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Fig. 15-2. Knife switch is tripolar on 1000 with central handle.

Fig. 15-3. Knife switch tripoiar to 400 A with rigging. I - knife; 2

- the fixed contacts; 3 - insulating plate/slab; 4 - metal

panelboard; 5 - rod; 6 - control lover.

Page 228.

Automata fulfill the functions of two simplest apparatuses -

knife switches and safety fuses and provide more reliable

cutoff/disconnection and selective overcurrent protection. Is

explained this by the more stdDle shielding characteristics of the

automata (see further) in comparison with the characteristics of

safety fuses and the possibility of the more fine adjustment of the

specific current of the cutoff/disconnection of automaton. Very

important is the recurrence of the action of automata, which
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simplifies the operation of installation.

Automata are intended for comparatively rare inclusions and

cutoffs/disconnections of circuits. If necessary for frequent

process/operations should be applied contactors and magnetic starters

(see § 15-3 and 15-4).

In the diagram of Fig. 3-2 automata of maximum current T > are

shown on the side of 38U/220 V transformers T-1 and T-2 and on two

waste/exiting lines 380/220 V.

Fig. 15-4 gives the scaaatic diagram a and the schematic

outline b of the simplest single-pole automaton of maximum current

without time element. In the connected position the automaton is held

by trip 4, engaged with tac lever of 3 handles 10. Spring 7 provides

the reliability of this cohesion/coupling.

Magnet coil 9 is connected in series into circuit and through it

flows/occurs/lasts the current of load. The armature 6 of trip 4

approaches to be pulled madgnet coce, but to this blocks spring 7.

When circuital current exceeds certain rating value, armature 6 is

attracted/tightened to magnet core 9, trip 4 is turned on axis 5 and

frees/releases lever 3, atter which under the action of disconnecting

spring 2 and dead weight the Knife of 1 automata is disconnected. The
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position of trip with off automaton is determined by backstop 8.

Electromagnet 9, whica directly affects the trip of automaton,

is simplest electromagnetic primary relay of the maximum current of

direct action, which in automata is accepted to call trip of maximum

current or simply maximum release.

The spill current of maximum release is called the minimum value

of the current with which the release operates/wears and automaton is

disconnected. The spill current of maximum release 4., aepends on the

tension of control spring 7: with dn increase in the spring tension

the value of the spill current of maximum release increases and vice

versa.

The time of action of automaton is determined in essence by the

inertia of its moving elements and by the duration of arc extinction,

which appears with the cutoff/disconnection between the contacts of

switch. Usually the trippiny time of circuit by similar automata is

O.05-0.25 s.

Fig. 15-4c gives the shieidin4 characteristic of the dismantled

automaton, i.e., the dependence of the time of its functioning on

current in the magnet coil qt=fjl), from which it is evident that at

all values of the current of circuit 1<,, the automaton remains
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connected, and with it diconnects circuit for tie.'.t, the latter

not depending on current kV of circuit. This characteristic is called

independent variable.

So that the automatoa wituout time element would not be

disconnected with the short-term overloadings, not dangerous for

electrical equipment, for example under the action of the starting

currents of electric motors, i. established/installed similar so.p' 30

that the maximum release wou1d not operate/wear and automaton was not

disconnected with the saort-term current spikes of load indicated.
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Fig. 15-4. Single-pole automaton of maximum current without time
element. a) the schematic diagram; b) the outline; c) shielding

characteristic.

Page 229.

However, in this case the protection of installation is coarsened,

since automaton no longer shielas electrical equipment from all

overloadings less I,.v (Fig. 15-4c) . With large value k., the

automaton virtually shields setting only from short-circuit currents.

The majorities of automata have maximum releases without time

element (momentary effect. Some automata can be supplied with

axium releases wis the clrocko, which ensures adjustable time

element of functioning with te overloadings during short circuits.

4
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this release operates/wears without time element. If necessary some

of these automata additionally can be supplied with the

electromagnetic retarders, which ensure specific time element with

the cutoff/disconnection ot short-circuit currents.

If with established/installed time element the tripping time

t, of automaton is more than the duration of the short-term current

spike of load, then current 1,.p can be reduced. This leads to

sensitization of protection (in more detail than cm Vol. 2, chapter

13).

An essential deficiency/lact in the automaton, given in Fig.

15-4, is the absence of the mecaanism of the free release, which

ensures automatic cutoft/discounection of automaton during short

circuit in circuit and when for any reason its handle 10 is

prolongedly held by hand in the connected position.

Actually/really, if this automaton is established/installed, for

example, on the waste/exitian line of panel 280/220 V (Fig. 3-2),

then in the case of its inclusion to the existing in network short

circuit it will not be atle to be disconnected, until its handle is

held by hand. As a result or this will be disconnected the automata

T> on the side of 380/220 V transformers T-1 and T-2 completely will

be discontinued the feed of collectinq mains by 380/220 V.
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Thus, automata without tne mechanisms of free release are

insufficiently reliable and they do not usually provide the selective

protective system of installation. They are undesirable also from

safety conditions of maincenaace/servicing, since with their

cutoff/disconnection is moved conttol handle, which can cause strong

injuries to a person, located uefore the automaton.

Fig. 15-5 in the form oi an example shows the mechanism of the

free release of automaton, made in the form of the system of breaking

levers 6. At the connected position of automaton center 9 lies/rests

somewhat lower than straight line, which connects hinges 7 and 8, and

it cannot be dropped/omitted still below, so that upon the start of

automaton linkage 6 is rigid. If the shock worker of the core 5 of

disconnecting coil 4 turns the components/links of lever 6 so that

hinge 9 will prove to be aoove straight/direct, which connects hinges

7 and 8, then contacts 2 and 3 switches are radiated without

depending on the position of handle I (Fig. 15-5b). In order to again

include/connect switch, it is necessary to supply handle in the

position, which corresponds to otf switch (Fig. 15-5c), then center 9

again proves to be below straight/direct 7-8 and automaton can be

connected.
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Usually the mechanism of tree release is performed so that with

manual cutoff/disconnection the rotation of handle (from position in

Fig. 15-5a) causes the fracture ot linkage 6 after which the contacts

of automaton rapidly they diVeLge under the action of the

disconnecting springs. Further rotation of handle to the side of

cutoff/disconnection is necessary for the preparation of automaton

for the subsequent inclusion. irherefore the rate of the disagreement

of contacts, but thereby the rcae of arc extinction, which appears on

the contacts of automaton with the cutoff/disconnection of

considerable currents, dces not depend on that rate with which the

man moves control handle.

The contact system of !utoaata normally consists of working and

arcing contacts. The first usually perform in the form of massive

copper bands to which in places their contacts frequently weld on

silver plates. Earlier as the make contacts of automata were used

extensively the brush contacts; at present brush contacts go out of

use,
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Fig. 15-5. Principle of the devica/equipment of the mechanism of the

free release of automaton, a) automaton is connected; b) after the

automatic cutoff/disconnection of the automaton; c) automaton is

prepared to inclusion.

Page 230.

The arcing contacts of automata have detachable carbon or brass caps;

they recently apply also caps ot the cermet connections on the base

of silver (chapter 12) . AkAtomata to large operating currents

frequently have also preliminary contacts, employees for the

protection of make contacts trom tne action of arc in the case of

damaging the arcing contacts. with the cutoff/disconnection of such

automata are first broken the make contacts, then preliminary and by

the latter arc-suppression; they are included contacts in reverse

order.

Automata to the small worLinq and disconnected currents can have

one pair of the contacts, waich perform the role of workers and
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arc-suppression.

For accelerating the extinction of an electric arc and increase

in the disconnecting abiiity with the cutoff/disconnection of

short-circuit currents the automata are supplied with arc-suppression

gratings with metallic plates or with plates from non-arcing

insulation (chapter 13). With the cutoff/disconnection of current in

the limits of that permitted the arc does not exceed the limits of

arc-suppression grating, waica makes it possible to very compact

establish/install automata in tne distributing frames of low voltage.

In installations of direct current are applied one- and two-pole

automata with one or two maximum releases. In three-phase three-wire

installations are applied tripolar automata with two or three maximum

releases, while in four-hire installations 380/220 V and 220/127 V,

where are possible single-phase short circuits, tripolar automata

only with three maximum iL-jeases.

- Besides maximum releases some automata can be equipped with one

supplementary release; independent variable (disconnecting) or

minimum (zero).

In the presence in automaton of several releases each of them,

independent of others, It .)perames on the mechanism of the free
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release of automaton.

Fig. 15-6 gives the scheadtic diagram of tripolar automaton with

two maximum ones and one indepeadent (disconnecting) release. The

latter is connected to busbars of control ShU of the auxiliary source

of the direct current throuj the normally extended knob/button 0 and

blocking contacts 8 (blocKing contacts), locked with the connected

automaton.

The magnet coils of 1 maximum releases are connected in series

during the phases of circuit. When current at least in the coil of

one release increases to the value of its spill current . the

armature of 2 corresponding re.eases will be pulled to magnet core,

overcoming the force of spring 4, and striker 3 will act on

general/common/total for all poles cylinder of cutoff/disconnection

which in turn, will free the mecaanism of free release, and automaton

will be disconnected. In the diagram for the purpose of

simplification instead o the cylinder of cutoff/disconnection and

mechanism of free release is shown general/common/total trip 6, on

which operate shock workers 3 all releases of automaton. Dotted line

showed that each maximum release can be supplied with the mechanism

of time element 5.

The independent or disconnecting release is arranged
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analogously. Normally the aoout col of its electromagnet 7 current

does not flow. For the remote (at a distance) cutoff/disconnection of

automaton serves the kncb/autton oi cutoff/disconnection 0 with the

aid of which close circuit the magnet coils 7. During the subsequent

release of knob/button 0, wnic- nas return spring, it current does

not disrupt, since the circuit oL electromagnet 7 proves to be

preliminarily extended olocxinq contacts 8. This is necessary in

order to warn/prevent the burning of the contacts of knob/button 0

with the break of circuit of e.Lctromagnet. Blocking contacts more

powsarful/thick and less sa ier wita the disruption of this circuit.

Blocking contacts consist oi two motionless ones and one slide

contacts. The latter is mecnaaically connected with the movable

system of automaton, usuaLiy with its shaft. The device/equipment of

the simplest blocking contacts can be seen in Fig. 15-14, where

contacts 17 are locked, and contacts 18 are extended with off switch.

Upon the start of switch contacts 17 are broken, and contacts 18 are

closed.
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Fig. 15-6. Schematic diagram ot tzEipolar automaton with the

independent release.

Page 231I.

Automata can be supplied witA several pairs of blocking contacts for

different purposes (Fig. 15-6, 15-7, 15-8).

The independent release cAn be utilized for the

cutoff/disconnection of automaton with the aid of any separately

established/installed relay with the closing contacts.

In the form of an example let us examine the schematic of

bipolar automaton with separate reverse-current relay (Fig. 15-7).

Such automata are installed in t.he circuits of direct-current

generators, which work in parallel with other generators or with

storage batteries. Their designation/pur pose - to shut off generator

with an excessive increase in the current, for which serves maximum

L .. . .. . . . .. .. . . .. .. ..C
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release 1, and with change the directions of direct current, for

which serve as reverse-current relay 3, which closes the circuit of

the electromagnet of indepenaent release 2.

If on any reasons (reduction in current of excitation, speed of

rotation, etc.) decreases emf of one of the in parallel working

generators, then it throw off and at the value of emf smaller than

the voltage on the busbars of installation, begins to work by

electric motor - direction of flow in circuit changes to reverse

(with the constant/invaLiale polarity of network). The work of

generator in the mode/conditions of electric motor leads to the

unproductive charging of other worting of network generators. If

generator worked together with storage battery, then its

transition/junction into engine 6perating mode leads to +he

unproductive discharge ot storage battery. Reverse-current relay,

which operates/wears with a cnanye of direction of flow in the

circuit of generator, and serves in order not to allow the work of

generator in engine operating mode.

Reverse-current relay . aas two coils - consecutive 4 and

parallel 5. The latter is designea for the voltage smaller than the

line voltage; therefore it is connected through supplementary

resistor/resistance to 7.
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In normal direction of flow in the primary circuit of generator

the magnetic fluxes of the coils of relay 3 are directed contrarily,

the resulting magnetic flux is small and the core of relay cannot be

sucked inside coils - contacts b remain by those extended. In the

case of changing direction of flow in the circuit of generator with

the constant/invariable polarity of the poles of network changes

direction of flow only in consecutive coil 4, and direction of flow

in parallel coil 5 remains constant/invariable.

In this case magnetic tluxes of both coils of relay store/add

up, core is pulled and contacts b are closed. The latter close the

circuit of independent release /, which disconnects automaton.

Blocking contacts 8 break the circuits of coils 2 and 5. After the

cutoff/disconnection of the automaton of relay 3 it returns to

initial position and its contacts 6 they are broken.

with the idling of tue generator of relay 3 it does not

operate/wear and automaton remains connected, as the magnetic flux of

one parallel coil 5 of relay is insufficient for the retraction of

its core.

The schematic of automaton with supplementary minimum (zero)

release is given in Fig. 15-d. Maximum releases I do not differ from

those dismantled/selected auove. Minimum release consists of
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electromagnet 2 and double-arm lever with armature 3, striker 4 and

spring 5. Magnet coil through the knob/button and blocking contacts 6

is connected to line voltage. with the decrease of line voltage of up

to certain fixture the force of spring 5 becomes more than the

attracting force of armature 3 to magnet core. Under spring effect

the lever is turned and striker 4 acts on the release gear of

automaton, after which the last is disconnected. Simultaneously the

circuit of magnet coil is disrupted by blocking contacts 6.

Minimum releases operate/wear upon disappearance or with a

decrease in the voltage on electromagnet to 40o/o of nominal.

Knob/button with normally closed contacts serves for the remote

cutoff/disconnection of automaton - with pushing of this knob is

disrupted the circuit of tae electromagnet of release and automaton.
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Fig. 15-7. Schematic diagram of two-pole automaton with the

independent release and separate reverse-current relay.

Fig. 15-8. Schematic diagram ot tripolar automaton with minimum

(zero) release.
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Automata with minimum releases install in electric motors for

the purpose of their cutoft/disconnection from network upon

considerable decrease or compiete disappearance of voltage in power

line.

For electric motors wita resistance starting this is necessary

for the purpose of warning/prevention of automatic starting without

rheostats (with the brought-out and shortened/shorted out rheostats),

since with resumption ct voltage in network it is possible that the
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electric motors cannot be swept and they will be damaged as a result

of the prolonged course of niqn currents. The setting up of such

automata is necessary also in the cases (even with short-circuited

induction motors), when launching/starting engine to total voltage

and, therefore, the sudden launching/starting of operating mechanisms

inadmissible according to safety conditions for the service

personnel. They are necessary also for warning/preventing the

simultaneous launching/starting with resumption of voltage in the

network of a large number of stopping electric motors, since this can

lead to the exaggerated total starting current (for greater detail,

see Vol. 2, gl. 6).

Automata are intended tor Lnstallation on the front/leading or

back of the distributing frames. In the latter case they have lever

drives for control from the front of panel.

Until recently in the Soviet electrical devices of direct

current by voltage to 440 V and of alternating current 50 Hz with

voltage to 500 V inclusively great use/application had the automata

of series A2000 to rated currents to 1500 . ig. 15-9 shows the

general view of the tripolar automaton of this series on 200 A and

500 V vith two maximum ones and one minimum ones (zero) releases,

equipped with arc-suppression gratings 3 with metallic plates (Fig.

13-12). With voltage 500 V limiting current of the
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cutoff/disconnection (amplitude value) of these automata is 20-30 kA.

Automata of the type AiO5U to rated current 1500 A if necessary

have electromagnetic actuator Lor remote switching.

Ulyanov electrical equipment plant reworked the

construction/design of the automata of series A2000 and at present

manufacture the modernized automati of series A15, A20 and A25 on

currents 100 -1800 A and voltages 380 V of alternating current and

440 V of direct current. The disconnecting ability of these switches

is increased to 60 kA (amplitude value) with alternating current and

to 30 kA with direct curreut.

The automata of new series are more reliable, have smaller

weight and overall sizes, are equipped with mechanisms time elements,

which provides the selectivity of their cutoff/disconnection during

overloadings and short circuits. Some of them have drive for remote

switching.

Fig. 15-10 shows general view of one of the automata of this

series - a tripolar autcmaton ot the type A15 to rated current 600

The powerful/thick automata ot series AC to rated currents to

1.5-2.5 kA and more are manufactured by plant "Elektrosila". It is
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interesting to note that are recently at plant designed even more

powerful/thick automata with cooling of contacts and

current-conducting busbars by the distilled or chemically purified

water.
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Pig. 15-9. Tripolar automaton of the type A-2000 on 200 A, 500 V. 1 -

steel framework/body; 2 - terminals/grippers for the connection of

busbars (wires); 3 - chamoer/camera of the arc-suppression gratings;

4 - handle; 5 - maximum release; - minimum (zero) release; 7 - case

of the mechanism of free release.

Fig. 15-10. Tripolar automaton of type A15 on 600 380 V.
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It proves to be that the water cooling only of fixed contacts makes

it possible to increase tae rated current of automaton four times.

With water coolinq can be created the automata to operating currents

into several ten thousands of amperes [L. 14-2 and 15-2].
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In the installations of alternating current with voltage to 500

V and of direct current to 2,0 V are inclusively widely applied also

the manufactured with Soviet plants adjusting automata of series

A3100 to rated currerts 50-bUO A into one- two- and tripolar

performance.

Representation about these automata gives the given in Fig.

15-11 cross section of an adjusting automaton of the type A3120 to

current 100 A.

Automata have plastic toutdations 1, which makes it possible to

install them in metal constructions. Plastic covers/caps 2 provide

the safety of their maintenance/servicing.

In cover/cap there is a groove ior the handle of 10 manual

controls. With lever/crank and electromagnetic actuators these

automata are not supplied.

Fig. 15-11 automaton shows in position after automatic

disconnection under the action of release. For the start of automaton

it is necessary handle 10 to turn downward (10" - the position of

handle after manual cutoff/disconnection). In this position the lower
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finger/pin of the lever of free release by 12 is seized by trip 13,

and idler levers of the mechanism of free release 11 prove tc be

prepared to start.

Is connected automaton oy the rotation of handle 10 upward, in

position 10'. Lever 12 is aela in lower position by trip 13. For the

automatic cutoff/disconnection of automaton it is necessary to derive

lever 12 of the engagement with trip 13. Is reached this via the

rotation of trip to small angle to the right. Freed lever 12 is

turned it counterclockwise and creaks the hinged connected linkage of

the mechanism of free release oy 11. Automaton is disconnected

(position in Fig. 15-11). The displacement of trip 13 indicated with

automatic cutoff/disconnection is vealized by releases of automaton.

The given in Fig. 15-11 automaton has the combined releases each

of which consists of electroaagnetic and thermal elements/cells.

Electromagnetic element/cell consists of electromagnet 15 whose coil

is connected in series into the ousbar of 4 phases (pole) of circuit.

Upon reaching by the current of value 1,p armature 16 is

attracted/tightened to magnet core 15 and turns the lever of release

18. The latter by means of LacK 14 turns the cylinder on which is

attached trip 13, after which tone automatic device is disconnected.

Tripping time during functioning of electromagnetic release is very

small - approximately/exesplarily 0.012-0.020 u. The electronagnetic

elements/cells of releases realize protection only from short

circuits.
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Fig. 15-11. Automaton at tae type A3120 on 100 A, 500 V (cross

section).

Page 234.

Overload protection of circuit i~s realized by thermal element/cell
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19, which consists of two connected with each other plates from the

different alloys (for example, one plate of nickel alloy with iron,

and the second of the corstantaa), which possess different

coefficients of linear expansion during heating (the bimetallic

strip). The plates indicated are connected in series into the circuit

of the phase of circuit (into the crosscut of busbar 4). In current

the overloadings of plate strongly are heated and as a result of

different linear expansion are bent so that adjusting screw 20

depress leveres 18 and turns it, that, as noted above, it leads to

the displacement of trip 13 and the cutoff/disconnection of

automaton. In such a manner both tne electromagnetic, and thermal

elements/cells of release act on the mechanism of the free release of

automaton with the aid ot general/common/total intermediate

components/links 14 and 1d. The time of action of thermal

element/cell depends on the current: with an increase in the current

of overloading triggering time ot thermal element/cell decreases.

Fig. 15-12 shows the cnaracteristic of the combined release. If

circuital current is less I. then automaton remains connected. With

circuital current from 1. to 1,.p. i.e. with the overloading of

circuit, operates/wears the thermal element/cell of release on the

dependent part of the characteristic. Currents are more 1,

(virtually short-circuit currents) activate of the electromagnetic

element/cell of release and cutoft/disconnection in the course of
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time io, ' by that not depending on current (independent part of the

characteristic).

Adjusting automata with oue electromagnetic element/cell of

release shield installation only from the currents of short

circuiting.

sapring 17 (Fig. 15-11) serves for the return of the mechanism of

release to initial positiou.

Motionless 5 and movaole b contacts of automaton are made from

cermet connections on tae oase of silver. Slide contact is

fastened/strengthened to copper plate 7, connected by flex conductor

8 with busbar 4. Steel isolated/insulated shaft 9 is

general/common/total for all poles of automaton.

Automata perform wita te tront/leading (terminal/gripper 3 on

Fig. 15-11) or rear connection of wires (busbars).

Adjusting automata have small overall sizes with the

comparatively large disconuecting ability which it is provided by

arc-suppression grids 21 vita steel plates. Depending on nominal

voltage and current adjusting automata are capable of disconnecting

short-circuit currents to 4U-5J XA (L 14-11.
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Besides those indicated aL)ove, Soviet plants manufacture

small/miniature automata to rated currents to 25 A sad voltages to

380 V, supplied vith releases with thermal and electromagnetic

elements/cells.

15-3. Contactors.

Contactors serve for and automatic remote control of the

electric motors or any otaer circuits in the installations of direct

and alternating current as voltage to 1000 V. In contrast to automata

contactors do not shield electricaL circuits from abnormal

modes/conditions (short circuits, overloadings, etc.) and they can be

used for frequent starts and cutotts/disconnections of circuits.

Fig. 15-13 explains the principle of device/equipment and the

circuit diagram of single-pole contactor.
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Fig. 15-12. Characteristic of ta combined release of an automaton of

the type A3000.

Fig. 15-13. Single-pole contactor. a) the schematic of the

device/equipment; b) circuit diagram; c) the conditional image of

contactor in unilinear diagrams in position is disconnected; d) the

same, but in engage position (zigzag 6 above contacts indicates that

the contactor is made with arc extinguishing, i.e., is equipped with

any arc-suppression device/eguipment).
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During closing/shorting by key/wrench 7 (without self-reset) the

circuit of the coil of holding magnet 4 armature 3 is

attracted/tighteted to its core and contacts 1 are closed. For the

retention of contactor in the connected position the magnet coil 4

always must flow itself by current, for which key/wrench 7 must be

always they will lock, since tao contactors of the normally holding

_L
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trips do not have. For the cutoff/disconnection of contactor it

suffices to disconnect the key/wrench of control of 7. Holding magnet

will be de-energized, and contactor will be disconnected under its

own weight of moving elements. Some contactors have the disconnecting

springs.

Contactors are usually supplied with arc-suppression gratings 6

with metallic plates or vita plates from non-arcing insulation.

With the aid of the separdtely established/installed relays it

is possible to realize automatic breaking and cutoff/disconnection of

contactors. So, if we connect the normally open contacts of relay R

in parallel to key/wrench 7 (broxen connections in Fig. 15-13), then

during the closing of contacts oi relay contactor will be connected

and vice versa. Thus, with the aid of contactors and different types

of the relays, connected on special diagrams, it is possible to

realize automatic control of installation.

Are manufactured also conractors with normally closed contacts

(with the de-energized ccil or noiding magnet). After the excitation

by the current of holding mdgnet these contactors are disconnected.

Are applied them in different aiagrams of automatic control.

The holding magnet ci contactor can be supplied~from storage
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battery, or from the sane circuit, into which is connected the

contactor. In the second case (Fig. 15-15)with the lowered/reduced

line voltage the attracting force of armature to magnet core

decreases, and contact can be disconnected. If this according to the

condition of the mode of operation of circuit is inadmissible, then

it is necessary to supply holaing magnet from the independent current

source,

In Fig. 15-14 it is jiven general view and cross sections along

the magnetic and contact systes of the tripolar contactor of

alternating current of the type KT with arc-suppression gratings.

15-4. Magnetic starters.

Magnetic starters are applied for remote control of asynchronous

squirrel-cages motor, included to tull/total/complete line voltage.

Magnetic starter consists of tripolar contactor, two thermal

relay and blocking contacts, built in the general/common/total

cabinet (Fig. 15-15 and 15-16). Control of btarters usually

pushbutton. In diagram in Fig. 15-15 in contrast to diagram in Fig.

15-13 is provided the feed of aolding magnet by 1 by alternating

current from the network, whica feeds electric motor D.
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Fig. 15-14. The contactor ot alternating current is tripolar with

arc-suppression gratings. a) tafa general view; b) section/cut on the

holding magnet; c) section/cut on contacts and arc-suppression

grating. 1 -framework witai the core; 2 - armature; 3 - the holding

magnet; 4 -backstop; 5 - nolder of the armature; 6 - contact strut;

7 - motionless main contact; 8 - movable main contact; 9 -

arc-suppression horn; IU - fiux.iLole member; 11 - spring; 12 -holder

of the slide contact; 13 - shaz~t trom insulation; 14-

arc-suppression grating; 15 - steel plates; 16 - bearing; 17-

breaking blocking contacts; Id -closing blocking contacts.

Page 236.
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For control of magnetic starteL are provided switching sV amd

disconnecting against the knobs/buttons (the second is normally

locked), that also blocking contacts 3, connected with the moving

element of the starter.

By pushing of the switching on knob they close the circuit of

holding magnet 1 (contacts 5 and 54 thermal relays are normally

locked), which attracts/tightens armature 2 and is switched on

contactor. Upon the start of coatactor are closed blocking contacts

3, which shunt switching on button. After interrupting this

knob/button the circuit of electromagnet remains locked through

contacts 3, disconnecting xnoD/nutton and contacts 5 and 54 thermal

relays. Remotely contactor uisconnects by pressure the disconnecting

knob/button, which disrupts the circuit of holding magnet.

Overload protection is realized with the aid of the thermal

relays, built in the starter. Each thermal relay contains composite

element/cell 6 (or 6') heated by Nichrome heating element/cell 4 (or

'), over which flows/occurs/lasts the current of electric motor

(Fig. 15-15). About the cevice of composite elements/cells was said

in § 15-2. During interrupting of the contacts at least of one

thermal relay (5 or 5') is disrupted the circuit of holding magnet

and starter is disconnected.
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Magnetic starter disconnects engine also with decreas6 in the

conducted/supplied voltage to 50-60o/o from nominal, since with this

voltage holding magnet no longer in state to hold down/retain starter

in the connected position.

Magnetic starters do not shield circuit from short circuits;

therefore in the circuits of electric motors additionally are

installed safety fuses.

The holding magnets of the magnetic starters normally are

intended for work only on alternating current. On those engines which

after resumption of voltage in power line must be turned/run up

automatically (for example the engines of the critical mechanisms of

their own needs of power plants), magnetic starters must not have

blocking contacts 3 and for control by them must be used the rotary

keys/wrenches of control without self-reset as in the diagram of Fig.

15-13.
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Fig. 15-15. Magnetic starter. a) tne schematic diagram of the

device/equipment; b) the conventional designations in unilinear

diagrams.

Fig. 15-16. Tripolar starter (cover/cap is taken/removed). 1 - shaft

of the contactor; 2 - chaaDer/caea of the arc-suppression gratings;

3 - the holding magnet; 4 -tae thermal relay; 5 - blocking contacts.
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Chapter sixteen

Disconnectors and drives ay them.

16-1. Designation/purpose dnd types of disconnectors.

By the fundamental designation/purpose of disconnectors is

providing safety of productiou in repair work in electrical devices

the voltage of above 1000 V. Disconnectors make it possible to

reliably detach (to insulate) those parts of the installations on

which must be conducted repaiz worx, from its other parts, which

remain under voltage. Because of disconnectors it is possible to

ensure the safety of the repair of electrical equipment without the

disturbance of other parts of the installation.

The contacts of disconnector arg located in air, which provides

the visibility of the place of chain cleavage (Fig. 16-1). Distance A

between the dead contacts ot disconnector must be that so that for

its breakdown would be re4uired voltage larger than for the breakdown

of distance B between the phase and the grounded by part

construction/design of disconnector or between its phases. By this is
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prevented the possibility or the overlap between the dead contacts of

disconnector with the onsat ot overvoltages in installation.

Disconnectors do not nave arc-suppression devices/equipment;

therefore by them it is not possinle to disconnect the currents of

the loads, with which on their contacts is formed powerful/thick

electric arc. This open arc not only can destroy disconnector and

near to it electrical equipmeat, but it can overlap phases and cause

short circuit in installation. Open arc is very dangerous for the

service personnel. Therefure disconnectors normally are utilized for

start and stop of the de-energized parts of the installation,

preliminarily off by switch.

In some diagrams of tue electrical connections of stations and

substations are utilized the disconnectors also for switchings, if

they are not accompanied by tne onset of arc on the contacts of

disconnector, for examFIe, them are utilized for switching of

circuits from one system ot collecting mains to another (see § 3-2,

Fig. 3-4).

The at the same time many-year experience of operation

established/installed, which by disconnectors is possible to

successfully switch on and to disconnect circuits with the small

currents when on the contacts ot disconnector arc in no way appears
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or appears a comparatively weak arc, easily extinguishing in the open

air without the danger of the decomposition of disconnector or

overlap of its phases. This use of disconnectors for the

cutoff/disconnection of cizcuits with small currents frequently makes

it possible to refuse from the use/application of expensive and bulky

high-voltage switches and substantial to simplify and to reduce the

cost of the distributor of zue installation (see also Vol. 2, chapter

2-5). With respect to the aforesaid by disconnectors it is possible

to switch on and to disconnect [L 3-6 and 16-1]:

I) charging rate of collecting mains and electrical equipment,

air electric power lines ay vo±tage to 20 kV of inclusively any

length, air electric power lines Dy voltage 35 kV in long to 30 km

and 110 kV - to 20 km, caaie lines with voltage up to 10 kV in long

to 10 km;

2) the running-light current of power transformers with a power

of:

with voltage to 10 kV inclusively ... of 750 kVA.

with voltage 20 kV ... c± J200 &VA.

with the voltage 35 kV ... of 2UU,00 kVA.
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with the voltage 110 kV ... of I,3O0 kV.

(disconnectors they must be tripolar with the power drive);

3) voltage transformers;

4) the neutral of power tzansformers and the arc-arresting

coils;

5) the cross current ot lines when a difference in voltage on

disconnector after cutoff/disconnection comprises not more than their

2o/o nominal value;

6) the current of single-phase closing/shorting to the earth: 5

A for lines by voltage 20-35 XV and 10 A - for lines with voltage 10

kV and below.

Is allowed/assumed so cutoff/disconnection by the disconnectors

of the current of load up to 15 A with voltage to 10 kV.

Disconnectors must possess a sufficient for conditions this

installation electrodynamic a-a thermal resistance and must be
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mechanically durable, maijuaiaing/withstanding without any damages

the established/installed by norms number of starts and

cutoffs/disconnections.

By a number of poleE distinguish disconnectors one- and

tripolar; on the kind cf installation - for the internal and external

installations; using mounting method - with the vertical or

horizontal location of Knives. Iy construction/design are

distinguished cutting type aisconnectors - with the rotation of

knives in the plane of axes of tae insulators; the rotary type - with

the rotation of knives in the plane, perpendicular to the axes of the

insulators; plug type - with the insulators, which move with start

and cutoff/disconnection along the.r axis, etc. (L 16-2].
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Fig. 16-1. Tripolar disconnector tor internal installation on 10 kV,

400 A.
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Besides working knives the disconnectors can still have the grounding

knives which are utilized tor shorting and grounding of the phases of

the parts of the installations during repairs (after their

full/total/complete cutoff/uisconnection from other parts, which are

located under voltage).

Soviet plants manuiacture disconnectors for internal and

external installation to entire voltages up to 500 kV inclusively

(fable P-13).

16-2. Disconnectors for intecnil installations.
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For internal installations Soviet plants manufacture cutting

type single-pole and triFolar disconnectors, normally adjusted in

vertical position. Majorities of them have linear contacts.

General idea about tripolar disconnectors for internal

installation to voltages u-10 kv gives the disconnector, given in

Fig. 16-1. Knives 1 rotate with the aid of pivoting porcelain rods 2,

hinged connected with the aands or knife 1 and with levers 3 on

general/common/total shafting 4.

Control of tripolar disconnectors is usually realized by the

special drives (§ 16-4), whica with the aid of steel rods connect

with drive lever 5 on the suatt of disconnector. Disconnectors to

small rated currents (usudlly not more than 600 A) can be also

switched on and disconnectea with the aid of operational rod from

insulation. At the end/lead of the rod there is finger/pin, which

with process/operations trom disconnector is introduced into

opening/aperture at the end/lead of its rocker shaft arm 5. By

rotating the last rod, switch on or disconnect disconnector.

At present Soviet plants manufacture tripolar disconnectors for

the internal installation o the single (all-Union) series which

appropriated a designation o the type RV. In the disconnectors of

this series (Fig. 16-2) are usea the improved and more fail-safe
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design linear contacts with the magnetic locks which were in detail

described in § 12-3 and given in Fig. 12-11, and also small/miniature

porcelain insulators with internal reinforcing (chapter 9), which

substantially lowered overall sizes and weight of disconnectors in

comparison with the previously released disconnectors on insulators

with the external attachment or armature, for example types RVT,

RLVIII, etc.

The tripolar disconnectors of series RV if necessary can be

equipped with the knives of grounding, established/installed from any

side of main knives, type HVZ, and also they can be made on three

supporting/reference ones and taree passage ones or on six wall

entrance insulators - type LtV? (F - the figure performance of

disconnector, i.e., on wall entrance insulators).

The knives of disconnectoLs to rated currents to I kA

inclusively consist of two copper bands of rectangular cross section.

To high currents the knives of disconnectors to more advantageously

perform from several pairs of bands. So, the knives of disconnectors

to current 2 kA consist cf two airs of rectangular bands.

In disconnectors to currents 3 kA and more most advantageous is

the box form of current-carrying parts, since in this case is reached

better use and, consequently, also the savings cf copper, and also

the high mechanical strength of kaives.
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Fig. 16-2. Disconnector tripolar 01 the type RV 10/4100 on 10 kV, 400

A .
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Such knives (Fig. 16-3) are used in heavy-current disconnectors of

the type RYK, manufactured with Soviet plants in currents 3 kA and

more and voltage 10 and 20 kV. in these disconnectors are used also

small/miniature porcelain insulators. As a result of entire this is

achieved/reached the consideraule decrease of overall sizes and

weight of disconnectors in compari.son with previously released to the

same rated currents disconnactors uf types HVa, RO and RLVIII.

The knives of disconnectoLsa of the type RVK to current 3 kA

consist of two box busbars, wnich encompass the motionless contact

struts, also made from bcx ausoars (Fig. 16-14), while those of
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disconnectors on 4-6 kA - of four aox btisbars, which in pairs

encompass contact struts (Fig. 16-3 and 16-15). Knives are equipped

with contact springs and magnetic locks. The current-carrying parts

of the disconnectors to currents 3, 4 and 5 kA are assembled on two

stand-off insulators, while those of the disconnectors on 20 kV and 6

kk - on four insulators, as is evident in Fig. 16-3, where are used

stand-off insulators of tue type OME-20.

Disconnectors of the type HVK are manufactured in the form of

the separate poles, equippea with shaftings. Tripolar disconnectors

compose of three such disconnectors by the connection of their shafts

by the rigid couplings (Fig. 16-14). This construction/design makes

it possible to install between the axes of the poles of disconnector

different distances, which caa be caused by the need of guaranteeing

the elect rodynamic stability of ousbar/tire construction/design or by

any design features of distributor.

If the distance between centers of busbars and poles of

disconnector different, tneal upon the connection of busbars to

disconnector is necessary to somewaat bend then, which is

conjugated/combined with consideraole difficulties with heavy

heavy-current busbars (pactet of tlat/plane or box busbars). With

disconnectors of the type BVRK this it is possible to avoid via the

selection of the corresponding distance between its poles.
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The terminals/grippers of lisconnectors of the type RVK make it

possible to connect up than zushars both prone and to edge/fin (with

respect to the stand-off iusulators of disconnector). These

disconnectors are manufactured oniy on stand-off insulators.

Fig. 16-4 in the form of da example gives single-pole

disconnector for internal installation of the type RVO (single

series). In these disconnactors is used accurately the sane contact

system, as in tripolar disconnectors of the type RV. Insulators -

supporting/reference, small/ainiature.

Single-pole disconnectors to currents 400 and 600 they switch

on and disconnect by hand wita the aid of operational rod. Vith the

fulfillment of process/operations the finger/pin cf rod is introduced

into the opening/aperture or lug 1, fastened/strengthened to axis 2

between the plates of 3 knives.
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,20_kV and 6000 A)

Fig. 16-3. Disconnector of thie type RVK-20/600 oZI-A (-ne pole).

Fig. 16-4. Disconnector single-jiole of type RVO-10/400 on 10 kV, 400

A.
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Single-pole disconnectors to rated currents 1 and 2 kk have shaftings

(as the poles of disconnectors ot the type HYK) with

established/installed on thaa rocker shaft arms, with the aid of

which they switch on and disconnect disconnectors by rod.

The current, flowing on the current-carrying parts of the

disconnector, changes its direction, as this is shovn in Fig. 16-5.
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As a result of interaction of currents in the elements/cells of the

current-carrying outline of disconnector appears certain net force F,

applied to knife and trying to disconnect it (to break the loop of

current). The greatest value this force reaches with the course of

impact short-circuit current. So that in this case the knife of

disconnector spontaneously would aot be disconnected, since this can

be the reason for serious emergency in installation, the frictional

force in contact, which depends on the tightening of contact springs

and on the force of the mutual attraction of the bands of knife and

steel plates of magnetic lock, it must be more than indicated

electrodynamic force F. If this condition provide then on the knife

of disconnector is provided for the lock (trip), which locks it in

the connected position. This lock equipped disconnector in Fig. 16-4.

In the connected position of disconnector the tooth of 4 lugs I

seizes clamp 6, fastened/strengthened to upper stand-off insulator 7.

The reliability of cohesion/coupling provides spring 5, which

attempts to turn lug in the direction of rotation of hour hand. Vith

the cutoff/disconnection when the finger/pin of operational rod is

introduced into the opening/aperture of lug, the latter is turned in

opposite direction, thanks to which tooth 4 and clamp 6 are released

and knife 2 is freed/released.

Tripolar disconnectors do not have similar locks, since their
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spontaneous cutoff/disconnection is removed with the aid of retaining

catches in drives, and also the corresponding positions of the levers

of transmission from drive to the shaft of disconnector - a position

of levers, close to their "deau" position (Fig. 16-11 and 16-12).

16-3. Disconnectors for external installations.

Disconnectors for exteradl installations must possess the

appropriate insulation, calculated for a work under unfavorable

environmental conditions (dust, moisture), and also the increased

mechanical strength, since process/operations with them are conducted

also by the presence of ice-covereo surface on contacts. Their

contacts as far as possible must be made so as to the layer of

ice-covered surface easily it would break also in this case they

would not be created the considerable efforts/forces, operating on

the fracture of stand-off insuidtors.

In the open distributors uy voltage 35-220 kY are very common

cutting type Soviet disconnectors with the rotation of knives in the

plane of the insulators of types RLN (disconnector with linear

contacts for external installation) and RLNZ (with one or two

grounding knives). These disconnectors are manufactured in the form

of the separate poles, connected on the spot of installation into one

tripolar apparatus.
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Fig. 16-6 shows the average/mean pole of a disconnector of the

type RLNZ-35. Outer insulators 2 are fixed on frame 1 of angular

steel; average/mean insulator 3 is established/installed on bearing

and can be turned around its axis. Knife 4 is made from the copper

tube whose one end is squeezed in the form of the blade to which is

riveted steel cap 8, which is movaole horn. Knife throws in itself

into fixed contacts 6 and 7, ejuipped with springs. The busbars of

distributor terminate 10 and 11. in the connected position the

current flows/occurs/lasts through the following parts: 10-7-4-6-11.

Tubular knife 4 is passed witain the plug of crosspiece 12.

which can be turned in vertical plane on axes, which are located in

bearings 13, base-mounted 14. Together with crosspiece in vertical

plane can be turned knife 4.

To tube 4 it is put on and tightly on it jammed cast iron clamp

15, hinged connected with the ±ramework (moving support) 16. The

latter encompasses knife and oy the second end/lead with the aid of

lug and thimble 17 it is connected with leading lever 18,

fastened/strengthened to the cap/hood of rotary insulator 3.
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Fig. 16-5. Force, which cperates on the knife of disconnector with

the course of short-circuit current.

Page 241.

The levers 19 of rotary insulators of three phases connect with

thrusts/rods. The insulator of average/mean phase they connect by

vertical shaft 20 with drive. Therefore during the rotation of

average/mean insulator siEultdneously rotate the insulators of other

two phases.

With the cutoff/disconnection of disconnector insulator 3 with

the aid of lever 19 is turned clockwise. Together with insulator is

turned leading lever 18, from which the motion is transpitted to

framework 16. The latter in the beyinning of motion turns clamp 15,

and together with it and Knife 4 around its axis to angle of

approximately 800. During further rotation of insulator framework 16
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begins to push clamp 15 upward, as a result of which the knife also

starts to agitate itself upward, rotating on the axes of crosspiece

12. In off position 4' knife is held by the trip, available in drive.

Upon the inclusion tae kaite iirst rotates in vertical plane and

is omitted, in this case its flat/plane end/lead by the narrow side

freely enters between the jaws of tixed contact. After accepting

horizontal position, knife is turned around its axis to angle of

approximately 800 and its fiat/plane end/lead wedges the jaw of fixed

contact, thanks to which the contacts clean themselves well and is

created the necessary pressure in contact.

Because of the comDbitarion motion of knife the disconnector

works very smoothly and inulators do not test impact and bending

loads. Is provided the light fracture of ice and good

cleaning/purification ot contacts with icing.

In the case of process/opwrations fcr arc current appears on

horns 8 and 9, which shields iron decomposition by arc main contacts

of disconnector.

Grounding knife 21, made from steel tube with copper contact

cap, is welded to shaft 22 and is connected by flexible copper

connection/communication 23 with frame 1, which must be reliable
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grounded. The shafts of 22 three poles connect by the cuts of tubes

27.

With process/operations with the grounding knives vertical drive

shaft turns the shaft of. 2! disconnectors, frcm which the motion with

the aid of levers and thrust/rod Dy 24 is transmitted to the shaft of

the grounding knives. The '1iva ot disconnector is z ;e so that the

qrounding knives can be included/connected only after the

cutoff/disconnection of worj&ny knives. The latter in connected

position 21' throw in themselves into contacts 26,

fastened/strengthened to rMt cdps/hoods of insulators 2.

Each pole of disconne~cor can have two knives of the groundings,

established/installed from tne side of both outer insulators 2.
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Fig. 16-6. Disconnector at the type RLN3-35 on 35 kV, 600 with one

grounding knife (one pole).
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Page 242.

Disconnectors by voltages 110 kV and higher have analogous

construction/design, but they are supplied with columns of several

pin insulators. Fig. 16-7 shows the pole of this disconnector of the

type RLNZ-220 on 220 kV with grounding knife 1 in the form of folding

linked quadrilateral. During the rotation of shaft 2 against the

direction of rotation of hour hand knife 1, being

straightened/rectified, rises upward and it throws in itself into the

contacts of grounding 3; during the rotation of shaft in opposite

direction knife I stores/adds up and occupies the position, depicted

in figure.

Vcrking knife 4 is moved during the rotation of the average/mean

column of insulators 5; the mechanism of the notion of knife is

similar/such to the examined higher mechanism of disconnector by

voltage 35 kV.

Since 1958 the plant "electrical device" manufactures to

voltages 10-110 kV the disconnectors of new construction/design -

two-core disconnectors with the rotation of knives in the plane,
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perpendicular to the axes of insulators. Fig. 16-8 shows the

average/mean pole of this disconnector on 110 kV of the type RLND (D

- two-core). Disconnector can have one (type RLND1) or two (RLND2)

those grounding of knife to pole. in these disconnectors are used rod

stand-off insulators 1 and 2 for external installation of the type

ST-110. The collars of insulators are connected by thrust/rod 3. With

cutoff/disconnection both insulators are turned around their axes to

angle of around of 900 in the direction, shown by rifleman/pointers.

Rocker shaft arms of 4 three poles connect by rods, and the

shaft 5 of insulator of average/mean pole they connect with vertical

drive shaft. Thus, with process/operations with disconnector drive

simultaneously turns all insulators of three poles of disconnector.

The slide contacts of disconnector consist of two flat/plane

knives 6 and 7, which with cutoff/disconnection are turned in

position 6' and 7'. To knife 6 are fastened/strengthened contact

commutator bars 8, equipped with flat/plane steel springs. In the

connected position knife 7 throws in itself between commutator bars

8. The layer of ice-covered surface on contacts upon

inclusions/connections and cutoffs/disconnections easily breaks and

insulators do not experience considerable bending stresses.

The bumbars of distributor terminate 9 and 10, which by flexible

curremt-carrying comectiosa/coameaicatioms 11 amd 12 are connected

with knives 6 and 7.

IL _ _.. . .. . ... llII .. . . .. I_ It ... I--- | Il .. .. .iII - l _ . .. In _- I - - - ilI - i ..... -I
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Fig. 16-7. Diuconnector of the type RLIZ-220 0o 220 kV, 600 and with

one grounding knife (one pole).

L L
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Fig. 16-8. Diuconnector tuo-core of the type RLND-110 on 110 kV, 1000

A (one pole).

Key: (1). Off,

Page 243.

Two-core disconnectors of the type RLID have simpler

construction/design, smaller overall sizes, weight (2.5-3.5 times)
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and cost/value in comparison with three-core disconnectors. Because

of a smaller number of insulators is above the reliability of their

operation.

Fig. 16-9 shows the pole of a disconnector of the type RONZ-4O0

to voltage 400 kM. As a result of large sizes/dimensions the

stand-off insulators are made in the form of trihedral pyramids from

columns 1, 2 and 3, comprised of stick insulators. The knife of

disconnector 5 long than 5 a is made from tubes. ith

cutoff/disconnection the knife is turned in vertical plane. In notion

the knife is given by electric-motor drive 6 with the aid of the

homing/driving column of insulators 4. Disconnector is equipped with

folding grounding knife 7.

Plant "electrical device* develops/processes by voltage 500 kV

and current 2 kA a two-core disconnector of the type RND-500/2000

whose construction/design in principle the same as the examined above

two-core disconnector on 110 kv.
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Fig. 16-9. SiSCOMmCtoC em 400 ALI,, 2000 A with the gcoaadiaq knife

(one pole).
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Key: (1). Angle of ascent of knife. (2). (overall height with raised

knife).

Page 244.,

For installations with voltage 110 k¥ the plant "electrical

device* manufactures also one-shoe disconnectors of the type RLNO

whose construction/design is proposed by eng. L. 1. Dvoskin. Fig.

16-10 shows one pole of this disconnector for installation up on bed.

These disconnectors are been commonly used with the rigid tubular

busbars, arranged/located on different height (busbar 6 and 13).

Column 1 of the three pin insulators of the type ShT-35 is

attached on rocker shaft arm 2. The latter is welded to the end/face

of vertical shaft, which is located within cast iron support 3, which

is the bearing of the column of insulators, which with

process/operations with disconnector is turned around its vertical

axis.

On the spot installations three poles connect up one tripolar

disconnector with the aid of tubular TRG-4. hinged connected with

rocker shaft arms 2.

On the upper insulator of column I is established/installed cast

L Lk m, - - . . ..
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iron cap 5, in which are placed bevel gears of the mechanism of the

notion of the knife of disconnector (diagram while in Fig. 16-10). On

this cap there are terminals/grippers for the fastening to it of the

tubular busbars of 6 distributors. Therefore during the rotation of

shoes of insulators cap 5 remains fixed.

In cap 5 is side shaft 20, at brought-out outside end/lead of

which is established/installed leading lever 7, connected with the

framework of 8 mechanisms of the notion of the knife which is carried

out just as the mechanism of a disconnector of the type RLY,

dismantled/selected higher and given in Fig. 16-6 (leading lever of 7

single-shoe disconnectors fulfills the functions of the leading lever

18 of disconnector of the type ALNJ.

Fixed contacts 11 are established/installed on welded bracket

12. fastened/strengthened to upper tubular busbar 13. Horns 14

provide the correct entry of taife in fixed contacts. With flexible

busbars bracket 12 with contacts 11 they fasten on the supplementary

column of stand-off insulators.

Vithin cap 5 are located (Fig. 16-10a) vertical 17 and

horizontal 20 shafts, inserted into brass bearings 18, pressed into

the housing of cap. Shafts are connected with bevel gears 19. To the

lover end/face of vertical shaft is welded disk 16, rigidly attached
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to the cap/hood of 15 upper insulators of column 1.

Thus, during the rotation of column 1 together with it rotates

vertical shaft 17. In this case cap 5 remains motionless, since it is

held by fixed to it rigid tubular busbar 6. From shaft 17 through

gears 19 rotate side shaft 20 and leading lever 7. During the

rotation of the latter framework 8 at first turns knife 9 around its

axis to the angle approximately/exemplarily 800, and then are

abstracted/removed it in vertical plane at an angle of of 600

(position 10).

Upon the inclusion the notion occurs in the reverse order: first

knife without impact enters into fixed contact, and then is turned by

its flat/plane cap it wedges jaws.

Are recently in the Soviet Union developed also single-shoe

disconnectors to voltage 35 IV and cantilever type disconnectors to

voltage 220 kV (see Vol. 2, chapter 10). In those, etc. the mechanism

of the notion of the knife in principle of the same as the

dismantled/selected single-shoe disconnectors have 110 IT with a

somewhat distinct overall design.

Foreign firm manufacture the simplified disconnectors

single-shoe with the folding knives (similar to the grounding knives

. . . .. . . .. .. . .. .. ' iI
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in Fig. 16-7 and 16-9), ad also with pantographic knives (see Vol.

2, chapter 10),. which are similar to pantographic current pickups of

electric locomotives and electrical trolleys, and other

constructions/designs (1. 16-3).
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16-41. Drives of disconnectors.
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Recently in the distributors of stations and substations are

installed predominantly tripolar disconnectors with drives. The

use/application of drives raises the safety of the fulfillment of

process/operations with disconaectors, since drives are installed at

a distance from disconnectors, and in the closed distributors will

carry into the corridors controls (Fig. 16-11). Drives simplify and

accelerate the fulfillment of process/operations with disconnectors

as a result of simultaneous inclusion/connection and

cutoff/disconnection of all phases.

Page 245.

The presence of wires on disconnectors permits inplemention of

blocking the drives of disconnectors and drives of the switches (see

Vol. 2)how are prevented incorrect process/operations with

disconnectors (process/operation for current with the connected

switch). Similar blockings increase the reliability of operation and

the safety of servicing installation.

For control of disconnectors are applied manual, electric-motor

and pneumatic drives.
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Is most common manual rigging, which finds use/application for

disconnectors to rated currents to I k& inclusively.

One of the versions of the installation of rigging is shown in

Fig. 16-11; the diagram of drive is given in Fig. 16-12. On axis On

of the main bearing 7 cf drive is put on handle 1, in lower part of

which is finger/pin 9. To axis 0 2 of tail bearing of 8 drives are put

on rigidly connected with each other levers 5 and 6. Lever 6 and

finger/pin 9 hinged (c and d) are connected with lever 10. To Fig.

16-11 the right side of lever 10 and finger/pin 9 they are not

visible, since they are located within drive, but lever 6 is carried

out in the form of sector with the series/row of the arranged/located

in circumference openings/apertures. Lever 5 is fastened with sector

6 by bolt, inserted into one of its openings/apertures.

Lever 5 and rocker shaft arm 4 on shaft 03 of disconnector is

hinged connected with tube by 3 (with the aid of plugs 2).

In linkage 9-10-6 (Fig. 16-12) the lever (finger/pin) 9 is

leading, lever 10 performs the role of connecting rod, and lever

(sector) 6 is the driven/known component/link; in linkage 5-3-4 lever

5 is leading, thrust/rod by 3 performs the role of connecting rod,

and lever 4 is leading.
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In Fig. 16-11 and 16-12 by solid lines is marked the position of

levers with the connected disconnector, but by dotted lines - with

off disconnector. Rifleman/pointers shoved the direction of rotation

of levers with the cutoff/disconnection of the disconnector when

handle 1 they turn downward at an angle of of 1500. To the same angle

is turned finger/pin 9; sector 6 with lever 5, and also lever 4 they

are turned at an angle of of 900.

In the connected position of disconnector the angle between

lever 4 and connecting rod 3 is close to 900 , thanks to which the

moment/torque on the shaft of disconnector at the end of the process

of the inrlusion or in the beginning of the process -.f

cutoff/disconnection has value, close to maximum.
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'Fig. 16-11. Fig. 16-12.

Fig. 16-11. control of tripolar disconnector with the aid of manual

rigging.

Fig. 16-12. Schematic of~ rigging of Fig. 16-11.
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In the same position of disconnector leading levers 9 and 5 and

corresponding to then connecting rods 10 and 3 are located in

position, close to dead (levers 9 and 10 even will begin to fall to

dead center). Therefore is eliminated the possibility of displacing

of levers and cutoff/disconnection of disconnector under the action

of the appearing with course short-circuit current of the

electrodynamic effort/force, which strives to disconnect the knife of

di sconnector.

In main bearing 7 is a trip, which locks drive in its end

positions.

Openings/apertures in sector 6 are necessary for selecting the

necessary position of lover 5 with the realization of transmission

from drive to disconnector.

In the diagram of Fig. 16-12 direction of rotation of leading

composeat/link 9 (clockwise) and driven/known 6 (counter cloc'-w se)

are onnosite. 'his tr ss4on s'st(' is 'ainly used when the

dlsenaerent sha't 09 ti nlaced Rbove drive axle nail"

disen-,R~e-ent shaft 03 is located at the sp.ae he4 Tht Ps axle ()a

or below It, the rear HrIve bea'-nr 8 Is turne(I, as a result of what

componontt/lins 9 and 6 drives rotate already in one direction

(clockwise).

Fig. 16-11 shows the settang of blocking contacts of the type

NSA. la the case of contacts are several pairs (from 2 to 12) of
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fixed contacts and the sam Amsabe of tersed contacts, attached on

qeseral/coimos/total cylinder. On the end of the latter is rocker

shaft arm 12, connected with steel thrust/rod by 11 with the handle

of I drives. Simultaneously with the rotation of handle I rotates

cylinder KSI, as a result of which occurs the closing/shorting and

interrupting its fixed contacts. These contacts, which are usually

called blocking-signal or blocking contacts, utilize in the diagrams

of signaling, automation, etc. in the form of an example Fig. 16-13

shows the use of blocking contacts BK for the signaling of the

position of tripolar disconnector with the aid of two tubes (for

greater detail, see Vol. 2, chapter 16).

Blocking contacts are established out of cubicles so that they

would be open-door without stress relieving with disconnector and

adjacent electrical equipment (tig. 16-11), in this case wiring

secondary circuits is obtained sore simply, shorter and is placed out

of cubicle.

° i .. . . I " n 'I ... .. . . .. .. . 'A
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Fig. 16-13. Diagram of the sigamaLiJg of the position of disconnector

with the aid of tubes.

Key: (11. 0K. (21. Off.

/~~.1 4rDrA~I~Z

8 '

/7

fig. 16t-4 Control of tripolar discoasector of type RV-10/3000 with

the aid of manual worn gear of type PCh-50.

Key: (1). From. (2). to.
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manual worn gears (fig. 16-14) are applied for control of heavy

disconnectors. for example by disconnectors for internal setting to

rated currents 3 kA and more.

On the axis of 6 tail bearings of 5 drives is mounted worm gear

4, engaged with worn 3 at shaft butt end of 2 handles 1. At the

end/lead of the sane axis is mounted lever 7, hinged connected with

plank 8. The latter with tne aid of two clamps 9 is rigidly connected

with thrust/rod by 10 (gas tube), which with the aid of bent plug 11

is hinged connected with rocker shaft arm by 12 on tte shaft of 13

disco nnec tors.

The rotation of handle I by means of worm 3 is transmitted to

worm gear 4. For cutoff/disconnection or including the disconnector

it is necessary to turn worm gear 4, and together with it and lever 7

to angle of 1800. Upon the inclusion/connection of disconnector

handle 1 they revolve clockwise, while with cutoff/disconnection -

vice versa.

Electric-motor drives are applied if necessary for remote

control of disconnectors from control board. They are considerably

more complicated and more expensive than hand drives; therefore thel

are applied mainly for centrol of the very heavy tripolar

disconnectors of the intccnal installation (usually on 3 kk and more)
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and of the disconnectors of external installation by voltage 110 kV

and above.

Fig. 16-15 shows the installation of electric-motor drive 1 for

control of a tripolar disconnector of the type ElK on 20 kV and 5 km.

Pros the shaft of electric motor the notion is transmitted through

gears and worm to worm gear 2 (it is shown by the dotted line), on

shaft of which is established/installed rocker shaft arm 3. The

latter with the aid of thrust/rod by 4 is connected with rocker shaft

arm by 5 on the shaft of the disconnector

(structurally/constructurally transmitted from the shaft of worm gear

to the shaft of disconnector is carried out, just as in the worn gear

- see Fig. 16-14).

The process/operations of inclusion/connection and

cutoff/disconnection are conducted by the rotation of engine in one

direction; in this case rocker shaft arm 3 for the completion of each

process/operation is turned on 1800. Electric motor is disconnected

automatically by interrupting by a special blocking contact of the

circuit of the electromagnet of the intermediate contactor, through

which is supplied the engine (Fig. 16-16).

In the case of the damage of electric motor the disconnector can

be switched on and disconnected with the aid of free handle.
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Electric-motor drive supply with the electric motor of direct or

alternating current in power 0.52-1 kV and voltage 110-380 V.

The schematic diagram of control of electric-motor drive is

given in rig. 16-16, where the mechanical feature of the drive is

shown conditionally. It is assumed that upon inclusion/connection the

lever RB is moved to the right, and with cutoff/disconnection - to

the left. Engine in both cases rotates to one side. Diagram is

supplied from the storage battery through the busses of control ShO.

laid on control board, and busses of the inclusion ShY, laid in

distributor near the site of installation of the drive of

disconnector.

For control of the electric motor of drive apply pushbutton or

rotary keys/wrenches the controls. In the diagram of Fig. 16-16 for

the purpose of simplification is shown the simplest key/wrench of the

control go, which consists of two normally extended knobs/buttons

with spring self-reset - knob/button of inclusion/connection V and

knob/button of cutoff/disconnection 0.

Disconnector in the diagram is shown in off position.
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Fig. 16-16 chematic diagram of control of discomnector with the aid

of electric-motor drive.

Key: (13. Distributor. (2. Seet rubber of control.
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Upon the remote switching of disconnector by knob/button V they

close the circuit: plus Sha-P-1 - blocking contacts of 1 drives of

switch - contacts of knob/button V - block contacts 3 of drive of

disconnector - the holding magnet of contactor KP - blocking contacts

KB of the electric-motor drive of disconnector - P-1 - minus of ShU.

is included contactor NP and are simultaneously closed its contacts 4

and 5. auxiliary contacts 5 serve for guaranteeing the prolonged feed

of electromagnet KP, since blocking contacts 3 are broken in the

beginning of the course of including the disconnector when the engine

of drive still must work (current circuit: plus of ShU - P-1 -

contacts 5 - electromagnet KP - blocking contacts KB - P-1 - minus of

ShO).

Toward the end of the course of inclusion/connection (with

certain lead/advance) the lever RB, being moved to the right, breaks

contact KB, after which is disconnected the contactor KP and is

terminated the feed of the electric motor of drive. Engine,

continuing to rotate on inertia, presses home the knives of

disconnector. In the connected position blocking contacts 3 are

extended, and 2 - are closed. Contacts KB have return spring;
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therefore they will be locked; in this position the lever RB is

located to the right of contacts KB (indicated by dotted line

position 35').

For the cutoff/disconnection of disconnector by the knob/button

of key/wrench 0 they close the circuit of the electromagnet KP, which

switches on the feed of electric motor. Toward the end of the course

of the cutoff/disconnection of disconnector the lever RB, being moved

to the left (from position R 6 ), breaks contact KB, after which is

disconnected KP and ceases the feed of electric motor. The latter,

continuing a little to rotate on inertia, leads the knives of

disconnector to end position.

Should be emphasized the importance of the correct control of

the moment/torque of interrupting the blocking contacts KB of drive.

It is necessary that they would be broken with such lead/advance with

which the engine, rotating on inertia, would provide

full/total/complete cutting or thinning of the knives of

disconnector.

In the case of the late interrupting of contacts KB with the

cutoff/disconnection of disconnector its knives will prove to be

incompletely dilute, and upon Loclusion/connection - by incompletely

thrown in. The latter can lead to their dangerous overheating in
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further work.

Blocking control circuit through the blocking contacts of 16

drives of switch pursues the target of avoiding inclusion/connection

or cutoff/disconnection of disconnector with the connected switch.

The signaling of the position of disconnector in the diagram of

Fig. 16-16 is not shown.

The pneumatic drives, which work in the compressed air, are

applied for remote control of any disconnectors. Construction/design

their very is simple and reliable. The principle of the

device/equipment of the pneumatic drive is shown in Fig. 16-17.
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Fig. 16-17. Schematic diagram of the device/equipment of the

pneumatic drive to disconnector.

I - cylinder of the drive; 2 -pistons, rigidly connected with each

other; 3 - rack. moving with piston stroke; 4 - gear, engaged with

the rack; 5 - rocker shaft arm on the axis of teeth (out of cylinder

1); 6 - thrust/rod; 7 - rocker suatt arm of the disconnector; 8-

conduits/manifolds; 9 - waIves; 10 - knob/button for the manual
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operations; 11 - electromagnets for the remote process/operations; 12

-filter; 13 - conduit/maifo.ld from blowing plant.

Key: (1). Off. (2). o~
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Chapter seventeen.

HIGH-VOLTAGE SVITCHES.

17-1. Technical characteristics. Types.

Switches by voltage are above 1000 V (further high-voltage),

intended for inclusion/connection and cutoff/disconnection of the

electrical circuits of high load stress and also for their

cutoff/disconnection during short circuits must possess the

sufficient cutoff ability, least possible by time actions, by high

reliability of operation. They must be explosion- and

flame-resistant, simple by construction/design and they are

convenient in the operation; sizes/dimensions, weight and their

cost/value must be possibly less. Switch must maintain/withstand the

established/installed by norms number of process/operations without

the need of controlling of its mechanism or replacement of its

separate parts.

The fundamental parameters of high-voltage switches as other

electrical devices, are nominal voltage, great working voltage and
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rated current. Furthermore, high-voltage switches are characterized

by the rated current (nominal power) of cutoff/disconnection and by

the rated current of inclasioa/connection.

The rated current of cutoff/disconnection I characterizes

disconnecting ability of switch. This is that maxi... current which

switch can reliably disconnect with the voltage, equal to its nominal

voltage, without any damages or strains, which block its further

exact work; in this case in the oil breakers must not be of excessive

oil throwing from gas vents, but in gas switches - flareback beyond

the limits, indicated by plant.

In operation cases occur, when switch to two-three times is

included to the existing in neetork/grid short circuit with the

subsequent automatic cutoff/disconnection. Based on this, the rated

current of the cutoff/disconnection of switch defines experimentally

as that maximum current of three-phase short circuit with which the

switch maintains/withstands the following cycle of

process/operations, established/installed by GOST (All-union State

Standard] 687-41 to the khiA-voltage switches:

0-180- BO-180-BO, (17-1)

where 0 - designates the pceass/eperatiom of aetomatic

cutoff/disconnection by the switch of short-circuit current (from the

connected position) with relaying without time element;
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TO - designates the process/operation of inclusion/connection to

short circuit of off position and the immediately following after it

(without time element) process/operation of the cutoff/disconnection;

180 - designate tine interval 180 s between consecutive

proce ss/o perat ions.

The value of the rated current of the cutoff/disconnection of

switch determines in essence the construction/design of its

arc-suppression device/equipment.

The maximum current hi.ck switch can reliably disconnect under

the same conditions, but with the voltage, different from its nominal

voltage, call current the cutoffs/disconnections of switch Io.

The limiting current of the cutoff/disconnection of switch is

called the great value of its current of cutoff/disconnection with

certain subnormal voltage.

The disconnecting ability of switch they characterize also by

the nominal power of the cutoff/disconnection:

,..o= - ., (17-2)
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and with the voltage, differeat from the nominal voltage of switch,

by the power of the cutot/dmanectiou:

S .. = VS.,RUICy.=o. (17-3)

Since the inclaston of switch is pomible to the existing in

network/grid short circuit, then for switches is

established/installed also the specific value of the rated current of

the start, under which is understood that greatest short-circuit

current, which switch, can reliably include/connect with nominal

voltage without the sticking of contacts and without any other the

damages, which block its furtheer exact vork.

The value of the rated current of the start of switch is

determined by the construction/design of the contacts of switch and

by the driving power, employee for its start.

In chapter 6 it was indicated the importance of the rapid

cutoffs/disconnections of short circuits in powerful/thick power

systems. which is possible only with the short tripping time of

switches. The tripping time of switch with drive is determined by

time interval from the closing a circuit of the disconnecting

electromagnet of drive (from cycling on cutoff/disconnection) to

final arc extinction in all phases of switch.
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The tripping tim of switch I osists of the proper time of

the cutoff/disconnection of suitah with drive ... equal to tine from

the moment/torque of the closing a circuit of the disconnecting

electromagnet drive to the beginning of the disagreement of the

arcing contacts of switch, and the tine of extinction of arc in

"itch 1, ie. 1.=t(..j-: .

Low-speed switches have proper time of the cutoff/disconnection

of approximately/exemplarily 0.1-0.15 s, and tripping tine 0.15-0.25

s; quick-break switches have the proper time of the

cutoff/disconnection of order 0.03-0.05 s, and tripping time

0.05-0.08 s.

High-voltage switches, as all other electrical devices, must be

electrodynamically and thernostable with the greatest possible in

this installation short-circuit currents (for greater detail, see

chapter 21). In the case of insufficient stability are possible the

damages of the individual parts of the switch as a result of the

excessive forces of interaction between current-carrying parts and

the inadmissible heating of the latter; possibly also welding

contacts.
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By kind of installation distinguish switches for internal and

external installations.

On the kind of the arc-arresting medium all high-voltage

switches can be subdivided into two basic groups; 1) liquid switches

- oil and water and 2) gas switches - auto-gas (with solid

gas-generating material), air (with the compressed air), etc.

Most widely used and most diverse in design are the oil breakers

which in turn, can be subdivided into: 1) oil bulk-oil breakers

(multi-volumetric or tank) and 2) oil breakers with small space of

oil (small volume).

In the first oil (transformer) is utilized for the extinction of

the electric arc, which appears between contacts with

cutoff/disconnection, and for the insulation of current-carrying

parts of each other and of the grounded tank. The secondly oil is

utilized only for the extinction of nonsense, and the insulation of

current-carrying parts is realized with the aid of air and ceramic or

organic insulation.

The water switches, in which for an arc extinction is utilized

the water, are structurally/constructurally similar to small volume

oil breakers. hs a result of the number of the inherent in then

. .. .. d --.. . . ... ., l .. ... II " If -- - I4
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deficiencies/lacks, fundamental of which are the volatility of water,

the higher in comparison with oil freezing point of water, which

impedes the use of water switch" in unheated areas and in the open

air (during addition to water of glycerin or ethylene glycol the

freezing point of water composes minus 15 - minus 250 C), and

difficulty in the achievement of the proper insulation with voltage

is more than 35 kV, water switches with Soviet plants are not

manufactured and therefore further they are not examined.

In gas switches the Lasulation of current-carrying parts of each

other and of the grounded elements of the construction/design of

switch is fulfilled with the aid of air and different ceramic and

organic insulation.

In special group must be isolated the so-called switches of

load, intended for the cutoff/disconnection only of the currents of

load and not intended for the cutoff/disconnection of short-circuit

currents. In these switches can be used different arc-suppression

devices/equipment.

Soviet plants manufacture the switches of load with explosion

chambers with solid gas-generating substance.

17-2. oil bulk-oil breakers.



t
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jeneral infornation, Until recently multi-volumetric oil

breakers were most widely used on the operating electrical devices.

However, as a result of the inherent in then essential

deficiencies/lacks, about which it is shown below, latter/last time

they to a considerable degree are displaced by the more advanced

small volume oil breakers and svitches gas.

Multi-volumetric oil breakers subdivide into switches from

switches with simple (free) disruption arcs in oil (without

arc-suppression chambers/cameras) and to switches with the

arc-suppression chambers/caaeras, which accelerate arc extinction and

which increase the disconnecting ability of switch.

Basic parts of multi-volumetric oil breaker they are (Fig.

17-1): tank 1, filled to certain oil level 25, cover/cap 9, wall

entrance insulators 8, drive mechanism 16-23 contacts 13-14. For the

purpose of providing safety of saintenance/servicing metallic tank

and cover/cap of switch ground.

Page 251.

in multi-volumetric oil breakers by voltage not higher than 10
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kv all three phases are placed in one tank (one-tank switches), which

has rectangular (Fig. 17-1) or circular (Fig. 17-2) form. More

durable are round tanks with spherical bottoms.

In switches with voltages 35 kV and higher each phase it is

placed in the separate tank (three-tank switches) of circular (Fig.

17-91 or oval (Fig. 17-6) form. In recent years to the tanks of

switches to very high voltages freguently is given elliptical or

lens-shaped form (Fig. 17-11)how are reached the considerable

decrease of overall sizes, space oils and weight of switches. In all

cases the tanks are welded made of boiler steel.

The internal surface of tank is insulated by one or several

layers of plywood or insulating cardboard (2 in Fig. 17-1) for

warning/preventing the overlap from contacts to tank. In one-tank

switches, furthermore, are fulfilled interphase partitions for the

more reliable insulation of phases.

Tank is supplied with oil-level gauge, usually in the form of

glass tube with 3, by oil-flow tap/crane 26 by plug 7 for the

additional filling of oil.

On the internal surface of the cover/cap of switch are fastened

motionless parts of it cf the drive mechanism: shaft bearings 23,
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guides 19, etc.

The covers/caps of switches to voltages to 35 kV inclusively

cast themselves from cast iron. in the large rated current of switch

the cover/cap can be heated considerably by eddy currents, also, as a

result of hysteresis. For eliminating this the covers/caps of such

switches cast themselves from non-magnetic cast iron.

Switch tanks to 35 dv inclusively are suspended to bolted caps

or pins 6. passed into openings/apertures in the inflows/bosses of 5

covers/caps and in lugs 4, welded to Baku (Fig. 17-1). In cover/cap

there is a deepening with packing layer, into which enters the upper

edge of tank.

Switches to 35 kV inclusively are suspended in distributors on

metal constructions (Fig. 17-6). For this on covers/caps there are

inflows/bosses with bolt holes (Fig. 17-2). The height of the

installation of these switches must be such that with the omitted

tank would be provided access to contacts. For lift and settling of

tank with oil these switches have a special lift lever/crank

device/equipment or a hoist with cables.

Deavy sulti-volumetric oil breakers by voltages 110 kV and

higher are installed in foundations. The tank of this switc' they
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attach to bed by the bolts, passed through the special feet, welded

to the lower part of the tank (fig. 17-4). The covers/caps of

multi-volumetric switches on 110 kV and higher are welded made of

boiler steel and are welded on to the upper edge of tank. For

penetration inside tank (after oii drain) is provided for the hatch

(access) in the wall of tank (Fig. 17-8) or in its cover/cap.

LL-
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Fig. 17-1. Schematic outline of oil bulk-oil breaker without

arc-suppression chambers/caneras.

Page 252.

The covers/caps of switches have spherical form. Wall entrance

insulators are established/installed inclined with purpose of an
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increase of the distance between current-carrying parts in air.

Insulators are secured in cover/cap with the aid of collars and bolts

without the use/application of the cementing materials.

gall entrance insulators of switches to 10 kV inclusively

porcelain (Fig. 17-2). In wall entrance insulators of switches on 35

kV (Fig. 17-14) all over length of the current-carrying rod is

superimposed laminar bakelite insulation. The exterior of the

insulator is equipped with the porcelain cover whose internal cavity

is filled With insulating compound. Switches on 110 kV higher have

oil-filled wall entrance insulators with the condenser/capacitor

bakelite insulation of the current-carrying rod (copper tube). At the

external end/lead of this insulator is a glass expander (Fig. 17-4),

which performs also the role of oil-level gauge. The internal

cavities of wall entrance insulator and tank between themselves are

not communicated.

All multi-volumetric oil breakers by voltages 35 kV and higher

have built-in current transformers. Cores with secondary windings are

put on to the internal part of wall entrance insulator and are

fastened/strengthened under the cover/cap of switch (Fig. 17-4). As

primary winding serves the current-carrying rod of wall entrance

insulator (see also §19-3).
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Since oil in sulti-volumetic oil breakers serves not only for

an arc extinction, but also for the insulation of current-carrying

parts, then to it present very stringent requirements both in the

relation to dielectric strength and in the relation to any

admixtures/impurities, adversely affecting the insulation and the

current-carrying parts. Since in the process of operation oil is

soiled and is moistened, its quality should be systematically checked

via sampling for testing. oil, which does not satisfy the

requirements of norms, they clean or replace by fresher.

The large space of oil in these switches leads to the need for

having in operation the large reserves of fresh oil and

device/equipment for cleaning/purification of decanted from switches

oil.

Multi-volumetric switches have considerable weight and overall

sizes. So, the total weight of three phases, manufactured at present

with the Soviet plants of aulti-volumetric oil breakers on 110 kV, is

18.3 t with the weight of oil 8.5 t, and the weight of switch 220 kV

- 90 t with the weight of oil 48 t.

Control of oil breakers, i.e. start and their

cutoff/disconnection, is conducted by the special drives, examined in

chapter 18.
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Rulti-volumetric oil breakers with the simple (free) disruption

of arc in oil (without arc-suppression chambers/caneras). Fig. 17-1

gives the schematic outline of cross section on one phase of this

ulti-volumetric oil breaker. Switch is shown during

cutoff/disconnection.

Fixed contacts 13 are fastened/strengthened to the butt ends of

the current-carrying rods of wail entrance insulators 8. The slide

contacts of 14 two disruptions of the phase of switch are

established/installed on current-carrying contact crosshead 15, which

using rod 16 of insulation (bakelite, tree/wood) is

fastened/strengthened to metallic crosshead 17. To the latter are

fastened/strengthened the contact pole arms of all three phases of

switch; therefore during the motion of crosshead 17 upward or

downward together with it in the same direction are moved contact

pole arms 15 and slide contacts of l4 three phases of switch.

The rotary motion of shaft 23 is converted into rectilinear

motion of slide contacts with the aid of crank-connecting rod

mechanism, which consists of fastened/strengthened to lever shaft 22

and hinged connected with it connecting rod 21. The latter in turn,

is hinged connected with metallic thrust/rod 20, moving in guides 19,
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at butt end of which it is attached pole arm 17. On thrust/rod 20 is

put on disconnecting spring 18.

For start and cutotf/disconnection of switch serves drive 27

whose shaft with tue aid of two half-couplings 28 is connected with

the shaft of switch 23. Upon start the drive turns the shaft of

switch clockwise, also, with the aid of the crank mechanism 21 and 22

and thrust/rod 20 of crosshead 17 together with slide contacts are

moved upward - contacts 13 and 14 are closed. Disconnecting spring 18

is presssed. In the connected position the switch is held by locking

actuator.

With the cutoff/disconnection of switch by hand or with the aid

of the disconnecting electromagnet they act on locking actuator which

frees/releases the movable system of switch (shaft 23), after which

under the action of the disconnecting spring 18 crosshead with slide

contacts are moved downward - contacts 13 and 14 diverge. To

cutoff/disconnection it contributes the dead weight of slide contacts

and pole arms.

Page 253.

Thus, the rate of the disagreement of the contacts of switch does not

depend on the constructicn/design of drive and action of person, who

_ MMMM
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disconnects switch.

Mith the cutoff/disconnectiLon between movable and fixed contacts

appears arc 24. Since to each phase there are two pairs of contacts,

then arc appears simultaneously in two places - appear two

consecutive arcs to phase.

Oil 25 near arc under the action of its high temperature

evaporates and is decomposed/expanded into composite/compound

component parts, in consequence of which the arc proves to be

surrounded gases, i.e. it burns within the gas pocket, filled with

oil vapors (to 40o/o of space of bubble) and with products of its

decomposition, which contain to 70-8Oo/o of hydrogen.

Initially gases are formed around arc very rapidly (hundredth

fractions of a second), in consequence of which the pressure in the

gas pocket rapidly grows to several atmospheres, and it can reach
I

5-10 atm(tech) V9-1].

This pressure is transmitted to which surrounds bubble oil, and

through it to the walls and to the bottom of tank, which must be

sufficiently mechanically durable. If switch was closed hermetically

and above the oil level it would not be airspace, then with the onset

of arc it inevitably would explode. Therefore between the surface of
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oil and the cover/cap compulsorily is left not filled by oil buffer

space 10, which has communication/report with the surrounding air

through gas vent 11 (space of buffer space composes 20-30o/o of tank

volume).

In the presence of buffer space in proportion to the

build-up/growth of the gas pockets around the arcs of the disruptions

of switch oil can be moved upwards, filling buffer space and

displacing from it air outside through the gas vent. Therefore

decreases the pressure, transmitted to the walls and the bottom of

tank.

Thus, in oil breaker the arcs of disruptions burn not in oil,

but in the gaseous medium, which contains hydrogen. The latter, as is

known (chapter 13), possesses best in comparison with other gases

arc-arresting properties. The deionizing ability of gases is

amplified because of elevated pressure in the gas pocket.

To the deionization of arc to a considerable degree contributes

the eddy-like flow of gases within bubble, caused by gassing on the

surface of the latter. mith the large disconnected currents the gas

formation and the intensity of ta eddy-like flow of gases are

amplified both as a result of the higher temperature of arc and as a

result of the fact that the arcs of disruptions are bent and are

A
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moved within bubbles in the direction of the walls of switch tank

(Fig. 17-1|. This displacenent/movement of arcs occurs, in the first

place, under the action of the electrodynanic repulsive forces of

arcs currents of both disruptions of the phase (currents have

opposite direction), and, in the second place, under the effect of

the mass of the steel wall of tank, to which pulls the arc, about

which it was said into §13-2 (Fig. 13-7).

During the motion of arc within the gas pocket it is moved from

the more heated region of bubble in that less heated; the

approximation/approach of arc to the surface of bubble amplifies the

evaporation of oil, and towards arc intensely are rejected all new

masses of the relatively cold and unionized gases, which deionize

arc. The deionization of arc is amplified also on measure of

deviation of the contacts of switch.

Is most violently the process of deionization proceeds at the

momets of arc extinction upon transfer of the current through the

zero value when power supply to arc gap ceases and the temperature of

the latter rapidly descends, as a result of which thermal ionization

in arc gap ceases, and the deonization of gases sharply is

amplified.

If the distance between contacts is small, then it is possible

b4
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that for the short time of arc extinction with the passage of the

current through zero arc gap is deionized the arc into the following

half-period it will be insufficieatly and ignited again (§13-2).

Arc does not repeatedly ignite only if at the subsequent moments

of time after its extinction at current zero the rate of an increase

in dielectric strength of gap/interval remains always of more than

voltage recovery rate on the contacts of switch. This occurs only

with specific distance between the contacts of switch, which depends

on its type.

From the aforesaid it follows that the lifetime of arc in switch

depends on the rate of the disagreement of contacts. In

multi-volumetric switches the average speeds are 2-4 n/s. In the

simplest switches in questioa the arc can last to 10-15 half-periods

(0.10-0. 15 s).

Page 254.

As a result of prolonged arcing similar switches are low-speed and

cannot disrupt large short-circuit currents.

By an increase in the number of places of disruption in the

phase (4-6 and more) it is possible at the same rate of the motion of
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contacts to achieve larger arc length, and consequently, the decrease

of the arcing tine and increase in the disconnecting ability of

switch. As a result of the considerable complication of contact

system multiple break was not widely applied in multi-volumetric oil

breakers with the simple disruption of arc in oil. The Soviet plants

of such switches do not manufacture.

After final arc extinction the gas pocket gradually rises

upwards and it enters into buffer space under the cover/cap of switch

(Fig. 17-1). Since hydrogen in mixture with atmospheric oxygen forms

detonating gas, then for preventing the blast of the latter in buffer

space is necessary that gases, passing through the layer of oil above

the contacts of switch, would have time sufficiently to be cooled.

Furthermore, with a small layer of oil above contacts are a danger of

breach/inrush by its gases of bubble in the process of

cutoff/disconnection, which also can be the reason for the blast of

oil breaker.

It was above indicated that in the process of

cutoff/disconnection, in proportion to the develcpment of the gas

pockets around the arcs of disruptions, oil is moved upwards, filling

buffer space. The oil level in switch must be such that with the

disruption with the switch of the established/installed for it

current of cutoff/disconnection the process of arc extinction and the
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lift of oil would conclude earlier than oil will fill entire the

buffer space. Otherwise after the displacement of entire air from

buffer space the pressure in -ank will greatly rapidly grow and it

can explode. In order to avoid this, on the covers/caps of some

multi-volumetric oil breakers are provided for emergency (protective)

valves. With an increase of the pressure in switch tank to dangerous

value the valve is opened/disclosed and oil by wide jet is discharged

from under cover/cap outside.

Small switches frequently have the simple protecting device.

shown in Fig. 17-1. In this case to coupling bolts 6 are put on

thin-walled tubes with 12 which at a dangerous pressure in tank are

mashed, and tank is omitted. Through the forming circular gap between

the cover/cap and the tank oil is discharged outside.

Thus, the blasts of switches are possible both in the case of

abnormal increase and in the case of abnormal lowering in the oil

level. Therefore in the process of operating the multi-volumetric oil

breakers it is necessary to very thoroughly follow the fact so that

the oil level in tanks would not differ from by rated.

The blasts of multi-volumetric oil breakers are possible also as

a result of internal overlaps in the switch between phases and

between phases and tank, which is possible with the poor quality of

L.. -
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oil in switch (oil moisteaed or contaminated by the products of its

decomposition under the action of the electric arc or oxidation

products by its atmospheric oxygen, which is located under the

cover/cap of switch and, etc.). The danger of the overlaps indicated

increases because the forming around arcs gas pockets are filled with

partially ionized gases, and also in view of the

approximation/approach of arcs to the walls of tank. For the

avoidance of the overlaps indicated, besides systematic careful

quality control of oil, provide for, as noted earlier, the internal

insulation of tanks (2 in Fig. 17-1), and in some switches also the

partitions between phases.

The blast of multi-volumetric oil breaker is accompanied by the

inflammation of oil. If are not accepted the measures, which block

the spreading of burning oil, then in installation appears the fire,

which is capable of completely deriving it from work. The spreading

of burning oil it impedes the liquidation of emergency. The

combustion of oil is accompanied ay the isolation/liberation of an

enormous quantity of smoke whose deposition on insulators can cause

the overlap between phases or between phases and grounded metal

constructions. For cleaning/purification from fuse the installation

must be long brought out from work. Therefore during the installation

of multi-container of oil breakers in distributors must be carried

out the definite requirements of fire safety (Vol. 2, chapter 7-10).

... ...
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The aforesaid makes it possible to draw the conclusion that the

multi-volumetric oil breakers with the simple disruption of arc in

oil are insufficiently ideal both as a result of the duration of the

arc extinction and ability to disrupt comparatively small

short-circuit current and as a result of the fact that they do not

satisfy sufficiently the requirements of the reliability of the work

of electrical devices, safety and easy servicing. Therefore in recent

years of then they apply only in the installations of small power by

voltage not more than 10 kV.

Fig. 17-2 shows the manufactured at present with Soviet plants

oil bulk-oil breaker of tAe type VBB-10 (switch oil tank) to nominal

voltage 10 kV and nominal power of cutoff/disconnection 100 NVA.

Switch has round tank with spaerical bottom. Inside tank is

isolated/insulated by insulating cardboard. The partitions between

phases are made also from insulating cardboard (in Fig. 17-2 they are

not shown). Contacts end-type point. Fixed contacts 1 are carried out

in the form of the massive copper blocks, screwed on ends of the

current-carrying rods of wall entrance insulators. Slide contacts 2

are carried out spherical and are screwed on to the copper busbar,

- .. .. ... . o 'ir . . . . 4
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which rests on the steel crossbead 4 of box section. Pressure in

contact create springs 5.

Multi-volumetric oil breakers with arc-suppression

chambers/cameras. The use/application of arc-suppression

chambers/cameras accelerates arc extinction and reduces pressure in

the tank of oil breaker, in consequence of which increases its

disconnecting ability and reliability of operation.

in all contemporary arc-arresting devices/equipment of oil

breakers in this or another form is utilized the gas blast, which

ensures intense and rapid arc extinction.

Principle of device/equipment and fundamental parts of oil

breakers with arc-suppression chanbers/cameras in essence the same as

and the multi-volumetric oil of switches with simple disruption arc

in oil (Fig. 17-1). Are characterized by they mainly the presence and

arc-suppression chamber design.

Multi-volumetric oil breakers with arc-suppression

chambers/cameras had extensive application in Soviet installations

with voltage 35-220 kV. Until recently in the installations indicated

were applied oil breakers of the type HKP (oil breaker with

chambers/cameras, substation[, equipped with the arc-suppression

LLI
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chambers/cameras of the longitudinal oil blast: on 35 kV of the type

NKP-76, on 110 kV - RKP-160, on 154 kY - NKP-180 and on 220 kV -

NKP-274. All these switches three-tank, intended for external

installation. Despite the fact that their production is ended, let us

examine their briefly device/equipment and work, since they are very

common on the operating installations of the voltages indicated.

Fig. 17-3 schematically shows the arc-suppression chamber/camera

of longitudinal oil blast, which was being applied in this series of

switches, while on Fig. 17-4 - cross section on phase of one of the

switches of series - an oil breaker of the type NKP-274 voltage 220

kV. From the latter it is evident that to each phase are

established/installed two chambers/cameras 10 - on one on each wall

entrance insulator 3.

Chamber/camera consists (Fig. 17-3) from upper metallic

half-chambers I and partition 2 with openings/apertures and lower

half-chambers 3, male from insulation, for example, from Textolite

(in switches on 35 kV of the type BKP-76 chamber casing metallic,

insulated inside by bakelite cylinders).

Chamber/camera is attached on the lower collar of 11 wall

entrance insulators 10 and it is electrically connected with its

current-carryinq rod 12.

+.
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Fig. 17-2. Am oil breaker of the type THD-1O on 10 kV, 400 A, 100

RVA.

1 and 2 - motionless and slide contacts; 3-vwail entrance insulator;

14 - contact crosshead; 5 - contact springs; 6 - disconnecting

springs; 7 - insulating rod; 8 - -. on indicator of the switch; 9

- the gas vent (it is displaced to side) ; 10 - protective thin-walled

tube.

Page 256.

In upper half-chamber is established/installed end-type contact

14, put on for stem guide 6; the latter is screwed into the housing of
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upper half-chamber. The device/equipment of contact 4 is such, that

it can be moved somewhat upward and downward on rod 6. Contact 4 is

equipped with spring 5 and it is electrically connected by flexible

member 9 with the housing of upper half-chamber.

Upon the start of switch hollow slide contact 14,

fastened/strengthened to pole arm 13, enters into the lower

opening/aperture of chanber/camera and, moving upward, it rests first

in intermediate slide contact 7. and then together with it is

continued notion to the contact of inter mediate contact with upper 4,

after which all three contacts is passed still certain path. Springs

5 and 8 are presssed (Fig. 17-3a) .

With cutoff/disconnection the contacts are broken in reverse

order. The first time after the start of contact 14 downward contacts

4 and 7 follow it, wringing out by springs 5 and 8. First reaches the

backstop and is stopped front contact 4, after which downward

continue to be moved only contacts 7 and 14. In this case between

contacts 4 and 7 appears the arc (gas-generating), which evaporates

and which decomposes/expands oil and which creates high pressure in

chamber/camera (Fig. 17-3a). After intermediate contact 7 will reach

the backstop, it is stopped, and since contact 14 continues motion

downward, then between contacts 7 and 14 appears the second arc

(extinguished), around which also are formed the gases.
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Simultaneously through tubular slide contact 14 is opened/disclosed

the communication/report to internal cavity of chamber with switch

tank. Under effect of pressure, created in chamber/camera with the

gas-generating arc, the gases, which are formed around the quenched

an arc, are fixed through the hollow slide contact into switch tank.

The flow of gas involves/tightens arc inside tubular contact. Appears

longitudinal blast, as shown in Fig. 17-3c.

Due to the pressure, supported in chamber/camera by the

gas-generating arc, oil always strives it will approach the arc, as a

result of which around the quenched an arc occurs violent gas

generation which through the tubular contact are rejected into switch

tank. By all this is caused the intense deionization of arc.
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chamber/camera and rate of gas blast sharply decrease. por the sa e

so that the arc again was not ignited, it is necessary, as this has
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already been indicated, precisely, to at this time ensure this

intense deionization of arc gap so that the rate of an increase in

its dielectric strength would be above voltage recovery rate on the

contacts of switch. In the chanbers/cameras in question for

guaranteeing this condition with the small course of contact 7 is

necessary sufficiently high pressure in them up to the moment/torque

of disagreeing contacts 7 and 14.

Vith the cutoff/disconnection of the current, equal to the rated

current of the cutoff/disconnection of switch, the pressure indicated

comprises order 40-50 ato(tech). in this case the arc usually goes.

and whereas the process of cutoff/disconnection concludes upon first

transfer of the current through zero after the formation of the arc

between contacts 7 and 14. Let us note that the pressure in switch

tank does not exceed 5-10 ats(tech).

It is logical that with the cutoff/disconnection of low currents

the pressure in chamber/camera and the rate of the flow of gases will

be considerably less, as a result of which the arc extinction is

involved/tightened and it frequently finally goes out only after the

output of slide contact 14 of the chamber/camera, i.e. with the

sufficiently large distance netween contacts 7 and 14.

Thus, in chamber operation with longitudinal blast are two
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periods: preparatory when in chanber/camera is created the necessary

pressure, and the second period - strictly arc extinction. It is

logical that the preparatory operating cycle of chamber/camera

increases the tripping time of switch. Furthermore, the switches of

old series KKP had the insufficiently ideal construction/design of

movable mechanism. As a result, this disconnection time of these

switches was up to 0.15-0.20 s or even more in all, i.e., they were

not high-speed.

The disconnecting ability of the switches of old series was

relatively small - it did not exceed '7500 RVA. in such a manner, both

on action time and according to the disconnecting ability these

switches did not satisfy working conditions in contemporary

powerful/thick power systems.

Fig. 17-4 in the for& of an example shows the cross section of

one phase of an oil breaker of the type MKP-274 to 600 A and 220 kV,

equipped with examined arc-suppression chambers/cameras 10. $witch

has oil-filled condenser/capacitor wall entrance insulators 3, on

which are established/installed current transformers 5 and device for

measuring voltage 6 (see §20-4). On the day of the tank is oil buffer

device/equipment 11, into which is struck the face of contact

crosshead 8 at the end of the course of cutoff/disconnection. Buffer

device/equipment absorbs kinetic energy of the moving elements of the
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switch and deadens the shocks, experience/tested by switch at the end

of the cutoff/disconnection when saying elements must stop. All

switches have oil or spring buffers.
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Fig. 17-4. an oil breaker of the type UKP-274 on 220 kI. 600 A, 2500

MY A (one phase) .

1 - tank; 2 - insulation of the tank; 3 - porcelain oil-filled vall

entrance insulator with the supplementary condenser/capacitor

insulation of the current-carrying rod; 4i - glass expander of the

insulator; 5 - built-in current transformers; 6 - device for

measuring the voltage (PIN); 7 - drive mechanism; 8 - contaAt

crosshead; 9 - the slide contact; 10 -arc-suppression
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chamber/camera; 11 - the oil dashpot; 12 - oil-release valve/gate.

Page 258.

At present Soviet plants release the series of new

multi-volumetric oil breakers of the type HKP with the

chambers/cameras of the transverse oil blast: on 35 kV of the type

RKP-35, on 110 kV - MKP-110, on 220 kV - NKP-220. They all three-tank

and are intended for external installation.

Switches to voltage 35 kV of the type NKP-35 have

arc-extinguishing chambers/cameras of transverse oil to blow itself

with one disruption. The schematic of device/equipment and the

principle of arc extinction in such chambers/cameras are shown on

Fig. 17-5 (chambers/cameras are established/installed in each

disruption of switch).

In metal housing 1 (to 600 a - steel, to 1000 A - brass or

bronze) is established/installed end-type contact 2 whose

construction/design is aaalogous the construction/design of the

• end-type contact of the dismantled/selected chamber/camera with

longitudinal oil blast. The lower part of the chamber/camera is

collected from the insulating plates of 4 special forms, which form

two transverse slots (channel) 5. In the connected position of switch
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(Fig. 17-5a) these slots are overlapped by the body of movable

contact bar 3.

In the beginning of the process of the cutoff/disconnection of

switch the arc between contacts 2 and 3 burns in the upper part of

the chamber/camera and pressure in it rapidly increases. During

further motion of slide contact 3 are downward alternately

opened/disclosed transverse slots 5 and appear transverse blast,

energetically deionizing arc.

In this chamber/camera and in all other chambers/cameras of the

oil breakers in which the pressure is created by the gases, generated

by arc itself, pressure in chamber/camera and rate of transverse gas

flow depend on arcs current. At the moment of transiting the current

through zero, when arc gcos out, pressure in chamber/camera descends

and the rate of the flow of gases decreases. But precisely at this

moment it is important to support energetic blast for achievement of

the large recovery rate of dielectric strength of the gap/interval

between contacts.
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47)

Fig. 17-S, 1re-suppresiochashr/camra of the transverse oil blast

of a switch of the type MKP-35.

a) is connected; b, c and 4) the process of cutoff/disconnection, e)

is disconnected.
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Page 259.

For providing this in many chambers/cameras of contemporary oil

breakers, as in that examined/considered, are created the filled with

air buffer spaces.

In chamber/camera in Fig. 17-5 this buffer space 6 is provided

in the right side of the chamber/camera. Vith the filling of switch

oil in this space remains airspace.

In the initial stage of cutoff/disconnection, i.e. before the

discovery/opeming of blast slots or channels 5, the air in buffer

space is presssed (accumulation of energy). It is logical that

therefore at the moment of the maximum of arcs current the pressure

on chamber walls somewhat decreases (part of oil overflows into

buffer space).

At the moment of the discovery/opening slots 5 and onset to blow

the pressure in chamber/camera descends especially considerably, when

arcs current is close to zero (decreases the generation of gas). But

simultaneously with this the air, compressed in buffer space, begins

to be expanded and, operating as the piston (as certain supplementary
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energy source), supports the blast, which deionizes arc gap.

The general view of oil switch of the type NKP-35 is shown in

Fig. 17-6.

In the oil breakers of new series in voltages 110 and 220 kV are

used the arc-suppression chambers/cameras of transverse oil blast

with multiple break. Let us exanine device/equipment and the work of

an oil breaker of the type NKP-110 N. Fig. 11-7 schematically shows

chamber/camera, while in Fig. 17-8 the cross section of the phase of

this switch where is visible the installation of chambers/cameras.

Chamber casing is carried out in the form of cylinder 5 of

insulation (Fig. 17-7a), equipped from above by ring 7, and from

below with disk 8 of brass. Ring 7 is connected with bronze holder 4,

with the aid of which the chamber/camera is attached to the cap/hood

of 2 wall entrance insulators 1. The current-carrying rod 3 of the

latter is electrically connected with holder 4 and ring 7. To the

internal surface of chamber/camera are fastened/strengthened

motionless copper contacts 9-10-11-12. In pairs contact 9 with ring

7, contacts 10 and 11 and contact 12 with disk 8 are connected by

copper rods 13-14-15. Rods I4 and 15 are closed with textolite plates

16 and 17 for preventing the overlap on them of arc from slide

contacts 18 and 19 with the cutoff/disconnection of switch (Fig.
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17-7b).

Two-way slide contacts 18 and 19 are put on to bakelite rod 22

whose position along the axis of chamber/camera is provided with the

fact that it is passed through openings/apertures in the bottom of

holder 4 and in the disk of 8 housings. Springs 20 and 21 serve for

the creation of the necessary pressure in contact.

At the butt end of rod d2 is attached brass contact 23,

connected by flexible stranded wire 25 with disk 8.

In the connected position of the switch of crosspiece 27

occupies end upper position, and its slide contact 26. being located

within metallic beaker 28, wrings out upward entire movable system of

chamber/camera which occupies the position, depicted in Fig. 17-7a

(springs 20, 21 and 24 are compressed).

Each chamber/camera is equipped with the shunting effective

resistance to r=750 ohms, connected to ring 7 and disk of 8

chambers/cameras. Resistor/resistance is made from the Nichrone

spiral, packed in the grooves of bakelite cylinder and prisoner into

the second shielding bakelite cylinder with openings/apertures on its

surface for the passage of oil. Cylinders with backs-out resistor are

fastened/strengthened to arc-suppression chambers/cameras (Fig.
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17-8).

Uith the connected switch through the shunting

resistors/resistances the current does not flow/occur/last, since

they are shortened/shorted out by the locked contacts of the

chambers/cameras of switch (Fig. 17-7). In process the

cutoffs/disconnections of the switch of resistance R prove to be

connected in parallel to chambers/cameras, i.e. they shunt them,

thanks to which the voltage, applied to the phase of switch, is

distributed approximately/exemplarily equally between the

chambers/cameras (see §13-2).
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FiJg. 17-6. An oil br:eaker of the t.ype RKiP-3 5 an 35 kVr, 600 A, 750

"VA.

1 - oval tanks; 2 - steel fraae; 3 - drive; 4 - hoist for the

settling of tanks.
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Page 260.

With the cutoff/disconaectioa of the switch of pole arm 27 it is

moved downward. Under spring effect 24 rod 22 is also moved downward.

The first time contacts 23 and 26 move together. Are broken contacts

within chamber/camera and between them appear four arcs, as shown in

Fig. 17-7b. Arcs 31 and 32 are gas-generating and serve for creation

in the chamber/camera of the necessary pressure. Arcs 29 and 30 are

extinguished, they appear against openings/apertures 6 in chamber

casing.

,G ..ge.... .. .dL 31 and 32 create in chamber/camera the

pressure in several ten atmospheres, under action of which quenched

an arc 29 and 30 are blown out by the gases through exhaust opening 6

into switch tank (Fig. 17-7b).

In these chambers/cameras the quenched an arc undergo blowing

immediately after their formation/education, i.e., in them there is

no expenditure of time for the preliminary creation of pressure as

this it was in chambers/cameras with longitudinal oil blast. Arc
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extiuction is facilitated also because of multiple break of the

circuit: in all to phase (in two chambers/cameras) has the place of

eight disruptions, moreover the arc gaps of four disruptions are

energetically deionized by the cross flow of gas. They substantially

facilitate arc extinction, especially with the cutoff/disconnection

of low currents, backs-out resistor of r against clusters of which it

was indicated in chapter 13.

As a result of entire this time of arc extinction in switches

with the chambers/cameras of transverse oil blast in question it is

small and usually it does not exceed two-three half-periods

(0.02-0.03 s).

After arcs in chambers/cameras went out, through backs-out

resistor continues to flow/occur/last small current I, (accompanyinq

current|. As soon as contact system of chamber/camera it will reach

the backstop and will stop. contacts 23 and 26 are radiated and will

break current Ir Since this current is small, then

appearing between contacts 23 and 26 arcs easily are extinguished

without the use/application of any arc-suppression devices/equipment

(Fig. 17-7cl0 Position with completely off switch is shown in Fig.

17-7d.

To motionless and slide contacts are welded arc-resistant caps
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(plates) from the cermet connection, which consists of copper and

tungsten.

The general view of an oil breaker of the type HKP-I1OM on 110

kV and 600 A is shown in fig. 17-9.
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Fig. 17.7. fte-sappreusion chasber/camoe of the transverse ai~. blast

of an oil breaker of the type APfl-lION on 110 MV a) is connected; b

and c) the process of taxe cutoiff/disconnection; d) is disconnected.

?age 261.

Oil breakers of the type BXP-220 kV have large overall sizes and

somewhat different construction/design of arc-suppression

chamber/camra (Fig* 17-10)a In the latter there are six gaps,

between which with cutoff/disconamection appear three gas-generating

and three quenched an arc, and also auxiliary oil-injection
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device/equipsent. which, in the first place, after the termination of

arc extinction rapidly drives out from chamber/camera the

decomposition products of oil and accelerates the filling with its

fresh oil and, in the second place, it provides reliable arc

extinction with the cutoff/disconnection of low currents. Ve will be

restricted to the examination only of the auxiliary oil-injection

device/equipment, since in other respects the equipment and the

chamber operation are clear of the description presented earlier if

the chamber/camera of a switch of the type NKP-110Ho.

In holder 1 is pressed the cylinder 2 of oil-injection piston 3.

ith off switch under spring effect 7 piston is located in icwer

position, as shown in Fig. 17-10o in this position the internal

cavity of chamber/camera freely is communicated with the space of

switch tank through twc series/rows of openings/apertures 4 and 5 in

the walls of cylinder 2.

Upon the start of switch rod 6 is moved upward and

simultaneously with slide contacts 10 it is upward moved and piston

3, presasiug arranged/located above it spring 7. In the connected

position the piston closes openiags/apertures 4, thanks to which the

internal cavity of chamber/casera proves to be isolated/insulated

from switch tank.
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with the cutoff/disconnectioa of switch rod 6 with slide

contacts 10 begins to be moved downward. Simultaneously under spring

effect 7 begins to be sowed downward piston 3. if switch disconnects

relatively larger current, then as soon an contacts 10 and 11 they

arr radiated, and between thenmwill arise arc, pressure in

chamber/camera sharply groas/rises also under its action piston 3

begins to move conversely upward to backstop 8, iLe., it is higher

than its normal position with the connected switch. Springs 7 and q9

are presssed.
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Fig* 17-S. An oil breaker of the type NIp-lon on 110 kI. 600 A, 3500

BY& (one, pbase), I - task; 2 - bottom of the task; 3 - access; 4 -

insulation of the tank; 5 - oil-drain valves; 6 and 7 - upper and

lower parts of wall entrance insulator; 8 - glass expander; 9 -

built-in current transformers; 10 - drive mechanism; 11 - guide; 12-

imsulating rod; 13 -contact crosshead (130) - position is
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Iiucomaected); 14 the slide coataetu; 15 -the explosion chambers;

1- backs-out resistor in insulating cylinders.
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Fig. 17-9. An oil breaker of the type MKP-110. on 110 kV, 600 A, 3500

Page 262.

Under high-pressure action in chamber/camera is created the

energetic transverse blast through three series/rows of slots 16,

which leads to rapid arc extinction, After this pressure in

chamber/camera it descends and therefore piston 3 under the action of

compressed springs 7 and 9 is rapidly moved downward, displacing from

chamber/camera the remaining in it gases and accelerating the tilling

with its oil (chamber/camera blows itself by fresh oil). Therefore

the chamber/camera rapidly pxepares for reclosing.

somewhat otherwise chambrcamera works with the
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cutoff/disconnection of comparatively low currents. In this case the

pressure in chamber/camera, caused by the generation of gas ty the

arcs of gaps, proves to be small and insufficient for a rapid arc

extinction. It proves to be insufficient also in order to delay the

notion downward of piston 3. The latter under spring effect 7

continues to be moved downward and pressure oil into the region of

arcing. That appearing with this transverse blast proves to be

sufficient for a reliable arc extinction with the small disccnnected

current.

Thus, with the cutoff/disconnection of relatively low currents

arc is extinguished not due to the pressure, created with arc itself,

but by the forced flow of oil, created mechanically with piston

stroke 3 under spring effect 7,

Backs-out resistor these chanbers/cameras do not have (17-1,

appendix I. written by A. f. Bronstein].

Because of the short time of the arc extinction and improved

construction/design of sovable mechanism the tripping time of the

switches RKP of new series comprises order 0.08 s, i.e., they are

high speed.

The nominal power of the cutoff/disconnection of these switches
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reaches 5000 IVA (table F-1i1. Soon will be begun the production of

suitches of the typo NK-220 to the nominal power of

cutoff~Qisconnection 7000 RVA.
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spring; 10 - the slide contacts; 11 -the fixed contacts; 12-

housing of the chamber/camera; 13 - flexible connections; 14-

spring; 15 -external contact; 16 - exhaust slots.
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rig. 17-11. Oil breaker on 230 kV. 1OOO NVA.

Page 263.

Are developed/pro.essed even more powerful/thick switches, also, to

large voltages.

The phases of the switches of types NKP-110 and NKP-220 can be

connected mechanically and be controlled with common drive (1 in Fig.

17-9). i.e., have three-phase control. But if we the phases of these

switches do sot connect mechanically and to supply with independent

drives, them it is possible to carry out phase-by-phase control of

switch. In this case of phase prove to be connected only with

electrical diagram the controls of three drives.
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In recent years some foreign firms attained the considerable

successes in the production of multi-volumetric oil breakers with

multi-disruptive arc-suppression chambers/cameras.

Is the form of an example Fig. 17-11 and 17-12 give general view

and section/cut of one phase of the oil bulk-oil breakers,

manufactured with one American firm to nominal voltages to 330 kV

inclusively and at the power of cutoff/disconnection to 2 000 MVA.

Switches hawe tanks of original construction (lens-shaped form), with

which is provided their high mechanical strength with the

considerable decrease of total weight and weight of oil, in

comparison with usual cylindrical tanks. So. if Soviet oil breaker in

three cylindrical tanks of the type HKP-220 at the power of

cutoff/disconnection 5000 evA has the total weight of three phases 90

t with the weight of oil 48 t, then the shown in Fig. 17-11 switch on

230 kV at the power of cutoff/disconnection 10,000 NVA has the total

weight of three phases of approximately/exemplarily 36 t with the

weight of oil a total of of approximately 16 t.

The arc-suppression chamber/camera of these switches has a

cylinder with piston and spring. Upon the start of switch finger/pin

10 on pole arm 8 (Fig. 17-12) enters inside chamber/camera 4 and,

pressing on the stock/rod of the piston indicated, is risen it

upward; the spring of piston it is presssed. With the

. . . ... ... . . .. , , i4
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cutoff/disconnection of the low currents when the pressure in

chamber/caneca, caused by the generation of gas by arc, proves to bp

small and insufficient for a rapid arc extinction, piston under the

action of the compressed spring is moved downward and pressure oil

into the region of arcing, that also provides its rapid extinction.

Ia the case of the cutoff/disconnection of comparatively hiqh

currents, when the gas pressure in chamber/camera is great, the valve

of the cylinder of the oil-injection piston is closed and arc is

extinguished, as usual, by the cross flow of gas. After the

termination of arc extinction the oil-injection piston blows

chamber/camera by fresh oil, as this was indicated above, in the

examination of the chamber/canera of a switch of the type MKP-220.

The similar oil-injection pistons are applied in the arc-suppression

chambers/cameras and other switches, foreign firms (17-1 and 17-21.

The tripping time of similar switches comprises order 0.05-0.06

5.

multi-volumetric oil breakers with longitudinal-slotted

chanbers/caaraI (horseshoe ckambers/cameras; deionization grat ings).
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Fig. 17-13. Longitudinal-slotted chamber/camera of oil breaker. 1, 2,

3, and 4 - plates from which is comprised the chamber/camera.

Page 264.

Longitudinal-slotted chamber/camera consists of several packets each

of which is comprised of one the steel and several insulating plates

of the horseshoe form (Fig. 17-13). packed in the following order;

inside steel plate 1 is inserted insert 2, intended for the isolation

of steel plate from slct, then to steel plate is superimposed one

insulating plate 3, furthr several insulating plates 4 and finally

one additional plate 3.
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On top and bottom of such several combined packets are

superimposed thick plywood plates 6 and 7. also cut-away. Vith the

aid of pin 8 of insulation these packets are tightly tightened and

attached to metallic holder 11, fastened/strengthened with the aid of

clamp 13 to the current-carryiag rod of wall entrance insulator 14.

Because of semicircular grooves 5 in plates 4 on the internal

surface of the narrow slot of chamber/casera are formed the

deepeninga (pockets).

motionless area contact 9 is fastened/strengthened to axis 10,

passing through the lateral struts of holder 11. and it is connected

by flexible current-carrying connections/communications 12 with clamp

13.

Slide contact is cawried out in the form of flat/plane knife 16

with the bent back upward eads/leads and is suspended/hung from

insulating rod 17.

Spring 15 provides the necessary pressure in contact and deadens

the shocks upon start.
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Chanbers/cameras at* installed in each gap of switch.

During interrupting of contacts the arc appears in the beginning

of the slot of chamber/camera. Forming around arc magnetic flux 0 is

closed through steel plates and air gap, as shown by heavy dotted

line in rig, 17-13. Striving to be shortened, magnetic lines of force

rapidly involve/tighten arc inside slot. The latter is filled with

oil; therefore during the notion of arc inside slot oil violently

evaporates and is decomposed/expanded. If moreover, some plates, for

example 2 and 4, are made from fiber, then the latter with contact

with arc partially is decomposed/expanded, separating/liberating a

large quantity of gases (hydrogen, carbon dioxide, water vapor). All

this is accompanied by a sharp increase in the pressure within slct

and by the intense flow of gases in the zone cf arc, as a result of

which the arc energetically is cooled and deionized. The deionization

of arc is amplified also as a result of its contact in slot with the

surface of solid dielectric.

Part of the gas undor pressure is wrung out into deepenings

within the slots, formed by semicircular grooves 5 in plates 4. Wber

arcs current crosses the zero value, pressure in the zone of arc

falls and gas from the deepenags of slot escapes into switch tank,

producing the energetic deioaization of arc gap.

...... .
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Vith insufficient distance between contacts the arc ignites

repeatedly.. Finally arc usually goes out through several half-periods

after the disagreement of contacts. The tripping time of switches

with sinilar explosion chambers is 0.1-0.15 s.

Longitudinal-slotted chambers/cameras great use/application

obtained in multi-volumetric oil breakers to voltage 35 kV. Soviet

plants manufacture with similar chambers/cameras oil breaker to

voltage 35 kV of the type TH-35 in nominal power of

cutoff/disconnoction SO0 M&. the section/cut of the phase of this

switch is given in Fig. 17-14, Switch three-tank, for external

installation. The appearance it much the same, as a switch of the

type RKP-35, shown in Fig. 17-6o

17.3. oil breakers with small space of oil.

General information. In small volume oil breakers oil is

utilized only for an arc extinction; therefore a quantity of oil in

then is accepted smallest possible from the condition for arc

extinction, and the insulation of current-carrying parts is realizczd

with the aid of air and ceramic or organic insulation.

The weight of oil in small volume oil breakers many times is

less than in multi-volumetric ones. For example, in multi-volumetric
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oil breakers to 10 kV and nomisal power of cutoff/disconnection 250

RVA the weight of oil 250 kg@ while in small volume switches to the

same parameters the weight of oil is only 10 kg.

Decause of small space of oil and very rugged construction of

tanks small volume switches can be considered explosion- and

flame-resistant. This fact increases the safety of servicing switches

and considerably simplifies their installation in the closed

distributors.
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Fig, 17-14. An oil breaker of the type VM-35 on 35 kV, 600 a, 400 MVA

(one phase). 1 - tank; 2 -oil-drain valve; 3 - oil gauge; 4-

rollers for the cables; 5 -insulating facing; 6 - cover/cap; 7 - qas

bleeder; 8 - bakelite insulator; 9 - porcelain cover; 10 - insulating

compound; 11 - collar of thes insulator; 12 - drive mechanism; 13-

rod; 14 - slide contact; 15 - bakelite beaker; 16 -not slide

contact; 17 - arc-suppression chamber/camera; 18 -screen.

Page 265.

to all small volume oil breakers there are arc-suppression

chambers/cameras9 most frequently with transverse blast. Depending on
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the voltage and power from voltage and power of cutoff/disconnection

the switches have one cr several gaps in phase.

Small volume oil breakers can be constructed to all voltages for

internal and external installations and to the very large power of

cutoff/disconnection. Soviet plants manufacture then to voltages to

110 ky inclusively.

Lou-volume oil breakers to voltages to 20 kV inclusively have

ome or two gaps in phase. Bach gap of switch is supplied with

separate tank with the built-in arc-suppression device/equipment.

Thus, switch with one gaf in phase has three tanks, and switch

double-break in phase - six tanks (on two to phase).

Tanks cam be made from boiler steel (welded) or from insulation,

which possesses necessary mechanical and dielectric strength.

In the case of metallic tanks the current-carrying busbars

connect directly to the heads of tanks or to tanks themselves;

therefore the latter are located under voltage and are not grounded

as the tanks of multi-volumetric oil breakers.

In all cases the tanks of small volume switches are fastened to

the porcelain stand-off insulators, which reliably insulate them from
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the grounded frame of switch.

Oil breakers with one tank to phase (three-tank). Wide

application in Soviet installations by voltage to 10 kV inclusively

foundA(switch oil pot) to nominal voltage 10 kV, rated currents of up

to lO00a inclusively and power cutoffs/disconmections 350 IVA.

Switches have comparatively small overall sizes, weight and

cost/value, they are intended for vertical installation on walls and

metal constructions of the closed distributors.

Let us become acquainted with equipment and work of switches of

the type *7G133 (Fig. 17-151, the metallic tanks of 1 these switchos

are located under voltage, since the busbars of distributor connect

up bolt terminals/gr i.ppers 9 on their bottoms; therefore each tank is

attached on two stand-off insulators 2, established/installed on

overall steel frame 11. Mitkin tank, to its bottom, is

fastened/strengthened the motionless socket contact (see also Fig.

17-16). movable contact bar 4 passes through insulator as 3 to the

head of tank. On the shaft of 10 switches are welded three

double-armod levers 12, to long arms of which by means of porcelain

rods 6 are suspended/hung the contact bars of 4 three phases. Rods 6

are hinged connected with levers 12 and rods 4.

To the cap/hood of wall entrance insulator 3 is
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fautemed/strengthened steel clamp by 7 with terminal/gripper 8 for

connection of busbars. Termiaal/gripper 8 is electrically connectqd

with movable contact bar 4 by aid of copper flexible member 5.

Path of current in the connected position of the switch: clamp

9, socket ooutact on the bottom of tank, rod 4, flexible member 5,

terminal/gripper 8. To each phase there is one pair of contacts,

which perform the role of workers and arc-suppression.

Switch tanks to rated current 600 a steel. Since in the

connected position of switch current flows/occurs/lasts over contact

bar 4, then created with this current magnetic flux is closed on the

walls of tank.
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Pig. 17-15. in oil breaker of the type TOG-133 on 10 kV, 600 a, 350

Page 266,

For decreasing heating tank by eddy currents and as a result of

hysteresis the vertical weld of tank (on the generatrix of cylinder)

is welded by brass f or an increase of the reluctance and decrease of

induction in steel. In switches on 1000 a the tanks are fulfilled

from brasj,, bottom from red copper, and head and caps/hoods cf wall

entrance insulators from non-magnetic cast iron. switch tanks possess

large mechanical strength and are capable of maintaining/withstanding

the pressurem, which considerably exceeds the pressure, which appears

in the process of cutoff/disconnection. The weight of oil in three
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tanks is only 5-10 kg.

To the short arms of two outer levers 12 and to frame 11 are

attached two disconnecting springs 15, stretched in the connected

position of switch. Short lower arm of 12 average/mean phases at the

end of the course of the inclusion rests into spring buffer 13, and

at the end of the course of tke cutoffs/disconnections - into oil

dashpot 14, which serve for the sottening of impacts with start and

cutoff/disconnection.

On shaft 10 is established/installed rocker shaft arm 16, which

with the aid of rods 17 and 18 is connected mith hand drive 19. Can

be used also electremagnetic actuator. Drive shaft is connected with

the blocking-signal contacts 20 (,.hapter 16).

The section/cut of switch tank is given in Fig. 17-16. To base

cylinder 1 is welded supplementary receptacle 6 of rectangular form

which is communicated with the cjlinder through ball valve 5. Valve

makes it possible for oil to overflow from reservoir 6 into cylinder

1, so that the oil level in them identical. In the process of the

cutoff/disoonnection of pressure switch in the lower part of cylinder

1 is raised and valve 5 is closed.

Bakelite tube with 15 within insulator 14 is guide for contact
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bar 13..Plg 4 serves for oil drain, while plug 10 - for the

additional filling of oil.

Tank I is inside isolated/insulated by bakelite cylinders 2 and

3. which serve also for the attachment of arc-suppression

chamber/camera 11. The latter is collected from several alternatinq

plates from getinax and fiber. Between the plates of the lower part

of the chamber/camera are three slots, located in different

horizontal planes, which convert into uptakes 16, which emerge into

the upper part of the tank (in section/cut Fig. 17-16 shows one slot

and one uptake 16). In the connected position of switch (Fig. 17-17a)

slide contact 13 overlaps the openings/apertures of the horizontal

slots indicated.

To tank 1 is welded small steel chamber/camera 7, situated

within supplementary reservoir 6 (Fig. 17-16). This chamber/camera is

communicated with tank 1 through the rectangular opening/aperture,

situated against the horizontal slots of explosion chamber. With the

filling of tank with oil in chamber/camera 7 remains the filled with

air buffer space.

The process of cutoff/discoanection occurs in the following

order. During the motion of contact by 13 upward between it and

socket contact 12 is formed the arc and pressure in the lower part of
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the cylinder rapidly it is raised. The part of oil passes into

chambercamnera 7* air in which is presased. During further notion of

contact 13 consecutively/serially are opened/disclosed slots of the

chambers/cameras. through which is opened/disclosed the

communication/report of the lower and upper parts of the

chambiers/cameras.
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71g. 17-16. Task of an oil breaker of the type VMG-133 (off

positilon).

Page 267.

Appears the blast of gases and oil vapors in three different planes,

which energetically deicaizes arc I11g. 17-17b). To arc extinction
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contribute also the gases, isolated by fiber plates, and also

intimate contact of arc with the surface of dielectric in the slots

of chamber/camera.

on the role of buffer spaces in the work of arc-suppression

devices/eguipmeut it spoke above in § 17-2.

With the cutoff/disconnoction of low currents the pressure in

the lower part of the tank can be insufficient for the creation of

effective blast in the slots of chamber/camera. In this case the arc

is involved/tightened inside the central opening/aperture of

chamber/camera, and into gaseous state passes oil, which is located

in the pockets of 17 upper parts at the chamber/camera. After the

outpat of slide contact from the central opening/aperture of

chamber/camera the gases, which are located in the pockets indicated,

create the supplementary longitudinal blast (fig 17-17c). which

ensures arc extinction.

In the upper part of tank 1 is rejected the mixture of gases and

oil which through openings/apertures 8 (Fig. 17-16) enter labyrinth

oil separator 9. Here oil settles on the partitions of separator and

through openings/apertures 18 leaks off into the lower part of

reservoir 6. The cooled and considerably deionized gases emerge

outside through slots 19.
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After the termination of cutoff/disconnection the oil level in

reservoir 6 proves to be somewhat higher than in tank 1; therefore

the part of oil overflows from the first the secondly through valve

5.

The space of oil in tank must be sufficient for an arc

extinction. The datum level of oil is shown in Fig. 17-16. In the off

position of switch the end/lead of slide contact must be located

higher than the oil level, than is provided the gap between contacts

in air, but not through oil which can be contaminated, since its

space is small.

The same group of oil breakers includes Soviet oil breakers of

the type VNP-6T (T - trolical performance) whose tanks are made from

insulation. These switches are also intended only for internal

installation, the parameters then approximately/exemplarily the samq

as switches of the type VNG-133 (table P-14).

The cylinders 1 of tanks of these switches are made from

glass-epozy with reinforced in them metallic collars 2, closed with

heads 3. Pros above the cylinder of tank is established/installed

metal housing 4, in which is placed the mechanism of slide contact.

k u . . . . . . . ... ... . . . . . . . . . .. -
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Within tank on the head of collar is established/installed

motioaless socket contact, Above the latter is placed the three-slot

explosion chamber of transverme blast, similar to the chamber/camera

of a switch of the type VBG.

The mechanisms of slide contacts are connected with the shaft 5

of switches with insulating rods 6.
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a)

Fig. 17-17, Arc-suppression device/equipment of an oil breaker of the

type T19-1339 a) is connected; b) the cutoff/disconnection of the

high current; c) the cutoff/disconnection of low current.

4

Fige.i17-18. 0il breaker of type 141-6T on 10 kY, 1000 a, 350 MYA.

Page 266.
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FOr the connection of busbars serve terminals/grippers 7 and 8.

Torminal/gripper 7 is connected vith the movable contact bar through

the roller collector shoe gear; therefore in these switches do not

have flexible members of slide contacts as the switches of the type

YUG (5 in Fig. 17-15).

In the upper part of housiag 4 is placed the oil separator.

The upper ends/faces of the commutator bars of socket contacts

and the ends/leads of the movable contact bars are equipped with

soldering of the high-melting ceramic metal, which provides

arc-resistance of contacts with the cutoff/disconnection of

short-circuit currents.

Switches of the type YnP have smaller overall sizes and weight

in comparison with switches of the type VYG; therefore during their

use/application can be reduced the overall sizes of distributor.

Especially large savings is reached at their use/application in cubic

switchboard, the manufactured with plants in the form separate

cabinets, supplied to mounting in the completely complete and

assembled form (Vol. 2, chapter 9).
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oil breakers with two metallic tanks to phase (six-tank)

received very wide acceptance in the electrical devices of large and

average/mean power by voltage to 20 kv inclusively. All these

switches are calculated for large rated currents - from 2000 A and

more they are intended call for internal installation.

The representative of this group of oil breakers is a switch of

the type 836 229 (oil generator, pot), very propagated on

powerful/thick Soviet electrical devices by voltage 6 and 10 kV.

Schematic diagram on two tanks of one phase of this switch is given

in Fig. 17-19. Since switch is calculated for large rated current,

then on each gap are two pairs of the contacts: workers 4 and 5,

placed in air, and arc-suppression 8 and 9, placed in tanks 1,

oil-filled 13. Rotionless sake contacts 4 are carried out in the form

of the contact knives, established/installed on the heads of tanks.

Movable working finger contacts 5 (chapter 12, Fig. 12-12 or 12-13)

are fastened/strengthened to the copper plate of 6' contact

crossheads 6. working contact surfaces silver.

The motionless arc-suppression socket contacts (see also Fig.

17-20) are fastened/strengthened to the copperplated bottoms of

tanks, lovable arcing contacts 9 are carried out in the form of rods

and are fastened/strengthened to aluminum crosshead 6.
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Contact 9 is isolated/insulated from the head of tank by wall

entrance insulator 10.

Cunzet-conducting busbars connect up contact corner irons 3 on

the cast iron heads of 2 tasks. Tanks are established/installed on

stand-off in-Tlators 12.

In the connected position of switch (Fig. 17-19al current

flows/occur./lasts mainlj through the head of 2 tanks, make contacts

4 and 5 and copper plate 6' as this is shown by heavy line with

rifleman/pointers. Through the arc-suppression outline (left

terminal/gripper 3, head 2, tank 1, receptacle 8, rod 9, to pole arm

6, rod 9, receptacle 8, tank 1, head 2, right terminal/gripper 3)as

that it in shown by thin linea, with rifleman/pointers,

flows/occurn/lants very insignificant current, since active and

Inductive reactances of this outline are considerably more than

working outline.
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Vith cutoff/disconnaection flige 17-19b) contact crosshead 6,

tastenef/strenqthened to rod 7., is moved upward, in this case are
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first broken make contacts 4 and 5 on both gaps and entire

disconnected current is fixed through arc-suppression outline

indicated above. Then are broken arcing contacts 8 and 9, between

which is formed the electric arc.

For facilitating the arc extinction each switch tank is built in

the chamber/camera of transverse oil blast 11, made from the boiled

thoroughly in oil tree/wood and fixed to the head of tank with the

aid of wooden struts with supplementary bakelite insulation (9 in

Fig. 17-20). Through central opening/aperture is passed the movable

rod, which in the connected position wrings out two brass

shutters/valves, equipped with springs.

In the beginning of cutoff/disconnection the arc appears between

the endflead of the moving/driving upward rod and the motionless

socket contact. During further motion of rod, i.e., along its output

from the lower part of the tank, brass shutters/valves begin to flap

and is formed the second arc between shutters/valves and end/lead of

the rod (Fig, 17-21b). transverse blast in average/mean channel is

created due to the gas pressure in the lower part of the tank. The

process of deionization and arc extincticn proceeds in the manner

that it was stated earlier.

lith the cutoff/disconnection of high currents the pressurp in
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the lower part of the tank proves to be so considerable and

transverse blast by such energetic that the arc finally goes out upon

first or second transfer of the current through zero after the onset

of transverse blast. In the case of diverging the low currents when

pressure in the lower part of the tank is small, arc is

involved/tightened into the openiny/aperture of the upper neck of 4

chambers/cameras (Fig. 17-20 and 17-21) and as a result of

considerable length it gces out.

In chanber/camera there are filled with air buffer spaces 15

(Fig. 17-20) whose role was presented earlier.

The space of oil in each tank (approxinately/exemplarily 9 1) is

determined by the conditions for arc extinction. Oil level must be

such that in the off position between end/lead of the rod and oil

there would be the sufficient air gap (reasons for this were shown in

the examination of switches of the type VMGI,-,
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Fig. 17-20. Task Of an oil breaker of the tYPe MGG 229. 1 -tank; 2-

insulation of the tank; 3 - head; ' - Plug; 5 -contact knife; 6~ -

wall entrance insulator; 7 -multiplexing the contact bar; 8 - oil

seal; 9 - brace of the arc-suppression chamber/camera; 10 -

chambertcamera; 11 - shutter/valve with the springs; 12 - leathe-r

cuff; 13 - contact corner irons; 14 - socket contact; 15 - buffer

space,
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Fige 17-21. Arc extinction in the chamber/camera of an oil breaker of

the type OBG 229. 1 - motionless socket contact; 2 - the contact bar;

3 - chambor/camera of the transverse blast; 4 - neck; 5 -

shutter/valve with springs.

Pge 270.

To avoid the overlap between the movable contact bar and the

tank inside the latter is inserted the cylinder from electrical

cardboard (Fig. 17-20).

After the onset of blast (Fig. 17-21b) into the upper part of

the tank are blown out the decomposition products of oil. From tank 1

gases enter oil separator 9, available on each tank (Fig. 17-22). oil

separator (bakelite tube) is filled with porcelain balls/spheres.

Heated and ionized gases, which contain a large quantity of hydroqen,
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passing oil separator, are cooled and are deionized, and then through

porcelain tube with 10 they eater gas-bleeding tube 11. oil from oil

separator leaks off back into tank. The gas vents of all tanks

connect and derive/conclude outside distributor.

All siz switch tanks are established/installed on overall steel

frame 4. Since tanks are located under voltage, then from frame thPy

are isolated/insulated by porcelain stand-off insulators 3. Cn each

tank there is oil indicator tube with 2.

For decreasing the distance between the tanks of different

phases and for the purpose of warning/prevention of the overlap

between them are established/installed detachable insulating

partitions 8.

In the upper part of the frame is fastened/strengthened

general/coson/total shaft by 6 with rocker shaft arm 7,

disconnecting springs 5 and drive mechanisms of phases. Frame anl gas

vents ground.

At present plant *electrical device" manufactures six-tank

switches with small space of oil of the type MG-1O (oil pot) to 10

kV, 5 kA and 1800 MIA and type 8G-20 on 20 kI. 6 kA and 3000 4VA

4 able P-101. These switches are the modernized constructions/designs
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the previously manufactured switches of types MGG 229, NGG-529 and

HGO-20. Switches of types IG-1O and 3G-20 are characterized ty from

the previously released switches the more advanced

construction/design of the series/row of parts. Because of the

ume/application of arc-suppression chambers/cameras of the improved

coastructioa/design is achiewed/reached a somewhat larger

disconaecting ability of new switches. General view of the switches

of types 0-10 and MG-20 is shows in Fig. 17-22.

Isseatial deficiencies/lacks in the six-tank switches of the

enumerated types are their large overall sizes and sufficiently

considerable weight.

gore compact and lung are sanufactured with plant

Ogralelektroapparatw six-task oil breakers of the type NGG-10 on 10

kV. 2-3 kA and 500 eA (Fig. 17-23). In these switches are used the

described earlier tanks of oil breakers of the type YNG-133.

tripping time of the switches of types TOGO eGG and MG is

O.1-0.2 s.

Small volume oil breakers to voltage 35 kV manufactures plant

"electrical device" in two versions: type RG-35 for external

installations and type MG-351 for internal installations (M - oil, G
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- pot. lomisal power of the cutoff/disconnection of these switches

500 SVA.

Fig. 17-24 shows the general view of a switch of the type MG-35.

Three phases of switch are mounted on overall welded frame 1,

established/installed on two supports 2 of the sectional steel. Frame

is grounded.

Within frame are arranged/located the crank mechanisms of the

phases which are connected with general/common/total thrust/rod. The

latter with the aid of hinged linkage is connected with the

thrust/rod of electromagnetic actuator 3.

The mechanism of each phase with the insulating thrusts/rods is

connected with the movable contact bar which with start and

cutoff/disconnection of switch in moved within the insulating plug,

closed with porcelain covers 4 and S fastened/strengthened to frame

1. From below lower cover 5 is fastened/strengthened arc-suppression

chanber'camera 6, in which tbere is a fixed contact.
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Fie 17-22. iol breaker of the type MG-1e

the sizes/dimesions of a switch of the type UG-20).

Page 271.

Ga -bleding device/equipment 7, located in the top part below the

coeer 5. The oil level in spark extinguisher is monitored on oil

indicator tube with 8, made from organic glass.

The busbars of distributor terminate 9 and 10. Terminal/gripper

9 by flex conductor is connected with upper end of the movable

contact bar, which are located in metallic cap/hood 11.

Terminal/gripper 10 is electrically connected with fixed contact in
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arc-suppression chamber/canera* Path of current with the connected

switch: terminal/gripper 9 - contact bar - fixed contact in

ckamber/camera 6 - terminal/gripper 10.

on each phase there are two built-in current transformers, put

an to the plug. in which moves the contact bar, and with enclosed

casing 12. As the primary winding of these current transformers

serves movable contact bar. On jackets 12 are provided

supports/sockets 13 for the attachment of stand-off insulators 14 (is

shown stick Insulator), used for maintenance current-carryinq

busbars.

Lever 15 in mechanical position indicator of switch. Switch and

its drive are established/installed on reinforced concete bed 16.

Fig. 17-25 are given two bits of the arc-suppression

chamber/camera, shown during the cutoff/disconnection of switch.
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Fig. 17-23. As oil bralek of the type 300-10 on 10 iV, 2000 A, 500

UVA. I- frame; 2- drive lechanis1; 3 - shaft; 4 - lever; 5 -

thrust/rod to the drive; 6 - stay rod; 7 - insulating rod; 8 -

contact crosshead, which carries the slide contacts; 9 - the make

contacts; 10 - torinals/grippers for the connection of the busbars;

11 - tank. 12 - stand-off insulator; 13 - oil gauge; 14 - insulatinq

partition,
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Fig. 17-24. Oil switch type MG-35 for 35 kV, 600 A, 500 MVA with
hc eicctro-ma.vnetlc drive tvne ShPS-Pn frnv Pytr'

unit.

Key: (1). It is not less.

Page 272.

By inulating disk 1 cbaaber/camera is divided into tvo parts. Lower

2 are gas-generating part of the chamber/camera, and upper 3 -

arc-supprosuioa.

Contact device cousists of fixed contact 4. intermediate contact

5 and movable contact bar 6.
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Flized contact 4 in ostablished/installed on the clamp of 7

intermediate collars S. To the latter is fastened/strengthened

terminal/gripper by 9 for the connection of the current-carrying

busbare

The steel housing 2 of gas-generating parts of the

chaaber/camera, intermediate collar 8 and disk I are

fastened/strengthened to the collar of porcelain cover 20.

Intermediate contact 5 is fastened/strengthened between two

insulating cheeks 15, which caa be turned on axis 18. Intermediate

contact is equipped with spring 16 and lover system 1. The latter is

connected with piston rod 19. which is located within cylindrical

turning im disk 1.

The gas-generating part of the chamber/camera with the aid of

oponings/aperturos 21 in disk 1 is communicated with the upper

arc-suppression part of chamber/caaera 3,

Upon the start of switch slide contact 6 enters kV

chamber/camera 3 and. in passing by it. it rests into upper spherical

form the cap of intermediate contact 5. The latter is turned

clockwise, spring 16 is presssedo In end lower position the right

flat/plan cap of contact 5 is pressed against fixed contact 4. Path
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of current in the connected position of the switch: slide contact 6,

intermediate contact 5, fixed contact 4, clamp 7, terminal/gripper 9.

Vith the cutoff/disconnection of switch slide contact 6 moves

upward. Are first broken contacts 4 and 5 between which appears

gas-generating arc 22. Pressure in chamber/camera 2 is raised.

Int.rmediate contact under spring effect 16 follows the slide

contact. If is disconnected relatively small current, then

intermediate contact is turned until it is rested into disk 1, make

tight Its central opening/aperture 11e In this case gas-generatinq

the friend reaches the maximum length. After this slide contact blows

away from intermediate and between them appears quenched an arc 23.

Under effect of pressure in the gas-generating part of the

chamber/camera oil from it through openings/apertures 21 in disk 1

and slot 10 and 12 in the upper part of chamber/camera 3 falls into

the field of the quenched an arc, near which occurs the violent

generation of gas. The gases, which escape from slot 10, create

longitudinal blast, and from slots 12 - a head-on blast

(arrows/pointers 13).
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Respectively is displaced lever system of 17 intermediate contacts,

as a result of which decreases the course of the intermediate

contact: it is stopped earlier, rather than it will reach disk 1. By

these is limited the length of the gas-generating arc and,

consequently, also the value of pressure in the gas-generating part

of the chamber/camera. In this case the quenched an arc, which was

being formed between stopping in intermediate position contact 5 and

rod 6, is extinguished under the action of the energetic longitudinal

gas flow, which emerges through the gap between rod 6 and walls of

central opening/aperture 11 in disk, i.e., earlier than contact 6 it

will leave this central opening/aperture.

The tripping time of switch with the cutoff/disconnection of its

rated current of cutoff/disconnection is approximately/exemplarily

0.08 s. weight of oil in three phases of approximately 36 kg.

A switch of the type xG-351 for internal installation greatly

little differs from that described: in terms of the location of tho

drive which in this case is established/installed not in the snd/face

of switch as on Fig. 17-24. but before the front of switch, the

somewhat smaller length of frame and the fulfillment of some cther

parts [17-3].

Small volume oil breakers to voltage 110 kM. To the volti,
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indicated the plant "electrical device" manufactures a small volume

switch of the type NG-110 in nominal power of cutoff/disconnection

2500 aU, intended for external installation.

switch has three identical phases which either mechanically

connect up one assembly with common drive (Fig. 17-26), or they

supply each phase with independent drive, i.e., realize

phase-by-phase control.

On welded frame 1 is established/installed hollow porcelain

stand-off insulator 2, on which is fastened/strengthened the housing

of 3 mechanisms of the motion of contacts (23 in Fig. 17-27a). Toward

the housing indicated are inclined attached two arc-suppression

chambers/cameras 4, equipped with emergancy valves 5 and gas bleeders

with oil separators 6. Terminai/grippers 7 and 8 serve for the

connection of busbars.

Stand-off insulator 2, housing 3 and arc-suppression

chambers/cameras 4 are oil-filled. For the checking of the level of

10 oils serves oil meter tube with 9.

Vithin frame 1, established/installed on bed 11, is located

shafting of 12 phases on which are rigidly fastened/strengthened

rocker shaft arms 13 and 15.
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Page 2718

Lower 13 is hinged connected with insulating rod 14,. which passes

within stand-off insulator 2 Ad in housing 3 with linkage it is

connected with the slide contacts of arc-suppression

chambe/cameras.

The lovers of 15 three phases are connected with rods 16 between

themselves and with drive 18. Mithin frames I on rods 16 are

established/installed disconnecting springs 17.
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The sation/cut of one arc-suppression chamber/camera of the

switch in question is given in Pig. 17-27a. The contacts of

chamber/camora are shown in the off position of switch.

Chamber caning is made from thick-walled bakelite cylinder 19,

placed inside porcelain cover 4. fastened/strengthened inclined to

housing 3,

In each chamber/camera are three end-type of the contact:

motionless 20, intermediate 21 and movable 22. First two are equipped

with springs. Intermediate contact is established/installed in the

opening/aperture of textolite disk 26, which divides cylinder 19 into

two parts. It is direct above the gap of contacts 20 and 21 is

fastened/strengthened textolite partition (barrier) by 28 with two

slots 27.

Slide contact 22# passing through the central opening/aperturp

is figure collar 25 (nonmagnetic cast iron), with the aid of linkage

23 is connected with rod 14. The slide contacts of two

chambers/cameras are conected by flexible current-carrying

connection/onsunication 24.

From the combined examination of Pig. 17-26 and 17-27a it is

possible to sea that upon the start of the switch when drive 18 moves
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rods 16, rocker shaft arms 0'and 13 are turned against the rotation

of hour hand and rod 14 is moved upward. Notion by the latter through

levers 23 is transmitted to the slide contacts of 22 both

chambers/cameras. In passing by small distance, slide contact rests

in Intermediate contact 21 and moves it to contact with fixed contact

20 (diagram in rig. 17-27b).

11th the cutoff/disconnection of switch under the action of the

disconnecting springs 17 rod 16 move in opposite direction and rod 14

is moved downward, driving the contacts of arc-suppressing

chambors/cameras. First all three contacts of chamber/camera move

together. First reaches the backstop and is stopped contact 20 and

between it and intermediate contact 21 it appears the arc of small

length (47 us), which burns in immediate proximity of slots 27 in

partition 28. Then reaches the backstop and is stopped intermediate

contact and between it and slide contact it appears the second arc.

As a result of evaporation and decomposition of oil by the arc, which

burns between contacts 21 and 22# which is gas-generating, pressure

in chamber/camera sharply increases, and oil through

openings/apertures in disk 26 (in Pig. 17-27a they are not shown)

begins intensely to be forced !*to the zone of the quenched an arc,

which burns between contacts 20 and 21.
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leagthv which corresponds to width of both slots 27, is formed

gaoenerating arc. The length of the latter is not constant and

depends on the strength of disconancted current: the greater the

disconnected current, by the fact at the smaller length of the

gas-generating arc is provided the necessary pressure for the

extinction of the quenched an arc. With the cutoff/disconnection of

the rated current of the cutoff/disconnection of switch the time of

arc extinction is 0.02-0.03 s, and the full/total/complete tripping

time of approximately/exesplarily 0.08 s.

Within located under voltage jacket 30 is placed spring safety

valve 29, which limits pressure in arc-suppression chamber/camera

with the cutoffs/disconnections of the high currents (are

opened/disclosed at a pressure more than 10 atm(tech)).

Oil breakers of the type 5G-110 are sufficiently simple

structurally/constructurally and are reliable. As deficiencies/lacks

it is possible to note the comparatively small disconnecting ability

and the use of large-size largo-diameter porcelain, which will raise

in price switch and increases its weight: the weight of oil in three

phases is 600 kg with the total weight of switch with drive 4.3 t.

Are true, these weight characteristics considerably better than the

analogous characteristics of multi-volumetric oil breaker to thp sams

voltage of the type NKP-10 (weight of oil 8.5 t and total weight
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18,3 t)v but it is nevertheless still great.

Brief information about the foreign constructions/designs of

small volume oil breakers. &broad construct small volume switches to

all im practice used voltages and at power the cutoffs/disconnections

to 12,000 sea.

At voltages to 35 kV small volume suitches construct both with

the steel tasks and with tanks from insulation, All these switches

have many similar features with the small volume oil breakers of

Soviet plants.

In small volume oil breakers to large voltages are used

ostensively the porcelain elements/cells of small diameters, which

not only considerably facilitates and reduces the cost of switches,

bet it sakes it possible to reach the large power of

cutoff/disconnection.

In recent years, some European firms are manufacturing low-
capacity oil switches of the suspension type for external 40-60 kV
units. They are suspended on the garlands of insulators for metal
or ferroconcrete portals of distributing units.

Fig. 17-28 in the fer of as example schematically shows

suspension oil breaker to 220 kV and power of cutoff/disconnection

5000 iAi (firm Dell, France). Back phase, carried out in porcelain

housing 1, is suspended/hung to support 2 free four garlands of
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suspension Insulators 3.

Suspension switches have, as a rule, phase-by-phase control,

realized by a mechanism, which composes one whole with the phase of

switch and which are located under voltage. Effect on this drive

mechanism of phase is realized remotely with the aid of pneumatic (by

compressed air) or oil-Fneumatic (by pressure oil control. In both

cases the cabinet of control of 4. adjusted at the level, convenient

for maintenance/servicing, is connected with the phase of switch by

tubes from insulation. prisoners inside porcelain tube 5.

Thus@ suspension switches do not have complicated drives, common

for other types of oil breakers, and also there are no complicated

drive mechanisms, which connect the phases between themselves and

with the drive; are maximally simplified the drive mechanisms of

independent phases. All this considerably simplifies the

construction/design of switches, increases the reliability of their

operation, it decreases their cost/value and simplifies operation.

Since the phases of such switches are suspended on string

insulators, then already there is no need for applying expensive

porcelain covers for the arc-arresting devices/equipment, and it

proves to be possible to perform these covers from another, cheaper

and more reliable insulation (11-1 and 17-4].
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Overall sizes and weight of suspension small volume oil breakers

are considerably less, rather than multi-volumetric oil breakers to

the same parameters. For example, if the weight of three phases of

suspension switch on 220 XV of the construction/design, similar to

that shown in Fig. 17-28, is approximately/exemplarily 7-7.5 t, then

weight multi-volume oil breaker to the same voltage even with the

most rational form of task (for example, according to the type, given

is fig. 17-11) is approxiately/exemplarily 30-36 t, i.e., 4-5 times

larger. Is reached a considerable savings of metal and insulation.

17.4. Auto-gas switches.

The ar -suppression devices/eguipment of auto-gas switches

supply with launcher adapters of the electrical insulating material,

which generates gases under the action of the high temperature of

arc. These gases are utilized for an arc extinction.

As gas-generating material can be used the fiber, organic glass,

etc.
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Fig. 17-26. Diagram of Lstallatiom of suspension small volume oil

breaker on 220 kV, 5000 l.

Page 276.

Organic glass was widely applied as a result of the large

gas-generating ability and a small wearability under the action of

electric arc.

Forming gases can be used for organizing the longitudinal or

transverse blast. Larger effect gives the transverse blast when it is

possible to create the sore intimate contact of arc with the surface

of the gas-generating material, as a result of which is provided mcrP

intense generation of gas and blast. Is utilized also the effect of

narrow sloto

Fig. 17-29 shows general view, while in Fig. 17-30 -

arc-suppression chamber/camera of an auto-gas switch of the type

L A
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VG-10 (switch gas-generating) of plant "electrical device" to nominal

voltage 10 kV and power of cutoff/disconnection 300 MVA.

The housing of arc-suppression chamber/camera is made from two

getinax plates 1 and placed between them textolite insert 2. Inside

which there are longitudinal and transverse channels. In longitudinal

channel are located made from organic glass launcher adapters 4 and

shutter/valve 5; the latter are equipped with springs 6.

Chamber/camera is tightened by p1as 7.

On contact bar 8 are attached motionless point contacts by 9

with guard ring 10 (according to the type of the contacts, given in

Fig. 12-141 ,

Upon start flat/plane slide contact (8 in Fig. 17-29) enters

between plates 3, it separates/expands shutters/valves 5 and then it

enters into fixed contacts 9. in the connected position transverse

channel 14, which communicates buffer space 13 with gas bleeder 11,

is overlapped by the body of slide contact.

In the process of cutoff/disconnection the arc first is formed

between fixed contacts and contact knife, but after the output of the

latter from guard ring 10 arcs burn between this ring and slide

contact. Under the action of the high temperature of arc is
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separated/liberated a lazge quantity of gases and pressure in the

upper part of the chamber/camera is raised. Valve 12 is

opened/disclosed, and space 13 is tilled with gases under pressure.

As soon as knife will discover transverse channel 14, appears intense

transverse blast.

Bases from space 13 rush through a narrow rectangular channel

to a gas outlet, carrying the arc along behind them. A close

contact of the arc with the walls of the narrow channel is created

which intensifies the evolution of gas and the de-ionization of the

arc. The arc is finally extinguished with the first or second

passing of the current through zero after the start of blast.

In the case of the catoff/4iscOnSctioA of low currents when

pressure in space 13 is small, the speed of blast is small and arc

extinction is involved/tlghtend. During further motion of slide

contact the arc is lengthened also on its output from shutters/valvs

5 latter converge and fasten arc. Arc proves to be burning in the

narrow slot between shutters/valves from the gas-generating material,

which provides its deioaization and extinction.

The tripping time of switch with the cutoff/disconnection of thp

rated current of Cutoff/disconnection is approximately/exemplarily

0.1e s.

. -. ~ I i m I I lii I I ~ ii U El I Iiiin~b 1.
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The expenditure of tie gas-generating material for each

cutoff/discounection is smallo the most abraded parts are carried out

interchangeable.

Gas bleeder 11 is filled with the short cuts of the copper tubes

passing between which gases they are cooled and they are deionized.

Advantages of the switch: explosion- and fire safety, absence of

the liquid arc-arresting medium, operational simplicity.

Dmficiencies/lacks: considerably greater weight and cost/value in

comparison with small volume oil breakers of the type VMG-133, which

have moreover, and the best parameters.
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Fig. 17-29, Auto-gas switch of the type VG-10 on 10 kV. 4I00 300

If. - arc-suppression chamber/camera; 2 - gas bleeder; 3 and 4-

terminals/grippers for the connection of the busbars; 5 and 6 - the

stand-off insulators; 7 - frame; 8 - flat/plane slide contact; 9 -

slipping contacts; 10 - current-carrying bus: 11 - getinax lever; 12

- shaft; 13 - disconnecting springs; 14s - including spring; 15-

clutch magnet; 16 -disconnecting electromagnet; 17 - isolating

partitions.
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Fig. 17-30. Arc-suppression ckaabec/camera of an auto-gas switch of

the type VG-1O.

Q_ r_ S! 1
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Page 277.

A switch of the type VG-10 has switching on spring 14, which

they start with the aid of manual rigging. In order to bring spring,

it is necessary by the nandle of drive to complete four notions

(downward - upward - downward - upward). The brought spring is held

by trip and proves to be that engaged through the mechanism of the

free release (see §15-2) with rocker shaft arm on the shaft of

switch. For the start of switch it is necessary to free the trip

indicated, which holds the switching on spring in the stretched

state. This is done by hand with the aid of the special lever (in

Fig. 17-29 it is not shown) or is remote with the aid of clutch

magnet 15, the feed circuit of which close with the aid of the

appropriate knob/button or key/wrench controls.

If we with the connected switch bring the switching on spring,

then after cutoff/disconnection under the action of relaying it can

be connected conversely (single automatic reset).

If necessary the switch can be equipped with electromagnetic

L_
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actuator of direct current.

Switches of the type VG-10 are suitable only for internal

installation.

To the voltages of above 10 kV auto-gas switches do not

manufacture as a result of difficulties in the achievement of the

necessary insulation.

17-5. Air circuit breakers.

General information. In air circuit breakers the arc is

extinguished with the aid or blast by the compressed air, which

enters from the reservoir, established/installed near switch or,

which is more frequently, that constitutes one whole with its

foundation (frame, trolley). Into the reservoirs of switches the

compressed air comes froa blowing plant.

Air circuit breakers work at different air pressure, it is more

frequent at a pressure 8-20 ata(gage). So, Soviet switches are

calculated for nominal air pressure in reservoirs 20 atm(gage).

The arc-suppression devices/equipment of air circuit breakers

are performed with one and several disruptions in phase and with
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longitudinal or transverse air blast.

Let us become acquainted with the principle of equipment and

work of air circuit breakers based on the example of the simplest

switch with one disruption to phase and longitudinal blast whose

diagram is given in Fig. 17-31; there is shown the schematic diagram

of control of switch.

Upper part 1 is arc-suppression chamber/camera, and lower 2 - by

the air drive, which uses for start and cutoff/disconnection of

switch. Busbars terminati 11 and 12. Path of current in the connected

position: terminal/gripper 11 - the cover/cap of 5 chambers/cameras -

motionless tubular contact 4 - movable circular contact 3 - slipping

contacts 9 - ferrule 8 - terminal/gripper 12.

The compressed air can enter switch from the reservoir through

disconnecting OK or switching on VK relief valves which can be opened

by hand or remotely with the aid of with respect disconnecting OE or

switching on VS of the electromagnets whose circuits are closed by

the knob/button of cutoff/disconnection 0 or by the knob/button of

start V. During functioning of the relay of protection RZ the switch

is disconnected automatically.

With cutoff/disconnection the compressed air from the reservoir
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through the valve OK enters arc-suppression chamber/camera 1 and into

the upper part of the cylinder of 2 drives. Under the action of the

compressed air piston 10 is soved downward. Together with piston is

moved downward slide contact 3; between contacts 3 and 4 is formed

the arc. Since up to this aosent/torque chamber/camera 1 proves to be

that filled with the compressed air, then simultaneously with

striking of the arc the compressed air is fixed into the

opening/aperture of contact 4 and blows out the encountered on its

path arc as this shown in the diagram a Fig. 17-31. From the internal

cavity of contact 4 air falls into the cap/hood of 6 explosion

chambers and through openings/apertures 7 emerges outside. Is

especially energetically arc gap is deionized at the moment of

transiting the current through zero. Usually the process of

extinguishing of arc concludes upon first or second transfer of the

current through zero.

The circuits of the electromagnets of control 0 and VE are

brought through blocking contacts of the type KSk, connected with the

movable system of switch.
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Fig. 17-31. Schematic of the device/equipment of air circuit breaker

without separator and schematic diagram of control of it.

Key: (1). From storage battery. (2). reservoir of compressed air.

(3). Air OK to cutoff/disconnection. (4). From blowing plant. (5).

Air for start.

Page 278.

During completion of process/operation the contacts KSA automatically

are changed over, the circuit of the electromagnet of the

corresponding valve is disrupted and valve is closed - air supply

ceases.

In the end lover position of slide contact is provided the

IL _ L--
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necessary air gap between contacts 3 and 4, i.e.* the insulation of

disruption at atmospheric air pressure in chamber/camera.

In the examined simplest switch with longitudinal air blast the

contacts in the process of cutoff/disconnection always diverge and

arc length increases, until it finally goes out. It Is logical that

in this switch for decreasing the tripping time the rate of the

notion of contacts must be possibly greater.

The studies of air circuit breakers showed (17-5 and 17-6] that

the best conditions for the extinction of electric arc in the

longitudinal flow of the compressed air are reached at certain

specific distance between contacts, which depends on the value of

voltage, the disconnected current, the air pressure and series/row of

other factors. Therefore, if the contacts of switch at a high speed

dilute up to the considerable distance, necessary for achievement of

the proper value of the insulation of disruption, then at the moment

of transition/junction through zero arcs currents the distance

between contacts proves to be, as a rule, not equal to optimum for

the conditions for arc extinction, that, naturally, it manifests

itself the value of the disconnecting ability of switch.

Therefore most rational is rapid separation of the contacts of

switch only up to such distance, with which are provided the best
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conditions for arc extinction. But this distance is usually so small

that it cannot ensure the necessary insulation of disruption at

atmospheric air pressure, i.e., after the cessation of the supply of

the compressed air into explosion chamber.

In air circuit breakers with longitudinal blast the best

conditions for arc extinction with the subsequent guarantee of the

proper insulation of disruption after the termination of arc

extinction are achieved by one of the following methods:

1. With the cutoff/disconnection when chamber/camera is filled

with the compressed air, contacts rapidly dilute by the distance,

most favorable for an arc extinction, and are delayed in this

position to a period, a somewhat exceeding period of arc extinction.

Then contacts dilute up to the distance, which ensures necessary

dielectric strength of gap/interval at atmospheric pressure. In this

position the supply of the compressed air into chamber/camera ceases.

2. Besides contacts in arc-suppression chamber/camera each phase

of switch is supplied with supplementary contacts, with so-called

separators, which have their drive. In this case after the supply of

the compressed air into explosion chamber the contacts of the latter

rapidly dilute up to the distance, determined by the conditions for

arc extinction, and then through the small time interval, which a

4
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little exceeds the time of arc extinction, it comes into action the

air drive of separator and the latter is disconnected, creating final

chain cleavage. In these switches after the cutoff/disconnection of

separator the air intake into explosion chamber ceases, the contacts

of switch under spring effect again are closed and circuit proves to

be that brought only by separator. The start of this switch is

realized by start of separator.

3. The same as in first method, but with that difference, that

after arc extinction chamber/camera remains that filled with

compressed air, which requires saaller supplementary thinning of

contacts. After thinning of contacts up to supplementary distance

automatically are closed exhausts of chamber/camera and it remains

under pressure. In this case necessary dielectric strength of

gap/interval is provided with the smaller course of contacts, that

somewhat simplifies the construction/design of switch.

With respect to the aforesaid air circuit breakers with

longitudinal blast divide into switches without separators, with

separators and those air-filled. The special features/peculiarities

of the device/equipment cf these switches are examined below.

Fundamental advantages of air circuit breakers: the absence of

liquid medium and harmful gas-generating materials, explosion- and
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fire safety, short tripping time, reliability of operation,

possibility of frequent starts and cutoffs/disconnections, absence of

the powerful/thick drives of direct current, smaller weight in

comparison with multi-volumetric oil breakers. Air circuit breakers

can be constructed to any voltages and to the very large power of

cutoff/disconnection.

Page 279.

To deficiencies/lacks in air circuit breakers can be attributed:

the relative complexity of construction/design, high cost/value and a

somewhat larger complexity of operation in comparison with oil

breakers, and also a need for air economy, into which enter

compressor motors, reservoirs, air ducts and other equipment.

Air circuit breakers with the chambers/cameras of longitudinal

blast without separators usually make for voltages not above 35 kV,

since with large voltages the mass of the moving elements of the

switch is obtained such large that for their rapid movement and

subsequent stop are necessary the very powerful/thick pneumatic

drives and oil dashpots.

As an example of air circuit areaker without separator let us

examine Soviet switch to voltage 35 kV of the type VVN-35 (Fig. 17-32
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and 17-33). The trolley of I switch is carried out as one whole with

its delivery air chamber 2, in bottoms of which are provided hatches

3. Trolley is equipped with rotary rollers 4.

On trolley are established/installed the columns of three

phases, consisting of the lower collar of 5, two hollow supporting

porcelain insulators 6 and 7, average/mean collar 8 cap 9. Insulator

7 is the housing of arc-suppression chamber/camera.
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Fig. 17-33. Section/cut on average/mean phase of air circuit breaker

of type VVN-35 (is continued numbering of parts of Fig. 17-32).

Page 290.

Each pole of switch has two hollow tubular contacts (one

disruption to phase): upper 15 and lower 20. In cap 9 is placed the

mechanism of the movement of front contact, which consists of piston

17, into which is screwed tubu.ar contact 15, and springs 18. which

wrings out it downward and ensuring the necessary pressure of

contacts 15 and 20. Through sliding contacts 16 front contact 15 is

electrically connected with terminal/gripper 19. which uses for the

connection of busbars.

Lower movable tubular coatact 20 is attached on insulating rod

23 and through slipping contacts 21 is connected with average/mean

collar 8 and terminal/gripper 2 for busbars. In the lower part of

contact 20 are openings/apertures 24, which in the connected position

of switch are located against exhausts 11 in average/mean collar.

Path of current with the connected switch: terminal/gripper 19-

contacts 16 - front contact 15 - back contact 20 - contacts 21 -

terminal/gripper 22.
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The rods of 23 three phases of switch are hinged connected with

the levers of the drive mechanism, arranged/located within frame 1.

There is located the pneumatic drive, with the aid of which the rods

with slide contacts 20 are moved with start and cutoff/disconnection

of switch.

With cutoff/disconnection is opened/disclosed valve 25 and the

compressed air from resezvo.r 2 along tubes 12 and 13 (Fig. 17-32 and

17-33) enters the internal cavity of insulators 6. and of them

through channels in the average/mean collars (in Fig. 17-33 they are

not shown) into the explosion chambers of 7 three phases. From the

explosion chambers through openings/apertures in the collar of cap 9

(in Fig. 17-33 they are not shown) the compressed air enters space

under piston 17 and is risen the latter together with contact upward

approximately/exemplarily on O am; spring 18 is presssed. Between

contacts 15 and 20 appears the arc, which immediately undergoes

intense blowing, as shcn in diagram in Fig. 17-33a. Arc is blown

away to the internal surface oL hollow contacts 15 and 20, which

protects of decomposition the working end-type parts of the contacts.

Air passes inside contact 15, it falls into cap 9 and emerges in the

atmosphere through exhausts 10. The air, which enters inside contact

20, emerges in the atmosphere through its lover openings/apertures 24

and exhausts 11.
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The time of arc extinction usually is not more than two-three

half-periods.

The pneumatic drive of switch is controlled so that it

operates/wears immediately after arc extinction. Drive turns the

shaft of switch and with the aid of rocker shaft arms rapidly

abstracts/removes downward rods to 23 with contacts 20, than and it

is created the insulation of disruption. After this air intake into

chamber/camera 7 automatically it ceases, and contact 15 under spring

effect 18 is omitted to initial position.

The tripping time of switch (to arc extinction between contacts

15 and 20) does not exceed 0.1 S. However, the full/total/complete

time of action of switch taing into account the time of the notion

of contact 20 is approximately/exemplarily 0.3 s.

Is connected switch by the sane pneumatic drive, which has

bilateral action, which moves upward to contact 20 to their contact

with contacts 15. In this case the air into explosion chamber does

not enter.

exhausts 10 and 11 are equipped with deflectors and are closed

with shutters/valves l with the springs, which block penetration

into the chamber/camera of dust and snow. With cutoff/disconnection
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the compressed air opens/discloses shutters/valves and it emerges

outside.

Air circuit breakers with the chambers/cameras of longitudinal

blast and separators can be prepared to any voltage; however, most

frequently the separators apply in switches by voltage 110 kV even

above. Separators can be located outside switch (external

separators), also, within switch (internal separators). External

separators create the visible chain cleavage.

The schematic diagram of air circuit breaker with external

separator is given in Fig. 17-34, where the similar/analogous parts

are designated by the same numbers, as in Fig. 17-31. The schematic

diagram of control is not shown, since it is similar to that given in

Fig. 17-31.

The separator of svitch consists of moving contact knife 13,

fixed contacts 14, fastened/strengthened to stand-off insulator 15,

and pneumatic drive 16 with two-way piston 17. The latter has a

guide, entering the plugs, attached on the axis of 18 separators.

With the displacement/movement of piston this guide revolves axis 18

and it switches on or disconnects knife 13.

Contacts movable 3 and motionless 4 are performed tubular. Slide
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contact is equipped with spring 20; with cutoff/disconnection it

moves downward in guiding tube 21.

Page 281.

In the connected position of switch the current passes through

the following parts: 11-5-4-3-9-8-13-14-12 (ring 8 and knife 13 are

connected by flexible member which in the diagram is not shown).

With the cutoff/disconnection of switch is opened/disclosed the

valve OK and compressed air fills explosion chamber 1 and it enters

space above piston 10. The latter together with contact 3 is moved

downward, contacts 3 and 4 are broken also between then ignites the

arc. Since up to this moment/torque chamber/camera I is filled with

the compressed air, then simultaneously with striking of the arc

appears energetic longitudinal blast and arc is involved/tightened

inside tubular contacts (outline a in Fig. 17-34), its length

increases. All this leads to extinction into one-two half-periods.

Air is passed inside the tubular contacts and it is blown out outside

through exhausts 7 and 22. During cutoff/disconnection spring 20 is

pressed and remains in this position until is opened valve OK.

Simultaneously with filling of chamber/camera air along channel

19 enters the right side of the cylinder of the pneumatic drive of 16
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separators. Under the action of the compressed air the piston is

moved it to the left and disconnects knife (position 13'). The action

of the pneumatic drive is controlled so that knife 13 is disconnected

only after arc extinction betwoen contacts 3 and 4, when in current

circuit there is no.

In the off position of knife are changed over blocking contact.

(KSA in Pig. 17-31) and valve OK it is closed. Simultaneously under

spring effect 20 contacts 3 and 4 are closed, but circuit remains off

the knife of separator.

In order to include/connect switch is opened/disclosed the valve

1K, through which the compressed air enters the left side of the

cylinder of the drive of separator. Piston 17 is moved it to the

right and switches on the knife of separator. Thus, switch is

included by the knife ot separator, that it is not dangerous even

upon the inclusion to the existing in network/grid short circuit as a

result of the large rate of the start of the knife of separator. In

the case of start to short circuit operates/wears relaying, which

closes the circuit of the electromagnet of the valve of

cutoff/disconnection OK. The latter is opened/disclosed and switch is

disconnected, as it is described above.

air circuit breakers with one disruption to phase, as it takes
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place in the examined simplest switch, manufacture usually by

voltages not higher than 35 kV. Switches to large voltages have

several disruptions to phase. A simplest and reliable constructive

solution is use/application to the phase of several series-connected

chambers/cameras of single disruption. This, in particular, it makes

it possible to compose from a different number of one and the same

chambers/cameras the arc-suppression devices/equipment of switches to

different voltages.

Soviet plants produce in series of air circuit breakers with

external separators of the type VVY to voltages 110-400 kV and

nominal power of cutoff/disconnection to 15000 eva (table P-14). They

all are intended for external installation.

Fig. 17-35 shows the phase of a switch of the type VVN-110 to

rated current 800A, voltage 110 kV and power of cutoff/disconnection

4000 NVA.

The arc-suppression device/equipment of switch has two gaps and

is made from two series-connected identical chambers/cameras, which

are located in porcelain jackets I and 1'. Is established/installed

arc-suppression device/equipment on hollow porcelain insulator 2,

which insulates it from trolley 3. Trolley is performed together

whole with two delivery air chambers, connect/joined together and

with blowiag plant.
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Fig- 17-34. Schematic of the device/equipment of air circuit breaker

with external separator.
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rn the forward section of the trolley is established/installed

the cabinet of control of 10, in which is placed the electrical and

pneumatic control of the phase of switch.

Separator is performed in the form of knife 4, equaipped with air

drive 5, established/installed in the middle part of the column. The

fixed contacts of 7 seFazators are established/installed on the
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column of pin insulators 6, mounted on the trolley of switch.

Each phase of switch is independent apparatus - there is no

mechanical connection/communication between phases. Phases are

connected only with the general/comnon/total system of electrical

control - with start and cutoff/disconnection simultaneously are

closed the circuits of the electromagnets of the valves of three

phases.

The execution of switch in the form of three separate

apparatuses considerably facilitates its transport and repair.

Fig. 17-36 gives the simplified circuit of the arc-suppression

device/equipment of a switch of the type 1YN-110. The arc-suppression

devices/equipment of gaps are performed uniformly. In essence they

consist of porcelain housing 1, brass housing 11, movable tubular

contact 13 with piston 14, contact spring 15. which is guided tubes

with 16 (within which moves contact 13 with cutoff/disconnection),

slipping socket contact 19 and motionless tubular contact 20.
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Fig. 17-35. Air circuit breaker of the type 1TV-110 on 110 kv, 800a,

4000 RlA (one phase).
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air circuit breaker of type VVU-11O on 110 kM.

Page 283.

In the connected position of switch the current

flows/occurs/lasts from terminal/gripper 8 through the knife of

separator 4, collar 22, fixed contact 20', slide contact 13', socket

contact 19', housing 11, fixed contact 20, slide contact 13, socket

contact 19, housing 11 and cap/hood 17 to terminal/gripper 9.

With cutoff/disconnection is opened/disclosed the valve, which

is located in the cabinet of control of 10, and air from reservoirs 3

along tube 24 stumbles inside insulators 1 and 1' and then through

.openiiiqs/apertures 12 and 12' inside housings 11 and 11'. Under the

action of the compressed air on pistons 14 and 14' slide contacts 13

and 13' are moved upward and between contacts 13 and 20, and also 13'

and 20' are formed arcs. Simultaneously through the internal cavities

of tubular contacts and exhausts 18, 21 and 23 appears energetic

longitudinal blast, as shown by rifleman/pointers. The time of arc

extinction does not usually exceed two half-periods.

Since after the cessation of air supply into spark extinguisher

the contacts of switch converge under spring effect 15 and 15., then

switch is equipped with separator with air drive 5. Separator must be

."n
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disconnected automatically, but only after arc extinction on the gaps

of switch. This is reached via the slower filling with the compressed

air of the drive of separator. The knife of separator leaves the

fixed contacts approximately/exenplarily after 0.05 s after

interrupting of contacts in arc-suppression chamber/camera.

After the cutoff/disconnection of separator the control valve is

closed and air supply in sparx extinguisher ceases. Contacts 13-20

and 130-20' are closed. is connected switch by the start of separator

by air drive 5 (air enters along tube 25). Taking into account the

possibility of the inclusion to ta existing in network/grid short

circuit, the rate of the motion of the knife of separator at the

moment of closing/shorting its contacts must be sufficiently great

(8-12 i/s).

Soviet switches by voltages 154 kV and higher are arranged

analogously, but they have a larger number of series-connected

chambers/cameras: switches 154 kV - three chambers/cameras; 220 ky -

four; 400 kV - six. Furthermore, all these switches have backs-out

resistor, connected in parallel to the chambers/cameras of

arc-suppression device/equipment, which provides the even

distribution of voltage according to various gaps. The installation

of such backs-out resistor is visible in Fig. 17-37, where is shown

the phase of switch to voltage 220 kV.

I~ ii .. .. ' : . . . , . .. . J l ia ..... - -- -
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If there are backs-out resistor, then with the

cutoff/disconnection of switch separator disrupts the current,

flowing through these resistors/resistances after arc extinction in

arc-suppression chamber/camera. However, this current is small and

its cutoff/disconnection is not dangerous for the knives of

separator.

In the open installations, subjected to ice-covered surface,

external separators can be covered/coated with the layer of ice,

which strongly inhibits their work. For the successful decomposition

of the layer of ice on the contacts of separator is necessary a

corresponding increase in the power of its pneumatic drive and

mechanical strength of its knife. All this complicates the

construction/design of switch.

The deficiencies/lacxs indicated are removed in switches with

internal separators. However, internal separator in the housing,

filled with air at atmospheric pressure, is bulky, especially with

very high voltages. Is explained this by the significant magnitude of

insulating gap/interval at atmospheric air pressure.
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Fig. 17-37, Air circuit breaker of the type VVN-220 on 220 kV, lO00a

5000 SVA (one phase). 1 - arc-suppression device/equipment; 2 -

backs-out resistor; 3 - the stand-off insulator; 4 - column of pin

insulators; 5 - knife of the separator; 6 - delivery air chambers; 7

and 8 - terminals/grippers for the connection of busbars.

Page 284.

It is essential to decrease the gap/interval indicated and,

consequently, also the overall sizes of separator it is possible.

after placing separator into the housing, filled with off separator
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with the compressed air.

As an example Fig. 17-38 shows Soviet air circuit breaker to

voltage 110 kV with air-filled separator 3. Arc-suppression

device/equipment is performed just as in Fig. 17-36.

In the housing of 3 separators are motionless and slide

contacts. Movable tubular contact is performed for one whole with

piston and is equipped vita spring. When switch is connected, then

the internal cavity of the aousing of separator is communicated with

surrounding air i.e., in housing 3 pressure is equal atmospheric, and

the contacts of separator under the action of its spring are locked.

With the cutoff/disconnection of svitch the compressed air

enters both into explosion chaabers 1 and into the housing of

separator 3. under the action of the compressed air the slide contact

of separator is vrung out upward and it remains in this position,

until housing 3 is found under pressure. The work of separator is

controlled so that its contacts diverge only after arc extinction in

spark extinguisher.

After the disagreement of the contacts of separator the blast

valve of switch is closed and air supply in spark extinguisher 1

ceases and its contacts are closed, the housing of separator remains

.4
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under pressure always when switch is disconnected. For the start of

switch it suffices to shut access of the compressed air into housing

3 and to report its internal cavity with surrounding air. Then under

the action of the compressed spring the slide contact of separator is

omitted and switch is included.

Certain deficiency/lack in the switches with the air-filled

separators is the need for the careful multiplexing of the housing of

separator, since it car long be found under pressure.

In contrast to the switches, shown to Fig. 17-35 and 17-37,

switch in Fig. 17-38 have one delivery air chamber 5 and two cabinets

of control of 6 and 7. The foundation of switch is performed without

rollers. At present all Soviet air circuit breakers to voltages

110-400 kV are supplied with one delivery air chamber to phase and do

not have rollers.

Tripping time of switch type VVN comprises not more 0.06-0.08 s

(to arc extinction), and full/total/complete time of action taking

into account tripping time of separator - approximate/exemplary

0.25-0.35 s.

The air-filled switches can be performed to any voltage, but

most frequently them they perform by voltages 35 kV even higher.
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Sufficient representation about the device/equipment of these

switches gives the given in Fig. 17-39 section/cut of the

arc-suppression chamber/camera of the air-filled switch to voltage 35

kV whose general view is siailaz/such shown in Fig. 17-33.

The porcelain housing of 9 chambers/cameras is

established/installed on collar 12. In the latter is attached also

stationary contact 8 with high-melting cap. On upper collar 13 is

established/installed metal housing 1, in which is placed the

mechanism of slide contact 4. The latter with collar 13 is

electrically connected with the aid of slipping contacts 11. For the

connection of the busbars of distributor serve terminals/grippers 10

and 15. In the connected position the current flows/occurs/lasts over

the path: 10-13-11-4-8-12-15.

Contact 4 is screwed into piston 2, rigidly connected with

guiding tube 3.
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Fig. 17-38. Air circuit breaker with the air-filled separator of the

type TYN-110 on 110 kV, 2000 A, 6000 RVA (one phase). I -

arc-suppression chambers/cameras; 2 the stand-off insulators; 3 -

separator; 4 - current-carrying tube; 5 - delivery air chamber; 6 -

cabinet of the cutoff/disconnection; 7 - cabinet of the start; 8 and

9 - terminals/grippers for the connection of busbars.

Key: (1). Vkl. (2). Off.

Page 285.
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To the latter loose piston 6 and carrier ring 5, between which is

inserted spring 7, The latter through ring 5 and piston 2 forces

contact by 4 against fixed contact 8.

With cutoff/disconnectLon housing 9 is filled with the

compressed air. Along channel 14 compressed air enters space Above

piston 6 and it displaces it downward to backstop 17 on the internal

surface of housing 1. Spring 7 is presssed.

Somewhat slower through the gap between contacts 4 and 11 air

penetrates the space under piston 2 and it displaces it together with

contact 4 and tube 3 upward to such situation, when ring 5 will be

rested into the lower end/face of the tube of piston 6. Since piston

clearance 6 is more than piston clearance 2, then during the motion

of the latter together with contact 4 upward piston 6 remains forced

against flange 17 and spring 7 additionally is presssed.

In this position of chamber/camera contacts 4 and 8 are located

at a distance, most favorable for an arc extinction. The formed on

them arc by the flow of the compressed air, which was fixed inside

contact 4 and tube 3, is injected inside contact 4, intensely it is

deionized and rapidly it goes out (with arc extinction occupies the

position, shown on outline a Fig. 17-31).
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In piston 6 is small opeaing/aperture 18, through vhich the

compressed air comparatively slowly penetrates the space between

pistons 2 and 6. To the tine of extinguishing of arc the pressure

from both sides of piston 6 is equalized and it under the action of

compressed spring 7 is moved upward to backstop. Since in this

position air pressure on piston 2 and contact 4 proves to be more

than the force of spring 7, then simultaneously with piston 6 they

are upward displaced piston by 2 with contact 4 and tube 3, until the

latter is rested into rubber ring 36 and with its base 19 is shut

output to the compressed air from chamber/camera. In this position

the contacts prove to be dilute up to such distance, with which in

the compressed air is provided the necessary insulation of gap.

For the start of switch it suffices to let out the compressed

air from chamber/camera in the atmosphere. Then under spring effect 7

contact 4 is dropped/omitted to contact with contact 8 and circuit

will be connected.

The air-filled switches have simplest construction/design, since

in then there are no separators with the pneumatic drives, do not

have insulating rods and series/row of other Farts, available the

switches with separators.

Main disadvantage in the air-tilled switches - need for the very
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good hermetic sealing/pressurization/sealing of chamber/cameras, since

on leaving of air switch is included.

Switch simply is fulfilled also with several gaps in phase. In

the presence of backs-out resistor the switch must be equipped with

the trailing contacts, intended for the gap of current, which takes

place through backs-out xesistor after arc extinction in

arc-suppression device/equipment.

Air circuit breakers with transverse air blast.
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Fig. 17-39. The extinguishing ckaaber/camera of the air-filled switch

on 35 MV

Page 286.

Transverse air blast in higa-voltage switches proves to be effective,
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as noted in ehapter 13, only during the use/application of

arc-suppression gratings with the insulating plates, situated

perpendicular to the axis of arc (Fig. 13-5c and 17-4l), when airflow

forces arc against the foundation of these plates and forces it into

the narrow gaps/intervals between them.

The presence in the arc gap of the insulating plates, subjected

to the effect of arc, impedes the creation of the necessary

insulation of gap with very high voltages and especially in the

switches of external installation. Furthermore, in the

chambers/cameras of transverse blast arc extinction is reached at its

sufficient length, as a result of which in the process of

cutoff/disconnection in arc gap is separated/liberated a large

quantity of heat, which impedes arc extinction and achievement of the

large pover of cutoff/disconnection. Therefore arc-suppression

chambers/cameras with transverse blast apply in air circuit breakers

by voltage to 15-20 kV and less frequently to 35 kV.

In Soviet practice transverse air blast is used in switches of

the type VT-15 in voltage 1J.8 kV and power of cutoff/disconnection

2000 NRV, intended for internal installation (Fig. 17-40.

The trolley of 1 switches is performed as one whole with two

cylindrical delivery air chambers 2 and 3 and cabinet 4, in which are

L= . -. . . . -- " 1 .. . .. . lW'"... Ni--. . . . -. . IA.. . . N . . .IlM .. - I II le - - - I I II
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placed the mechanisms of control of the switch: shaft 5, pneumatic

drive 6, the block of control valves of 7, oil dashpot 8, blast valve

9 and 10 types blocking contacts KSA.

Arc-suppression chamber/camera 25 is established/installed on

porcelain stand-off insulators 14 and 15. Air into chamber/camera is

fed/conducted through valve by 9 on porcelain air duct 20.
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pig. 17-150. Air circuit breaker of the type VV15 on 13.8 kV, 5500a,

2000 RVA.

Page 287.

Between insulators 14 and 15 is established/installed aluminum

housing 16, from both sides of which it is attached on the packet of
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copper bands 17. To the left side of these bands connect the busbars

of distributor (terminal/gripper 18). In the right side between the

packets of bands on axis are established/installed the slide contacts

of the switch: two working knives 22 and one arc-suppression knives

24, connect/joined together and connected with insulating thrust/rod

by 21 with homing/driving lever on shaft 5. working knives are placed

from both sides of housing 16. Two groups of motionless working

finger contacts 23 are established/installed from both sides of

chamber/camera 25. Noticnless arcing contact is located within

chamber/camera 25. All motionless contacts are electrically connected

with second terminal/gripper by 19 for the connection of busbars.

Between the phases of switch are established/installed

insulating partitions 27. Upon the start of switch pneumatic irive 6

with the aid of leverage 11 turns shaft 5 clockwise and thrust/rod by

21, being moved upward, turns slide contacts in opposite direction.

Arcing contacts 24 enter through opening/aperture 26 into

arc-suppression chamber/camera and throw in themselves in the

established/installed in it motionless arcing contacts. With certain

retardation are closed both pairs of make contacts 22 and 23. Before

closing/shorting of arcing contacts jaw/cam/catch 12 on shaft 5

through mechanism 13 presses on the stock/rod of blast valve 9 and a

little opens slightly it, as a result of what the compressed air from

reservoir 3 on air duct 20 enters explosion chamber and blows the
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gap/interval between the convergent arcing contacts. By this is

prevented the onset of powerful/thick arc upon the inclusion of

switch to the existing in network/grid short circuit.

In switch is used the pneumatic drive of two-way action;

therefore with cutoff/disconnection all moving/driving parts of the

switch are moved in opposite direction and contacts 22 and 24 are

turned in the direction of rotation of hour hand. Are first broken

make contacts 22 and 23. also, after they are radiated on 30-35 mm,

are broken arcing contacts. Is somewhat earlier than this

moment/torque jaw/can/catch 12, rotating together with shaft 5

counterclockwise, with the aid of mechanism 13 is opened/disclosed

blast valve 9 and air on air duct 20 it enters arc-suppression

chamber/camera.

The device/equipment of arc-suppression chamber/camera is

schematically shown in Fig. 17-41.

To the arc-suppression knife of 24 is welded cap 28 of the

refractory metal; 29 and 30 - motiocless arcing contacts.

Chamber casing 25 is wade iron external getinax 31 and 32 and

internal Ziber 33 plates. Within chamber/camera is

established/installed five fiber plates 34, which divide the internal
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space of chamber/camera in six sections. Fiber is utilized as

gas-generating material. In each section are established/installed

copper plates 35, cutting the arc into parts, which contributes to

its cooling and deionization and limits its length.

In the upper part of the sections are placed packets 36,

collected from thin steel sheets with the small distance between

then, intended for cooling and deionization of air, that emerges from

chamber/camera.

As noted above, up to the moaent/torque of interrupting the

arcing contacts into channer/camera has already been supplied the

compressed air. Therefore the arc, which is formed between contact 30

and cap 28, which are broxen by the latter, by the jet of the

compressed air immediately is injected into the first section of the

chamber/camera where it is contacted with fiber plates. Under the

action of the high tempexature ci arc from the surface of fiber

plates violently are separated/liberated the gases, which attempt to

reject/throw arc from plates, but this blocks the cross flow of the

compressed air, which emerges from air duct 20. As a result of this

combined effect of air and gas flow the arc energetically is

deionized and rapidly it goes out.
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Fig. 17-41. The arc-suppression chamber/camera of air circuit breaker

of the type Vv-15 (is continued the numbering of the parts of Fig.

17-40).

Page 288.

If arc did not go out with the passage of arcing contact under

the first section, then during further motion of contact 24 arcs are

blovn out into the second section, vhile if it does not go out also

in this case, then into the third section and, etc.

Up to the moment/torque of the output of arcing contact from

chamber/camera the arc compulsorily goes out also in the specific

position of slide contacts the air supply into chamber/camera

automatically ceases.
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The distance between contacts in off position is determined by

the value of the necessary insulating gap/interval between then.

Fiber plates are abraded unevenly, since sections enter in york

gradually and most frequently not all. By this is explained the

different thickness of the plates of chamber/camera. Usually switch

is capable to five times to disconnect without the exchange of fiber

plates current, close to its rated current of cutoff/disconnection

[17-5 ].

The tripping time of switch does not exceed 0.1 s with the time

of the arc extinction of the order of two half-periods.

The foreign constructions/designs of air circuit breakers are

characterized by very great variety also during recent years

underwent considerable changes. Some of them have much in common with

the examined above Soviet constructions/designs.

If in air circuit breakers to voltage to 15-20 kV widely are

utilized spark extinguishers with transverse and longitudinal blast,

in the latter case with external separators and without then, then in

switches by voltages 35 kV it is higher, as a rule, is applied
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longitudinal air blast with multiple break of circuit.

Characteristic for contemporary air circuit breakers by voltage

35 kV and higher is the wide application of cheaper and more reliable

small/miniature porcelain L17-1. 17-5 and 17-6]. In recent years some

European firms created very compact and light suspension air circuit

breakers, suspended to the portals of the open distributors. In the

form of an example in Fig. 17-42 it is shown voltage 150 kV and power

of cutoff/disconnection 7500 BVA. Arc-suppression chambers/cameras 1

and 2 are established/installed directly on delivery air chamber 3,

which is located under voltage and is suspended/hung to support from

string insulators 4. Intake electropneumatic valves are

established/installed on reservoir. The compressed air from blowing

plant comes along tube 5 of insulation (porcelain or plastic).

The transmission of control signal to electropneumatic valves is

realized with the aid of pneumatic or oil-pneumatic devices/equipment

with the use of second tube 5.

Suspension switches separators do not usually have and are

fulfilled as air-filled. They are structurally/constructurally

simpler, 3 times and more more easily and it is considerably cheaper

than air circuit breakers with the separators; in distributor they

occupy little place [17-4].
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Blowing plants. Air circuit breakers are supplied with the

compressed air from central blowing plant, which can be used also for

the compressed air feed of the pneumatic drives of disconnectors and

switches of other types.

The schematic diagram of blowing plant is given in Fig. 17-43. A

number and the productivity of compressors select so that during the

damage of one compressor the supply vith air would not be disrupted.

In the diagram are conditionally shovn two compressors 1.

The air, which enters air circuit breakers, must be veil

purified from dust and dried. For dusting serve filters 3,

established/installed from the side of the suction branches of

compressors. They dry air usually thermodynamically. Using this

method the highly-compressed in compressor air which in this case

considerably is heated, is cooled in water tubular coolant 4, as a

result of which the l'ge part of the containing in air moisture is

condensed. This condensed moisture, and also caught into air oil are

driven out in oil and water separator 5, and into high-pressure

bottle by 8 enters air with smaller moisture content (6 - check

valve; 7 - shutoff valve). Then air passes through reduction valve 9,

where its pressure decreases, and space respectively increases, in
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consequence of which relative atmospheric humidity decreases. As a

result of entire this relative atmospheric humidity in low-pressure

reservoir by 10 and in distrioutive aerial network proves to be

considerably lower than relative numidity of atmospheric air. Good

results gives change of the air pressure two tines.

Soviet air circuit breakers are designed for work with pressure

of air 20 atm(gage), in accordance with how pressure in reservoir 8

it is taken as as the equal to 40 ats(gage), and in reservoir 10

equal to 20 atm(gage).
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Fig. 17-42. Suspension air circuit breaker on 150 kV, 7500 lVA (one

phase).

Page 289.

Start and stop of the electric motor of 2 compressors is

automated depending on air pressure in reservoirs, for which are

utilized the established/installed on reservoirs contact manometers.

Distributive aerial network is usually performed by steel tubes,

Before each switch install filter for warning/prevention the

incidences/impingements into the switch of dust and products of the

corrosion of tubes.
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In the limits of compressor and in sections from the cable

distribution heads of switches to their reservoirs and the cabinets

of control usually run copper tubes for warning/preventing their

corrosion.

The tubes of aerial network usually run in cable tunnels or

channels, and sometimes in special channels or trenches.

17-6. Switches of load.

The switches of load are the simplest high-voltage switches,

intended for cutoff/disconnection and start of circuits, that are

located under load. The arc-suppression devices/equipment of these

switches are designed only for the extinction of the low-current arc,

which appears with the cutoff/disconnection of the current of load;

therefore cannot be utilized then ior the cutoff/disconnection of

circuits during short circuits.

For the cutoff/disconnection of circuits during short circuits

together with switches the loads apply any high-voltage safety

devices/fuses, for example, guartz.

In recent years the switches of load obtained very large

use/application in those installations of comparatively small power
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(on shop, urban, agricultural and other substations), where it is

possible to be restricted to protection from short-circuit currents

with the aid of safety fuses and where the switches were necessary

only for start and cutoff/disconnection of circuits with load.

The switches of lead even taking into account high-voltage

safety devices/fuses are less expensive and usually require less than

the place in distributor, rather than powerful/thick high-voltage

switches to the same voltages.

As arc-suppression devices/equipment in the switches of load can

be used arc-suppression chambers/cameras with oil filling,

chambers/cameras with solid gas-generating material, arc-suppression

gratings with metallic or ceramic plates, etc.

Can be used auto-pneumatic chambers/cameras with arc extinction

by the air, forced during cutoff/disconnection by the piston, powered

by special spring. Upon the start of switch this connected with

piston spring is presssed and in the compressed state is held by

special trip. At the moment of cutoff/disconnection the trip is

displaced and the freed spring rapidly moves piston within the

cylinder, from which the compressed air is forced to arc and

extinguishes it.

__4
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At present with Soviet industry are manufactured the svitches of ,

load only on voltages 6 and 10 kV, equipped with arc-suppression

chambers/cameras with inserts/bushings from organic glass.

as the basis of the construction/design of these switches of

load of the type VN-16 is assumed normal tripolar disconnector for

internal installations (Fig. 17-44) with attached arc-suppression

chambers/cameras 5 and disconnecting springs 6.

The movable make contact of switch is performed in the form of

two-band knife 1, which encompasses in the connected position contact

strut 2. At the end/lead of the bands of knife are attached two

curved steel strips 3, between which is jammed the end/lead of

arc-suppression knife 4.

The housing of explosion chamber (Fig. 17-45) consists of two

Jaws 5, made from plastic and tightened by screws/propellers. Within

housing are laid two inserts/bushings 8 of organic glass, which form

narrow slot 9.

L L!
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Fig. 17-43. Schematic diagraa of blowing plant.

Key: (1). To distributing aeril. network. (2). Air.
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Housing and motionless ae contact 2 are fastened/strengthened to

the cap/hood of stand-off insulator.

Motionless arcing contacts 7 are attached on steel springs and

are connected by flexible members with current-carrying plate 2.
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Upon start knife 4, fastened/strengthened to plates of working

knife, enters into slot 9 (Fig. 17-45) explosion chamber and throws

in itself into motionless arcing contacts 7. make contacts 1 and 2

are closed later than arc-suppression ones.

With cutoff/disconnection first are broken the make contacts.

and then arc-suppression, between which is formed the arc. Arc is

involved/tightened inside slot 9 between inserts/bushings from

organic glass. Under the action of the high temperature of arc

organic glass separates/liberates a large quantity of gases, in

consequence of which the pressure in chamber/camera is raised. Thus

far knife 4 is located in chamber/camera, gases can leave it only

through the gaps between the knife and inserts/bushings. The pressure

increase increases the thermal conductivity of gases, in consequence

of which the arc intensely is cooled and goes out in limits of

chamber/camera, to the cutput from it of knife 4. The necessary rate

of the motion of contacts is provided by two disconnecting springs 6.

The disconnecting ability of the switches of load of the type

V-16 is shown in (able P-15.

For the purpose of savings are manufactured also the combined
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apparatuses of the type GMP-16, which consist of the mounted on the

overall frame of the switch of load and three quartz safety

devices/fuses. The analogous combined apparatus, but additionally

equipped with device for the automatic cutoff/disconnection of the

switch of load with burn-out by smelting the insert of any of the

quartz safety devices/fuses, has a designation of the type GNP-17.

For control of switch is applied manual rigging, which has the

built-in electromagnet, which makes it possible if necessary to

produce remote cutoff/disconnection. If is necessary remote

switching, then can be used electromagnetic actuator.
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Fig. 17.44. Switch of load of the type VN-16 on 10 kV.

43

Fig 17144 Svtchof oa ,of th tyope . N-16 o 10 kI.

Fig. 17.45. Arc-suppression chamber/camera of svitch of load of type

VW-16.

Key: (1). On. (2). housing (left. (3). Cap/hood of stand-off

insulator. (143. housing (rigkt. ($I. Insert/bushing (left. (6).

Issert/baskiug (right. (7). la off position.
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Chapter eighteen

DRIVES OF SWITCHES.

18-1. Designation/purpose and types of drives.

Drives serve for control of switches, i.e., for their inclusion,

retention in the connected position and cutoff/disconnection. Drives

are performed in the form of the separate apparatuses, attached to

switches.

Some switches can be applied with different drives. The

corresponding indications are given in catalogs or plant

informational materials (see Tables P-14, P-15 and P-16).

Page 29%°

From drive to the slide contacts of switch the motion is

transmitted with the aid of the drive mechanism, which consists of

the linkage and thrusts/rods, shaft of switch and contact crossheads,

which carry slide contacts.

Some switches have the built-in drives, which
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structurally/constructurally compose with them one whole. Such

switches are supplied only with one type of drive. In some air

circuit breakers of drives as there are no separate apparatuses and

the mechanisms, which use for control of switch, it is organically

decanted with the construction/design of switch itself.

Drives must satisfy the following fundamental requirements: the

reliability of operation, the speed of action, the ability to perform

the specific number of process/operations without the need of

controlling the mechanism, simplicity of construction/design, small

overall sizes and weight, small cost/value, ccnvenience in the

operation. Drives with electrical control must consume with

process/operations least possible power and smoothly work with the

established/installed limits of deviation from the nominal voltage of

their power supply. Heating the elements/cells of the drive of the

magnet coils, electric motor) for the operation time must not exceed

rating value.

All drives have mechanisms of the free release about value of

which it was shown into §15-2.

Punishment drive completes upon the start of the switch when it

overcomes the considerable resistor/resistance of the disconnecting

springs and springs of contacts, friction in the mechanism of switch
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and in transmission from drive to switch, in oil breakers - the

resistor/resistance of oil to the motion of the moving elements of

switch, etc. Upon the inclusion to the existing in network/grid short

circuit the drive overcomes also the considerable electrodynamic

forces (proportional to the square of impact short-circuit current),

appearing after breakdown across 94p between contacts in the process

of their approach and caused by interaction of current in the movable

and motionless current-carrying parts of the switch (these forces

attempt to reject/throw slide contacts to off position).

at the same time switch must ue included rapidly, since upon the

slow inclusion to the existing in network/grid short circuit is

possible the sticking of contacts.

Thus, upon start drive must complete considerable work in short

time, i.e., it must develop the sufficiently large power whose value

depends on the type of switch.

In contrast to this with cutoff/disconnection the drive

completes the very small work, spent on the release of locking

mechanism, since the cutoff/disconnection of switch occurs under the

action of its disconnecting springs. The time of the release of

locking mechanism also must be possibly less, since on this depends

the speed of the cutoff/disconnection of circuit during damages.
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Are distinguished two basic groups of the drives of the

switches: manual and poer (engine). Depending on the form of the

energy, utilized for start, the actuators are subdivided into

electrical ones and pneumatic ones.

Depending on the principle of the conversion of electric power

into mechanical energy the electric drives occur electromagnetic

(solenoid) and electric-motor.

on method of operation the drives are subdivided into the drives

of direct and indirect action.

In the drive of direct action the motion of switching on

actuator is transmitted to the directly drive mechanism of switch to

the same moment/torque when drive obtains the impulse/oentum/pulse

of energy from its feeding source (from electrical circuit, from the

main line of the compressed air). Since the time of start is small,

then the power, consumed by such drives, is considerable.

In the drives of indirect action the energy, necessary for the

inclusion of switch, preliminarily reserves itself in the form of

potential or kinetic energy in any special device/equipment, which
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then at necessary moment/torque is utilized short-term for the start

of switch. Potential energy reserves itself in cargo drives with the

aid of the preliminarily raised load and in spring drive with the aid

of the preliminarily stretched or twisted springs.

Kinetic energy reserves itself in inertial drives with the aid

of the preliminary untwisted to the definite rate flywheel of

considerable mass.

In the drives of indirect action the energy reserves itself

during relatively long time (to 10 s); therefore the required by them

power is respectively small.

Page 292.

The stored up energy is utilized upon the start of switch for the

very short time when mechanism develops large power.

For the automatic cutoff/disconnection of switches all drives

have the disconnecting electromagnets, which affect locking actuator,

made in the form of retaining catch or system of the breaking levers.

The circuit of the coil of the disconnecting electromagnet of drive

is closed by the contacts of tee relay of protection or automation.

In some drives the disconnecting electromagnets can be used for the
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remote (at a distance) cutoff/disconnection of switches.

All electrical and pneumatic drives, and also load and spring

drive make it possible to remotely control of switches i.e., to

switch on and to disconnect then at a distance.

Drives are manufactured for internal and external installation.

For protection from weather effects the drives for external

installation are placed into metallic cabinets, which in a

designation of the type of drive is characterized by letter Sh. For

example: PS - drive electromagnetic for internal installation ShPE -

the same drive, but built in the cabinet and intended for external

installat ion.

18-2. Hand drives.

In hand drives for the start of switches is utilized the

muscular force of man. These drives have simple and fail-safe design,

are cheap, simple in operation and for their work either in no way

they are required the special sources of operational current, for

example storage batteries or can be used the low-power sources of the

direct or alternating current (for greater detail, see Vol. 2,

Ehapter 11).
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Hand drives are the drives of direct action; therefore their

use/application is limited to switches with the small moment/torque

of start - with effort/force on handle or handwheel of drive not more

than 25 kgf. The use/application of hand drives on oil bulk-oil

breakers is possible only in such a case, when impact short-circuit

current in the site of installation of switch does not exceed 30 kA,

since with the larger current of too considerable proves to be the

electrodynamic force, which appears upon the inclusion of the

switches indicated to the existing in network/grid short circuit and

which blocks their start. These limitations in the use/application of

hand drives are caused by the fact that with the large

efforts/forces, necessary for the start of switch, man either not at

all will be able him to include/connect or it will him switch on

slowly, which upon start to short circuit is conjugated/combined with

the danger of welding the contacts of switch.

There are many different constructions/designs of hand drives.

Earlier are very common were common drives of the type KAN (case

automatic flywheel). At present soviet plants manufacture the manual

automatic drives of types PRA (drive manual automatic) and PRBA (B -

blinker). Indication about that, with what switches it is possible to

apply these drives, they are given in Table p-14.

The appearance of drive of the type PROA is shown in Fig. 18-1.

IL .... . . . . .. ....L o. . . . ..
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Actuator is built in cast iron housing 1, closed with cover/cap 2

with groove for lever of control of 3. Thrust/rod by 4 connects

actuator with the switch (see Fig. 17-15). In relay case 5 are built

in overload relay 6 and lou-voltage relay 7. Drive is shown in the

connected position of switch. In off position the control handle

occupies position 3'.

Signal relay (lever) 8 serves for the signaling of the automatic

cutoff/disconnection of switch.
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Fig. 18-1. Ranual automatic drive of the type PBBA.
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Vith the automatic cutoff/disconnection of switch signal relay 8

occupies horizontal position 8' (.Ls utilized nonconformity in the

position of actuator and control lever - switch was disconnected, but

lever 3 remained in engage position). In order to drop/omit signal

relay, it is necessary lever 3 to turn to position 3'.

9 Types blocking contacts KSA are connected with actuator with

thrust/rod by 10o
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Different positions of actuator are shown in Fig. 18-2. Control

lever 1 and rigidly connected with it disk 18 can freely rotate on

axis 01. The connection/communication of lever 1 with thrust/rod to

switch 11 is realized with the aid of thimble 3 and main lever 2. On

the latter there are plug 4, employee by axis of his rotation, which

can be moved in horizontal slot 16, carried out in the struts of the

bracket, on which is attached entire actuator within its housing. To

this plug 4 loose trip 5, hinged connected with thimble 19. Thimble

19 and lever 6 are mounted to fixed axis 02.

In the connected position of switch (position a) its springs

attempt to turn lever 2 clockwise (on axis 4). This blocks that that

axis 8. which connects thimble 3 with control lever 1, is located

beyond dead center, i.e., below straight line ab, which connects the

centers of axes a and O,. The displacement of axis 4 is also

impossible, since trip 5 rests into the seni-axis of 6' levers 6. The

butt end of the latter rests into the finger/pin of disconnecting

plank 7, by restoring spring I4.

Vith automatic cutoff/disconnection the shock worker of 10

disconnecting electromagnets rests in the finger/pin of plank 7 and

turns it counterclockwise. in this case lever 6 is freed/released and
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under spring effect 15 is turned counterclockwise. Semi-axis 6' will

move away it to the left and frees/releases trip 5. as a result is

freed/released axis 4 and main lever 2 - switch is disconnected.

Entire 4-4 kage occupies the position, depicted in the diagram 6 (plug

4 is moved it to the left and occupies position 41).

Vith manual cutoff/dsconnection they revolve control lever 1

clockwise. Together with it rotates disk 18, which turns to small

angle frictionally connected with it lever 13, freely mounted to axis

0 t (17 - screw/propeller for controlling the spring of friction

coupling). The butt end of loeer 13 rests in the finger/pin of

disconnecting plank 7 and turns it. Lever 6 is freed/released, and

switch is disconnected. Further motion of lever 1 downward occurs

with off switch.

It is not difficult to be convinced that the automatic

cutoff/disconnection occurs also in such a case, when we long hold by

hand lever 1. Linkage 3-/-5-19-b forms the mechanism of the free

release of drive.

In order to include/connect switch after its automatic

cutoff/disconnection, it is necessary lever of control 1 to turn

downward. Together with control lover is turned disk 18, which with

the aid of thrust/rod by 1U abstracts/removes lever 6 to the left. In
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this case the end/lead of trip 5 goes under semi-axis 61. and the

butt end of lever 6 will begin to tall for the finger/pin of plank 7

(positions c and d).

In drives with built-in low-voltage relay lever 1 in lower

position presses on knob/button 9, with the aid of which is started

the mechanism of relay (reset).

Upon start (from position d) they turn lever 1 upward.
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Pig. 18-2. Schematilc of act€uator ot t:he type PRBA in different

positions, a) is connected; b) after the automatic

cutoff/disconnection; c) with the winding up of the mechanism; d) in

initial position.
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Since axis 4 in this position is motionless, then by means of thimble

3 lever 2 is turned counterclockwise on axis 4 and thrust/rod by 11

is moved to the right (on draviny) - switch is included.
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The appearance of drive of the type PRA is shown in Fig. 18-3.

Process/operations perform by handle 1 whose plug is put on to axis

2. On the back of plug, within housing 3, are two fingers/pins, with

the aid of which the aotion of handle I through the levers of the

mechanism of the free release of drive is transmitted to shaft 4,

connected with the shaft of switch (as in Fig. 18-5).

Fig. 18-3 drive shows in the connected position. Disconnecting

springs of switch attempt to turn shaft 4 and actuator against the

direction of rotation of hour hand, what blocke retaining catch,

built in the housing of drive. For a manual cutoff/disconnection it

suffices to turn handle I to very small angle counterclockwise. In

this case retaining catch is displaced and actuator with shaft 4 they

are freed/released. Together with this it is freed/released and the

movable system of switch - the latter -.nder the action of its

disconnecting springs is disconnected.

The mechanism of the free release of drive separates shaft 4 and

plug of handle 1; therefore latter with the cutoff/disconnection of

switch does not rotate. After the cutoff/disconnection of switch the

operator continues to crank counterclockwise to those pores (to

backstop), until occurs the cohesion/coupling the fingers/pins of the

plug of handle with the levers of the mechanism of free release, but

thereby also with shaft 4. Drive will be "brought", i.e., it is
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prepared to start.

Upon the inclusion handle rapidly revolve in direction the

rotations of hour hand. In this case pins of the plug of handle by

means of the levers of the mechanism of free release revolve shaft 4

and is connected switch. Process/operation concludes, when the

movable system of drive Froves to be its closed trip.

Vith automatic cutoff/disconnection the shock worker of the core

of the disconnecting electromagnet acts on retaining catch of drive

which frees/releases actuator and shaft 4, after which the switch

under the action of its disconnecting springs is disconnected. Lever

1 does not rotate and resains in position "connected". For the

subsequent start of switch it is necessary to prepare (to bring)

drive, i.e., to turn its handle counterclockwise before the

cohesion/coupling of the fingers/pins of plug with the lever of the

mechanism of free release.

, .. . .6. . .. .. .. i . .i II . . .. I I . . . . . . ... . i . . . . . i . . .im. . . . . . . . .
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Fig. 18-3. The appearance of a manual automatic drive of the type

PR A.

r
I, iIPEA,1

Fig. 18-4. Circuit diagrams of hand drives, a) with two built-in

overload relays and one low-voltage relay; b) with one disconnecting
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electromagnet and separately established/installed overload relay; K

- knob/button of remote cutoff/disconnection.
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Hand drives can be equipped (in different combinations) with the

disconnecting electromagnets for a work on direct and alternating

current, two or three built-in overload relays of momentary effect,

with one built-in low-voltage relay.

The spill current of built-in overload relays regulate by change

numbers of turns of their coils. If necessary it is possible to apply

relay with the mechanism of time element, making it possible to

regulate triggering time in limits from 0 to 4 s (drives of the type

PeA, equipped with relay with the mechanism of time element, are

designated by PRAN).

Fig. 18-4 in the form of an example gives the elementary

diagrams of hand drives: the diagram of drive with two built-in

overload relays of momentary effect and one built-in low-voltage

relay (Fig. 18-4a) and diagram of drive with one built-in

disconnecting electromagnet on operational direct current and two

separately established/installed overload relays (Fig. 18-4b).
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By the examined manual automatic drives cannot be switched on

switches remotely and automatically and this is their fundamental and

very essential deficiency/lack, which limits sometimes their

use/a pplication.

18-3. Cargo and spring drive.

At present very widely automate electrical devices how is

achieved a considerable increase in the reliability of the power

supply of users, an increase ia the efficiency/cost-effectiveness of

the operation of electrical devices and the decrease of the number of

service personnel.

On electrical stations and substations with light switches to

comparatively low power of cutoff/disconnection (to 300-400 RVA) the

problem and automatic remote control of switches most simply and

cheaply is solved with the aid of hand drives of the indirect action:

cargo ones and spring. The important advantage of these drives,

besides the previously enumerated advantages of all hand drives, is

the fact that they consume very small electrical power with the

process/operations of start and cutoff/disconnection and can reliably

work both on operational direct current and on operational

alternating current. In the latter case is not required the

construction of the battery installation (for greater detail, see
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Vol. 2, *hapter 11).

Uith the aid of these drives can be carried out manual and

remote control of switches, automatic breaking of stand-by lines, of

power transformers and electric machines (AV), automatic reset of

the emergency disconnected parts of electrical devices (APV), etc.

Cargo drives. Fig. 18-5 shows the installation of manual cargo

drive of the type PG-10 on an oil breaker of the type VMB-10.

Actuator, relay of protection and electromagnets of the

inclusion and cutoff/disconnection are placed in welded housing 1.

Through the rear wall of housing is brought out shaft 2 (drive

shaft), which with the aid of clutch 3 is connected with the shaft of

switch 4.



........ 
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Fig. 18-5. installation of nanual cargo drive of the type PG-10 on an

oil breaker of the type 158-10.

Key: (1). Hoisting device and settling of tank.
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Within housing at shaft butt end 2 is rigidly seated the lever,

called the lever of shaft.

Upon the start of switch drive shaft and its lever they turn

clockwise to the angle, depending on the type of switch. In the
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connected position the lever of shaft seizes retaining catch of

drive, which holds thereby switch in the connected position.

For the cutoff/disconnection of switch it is necessary to

compound retaining catch indicated so that it would free the lever of

shaft. Then under the action of its disconnecting springs switch is

disconnected. In this case shaft 2 and its lever is turned to certain

angle counterclockwise. The displacement of retaining catch and the

cutoff/disconnection of switch most remote possible - with the aid of

the built-in the drive disconnecting electromagnet, automatic - with

the aid of the built-in the drive relays or w1th the aid of the

disconnecting electromagnet and the separately established/installed

relays and manual - with the aid of the knob/arm/handle, placed from

the side the housing of the drive (it is similar to knob/arm/handle 2

in spring drive, shown in Fig. 18-6).

Drive has a mechanism of free release; therefore with the

cutoff/disconnection of switch bandwheel 5 on rotates.

Through the front/leading cover/cap of the housing of drive is

passed the second shaft of small length (shaft of the handwheel), to

tetrahedral free end of which they are put on handwheel by 5 with

block 6, which has groove for cable 7. One end/lead of the cable is

attached on block, from other end/lead of the cable is suspended/hung
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load 8. The total cargo weight depends on the type of switch and is

from 18 to 55 kg. Is regulated the cargo weight by detachable

circular weights.

It shaft butt end of handwheel (within housing) is mounted

rocker shaft arm which with the aid of actuator is engaged with the

lever of shaft 2 during the process/operation of start.

If switch is disconnected, then for its start it is necessary to

preliminarily prepare (to bring) drive. For this they by hand turn

handwheel 5 counterclockwise and is risen load 8 to its maximum upper

position. Simultaneously within housing is turned the lever of the

handwheel which in end position is cut off by the special trip, which

holds load in the raised position (trip of load). Simultaneously are

engaged the levers of handwheel and drive shaft. Therefore, if we now

displace the trip of load and to free the lever of handwheel and

load, then the latter with its incidence/drop will turn the engaged

levers of handwheel and drive, but thereby also shaft 2 clockwise - a

switch will be connected. At the end of the course of start the lever

of shaft is seized by retaining catch of drive. Depth of fall in the

load of approximately/exemplarily 450 mm.

The displacement of the holding trip of load and the start of

switch is conducted remotely with the aid of special clutch magnet or
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by hand via pressure the core of the same electromagnet.

Prom that presented it is evident that the handwheel serves only

for the preparation of drive for start.

If we with the connected switch bring drive, i.e., to raise its

load, then after automatic cutoff/disconnection from the relay of

protection the trip of load mechanically is displaced and switch

automatically is included how is realized instantaneous APV (for

greater detail, see Vol. 2, Chapter 14). If necessary the

device/equipment APT can be brought out from the work (with the aid

of the knob/arm/handle, similar to knob/arm/handle 2, shown in Fig.

18-6; there it is visible lever 3, which indicates does work drive

with APT or without APV).

The examined cargo drives are applied for the same switches, as

usual hand drives. The electromagnets of drive consume the power not

more than 300-500 V. Depending on the type of switch the time of

start is 0.2-0.35 s.

A deficiency/lack in these drives is the need for their manual

preparation for start.

The more advanced construction/design is drive of the type
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PGR-1O, in which is provided supplementary device/equipment for the

power elevation of load after each functioning of drive for the start

of switch. This device/equipsent consists of the electric motor of

direct or alternating current by the power of 50-100 V, worn reducer,

toothed gears and terminal switches.

After the start of drive special roller on block closes terminal

switch, which switches on electric motor. The latter with the aid of

reducer and gears turns handwheel and is risen load. Near the end

upper position of load terminal switch is disconnected and

interrupts/breaks the feed of electric motor.

Page 297.

But at this moment drive is already brought and is held by the trip

of load, i.e., it is ready to the subsequent process/operation of

start. The automatic preparation of drive lasts not more than 6-10 s.

Spring drives differ from the dismantled/selected cargo drives

at the fundamental the fact that in then instead of the load is used

the steel helical spring, built in the rim of handwheel (Fig. 18-6).

For the start of switch it is necessary to preliminarily bring

spring, after turning handwheel to the specific angle.
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In drives of the type PP-1O the spring can be brought only by

hand, with the aid of handvheel.

In drives of the type PPS-1O is a built-in low-power electric

motor (as in cargo drives of the type PGH-1O), which makes it

possible to tighten up a spring not only by hand, but also it is

remote or automatically after each start of switch (Fig. 18-6).

In other respects mechanism of spring drive it is arranged

analogously with the mechanism of cargo drives. Certain improvement

of the parts of spring drive makes it possible to apply them under

conditions of the large frequency of process/operations, for example

in electric furnace installations.

Knob/arm/handle 2 (Fig. 18-6) serves for the manual

cutoff/disconnection of switca. Lever 3 is indicator, connected or

not device/equipment of instantaneous APV (see above description of

cargo drive).

With manual lever/crank spring drive some of different

construction/design are supplied gas-generating switches of the type

VG-10, briefly described into t17-4. These drives compose one whole

with switches.
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Spring drive can be carried out, also, for control of heavy

switches to the large power of cutoff/disconnection. These drives are

supplied with several strong springs which can be stretched only with

the aid of the built-in electric motor. Soviet plants such drives do

not manufacture.

18-4. Electromagnetic actuators.

Electromagnetic actuators can be prepared for and automatic

remote control of any, switches. The schematic diagram of the

device/equipment of simplest electromagnetic actuator is given in

Fig. 18-7. Basic parts of drive are switching on I and disconnecting

3 electromagnets and retaining catch 5. The core of 2 clutch magnets

is connected with the aid of thrust/rod by 6 with lever 7, mounted to

the shaft of 8 switches.

Vith cutoff/disconnection the core of 4 disconnecting

electromagnets strikes into the long arm of trip 5, the cap of the

latter slips from core 2, after which the switch under the action of

its disconnecting springs is disconnected.

For start close circuit tue coils of clutch magnet 1, after

which its core 2 is pulled and by means of thrust/rod by 6 turns

lever by 7 on the shaft of switch. Switch is included; in the
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connected position entire system is held by trip 5.

As a result of the direct connection of core 2 with the shaft of

switch with the aid of thrust/rod by 6 and lever 7 drive does not

have free release. In drives without the free release: 1) switch

cannot automatically be disconnected from the relay of protection, if

core 2 mechanically was wedged or "sealed" within coil or if the

about latter on any reasons long flows current.
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Fig. 18-6. Spring drive of the type PPM-10 with the self-starter of

spring.
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motion within the coil of clutch magnet with the cutoff/disconnection

of switch considerably increases the time of its

cutoff/disconnection; 3) automatic cutoff/disconnection is possible

only after switch completely was included/connected, since only after

full/total/complete start switch ceases the feed of electromagnet 1,

which also increases the time of the automatic cutoff/disconnection

of switch.

On the reasons indicated all electromagnetic actuators perform

with the mechanisms of free release, which ensure the release of the

core of clutch magnet witA transmission to the shaft of switch during

its cutoff/disconnection. By this it is provided: 1) the automatic

cutoff/disconnection of switch with the long sucked core of clutch

magnet; 2) independence with the cutoff/disccnnection of the motion

of the drive mechanism of switch from the return of the core of

clutch magnet in the initial position; 3) automatic

cutoff/disconnection on the larger part of the course of start, i.e.,

it is earlier, rather than switch completely will be

included/connected.

To the advantages of electromagnetic actuators should be related

simplicity of their construction/design, small cost/value and high

reliability of operation.
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Electromagnetic actuators are the drives of direct action;

therefore their clutch magnets consume very large current - ten and

hundreds of amperes. This is main disadvantage in electromagnetic

actuators.

The disconnecting electromagnet consumes small current, usually

several amperes.

Electromagnetic actuators normally are constructed for a work on

direct current. Therefore in the installations, equipped by

electromagnetic actuators, it is necessary to have sufficiently

powerful/thick storage tatteries tor their feed. Furthermore, is

necessary the separator of power cables of sufficiently large cross

sections for the feed of drives.

Electromagnetic actuators on alternating current have large

sizes/dimensions, their construction/design is more complicated,

cost/value is above. Is more current at the moment of start. The

advantage of the drives of alternating current in the fact that for

their work is not required the installation of powerful/thick storage

batteries.

Possibly also the use/application of drives of direct current

with feed by their rectified current (see Vol. 2, Chapter 11).
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The time of the inclusion with the aid of electromagnetic

actuators in dependence on the type of switch is from 0.18 to 0.8 s.

Soviet plants manufacture several types of electromagnetic

actuators of direct current. The majorities of the produced at

present switches are supplied with the drives of types PS and PE

tEableP-il and P-16).

Clutch magnets of drives perform on 110 and 220 V, and the

disconnecting electromagnets to the same voltages or to voltages 24

and 48 7 (with feed from special battery). The magnet coils of some

drives consist of two parts, which sakes it possible one and the same

drive to apply to two voltages: with parallel connection of coils on

110 V, and with series connection on 220 V.

Fig. 18-8 shows drive of the type PS-10 (in the connected

position), intended for the switches of the small disconnecting

ability and by voltage not more than 35 kV, for example for the

switches of types YMB-10, TAG, etc. Fig. 18-9 schematically shows

actuator in different positions.
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JL-9

rig. 18-9. Ilectroaagaetic actuaator of the type PS-10.

Key: (1). Off. (2). Iki.
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Drive shaft 11 is rigidly connected with the shaft of switch.

actuator consists of the attached on drive shaft of the lever of 12,

three identical connecting links (levers) 13, 14 and 15, roller 20 to

axis O, two identical connecting links 16 and 17 the trip (backstop)

of 21, equipped with spring.

Lever 12 with connecting link 13, and also all connecting links

between themselves are hinged with the aid of axes 0, 02, 03 and 0,.

Connecting link 15 is suspended/hung from fixed axis 19; connecting

link 17 also has fixed axis Id.

At the connected position of switch axis 01 of roller 20

lies/rests on trip 21, and connecting link 16 - on backstop 22.

Connecting links 16 and 17 occupy such position, that the center 04

lies/rests below the line of centers 04 it lies/rests below line of

centers 03 and 18, i.e., center 0, lies/rests somewhat lower than

dead center of connecting links 16 and 17. Backstop 22 blocks the

displacement/movement of components/links 16 and 17 downward (see

also Fig. 15-5). The disconnecting springs of switch attempt to turn

-- ' .. . .." . ... . ... .. . . .. ... -- " -- - l . . . I 
= - - -

' l a I1 - i -1 . .. .. I -
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its shaft, and thereby also entire linkage of drive in the direction

of rotation of hour hand. This blocks the fact that axis 0 rests

into trip 21, and axis 0, is held by temporarily rigid linkage

15-16-17.

With remote cutoff/disconnection is closed the circuit of the

coil of disconnecting eiectromagnet 7 (by key/wrench of control or by

contacts of the relay cf protection), core 8 is pulled into coil and

by striker 9 it displaces upwQ.Ld connecting link 17. As soon as axis

04 will pass dead center of connecting links 16 and 17, the latter

break (Fig. 18-9b) and temporarily fixed link 03 is displaced to the

right. As a result of this the linkage 12, 13, 14 and 15 acquires

mobility, axis 01 of rcller 20 slips from trip 21, and under the

action of the disconnecting springs of switch occurs its

cutoff/disconnection. RolleL 20 falls downward, until it gets up

against the groove, available on the internal surface of trip 21. At

this moment blocking contacts 27 (fig. 18-8) disrupt the circuit of

disconnecting electromagnet 7, and core 8 falls downward,

freeing/releasing connecting links 16 and 17. Under spring effect on

axes 19 and 03 (on diagrams they aie not shown) actuator brings to

the position, depicted in Fig. 18-9c; axis 01 of roller 20 enters

into the groove of trip 21. Diive is prepared to start.

Upon start closes circuit the coils 1 of clutch magnet. Core 2
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is pulled inside the coil1, seizes ,y stock/rod 3 roller 20 it moves

it upward. Linkage 14, 13 a-d 12 is turned around temporarily fixed

center 03; shaft 11 is turned on the arrow/pointer of hours. With

upward motion axis 01 of roller slips on the surface of trip 21 and

somewhat presses the latter to the left (Fig. 18-9d). When axis 01

proves to be above trip 21, the latter under the action of its spring

is deflected it to the right and seizes from below axis 01, holding

entire system in the connected position. At the end of the course of

start blocking contacts 27 ( ig. Id-8) disrupt the circuit of the

start of drive, core 2 with stoct/rod 3 is supplied downward. Impact

is softened by buffer rubbez plates 25. Entire system occupies the

position, depicted in Fig. 18-8 aud 18-9a.

L L
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1 1422-

CA/ A', tX

Fig. 18-9. Different positions of actuator of the type PS-10. a) is

connected; b) the beginning of the cutoff/disconnection; c) is

disconnected; d) at the end oi thl course of the start; e) the

cutoff/disconnection, whicn follows immediately after start.

Page 300.

If switch is included to the existing in network short circuit,

then automatic cutoff/disconnection occurs also in such a case, when

. . . .... . ...L- '- 1 11 - . . .. . - =- : " ' - 'i --1 " 'l I . . .
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stock/rod 3 still is found in upper position, that as under the

influence of the striker of 9 disconnecting electromagnets on

components/links 16 and 17 occurs the displacement to the right of

hinge 03, and roller 20 slips from the end/lead of stock/rod 3 (Fig.

18-9e). The consequently, hinged body-fixed system of notion rods

provides the free release of moving part of the drive(stock/rod of

clutch magnet) and switch.

Blocking contacts 26 in tue feed circuit of the coil of 1 clutch

magnet are adjusted so thdt they are closed at the very beginning of

the course of the cutoft/discoaaection of drive. Therefore, if

automatic cutoff/disconnection from relay proceeds at moment/torque,

the code the key/wrench ci control is located even in position "on",

then at the very beginning of the course of cutoff/disconnection coil

1 will again ob~-ain feed and core 2 it will again prove to be pulled

and besides earlier than roileL 20 is occupied its lower position

(stock/rod 3 can catch roller only if the axis of roller will enter

into groove in trip, but in tais case this will not occur, since

stock/rod will be raised earlier than will be dropped/omitted the

roller (see Fig. 18-qe). herafore is removed the reclosing of switch

to short circuit. Core 2 remains that sucked until closed circuit of

coil 1.

metallic cylinder a within coil (Fig. 18-8) shields it from

L.
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dauage by core during its notxu.). Brass washer 4 prevents the

adhesion of core to the housiny of drive after the start; for the

sane purposes to stock/rod 3 is~ put on wringing out spring 5.

Manual start is possioie with the aid of gas tube (1-500-800

asn; diameter 3/4"), which is slipped over lever 23. During the

rotation of lever roller 24 rises core 2 upward - occurs the start of

switch.
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Fig. 18-10. installation of electromagnetic actuator of the type

PS-10 on an oil breaker ot the type VI G- 133.

Key: (1). Section/cut on.

Page 301.

Manual start is admissible only w.ith testing and control of drive and
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switch during mounting oL repair. The operational start by hand of

switch to network is inadaissibie. For a manual cutoff/disconnection

serves knob/button 10. Contacts 2d change over the circuit of the

signal lamps (see diagram in Fig. 18-11).

In fig 18-10 is shown the installation of drive of the type

PS-19 on an oil breaker of the type VMG-133. rrive shaft I by clutch

2 is connected with auxiliary shaft 3 rotating in bearing 4,

fastened/strengthened to the fLame 5 of switch. Rocker shaft arm 6 on

shaft 3 is connected with thrust/rod 7 with rocker shaft arm 8 on the

shaft of switch 9. Thus, tre rotation of drive shaft through the

hinged connected system, which consists of lever 6, thrust/rod 7 and

lever 8, is transmitted to the shaft of switch.

In Fig. 18-11 is given the simplified electrical diagram of

remote control of switch wit the aid of electromagnetic actuator

whose mechanical feature is snown conditionally. Diagram is supplied

from the storage battery through ausses of control ShU, which are

located on the panel of controi, aud busses of inclusion Shv, laid in

the distributinq device/eqpuiaent 4 nd intended for the feed of the

circuits of clutch magnets VJ u the drives of switches.

For the closing a circuit of the switching on and disconnecting

electrtmagnets of drive are applied the pushbutton or rotary
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keys/wrenches of control. in diagram in Fig. 18-11 is shown the

simplest pushbutton key/wrench of the control KU, which consists of

two normally extended knobs/buttons of start and

cutoff/disconnection 0.

Switch in the diagram is shown in the connected position, about

which signals the burning red iigut LK.

With remote cutoff/disconnection by knob/button 0 they close the

circuit of the disconnecting alectromagnet OE, after which the trip Z

is displaced and switch uader action by disconnecting springs OP is

disconnected.

Blocking contacts BK are changed over: contacts 2 and 3 are

broken, but contacts 1 and 4 are closed. The circuit of electromagnet

OE is broken. Red light LK goes out, and green light LZ is fired.

During short circuit in circuit it operates/wears relays T and

its contacts it closes the circuit of the disconnecting electromagnat

OE - switch is disconnected.

Let us examine the inclusion of switch, bearing in mind that

when it is disconnected, blocKing contacts 1 are closed, and blocking

contacts 2 are open.
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By knob/button they close tne circuit of the holding magnet of

the intermediate contactor K, established/installed in distributive
E

device and connected into circuit clutch magnet Contactor K isE
included and closes the circuit of electromagnet V - switch is

included. Blocking contacts BK are changed over. During interrupting

of the contacts 1 breaks the circuit of the electromagnet of

contactor, the latter are disconnected and breaks the circuit of

clutch magnet V',rN

From the aforesaid it is evident that knobs/buttons V and 0, and

also the contacts of the relay ot protection T only close the

corresponding circuits, whered the gap of these circuits is realized

by more powerful/thick units oy contacts I or 2. By these is

prevented the considerable tusiny of the contacts of knobs/buttons

and relay.

Contactor K in the circuit of clutch magnet is

established/installed in oraer not to load the key/wrench of control

of the high current, consumed oy this electromagnet, or to avoid the

cable laying of large cross section from control board to drive.

Another electromagnetic actuators of types PS and PA (table

........ ~~~~~~ M MM M 14' .. . .I.. . '! . . "
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P-16) have some design differences from the dismantled/selected drive

of the type PS-1O, but in them is also provided mechanical interlock

for peventing reclosing of switch in the case of its automatic

cutoff/disconnection at the moment/torque when the key/wrench of

control remains even in position "on".
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Fig. 18-11. T!he simplified circuit of control of an electromagnetic

wire of the type PS-1O. V - kaub/button of connection; 0 -

knob/button of the cut oft/da.sconnect ion; LK - tube red; LZ - tube

green; BK - blocking contacts; V - clutch magnet; OE - disconnecting

electromagnet; -trip; K - conractor; P and P-1 - safety

devices/fuses; ShUJ - bussas of control; ShV - busses of start.

Key: (1). Distributor. (4). couitrol board.

Page 302.

Drives of the type PS-30 do uot have mechanical interlock indicated;

therefore in the diagrams of their control is provided for

appropriate electrical interlock (see Vol. 2, chapter 16).
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18-5. Electric-motor drives.

Electric-motor drives can De direct and indirect action. An

example of the electromotive drive of direct action is the

centrifugal drive whose schematic diagram is given in Fig. 18-12.

Engine rotates the linkage, made in the form of parallelogram with

loads, under the action of centrifugal force the loads diverge,

parallelogram is presssed and carries along downward the thrust/rod,

which transmits motion to the snatt of switch. In the connected

position entire system is held by the trip, not shown in the diagram.

After the termination of start the electric motor automatically is

disconnected from network. Centrifuqal drive is supplied with the

mechanism of free release.

Centrifugal drives can be supplied with the electric motors of

direct or alternating current.

Their main disadvantaye as all drives of direct action, is the

consumption of large makiny capacity. Structurally/constructurally

they more complicated than electromagnetic actuators, more expensive

than the latter require more careful drift/care.
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In the USSR centrifugal drives were previously manufactured with

plant "electrical device" (type eVm) for very heavy switches 220 kV

of the type MKP-274.

An example of the electric-motor drive of indirect action is

inertial drive. In this drive the electric motor untwists the sitting

to its shaft of flywheel, after which the stored up in flywheel

kinetic energy is expended/coasumed on the start of switch. Starting

process following. From the panel of control first start the electric

motor of drive, which tuius/runs up massive flywheel during about 10

s. On the achievement by the engine of the normal rotational speed

are closed the contacts of tne connected with shaft engine of

centrifugal relay and on control ooard is fired the signal lamp,

which indicates that the drivae is ready to action. At necessary

moment/torque the person, who generates process/operation, closes by

the key/wrench of control the circuit of the coil of the engaging

device/equiprent, short-term connecting handwheel shaft with

transmission to the shaft of switch. Simultaneously is disconnected

supply of engine. After the termination of start the engaging

device/equipment indicated automatically returns to initial position.

Drive is equipped with the mechanism of free release and with the

disconnecting electromagnet.

The power of electric motor is only 0.3-0.5 kw, what is the
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major advantage of inertial drive.

In the USSR inertial drives were previously manufactured with

plant "electrical device" (type PI).

4-6. The pneumatic drives.

In the pneumatic drives the switch is included by the compressed

air, which enters from tha special reservoirs, filled by air from

central blowing plant. By Dasic parts of drive (Fig. 18-13) they are

cylinder I with piston 2 whose stock/rod of 3 with the aid of the

mechanism of free release is connected with the shaft of switch. Upon

start is opened/disclosed electropneumatic valve 5, through which the

air from reservoir enters cyliuder 1. under the action of the

compressed air piston 2 is moved upward, presssing spring 4, and

stock/rod 3 is produced the start of switch.

Cutoff/disconnection is conducted by the usual disconnecting

electromagnet, acting on the free release of drive.

Fundamental advantages of pneumatic drives: simplicity of

construction/design, large reliability of operation, small

cost/value, simplicity of operation, small sizes/dimensions, small

required electrical power. Their deficiency/lack is the need for
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having installation of the compressed air.

With Soviet industry are manufactured the pneumatic drives of

the type P1-30, intended foc control of six-tank oil switches with a

small space of oil of types of 1MG-10 and MG-20.
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Fig. 18-12. Diagram of ceatrifuyaJ. drive.

Key: (1) . Lever. (2) . Shaft ot oil switch. (3) . Start. (4) .

Centrifugal force. (5). Load. (b). Electric motor.

Fig. 18-13. Diagram of pneumatic arive.

Page 303.

Drives are calculated fox working air pressure 20 &tm(gage) and are

equipped with the electromagne~ts of start and cutoff/disconnection to

voltages 110/220V (with svitcaing).

In air high-voltage sa.tcues the pneumatic drive is the integral

part of th, switch it..Jf.
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Chapter Nineteen.

durrent Transformers.

19-1. General information.

Current transformers dpply in the installations of alternating

current of all voltages for the feed of the consecutive coils of

measuring meters and relay protection. The primary winding of current

transformer (Fig. 19-1) is connected consecutively/serially, and to

secondary winding also ccnsacutively/serially connect the coils of

instruments and relay.

A number of turns wa ot secondary winding of current transformer

several times is more than a numbe of turns w, of its primary

winding; therefore secondary current 12 is less than the primary

current I&.

The transformation of cuCLent by current transformer

characterizes its nominal transformation ratio (designated on its

panel):
I, .o. w, (9
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where 1t, and 12 s- nominal primary and secondary currents of

current transformer.

Current transformers are manutactured with such transformation

ratios with which their minal secondary current is usually equal to

5 or 1 A. Respectively for the same current are designed the

consecutive coils of instruments and the relays, connected up current

transformers.

Between primary and secondary windings of current transformer

there is no electric coupling (Fig. 19-1); therefore they greatly

reliably insulate instruments and relay from the voltage of

installation, which, in the £irst place, makes it possible to apply

instruments and relay with insulation to voltage of up to 1000V

(secondary voltage of current transformers in normal mode does not

usually exceed several ten volts) and, in the second place, provides

the safety of their maintenance/servicing.

So that with the breakdown of insulation between primary and

secondary windings the secondaLy circuit of current transformer would

not prove to be with respect to the earth/ground under the voltage of

primary circuit, which can be dangerously for personnel and can lead

L.
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to breakdown to the earth ot the insulation of any element/cell of

secondary circuit, in instailations by voltage of 500V and above

compulsorily are grounded secondary windings of current transformers

(Fig. 19-1).

In the presence of the grounding indicated and with the

breakdown of insulation between snunt windings relative to

earth/ground U3 of the secondary circuit of current transformer

proves to be equal to a voltage drop across the resistor/resistance

of the grounding device/equipment r3 with the course through it of

the current of single-phase closinj/shorting to the earth 13 of the

network of the primary voltage (see Chapter 5), i.e., U3=13 r3 (for

greater detail, see Vol. , cnapter 21).

Thus, because of the use/appication of current transformers in

the installations of all voitaqas and at any values of operating

currents prove to be possible to apply instruments and relay with

insulation to voltage ot up to 10JJV and with the windings,

calculated for small operating currents - 5 or 1 A, which

considerably simplifies their construction/design. Such instruments

are cheap, reliable and they c- n possess the high accuracy of

measurement. In this case one should consider that in installations

voltage above 500 V and in installations with large operating

currents the start of instruments and relay without current

transformers is generally very dfticultly or even it is impossible.
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q~L
u~r?, rrri, u,

Fig. 19-I. Schematic of the device/equipment of current transformer.

Key: (1). Conclusion/output ot parallel coil.

Page 304.

Upon start through current transformers devices and relay can be

placed in considerable distance from that circuit, in which is

conducted the measurement. ?or the connection of current transformers

with instruments and relay are utilized the wires and the cables of

the comparatively small sections: from 1.5-2.5 to 6-10 J .

For convenience in the operation measuring meter, to show or to

consider the real value Cr the piary circuit: ammeter - current

A_ W1
i rll
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dial face is calibrated i accordance with the transformation ratio

of that current transfcrmer, with which this instrument will be used,

which is indicated on dial face.

The special feature/peculiarity of current transformer is the

fact that the strength of current it in its primary winding does not

depend on the load of secoanary circuit (from the value of secondary

current I), but it is aetermined exclusively by the current of the

load of primary circuit, into waich it is connected in series (in

power transformers with a change in secondary current varies also

primary current). Therefore alo the magnetic flux of primary

winding, created by the current of the load of primary circuit, does

not change with a change of tue current in secondary circuit.

By load of current transformer in ohms is understood impedance

of its entire external s Aary circuit z2 , equal to the sum of the

resistors/resistances of all series-connected coils of measuring

meters and relay (Er..; ,x.,.6). and also jumpers (ro, 3 ) and contacts

o). If we do not consider insignificant in value the inductive

reactance of wires from current transformer to instruments, then it

is possible to write:

zB=rdrenofcrren t . , i ) o+l(txa.6), r (-2)

Burden of current trAnsformer in the volt-amperes:

s.,= l ,. (1.9.3)
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From formula (19-3) it is evident that with nominal secondary

current of current transformer, e4ual to 1A, the power losses in

jumpers and contacts are 25 timas less in comparison with losses with

the minimum secondary current of 5 A. This is allowed at assigned

nominal load z... or nominal power S 21- of current transformer to

considerably decrease the section of jumpers from current transformer

to measuring meters, which has especially substantially a value in

the installations of very high voltages and large power, where as a

result of the large overall sizes of distributors the length of

jumpers can reach several hundred meters. Furthermore, with secondary

current 1A more easily it is cheaper very current transformers as

well as connected up them instuuments and relay.

Soviet plants manutacture with nominal secondary current 1

some current transformers for external installations by voltage 110

kV and it is above, and also current transformers, incorporated into

power transformers by voltage are 110 kV and are above.

The value of burden a. of current transformer is usually small;

therefore it operates in mode/conditions, close to the

mode/conditions of short circuit. in this an essential difference in
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current transformers from power transformers.

Fig. 19-2 gives vector dJiayrdm of current transformer, from

which it is evident that during normal mode resulting magnetizing

force (NS) 401=bl+i2 is SmaLL.
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If we in located in dorL current transformer(with the course of

current in primary circuit) disconaect secondary circuit (zz=-), then

I=O and G2=I 2 w2 =O. Since in this case primary current I& and NS of

primary winding 91tIw 1 taey rEmain constant/invariable, then the

resultant NS 90 becomes equal to tae MS of the primary winding a&,

i.e., grows/rises many times. Accordingly increase magnetic flux4,

(its growth it is limited to tne saturation of core) and induction in

steel of core.

A considerable increase iu the induction leads to the strong

heating of core as a rtsult of the increased losses in steel, as a

result of which usually are overheating the insulation of windings

and damage of current transformer. Furthermore, in secondary winding

is induced considerable eat whose value is determined not only by an

increase in the magnetic flux, but also by the fact that as a result

of saturating the core the magnetic flux has no longer sinusoidal,

but trapezoidal form (Fig. 19-3). Since the value of mecondary emf is

proportional to rate of cadnge in magnetic flux d-t them at the

moments of a rapid change of taO L1ov in secondary winding of current

transformer is induced very large omf (e2 in Fig. 19-3) whose peaks

can reach several thousamd and even tens of thousands of volts (they

increase with an increase in tao transformation ratio of current
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transformerv i.e., its nominal primary current). The corresponding

ceiling voltages appear at the terminals/grippers of extended

secondary winding of current transformer, which is dangerous for the

service personnel and for the insulation of instruments, relay and

jumpers and cables.

From the aforesaid it follows that in operation it is not

possible to disrupt the secondary circuit of located in work current

transformer. If necessazy to disconnect measuring meter in working

current transformer should be preliminarily short circuited his

secondary winding or disconnected instrument (broken cross

connections P-i or P-2 in tAe diagram of Fig. 19-1) and after this

only disconnected the instrument.

Current transformers introduce as a result of the measurement of

two errors: error in the strength of current (in transformation

ratio) Al and the angular error 6.

If current transformer worked without error in the current

strength, then, accordingly formula (19-1), value of secondary

current, led to primary circuit, i.e.. I, would be equal to

primary current I,. In actuality indicated value are not equal and

their algebraic equality

9k~ou -- "(19-4)
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and it is an error in curLent transformer in the strength of measured

current. Plus signs and minus before AlI show that given secondary

current can be more or less thau I&.

This error can be expressed in percentages of the measured

current I,:

since

that

AI8/0z I-Wa - low, 100o1o0.
Ijb,
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t

Fig. 1-3. Curves of primary current il, magnetic flux 4 and emf e2

of secondary winding of curzent transformer with the extended

secondary circuit.

Page 306.

From vector diagram on Fig. 19-2 we find (accepting cut
0J (,):

Angle a very *! 'therefore can be written:

100. (19-6)

An angular error in current Lransformer is called angle 6

between the vector of primary current I, and the turned on 1800

vector of secondary current -L2 (or, which is the same thing, the

angle between vectors e1 and -t., see Fig. 19-2). From vector diagram

we find:

tg 6;z .-- ?€
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As a result of the very low value of angle 6 it is possible to

accept tg6-6 (in radians), then

Ocos +,
61 (19-7)

From vector diagram ia Fig. 19-2 and formulas (19-6) and (19-7)

it is evident tkat both errors in current transformer depend on that

resulting WS I),, with increase in which they increase.

For decrease in NS 6o is necessary the decrease of reluctance

r, I-- the transformer core of current, which can be
ps

achieved/reached: by a decrease ot length I of magnetic circuit, by

an increase in the cross-sectionai area s of core and by the

use/application of transformer steel with high magnetic permeability

i. Vital importance has decrease or air gaps on the path of magnetic

flux.

The transformer cores of current manufacture from thin steel

tapes or plates, isolated/insulated from each other by the natural

oxide film, which is retained on re sheets of steel after its

rolling and annealing at metallurgical plant [19-1].
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With an increase in the cross-sectional area of core both errors

in current transformer decrease, but is reached this due to an

increase in its overall sizes, weight and cost/value.

At present for producing the transformer cores of current are

used extensively steels witan the high magnetic permeability:

cold-rolled silicon steel ( to 26,000) and glory from iron with

nickel, so-called Permalloy (it. to 70,000). For a comparison let us

point out that hot-rolled silicon steel possesses tL,, to 7500-1q000.

Steel with high magnetic permeaoility allows with constant/invariable

overall sizes and weight to oatain current transformers with smaller

errors or with the same errors substantial to decrease the overall

sizes and the weight of current transformers (L 9-1].

In some types of cuLrent transformers an increase of the

accuracy of measurement in the Lane of primary currents to

100-120o/o of nominal is achieved with the aid of different

artificial methods of the compensation errors. The essence of these

methods of compensation consists in an improvement in the magnetic

properties of the material of core via magnetic biasing by one or

another method, which depends on the method of compensation. Core is

magnetized so that its working induction could be led to the value,

corresponding to the region ot the greatest magnetic permeability of

the material of core. ThereLore decrease the NS 90 and errors in
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current transformer (for greater detail, see 9-1 and 19-1].

From formulas (19-6) dad (19-7) it is evident that with an

increase in relative vaLue of anductive reactance of secondary

circuit, i.e., with increase *2. the error in current iacreases(sin*2

it increases) , and the angular error decreases (cos% it decreases).

With an increase in the primary NS Ga both errors in current

transformers decrease. At specific value an increase el is

achieved by an increase in the number of turns of primary winding wl.

simultaneously for obtainian assigned magnitade ] ,, must be

(accordingly formula 19-1) is respectively increased a number of

turns of secondary winding W.. As a result this weight, overall sizes

and cost/value of current transtormer they substantially increase.

From the aforesaid it also follows that current transformers to

small primary currents can be made only with sufficiently large

number of the turns of primary winding, otherwise of their error they

will be considerable even with small burden.

Magnitudes of error ot current transformers to a considerable

degree depend on their use in operation.

Page 307.

L
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With an increase in the primary current to 100-120o/o . of error

in current transformer they decrease as a result of an increase 81

(see Table 19-1). With furtaer increase in the primary current of

error they increase as a result of the saturation of the magnetic

system of current transformer. Therefore current transformers,

established/installed vita the considerable excess of their nominal

primary current with respect to the operating current of circuit,

work with the increased errors.

An increase in the load or re secondary circuit z2 with

constant/invariable primary current (constant quantity OI) leads to

certain decrease of 12 and 92, and consequently, to an increase *0

(see vector diagram), as a resuLt of which both errors in current

transformer increase. Therefore the connected to current transformer

measuring meters give sutriciently precise readings only at some

specific values of z2 or Sz.

An error in current transfcrmer in the current strength

introduces the error into readings of all measuring meters, and the

angular error has a value only for instruments and wattmeter type

relay, for example wattmeters, counters, etc. Is explained this by

the fact that angular error of current transformer changes the angle
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between vectors of current and voltage, i.e., distorts the value of

the factor of the power of the circuit [instead of coso it is

obtained by cos (* -60, that also Vives supplementary fault of

measurement of energy, power or cos 0.

Current transformers are subdivided into the ilasses of

precision which are characterized by the greatest permissible errors,

indicated in Table 19-1. £e dLitidl designations of the class of

precision correspond to tne smallest percentage errors in current.

Current transformer caza work in the different classes of

precision depending on the value of its secondary load z2 or S2 ,

moreover to each class o precision corresponds specific nominal

burden z2,,, (ohm) or power S2..=='2.oZ2 Wi (VA)which are given in

catalogs or plant informational materials (Table P-17).

If, for example, for certain current transformer it is shown

that its nominal power in the class of precision 0.5 is 30 VA, and in

the class of precision I it is bO VA, then this means that with

burden to 30 VA inclusively of current transformer it works in the

class of precision 0.5, and with load frcm 30 to 60 VA inclusively -

in the class of precision 1. Witn the load of more than 60 VA current

transformer works already in the class of precision 3.
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They characterize current transformer by that highest class of

precision in which it can woLK (it is indicated in its

certified/rating table).
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Table 19-1. Greatest permissible errors in current transformers (GOST

7746-55).

I.t "te ~ 1. t ,uI~ lnll,l i l.' . .. . .. . .- - _________

0.2 120 u ) 0, 0 t1- "0,2 2(1 0. i.-- 15
10 -i 0,020

0,5: 2 0 i -i 0,5 T~ 40 () J lTOpiiqItO1 Harpy3K B npeeax OT 2520 1 ,70 -i.o AO 0N/.19 iomma.-i;biuoro 3 . a4( ,,,R it 1,,1o. srop.-

-- HOM K(t34J4(IILICIITC IfOLLOHOCTH COS 2= 0,8 tpj,
10iOM bilIkIa.jjbj1Oe 3flaqeHlue BTOphIItOl itarpy3KHO- r 120 A. tO0 -t 0 AOl)IKHo OLATb fe if lixi 0,15 OA flA1q TpaHC4)Opua-1 20 0 1,5 t- 100 fopo TOKa C nOmi aanb UM niop qlN,-, TOKOM

10 2,0 4120 5o if 15 oN An pa c4iopMaTopoB TOKa C Hout-

77V -- --- HaJIbHbM fTOPiqIUIM 7090M 1 a.

0 O0o 5  + fie .opupyeTC

Key: (1). Class of precision. (2). Current in primary winding, o/o

nominal. (3). Greatest etrors. (4). in current. (5). angular, min.

(6). Note. (7). From. (d). to. (9). For burden in limits from 25 to

100o/o of nominal value also wita secondary factor of power cos

01?=0.8. In this case the minimum value of burden must be not below

0.15 ohms for current transtormers with nominal secondary current 5 A

and 1.5 ohms for current transtormers with nominal secondary current

1 A. (10). It is not norudlized.

Page 308.
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Current transformers .ot the class of precision 0.2 are applied

only for precise laboratory measurements. For the start of attendant

electric measuring instruments apply current transformers of the

classes of precision nct lower than 3 [1. 3-6, §1-6-3 and 19-2,

111-4-4].

Calculated counters snould be connected up current transformers,

which work in the class of precision 0.5. the calculated counters

include all counters, on which the consumers are designed for

electric power with the power-supply organization, and also counters,

adjusted in the circuits o£ generators, power transformers, lines,

which feed their own needs also ot the waste/exiting from collecting

mains of power plants and susttions.

The monitor counters, which use for the technical account to

electric power within power plants, substations, enterprises, etc.,

can be connected up current transiormers of the class of precision 1

r3-6, §1-5-17].

Attendant wattmeters, ceactive/jet ampere-voltmeters,

phasemeters and ammeters can be connected up current transformers of

the classes of precision I and J.

Calculated counter and anotheL electric measuring instruments of
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one circuit can be connected together to general/common/total current

transformer which in this case must work in the class of precision

0.5. It is possible also to coiunect up one current transformer

measuring meters and relay of tae protection of one circuit, if with

is retained the work of curLent transformer in the class of

precision, necessary for tue connected instruments, and if this does

not lead to a change in the charactoristics of relaying (3-6,

§1-5- 181

In the devices/equijment ot relaying must be provided the

correct action of relay wita the orset in the current circuit of

overloading or short circuit. TneLefore current transformers, used

for relayings, must posses the necessary accuracy not with the

currents of normal mode, but with the currents, which considerably

exceed their nominal primary current. On the basis of operating

experience it is establishea/itnstaled, that for providing the clear

and reliable work of relayings ot an error in current transformers

with the currents of emerge-cy mode, as a rule, they must not exceed:

in current minus 10o/o ant in angle of 70 (19-3].

for the majority ot relayings these conditions are provided

during the use/application oL current transformers of the classes of

precision I and 3. In some current transformers with the cast

insulation (see §19-3) of core for relaying are designated by letter
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R (table P-17).

For differential relyings are applied special current

transformers of the type U (see Vol. 2, chapter 13).

The intended for diagrams compoundings of the excitation of the

synchronous machines (see 122-5) current transformers of the type K

have nominal secondary current IU A.

19-2. Diagrams of connections or current transformers.

Here we will be restricted to the examination of the diagrams of

connections of current tiansformers, most commonly used for start

electric measuring instruments (Fiy. 19-4)

Diagram a apply fcr measuring the current in one phase in the

three-wire installations ot three-phase current with small

nonuniformity the loads of phases.

Connection into star (diagram b) apply for the inclusion of

instruments in the three-wire installaticns of three-phase current

with considerable nonunifozmity the loads of phases, and also in

four-wire installations JOU/d20 and 220/127Y.
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Connection into incomplete star (diagram c) uses extensively for

the inclusion of measuring meters in three-wire installations with

the uniform and unbalanced loads oi phases. The current, flowing

through the ammeter in common wire, is equal to vector sum of

currents in phases A and C, i.e., it is equal to the current of phase

B. For the installations indicated is always correct the condition:

IA+ I, + IC = O(VITKYAa O - ('A + I).

Key: (1). whence.

The ends/leads of tha primary winding of the transformer of

current have plant designation oy letters L, and Lz, and secondary

windings - by letters I and 12. with the course of primary current

from L& and L2 secondary current over the connected to current

transformer instruments and relay Llows/occurs/lasts from I, and 12

(Fig. 10-4a).

19-3. Constructions/designs or current transformers.

Soviet plant manufacture current transformers to all voltages to

500 kV inclusively (fable P-17).
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A 8 C

0 ge:~,

C

Fig. 19-4. Diagrams of connections of current transformers.

Key: (1). Neutral (zero) wire. (2). Common wire.
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By the construction/design of primary winding distinguish

current transformers single-turn (rod) and multiturn (loop, reel).

The primary windings of single-turns transformer (Fig. 19-5a)

perform from the round cruxes of continuous or tubular section or

from the packet of busbars. Main disadvantage in these current

transformers is their low accuracy with small measured currents as a
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result of the fact that with a small primary current value of the NS

of the primary winding (9L=Ijw&=I 1 .l=I) is insufficient fur

maintaining the necessary magnetic flux and the power of secondary

winding is insignificant. However, an excessive increase in the

section of core is inexpedient. Therefore single-t-irns transformer

manufacture to nominal pzimary currents from 150-200 A also more. To

currents 600-1000 A also more are manufactured only single-turns

transformer (able P-17).

To the advantages of single-turns transformer in comparison with

multiturn ones can be attributed tueir simpler construction/design

less cost/value, smaller overall sizes and large stability with

short-circuit currents. Inuterdi. eiectrodynamic forces in them are

small, and thermal resistance is achieved easily - by a change in the

section of current-carrying rod 1.

The primary windings of multiturn current transformers (Fig.

X-5b) perform from several turns, which encompass core with

superimposed to it secondary winding. In this case at a small primary

current the necessary value or NS of primary winding 81=I1 w is

reached by an increase in the number of turns w, of the primary

winding of current transformer(for retaining/preserving/maintaining

the necessary transformation ratio current transformer respectively

increases a number of turns w2 ot its secondary winding). Therefore
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it proves to be possible to periora multiturn current transformers of

the high classes of precisiion with the low values of nominal primary

currents. Soviet plants adnufacture multiturn current transformers to

nominal primary currents from 5 to 600 A (T-able P-17).

Main disadvantages in multiturn current transformers

escape/ensue of the advantages presented above of single-turns

transformer. A deficiency/lack in the multiturn constructions/designs

is also the fact that their primary windings undergo considerable

overvoltages between turns with tne incidence/drop on the transformer

of the wave of overvoltage or wita the course of large short-circuit

currents.

By the number of cores are distinguished current transformers

with one and several cores. Fig. 19-5c gives the schematic of

multiturn current transformer witn two cores each of which has their

independent winding. primary wanding for both cores

general/common/total; therefore is obtained as if duplication of

current transformer with virtually constant/invariable overall sizes

and small change in the cost/value.

Core coils are complately not depended from each other: a change

in the load of one secondary winding does not manifest itself the

value of primary current, and consequently, it does not affect
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magnitude of error in the secona core.

Cores can have the different and identical classes of precision

and be utilized for the separate start of measuring meters, relayings

and relay of automation.

some current transformers by voltage 35 kV and higher are

manufactured with three an4 touz cores, which gives essential

savings.
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a)6)

Fig. 19-5, Schematic diagrams of the device/oquipmet of current

transformers. a) single-turn; bj sultiturn with one core; c)

multiturn vith two cores. I - priaary winding; 2 - insulation; 3 -

core; 4 - secondary winding.
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Using mounting method current transformers passage (Fig. 19-6,

19-7, etc.) and supporting/reference (Fig. 19-10, 19-11, etc.). In

special group it is possible to isolate built-in current

transformers, adjusted vitain other apparatuses and machines.

By kind the installatioas distinguish current transformers for

internal and external installation.

Let us become acquaiated vita the primary constructions of

current transformers of Soviet plants.
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Passage of transformers of current are intended only for closed

distributive units and can be used for installation in the openings

of walls and overlaps instead of wall entrance insulators, which

substantially decreases the overall sizes and the cost/value of

distributors. If necessary them are installed also in the metal

constructions of distributors.

Passage current transfo-mers are most widely used current

transformers in the closed distrioutors by voltage to 20 kV

inclusively.

Passage current transformers can have one or two cores to

secondary windings of thf identical or different classes of

precision.

For installations with large short-circuit currents are

manufactured passage current transformers of intensive type, which

possess larger stability during short circuits. Into a designation of

the type of such current transformers enters the letter U.

Passage multiturn current transformers with porcelain insulation

(Fig. 19-6) of the type TPkK (T - current transformer, P - passage, F

- with porcelain insulation, M - modernized; previously they were

released type TPF) are mauactured to nominal voltage 10 kV and
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nominal primary currents 5 -40U A.

The primary winding of this current transformer passes within

porcelain insulators 1, attached in collar 2 and from both ends/leads

of those fastened additionally is cast iron end cases 3. turn-to-turn

insulation of primary winding is designed for the voltage, equal to a

voltage drop in the turn ot winding with flow on it of the maximum

permissible short-term current.

The ends/leads of primary winding are connected to contact

plates 4, employees for conection to current transformer of the

busbars of distributinq device/equipment.

The core, assembled from L-shaped steel plates, encompasses

porcelain insulator 1, within waich are located the conductors of

primary winding. To core is put on the coil of secondary winding

whose ends/leads are brought out to terminals/grippers 5. Depicted in

Fig. 19-6 current transformer uas two cores, the ends/leads of

winding of which are brought oat to terminals/grippers 5 and 5'.

Cores with secondary windings with enclosed casing 6.

In all passage current trausrormers with porcelain insulation

the primary winding of high voltage is reliably isolated/insulated by

porcelain from the grounded collar and from core and secondary
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winding. The external surface of porcelain insulators in part, which

is located under cores, is coverea with the layer of the carrying out

graphite paint and is connected electrically with the grounded

armature. In multiturn current transformers the same paint covered

also and internal cavity of both insulators, connected electrically

with primary winding. All tnis is necessary for warning/preventing

the ionization of the air iayer between metallic parts and insulator,

adversely affecting the cryanic iusulation of windings.

Passage single-turn (rod) current transfcrmers. Are most common

passage single-turns transformer with porcelain insulation (Fig.

19-7) of the type TPOF (C - sinale-turn), manufactured to nominal

voltages 10 and 20 kY and ratea carrents 600 and 1500 A.
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4-

Fig. 19-6. Passage nultitarn current transformer with porcelain

insulation of the type TFM-1J on 10 kV, 100 A, with two cores.
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In these current transformaers the role of primary winding performs

current-carrying rod 1, waich passes within porcelain insulator 2,

attached in collar 3, vh2.ca uses Lor the attachment of current

transformer.

core has circular form and Ls made from the tightly wound by

spiral tapes of transformer stidel. to core is wound secondary winding

(as in Fig. 19-5a). Core together with secondary winding is put on to

the middle part of porcelairn Lasul~ator 2 and with enclosed casing 4.

The ends/leads of secondary windings are brought out to
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terminals/grippers 5 and 51. Nuts 6 serve for the attachment of the

busbars of primary circuit.

In recent years ali more wiaeiy begin to manufacture current

transformers with insulation from the cast synthetic resin. The

synthetic resins used with tilling are very movable and after

polymerization harden with the formation of monolithic mass without

bubbles. This insulation possesses high and permanent electrical

properties. Soviet plants apply compound on the base of epoxy resin.

Fig. 19-8 shows passage single-turn transformer with the cast

resinous insulation of the type TPOL-10, manufactured to voltage 10

kV and rated currents 600-15U0 A. current-carrying rod 1 (primary

winding) with the put on to it two cores with secondary windings they

are flooded by compound 2, wnich not only provides reliable

insulation, but also shields the windings of current transformer from

mechanical damages. Collar J serves for attachment of current

transformer.

From the ccmparison oi tue overall dimensions of single-turns

transformer with the porcelain and cast resinous insulation (Fig.

19-7 and 19-8) it is evideat that the sizes/dimensions of the second

are considerably less.
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Passage busbar/tire current transformers with porcelain

insulation apply in the installations of high voltage with very large

operating currents 2 kA even more. From passage single-turn (rod)

current transformers (Fig. 19-7) taey are characterized by the fact

that they are supplied by piants without the current-carrying rods

(primary windings), instedu oi which are utilized the busbars or the

packets of the busbars ot tne distributor which during mounting pass

through the internal by the cdvity of porcelain housing (insulator)

of 6 current transformers (Fig. 19-9). The diameter of porcelain

housing, and also the sizb4/dimensions of openings/apertures 3 in its

caps/hoods and of pressure pads 2, which use for the attachment of

busbars, are calculated foL tee passage of busbar or packet of

busbars to operating currents i kA and more.

Cores and secondary windinqs of these current transformers, made

just as in single-turns transtormer on Fig. 19-7, with enclosed

casing 5. The ends/leads ot secondary windings are brought out to

terminals/grippers I and 1., established/installed on collar 4, which

uses for the attachment of current transformer.
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Fig, 19-7. ;--sFig. 19-a.

Fig. 19-7. Passage single-turn transformer with porcelain insulation

of type TPOF-10 on 10 kV, 1000 A, with two cores.

Fig. 19-8. Passage single-tura transformer with cast resinous

insulation of type TPOL-10) on 10 KV, 1000 A, with two cores.

Fig. 19-9. Passage busaar/tire current transformer with

porcelain insulation of typa TPShP-10 on 10 kV, 3 kA, with two cores.

1 and It - outputs of secondary windings; 2 - pressure pads for the
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busbars: 3 - opening/apextuLe for the introduction/input of the

busbars; 4 - collar; 5 - jacket; 6 - porcelain insulator.

Page 312.

Soviet plant manufacture passage busbar/tire current

transformers to nominal vjita,=s Iu and 20 kV and primary currents

2000-6000 A type TPShFA (5n - Dusbar/tire, A - conventional

designations of the mecaaalcal attachment of armature on the

porcelain; in current transtovmer4 of the type TPShF armature it was

secured with the aid of the cementing composition).

The collars of passage current transformers to 600 A inclusively

are performed from gray cast Aron, and to high currents - from

non-magnetic cast iron. Tht jdcxets of current transformers to 1000 A

also more have section/cut into which is inserted brass plank for

decreasing heating jacket by eddy currents, also, as a result of

hysteresis.

Supporting/reference current transformers are intended for

installation during the constructions/designs of distributors and can

be made for internal and external installations.

Supporting/reference current transformers with shaped porcelain
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insulators and loop primary windinj (multiturn) of the type TF are

manufactured for internal installations to nominal voltage 10 kV and

nominal primary currents 15-600 A.

Primary winding I (Fig. 19-10), made in the form of multiturn

loop from flexible insulated wire, is placed within shaped hollow

porcelain insulator 4. Secondary winding by 2 is placed in the window

of porcelain insulator on 3 armor types cores, collected from thin

steel L-shaped plates. Core encompasses both parts of the loop of

primary winding. Current transformer can have one or two cores,

arranged/located one above another, kh this evidently on Fig. 19-10.

Insulator is attached in cast iron base 6, which serves for the

attachment of current transformer during the construction/design of

distributor. Cores and secondary windings are shielded by jacket 5.

With the purpose of an increase in the electrodynamic stability

of current transformer and improvement in its thermal characteristics

the internal cavity of bhaped insulator 4 is filled with pure/clean

quartz sand 7.

The presence of sand does not make it possible to install these

current transformers in the vertical walls (it is inclined) and on

the ceiling; should be installed taem only on the horizontal pads.
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In comparison with passage multiturn ones current transformers

of the type TF have substantially less overall sizes and weight of

copper, they are more relilaoe. Are applied them in various kinds the

small/miniature closed distributors.

Reel current transformers are supporting/reference multiturn

current transformers with uay insulation and without protective

housings. They are suitabla for internal installation.

for Installations ay voltage of up to 500 V inclusively Soviet

plants manufacture reel current transformers of several types: TKM

and O-49U to primary currents 5-750,4 and TTM - to 50-200 # , -1.

To voltage 500 V Soviet plants manufacture also reel current

transformers with the cast resinous insulation of the type TKL-0.5 to

nominal primary currents 5-100 A with one core of the class of

precision 0.5.

To voltage 10 kV and rated currents 5-400 A Soviet plants

manufacture current transforaers with the cast resinous insulation of

types TKL-10 (Fig. 19-11) and TPL-10 (Fig. 19-12) with one and two

cores. Current transformers indicated in essence are characterized by
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the location of the outpucs or tae primary winding: in the first the

conclusions are arranged/located as in usual reel current

transformers (above series/row), and in the second - as in passage

current transformers (see conlclusion/output L, and L2 in Fig. 19-11

and 19-12).
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Fig. 19-10. Supporting/reffareace porcelain shaped current transformer

of the type TF on 10 kV. I - primcary winding; 2 - two secondary

windings; 3 - armor type two cores; 4 - shaped porcelain insulator; 5

- jacket; 6 - cast iron base; 7 - quartz sand.
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Before the Soviet plants hias oeen set the problem within the

next few years mastering thae production of current transformers with

the cast insulation to all voltages to 35 kV inclusively, and

subsequently and to voltage I1U kV.
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Supporting/reference Dusbar/tire current transformers are

related to the group of siugle-turn ones. They consist of the core

with secondary winding, which is slipped over the busbar of

distributor, the performin4 role or primary winding.

For installations by voltage to 500 V inclusively Soviet plants

manufacture supporting/reference ousbar/tire current transformers of

the type TTM to primary currents 400-1000 A also type THSh to

currents 750-25,000 A -r q.Jana also with the cast resinous

insulation of the type TShL-0.5 to primary currents 400, 600 and 800

To high voltages tne very pacaged designs of busbar/tire

current transformers are obtained during the use/application of the

cast resinous insulation. Fig. 19-13 shows similar Soviet current

transformer of the type TL20-14000-D/0.5 to voltage 20 kV, primary

current 10,000 A# secondary current 5 * with two cores, a class of

precision 0.5 and type D. In section/cut are visible cores 1 and 2

with secondary windings and cast epoxy insulation 3.
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cores; 3 - outputs of secondary windings; L, and L -

terminals/grippers of primary winding.

Fig. 19-12. Reel current tLanstoraer with cast resinous insulation of

type TPL-10 on 10 kV, 5-4UU A, with two cores. I - the casting; 2 -

cores; 3- outputs of secondary windings; L1 and L2 -

terminals/grippers of primary winding.

Fi.1-2 elcrettasomrwt atrsnu nuaino
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Fig. 19-13. Supporting/reference busbar/tire current transformer with

cast insulation of type ThziL20-1,0O0- D/0.5 on 20 kV, 10 kA, with two

cores,

Page silumin frame 4 is e~juipped with feet 5 for the attachment of

current transformer which cd.n oe set in any position. AS primary

winding are utilized the ousbars (two busbars of box section in high

from 200 to 250 mm), which ireely pass in the window of current

transformer, i.e., not mechanically connected with it.

Supporting/reference porcelain current transformers for external

installations. it is earlier in external installations by voltage 35
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kV and above were applied current transformers in metal jackets with

the passage porcelain insulators which had a number of the essential

deficiencies/lacks: the low reliability of operation, large overall

sizes and high cost/value. At present these current transformers do

not manufacture.

In the newest constiuctions/designs of current transformers for

external installations by voltagu J5 kV and above metal casing it is

replaced porcelain, in consequence of which was eliminated the need

in special wall entrance iusulators. The appearance of this current

transformer resembles insulator (Fig. 19-14).

Soviet plant manufdcture similar current transformers of types

TFN and TFNU (N - external installation) to nominal voltages 35-220

kV and to nominal primazy currents to 2000 A- In the form of an
example Fig. 19-14 gives the section/cut of current transformer of

the type TFN-220 to voltage 220 kV. The windings of transformer are

placed into porcelain jacket 1, flooded by transformer oil 2. Housing

is fastened/strengthened (wita hermetic multiplexing) on metallic

base 3. To the upper end/face of porcelain housing is

fastened/strengthened cast iron oil conservator 4 with cover/cap,

equipped with oil indicator tube 5 and safety valve 6.

Core with secondary winding by 7 is fastened/strengthened to
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base. Primary winding by d encompasses core with secondary winding as

two rings, passed through oue into another - execution of windings in

the form of eight.

Terminals/grippers L, dnd L2 serve for the connection of primary

circuit.

Primary winding is isolated/insulated from those grounded

secondary winding and itb core to the total voltage of installation

with respect to the earth/ground. As insulaticn are used cable paper

and transformer oil (paper-oil insulation). For the purpose of the

best use the paper insulation is divided into two parts. one of which

is packed to primary windl..nq, anu the second - to secondary winding

with its core. This separation or insulation (the so-called

chain/catenary construction/design of insulation) gives the essential

savings of insulation and tne decrease of sizes of current

transformer.

The even better resuits are reached at the use/application of

cable-condenser/capacitcr insulation, analogous insulation of wall

entrance insulators to very nign voltages. During

cable-condenser/capacitoL insulation is provided the more even

distribution of electric tieid, in comparison with usual paper-oil

insulation how is reached assentidl gain in the thickness of
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insulation. This insulation hdva current transformers to very high

voltagps of some foreign firms L.9-41.
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Fig. 19-14. Porcelain supportiag/reference current transformer for

external installation of tue type TFN-220 on 220 kv, 1200 A, with

four cores.
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Page 315.

Current transformers of tAe type TFN at voltages 35 and 110 kV

have two or three cores, on 154 kV - three cores and on 220 kV - four

cores. The ends/leads of secondary windings are brought out to

terminals/grippers, which are located in case 9.

The primary windings of current transformers to voltages 110 and

154 kV consist of two identical sections, connected

consecutively/serially or in pacallel, that makes it possible one and

the same current transformer to utilize at two values of primary

current (for example, on 200 and 400 ). The primary windings of

current transformers on 220 .V consist of four sections, connecting

which in series, in pairs-in parallel or all four sections in

parallel it is possible to utilize current transformer at three

values of primary current. Switchings of armature coils (after the

cutoff/disconnection of current transformer from network/grid)

fulfill with the aid of switch 10.

Secondary windings of some current transformers of the type TFN
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have branchings, which mates it possible to utilize them to currents

less than nominal ones, without switching of the sections of primary

winding.

The advantages of supporting/reference porcelain current

transformers consist in their small sizes/dimensions, in the

considerable power of secondary windings, in high electrodynamic and

thermal resistance.

Cascade current transformers. With very high voltages (220 kV it

is above) the considerable savings of insulation is reached in

current transformers of cascade type. This transformer consists of

several those connected to each other of intervening transformers of

current (cascades/stages, steps/stages). Fig. 19-15 gives the

schematic diagram of two-stage cascade current transformer ko '=,,,

Each step/stage of two-stage transformer must be

isolated/insulated to the halt of the voltage of installation with

respect to the earth/ground. it moreover, the insulation of each

step/stage is fulfilled the chain/catenary construction/design (as in

current transformers of the type TYN), then each layer of insulation

already must be designed only for 1/4 voltages of installation with

respect to the earth/ground, i.e., to voltage, two times it is less

tham in current transformers of the type TN.
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Fig. 19-15. Schematic diagram of cascade current transformer.

I I

I !

I I

I ..... .... . ..... . i - i - Ill .... .. .. . ..... ... . . iiI . . III I . . .
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Fig. 19-16. Cascade current trdnstoruer of the type TFNK-400 on 400

kV.

Page 316.

As a result of this are reaclied tne savings of insulation, the

decrease of weight and overall sizes of cascade current transformers.

A deficiency/lack in cascade current transformers is high
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magnitude of error as a result of the presence of several

steps/stages of transformations each of which gives the specific

error. For retaining/preserving/maintaining the required class of

precision it is necessary to increase the sections of windings and

cores, that somewhat decreases the savings during insulation.

Therefore they consider that cascaue current transformers it is

expedient to fulfill nct more as to two steps/stages [L. 19-4].

Fig. 19-16 shows the yenerdl view of cascade current transformer

of the type TFNK-400 to the voltage 400 kV of plant "electrical

device*. Transformer consists of two steps/stages and has four

secondary cores [L. 19-1]. itousing porcelain, split to two parts,

which simplifies the transportation of current transformer.

Built-in current transiormers, i.e., adjustable within different

electrical apparatuses and machines, most use extensively in

installations by voltage 35 xV even above. Such current transformers

incorporate into oil breakers and power transformers, and also into

linear conclusion/output.

Current transformer of this type consists of the annular core

with superimposed to it secondary winding, which is slipped over the

isolated/insulated current-carrying part of the apparatus, utilized

as the primary winding ot current transformer. In oil breakers and
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power transformers such current transformers fasten under their

cover/cap on vall entrance insulators (Fig. 17-8). As primary vinding

serves the current-carrying rod of insulator. On each insulator can

be established/installed one or two current transformers (L 19-1].

In linear conclusion/output it can be built in to three current

tr ans formers.

The distinctive special features/peculiarities of built-in

current transformers are simplicity of device/equipment and small

cost/value, caused by the use of insulation of apparatus.

Furthermore, they do nct require the special place in distributor,

which reduces the cost of the lAtter. To deficiencies/lacks in them

can be attributed low power and comparatively low accuracy,

especially with small primary currents.

Since the operating current of installation sometimes

considerably differs from the ratea current of the apparatus vhich is

built in current transformer, tuen for obtaining different

transformation ratios secondary windings of built-in current

transformers are supplied with branchings. Sometimes secondary

windings of two built-in current transformers connect in series,

which allows with the same class of precision to increase burden of

transformer doubly. ith small operating currents is applied parallel
connection of secondary windings, which increases tne accuracy of

measurement.
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Chapter Twenty.

VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS.

20-1. General information.

Voltage transformers appiy in the installations of alternating

current by voltage 380V even aoove for the feed of the parallel coils

of measuring meters and relay ot protection. The primary winding of

voltage transformer (Fig. 20-1) they connect in parallel to

network/grid, and to secondary winding connect the parallel coils of

instruments and relay.

The conversion of voltage by voltage transformer characterizes

its nominal transformation ratio (it is designated on its panel):

know = --, . , (20-1)

where UI,, and .,. - the nominal primary and secondary voltages;

wt and W2 - number of turns or primary and secondary windings of

voltage transformer.

Voltage transformers are manufactured with such transformation

ratios, with which their nominal secondary voltage is equal 100V or
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1oII"0 V.

Secondary windings of voltage transformers connect up triangle

or into star and so that the secondary interphase voltage would be

equal to 100.

Page 317.

Therefore the parallel coils of instruments and the relays, intended

for connection to voltage transformers, are manufactured to voltage

100V. Such instruments and relay have very simple

construction/design, are cheap, reliable and they can possess high

accuracy measurements.

The start of instruments and relay through voltage transformers

provides safety of their maintenance/servicing and it makes it

possible to establish/install them in considerable distance from the

circuits of high voltage, in this case are utilized the jumpers and

the cables of the small sections: from 1.5-2.5 to 6 m e .

For the same reasons which were presented in § 19-1, secondary

windings of voltage transformers in installations by voltage 500V and

are above compulsorily grounaed (Fig. 20-1).
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For convenience in the operation the measuring meter, connected

to voltage transformer, must show or consider the real values of the

primary circuit: voltmeter - the actual stress of circuit (primary),

wattmeter - available power, counter - real quantity of electric

power, etc. Is reached this by the fact that the scales of measuring

meters are calibrated in connection with the specific transformation

ratio of voltage transformer, which is indicated on dial face.

Principle of device/equipment, circuit diagram and special

feature/peculiarity of the work of voltage transformers the same as

power transformers. However, the power of voltage transformers is

small and composes usually several ten or hundreds of volt-amperes.

In this case their lcad in the majority of the cases is permanent.

The most important requirement, presented to voltage

transformers, is the requirement of the accuracy of measurement, it

is necessary that they would introduce least possible error into I
measurements. I

Voltage transformers introduce into measurements two errors: I
error in the value of voltage (in transformation ratio) AU and the

angular error 6. I

IResorting to reasonings, ny analogous presented in § 19-1 durinq Ii
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the derivation of formula (19-5), and utilizing expression (20-1), we

can arrive at the following formula for determining the error in the

value of voltage, expressed in percentages of the measured voltage

U,: =U,km,)- Li, (~ ) Io, : Au*/$= , 100.o (20-2)[

An angular error in voltage transformer is called angle 6

between the vector of primary voltage U, and the turned on 1800

vector of secondary voltage - U2 (Fig. 20-1).

An error in voltage transformer in the value of voltage I

introduces the error into rwadings of all measuring meters, and the

angular error has a value only for instruments and wattmeter type I

relay, as this was indicated in g 19-1 in the relation to errors in

current transformers.

Both errors in voltage transformer depend on its running-light

current with increase in waica thuy grow/rise. For reduction in

current of idling, but thereby also errors, are manufactured voltage

transformers with the cores, which possess least possible reluctance

which is achieved by the use/application of transformer steel with

high magnetic permeability, by the decrease of the length of magnetic

circuit, by an increase in the cross-sectional area of core, and also

by a decrease of the value of air gaps on the path of magnetic flux.

Errors depend also on active and inductive winding impedances of
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voltage transformer vita decrease of which the errors decrease.

magnitudes of error of voltage transformer depend on its use in

op-ation. With an increase in Durden S2 both errors increase. With

loa".ng of burden (by decrease cos 0.) especially considerably

increases the angular error in voltage tramsformer.

I

I
I

a
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Fig. 20-1. Schematic of the device/eguipment of single-phase

transformer of voltage and vector diagram of voltages.

Key: (1). To current transformer.

Page 318.

The considerable oscillations/vibrations of primary voltage also

manifest themselves magnitude of error of voltage transformer.

GrOST EAll-union State Standard] 1983-43 it is

established/installed, that errors in voltage transformer do not

exceed the permissible values only during the oscillation/vibration

of primary voltage within limits of .10o/o from U1,,o,.

The classes of the precisioa of voltage transformers are

characterized by the great ones permitted by the errors, indicated in

Table 20-1.
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The nominal power of voltage transformer with its work in this l

class of precision is called suca load of transformer with which its

errors do not exceed those estanlished/installed for this class of I
precision (according to Iable 2U-1).

Voltage transformer can work in the different classes of i

precision depending on the value oz its burden. To each class of

precision corresponds the specitLc nominal power of voltage

transformer.

For example, for voltage transformer of the type NOM-10 (voltage H
transformer single-phase with oil insulation on primary voltage 10

kV) are established/installed the nominal power: in the class of I
precision 0.5-50 VA, in class 1-d0 VA and in class 3-200 VA. Hence it

follows that if burden of voltage transformer S2 450 VA, then it works

with the errors, which do not excead the values,

established/installed for the class of precision 0.5. With burden it

is more than 50 VA, but not more than 80 VA, voltage transformer

works in the class of precision 1, while with burden in the limits of !|

80-200 VA - in the class ot precision 3.

Is characterized voltage transformer by the highest class of
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I
precision in which it can work (it is indicated in its

certified/rating table).

Voltage transformers ot class 0.2 are applied only for precise I
laboratory measurements.

For the start of attenaant electric measuring instruments apply

voltage transformers, whica wor, in the class of precision not lower

than 3 [t. 3-6, § 1-6-3]. The calculated and monitor counters (see § I

19-1) one should connect up voltage transformers of the class of

precision 0.5.

For each voltage transformer is established/installed also the

amount of the maximum (maximum) power, long permitted according to

the condition of its heating.

The use of voltage transformer on maximum power is possible only

for the feed of signal lamps, disconnecting coils of automata and

other instruments and relay, for correct work of which does not have

a value magnitude of error.

11-2. Diagrams of connections of voltage transformers.

ly a number of phases are distinguished single-phase and
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three-phase voltage transformers. Soviet plants construct

single-phases transformer of vo.Ltage on all voltages to 500 kV

inclusively, and three-phase - to voltages to 18 kV inclusively.

By a number of windings are aistinguished two- and triple-wound

voltage transformers. The latter, besides fundamental secondary

winding, which uses for the Leed of measuring meters and relay of

protection, have even sulplementary winding, intended for the start

of the relay of the controi/checiing of the state of the insulation

of network/grid and relay oi protection from single-phase

closings/shortings to the earth. Taese supplementary windings are

placed on the same rods or magnetic system, as inducing windings of

voltage transformer.

Fig. 20-2 gives the most commonly used diagrams of connections

of voltage transformers. One single-phase transformer voltages

(diagram a) apply in the instaliations of single-phase ones, and also

three-phase ones, when it suffices to have interphase voltage only

between two any phases (for tuhe start of voltmeters, frequency

meters, coils of the zero voltage of hand drives of switches, voltage

relay, etc.).

On schematic b two siiile-phases transformer the voltages are

connected into the open delay.
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Table 20-1. Greatest permissible errors in voltage transformers (GOST I
1983-43). I

(a .. ) H.w . e ... norpe .oci',i(I.) Ioi.,oIE( o . Ie I
B Aianpu)me1is1ii, % yr'ona. AIUM

0,2 ±0,2 +4-10 I
0,5 +0,5 -20
I -I1 : +40
3 ±3 ie HOpMu1pyeTcu

Note. Errors in voitage transformers must not exceed the values,

which correspond to their class ot precision with a change in their

load from 25 to 100o/o of nominal value, with a change in the primary

voltage from 0.9 to 1.1 from nominal and with cos 02=0.8.

Key: (1). Class of precision. 4. ). Greatest errors. (3). in voltage.

(4). angular, min. (5). it is not normalized.

Page 319.

This diagram is suitable it necessary for the start of measuring

meters and relay only on the interphase voltages (phase voltages of

installation according to this diagram cannot be measured). It is

applied in networks/grids with the ungrounded neutrals or with the

neutrals, grounded through nigh-impedance resistors/resistances. If

the power of two single-phases transformer of voltage is
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insufficient, then sometimes switch on three single-phases

transformer voltages into tull/total/complete triangle.

On schematic c (without the windings, designated by dotted line)

three single-phase double wound voltage transformers they are

connected into star with the dead ground of the neutral of primary

windings. This diagram makes it possible to measure the voltages

between phases and the voltages ot phases with respect to the

earth/ground. In networks/grids with the ungrounded neutrals or with

the neutrals, grounded through nigh-impedance resistors/resistances,

this diagram apply only for control/checking the states of the

insulation of network/grid with respect to the earth/ground (see Vol.

2, chapter 15) and for tha connection of the instruments, which do

not require the especially nign class of the precision of voltage

transformers - voltmeters, frequency meters, voltage relays, etc. The

electric systems indicated ;an comparatively long work with the

locked to the earth phase when the voltages of

intact/uninjured/undamaged phases with respect to the earth/ground

are raised to interphase voltage (chapter 5); therefore for

connection on diagram c it is necessary to apply single-phases

transformer of voltage on the nominal voltage, which corresponds to

the interphase voltage ot installation. In normal mode the primary

windings of these voltage transtormers constantly are located under

phase voltage, i.e., inV' the time of smaller than their nominal
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voltage, in connection with which of an error in voltage transformers

they can considerably excaed normal values. Therefore diagram c and

should not be applied for tne reed of wattmeters and counters.

For networks/grids by voltage 110 kV it is above, that work with

dully grounded neutrals, are manufactured single-phase triple-wound

voltage transformers whose primary windings are designed for the

phase voltage of installation (diagram in Pio. 20-2c with tb

addition of the windings, tzaced by dotted line). In this case the

primary windings of three single-phases transformer of voltage are

also connected into star with tne grounding of neutral, however,

since they are designed for phase voltage, then diagram can be used

for the start of any measuring meters.

Fundamental secondary windings connect up star and they utilize

fIfor the feed of measuriny meters and relay of protection.

II
I

I
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voltage, in connection with which of an error in voltage transformers

they can considerably excaed norai values. Therefore diagram c and

should not be applied for rne feed of wattmeters and counters.

For networks/grids by voltage 110 kV it is above, that work with

dully grounded neutrals, are manufactured single-phase triple-wound

voltage transformers whose primary windings are designed for the

phase voltage of installation (diagram in Pig. 20-2c with the

addition of the windings, traced by dotted line). In this case the

primary windings of three single-phases transformer of voltage are

also connected into star with the grounding of neutral, however,

since they are designed for phase voltage, then diagram can be used

for the start of any measuring meters.

Fundamental secondary windings connect up star and they utilize

for the feed of measuring meters and relay of protection.

i

I
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Fig. 20-2. Diagrams of connections of voltage transformers.

Page 320.

Supplementary secondary winings of three phases connect up the

extended triangle (windings are traced by dotted line). Since in

normal mode vector sum of the phase voltages of three-phase system is

equal to zero, the load voltage ot extended triangle (a1-xl) is

approximately/exemplarily equal to zero. During closing/shorting to

the earth of one of the phases in the network/grid of primary load

voltage of the extended triangle appears the voltage, equal to vector

sum of the voltages of two Lnract/uninjured/undamaged phases (see

Chapter 5). A number of turns of supplementary windings is such, that

this vector sum of voltages within the limit proves to be equal to

100Y. If we include/connect on the terminals/grippers of the extended

triangle, for example, of voltage relay, then in the winding of

latter/last current it will not nozmally be and the contacts of relay

Vill be extended. During full/total/complete single-phase

closing/shorting to the edrth ia tae network/grid of highest load

voltage of relay will appear the voltage 100V, and it will

opera te/4ct ua t e.

Fig. 20-2d and e shows the diagrams of connections of
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three-phase tripivotal voltage transformers which can be used for

measuring the interphase voltages of installation. For measuring the

voltage of phases with respect to the earth/ground these voltage

transformers it is not jossible to utilize; therefore their primary

windings do not have the brought-out neutrals. In diagram e is used

compensated three-phase voltage transformer (type NTHK - voltage

three-phase oil compensated), distinctive special feature/peculiarity

which is the peculiar diagram of connection of the primary windings

of three phases. In these voltage transformers the fundamental turns

of the primary winding of each jhase are connected with a small

number of turns of another phase how is achieved the decrease

(compensation) of angular error.

Thus, in three-phase netdor&s/grids with the ungrounded neutrals

or with the neutrals, grounded through high-impedance

resistors/resistances, for the start of measuring meters and relay to

interphase voltage it is possiole to apply either the circuit diagram

of two single-phases transtormer into the open delay (diagram b), or

three-phase transformer (diagrams d and e). Preference usually give

up to diagram b with two single-phases transformer voltages, since

they are more reliable than three-phase ones and their repair is

cheaper and it is simpler. The nominal power of two single-phases

transformer is more than the nominal power of one three-phase. The

nonuniform charging of the phases of three-phase voltage transformer
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leads to an increase in its errors.

In networks/grids with low currents the closings/shortings to

the earth apply also three-phase triple-wound voltage transformers

with the magnetic system, which has five rods - five-rod voltage

transformers (diagram ). In these voltage transformers the primary

windings of three phases, the designed for phase voltage

installations, connect up star and they ground. Fundamental secondary

windings, also connected into star, utilize for the start of

instruments to interphase or phase voltage. Supplementary secondary

windings connect up the extended triangle and they utilize, as it is

said above, for the control/checking of the state of the insulation

of network/grid.

Thus, five-rod voltage transformers appear as universal, since

they make it possible to measure the interphase voltages and to

realize control of insulation state with respect to the earth/ground

and relaying from single-phase closings/shortings to the earth (in

ore detail about the control of insulation state see Vol. 2, chapter

15)'.

The use/application oi five-rod voltage transformers for the

control of insulation state is more expediently than the

use/application of three single-phases transformer of voltage, since
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three-phase five-rod transformers simultaneously can be utilized for

the start of any measuring meters and relay.

In installations wita voltage 380 and 500V voltage transformers

most frequently connect only through safety fuses (Fig. 20-2a), while

in the installations of large voltages - usually through

disconnectors and safety devices/fuses (Fig. 20-2b, etc.).

Safety devices/fuses from the primary side of transformer serve

for circuit protection from tha consequences of short circuit during

damage in transformer itself or in the section between safety

devices/fuses and transiocier. These safety devices/fuses do not

shield voltage transformer from overloadings, since the rated current

of their fuse links whose section is taken by smallest possible

according to the conditions of mechanical strength, many times

exceeds the insignificant rated current of primary winding.

Page 321.

For the protection of voltage transformer from overloadings upon

erroneous connections, and also from short circuits in all ungrounded

wires, which go to instruments, are established/installed the safety

fuses (P in Fig. 20-2b) or the small/miniature automata of maximum

current.
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Before voltage transformers it is most expedient to

establish/install safety fuses with quartz filling of types PKT or

PKTU, which are high speed, current-limiting and are capable of

disconnecting the very larye power of the short circuit (see lable

P- 12).

In the open distributors before voltage transformers 35 kV are

installed horny safety fuses. Since the disconnecting ability of the

latter is small, then before them compulsorily install the

current-limiting resistors/resistances.

Voltage transformers 110 kV are above, and also busbar/tire

connections to them are taIlfilled with large reliability, why short

circuits in them little are probabie. Based on this, voltage

transformers indicated connect up the collecting mains of

installations only through disconnectors, without safety

devices/fuses.

20-3. Constructions/designs of voltage transformers.

Soviet plants manufacture voltage transformers on all voltages

to 500 kV inclusively. Dependin- on insulation are distinguished
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voltage transformers with dry and oil insulation. Both those and

others are fulfilled in accordance with natural air and oil-immersed

natural cooler.

Air-immerseds transformer oi voltage are applied only in the dry

closed distributors. Their fundamental advantages: light weight, fire

and explosion-proof character (there is no fuel oil). Soviet plants

manufacture air-immerseds transformer of voltage for installations to

6 kV inclusively (table P-18): single-phase of the type NOS (voltage

transformer single-phase dry), type NOSK (K - with the compensating

winding) and three-phase tripivotal of the type NTS.

The tank transformers of the voltage of normal

construction/design Soviet plants manufacture to voltajes 3-35 kV

(table P-18). Nagnetic system vita the windings of this transformer

is placed in the welded steel tank, flooded by transformer oil. The

outputs of windings are realized tarough porcelain wall entrance

insulators, fastened/strengthened in steel cover/cap (Fig. 20-3).

To voltages 3-18 kV are manufactured vcltage transformers

single-phase of the type NOM (voltage transformer single-phase oil,

Fig. 20-3), three-phase tripivotal of the type NTNK (K - that

compensated) and three-phase five-rod of the type NTMI (Fig. 20-4).

They all are intended only for internal installation and do not have
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expanders (see Chapter 23) ; tnerefore in them under the head of tank

it remains certain not filled by oil space.

To voltage 35 kV manufacture only single-phases transformer the

voltages for the external iastallation of types NON-35 and iNON-35 (3

- triple-wound with dead ground neutrals of primary windings, i.e.,

for connection on diagram in Fig. 20-2c, switching on the designated

by dotted line connection in the extended triangle of supplementary

windings). The tanks of these voltage transformers are equipped with

expanders.

Cascade voltage transformers. With voltage 110 kV and above

normal single-phases transformer the voltages with steel tanks and

porcelain wall entrance insulators are obtained excessively bulky,

heavy and expensive. Thererore tor these voltages received wide

acceptance cascade voltage trdastormers, assembled in porcelain

jackets and not having wall entrance insulators.
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Fig. 20-3. Single-phase transformer of vcltage of the type NON-10 on

10 kV with oil cooling for internal installation, a) in the assembled

form; b) cutting part. I - core; 2- winding 10 kV; 3 -

terminals/grippers of the primary circuit; 4 - conclusion/output of

the secondary voltage; 5 - insulators; 6 - jacket.
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In usual voltage transformer primary winding insulate from core and

secondary winding to totai voltage of installation. In cascade

voltage transformer the insulation is distributed evenly to the

series/row of the steps/stages each of which is located only under

certain part of the voltaje of installation. This gives the large

savings of insulation.

Cascade voltage transformer consists of the series-connected

choke coils, connected between the phase and the ground (Fig. 20-5).
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With dully grounded neutrals of the network/grid through all choke

coils flows/occurs/lasts the identical current, proportional Us to

network/grid. The latter/last choke/throttle, connected with the

earth/ground, has secondary winding. With change U* in the

ntwork/grid changes load voltage of this secondary winding.

If secondary winding is extended (idling), then magnetic fluxes

in the cores of all elements/cells of cascade/stage are equal and the

voltage between then is distriouted evenly. In the case, represented

in Fig. 22-5a, to each element/cell of cascade/stage comes voltage

'/2 u,. After connecting electrically midpoint of the winding of each

element/cell with core, we obtain, that the extreme turns of windings

must be isolated/insulated froa core only on 1j4 U,. At the same time

cores must be isolated/insulated from each other and from housing.

The latter is reached simply, since housing is fulfilled from

porcelain. Thus, in this transtormer the insulation of internal parts

must be calculated not more as on '2U,. instead of U, in usual

transformers.

If secondary winding is locked to measuring meters, then in it

flows/occurs/lasts certain current, which creates the demagnitizing

magnetic flux, as a result of which the resulting magnetic flux in

the core of lower element/cell proves to be less than magnetic fluxes

in the cores of other eleaents/cells. Because of this inductive
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reactances of the elements/cells of cascade/stage will be different

and voltage it will be distributed between them unevenly. For

eliminating this will deposit to the cores of all elements/cells

supplementary windings with an identical number of turns, connecting

them contrarily (Fig. 20-5n). As a result of this any change of

magnetic flux of one of the elements/cells causes the course of the

cross currents (they are shown ny rifleman/pointers), which

demagnitize the cores of elements/cells with greater magnetic flux

and which magnetize with smaller. magnetic fluxes in cores will be

approximately/exemplarily equal, and voltage on elements/cells will

be distributed evenly. Each element/cell of cascade/stage has the

independent two-rod magnetic circuit.

Cascade voltage transformers usually have two secondary

windings: fundamental to voltage 100/t3/ v and supplementary to

voltage 10Oy. For the feed of measuring meters and relay of

protection is installed the group of three cascade transformers,

connecting fundamental secondary windings in star, and supplementary

- into the extended triangle (diagram c in Fig. 20-2),

Soviet plants manufacture cascade transformers by voltages 110

kV and higher (type NKF) for external installation. The general view

of cascade transformer to voltage 110 kV is shown in Fig. 20-6. The

schematic diagram of its connections is given in Fig. 20-5b. The

phase voltage of installation composes 1k0/VIS64 ky.
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Pig. 20-4. Three-phase five-rod voLtage transformer type NTRI-10 on

10 kV for internal installation.

V ,

Fig. 20-5. Schematic diagrams of cascade voltage transformer on 110

kV.

Page 323.
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With two elements/cells and with the connections accepted internal

insulation is fulfilled to voltage not more than 32 kM.

Porcelain housing 1, fastened/strengthened to trolley 5, is

equipped with metal cap- expander 2 with oil meter tube with 4. wire

from the phase of circuit 110 V they terminate 3, which is connected

since the beginning of the primary winding and is built in directly

the metallic expander. The latter, therefore, is located under

voltage. The end/lead ci primary winding is connected to the metallic

trolley which reliably grounds (6 - outputs of secondary windings).

Cascade voltage transformers do not have wall entrance

insulators, which sharply decreases their overall sizes, weight and

cost/value.

For a characteristic let us note that if the total weight of

normal voltage transformer on 110 xV (in metallic tank with wall

entrance insulators, type Mion-Il0) was 3,895 kg, then the weight of

cascade voltage transformer of the type NKF-110 is only 1,360 kg,

i.e., it is approximately/exemplarily 2.9 times less. Cost/value was

respectively lowered approximately/exemplarily to 25o/o.
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Cascade voltage transformers comprise from several identical

elements/cells whose specific number, voltage-sensitive, they

collect/build and connect up tue specific sequence. For example,

cascade transformer to voltage 220 kV they compose of four

elements/cells of transformer on 110 kV. In this case the housing of

the first consists of two porcelain covers of the same

sizes/dimensions and transformer on 110 kV. All this considerably

simplifies and reduces the cost of the production of cascade voltage

transformers it facilitates their transport.

A deficiency/lack in cascade voltage transformers is their

somewhat larger than errors, waich increase with an increase in the

number of elements/cells. Soviet cascade voltage transformers have a

class of precision 1.

Combined voltage transformers and current. Possible to combine

in one jacket single-phase transformer of voltage and current

transformer, as it is schematically shown in Fig. 20-7a. Input and

output of one phase for the connection of the primary winding of

current transformer 1 easily is realized in one wall entrance

insulator, since the insulation of the current-carrying rods must be

carried out to a comparatively small voltage. Second wall entrance

insulator is necessary for the connection of the primary winding of

voltage transformer to the second phase or for connection into the
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star of the primary "windings of three such voltage transformers.

In networks/grids with dully grounded neutrals and during the

use/application of porcelain housing there is no need for in bulky

wall entrance insulators (fig. 20-7b).

20-4. Capacitor voltage dividers.

In the installations of very high voltages for the feed of the

branch circuits of measuring meters and relay of protection instead

of voltage transformers it is possible to utilize capacitor voltage

dividers.

Capacitor voltage divider consists of several series-connected

capacitors/condensers of identical capacity/capacitance, connected to

the measured voltage. In electric systems with grounded neutrals by

voltage 110 kV it is above, where predominantly and are applied

capacitor voltage dividers, then are connected between the phase and

the earth/ground (Fig. 20-8a).
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transformer; 3 - conclusion/output from current transformer; 4 -

conclusion/output from voltage transformer; 5 - two-rod wall entrance

insulator; 6 - steel jacket; 7 - porcelain jacket; 8 - expander; 9 -

isolated/insulated conclus.on/output; 10 - conclusion/output,

electrically connected with the expander; 11 - insulator; 12 -

trolley or metallic base.
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Uith a capacitors/condensers in divider each of them is located under

voltage Uc - -  which usually composes several thousand volts.

Connecting electrostatic voltmeter (Fig. 20-8a), to the

terminals/grippers of latter/last capacitor/condenser, it is possible

to measure by it the voltage of installation with respect to the U,

earth/ground, since with change Uc, proportionally it changes and

i.e. load voltage of voltmeter.

For the feed of the pressure coils of instruments and normal

type relay to the terminals/grippers of latter/last

capacitor/condenser they connect instrument transformer, which

transforms voltages Uc of up to value 100V (Fig. 20-8b).

The accuracy of measurement with the aid of the voltage dividers

L - -~--_
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is small. Error in voltage reaches 6-10o/o, and angular to 90-120 sin

and even larger values, in this case the errors to large degree

depend on the temperature of divider, value and character of its

burden and series/row of other factors. Therefore capacitive

voltage-dividers for precise measurements, but especially for the

feed of counters electric power, do not apply. Them are utilized for

the feed of those instruments and relay for which comparatively large

errors do not have the vital importance: voltmeters, frequency

metrs, instruments of synchronization, voltage relay, etc. The feed

of wattmeters is allowed/assuaed when they serve only for determining

the direction of the course of power in the locked network/grid (for

example, in the ring of electric power lines).

As capacitor voltage dividers are utilized condenser types

terminal of oil breakers and power transformers by voltage 110 kV and

are above or the capacitors/condensers of high-frequency

connection/communication on tas wires of electric power lines.

Fig. 20-8c gives the schematic of device for measuring the

voltage (in abbreviated form PIN) with the aid of condenser type

terminal 1. As is known, the insulation of the current-carrying rod

of 2 condenser/capacitor wall entrance insulators is fulfilled by the

series/row of cylinders trom Bakelite paper 3 with metallic

separators 4 between them (from toil) Each pair of metallic rollers,
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divided by the Bakelite paper, is cylindrical capacitor/condenser.

The sizes/dimensions of cylinders dre selected so that the

capacitances of all capacitors would be identical. The external

facing of latter/last capacitor/condenser is grounded. In parallel to

latter/last capacitor/condenser they connect primary winding 5 PIN.

Secondary windings two: one (6) to nominal voltage 110V the second

(7) to I00/3- V. Secondary windings PIN of three phases connect just

as secondary windings ot single-phases transformer of voltage (Fig.

20-2c).

The decrease of errors PIN is achieved by controlling a number

of turns of its primary winuing. For the same targets is provided

reactor by 8 with a variable number of turns. Capacitor/condenser 9

serves for the compensation for exciting current of transformer and

inductive component of the current of burden, which also decreases

the errors PIN.

Discharger (discharger/gap) 10 shields primary winding and

reactor from overvoltages during short circuits in the

terminals/grippers of secondary windings.

Permissible burden PIN is usually small and is only 10-50 VA.

All the equipment PIN is placed in the small steel tank, flooded
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by transformer oil, which is fastened to Baku switch near its

introductions/inputs (Fig. 17-4). PIN can be established/installed on

three or during six introductions/inputs of switch.

The examined devices/equipment considerably cheaper than cascade

voltage transformers and do not occupy the place in distributor.

The capacitors/condensers of high-frequency

connection/communication on the wires of electric power lines are

performed in the form of separate apparatuses in porcelain housings.

The setting up of such capacitors/condensers it is possible to see on

the drawings of distributors vy voltage 110 kV even above, led in

chapter 10 second volumes.

These capacitors/condensers simultaneously utilize for

connection to the wires of the line of the transceivers of

connection/communication and tor the start of some relayings.

Permissible burden of apparatuses of this type reaches hundreds of

volt-amperes.
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Fig. 20-8. Capacitor voltage diiders. a) the schematic of the

connection of the electioszatic voltmeter; b) the schematic of the

connection of normal instruments and relay with the use of auxiliary

instrument transformer; c schematic diagram PIN.

Key: (1). V.
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Chapter twenty one-.

SELECTION OF ELECTRICAL APPARATUSES.

21-1. General conditions for the selecting of apparatuses from rating

factors.

The reliable work of electrical plant can be provided only in

such a case, when each adjustable on it electrical apparatus is

correctly selected beth according to the conditions of the normal

mode of work and on working conditions during short circuits. Is

examined below the selection of apparatuses from those rating

factors, which are general/common/total for all apparatuses.

Selection of apparatuses on nominal voltage. The nominal voltage

of electrical apparatus U.n..no, is called the indicated on its panel

interphase voltage, numerically equal to the nominal voltage of that

electrical network (§ 3-1), for a work in which it it is intended. At

the same time all electrical apparatuses can how conveniently long

time reliably work, also, with the voltage, on 10-15o/o more than

nominal, which is called the maximum operating voltage of the
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apparatus (it is indicated in the catalogs of apparatuses).

hen selecting of apparatus on voltage it is necessary that the

maximum long possible in the operation voltage of setting up would

not exceed the maximum operating voltage of apparatus. If one

considers that the maximum is working voltage of electrical devices

(voltage on the collecting mains of stations and substations), as a

rule, it does not exceed their nominal voltage (nominal line voltage)

more than to 10-15o/o, then when selecting of electrical apparatuses

on voltage it suffices to ooserve the condition:

UaDIMo, UCT H. . (21-1)

The observance of this condition guarantees sufficient

dielectric strength of the insulation of apparatus with all operating

changes in the operating voltage of setting up.

Selection of apparatuses on tae kind of setting up. If in the

closed distributors apparatuses do not undergo any special

atmospheric effects, then in the open distributors apparatuses are

located under more severe conditions, since their insulation

undergoes the effect of atmospheric residues/settlings, it is

covered/coated with dust, products of escape from the chimney stacks

of boiler rooms, etc. In accordance with this the apparatuses

manufacture two types - for internal and external settings up.
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In the case of the construction of the open distributors in the

places, subjected to the intensive contamination, and also near the

chemical plants, which saturate air by the detrimentally operating on

insulation pairs of acids and by other chemical reagents, it is

necessary to install apparatuses with increased dielectric strength

of insulaticn, for which should be applied apparatuses with the

insulators of special construction/design or selected to large

nominal voltage. In a number ot cases it can prove to be even

advisable refuse from the open distributors and install those closed.

Selection of apparatuses on rated current. The rated current of

electrical apparatus f..n.ou is called that greatest prolonged current

with which the apparatus can work now conveniently long time, if the

temperature of surrounding air does not exceed calculated value,

which for apparatuses is accepted in the USSR equal to 00 =35
0C. In

this case heating all parts or the apparatus does not exceed the

permissible value (see also § 3-3). The rated current of apparatus is

indicated on its plant panel.

For the reliable wort of apparatus it is necessary that its

rated current would be equal or sore than to the maximum prolonged

current of the load of that circuit in which it was

established/installed; therefor- when selecting of apparatus on rated

current must be observed the condition:

'INUI.N . 'I .,,.,C, (21-2)

......
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where lm.m,,c - a maximum prolonged current of the load of circuit in

which is installed the apparatus Ltaking into account the possible

prolonged overloading of circuit - see also indications to formula

(10-2) in § 10-2].

The overloading of apparatus Dy the current, exceeding its rated

current at a calculated temperature of surrounding air of 0e=35 0 C,

and thereby the excess of the long permissible temperature of heating

its parts, causes the sharp loss of life of apparatus as a result of

a change in the mechanical and electrical properties of materials;

therefore for the majority of apparatuses overloading with 00o-35
0C

normally is not allowed/assumed.
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The corresponding indications anout the permissible overloading are

given in catalogs to apparatuses.

If apparatus must work at temperature of air of higher than

350C, then as a result of the worse conditions for cooling it it is

possible to load to current, somewhat smaller nominal.
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Temperature excess of heating the current-carrying part of the

apparatus is proportional to the square of the current of load;

therefore

P*6 Ao -  0
S8BU.NOM U 35

whence

V 0 n . (21-3)

where IPO - the permissible operating current of apparatus with

> 350C;

Aol- the long permissible temperature of heating apparatus.

Equipment of normal coastruction/design can work at temperature

of surrounding air not more than +600C and not less than -400 C.

If the maximum temperature of the which surrounds apparatus air

is less than 350C, then as a result of the best conditions for

cooling the long let-go current can be somewhat increased. For

example, according to the data of plants, at 1',350c and the

greatest permissible operating current of high-voltage switches,

4isconnectors and current transformers it is possible to increase of

calculation by 0.5 . by each degree of a decrease in the

temperature of air lower than J5oC, but in all it is not more than to
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20o/o 0 ,,,

Under the maximum temperature of surrounding air it is necessary

to understand the greatest temperature of air in the site of

installation of apparatus, measured at a distance of 1-2 a from the

middle of its housing and by the duration not less than 0.5 h.

21-2. Checking electrical apparatuses to the actions of short-circuit

currents.

For checking electrical equipment to stability during short

circuits it is necessary to know the great possible value of the

short-circuit current which cdn flow/occur/last over this

element/cell of electrical plant. The practical methods of

calculation of short-circuit currents are presented in chapter 6.

There are in detail shown those conditions for the work of electrical

plant during which the short-circuit current has great value. In §

6-3 are given the indications about the composition of network of the

setting up using which are designed short-circuit currents.

Here we will additionally examine selection on network of the

calculation points of short circuit, and also determination of the

calculated duration of the course of short-circuit current. After

this let us examine the general conditions of checking the

A
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apparatuses to stability during short circuits. The selection of the

disconnecting aparatuses according to the disconnecting ability is

presented below in § 21-3.

Selection of the calculation points of short circuit and

calculated duration of the course of short-circuit current. The

calculation points of short circuit should be outlined on network of

setting up so that about selective electrical equipment would flow

the greatest possible short-circuit current. The duration of the

course of current is defined, as noted in § 7-2, by the time of

action of fundamental relaying, shielding the damaged element/cell of

setting up, and by the time of action of the switch: i=f.-+t, This

time is necessary for checking electrical equipment to therMLI

resistance during short circuits.

In the form of an example iet us examine the selection of some

calculation points in the diagram of Fig. 21-1. Let us first of all

note that the circuits of generators and synchronous condensers in

power approximately/exemplarily 1000 kU and above and power

transformers power 7500 kVA and more normally supply with special

high speed relayings (differential protecticn or current cutoffs; cm,

Vol. 2, chapter 13), which have small triggering time,

approximately/exemplarily O.1-U.2 s. These protection are fundamental

protection from short circuits for the elements/cells of setting up
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indicated.

For the selection of electrical equipment in the circuit of

generator, for example G-1, is sufficient to outline two points of

the short circuit: K-1 and K-2. During short circuit at point K-i

over electrical equipment of generator branching flows/occurs/lasts

the current short from generator G-2 and systems, while during short

circuit at point K-2 only short-circuit current from generator G-1.

Page 327.

Obvious that at the identical power of current generators of short

circuit from generator G-2 and systems are more; therefore all the

equipment of generator should ue selected on this current.

Calculation point is K-1. The duration of the course of short-circuit

current is equal to the time of action of high speed (differential)

relaying of generator plus the tripping time of switch V-1.

Calculation point for checking to the actions of the

short-circuit current o± the collecting mains of station is point

K-3, since in this case in the nearest to the place of

closing/shorting section ot collecting mains (section ab)

flows/occurs/lasts short-circuit current frcm both of generators and

system. During this damage works relaying of busbars and are
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disconnected switches V-1, V-3 and V-4.

Electrical equipment and circuits of the transformer of its own

needs T-1 must be checked to short-circuit current, flowing into

point K-4 from both of generators and system. It is obvious that this

current is equal to short-circuLt current during damage on collecting

mains at point K-3. The duration of the course of short-circuit

current in the case in question is determined by the time of action

of fundamental relaying of transtormer T-1 and by the tripping time

of svitch V-2.

It is obvious that for checking electrical equipment on the side

of the secondary voltage of the transformer of its own needs must be

outlined the corresponding point of short circuit at this voltage.

Sectionalizing switch V-3 and established/installed in its

circuit apparatuses should be checked against the short-circuit

current, which flows into point K-5 from generator G-2 and from the

system through the transtormer T-3 with off transformer T-2. It is

not difficult to be convinced that this will be the greatest possible

short-circuit current for the circuit of sectionalizing switch. The

time of the course of short-circuit current is determined by the time

of action of the protection of the collecting mains of station and by

the tripping time of switch V-3.
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Electrical equipment in the circuit of the primary voltage of

the step-up transformer T-2 (iron the collecting mains of generator

voltage to transformer T-2) shzould be checked against larger of the

short-circuit currents, which f.low into point K-6 or into point K-7.
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Fig. 21-1. Line diagram of power plant to the explanation of the

selection of design conditions and for example of 21-1.

Key: (1). System. (2). XV. (J). District substation. (4). section.

(5). Feed of its own needs. (6). Distribution point.
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It is easy to be convinced that under conditions of the diagram in

question about electrical equipment indicated large short-circuit

current flows during damage at point K-6 and on the assumption that

the switch V-5 from the side of secondary voltage 110 kV is

disconnected (short-circuit current of the generators of station plus

short-circuit current from the system through T-3). This case of

short circuit at point K-6 is feasible at the moment of the start of

transformer T-2 under voltage by switch V-4. Analogously for the

selection of electrical equipaent in section from T-2 to collecting

mains 110 kV the calculated case is short circuit at point K-8 with

off switch V-4, i.e. at the moment of the start of transformer under

voltage by switch V-5 (short-circuit current from system plus

short-circuit current from the station through one transformer T-3).

In both dismantled/selected cases the duration of short circuit is

equal to the time of action of the high-speed protection of
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transformer plus the tripping t.me of the corresponding switch.

In settings up with tue dual system of collecting mains (Fig.

3-4) when selecting of design conditions for a bus-connecting switch

should be considered its use for start under the voltage of the

stand-by system of collecting mains. If at the moment of the start of

bus-connecting switch on stand-by ousbars is created short circuit,

then through it will flow/occur/last short-circuit current from all

supplies of power (as into point K-3). To thi-s-current must be

calculated bus-connecting switch and entire established/installed in

its circuit electrical equipment. One should also consider that with

the fulfillment of process/operation indicated above relaying of

bus-connecting switch must be controlled to action without time

element (to the smallest possible period of action).

Electrical equipment in the circuit of the waste/exiting line

without reactor is checked against short-circuit current during

damage at the very beginning of the waste/exiting line, it is

analogous how this was shown in tha relation to equipment in the

circuit of the transformer of its own needs T-1 (point K-4). In other

words, equipment in the circuit of the waste/exiting line must be

chiecked to the current, equal to suort-circuit current on the

collecting mains of setting up.
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Electrical equipment of the reacted cable line (disconnectors

busbar/tire Esh and linear RL, switch V-6, current transformers TT,

reactor R, busbar, insulators, caule) checks against short-circuit

current during damage after reactor at point K-9, i.e., at the very

beginning of the cable of line, and on the time of action of relaying

of line plus the tripping time of the switch of line [L 3-6). In

this case necessary is the use/application of a reactor with the

isolated/insulated turns and fulfillment the busbars of the section

between the switch and the reactor.

Thus, when selecting of electrical equipment of the reacted

cable line one ought not to assume the possibility of short circuit

to linear reactor. Operating experience showed that as a result of

comparatively small length of section from busbar/tire disc3nnector

to reactor, and also very reliaole fulfillment and good

maintenance/servicing the short circuits in this section little were

probable. on the other hand, produced by Soviet plants concrete

reactors with the isolated/insuiated winding are very reliable and

with good care of them of short circuits in them also it is not.

At the same time the selection of electrical equipment of linear

branching on short-circuit current to reactor, to the numerically

equal to short-circuit current on the collecting mains of setting up,

would lead to the need for establishing in all waste/exiting lines
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the very heavy and expensive apparatuses, calculated for very large

short-circuit currents. Tais so±ution technically and economically is

not justifled.

The especially critical part of the setting up are its

collecting mains, since from the reliability cf their operation to a

considerable degree depends the steadiness of the work of an entire

setting up. Taking into account this, the section of the set of tires

of linear branching from collecting mains to busbar/tire

disconnector, and in the presence of the shelves, which divide

collecting mains and busbar/tire disconnectors (Vol. 2, chapter 8) to

wall entrance insulators in these regiments and wall entrance

insulators themselves should be checked on short-circuit current on

collecting mains, i.e., wituout taking into account the

current-limiting action of reactor, and on the time of action of

relaying of the busbars of setting up.

Of shown the diagram in Fig. .0-1 distribution point in

network/grid 10 kV is supplied by two cable lines with normally off

sectionalizing switch V-a; therefore entire electrical equipment of

point/item must be checked to short-circuit current, flowing into

point K-10 or, which is the same thing, into point K-11 which is

somewhat less than the snort-circuit current at point K-9 due to the

resistor/resistance of the cable of line.
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The duration of short circuit is determined taking into account the

tine of action of relayimy in the appropriate circuit of distribution

point.

Let us examine the selection of calculation points at voltage

110 kV. Collecting mains 110 XV and electrical equipment in the

circuit of line L-3 must be checked on short-circuit current on

collecting wains 110 kV, i.e., to Llowing into point K-12 or, which

is the same thing, into point K-13. The worse conditions will be upon

start of both transformers T-z and T-3 and both lines L-1 and L-2.

Electrical equipment of the circuit of the line of

communications with system, for example L-1, must be checked on

short-circuit current, flowing into point K-14 from the station

through both transformers T-3 and T-4, also, from system only through

another line of communications, for example L-2, i.e., into the

assumptions that the line L-1 on the side of system is disconnected

by switch V-12. Under this condition through the switch V-11 and

other equipment of line will ilow/occur/last the greatest

short-circuit current.
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Calculation point for checKiag to the stability of electrical

equipment in all circuits of tae side 110 kV of district substation

is point K-15. Flowing into this point short-circuit current somewhat

less than the short-circuit current at point K-13 due to the

resistor/resistance of line L-3.

Design conditions on the secondary side of district substation

depend on the normal mode or sectionalizing switch V-13. If normally

transformers work separately (V-13 is disconnected), then electrical

equipment in the circuit of transtormer and collecting mains must be

checked against short-circuit current, flowing into point K-16

through one transformer of sustation.

In the case of the multiple operation of transformers T-4 and

T-5 (V-13 is normally connected) collecting mains must be checked

against short-circuit current, flowing into point K-16 with the

multiple operation of transformers, and electrical equipment i.. the

secondary circuit of transtormer, switch V-14, etc. - with the

separate work of transformers, i.e., with off V-13, since this

mode/conditions of short circuit for the equipment of transformer

will be most heavy.

L -L .. ' ' - T - .. . nnl] . .i . . , . .. - : - im 
" '

. . nl 
- '

' i l l . . .
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If the waste/exiting lines of substation are not reacted, then

their electrical equipment must be checked in terms of the same

values of short-circuit currents, as the collecting mains of

secondary voltage.

On design conditions for reacted of lines it spoke above

(calculation is point K-17).

Analogously are selected design conditions also for other, not

examined above elements/cells of electrical stations and

net wor ks/grids.

Checking electrical apparatuses to electrodynamic stability.

Apparatus is considered as electrodynamically stable, if with the

course on it of impact short-circuit current in it it is not observed

any residual strains of the parts, which block its further exact

work. Furthermore, must not be the sticking of contacts.

Electrodynamic stability of apparatuses is characterized by

manufacturing plants by maximally let-go current ias€ (amplitude

value), called also the current of electrodynamic stability which

must not be exceeded under any operating conditions of apparatus. By

the greatest possible in operation current is imFact short-circuit

current; therefore the condition for the electrodynamic stability of
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apparatus it is:
l = ,(21.4)

where L7 - a calculated impact current of three-phase short circuit

in the circuit, for which is selected the apparatus.

To electrodynamic stability it is possible not to check the

apparatuses, shielded by safety fuses with rated current to 60 A

inclusively, but by the current-liaiting safety devices/fuses

(chapter l4) with any rated current of them [L 3-6].

Checking apparatuses to thermal resistance. Thermostable is that

apparatus whose all parts with the course on them of short-circuit

current are not heated above estaolished/installed by norms maximum

short-term temperature.

The thermal resistance of apparatuses is characterized by plants

by the current of thermal resistance Is. i.e. by such current which

during to preset time t (usually 1; 5 or 10 s) heats all parts of the

apparatus not higher than estanilised/installed for it by norms

maximally permissible short-term temperature.

Page 330.

Checking apparatus to thermal resistance consists in the
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comparison of that permissible quantity of heat Q, which can be

short-term isolated in apparatus without the fear of its destruction,

with that quantity of heat Q which is separated/liberated in

actuality by short-circuit current for the tine of its course, i.e.

On the other hand,

Key: (1). and.

Hence the condition for thermal resistance can be written thus:

12 2 (1)I Mt [Ka .ceK]. (21-5)

Key: (1). kW.es.

To thermal resistance it is possible not to check the

apparatuses, shielded by safety fuses, independent of their type and

rated current.

21-3. Selection of the separate types of electrical apparatuses.

Safety fuses select on: 1) to the nominal voltage; 2) to the

rated current; 3) to the kind oz setting up (external or internal);

4) to the design; 5) to tue maximum disconnected current (maximum

disconnected power).
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Safety devices/fuses with the filling with quartz sand can be

utilized only in networks/grids with the nominal voltage, which

corresponds to the nominal voltage of the safety device/fuse (it is

not possible, for example, safety device/fuse on 10 kV to apply in

networks/grids 6 kV).

The maximum disconnected current of safety fuse 'oTEUP with this

voltage is called the great value of the short-circuit current of

network/grid, with whica is guaranteed the reliable work of safety

device/f use.

The high speed (current-limiting) safety fuses with quartz

filling, etc. not only considerably limit short-circuit current, but

because of the high effective resistance of arc increase Wos.v

drawing it nearer unity. Therefore when selecting of such safety

devices/fuses it is possiole not to consider aperiodic component/term

of short-circuit current and to proceed from the condition:
,, , (,) (21-6)

or

,S.,.,,P . " (2 1 -6a)

Additionally is selected the Luse link on the rated current

which can differ from the rated current of safety device/fuse.

Switches by voltage oi up to 1000Y select on: 1) to the nominal
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voltage; 2) to the rated current; 3) to a number of poles; 4) to

clssign (with central handle or rigging, with the connection of wires

from the front or from nehiad, on insulating plate/slab or without

plate/slab, etc.). In catalogs are given the indications, what

operating currents can disconnect the switches of different types and

design.

Automata additionally are selected on: 1) the kind of current

(for the settings up of direct or alternating current); 2) to

necessary ranges of adjustment of current and tripping time, if the

latter is provided for; 3) to the maximum disconnected current.

When selecting of automata on the maximum disconnected current

must be observed the condition [1, 3-6]:

for the high speed automata with the time of action 0.02 s and

less
> 1j, (21.7)

WherejJ3) - the effective value of the current of three-phase short
Y

circuit during the first periou (see § 6-5):

for automata with action tine it is more than 0.02 s

.(21-7a)

The automata, selected on the maxinum disconnected current, can
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be considered electrodynanically and thermostable during short

circuits.

Disconnectors are selected on: 1) to the rated current; 2) to

the nominal voltage; 3) to the Kind of the setting up; 4) to design.

and then they check against electrodynamic and thermal resistance.

Switches by voltage anove 1000V select on: 1) to the nominal

voltage; 2) to the rated current; 3) to the kind of the setting up;

4) to the design; 5) to the disconnected current or the disconnected

power.

Page 331.

The disconnecting ability of switches by voltage above 1000V is

characterized with the nominal voltage of switch by its nominal

disconnected current Io.I.,o or by nominal disconnected power S.. '

(see § 17-1), and with the voltage, different from the nominal

voltage of switch, by disconnected current I'rx or by disconnected

power S,., which are given in catalogs to switches or in reference

tables (fable P-14).

The real current which disconnects switch during short circuit,

define as the effective value ot the current of circuit at
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moment/torque the beginnings of the disagreement of the arcing

contacts of switch. Therefore in general when selecting of switch

according to the disconnecting ability it is necessary to observe the

condition so that the current oi the cutoff/disconnection of switch

i,,. with this voltage of setting up would not be the less effective

value of the short-circuit current of the circuit I., of the referred

to moment/torque disagreement of the arcing contacts of the switch:
IOTK (21-8)

Estimated time t, equal to time with the moment/torque of the

onset of short circuit to the moment/torque of disagreeing the

contacts of switch, is determined by the time of action of relaying

. and by the proper time of tne action of switch t, (§17-1):

S +.., +-C.3.

Time i.. depends on the type of the used protection; for

contemporary high speed relayings t,. ==0,02-0,05 s.

The proper time of the action of the majority at present of the

high-voltage switches used is t.=0,04-+- 0.12 s.

Short-circuit current Iai is determined by calculated curves

(Fig. 6-25, 6-26). If t>U.1 s, then aperiodic component/term of

short-circuit current is possible not to consider and to accept

I. where I., - periodic component/term of short-circuit current,

determined according to calculated curve for time t.
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But if t<O. 1 s, then they conasider both components of

short-circuit current and determine 1w by formula (6-37), after

determining preliminarily I,, ay calculated curves, and i, - according

to formula (6-31).

In our designed practice when selecting of switches according to

the disconnecting ability accept to proceed from the condition that

the circuit is equipped with relaying with minimum action time. Then,

taking into account the characteristics of switches by voltage above

1000Y, manufactured at jresent with Soviet plants, accept t=0.1 s,

i.e., they proceed from disruptio, by the switch of current Ilo-o.1,

which can be determined, oeing quiued by formula (6-37):
_-0.1 V n-O.1 + , _0.

Computations show that with sufficient accuracy it is possible

to accept

Then when selecting of switch according to the disconnecting

ability must be observed is the condition:
Io, ,"".(21.9)

The same recommendation give PUE [L. 3-6].

If switch is selected by the disconnected power, then should be
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observed the condition:
Son > S". (21-10)

Current I,f or I" and power SO' should be determined during

three-phase short circuit.

The selected switch is caected against electrodynamic and

thermal resistance.

Drives to switches are selectred on catalogs to the switches in

which the manufacturing plants give indications about the recommended

types of drives (fables P-14 and P-16).

It is necessary to consider advantages and disadvantages in

different types of drives (chapter 18). and also kind of current and

source power of the operational current which to assumed utilize for

the feed of drives.

Transformers of current select on: 1) to the nominal voltage; 2)

to the nominal primary current; J) to nominal secondary current (if

1'.5 - 4) to the kind of te setting up; 5) the

construction/design; 6) to the class of precision and to burden.

For determining burden of current transformer preliminarily

compose trilinear diagram the connections to them of measuring
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meters.

Page 332.

Depending on type and designation/purpose of instruments they

install, in what class of precision must work current transformers.

Then on catalogs to electric measuring instruments (table P-19) is

found the resistor/resistance of tae consecutive coils of

instruments, connected to current transfcrmers, and according to

formula (19-2) they determine burden of most loaded current

transformer.

Inductive reactance ot tre consecutive coils of measuring meters

and jumpers is insignificant and it it is possible not to consider,

then:

Z, L-. r,,. -± r h,, -- rKH? [o.xu], (21-1 1).

where - total effective resistance of the consecutive coils of

the instruments;

rap - the effective resist-ace of the corpling drives;

- resistor/resistance of all contacts of circuit.

If on the consecutive coils ot measuring meters is known the
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required by them power, then, without taking into account inductive

reactance of instruments and wires, it is possible to determine the

power, consumed in the secondary circuit of current transformer:

S. - P. = -- S, +I 2 2. r.... +

- 2Hl- i T= 12,ro , ,,rI .. ,. (21-12)

So that current transtormer would work in the selected class of

precision, it is necessary to observe the ccndition:
Z2 om;Bz. A S, o, , S,, (21-13)

Key: (1). or.

where Z2.om and S.,,,,, - respectively nominal load or nominal power of

current transformer with its work in that class of precision which is

necessary for the adjustaDle anstruments.

Contact resistance rrofli they take as the usually equal to 0.1

ohms.

For determining the section of jumpers they enter as follows. Is

determined burden of mcst loaded current transfcrmer without taking

into account jumpers, i.e.

Key: (1). or.

and then is found the maximum possible resistor/resstance of jumpers
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during which current transtormer will work in the class of the

precision accepted:

rUpO, "- Z2 mom + FKOMlr

or

=~~~ S1 0 g fSP116 + 122114

2nax

Section of the wires

Accept near larger standda section, but according to the

condition of mechanical strength not less than 1.5 mm? with wires or

cables with copper veins/strands even 2.5 mm2 - with aluminum

veins/strands [L. 19-2], and when, among the connected instruments,

counter is present, it is not respectively less than 2.5 and 4 em2

[L. 3-61. Specific conductivity with copper veins/strands they accept

53 l/Qemm, and with aluinum strands 1 32 m/gemm2.

FOOTNOTE 1. On electricai stations and substations in power with

respect to 5 NW and 5 MVA and more should be applied control cables

vith copper veins/strands. in other installations it is possible to

apply cables and wires with aluminum veins/strands, but when all

apparatuses, instruments ana setting terminals/grippers are equipped

with the contacts, intendea foc the direct connection of aluminum

strands [L 19-2]. ENDFOOTNUTE.
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With one current transformer under the length of wires t should

be understood the length of straight/direct and return conductor

1-21, (Fig. 19-3a). with the connection of three current transformers

into star (Fig. 19-3b), when in neutral conductor no current there

is, take length wires one-way trip l-It. If two current transformers

are connected into incomplete star (Fig. 19.3c), then in return

conductor flows/occurs/lasts the current, out of phase angle of 600

from current in go conductor. because of this the vectors of a

voltage drop in straight/direct and return conductor are shifted also

angle of 600. Hence the power, lost in the jumpers:

Consequently, with the connection of current transformers into

incomplete star it is necessary to accept I=V31,.

Selected current transtormer is checked against electrodynamic

and thermal resistance during short circuit.
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Page 333.

The electrodynamic stability of current transformers they

characterize by the electrodynamic multiplicity, equal to the

relation of the maximum let-go current to the amplitude of the

primary rate4 current:

Being guided by general condition (21-4) for the electrodynamic

stability of apparatuses, we can write the following condition for

the electrodynamic stability of current transformer:

KAN.I -*(j3  (21-15)

With the course of impact short-circuit current on the cap/hood

of the insulator of current transformer operates the force, caused by

interaction of currents in the connected to it busbars and which

depends on the distance between phases a and distances from the

cap/hood of the insulator of current transformer to the nearest

stand-off insulator. Being guided uy the indications of §7-1 and

§9-5. this force can be determined by the formula:

F . .1,76j2  110-' (Krf",' (21-16)P 4 0.5. 1 Y a

Key: (1). kgf.
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where coefficient of 0.5 considers the distribution of the force of

interaction at the length of busbars t between the cap/hood of

current transformer and nadarest to it stand-off insulator (i in kh).

The obtained effort/force must not exceed the mechanical load,

permitted on the cap/hood ot the insulator of current transformer (it

is indicated in catalogs, see also Table P-17).

For some current transformers (for example, for passage

single-turns transformer of the type TPOF) the permissible mechanical

load on insulator is not indicated, but the multiplicity of dynamic

stability K,.. is assigned for the specific values of a and t

busbar/tire construction/design. if the sizes/dimensions of

busbar/tire construction/design differ from those accepted in

catalog, then with respect must be changed the multiplicity of the

dynamic stability of current transformer (see note by 5 to Table

P- 17).

The thermal resistance of current transformer they characterize

by referred to certain time multiplicity of the thermal resistance,

equal to the ratio of the current of thermal resistance for to preset

time t to primary the rated current of current transformer:

Being guided by general condition (21-5) for the thermal
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resistance of apparatuses, we can write the following condition for

the thermal resistance of current transformer:

(K' t 1 a . (21-17)

In the majority of the cases the multiplicity of the thermal

resistance of current transformers is given referred to time t=1 s.

The primary winding of busbar/tire current transformer is the

busbar of distributor waica is checked against thermal resistance

when selecting of the busaars of the corresponding circuit. Therefore

the multiplicity of the thermal resistance of busbar/tire current

transformer characterizes the thermal resistance of its secondary

winding.

Voltage transformers select on: 1) to the nominal voltage; 2) to

the kind of the installation; 3) the construction/design; 4) to the

class of the precision; 5) to burden.

They preliminarily compose the trilinear circuit diagram of

instruments and relay which will be supplied from voltage

transformer. Depending on type and designation/purpose of instruments

they install, in what class of precision oust work voltage

transformer.

Then, being guided by conditions 1-4, is selected through
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catalog the type of voltage transformer and they find its nominal

power S,,,, iL the class of precision (Table P-18) accepted.

After selecting through catalogs the types of measuring meters

and relay, they find, what power $,P. (VA) consume their parallel

coils and are such their fdctors of power cosy,,P,,. Then determine the

total load of voltage transformer or group of single-phases

transformer the voltages:

S,=--o/(- .6)2 "-(!" ,..)2 ,  (21-L8)

where

Y. p.a6 -- l . 6 Cos (pu6)

and

Q,.huNG E (Spv6 sin ?p,,)

- total with respect active and reactive power, consumed by all

parallel coils of instruments and relay.

Page 334,.

Obtained burden must not exceed the nominal power of transformer of

voltage in the class of precision accepted, i.e..

S ,,o9._ s m. (2 1I-1I9)

If voltage transformer supplies the receivers of electric power

for which does not have a value magnitude of error, then are observed

the condition:

s..,e -'s3, (21-20)
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where S,,=- the maximum permissible power of voltage transformer.

In the case of the group of s.ngle-phases transformer of voltage

by S., and S,.C it is necessary to understand the total power of the

transformers of group.

Since the phases of voltage transformer can be loaded

differently, then more precise is the determination of the load of

one phase and its comparison with the nominal power of one phase of

voltage transformer in the class of precision C13-1] accepted.

Section of strands of wires and cables, connecting the

transformers of voltage with measuring meters, one should select from

the condition so that the loss of voltage in circuit from voltage

transformer to instruments would not exceed 3o/o of nominal voltage,

and in the presence of calculated counter - not more than 0.5o/o, in

this case according to the conaition of mechanical strength section

of strands of wires and cables must be not less: copper 1.5 mW2 ,

aluminum 2.5 mmz [3-6 and 19-2).

Voltage transformers and established/installed in their circuit

electrical equipment to the action of short-circuit currents do not
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check.

21-4. Example 21-1. Selection of electrical apparatuses.

At the station whose diagram is given in Fig. 21-1, to select

and to check to stability during the short circuit: switch and

disconnector of generator, switch, disconnectors and current

transformers in the circuit ot the waste/exiting cable line 10 kV and

voltage transformer in the first section of the collecting mains of

station.

Station works in parallel with power system. Inductive reactance

of system to the busbars 110 kV ot station, in reference to the

nominal power of system Sc,. . =600 AVA, comprises x. =O.7.

The turbogenerators of station G-1 and G-2: Sr,,,31.24 MVA
x" -0.132. U,.oN 10.5 kV, are equipped ARV.

Raising transformers T-2 and T-3: S,... =20 NVA, ,=1 0.54/6- are

normally connected both transformers.

From each section of the collecting mains of station they will

move away eight lines with normal load 3 MVA each. Under emergency

conditions the maximum constant load of lines is 6 NV&.
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For the feed of their own needs are established/installed three

trans formers.

is it is dismantled/selected into §21-2, the calculation point

of short circuit for the selection of electrical equipment of

generator is point K-I, and for the selection of electrical equipment

of the waste/exiting line - a point K-9.

Values of short-circuit current, which flows into point K-i:

/,, ,) + 1,(3) + 5 (A"r-2 " _ 13 -+-14,5 = 27.5 r:a;

(2)Y;) 1.9. 213 + 1,8.1/-2.1,.5-== 72 Ka,

0S (3)L 500 Mia; !13)= 20 ka; I = 19.5 Ka.

Key: (1). kA.

Values of short-circuit current, which flows into point K-9 from

G-1, G-2 and system i,_11(3) 1(3)- 8,--4 ki; 1(3)=22 kA;s -ISm-153 NVA.

Fundamental relaying of generator is the differential protection

the time of action of whica let us take as equal to 0.1 s. The

waste/exiting cable lines are equipped with the protection of the

maximum current in the course of time of action, equal to 2 s.
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On generators and waste/exiting lines we intend to

establish/install oil breakers with small space of oils the tripping

time of which let us accept 1,-0.2 a.

Let us assume that on eaca waste/exiting line are

established/installed one ammeter and counter, and also relaying of

maximum current in two phases, performed by electromagnetic overload

relays. On the side 10 kV of each transformer of its own needs a:e

established/installed the ammeter, wattmeter and counter.

In each section of coliecting mains are established/installed

arrow and that records voltmeters for the control/checking of voltage

on busbars, arrow and that records frequency meters for the

inspection of frequency and three voltmeters for the inspection of

insulation state.

The column of synchronizdtion consists of synchroscope, two

voltmeters and two frequency meters.

Voltage transformer, established/installed in the section of

collecting mains, is intended for the feed of the parallel coils of

the measuring meters of collecting mains, waste/exiting lines and

transformers of its own needs. From it are supplied the instruments

of synchronization with the synchronization of generator of

L L
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collecting mains.

Entire electrical equipment of generator voltage is placed in

the closed distributor, with respect to what it must be selected for

internal installation.

Apparatuses in the circuit of generator. The greatest let-go

current of generator is determined when the voltage of the generator

is lowered/reduced by 5o/o:
31 250
, .10 --1800 a.

Generator switch (V-I). Duration of the course of current

I - 1 t-.- 0.1-+ 0,2 - 0.3 S.

Page 335.

Since I)>1 ', then in thermal sense is more dangerous the current

of three-phase short circuit. We determine the fictitious time taking

into account aperiodic component/term of short-circuit current, since

t<l s.

On curves in Fig. 7-6 when j" -27.5/20=1/37 and t=0.3 s we find

,,,--.4 according to formula (7-12) t-R:=rT "2  0.05-1.372---0.09 s.

Then t. - 0,4+0-09==0.5 .
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In the following table we extract all calculation data,

necessary for the selection of switch. Being guided by these data and

using Table P-i, we select an oil breaker of the type MGG-10, the

parameters which we enter in the same table. Comparison calculated

values with the parameters of switch shows that all necessary

conditions are satisfied and switch is selected correctly.

()Pacqcyriue (~~ie f2I1Jap&MCTPW sMIazxiqa~easTH11a hirl'-lO

UyCT. W1 10 e U1o M  10 x.L3)

IN. maKe 1.8 Na 1110M 2 ;4)

1" 27.5 Ka OTK. MOM 29 ,(
00 Me.a SUTK.oM 503 Mea(tS

iy 72 wa JMaKC 75 K

120. -0 12 10 211- 10-
2W0 gas.cea(

"  
-4 410 ga'ceg

Key: (1). Calculation data. (2). Parameters of switch of type MGG-10.

(3). kV. (4). kA. (5). NVA (6). kAt .s.

For control of switch we select electromagnetic actuator of the

type PE-2 (Tables P-14 and P-16).

The disconnector of jenerator (R-1) must be selected according

to the same calculation data, as switch, eliminating condition for

the selecting according to the disconnecting ability. On Table P-13

we select tripolar disconnector for internal installations of the

type RLV-III-10/2000 whose parameters, as is evident from the

forthcoming table, they completely correspond to design conditions.
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~''Pacc~nweI (' 'fl.PC4TI paS'beAn..'Ie.ag
PaC aCTwe ailbae T a PJILbi-i -IO/LU

UYCT. R1 1 U0ow 10 we (3)
In. mavx 1,8 ra Iftom20m

Ay 72 va ' KC 82.5 ra

2 (51
o0 14, 20'..6- 2J0 was.cer 1i10,e, 0  

30-10=13000 salces

Key: (1). Calculation data. (2). Parameters of disconnector of type.

(3) . kv. (4) . kA. (5). kA2os.

For control of disconnector we select manual rigging of the type

PR-31.

Apparatuses in the circuit of the waste/exiting cable line 10

kV. Maximum prolonged current of the load of the line
6000

/i..u KC i io 346 a.

Switch of lins (V-b). ouration of the course of short-circuit

current t=2+0.2=2.2 s. Since tne point of short circuit K-9 distant,

then 1-1-2.2 s (aperiodic component/term we do not consider).

We extract into table calculation data and on Table P-14 we

select the type of switch. From oil breakers with small space of oil

most corresponds to design conditions the switch of the type

VMG-133-I whose parameters we compare in the same table with

calculation data.

I
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(-A) napamtrpW RU.1om~aveas

(d1 PacqetUC AaSINHIe T laN I BAir-133-1

U YCT. ,Oo 10 4o x#(3\
IMI. UANC 360IO 0

1, 8.4 ka(, ) 'OTK. OM 11.6 w. 60

SK 153 M SOTk 2I.O _e/

1~ 22 xai~k 52a
12 2-I

IK L0  1o4 .2.2. . cow 0  4si-10-2000 £walce

Key: (1). Calculation data. (2). Parameters of switch of type. (3).

kV. (4) . A. (5). kA. (6). IVA. (7). kA 2 *s.

For control of switch we select electrcmagnetic actuator of the

type PS-10.

The busbar/tire (RSh) and linear (RL) disconnectors of line must

satisfy tho same design conditions as the switch of line. on T-ble

P-13 we select tripolar disconnectors busbar/tire of the type

RV-10/400 and linear of the type HVZ-1O/4O0 (with the grounding

knives), the parameters which we enter in design schedule. All

parameters of disconnectors satisfy design conditions.

I (0- napaUeTpM paS3elkHMTOe-
(A PacqerHNbe ABIN e ael Tnos PB-10;4J0 s

PB3-10,,40

lIC. OM o3 1 N 10 xS
n. MaKc 346 a 40 a .

iY ~22a op. I mae52 2
1.21, 8,4.2,2-1d5588 I0 al 0  

109. 10-1 Zgo - ce

Key: (1). Calculation data. (2). Parameters of disconnectors of types

RVl/00 and RVZ-10/400. (3). V. (4). A. (5). KA. (6). kAes.
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For control of discoanectors we select manual lever drives of

the type PR-2.

Current transformers. The design conditions the same as for the

selection of the switch of line.

Current transformers we install in two phases A and C. The

circuit diagram of measurinq maters and relay is given in Fig. 21-2.

Current transformers we select vita two cores for the purpose of the

independence of the circuits of instruments and relaying.
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Fig. 21-2. Schematic of the connection of instruments and relay to

current transformers, connected into incomplete star.

Page 336.

Counters on the waste/exiting lines of generator voltage belong

to the group of calculations (919-1); therefore must be connected up

then the core coils of current transformers, which work in the class

of precision 0.5. Belaying ot maximum current can be supplied from

windings of cores, which work in the class of precision 3

(supposedly).

Being guided by these conditions, and also knowing the nominal

voltage of installation and the current of the peak load of line, on

appendix P-17 we plan the type of current transformer.

Adequate/approaching is passage multiturn current transformer of the

type TPFIO-O.5/3-400 on 400 A and 10 kV with porcelain insulation and

two cores. Nominal secondary power of the core of class 0.5S 2 ,,o.15 TA,

and the core of class 3S, ...- 30 VA.
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Power, consumed by consecutive by the coils of measuring meters

(Fable P-19):

~iazgae~aoaa,,a,- I W taacayox i *an

(AmIncp~eTp 3JICKTpomai nuhT-
HW . ............ 3A-2 1.73 -

(XCIeT411 I pex4)a3HIufl sssya-
aL1oHUR .. . . . .. . liT 0,525 0,525

0"~iT01- . 2.255 10,525

Key: (1). Designation of instrument. (2). Type. (3). Load, VA. (4).

phase. (5). Ammeter (electromagnetc (6). Ccunter three-phase

induction. (7). Altogetner.

Is most loaded current transformer of phase A. Ve determine the

power which can be lost in coupling cable from current transformers

to the measuring meters (counting ior the consecutive coils of

instruments cos0=1), accepting i2,oNSa and ro,.-0.i ohm:

=SnPo- S2  u - (S, 1. +2m rKOHT

, 15 (2,255-+ 58.0.1) z 10,24 aa.

Key: (1). VA.

Permissible resistor/resistance of the wires

S.P00 10.24 61

rnp, -- - .0,41 o.
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Key: (1). ohm.

Ve assume that the measuring meters and relay will be

established/installed in the corriaor of the control of distributor

on the vall of the corresponding cell. Then the length of the

connecting drive from transformer of current to measuring meters is

approximately/exemplarily 4 a (one-way trip). With the connection of

current transformers into incomplete star the section of jumpers must

be not less:

£ = ~ 53-.41 0,32 .u'

According to the condition oi mechanical strength should be

accepted the section of wires 2.5 mmz.

The transformer core of current for relaying is selected during

development by the latter.

Let us accept the distance between the busbars of different

phases a=400 mm and distance from the caF/hood of the insulator of

current transformer to nearest supporting/reference insulation zt

=600. Then the effort/force, which operates on the cap/hood of the

insulator of current transformer, according tc formula (21-16)

comprises:

60(,)
Fp-cq - 05.1.7. 22a j0 "IO- 6 Kr.

Key: (1). kgf.
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In the following table we compare calculation data with the
parameters of current transformer.

l apa.MeTpu Tpa crpaTolsa

pacqedMe amnMhe I TO Tills m le5130400

UyCT. Mom 10 re1) Uno03  10 kdICj
IN.M 346 a ) lo 400 (0

ly 22 K ') xK,,/Y1 1 .. 60 V0.4.93 g4j)12, 8.4'.-2.2- M (, t 11 (750.)'.=t,

.,165 rat.jew Kl ~ -900 ace

6w7K 1550.75P".1 6 F A'. 160. 75 r_

Key: (1). Calculation data. (2). Parameters of current transformer

type. (3) . kV. (4) . A. (5). 1A. (6). kA2 *S. (7). kgf.

Voltage transformer on collecting mains. Since voltage

transformer is intended for the feed of the parallel coils of

measuring meters and for the inspection of insulation state, then we

select three-phase five-rod voltage transformer of the type NTHI-10

on primary voltage 10 kV and secondary voltage 100 V (Table P-18). To

voltage transformer are connected the counters; therefore it must

work in class 0.5. Permissiale load in this class S..-120 VA. The

schematic diagram of the connection of the parallel coils of

instruments to voltage transforeer is shown in Fig. 21-3.

Burden we determine in the following table (instruments of

synchronization we do not consider).
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18C
11 ,1W I

Fig. 21-3. Schematic of tke connection of the parallel winding of

measuring meters to five-rod voltage transformer.

Page 337.

Full load on voltage transformer will comprise:

S, =Yt~ P'--3~ 1,F -- 92 s a.

Key: (1). VA.

Since S,<S,,, then voltage transformer will work in the selected

class of precision 0.5.

For the protection of voltage transformer from short circuits we

install from the side of voltage 10 kV safety fuses of the type

PKT-10. These safety devices/fuses are current-limiting and possess

the limiting current of cutoff/disconnection 50 kA (Table P-12).

Since ultratransitory suort-circuit current on collecting mains

(during closing/shorting in K-.J composes I" =26#14.5=40.5 kA, then

they possess the sufficient disconnecting ability.
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According to the condition of mechanical strength the section of

copper strands of coupling cable from voltage transformer to

instruments must be not less than 1.5 uMR. For checking the cable to

the loss of voltage it is necessary to have available the assembly

diagram of the start of instruments to vcltage transformer.
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(,M TI k '.II ( ti, . 'j I Icex np.II&pon

III~paI onWi~~)l K" C"S IF $III I9 np1,11 o (G) (i'
UP., Q.a sa°o___ /__._ I-o o

,313e .e lo r rii 313.2 7,2 I i 0 4 28,8 0
(el,,I CT3) a, .,iii II 'Tpe'X&)ad-

IJt.Ift . ,8 2 1 0 2 7.2 011 J(', : 1111K"K . . iT1.75 2 0I12 0,
:i .:.75II 0,38 0,925 10 13,3 3-2,4

(041:CI o olep ......... 1,3!() 6,5 1 1 0 1 6,5 0
(jio.Ji, I ,eTp perIIcTpIIj)yo5II rI ' 15 1 0 1 5 0

IJ.TiCrTQOMCTp pei irp,,pyioul 11:305 15 3 1 0 1 25 -

Key: (1). Designation of instrument. (2). Type. (3). Required power

by parallel coil, VA. (4). Number of coils. (5). Number of

instruments. (6). Consumed coil power of all instruments. (7). V.

(8). pitch/var. (9). Voltmeter (electromagnetic. (10). Wattmeter

active three-phase. (11). counter. (12). Frequency meter. (13).

Voltmeter, which records. (14). frequency meter, recording. (15).

Altogether.
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Chapter twenty-two.

ALTERNATORS AND COMPEINSATOBS.

22-1. Types and fundamental characteristics.

Depending on the kind of primary engine are distinguished two

fundamental types of alternators: turbogenerators and hydraulic

generators. Turbogenerators are intended for direct connection with

steam turbines, and hydraulic generators - with hydraulic turbines.

The general view of turbogenerator is shown in Fig. 22-3. With

an increase in the rotational speed the sizes/dimensions and the

weight of turbines and generators decrease, which gives the

series/row of economic advantages. Therefore Soviet plants

manufacture predominantly two-pole turbogenerators on 3000 r/nin,

what is the maximum possible speed of rotation of alternator at

current frequency 50 Hz.

The rotors of turbogenerators perform cylindrical form with the

implicitly expressed poles (without salient poles) and the diameter

not more than 1-1.1 m. Is explained this by the fact that at the

large rotational speed the external parts of the rotor are located
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under the action of very considerable centrifugal forces, that it

does not make it possible to reliably fasten on rotor salient poles

and excitation winding. in cylindrical steel forged rotor of

turbogenerator are milled out Longitudinal slots, into which place

the conductors of the rotor winding, which is the winding of

excitation of generator. The slots/grooves cf rotor are closed with

metallic keys, but end connections of the rotor winding, which do not

lie at slots/grooves, secure by the durable steel bindings (caps),

preventing the deformation of end connections of the rotor winding

under the action of centrifugal forces.

In hydroelectric stations the speed of rotation of hydroturbines

usually lies/rests within the limits of 60-750 r/min and is

determined by the value oi the ndraulic head, by power and

constructior/design of hydroturbine itself and a series/row of other

conditions.

In accordance with natural conditions on large/coarse Soviet

hydroelectric plants are established/installed mainly the

aggregates/units in rotational speed from 62.5 to 125 r/min.

Page 338.

As a result of a comparatively small speed the rotations the rotors
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of hydraulic generators make to a large number of clearly expressed

poles. For example, with n=62.5 r/min and f=50 Hz the rotor of

hydraulic generator has p=5ueb0/64.5=48 pairs or 96 poles. The

diameters of such rotors are great and reach 8-10 m (with diameter

more than 4 a rotors mate witn dismountable ones).

Hydroaggregates usually have vertical fulfillment during the

location of hydraulic generator in the upper part of the

aggregate/unit, in machine room, as is evident in Fig. 2-9. The

hydraulic generators of small and average/mean power if necessary are

fulfilled with side shaft.

The hydraulic generators of average and large power usually have

on rotor the damping (dampingi windings, made by the copper rods,

packed in polar extremitias and Dy short-circuited copper bands on

ends/faces poles.

Normally rotor and magnetic ilux of the stator of polyphase

alternator rotate synchronously; tnerefore in the damper windings of

the rotor of no current it is induced. In the case of changing the

steady mode/conditions of tae work of generator (increase or decrease

of load, short circuit in network/grid, etc.) -'he rate of the

rotation of rotor is disrupted and it completes some

oscillations/vibrations of the relatively rotating field of stator.
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This in turn, produces change in the magnetic flux, engaged with the

damper windings of the poles of rotor, and the induction in them of

currents. Interaction of tme latter with the magnetic flux of stator

will brake (it damps) the oscillations/vibrations of rotor, seemingly

it attenuates these oscillations/vibrations.

In turbogenerators, machines from cylindrical rotor, damper

windings they do not obtain satisfaction, since their role perform

metallic keys, the fastening conductors of excitation winding in

slots/grooves, and the steel body (flank) of rotor. The

elements/cells indicated, which perform the role of damper windings,

is conventionally designated as the damping outlines of the

turbogenerators [for greater detail, see 6-2].

The fundamental technical chatacteristics of turbo- and

hydraulic generators of Soviet plants are given in Tables P-1 and

P-2.

For connection with diesels apply multipole generators with side

shaft at speed the rotations 750-1000 r/min.

The synchronous condensers are applied in the electric systems

of power systems as the suppldaentary to generators power plants of

the sources of the reactive power, necessary for the work of power
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consumers and electrical network. The synchronous condenser is the

synchronous electric motor, which does not carry mechanical load.

With work with overexcitation the synchronous condenser gives up in

network/grid the reactive power [for greater detail, see 6-2 and

7-1).

The speed of rotation of the synchronous condensers is usually

600-1000 r/min; therefore their rotors are performed with the clearly

expressed poles. On the latter there are damper windings, calculated

as starting windings, which create the necessary starting/launching

torque during the asynchronous launching/starting of the synchronous

condenser (see §22-7).

Everything presented below, it there are no special indications,

in equal measure is relataa both to alternators and to the

synchronous condensers.

The nominal values, which characterize synchronous machine, are:

nominal. voltage, nominal power the rated current of stator, the rated

current of excitation (Lotor), the nominal coefficient of power and

nominal frequency. All these values are indicated in the plant

certified/rating table of machine.

The nominal voltages of synchronous machines were shown earlier
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in §3-1 (see also Tables P-1, P-2 and P-3).

Nominal frequency xn the assa is accepted by 50 Hz.

The nominal power of synchroaous machines is defined as the long

permissible load of machine in kilo-volt-amperes at a specific

calculated temperature of the cooling gas (air or hydrogen) and long

permissible temperature of heating winding and steel of stator and

rotor winding. For three-phase machines S.. =I/3UoM IR.O.

The nominal power of the synchronous condenser is determined

analogously, but with the anticipating/leading current, i.e., when

the synchronous condenser worrs with overexcitation with the

anticipating/leading current, wjual to the rated current of stator,

and with nominal load voltage of stator.

Page 339.

The long permissible temperatures of heating windings of steel

different for different types machines they depend on the kind of

used insulation. Precise values of these temperatures with long

runninq of machine with nominal load with nominal power factor are

established/installed according to the results of running tests for

heating and they are indicated in station-type instructions. In the
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majority of the cases they do not exceed 100-1200 C for the windings

of stators and 105-145 0C for the rotor windings. The temperature of

steel in the location of windinq must not be the more than

permissible temperature for the latter. In this case it is assumed

that the temperatures of heating windings and steel of stator measure

with the thermo-detectors (see Vol. 2, chapter 15), placed between

the rods of windings and to the oottom of the slots/grooves of

stator, but the temperature of heating the rotor windings determine

by method changes in the resistor/resistance during heating.

The insulation of machines gradually is abraded (it ages) as a

result of the effect on it of electric field, under the action of

different mechanical Icads (vibration of machines, electrodynamic

action of short-circuit currents, friction of the jet of the cooling

gas, etc.), as a result oi its contamination, moistening, atmospheric

oxidation and series/row of other reasons. Especially great effect on

ageing of insulation exerts its heating: the higher the temperature

of heating insulation, the more rapid it is atraded, the less its

service life. For example, if we take that most widely used for the

windings of stator-rotors unit the insulation, made from mica,

asbestos or other mineral materials with binders on varnish

(insulation of class C), then during heating to temperature of 120 0C

service life of its is approximately 15 years, and during heating to

1400C service life of its sharply decreases, almost of up to 2 years.
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The considerable heating of insulation leads to the decrease of its

elasticity, it becomes brittle, its dielectric strength sharply

decreases. The same insulation at a temperature of heating on the

order of 105 0C ages slowly and the period of its service becomes more

than 25-30 years.

Therefore in operation during any modes/conditions of the work

of machine it is not possiDle to allow/assume heating its insulation

more than established/installed for it maximum permissible

temperatures.

Synchronous machines are cooled by air or hydrogen (gas). The

nominal temperature of the entering the machine cooling gas is called

its that calculated temperature with which the machine can how

conveniently long work wita nominal power.

Soviet plants manufacture tne synchronous machines, designed for

the efficiency of nominal power at following nominal temperatures of

the entering in them gas: turbogenerators of +400C (up to 1941 was

accepted temperature of +350 C) ; the hydraulic generators and all

other generators, intended for connection with diesels, engines,

etc., +350C; synchronous condensers of +400C (up to 1956 - +350C).

If the temperature of the entering the machine cooling gas
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higher than nominal (400 or 350C), then the conditions for its

cooling deteriorate also for retaining/preserving/maintaining the

service life of machine tne let-go currents of stator-rotor unit must

be reduced so so that the temperatures of heating windings would not

exceed nominal value. On the contrary, if the temperature of the

entering the machine cooling gas lower than nominal, then cooling

machine is improved also without the decrease of the period of its

service the armature currents and rotor can be somewhat increased to

the values, with which the temperatures of their heating will be

equal to nominal. The corresponding permissible values of the

armature currents and rotor at different temperatures of the cooling

gas, different from nominal, set to the data of running tests of

machines for the heating isee also 22-1].

Prolonged overloadin.s over the currents, permitted at this

temperature of the entering tne machine cooling gas, are not

allowed/assumed. The permissiale under emergency conditions

short-term overloadings are established by station-type instructions.

Let us note that the temperature of the emerging from machine

cooling gas is not calibrated. in operation it is necessary to follow

overheating of the cooling gas in machine, i.e., after difference

.. O . Usually overheating composes approximately/exemplarily

20-300 C. An increase in the temperature of overheating gas in machine
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at normal temperature of the entering gas indicates any malfunction

of machine or system of its cooling.

Page 34I0.

The rated current of rotor consider that maximum current the

excitations of machine, with which is provided the efficiency by the

machine of its nominal power in kilo-volt-amperes with voltage error

on the terminals/grippers ot stator within limits of 4-5o/o of

nominal value and when the generator works with nominal power factor,

and the synchronous condenser - with the anticipating/leading current

[3-2. 22-1 and 22-2]. Hence it follows that the synchronous machines

can be loaded to nominal power with voltage error on the

terminals/grippers of stator within limits of +-5o/o. Respectively

greatest let-go current of the stator

'K.MII~c -SHO05l.,.c .- YT-.95 O.. -10 ,

With voltage it is less than 0.95 Uo, prolonged armature current

must not exceed the greatest value indicated. Respectively the load

of machine in kilo-volt-amperes it is necessary to decrease. So, with

voltage 0.8 U.. machine can be loaded on S=V3.0,8 U.. 1,05 1.. =0,84 S..,

to 81o/o of nominal power.

Generators and synchronous condensers can work with the voltage,

which exceeds nominal by loo/o. However, since the current of rotor
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cannot be more than nominal, the voltage 1.1 UH on the

terminals/grippers of machine it can be obtained only by

corresponding reduction in current of stator, i.e., the load of

machine [ 22-2].

With the unsymmetrical loading of phases on the stator of

machine is created the fluctuating magnetic flux which, as is known,

it can be decomposed on two rotating magnetic fluxes: the flow of

forward sequence, which rotates synchronously with rotor, and the

flow of backward sequence, which rotates with the synchronous speed

to opposite side.

The flow of forward sequence is the flow of the reaction of

stator.

The flow of backward sequence rotates relative to rotor with the

dual synchronous speed and induces the currents of dual frequency in

excitation winding and in the steel body of rotor (Fig. 22-1). These

currents cause additioral coil losses ot excitation and in the

metallic parts of the rotor and heat them.

If on rotor are damper windings, which possess low effective

resistance, then the magnetic tiux of backward sequence induces in

them the considerable in value currents of the dual frequency (as in
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secondary quadrature vind-ng of transformer). These currents in

damper windings create their magnetic flux which to a considerable

deqree compensates the magnetic flux of backward sequence of stator.

as a result of this sharply descend the strengths of currents of

the dual frequency which are induced in excitation winding and in the

steel body of rotor and, consequently, also their supplemental heat.

The greatest supplemental heat with the unsymmetrical loading of

phases is observed in turbogeaerators, since they do not have damper

windings, but the conductors of the rotor winding in them are located

in closed slots that impedes their cooling. Especially strongly are

heated the body of rotor and its bindings.

In the best position are located the machines with the clearly

expressed poles, since their excitation winding is cooled

considerably better. Favorable as the fact that many machines with

the clearly expressed poles, especially average/mean and large power,

have damper windings.

Besides that indicated above with the unsymmetrical loading of

phases is disrupted the equilibrium of forces of interaction between

the poles of rotor and the stator of machine, as a result of which

appear the vibration of dual frequency and additional mechanical
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stresses in some machine parts. For machines with the clearly

expressed poles the permissible asymmetry of the load of phases is

usually determined precisely from the conditions of the onset of

these vibrations.

Taking into account that presented, in operation with the full

load of machines allow/assume work with the inequality of currents in

phases not more than 10o/o nominal armature current for

turbogenerators and 20o/o - for hydraulic generators and synchronous

condensers. In this case not in one of the phases the current must

not be more than nominal. with smaller loads it is possible to allow

the large nonuniformity of current in phases, determined by the tests

of machine (3-2, 22-1 and 22-3].

As noted into chapter 5, generators and synchronous condensers

in networks/grids with the unrounded neutrals and in the compensated

networks/grids can continue to work during single-phase

closing/shorting to the earth in network/grid, but are not more than

2 h. In this case the current of single-phase closing/shorting to the

earth must not exceed 30 A L3-5 and 22-1].

The nominal factor of the power of the majority of alternators

is equal to 0.8 and only in powerful/thick turbogenerators it is

equal to 0.85-0.9 (rables P-I and P-2).
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From the value of the power factor, with which works the

generator, depends the value of the field current of generator. With

the same load of generatcr in Kilo-volt-amperes the less the power

factor, the greater the field current, the greater charging rotor.

The work of generator with the factor of the power of less than

the nominal leads to the incomplete use cf power of aggregate/unit.

Let us take for an example the turbogenerator with a power of 15

NVA when coS,,,',=.8, connected with turbine in power of 15.0.1=12 MV.
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Fig. 22-1. Track layout of passage in the rotor of the turbogenerator

of the currents, induced by the magnetic field of reverse sequence.

Page 341.

Let us assume that the generator works from coso=0.6. Mith

decrease in the power factor the iield current of generator must be

increased. However, the prolonged overloading of the rotor winding is

not admitted, and for maintaining normal load voltage of generator

with cosm=0.6 it is necessary to lower the load of generator

approximately/exemplarily to 140/0 (according to the data of plant

"electric power"). As a result ot this the load of generator must be

limited by the power of 15o).db=12.9 MVA (underloading 14o/o). The

load of turbine will be 12.9xU.6=7.74 MW (underloading of

approximately 35.5o/o) .

22-2. Cooling systems.

During the work of synchronous machine windings and steel of

stator-rotor unit are heated. So that the temperature of heating

C
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machine parts would not exceed the permissible values, is necessary

their permanent cooling. Good heat removal provides the lover

temperatures of heating insulation, which increases the service life

of machine and makes it possible in certain cases to increase the

let-go currents of stator-rotor unit of machine.

Synchronous machines can be cooled by gas - air, hydrogen, or

liquid - oil, water.

Is most common ventilation ot the synchronous machines: all

small synchronous machines, turDogenerators in power to 15 N

inclusively and the hydraulic generators of all power are fulfilled

only with ventilation.

Hydrogen cooling is used in the following machines of domestic

manufacture: in turbogenerators on 3000 r/min with a power of 25-30

RV and more (issue after 1950) and in the synchronous condensers in

power 37.5 and 75 NVA.

During air and hydrogen cooling the cooling gas drives away

itself through the machine by the tans, established/installed from

the ends/faces of rotor.

Subsequently it is assumed to use the liquid cooling of
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synchronous machines, also, first of all of the projected/designed

very large/coarse turbogenerators with a power of 300 MV and more.

Ventilation. There are two systems of ventilation of the

machines: flowing (extended) and locked.

. flowing ventilation cold air enters machine outside and, in

passing by through it, it is rejected into machine room or outside.

In this case is necessary careful dusting of the entering the machine

air. The contamination of air ducts and windings of machine makes

cooling worse and it leads to an increase in the temperature of

heating its parts. Possibly also tue disconnection of the insulation

of windinqs.

However, even cleaning/purification of air coolant in special

filters (fabric or oil) turn out to be insufficient and is observed

certain contamination ot achine; therefore this cooling system is

applied only for the machines ot comparatively small power. So, on

the in force standards witn flowing ventilation can be manufactured

turbogenerators in power to 1.5 MW inclusively (GOST (All-union State

Standard] 533-51), hydraulic generators to 4 MW (GOST 5616-50) and

synchronous condensers to 5 fVA, and sometimes and to 15 RVA (GOST

609-54). The machines ot large power are performed with locked

ventilation.
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Vith locked ventilation through the machine continuously drives

away itself always one and the same volume of air (Fig. 22-2). The

emerging from machine hot air passes through water air cooler 1 and,

after being cooled, again it enters machine. In air cooler the

cooling water flows/occurs/lasts over tubes, in the gaps/intervals

between which is passed the dir-cooled.

The air coolers of turoogenerators and synchronous condensers

usually install under machine in tae chamber/camera of cooling air as

this shown in Fig. 22-2. in large/coarse hydraulic generators with

vertical shaft the air coolers normally place around the stator of

generator.

In cold season the temperature of the entering the machine air

must not be lower than specific value, established experimentally, to

avoid the sweating of separate machine parts. Must not be also

sweating of air cooler to avoid drift into the machine of the drops

of water and corrosion of air cooler, as a result of which decreases

its cooling capacity. For removing condensed on air cooler water, and

also in the case of its leak in the chamber/camera of cold air they

perform containers 3 (Fig. fr-2, trom which the water along tube 4,

equipped with hydraulic gate 5, is abstracted/removed into the catch
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drain (in figure it is not shown).

Pressure in different parts of the cooling system is different.

So, in the regions, noted by letter B, pressure are somewhat

increased, in consequence of which through the leakages/loosenesses

of this part of the cooling system occurs certain air leakage.

Page 342.

On the contrary, in the caamber/camera of cold air G, and especially

in A fields, whence the tans of machine draw-in air, is created

certain rarefaction/evacuation Uue to which through the

leakages/loosenesses of this part of the cooling system it can occur

a certain air suction. The small, out permanent aspiration of

external air consideratly contaminates machine. For elimination of

this is necessary good multiplexing of cooling system. Furthermore,

in the chamber/camera of cold air G are installed dual oil filters 2,

through which is sucked tne air irom condensation location how are

completed its losses thrcugh escapes.

Oil filters consist of separate rectangular cases (cells)whose

two opposite walls are made from the gratings, filled with the short

cuts of steel tubes (rings), moistened in viscin oil (by inserting in

it the case with the filler iudicated). Viscin oil is characterized

.. . . . ... .-. . .. . , " - ... . 1 ... .i
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by large viscosity and gusainess; therefore with the passage of air

in the gaps/intervals between *.he filler the large part of the

containing in it dust adheres to oil (filter delays to 85o/o of

dust). Intuermittent filters tAey clean from the accumulated dust and

again charge.

Must not be air suction into the cooling system of machine and

through its leakages/loosenesses - through the joints between housing

and panels, between panels and shaft, between housing and bed. This

is achieved by creation in tne region of these joints of the elevated

pressure under action of which the air through joint leakage can only

emerge outside.

Pig. 22-2 schematically snows a similar system of the creation

of labyrinth packing in contemporary turbogenerators with ventilati.on

of Soviet plants [22-2]. dith the aid of special chambers/cameras D,

which have the form of grooves, the air of plenums B is fed/conducted

to all joints indicated above au through them leaks in the

atmosphere. Chamber/camera D is peculiar buffer which does not

allow/assume air suction inside machine. Is eliminated also the

possibility of inflow along shaft into the turbogenerator of the

particles of oil from bearings, which greatly detrimentally operates

on the insulation of the windings of machine.
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The advantages of closed-cycle cooling system consist in the

absence of bulky filters, small contamination of machine and

ease/lightness of the liquidation of fire as a result of the absence

of flow of air from without.

Quenching of fire in machines with ventilation. Fire in machine

can arise during its different damages, which are especially

accompanied by the onset of electric arc in the place of damage

(interphase short circuits, single-phase contacts to frame vault. The

rapid liquidation of fire decrease, the sizes/dimensions of the

damage of generator. Therefore all hydraulic generators,

turbogenerators and synchronous condensers with air cooling must be

equipped by devices/equipaent for the quenching of fire by water. For

this in the region of end connections the stator windings install

rings of the tubes with a large number of small/fine

openings/apertures through which the atomized water is fed into the

machine with the quenching of fire (22-4].

Fire in the machines ot the small power of low voltage can be

turnned off with the aid of different movable fire extinguishers or

by water from the water-conducting network/grid through fire hoses.
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Fig. 22-2. Schematic of the closed system of ventilation of

turbogenerator.

Page 343.

Hydrogen cooling. I:n the material of the body of the rotor of

high-speed turbogenerator appear the large mechanical stresses,

caused by centrifugal forces, and the alternating bending stresses.

Therefore the rotors of turbogenerators are manufactured from

one-piece/entire forgings made of special high-quality magnet steel.
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In the contemporary state of metallurgy for two-pole

turbogenerators on 3000 r/ain is possible the manufacture of rotors

with diameter of not more than 1.1 m and whose active part is length

than 6.5 m. With great difficulties is connected also the production

of bindings for the reinforcement of end connections of the winding

of rotor (22-5 and 22-6].

Since the powgr of turbogenerator in essence is determined by

the thermal condition of tae rotor winding, then during limitation

indicated above of the sizes/dimensions of rotor proves to be that

with ventilation two-pole turbogenerators it is possible to construct

to the power not more than 12U-140 RVA. The turbogenerators of larger

power can be constructed only during hydrogen cooling. As a result of

the series/row of essential advantaqes in comparison with ventilation

hydrogen cooling is applied also for the machines of smaller power.

Are distinguished two means of the hydrogen cooling of the

synchronous machines: surface and internal.

Surface hydrogen cooling is realized similarly to locked

ventilation: in the closed-cycle cooling system of machine circulates

one and the same space of gas, to 96-98o/o of that consisting of

hydrogen. The construction/design of machine does not undergo

substantial changes in ccmparison with machines with ventilation.
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Does not change the diagram of the heat removal from the windings; as

in machines with ventilation, heat from the conductors of the

vindings of rotor and stator is abstracted/removed through the layer

of the electrical insulaton of windings, on teeth and then from the

surface of the latter to the cooling gas in the gap between the rotor

and the stator, but on stator and to the cooling gas - in its air

ducts.

Fundamental difficulty with the fulfillment of hydrogen cooling

is the need of guaranteeing the explosion-proof character of machine,

since the mixture of hydrogen with air (in a certain proportion)

forms dangerously explosive detonating gas. Machine frame is

performed by gas-impermeable; in the points of emergence of shaft

butt ends from housing are provided for good oil seals. Within

machine frame they support certain overpressure. So, the first Soviet

machines with hydrogen cooling had the overpressure of gas in housing

0. 035-0. 05 At. (gage).

Machine frames experience pressure of up to 6-10 Atm(gage) (22-6

and 22-71.

Due to overpressure in machine frame in operation occurs certain

escape of hydrogen from machine, completed automatically, for example

from the cylinders of compressed hydrogen, established/installed near

L ...... .... .... . .. .
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machine (4 in Fig. 22-3). As a result of the large space of machine

room and its good ventilat2.on this small escape of hydrogen does not

cause the explosion hazard or fire.

During the work of machine with the aid of gas analyzers

continuously and automatically monitor the percentage of hydrogen

from the cooling system of the machine. In operation is

allowed/assumed the cleanliness of hydrogen in limits not less than

96-98o/o. also, when the oxygen content in gas mixture does not

exceed 2o/o.

The fundamental advantage ot the system of hydrogen cooling in

question consists in the fact that with constant/invariable

duimensions the power of machine can be increased

approximately/exemplarily to 20-l0o/o in comparison with power with

ventilation. Or, on the contrary, at the same power of machine its

sizes/dimensions can be respectively reduced by 20-30o/o.
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Fig. 22-3. Turbogenerator with hydrogen cooling of the type TV2-100-2

with a power of 100 MW with 3000 turns/ain. 1 - turbogenerator; 2 -

section of the gas condenser; J - driver; 4 - cylinders with

hydrogen; 5 - control board of the hydrogen cooling; 6 - bed.

Page 344.

Is explained this by the considerably best cooling of machine as a

result of the higher coefficient of heat transfer from the surface of

hot body to gas and several times of the larger thermal conductivity

of hydrogen. With overFressure 0.035 Atm(gage) and cleanliness of gas

96o/o coefficient of heat transfer with turbulent, i.e., vortex/eddy,

flow of cooling gas apprcximateljy/exemplarily 1.55 times more than

air at the atmospheric pressure; the coefficient of the thermal

conductivity of gas of the sane cleanliness approximately/exemplarily

6.6 times more than air [22-51.
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In high-speed synchronous machines with ventilation the losses

to ventilation compose 35-500/0 of all losses of machine. These

losses depend on the density of the cooling gas: the less gai

density, that is less than loss. with hydrogen cooling with

overpressure 0.035-0.05 Atm(gage) the density of the cooling gas is

approximately/exemplarily 8-10 times less than air at atmospheric

pressure. Respectively into the same number of times are less losses

to ventilation, which leads to an increase in the efficiency of

machine by 0.7-1O/o.

Besides those indicated, it is possible to note also the

following advantages of hydrogen cooling in comparison with air

(22-8]:

1. Are more the reliability of operation and the service life of

insulation, is more the periodicity of repairs and is less their

duration as a result of the absence of the oxidation of insulation,

dirt and dampness; the corona of the wires of the stator winding in

the atmosphere of hydrogen is less detrimentally for insulation.

2. There is no danger ot onset of fire in machine at breakdown

of insulation of windings, since hydrogen does not support
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combustion; it is not required special devices/equipment for

quenching of fire.

3. Is considerably less noise with work of machine as a result

of less density of gas.

4. Is less surface of gas condensers as a result of larger value

of factor of heat transfer (see above) and smaller total loss of

machine.

5. In synchronous condensers where rings with brushes are placed

in hydrogen, several times is less wear of brushes.

In the beginning of 1959 Soviet plants manufactured with surface

hydrogen cooling at overpressure in housing 0.05-1 Atm(gage) the

turbogenerators with a power of 30-150 MW (37.5-166.7 NVA)

inclusively and the synchronous condensers in power 37.5 and 75 MVA.

All these machines have a speed of rotation 3000 r/min. It is

possible that in the future with a decrease in the expenditures for

the equipment of hydrogen cooling can prove to be economically

advisable the production with the hydrogen cooling also of

synchronous machines in power less than 30 RVA.

Hydraulic generators, as has already been indicated, have only
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ventilation.

As a result of considerabLy smaller overall sizes water gas

condensers incorporate inside machine frame with hydrogen cooling. By

this is removed device/equipment in the cooling system of the machine

of the special well condensed chambers/cameras and ducts which raises

the explosion-proof character of machine. For the creation of the

necessary circulation of gas the machines are usually supplied with

two fans, established/installed from both ends/faces of rotor. Heated

gas leaves air ducts between the packets of steel of the stator

(similarly how this is shown in Fig. 22-2) and then it passes through

the sections of coolant along tunes of which flows/occurs/lasts the

water.

Fig. 22-3 shows the general view of turbogenerator with a power

of 100 MW with the surface hydrogen cooling, in housing 1 of which

are built in eight vertical sections of 2 gas condensers. The

machines of smaller power nave four sections of gas condenser,

located in the zone of frontal machine parts.

Soviet turbogenerators with surface hydrogen cooling at the

overpressure of gas 0.035-1 Ats(gage) can work, also. with

ventilation, but with the load, which does not exceed 60o/o of their

nominal power (during hydrogen cooling).
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The translation/conversion of machine with hydrogen to air

cooling and back, which is possible with the working machine, must be

conducted by full/total/complete displacement from machine in the

first case of hydrogen, and the secondly - air. This is necessary for

warning/preventing the formation/education of detonating gas and

blast of machine. For eliminating this danger they displace from

machine hydrogen or air ty carbon dioxide, for which are provideu for

special cylinders with the compressed carbon dioxide.

Pig. 22-4 gives the simplified circuit of the hydrogen economy

of turbogenerator. For supply and gas bleed in the upper and lower

parts of machine frame are collectors/receptacles 11 and 12 with

openings/apertures. The position of all taps/cranes in the diagram

corresponds to the normal work of generator on the hydrogen cooling

(closed taps/cranes are blackened).

Installation is equipped by several cylinders with hydrogen 1,

compressed air 2 and carbon dioxide 3.

=MONA
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The gas pressure in generator

and the cleanliness of gas (the percentage of hydrogen) are

monitored by special device/equipment 4, which with the aid of by

special device/equipment 4, which with the aid of tubes A and B is

connected with generator. The ead/lead of tube A is introduced into

region after fan (high-pressure area), while the end/lead of tube B -

into region to fan (difriuence). As a result of pressure difference

in these regions, the gas circulates through monitor 4.

As a result of certain escape of hydrogen the gas pressure in

machine is reduced, that is monitored manometer 8 and pressure relay

5. At a normal pressure of gas in generator the contacts of relay 5

are extended. With lowering in the pressure the contacts of pressure

relay are closed and excite oy current the coil of magnetic valve 13.

The latter is opened/disclosed, and hydrogen from tank/balloon 1

through the pressure reducer by 9 and valve 13 enters through upoper

collector/receptacle 11 into generator. Thus, the pressure of

hydrogen in generator is supported automatically (6 - manometer for

the control of the pressure of nyrogen on reducer 9).
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Monitor 4 has instruwrents, waich directly show the content of

hydrogen in gas. With thea inadmissible decrease in the content of

hydrogen in gas operates/wears tue signalling device, which notifies

personnel.

Monitor can work, also, wita the stationary generator. For this

it is necessary to shut tap/crane 23 and to discover tap/crane 24;

then small gas jet will ensue/escape/flow out in the atmosphere, and

monitor will work.

If it is necessary to zxtrude/exclude from generator hydrogen

and to replace with its air, tnen they first displace hydrogen by

carbon dioxide. Being guided uy simplified circuit in Fig. 22-4, for

this it is necessary tc shut .aps/cranes 14, 15, 22 and 23 and to

discover taps/cranes 18, 19 and 21. In this case the carbon dioxide

from tank/balloon 3 will eater the lower collector/receptacle of

generator 12 and displace aydroqen which through upper

collector/receptacle 11 and tap/crane 21 will emerge in the

atmosphere (on manometer 7 is monitored the pressure of carbon

dioxide). Output from the tap/crane of 21 carbon dioxide testifies

about the filling with it ot entire generator. Then they displace

from generator carbon dioxide by air. For this must be closed
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taps/cranes with 14, 15, 1d, 19 and 21-24 and are opened taps/cranes

16, 17 and 20. The compressed air trom tank/balloon 2 through the

pressure reducer 10 enters colleccor/receptacle 11 and displaces

carbon dioxide in the atmosphere turough collector/receptacle 12 and

tap/crane 20.

They analogously replace air oy hydrogen. They first displace

air by carbon dioxide, and then carbon dioxide by hydrogen.

With an increase ot pressure p of hydrogen in machine frame the

value of the coefficient of heat transfer from the surface of hot

body to gas grows/rises proportional to the gas pressure to degree of

0.8, i.e., 0.8 (at the constant velocity of gas). For example, with

an increase in the overpressure trom 0.035 to 1 atm(gage) the

coefficient of heat transter increases approximately/exemplarily 1.65

times, and with an increase in the pressure to 2 atm(gage) -

approximately/exemplarily 2.3 times [2-5].

A

Thus, the pressure increase ot gas in machine frame

significantly improves its cooling. So, an increase in the

overpressure of gas to 3 ate(gage) allows with the same overall sizes

of machine to increase Its powet approximately/exemplarily to 30o/o

in comparison with power at tue overpressure of gas 0.035 atm(gage)

(or at the same power to respectively decrease the overall sizes of
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machine). Increase in the gas pressure over 3 atm(gage) gives a

comparatively small gain in the power of machine.

With surface hydrogen cooling at the overpressure of gas to 3

atm(gage) can be constructed the turbogenerators in power to 270 ¥Ai.

Internal hydrogen cooling. By even more effective means of an

increase in the power ot turbugenerators is the direct internal

cooling of copper of windings hydrogen at elevated pressure. In the

turbogenerators with internal hydrogen cooling, which occasionally

referred to as generatcrs with the forced hydrogen cooling, the

cooling gas, which is iccated in nousing under overpressure to 3-3.5

atm(gage) and even is more, at a nigh speed it passes through air

iaucts within windings and steel of stator. Because of the elevated

pressure of gas, large gas velocity in channels and the direct

contact of gas with the conductors of windings is provided the

intense cooling of machine. In this case the heat removal from

windings the better, the less the thickness of electrical insulation,

which separates/liberates qas from the metal of wire, since isolation

plays the role of the thermal barrier, which impedes the heat

removal.
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Fig. 22-4. The simplified circuit of the hydrogen economy of

turbogenerator.

Page 346.

Is especially effective the coolang, when there is no this insulation

and gas is contacted directly witan the metal of the conductors of

winding.

Energetic cooling ot coils maes it possible to considerably

increase current density in the conductors of windings, and thereby

also the power of the macnine: the power of machines with internal

hydrogen cooling 1.5-2 times aipproximately/exemplarily exceeds the

power of the machines of the sdme overall sizes at surface hydrogen
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cooling and overpressure 0.05 act(gage).

In spite of an increase ot the coil losses as a result of large

current density and an increase in the windage losses as a result of

the large pressure, developed with fans, the efficiency of machines

remains approximately/exempiaLily the same as during surface hydrogen

cooling.

The larger cost/valua of machines with internal hydrogen cooling

with excess is redeemed due to the decrease of fundamental initial

costs of the machine rocs of station as a result of the smaller

sizes/dimensions of machine per the unit of power and decrease in the

operating costs.

There are different coustructions/designs of windings of

machines with internal hydrogen cooling. Fig. 22-5 in the form of an

example shows one of the constructions/designs of the slots/grooves

of stator-rotor unit of generator with internal cooling.

Stator winding rationally to perform with air ducts in the form

of narrow slots along the axes of the rods of winding.

Structurally/constructurally such channels between two series/rows of

copper are formed with the aid of special longitudinal spacers or

metal tubes of rectangular cross section, as is evident in Fig.
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22-5a. For decreasing the losses from eddy currents are applied the

tubes with the small thickness of the walls, prepared from metal with

the high specific resistor/resistance, for example, to the stainless

steel. Tubes themselves insulate just as the parts of the rods of

winding.

In the rotor winding, as is known, flows/occurs/lasts direct

current; therefore it can be made from the copper conductors of large

cross section. Applying the conductors of shaped section, it is easy

to fulfill air ducts within winuing. In the construction/design,

shown in Fig. 22-5b, the conductors of 6 rotor windings have U-shaped

form and are packed so that are rormed rectangular air ducts 7. Two

conductors form parallel turn; therefore there is no insulation

between them. Insulation 8 between turns as the isolation of 9

windings from the body of rotor, does not have effect on cooling of

the conductors of winding. Tne temperature of winding is determined

by the temperature of gas and by the coefficient of heat transfer

from copper to gas.

Turbogenerators with internal hydrogen cooling at a pressure of

gas 3 atm(gage) can be made to power to 350-400 MVA.

In 1958 Soviet plants prepared the first turbogenerators with

internal hydrogen cooling in power on 200 MW (235 MVA), which will
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enter into operation into 1959-1960. Is conducted work on the

creation of even large/coarser troogenerators with internal hydrogen

cooling in power to 300 11.

Internal hydrogen cooling will be used also in the

turbogenerators of smaller power. Is developed and is mastered the

new series of turbogenerators w.ta internal hydrogen cooling with a

power of 30 MW (37.5 MVA) dnd adbove (type TVF, where 0 - the forced

cooling).
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Fig. 22-5. Diagrams of the slots/ycooves of turbogenerator with

internal hydrogen cooling, a) the slot/groove of the stator; b) the

slot/groove of rotor. 1 - conductors of the stator winding; 2 -

insulation; 3 - air ducts; 4 - Sheet of the core of the stator; 5-

key; 6 - conductors of the rotor winding; 7 - air ducts; 8-
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insulation; 9 - sleeve; 10 - key; 11 - body of rotor.

Page 347.

The turbogenerators of new series have smaller overall sizes and

weigh to 30-35o/o less than turbogenerators with the surface hydrogen

cooling of series TV2 [2-9].

[A2

The internal liquid cooling of the windings of machine provides

good heat removal and it sakes it possible to substantially decrease

the overall sizes and the weight ot turbogenerators and to

considerably increase their ultimate capacity. As the cooling fluid

it is possible to utilize transformer oil or distilled water.

Cooling efficiency by liquid characterize the following data:

the cooling capacity of transtormer oil approximately/exemplarily

into 7. and water approximately/exemplarily 16 times the more than

cooling capacity of hydrogen at a pressure 2 atm(gage), or

respectively into 21 and 50 times more in comFarison with the cooling

capacity of air at atmospheric pressure.

It is interesting to note that the effectiveness of internal

hydrogen cooling is comparea with the effectiveness of oil cooling

only under creation condition in machine frame of the overpressure of
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gas on the order of 5-6 atm(gaye) L42-5]. However, at such pressures

appear serious difficulties in the relation to the guarantee of

mechanical strength and airtigntness of housing and creation of

proper multiplexing.

The use of a liquid tor cooling the rotor is connected with some

structural/design difficulties. In connection with this can be made

the mixed cooling system: the liquid cooling of the stator winding

and the internal hydrogen cooling of the rotor; steel of stator is

cooled by hydrogen.

With internal liquid cooling the stator windings the latter

perform from the hollow rectangular copper conductors, within which

circulates the liquid, o. insiue rods the stator windings embed the

thin-walled steel tubes over which flows/occurs/lasts the liquid (it

is similar to channels 3 for gas in Fig. 22-5a). On both ends/faces

of the stator the channels indicated, over which flows/occurs/lasts

the liquid, are united by the collector rings, connected by

conduits/manifolds with tank and pump, which supports the permanent

circulation of liquid in the channels of winding. In order that the

liquid not penetrate in machine trame, the pressure of it must be

less than the gas pressure in housing.

Calculations show that with liquid cooling can be created the
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turbogenerators in power to 500-600 IVA in unity, and possibly, and

large/coarser.

Soviet plants project/design and conduct preparation for the

production of turbogenexators 300 MW and larger power with the water

cooling of stator and the internal hydrogen cooling of rotor, and

also with the water coolinj oi both stator and rotor.

It is possible that subsequently the internal liquid cooling, as

substantially decreasing the overall sizes and the weight of machine,

will be applied, also, in the machines of smaller power.

22-3. Driving circuits.

The excitation of each alteLuator in the majority of the cases

is realized from separate direct-current generator, called driver.

The armature of excitation either is fit/mounted shaft butt end of

the rotor of machine or ha. iL6 separate shaft, connected by clutch

with the rotor shaft of machine.

As drivers are applied the direct-current generators with

parallel (shunt) excitation (Fig. 22-6). The power of driver composes

0.25-1o/o and somewhat more than (for small machines) the power of

the synchronous machine (see rale P-1 and P-3). Nominal voltage of
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drivers usually 65-450 V (tor small machines - less than 65 v, but

for very large/coarse ones - more than 450 V ; for example, the

nominal voltage of the drivers of the hydraulic generators of the

Volga hydroelectric power plant is. V. I. Lenin accept by 800 V).

The system of the excitation of machine must be made with

maximum reliability. To inadmissibly utilize a driver for other any

purposes besides excitation.

k - .-- M ai - As
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Fig. 22-6. Schematic diagram oi the dynamoelectric excitation of

synchronous machine.

Page 348.

Fig. 22-6 gives ncr~al driving circuit of alternators and

compensators. In the circuit oat te excitation winding of driver 2 is

connected shunt rheostat 3, which uses for manual field control of

machine (coil current of rotor 1).

Ammeter 4 serves for the control/checking of the load of the

circuit of rotor. The field current of average/mean and large/coarse

machines usually is sufficiently great; therefore ammeter 4, as a

rule, they connect across shunt 5. Voltmeter 6 makes it possible to

monitor a change in the voltage of the driver when launching/starting

the machine; it use also during the determination of power

consumption per excitation machines.
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In energizing circuits or safety fuses they do not install,

since during the use of a driver only according to straight/direct

designation/purpose its unforeseen overloadings are impossible, but

short circuits upon the precisely executed connection of driver to

the brushes of rotor little are probable.

As a result of the large rate the rotations of turbogenerators

in operation take the Flace of the damage of their drivers (mainly

collectors/receptacles). Therefore on power plants with

turbogenerators compulsoriiy is pruovided for the stand-by excitation,

which allows in the case of ddadging the working driver of generator

to rapidly transfer the eid or iLus excitation winding to stand-by

driver without the cutoff/disconnection of turbogenerator.

As stand-by driver is installed the d4rect-current generator,

led to rotation by asynchronous sjuirrel-cage motor.

On hydroelectric power plants at a comparatively low speed the

rotations of the hydraulic yenerators of the damage of drivers are

very rare; therafore stdnd-by excitation on them usually does not

I
provide for 3-2 and 22-1].
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If turbogenerator lost excitation as a result of any reason, not

requiring its immediate cutotL/disconnection (for example, with the

erroneous cutoff/disconnection of driver, the incorrect turn of wheel

of shunt rheostat, break in energizing circuit of driver, etc.), then

it can short-term (to 30 min) work in asynchronous mode/conditions,

continuing to bear certain active load and consuming from network

reactive power for magnetization.

The possibility of the work or turbogenerator with refusal of

excitation is explained by the tact that during asynchronous

mode/conditions in the dampang circuits of rotor, and if excitation

winding is locked, then aLso in it are induced currents, as in the

rotor of asynchronous machine, and generator works as induction

generator (rotor rotates dith speed somewhat larger synchronous).

After the elimination of tae reason, which caused the refusal of

excitation, or switching to stand-by driver is restored the normal

excitation of generator ana smoothly it is pulled into

synchronism. The aforesaid is not related to hydraulic generators,

turbogenerators with wiLe oindings, or to the generators whose tests

showed the inadmissibility of asynchronous mode/conditions. These

generators with refusal of excitation should be immediately

disconnected from netwcrk.

In recent years increasing use/application finds also the ionic



excitation of synchronous machines, i.e., the excitation by their

rectified current of different converters of the variable/alternating

current to direct: mercury rectifiers, ignitrons, dry rectifiers,

and so forth. This excitation system possesses certain substantital

advantages in comparison with a dynamo electric system. Thus, with

damage in the system which -Is accompanied by a deep -eduction in

voltage, ionic excitation provides a more rapid automatic change

and a higher value of excitation current and, consequently of the emf

of the generators which increases considerably the stability of

their multiple operation.

As a result of the great operating reliability and the

possibility of the rapid replacement of any element of the system

of ionic excitation is not required the device/equipment of stand-by

excitation.

It is especially expedient to apply ionic excitation in

powerful/thick synchronous machine swith the high currents of

excitation. It suffices to indicate that in the turbogenerators with

a power of 200 MW with internal hydrogen cooling the field current

reaches 1750-1900 A, and in more powerful/thick machines even 3000 A.

It is logical that to remove/take such currents with the

collector/receptacle of high-speed driver is very difficult; it is

difficult to ensure reliable to both such powerful/thick drivers.

Therefore powerful/thick turbo- and hydraulic generators and

synchronous condensers, as a rule, will be manufactured with ionic

excitation.

Let us become acquainted briefly with two systems of the ionic

excitation; system of separate excitation and system of

self-excitation [ 2-10 and 22-11].

System of the independent ionic excitation (Fig. 22-7a). On one
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shaft with the main generator G are established/installed auxiliary

polyphase alternator VG aad its driver VVG (shunt self-excited

oscillator, adjusted by saunt rheostat ShR). Auxiliary generator

supplies the rectifying aevica/equipment V, from which the rectified

current enters the winding of the rotor of generator G.

Page 349.

Advantages of this system or the excitation: the independence of

excitation system from Eha moe/conditions of the work of generator

and station as a whole, simplicity of fulfillment, comparatively

small area, necessary for positionirin/arranging the equipment.

Deficiencies/lacks: the jresence ot auxiliary qenerator and its

driver.

The system of self-excitation (Fig. 22-7b) is realized with the

feed of rectifying device/equipmeat V directly from the

terminals/grippers of alternator G through injector transformers VT

and fundamental transformer T.

With an increase oi tue circuital current of generator increases

load voltage of secondary windiag VT. Therefore are provided stable

excitation and possibility oL a rapid chanqe in the field current of

generator with emergenciej in thw system when line voltaqe decreases,
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and circuital current of jeaerator increases.

.In this system are advent the auxiliary rotary machines;

therefore the cost/value of equipment and its weight are less.

Deficiencies/lacks: tue more compound circuit of connections and

the need for separate source for the short-term feed of the

excitation of generator duriny launching/starting.

For powerful/thick turbogenerators can find use the system of

separate excitation witti tne machine of alternating high-frequency

current and the dry-disc rectifiers, similar to that given on Fig.

22-7a [42-91.

As the supplies of power of the excitation of small synchronous

machines it is possible to utilize the dry-disc rectifiers, connected

directly to the terminals/grippers of the same generator. Because of

the absence of driver are reached the considerable reduction of

prices of aggregate/unit aU simplification in the operation at the

sufficiently high reliability of excitation system.

22-4. Automatic extinction of magnetic field.

The automatic extinction ot magnetic field serves for the rapid
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decrease of emf and, constaquently, also current in the stator of

synchronous machine during internal damages in it, for example, short

circuits. For understandiag tuis let us turn to diagrams in Fig.

22-8. Let us assume that with tae multiple operation of two

generators occurred the two-pnaso short circuit within generator G-1

(Fiq. 22-8a). Through tne place of damage in it (between points I and

2) will flow/occur/last the sort-circuit current /, from generator

G-2 and short-circuit cuirent I,, fcom the damaged generator G-1. In

this case operates/wears rvlaynag from the internal damages of

generator G-1 and it is disconnected from network by switch V-i.

However, also after this taroua the place of damage continues to

flow/occur/last current I, (Fig. 22-8b), since generator G-1 remains

excited and it continues to rotate. To reduce the current 1,, to zero

is possible only by the path oi the rapid decrease of emf of

generator, that also is radchea by the field discharge of excitation.
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Fig. 22-7. Schematic diagraas or tne ionic excitation of synchronous

machines. a) the diagram or sepirate excitation; b) the diagram of

self-excitation.
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a)

Fig. 22-8. Internal short circuit in generator.
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Short circuits within machines usually appear through the

electric arc; therefore tue proloaged course of fault current is very

dangerous for the machine: Ara possible the considerable damages of

winding and steel of stator. This all the more probable since current

/, can be more than short-cArcuit current during external short

circuit (on terminals/grippers), Follows this of the fact that with

emf of stator changes proportional to a number of turns of winding,
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and inductive winding impedance changes proportional to the square of

a number of turns.

Thus, during internal damages in machine it is necessary to more

rapidly possible disconnect it from network and to extinguish its

magnetic field; then arc in the place of damage rapidly goes out and

the damage of machine will oe small. The electromotive force of

machine must be reduced to such value at which the electric arc

cannot be supported within macnine. It is experimentally

established/installed, that the arc in the place of short circuit in

machine goes out with emf of less than 500 V.

In accordance with that presented all alternators, compensators

and large/coarse synchronous electric motors are compulsorily

equipped with devices/equipment for the automatic extinction of

magnetic field. On Soviet electrical devices widest application found

two methods the extincticas ot the magnetic field of the machines: 1)

by closing/shorting the excitation winding (rotor) of generator of

active discharge resistor witn zae subsequent cutoff/disconnection of

this winding from driver even 2) with the aid of automaton with

arc-suppression grating.

The schematic diagram of device/equipment for an automatic field

discharge using the first method is given in Fig. 22-9. In the
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circuit of excitation winding I are connected the automatic field

damper AGP and discharge resistor z. During the normal work of

machine contacts 3 are locked, and contacts 4 are extended; discharge

resistor is disconnected (Fig. 22-9a).

During functioning of AGP are first closed contacts 4 and

resistor/resistance r is connected in parallel to excitation winding

1. ith certain delay are Droien contacts 3, which disconnect driver

2. As a result the excitation winding is closed to discharge

resistor, and driver is disconnected (Fig. 22-9b). Excitation winding

is changed over to discharge resistor without chain cleavage how is

prevented the onset in energiziuy circuit of the dangerous for its

insulation overvoltages which could arise with the chain cleavage of

excitation, possessing considerable inductance.

I

I
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ig. 22-9.eced Da cin of c ge of tued byi schirng o the excitation o

the generator: a) a chaugp. in oaf of the stator of the generator; e)

a change in the voltage on excitation winding (on the rings of
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rotor).
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After functioning of AGP in .the formed locked outline the

current is supported to taose Pores (it is shown by rifleman/pointers

in Fig. 22-9b), until the magnetic energy, stored up in the circuit
of excitation winding and equal to L_, is consumed for heating of

discharge resistor and excitation winding:

" -= 2 S +-r)di, (22-1)

n

where r - field resistance;

L - inductance of excitatitA winding;

U  - field current, which precedes field discharge (here U -

load voltage of driver);

i - instantaneous value of tield current, which changes from

i-- to i,=-0;

r - discharge resistor;

I,- the full/total/complete time of the extinction of the magnetic

... . . . .. . . . .
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field of machine.

Coil current of excitation changes depending on the time
constant of closed circuit T=-L the equation:

r, + r

i = e (22-2,a)

which is graphically shown in Fig. 22-9c.

A change in the field curcent of machine leads to the

appropriate decrease of its ema (Fig. 22-9d). After time gr of emf of

the stator it decreases to value Er, with which the arc goes out and

the course of short-circuit current in machine ceases. For the

full/total/complete time ot extinction 1,, of emf of stator it

decreases to certain residual/remanent value Eo. , it is which caused

by remanent magnetism ot machine.

From formula (22-2a) it is evident that with an increase of the

effective resistance of circuit (r.+r) the circuital current of

excitation attenuates mcre rdpidly, and the full/total/complete time

of extinction decreases.

A change in the magnetic rlux, engaged with the excitation

winding, which possesses the considerable inductance L, causes the

induction in it of emf (E=-dL)' therefore the field discharge ofindutionin i ofelf --- di
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machine is unavoidably accompanied by certain overvoltage, the

larger, the more rapid decreases the field current, i.e., the greater

the discharge resistor.

In normal mode load voltage of excitation winding 1 comprises

U.=-Ir. At the moment or interrupting the contacts 3 of AGP entire

current I. flows/occurs/lasts tarouyh discharge resistor of r and load

voltage of excitation winding it aecomes equal to U,=Ijr (Fig.

22-9e). Further this voLtaye cuanges exponentially:

- I
S= U.e. (222

The time constant I was discussed above.

The multiplicity or ovekvultage is determined by relation

which greater, the jreatez the value of discharge resistor r.

Certain effect on tna process of the extinction of magnetic

field have the damping uutilnes ot the rotor of synchronous machine.

With a change of the magnetic flux of excitation in the damping

outlines of rotor appear tne currents, which create the magnetic

flux, which supports the decreasing magnetic flux of excitation. As a

result this more slowly decrease magnetic flux excitations and emf of

stator, i.e., the time of i id discharge somewhat increases. At the

same time decreases overvoltage on excitation winding.
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Device/equipment for da automadtic field discharge must be made

so that with least poss.bie time ox field discharge overvoltage on

excitation winding would aot exceed the value, permitted for its

insulation. For Soviet maci~ines great overvoltage on excitation

winding (on the rings of rotor) usually is allowed/assumed acre

four-five times value of the nominal voltage of excitation winding

m <4-- 5 In accordance witn this in devices/equipment for an

automatic field discharge appiies discharge resistors whose value 4-5

times usually exceeds ohmic field resistance of machine, measured in

hot state f2-121. In tnis case tne full/total/complete time of field

discharge 1 usually reacnes b-8 s when ' order 100-250 V

Page 352.

Fig. 22-10 gives the tundamental circuit diagram of the

excitation of machine, to wnica is connected the dismantled/selected

above device/equipment tor the automatic extinction of magnetic

field, which consists of tae automatic field damFer AGP and two

discharge resistors to 3 and 4. On the designation/purpose of

discharge resistor to 3 it is shown above. Discharge resistor 4,

connected into the circuit of the excitation winding of 2 drivers and

normally shortened/shorted out ny contacts 7 of AGP, serves for
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warning/preventing the excessive increase in load voltage of driver

after its cutoff/disconnection from the excitation winding of

machine. This increase in rne voltage all the more probable since

during short circuit the established/installed on generator automatic

field regulator (see below) it considerably increases the excitation

of driver. The value of tnis resistor/resistance is usually 10 times

more than ohmic field resistance ot driver in hot state 22-12].

As AGP is used the latcaed-ia contactor which has clutch magnet

VF, electromagnet of trip EZ, Laree main (power) contacts 5-7 and

blocking contacts 8-10.

All network elements rig. 42-10 shows in the position, which

corresponds to the normal worK or the generator (switching the

excitation wind of generator of stand-by driver is not shown).

During the damage cf wacnine operates/wears

established/installed on it relaying (in the diagram it is not shown)

and it actuates auxiliary relay HP. The latter operates/wears and

through its front contacts 14 closes the circuit of the disconnecting

electromagnet OE of the oLive ot the switch V which is disconnected.

Through back contacts of 14 relays simultaneously are closed the

circuits of the electromagnet oL trip EZ and clutch magnet VE. The

latter will somewhat mix the movaole system of contactor to sides
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"on" (to the left on diayr4a), waich decreases pressure trip 12,

after which magnet core E4 4s pulled inside its coil and trip 12 is

displaced upwari1 fn this casw contacts 9 they disrupt the circuit of

electromagnet VE, after which uner spring effect 11 of AGP it is

disconnected (movable system of contactor is moved on diagram to the

right). Are first closed main contacts 5, and then are broken

contacts 6 and 7. During intercupting of the latter into energizing

circuit of driver is introauced resistor/resistance to 4, which

decreases the field curLeat o± driver. Are simultaneously brcken

blocking contacts 8. whicn di.irupt the circuit of electromagnet EZ,

and contacts 10 are closed, tnaf the circuit of electromagnet VE it

prepares for the subsequent process/operation of start of AGP.

Is provided remote control oz AGP with the aid of the key/wrench

of control KU. In the diagram is shown the simplest pushbutton

key/wrench of control. StaLt or AUP is realized by a pushing of the

knob V, through which is closea the circuit of clutch magnet VE. Is

remotely AGP disconnected by Knob/Dutton 0 (cutoff/disconnection

occurs in the same order, as with automatic cutoff/disconnection

under the action of relaying).

The signaling of position of AGP (in the diagram in Fig. 22-10

it is not shown) usually is Lfaiizud by two tubes (it is connected,

it is disconnected) whose circuits are changed over by supplementary
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blocking contacts, similar to thA circuits of signal lamps in the

diagram of electromagnetic actuator in Fig. 18-11.

The dismantled/selected device/equipment of AGP can be

performed, also, with the two-pole chain cleavage of the excitation

winding of machine.

On small generators and synchLonous electric motors apply the

entreated device/equipment of AUP with introduction the

resistors/resistances only to energizinq circuit of driver.

A large/coarse deficiency/lacK in the examined device/equipment

for the automatic extinction oL magnetic field is the considerable

time of extinction and, coasequeuitly, also the time of the

liquidation of internal damages in machine.
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Fig. 22-10. Fundamental circuit diagram of the excitation of machine

with the automatic extinction or mignetic field by switching

excitation winding to discharge resistor.

Key: (1). From the relay of tue protection of generator. (2).o From

storage battery.

In connection with this in recent years ever more wide application

obtains the second method ot the extinction of magn etic field with s

the aid of the automata with arc-suppression gratings, developed at

plant "electric power" jj1i -1, 14-2 and 22-14].

'4!/ 7
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Fig. 22-11 gives the schematic diagram of this method of field

discharge. Automaton consists of working 1 and arc-suppression 2

contacts and arc-suppression yratinqs 2 with copper plates 4 and

shunting ohmic resistances 5. furthermore, in automaton are permanent

magnets, not shown in tne diagrdw, which create the transverse

magnetic field H.

With the cutoff/discuiuLect.onL of automaton first are broken the

make contacts of 1 automata ( 2iy. 22-11a), and then after the small

time its arcing contacts z. rae elcctric arc, which appears on arcing

contacts under cross-maqnatizi&uq efect H rapidly enters into the

arc-suppression grating who.ae copper plates cut it into the

series/row of short arcs.

Voltage on short arc la tssesce is determined by the sum of

cathode and anode 'Irops and OVeL d wide range of currents retains the

constant value, which doe.. not depend on the value of circuital

current.

With the comparativeiy iittle heated copper electrodes voltage

on short arc U., 20+25 V. Therefore with n gaps/intervals between

the platps of arc-suppressio, grating the common voltage, necessary
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for arc maintenance in the qiating of automaton, comprises

Thus, at the moment of the entry of arc into the grating of

automaton voltage on it immediately grows/rises to value U. and

virtually it remains constant/invariable to arc extinction, after

which it decrpases to the value, equal to emf of the driver

(energizing circuit of yeaerator is brought).

Voltage UA is directed against the voltage of driver; therefore

circuital current of the e'.citatioa of generator decreases and the

more rapid, the greater voltage, i.e., the greater a number of plates

of the grating of automaton. With small ohmic field resistance of

current generator in its circuit changes rectilinearly from J to

zero (Fig. 22-11b). With rieduction in current of excitation decreases

emf of generator.

Voltage on the winuiny (un Lings) of rotor (on

terminals/grippers a ann a) in normal mode is equal to voltage U of

driver. with striking ct tne aLC in the grating of automaton this

voltage changes its sigii and becomes equal to U,-=U,-U, and after

arc extinction in grating, i.e., tne end of the process of field

discharge, it drops to zero (Fig. 22-11b).

An increase in the numeL ol plates of the arc-suppression

L .... . .. i
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grating of automaton leaas aot only to the acceleration of the field

discharge of machine, but also to an increase in the voltage on

arc-suppression grating, Dut thereuy also to an increase in

overvoltage U, on the excitation winding of generator. Therefore a

number of plates of grating is selected from this calculation that

the overvoltage on the excitatioa winding of machine would not exceed

four-, quintuple value of oiominal voltage. Under this condition the

full/total/complet- time of fiela aischarge with the use of an

automaton with arc-suppression yrating proves to be 6-10 times of

less than the full of time extinction with closing/shorting of

excitation winding to discuarge resistor (on diagram in Fig. 22-9).

With a large number ot short arcs in arc-suppression grating

always can be created suca concitions, under which one of the arcs is

deionized more rapidly than otnars. However, the extinction of arc in

one of the gaps/intervals leads Lo the simultaneous extinction also

of all other arcs, and consequently, to rapid reduction in current to

zero and considerable overvoitaqe in circuit.
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Fig. 22-11. Extinction o1 magnetic field with the aid of automaton

with arc-suppression gratiaj. a) tne schematic diagram; b) a change

in the field current and voitje ui, excitation winding (on the rings

of rotor'.

Page 354.

For warning/preventiay taw overvoltages indicated in parallel to

the sections of arc-sup£jLession 9rating are connected backs-out

resistor (5 in Fig. 22 -11J. The arc, shunted by resistor/resistance,

goes out at that moment/torjue when arcs currents and back-out

resistor become equal. The aLe, shunted by smaller

resistor/resistance, goes out earlier than the arc, shunted by high
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resistor/resistance. By tne appropriate selection of backs-out

resistor they attain the speciiic sequence of arc extinction in the

sections of grating. By tue latter go out the arcs between those

plates which do not have backs-out resistor.

The resistors/resistances, which shunt the sections of

arc-suppression grating, oarely manifest themselves the duration of

fieli discharge.

The fundamental circuit diagram of the excitation of machine

with the use of an autcmaton ut the type AGP-1 is given in Fig.

22-12. Switching the excitrtiua wiuding of generator of stand-by

driver is not shown. Position oi all network elements is given with

the normal work of generator.

Automaton is equipped with electromagnetic actuator of the type

PS-10 with switching on V& and disconnecting OE by electromagnets.

Furthermore AGP-I has tne aiscounecting release whose electromagnet

EOR in the electrical circuit oi control is connected in parallel

with OE of drive. The time ot actia of release - order 0.04-0.06 s,

i.e., is less than the tie ot action OE of drive PS-10. Therefore

virtually AGP-1 is disconnected under the action of release, and

disconnecting electromagnet OE or drive it appears as reserve to

release.

IL
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Automaton AGP-1 has ouiy one pair of main contacts 3 (contacts

5-7 - blocking); therefore Yor snorting of resistor/resistance to 4

in energizing circuit of dLiver ± established/installed special

contactor K, with normally closed contacts. With cutoff/disconnection

of AGP-1 through its blocxing contacts 6 is closed the circuit of the

holding magnet of contactor K,, wose contacts are broken, and

resistor/resistance to 4 is introduced into energizing circuit of

driver. Upon start of AbP-1 contacts 6 are broken, contactor K, is

disconnectpd and shunts resisLor/resistance to 4. The diagram of

control of electromagnetic accuator is made so, as this was shown in

Fig. 18-11 (signal lamps in tne uiagram Fig. 22-12 was not show). In

other respects the diagLam in F.iy. 22-12 explanations does not

require.

In certain cases tne niagram of control of automaton AGP-1 is

performed so that it would De disconnected only during functioning of

relaying. With all operdt)-nj cutorts/disconnections of machine AGP-1

it remains connected, and tiela discharge is realized only with the

aid of contactor K, by the iatrouuction of resistor/resistance to 4

to energizing circuit ct the ariver (supplementary indications about

the execution of driving circuits of generators with use for the

field discharge of automata w.tn arc-suppression gratinqs are

L- - -- - I- .. t.. M M 0 ---1 t
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presented in § 22-6, also, in eig. 22-20).

The arc-suppression gratings of an automaton of the type AGP-I

are made from the copper disxs wita a thickness of 2 mm, mounted to

the isolated/inqulated steel cyiinaer with the gaps/intervals between

the disks, equal to 1.5 mm.

Through every 10-11 piates between disks are placed the coils,

about which flow arc current aLte:- its entry into grating. These

coils create radial magnetic zield. Short arcs, after catching into

this field, start up around the axis of grating. The rapid

displacement/movement oz arcs prevents/warns the surface melting of

plates in the process of rield discharge.

The arcing contacts or automaton are equipped with caps of the

cermet connection tungsten - s~iver. All this provides high

reliability of the work ct autoaata of the type AGP-1. The rated

current of thesA automata- to 3000 a.
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Fig. 22-12. Fundamental circuit uiagram of the excitation of machine

during the use/application ot an dutomaton of damping of a field of

the type AGP-1.

Key: (1) . From the relay ait tue protection of generator.

Page 355.

At present all Soviet macnineas with a pover of 30-50 MW and are

above supplied with the autumatic field dampers with arc-suppression
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gratings.

At plant "electric jower" is developed and is mastered the

series of the automatic field aampers with arc-suppression gratings,

calculated for rated currents 1. , 300, 600, 1200 and 2400 a. Such

automatic field dampers wili iie applied on all small ones and

large/coarse turbo- and hydrauiic generators of all power to 200 MW

inclusively. The automatic field daippers of new series are

considerably simpler structurklLy/constructurally, have substantially

smaller sizes/dimensions in comparison with automata of the type

AGP-1 and it is very reliale L"14-21.

22.5. Automatic field Control.

As noted earlier, tor incLeasing the reliability of the

nourishment of users high value nas voltage recovery rate after the

cutoffs/disconnections of 6hort circuits. It was noted also that for

increasing the stability o± tae multiple operation of generators and

stations of system in snort c icuits tha vital importance has

increase emf. To achieve that, etc. with the aid of manual field

control by rheostats is imposslule. Therefore they resort to the

devices/equipment of automatic tield control which under normal

conditions facilitate the work of attendant personnel on the

maintenance of the assignia voltage on the busbars of installation
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and the distribution of reactive load between machines, but during

short circuits they autcmaticaily increase the excitation of machines

to limiting ("ceiling") value.

In normal mode automatic tielu control provides ths maintenance

of the assigned voltage ci, iusoars with oscillations/vibrations

within limits of 10.5-1o/u. DurIng the relatively distant short

circuits automatic field reguiators provide higher stress level on

the busbars of staticn.

Relay over-excitation. rh4 simplest automatic device/equipment,

which increases during srto£r circuits the excitation of machines to

certain limiting value, is re±Lj over-excitation (Fig. 22-13). This

device/equipment is made witu tue aid of undervoltage relay H<,

connected to secondary winding or voltage transformer TP, and

single-pole contactor K witn normally open contacts.

During the short circuits, which are accompanied by decrease in

the voltage on 15o/ and more, uniaervoltage relay operates/wears and

closes the circuit of the eldctromaqnet of contactor K. The latter is

included and short shunt rneosrat ShR. The excitation winding of

driver is included to tne total voltage of driver. Circuital current

of excitation rapidly increases, anid load voltage of driver

grows/rises to the "ceilinn " value, which depends on the parameters
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of driver and excitation winding ok machine. Simultaneously to

certain maximum value incztase fi&ad current machines and its emf.

After the cutoff/discoiinection of short circuit and resumption

of voltage undervoltage lela It Dreaks its contacts, and contactor K

is disconnected, introducing aj suunt rheostat into energizing

circuit of the driver: is zestorea the normal mode of the work of

machine.

From all that has imeeL previously stated, it follows that the

relay over-excitation is not ictuaily voltage regulator. Its

dmsignation/purpose is reduced oiuly to a maximum increase in the

excitation of machine dur.ilg slioit circuits, that also provides an

increase in the stability ot muitiple operation and accelerates

resumption of voltage aftzr tue cutoff/disconnection of short

circuits.
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Fig. 22-13. Relay over-excItdLioul of machine.

Page 356.

The device/equipment or over-excitation one should to switch on

in work immediately aftei tha StdL. of machine on network, and

disconnect only after the cutott/uisconnection of machine from

network. If machine is stoppea, dau the device/equipment of

over-exc.4tation is not disconnected, then contactor K remains long

connectPI, but rheostat SaU - snortened/shorted out, that it does not

make it possible to use tui iatter during launchin;/starting of the

machine (see §22-6). Trippjnj device over-excitations by knife switch

or key/wrench R, establistied/installed on panel or panel of the

corresponding machine on coitzoi board. Relay over-excitation is
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installed in all synchronous macines independent of the type of the
established/installed on them automatic field regulator -2 and

22-11.

Compounding of synchrunous machines. At present on Soviet

installations for automatic tiela control of synchronous machines

most use extensively the aevice/e4uipment compoundings, developed by

the series/row of scientific workers (L. V. Tsukernik, S. A.

Lebedev), and also by trie wor&ers ror Moscow and Ural power systems

and technical control MSS.

The compounding of sIncai:unous machines is realized via the

injection of the excitatioa wiAdiny of driver by rectified current

from current transformers, connaecd into the circuit of stator.

Current is straightened/rectitieu ay the selenium rectifiers.

The simplest diagram ot compounding is given in Fig. 22-14a.

From current transtcrmaers £T, connected during three phases of

the circuit of the stator or machiie, is supplied three-phase

transformer TK of the compouauiny device/equipment, to secondary

winding of which is connected tne jroup of selenium rectifiers V-i,

connected on three-phase aridje ciLcuit. Unidirectional voltage is

fed/conductei to excitatiou wiiin. y OV of driver.
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the second - current I . .n the excitation winding of driver

flows/occurs/lasts current I .I,-j- I,.

The strength of currt I,., depends on the position of shunt

rheostat ShR.

The strength of currant I._ with the constant/invariable load of

synchronous machine depends ou tae position of adjusting rheostat UR:

with a change in the introducwu resistor/resistance of the latter

changes the value of the voitage, applied to transformer TK and,

consequently, also the value ot rectified current I,. The necessary

position of adjusting rneoatat Uv is selected during the adjustment

of the compounding device/ejuipment.

It is not difficult to see tnat with an increase in the load of

synchronous machine and urniny snort circuits current ,.. increases,

in consequence of which iiiureases the excitation of machine. With the

decrease of the load of macnine current I,.. decreases, and

consequertly, decreases its excitation.

Usually is realizea te Lu-called "normal compounding", which

consists in the fact that with the shunt rheostat,

established/installed in the pos.:Lion of the idling of machine, an

increase in its excitation witi tiAe increase of load from idling to
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nominal completely is proviaed aue to compounding without effect on

adjusting rheostat.

The insensitivity of tae coweounding device/equipment is in

effect equal to zero, since witn any change in the current of the

load of machine changes itii excitation.

Deficiencies/lacks in the diswantled/selected device/equipment:

1) does not provide strict constancy of voltage on busbars with all

operating changes in the ioad; 2) do not provide rapid resumption of

voltage after the cutoff/disconxiecnion of short circuit, since after

the cutoff/disconnection of short the current of machine decreases to

normal and decreases the injection of the excitation winding of the

driver; 3) do not provide tae necessary boosting with relatively

small stable decreases in tne voltage.

For the purpose the eliminations of the deficiencies/lacks

indicated the compounding aevace/equipment supplement by the

electromagnetic corrector of the voltage whose connection is

schematically shown in Ki4j. Zz-14u.

Designation/purpose of the corrector of voltage - change of

exciting the synchronous machine with all voltage errors from the

assigned for the purpose OL restoration/reduction of the assigned
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voltage.

The corrector of voltajo is supplied from the group of voltage

transformers TN through tne adjusting autotransformer UAT, which

makes it possible during tuning ot corrector to change the

conducted/supplied to it voitaje. corrector supplies the group of the

rectifiers V-2, from whin L'ectitidd current I.,P (current of

corrector's output) enters the supplementary excitation winding OD of

driver, creating the supjLementary excitation of driver, and thereby

synchronous machine itself.

The electromagnetic corcactor of voltage is arranged so 42-5

and 22-161, that with the decrease of load voltage of machine the

current of corrector's ouLput /op increases, and vice versa. Thus,

the compounding device/equipmnt with the corrector of voltage

regulates the excitation it machine both depending on the value of

its load and dqpending on tthe value of voltage on its

terminals/grippers. By tne cauined action of compounding and

corrector is provided tne maintenauce of assigned load voltage of

machi ne.

The value of the supported at the terminals/grippers of machine

voltage can be changed wica the aid of the adjusting ones of rheostat

lR and autotransformer UAr. Knite switches or keys/wrenches of
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control R-1 and R-2 serve for start and cutoff/disconnection of the

compounding device/equipment and corrector of voltage.

The advantages of the compounaing of excitation with

electromagnetic corrector consist in the following:

1. Is provided the necussary over-excitation both with the

considerable ones and witu small overloadings of generator and

decreases in the voltage.

2. Load voltage of genecator is supported with an accuracy to

.1 o/t.

3. Large simplicity and realaoility as a result of absence of

mechanically moving/drivin4 Farts, sparking contacts, electric ion

instruments.

Page 358.

In the case of short circuit in immediate proximity of machine

the voltage, conducted/supplied to corrector, and the current of

corrector's output prove to ae close to zero and over-excitation is

provided only due to compoundiig. Therefore for the stabilization of

the multiple operation ct iacnines additionally is installed relay
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over-excitation (Fig. 21-1j.

Electromechanical automatic voltage regulators have special

measuring elements which depending on a change in load voltage of

generator change field current either by the steady change in the

resistor/resistance, connectea into energizing circuit of driver or

by the periodic (several times pr unit time) closing/shorting of

shortly similar whereas zesistor/resistance. In the second case of

the value of the field current of driver and coil current of rotor

the machines are determined Dy tue value of the resistor/resistance

indicated and by the relative curation of the time interval during

which this resistor/resistance j£roves to be shortened/shorted out.

In some voltage reguiators dze utilized both indicated of the

principle of control (rhestat-viuration regulators). Similar

regulators include the automatic voltage regulator of the type SN-91,

which was being earlier manufactured with Kharkov Electrical

Machinery Plant [2-17]. All tuese regulators possess essential

deficiencies/lacks in ccmpairson with the described above control

system of excitation with tne aid of compounding with electromagnetic

corrector, recommended with TU NES of the USSR as the basic automatic

control system of excitation on Soviet power plants. Therefore the

device/equipment of electromechanical automatic voltage regulators

here is not examined [12i-1bJ.
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22-6. Start to multiple operation.

In power plants is usually installed several generators, which

work in parallel with eacu otaer, and also, if station is connected

with the network of poweL system, then in parallel and with system.

The multiple operation ot generators provides: 1) an increase in

the reliability of the power supply of the users; 2) an increase in

the efficiency/cost-effectiveness of the operation; 3) the larger

constancy of frequency and voitage during load variations.

On the powgr plants oi cu e USSR apply two methods the starts of

alternators of the multiple operation:

1) the method of tne yiecise synchronization when is connected

the excited generator atter thf achievement of the specified

conditions of synchronism, dand e) the method of the

self-synchronization when switch on the unexcited generator with the

subsequent supply excitatioa in tue circuit of rotor.
4- e.~ c. df e5si- ), d,1" , I. i fe )- / t 1 tf/. cp. L' tile

2 ' )' dwE' £ C_ i (I (. Y e C - t

The start of generatocs oL multiple operation by the method of

precise synchronization is conducted by the observance of the
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conditions:

1) the equality of tae erfective values of the voltages of

connected and working gdnaratocs (ur generator and network); 2) the

equality of the frequencies of the connected and working generators

(or generator and networkj; 3) tne phase coincidence of the same

voltages.

The start of generator ol multiple operation with another

generator or network with the nononservance at least of one of the

conditions (nonsynchronous srt-.t) indicated very dangerously and can

be the reason for the heavy damage of generators and disorder of

multiple operation the previously worked generators. Is explained

this by the fact that upoa tne nonsynchronous start of generators can

appear the very considezaniz ccoss currents.

Let us examine the simplest diagram of the station of low

voltage, given on Fig. 22-15. Let us agree that the generator G-1

works on network, and G-i must Lie connected to it to multiple

operation.
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D-f V, P-2 -.,7-3

Fig. 22-15. Circuit diagram or zero voltmeter and tubes to the

extinction (to dark) of syncnronizing unit.
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If we to similar/analogous phases oefore and after knife switch R-2

include/connect voltmeter and tubes as this is shown in the diagram,

then they will be located to tAe voltage, equal to a geometric

difference in the corresponain, phase voltages of connected and

working generators.

If generators work syncaronously(fr.11 j ?, Ur.iUr-,I then the

vectors of their phase voltages ar equal in magnitude and always

they coincide in phase (F.Lg. 2,-lba; then for cther two phases). In

this case geometric voltage diteraence is equal to zero

A0-0,or.--0,r.-=-0. theretore tne connected to similar/analogous

phases tubes burn will not ue, but the arrow/pointer of voltmeter
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will stand on zero. If we dt this moment include/connect knife switch

R-2, then no cross current between generators it will arise and the

connected generator will run laeo

Let us examine now tae case wten voltages of the generator are

equal, but frequencies are not equal to Wor,==Uor... while fr.,# Ir.2).

Under this condition at eaca mument of time the vectors of the

voltages of working and conaecteu generators prove to be shifted

certain anglP 6 (Fig. 2i-lon). as a result of different frequencies

and, consequently, also tue iLrterent angular rates of rotation of

the vectors of voltages (.=2vL), tae angle 6 indicated continuously

changes from 0 to 1800 dn. again to 00. A geometric difference in

phase voltages AU,, also coihtinuousiy is changed in limits 0--2U,.

Voltage All accept to Lall t ie voltage of beating. Fig. 22-17

shows the plotting of curves oi rae voltage of beating at,1, two

sinusoids u1 ani uz of diiierent irequencies, but with identical

amplitudes. From this constructira it is also evident that the

amplitudl of the voltage if oeatlng is changed from 0 to 21J.. With

respect to this and the ariow/eoiater of the voltmeter, connected to

similar/analogous phases (eig. 22-15), will oscillate in the limits

of voltages U-i-2U,, but thrme tuoes, connected on the same diagram,

will simultaneously be fired and go out. From curves in Fig. 22-17 it

is evident that the great crrow of the pointer of voltmeter and the
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greatest tension of tubes wiii be to moment/torque 1. At

moment/torque 2 voltage of neaLatiny Au,--, tubes go out, and the

arrow/pointer of voltmeter is estaDlished/installed on zero.

The greater the diftereuce ia frequencies I,, and 4r2, the more

frequent go out and are tirea ttie tubes, the more rapid oscillates

the arrow/pointer of volttster. Oh the contrary, with a small

difference in frequencies tee Lncandescence of tubes it changes

slowly; so slowly oscilldtes tne arrow/pointer of voltmeter.

Let us note that tnree tubes, connected to similar/analogous

phases, make it possible co cnec4 the correctness of the connection

of the phases of the connactea generator. Upon the correct connection

of phases all three tubes 6imultdneously light up and go out. In the

installations of high voltage the Tubes switch on through voltage

transformers.

The inclusion of generator into the moment/torque when the

vectors of the voltages cr connected ani working generators are out

of phase, leads to that, tnen taa generator, which rotates with

certain lead/advance, seud.as currein into another generator, which

rotates with delay. Vector di~yram in Fig. 22-16b exactly corresponds

to the case of the inclus±(n of gatierator G-2 at the moment of vector

divergence of voltages or, anyia 0 (rotor of generator G-2
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anticipated/led of angle 6 tne LOLor Of generator G-1).

At the moment of start thiere is voltaqe difference AU,,. By the

value of this voltage, andI also 'u the value cf the internal

resistor/resistance of generator~s is determined the value of the

cross current, which ap~.eaLi in jenerators.
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Fig. 22-16. vector diagrdns wita aifferent casqs of the start of

generators of multiple cjpezatioui.

Fig. 22-17. Plotting of cui.ves or voltage of beating
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VPage 360.] Under the action oi voltage AU4,9enerator G-2

(anticipating/leading) will send current into generator G-1. Since

active armature resistance of alternator is small in comparison with

its inductive resistor/,esistance, then the current of second

generator 4-2 lags behind W14, tQ angle, close to 900. Respectively

current in first generator Ii., antiLcipates/leads AUp to the same

angle.

For generator G-2 current Ir.. is the current of load, which

creates braking couple, prop6rtional to its active component /.r.2. For

generator G-1 current /r-, is current engine, which create the

accelerating torque, proportional to its active component ar.,

However, The instantdneous appearance of a cross current creates

instantaneous (in the form of jeri/iapulse) a change in the speed of

rotation of the aggregates/units: generator G-2 sharply brakes, but

generator G-1 begins to rotate sore rapidly. It is logical that in

this case are possible the mechanical damages of generators and their

primary motor/engines. Furtheraore, large cross current creates

considerable electrodynanic eftorts/forces in the windings of
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generators.

With the inequality of oscillator frequencies can be connected

in the presence of any vector divergence of voltages U,.., and Ur.2 . It

is obvious that the greatest cross current appears upon the inclusion

at moment of 6=1800, when the vectors of voltages are directed

contrarily (AUb--2U). Appearing at this moment cross current 2 times

exceeds impact current during three-phase short circuit on the

outputs of generator. This current represents large danger for the

windings of generators.

Instruments and diagrams tar the start of generators using the

method of precise synchronization. The synchronization of generator

consists in a change in its excitation and speed of rotation of

primary motor/engine for the purpose of the achievement of conditions

indicated above for multiple operation.

Equalities voltages attain by current control of the excitation

of the synchronized generator. Equality voltages is monitored on two

voltmeters one of which shows Icad voltage of the synchronized

generator, and by the second - a voltage on the collecting mains of

station or the terminals/jrippers of the working generator.

Equalities frequencies attain by controlling the speed of
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rotation of primary motor/engine of the synchronized generator. For

this directly from contrl board with the aid of electrical remote

regulator is changed the intaKe of steam into steam turbine or water

into hydraulic turbine. With the impossibility to remotely change

steam admission or water into primary motor/engine is utilized the

engineroom telegraph with the aid of which are supplied the signals

"to add" and "to diminish" into machine room. Equality frequencies is

monitored on two frequency meters one of which shows the frequency of

the synchronized qenerator, and by the second - frequency on the

collecting mains of station (working generator).

Phase displacement of tae voltages of synchronized and working

generators (or network/grid) is monitored with the aid of the various

kinds of the phasemeters as whica it is Fossible to utilize

incandescent lamps, zero voltmeters and synchroscopes. According to

these instruments is installed the moment/torque, when the voltages

of synchronized and working generators (or network/grid) coincide in

phase.

Synchronization only wita toe aid of some tubes, connected to

similar/analogous phases, i.e., to extinction at the moment of the

synchronism (start to dark - see Fig. 22-15). it is very inadequate

as a result of the impossibility to accurately trap the moment/torque

of synchronism.
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Is considerably more precise synchronization with the aid of the

zero voltmeter, connected to similar/analogous phases (Vo in Fig.

22-15): generator is connected in the moment/torque when the

arrow/pointer of zero voltmeter slowly approaches zero. A

deficiency/lack in the synchronization on zero voltmeter is the fact

that its arrow/pointer is deflected to one and the same side

regardless of the fact, does rotate the synchronized generator more

rapid or slower. In other words, zero voltmeter does not give

indication about how it is necessary to regulate the speed of

rotation of generator.

For the purpose of tne facilitation of the control of machines

with synchronization and the accelerations of the process of

synchronization apply the sync4roscopes which not only make it

possible to trap the phase coincidence of working and synchronized

generators, but also show, does rotate the synchronized generator

more rapid or slower than the worker.

Are applied electromagnetic and ferrodynanic synchroscopes.

Page 361.
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In the form of an examFle Fig. 22-18 shows the principle of the

device/equipment of electromagnetic synchroscope. Synchroscope

consists of three securely fastened coils, made from a large number

of turns of thin covered wire. Coils 5 and 6 are arranged/located at

the angle to each other and surround central coil 1, within which is

placed z-shaped steel core 2, attached together with indicating

arrow/pointer 3 on axis 4. Core, arrow/pointer and axis form the

moving element of the instrument.

Coil I they connect to the voltage of the working generator (or

network/grid), and coils 5 and 6 - to the voltage of synchronized

generator. Upon the start of synchroscope the currents, flowing

through its coils 1, 5 and 6, create three variable/alternating

magnetic fluxes, not cophasal and shifted in space one with respect

to another. These three flows store/add up and is created certain

resulting magnetic flux. Z-shaped core always is

established/installed along the axis of the resulting magnetic flux.

If generators work synchronously, then the axis of the net flux

occupies the completely specific position and the arrow/pointer of

synchroscope is established/installed vertically (on vertical

feature). With equality frequencies, but noncoincidence of phases the

arrow/pointer is deflected to certain angle to that or other side. If

frequencies are not equal, taen the axis of the net flux always is
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displaced (changes phase displacement) and the arrow/pointer of

synchroscope rotates in taat or other side.

Rotation or displacement of arrow/pointer to the right

(clockwise) attests to the fact that the synchronized generator

rotates more rapid than the worker and vice versa. The switch of the

synchronized generator should be switched on in that moment/torque,

when the arrow/pointer of syncaroscope slo ly approaches the vertical

feature.

Until generator is connected to multiple operation with other

generators it it cannot long work synchronously with them (changes

the speed of rotation ot primary motor/engine). Therefore during

synchronization it is not possible to attain that the arrow/pcinter

of synchroscope (zero voltmeter) pzolongedly would stand on vertical

feature (on zero).

Regulating the speed of rotation of the synchronized generator

they attain, that the arrow/pointer of synchroscope slowly would

rotate in the direction Cf rotation of the hour hand (but the

arrow/pointer of zero voltmeter completed slow oscillations). If they

synchronize the generator of lob voltage, included by knife switch or

automaton directly on the distributing frame, then after waiting,

when the arrow/pointer cL synchroscope slowly approaches the vertical
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feature (but the arrow/oxnter of zero voltmeter- to zero), is

connected generator.

During remote control of generator switch from control board, as

this usually is in the installations of high voltage, one should

consider that from the mcment/torque of closing/shorting on the

control board of the circuit of the start of drive to the

moment/torque of the beginning of the contact of the contacts of

switch is passed the time, measured by the tenths of second.

Therefore upon remote switching should be closed the circuit of start

with certain lead/advance, i.e., it is earlier than the arrow/pointer

of synchroscope it will reach the vertical feature (arrow/pointer of

voltmeter to zero). The necessary lead/advance (lead angle) depends

on a difference in the frequencies (speed of the motion of

arrow/pointer) and the time of action of switch and its drive. The

more rapid moves the arrcw/pointer and the greater the time of action

of drive and of switch, the more must be lead angle upon remote

switching.

Inadmissible to switch on generator when the arrow/pointer of

synchroscope (zero voltmeter) is moved from vertical feature (from

zero), stopped at it (on zero) or greatly rapidly it approaches it

(to zero).
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Fig. 22-18. Electromagnetic synchroscope. a - circuit diagram; b -

schematic of device/equipment.

Key: (1). Synchronized generator. (2). Working generator.
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Fig. 22-19 in the fcrm of an example gives fundamental

synchronizing circuit for a station of high voltage with two systems

of collecting mains. On diagram is provided the possibility of the

synchronization of any of the generators G-1 and G-2 of collecting

mains, and also the synchronization of two sets of busbars between

themselves with their ccnnection to multiple operation by

bus-connecting switch ShV. Voltage from the synchronized parts of the

installation it is fed/conductea to the instruments of
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synchronization through the keys/wrenches of synchronization KS-i,

KS-2 and of KS-3 and busbar of synchronization ShS. In order to

ensure the correct synchronization of generator with that set of

busbars of which it is assumed it to include/connect, voltage from

voltage transformers TN-1 and TH-2 on collecting mains is

fed/conducted to the keys/wrenches of synchronization through the

blocking contacts of busbar/tire disconnectors.

For synchronization is provided the column of synchronization,

which consists of two voltmeters, two frequency meters and

synchroscope S.

Before the start or generator of multiple operation is checked

the state of its primary circuit and they ccnnect busbar disconnector

to that set of busbars to which they intend to include/connect

generator. Then aggregate/unit turn/run up to normal speed rotations

and excite to the voltaye, equal to voltage on the busbars of the

station (being guided by readings of the voltmeter of generator).
'S

After this they close the key/wrench of synchronization K of the

synchronized generator and thereby is supplied voltage on the busbars

of synchronization ShS. Voltage from generator is supplied to the

busbars of synchronization ar, bw and Cr- and from collecting mains

- to busbars aw and b6..
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Being guided by readings ot voltmeters and frequency meters on

the column of synchronization, sore accurately are regulated voltage

and frequency of the synchronLzed generator. Then by the auxiliary

key/wrench K is connected synchroscope S and after the necessary

control of aggregate/unit they are connected it the multiple

operation, as noted above.

After the start of generator is translated to it the part of the

active and reactive load from the working generators.

If the collecting mains of station are subdivided by automatic

switch, then additionally is provided for the synchronization of

sections with the start of sectionalizing switch. At the stations,

connected with the netwoxX/9riL of the power system, is necessary the

synchronization of station with system.

From all that has been previously stated, it follows that the

process of the synchronization o± generators is sufficiently complex

and the moment/torque of their start must be selected accurately.

Nonsynchronous start can lead to the damage of aggregate/unit or the

disruption of multiple operation the previously worked generators.
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at a

B -' I j<

Fig. 22-19., Fundamental synchronizing circuit for a power plant.

Key: (1) . set of busbars.
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Precise synchronization is especialily hindered/hampered with

emergencies in the system waen current frequency is variable.

~ r the purpose the prevention of the nonsynchronous starts of

generators provides for the speciai relays, which warn erroneous

starts with synchronization. In certain cases apply the automatic

synchronizers, which realize ootka the control the frequencies and
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voltages and inclusion ot generator switch at the most favorable

moment of synchronization LL 2,4-15 and 22-16].

Start of generators of parallel work by the method of

self-synchronization. In recent years at our stations use extensively

fundamentally new methou the starts of generators of multiple

operation - the method of seai-synchronization. Using this method the

unexcited generator, which rotates with speed, a little different

from synchronous, is connected in network/grid and simultaneously is

supplied excitation into the circuit of rotcr, after which the

generator itself is pullea into synchronism (L. 22-18 and 22-19].

ht the moment of the start or generator residual load voltage of

its stator must not exceed 0,2r..,o-. and a difference in the

frequencies of the netwcr K/grid and generator must not be more than

1.5 Hz (speed of rotation of generator must not differ from

synchronous more than by Pjo/o). Under emergency conditions it is

possible to switch on generator, also, with scmewhat larger

difference in the frequencies (it is established/installed for each

generator in dependence ca its type and power of power system).

Using this method the starting process of generators of multiple

operation following:
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1. Via cutoff/disconnection AGP preliminarily extinguish

magnetic field machines and is connected its device/equipment of

automatic field control. By saunt rheostat in energizing circuit of

driver must be located in normal operating position, and adjusting

rheostat ARV - in the position, wnich corresponds to 40-60o/o of

nominal load of generator [1. 22-19]. The device/equipment of

automatic field control can ue also switched on simultaneously with

the inclusion of generatcr into network/grid.

If in generator ARV no then presets by shunt rheostat in

energizing circuit of driver in the position, indicated above for an

adjusting rheostat APV.

2. With the aid of primary motor/engine turn/run up unexcited

generator to speed rotations, close to synchronous, in voltmeter in

circuit of stator they are convinced that voltaqe on its

terminals/grippers is equal residual/remanent, and upon reaching of

difference indicated abcve in fr'auencies of network/grid and

generator is connected generator in network/grid.

3. After inclusion of generator into network/grid immediately is

supplied excitation by start AGP. Field regulator automatically

increases the excitation of generator, and the latter smoothly enters

into synchronism. It is expedient to automate start AGP by the
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closing a circuit of its electromagnet by the blocking contacts of

the drive of switch.

If on generator ARV no, then immediate after the start of

generator is installed the requirea excitation by hand with the aid

of shunt rheostat.

4. They load generator.

At the moment of the inclusion into the network/grid of the

unexcited generator it consumes trom network/grid the considerable

field which induces emf in the excitation winding of generator. If

the latter is gotten soaked, then induced in it emf can be very

considerable and dangerous for its insulation. Therefore upon the

inclusion of generator into network/grid its excitation winding must

be locked to certain effective resistance by value which is

determined overvoltage on excitation winding at the moment of the

inclusion of generator into network/grid.

If generator is equipped with old type AGP (Fig. 22-9 and

22-10), then via cutoff/disconnection AGP they preliminarily close

its excitation winding tc Uiscaarge resistor; in this case residual

load voltage of stator, caused by remanent magnetism of machine, does
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V
not exceed 0.2 1Jr.How and usudily are approximately 100-250

If generator is equipped with new type AGP with arc-suppression

grating, for example type AGP-1 (Fig. 22-12), then it is

preliminarily necessary to include/connect AGP-1, after connecting

the excitation winding of generator to driver, and to disconnect

contactor K.. after introducing tnereby discharge resistor to 4 into

energizing circuit of driver.

Page 364.

It is obvious that in this case residual load voltage of the stator

of generator will be considerably more, rather than with old type

&GP, since its value will De determined no longer only remanent

magnetism of machine, but dIso by small field current as a result of

the fact that on the terminals/grippers of driver is retained certain

voltage. The latter is caused by the residual/remanent excitation of

driver, since resistor/resistance to 4 although decreases the field

current of driver, not to zero.

If caused by the reasons indicated residual load voltage of the

stator of generator does nout exceed permissible maximum value

0.2 Ur..ot (see above), then generator can be switched on in

network/grid by the method ot self-synchronization.
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However, powerful/thicx generators with the connected driver

with the extinguished field usually have residual load voltage of

stator more 0.2 U,_'. in consequence of which with the fulfillment of

energizing circuit on diagram in Fig. 22-12 then it is not possible

to switch on by the nethcd of self-synchronization. For these

generators is applied driving circuit, supplemented special by

back-out resistor ShS with the contactor of self-synchronization Kec

(diagram in Fig. 22-20, whica should be considered as the

supplementary to diagram in Fig. 12-12). With the normal work of

generator the contacts of contactor KSS are extended and the

resistor/resistance of ShS is disconnected.

Relays K with time element to closing of contacts (during

de-energizing of its coil) and olocking contacts 8 and 9 serve for

control of contactor KSS. During ,amage the generator and

cutoffs/disconnections AGP-I blocking contacts 8 are broken, but

blocking contacts 9 are closed. The first disrupt the circuit of the

coil of relay R whose contacts are closed, but with certain time

element during which AGE-I manages to disconnect the excitation

winding of generator, i.e., to extinguish its field. Through locked

blocking contacts 9 and contacts or relay R. is closed the circuit of

the electromagnet of contactor K" and the latter closes the circuit
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of the resistor/resistance of SaS, which shunts excitation winding of

1 generators. Generator prepares for start by the method of

self-synchronization. The value of the resistor/resistance of ShS is

2-3 times more than field resistance in hot state.

Upon start AGP-1 blocting contacts 9 disrupt the circuit of

electromagnet KSS and the latter automatically disconnects the

resistor/resistance ShS.

On the generators of small power there can not be AGP. Then to

the development of generator is introduced into energizing circuit of

driver all the resistor/resistance of shunt rheostat.

As noted above, at tae moment of the inclusion into the

network/grid of the unexcited generator its rotor can rotate at

velocity less or larger synchronous. If the speed of rotation of

rotor is lower than the synchronous, then the rotating magnetic flux

of stator, created with the consumed from network/grid inductive

current, induces coil currents of rotor, locked to discharge

resistor, in damper winding and in the steel mass of rotor.

Interaction of these currents with the rotating magnetic flux of

stator creates asynchronous turning moment (as in asynchronous

electric motors), that attempt to decrease the slip of rotor and to

draw it in synchronism.
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But if the speed of rotation of rotor is more than synchronous,

then generator begins to give up in network/grid the active power (it

works as induction generator), as a result of which is created

braking couple, and the speed of rotation of rotor decreases,

approaching synchronous.
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Fig. 22-20. Circuit diagram of backc-out resistor, necessary for the

self-synchronization of the powerful/thick machines, equipped with

the automatic field dampers with arc-suppression gratings.
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At the moment of the connection of the rotor winding to driver

and with an increase in the fiel.d current appears considerable in

value synchronous moment/torque, and generator smoothly it enters

into synchronism. The transient process of self-synchronization

lasts, as a rule, not more than 1-2 s.

°o.,,,, ,,L _
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Upon the inclusion of generator using the method of

self-synchronization in the windings of stator-rotor unit appear the

currents of the unsteady process of the same character as during

short circuit, since the inclusion into the network/grid of the

unexcited generator is with respect to netvork/grid three-phase

closing/shorting after inductive reactance of the included generator.

Due to external resisting (transformer, electric power line, reactor,

etc.) these curreL.ts are somewhat less than the currents of

three-phase short circuit on the terminals/grippers of generator and

therefore for it they are not dangerous. In the worst case, upon the

start of generator of the busbars of the system of unlimited power

(x,-O), the current spike at the moment of start is equal to impact

current during three-phase shor:t circuit on the terminals/grippers of

generator.

Let us note that the cross currents in the case of the erroneous

start of generators by the etnod of-.-.precise synchronization can

considerably exceed currents upon start by the method of

self-synchronization. It was previously indicated that with the

method of precise synchronization at the most unfavorable moment of

the inclusion the current spike can 2 times exceed impact current

during three-phase short circuit on the terminals/grippers of
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generator. Furthermore, the cross currents, which appear upon start

by the method of precise synchronization, cause, as noted earlier,

considerable mechanical stresses in aggregate/unit, while currents

upon start by the method or self-synchronization are almost purely

inductive and they do not cause any considerable mechanical stresses

in aqqregate/unit.

The start of generator ay the method of self-synchronization is

accompanied by certain decrease in the voltage on the busbars of

station at the moment of start. However, taking into account the

presence on the generators of the devices/equipment of

over-excitation and the short duration of transient process upon the

inclusion into the network/grid of the unexcited generator, this

decrease in the voltage does not have vital importance for a power

system and users of electric power.

If generator is connected to the collecting mains through the

step-up transformer, then the latter substantially limits current

upon start and decrease in the voltage on collecting mains.

On the basis of the scientific research works conducted and

analysis of operating experience it is at present recommended the

method of self-synchronization to apply as the fundamental method of

start to the multiple operation ot all synchronous generators in
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power to 3 MV inclusively, all hydraulic generators and synchronous

condensers with starting electric motors independent of their power

and diagram of the connection to collecting mains and all

turbogenerators which worx in lock with the step-up transformers.

Turbogenerators in Fower more than 3 MM. which work directly to

the collecting mains of generator voltage, can be switched on to

multiple operation by the method of self-synchronization when

periodic component/term of transient current upon the start of

generator does not exceed value of 3.5 Urmom. With high currents at

the moment of start one should switch on generators by the method of

precise automatic synchronization.

In emergency mode should De all generators switched on the

method of self-synchronization.

The value of periodic of component/term of the current, which

appears upon the start of generator by the method of

self-synchronization, it is possible to determine by the formula

V (22-3)i' T, + ,)

where U - an interphase voltage of the installation;

x- transient inductive reactance of the generator;
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x,- resisting of system to the terminals/grippers of

geerator.

The method of self-synchrouization can be applied, as this

appears from that presented, only upon the start of the unloaded

generators. Start to the muitipie operation of tuo loaded generators,

two parts of the station, worxing nonsynchronously and the like,

possibly only by the method of precise synchronization.

Page 366.

The major advantages of the method of the self-synchronization:

1) simplicity of the process/operations, which make it possible

faultlessly to switch on generator and it is easy to automate the

process of the start; 2) the speed of the start; 3) the possibility

of the inclusion under the emergency conditions for work during the

strong oscillations of voltage and frequency in system.

The method of self-synchronization made it possible to realize

start to the multiple operation of generators on those small power

plants where earlier as a result of absence on primary motor/engines

of speed regulators it was generally impossible or very difficultly
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start to multiple operation the method of precise synchronization.

Fundamental difficulty in conducting of self-synchronization

consists in the establishment ot a difference in the frequencies of

the coni.ed generator and network/grid. Are applied the special

devices/equipment, which make it possible to determine the frequency

of the connected generator with the use of its residual voltage.

Are developed and widely are applied in practice different of

devices/equipment and diagram of manual, semiautomatic and automatic

In conclusion let us point out that the tests, carried out

TsVIL MES and some power systems, demonstrated the possibility of

the nonsynchronous start of tne emergency disconnected electric power

lines of the sufficiently large cross sections, connecting power

plants or parts of the power system. The asynchronous automatic

resets of such lines in the majority of the cases prove to be

successful: after several cycles of the nonsynchronous course of

stations or part of the system they are pulled into synchronism.

Possibly also the immediate conversely start of such lines without

checking of synchronism and by nand.

The start of lines without checking of synchronism is admissible

[L 22-20 1 when the relation of the current of the nonsynchronous
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start, which appears upon start with the angle of divergence of the

vectors of ef of 1800, to the rated current of generator does not

exceed for the turbogenerators or value of 5, but for hydraulic

generators 3. During the determination of the current of the

nonsynchronous inclusion one should generators to introduce into

replacement scheme their ultratransitory resisting xd' and accept

that emf of generators coincide in phase and are equal to 1.05Ur.uo. •

22-7. Diagrams of launching/starting the synchronous condensers.

The synchronous condensers serve for the generation of the

reactive power, necessary for tne work of users and network/grid of

electrical system.

The synchronous condensers install mainly in regional

substations and considerabli less frequently on the substations of

local importance. In industrial enterprises as the synchronous

condensers fairly often are utilized the overdriven synchronous

electric motors, which carry mechanical load.

Soviet plants manufacture the synchronous condensers to nominal

power with the anticipatiag/leading current to 75,000 kVA and to

nominal voltage to 11 kV Incluslvely. Structurally/constructurally
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synchronous condensers, taeir excitation, cooling, etc. are performed

similarly to alternators. The compensators of large power are made

with the hydrogen cooling (see § 22-2).

On the reducing substations the synchronous condensers connect

to the collecting mains of the corresponding secondary voltage.

The most widely used methods of launching/starting the

synchronous condensers they are: 1) the asynchronous

launching/starting of straight line and 2) asynchronous reactor

starting.

In both cases the synchronous condenser they start as

asynchronous squirrel-cage aotor. For the creation of starting torque

of the compensator rotor it has specially carried out damper winding,

placed on its band caps.

During straight/direct launching/starting compensator they

connect up the collecting mains of the substation through the switch

and the busbar/tire disconnector (Fig. 22-21a).

Start up procedure of coapensator with driver on cne shaft:

1. The handle of shunt raeostat is set in the position, which

corresponds to idling, automatic field regulator is disconnected.
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Fig. 22-21. Schematic diagraas of launching/starting the synchronous

condensers, a) the asynchronous launching/starting of the straight

line; b) asynchronous reactor starting.
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2. Is connected automatic field damper, than excitation winding

of compensator they clcse to armature of driver.

3. Is connected switch; compensator is turned/run up as

induction motor (asynchronous torque is created by currents in damper

winding of rotor) and after ceai~ain time it reaches

full/total/complete asynchronous rotational speed; since rotor

winding before launching/startlny was connected to driver, then in

proportion to development of compensator coil current of rotcr

increases (it increases excitation), appears synchronous

moment/torque and compensator smoothly it is pulled into synchronism.
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4. To compensator thay give excitation, which corresponds to

load mode/conditions.

5. Switch on automatic fiela regulator and install by it

required mode/conditions works cf compensator.

Advantages of the straigat/direct launching/starting: simplicity

and small number of starting switches (one). Shortcomings: at the

moment of launching/starting the compensator of considerable power in

power line occurs large current surge, and on the collecting mains of

Substation - consilerable decrease in the voltage, which deranges of

the connected to them users. In connection with this straight/direct

launching/starting in the majority of the cases is applied for the

compensators of comparatively small power.

The schematic diagram of launching/starting the synchronous

condenser through the reactor Ls given in Fig. 22-21 b, Compensator

G they supply with two switches: main V-1 and auxiliary V-2, that

shunt reactor with the normal operation of compensator. Reactor

values are selected so that at the moment of the launching/starting

when compensator and reactor are connected in series, but shunting

switch 1-2 is disconnected, voltage on the busbars of substation

descended not more than to 80-85o/o of normal, but the voltage,

applied to the terminals/grippers of compensator, composed 30-65o/o
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of nominal value.

Before launching/starting switches V-i and V-2 are disconnected.

Start up procedure:

Points/items 1 and 2 tae same as during straight/direct

launching/starting.

3. Is connected switch V-i; in this case to compensator is

fed/conducted low voltage, which composes (depending on reactor

values) 30-650/O of nominal, and it begins to turn as induction

motor; when rotational speed proves to be close to synchronous,

compensator is pulled into synchronism.

4. Is connected switch V-2 how they shunt reactor and

feed/conduct to compensator total voltage.

Points/items 5 and 6 - the same as points/items 4 and 5 during

straight/direct launching/starting.

Advantages of reactor starting: simplicity and evenness of

launching/starting. The latter is explained by a gradual increase in

load voltage of compensator with an increase in the rotational speed,

which occurs because of tae decrease of the starting current of
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compensator and as consequence to the decrease of a voltage drop in

reactor.

asynchronous reactor starting at present has preferred

use/application.

In both cases launchiug/starting the synchronous condenser can

be automated.
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Chapter twenty-three.

POVER TRAiSFORMERS.

23-1. Fundamental characteristics.

Types of transformers. On electrical stations and substations

apply those reducing and raising, two- and triple-wound, three-phase

and single-phase power transformers.

Three-phase transformers are cheaper than groups of three

single-phases transformer of the same power; it is simpler and is

cheaper also their operation. Therefore in all cases when this is

possible, are applied three-phase transformers. Groups of

single-phases transformer apply only with impossibility the

productions of the three-phase transformers of the necessary power or

during transport limitations (for example, in mountain localities).

Soviet plants manutacture transformers to all voltages to 500 kV

inclusively and nominal power up to several hundred thousand

kilo-volt-amperes (see appendix P-4).
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The transformers of small and average/mean power (to 7500 kVA

inclusively) make with cil-immersed natural cooler, and the large

power (10000 kV& it is above) - with natural oil and forced

ventilation (with the blcwing of tank by fans). Sometimes the

transformers of large power fulfill with oil-water or oil-air

cooling, i.e., with the forced circulation oils and its water cooling

or with the forced circulation of oil through air coolers. Soviet

plants, furthermore, manufacture transformers in power to 750 kVA and

by voltage to 13.8 kV connected with natural air cooler, called

"dry". They are intended for a work only in the closed locations.

Air-immerseds transformer, which are flame-resistant, are used

extensively in the built-in substations, for example in the

installations of its own needs of electrical stations and

substations, on the intrashop transformer substations of industrial

enterprises, etc.

Nominal voltages of the windings of transformers. The nominal

primary voltage of transformer is called the interphase voltage which

must be conducted to its primary winding in order on the

terminals/grippers of extended secondary winding to obtain nominal

secondary voltage.
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Nominal secondary voltage is called the interphase voltage,

obtained on the terminals/grippers of secondary winding of

transformer with its idling and supply to the terminals/grippers of

the primary winding of nominal primary voltage.

During the work of transformer under load and supply to the

terminals/grippers of its primary winding of nominal voltage, load

voltage of secondary winding is lower than the nominal on magnitude

of losses voltage in transformer.

The standard nominal voltages of transformers are given in

chapter 3.

By the nominal voltages of windings is determined the

transformation ratio of transformer k,. by which they understand the

relation of the nominal voltages: the windings of the highest VN and

lowest NNvoltages in double wound transformer and each pair of

uindings TN and NW, VN and SN (medium voltage), SN and NN - in

triple-wound transformer. For example, the transformation ratio of

the three-phase double wound step-down transformer in nominal power

10 evA and nominal voltages of windings 'U*,,s -35 kV and

U/.... 6.6 kV is equal to

k' U.= HH5
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Permissible heating temperatures. In process the work of winding

and steel core of transformer are heated. The metallic parts of the

transformer can without damage prolonged time maintain/withstand

comparatively high heating temperatures. The insulation of windings

on reliability of which, first of all, depends the reliability of the

work of transformer, during heating gradually is abraded, it ages.

Ageing insulation is characterized by the decrease of its elasticity

and mechanical strength. The strongly comprised insulation becomes

this inelastic and brittle that under the efiect of vibrations and

electrodynamic efforts/torces, which occur with the work of

transformer it begins to burst dnd to br ,ak, i.e., mechanically to be

damaged. The consequence of this can be the electrical breakdown of

insulation and the damage or transtormer. The time, during which the

insulation is abraded so, that it due to its physical state becomes

already unsuitable to further work, it depends on the temperature of

its heating. Vith an increase in the latter, other conditions being

equal, the service life of transformer decreases.

For the transformers of domestic manufacture is accepted this

permissible temperature of heating the insulation of windings, during

which is provided the service life of the transformers of 20-25

- I . ... . !.. . . .. .
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years.

According to GOST 401-41 for the transformers, adjusted in the

localities where the maximum temperature of air 8o reaches 35
0C,

temperature excess of windings r above the temperature of air must

not exceed 700C. For Soviet transformers temperature excess of

windings, equal to 70oC, corresponds to their nominal load in

oo35OC. Therefore the greatest permissible temperature of heating

the windings of transformer composes *=&o+r=35+70=105OC.

Page 369.

If in the process of opeLating the transformer the temperature

of heating its windings is constantly supported with the equal to

105 0 C, then, as show the investigations of manufacturing plants, the

service life of transformer will comprise less than 2 years.

However, with the nominal load of transformer temperature of

8=1050 C will be constant only in such a case, when by constant it

will be 0o=350C. In actuality tAo temperature of surrounding air is

never constant, but it changes both in the course of twenty-four

hours and during year. for example, in the central band of the USSR

where they are arranged/located Moscow, Leningrad, Sverdlovsk, annual

oscillations of the temperature of air in the majority of the cases
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they lie/rest within limits of +350 C. In view of this the temperature

of heating the windings of transformer in the course of twenty-four

hours, and also during year changes within the limits from 105 0c to

certain smaller value. in this case the service life of transformer,

naturally, is lengthened.

Therefore the indicated above greatest temperature of windings

by 105 0C should be understood as the maximum heating temperature,

permitted for the safe work of transformer several hours in a 24 hour

period during those comparatively a few days when the temperature of

surrounding air reaches maximum (J5 0 C).

The wear of insulation and the service life of transformer

depend also on the average annual temperature of the locality where

the transformer is established/installed. with an increase in the

average annual temperature of air the service life of transformer

decreases. To what extent are dirterent they can be the average

annual temperatures of air, evidently from the following. In the

moderate climate where, for example, they are arranged/located

Noscow, Leningrad, Sverdlovsk, movorossisk, average annual

temperature of air 8:n,,5oC, while in regions of Baku, Tbilisi,

Terevan, Tashkent 80Oc 150C; in region of Arkhangelsk 80CP-'OC and

so forth.
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GOST 401-41 to power transformers installs the temperatures of

their heating taking into account daily variations of the temperature

of air, and also average annual temperature of locality. In this case

is introduced the concept the "nominal temperature conditions of the

cooling medium", by which for the transformers, established/installed

on the open air and having the natural oil or natural oil and forced

ventilation, should be understood the logically changing temperature

of air coolant in the locality hhere its maximum value is equal to

350 C, and average annual of +5oC. GOST 401-41 also installs great

temperature excess of the upper layers of oil (in the cover/cap

of transformer) above the temperature of surrounding air, which must

not exceed by 600 C. At temperature of surrounding air of 80 =35
0C this

corresponds to the greatest observed (on thermometer) temperature of
oil ±Cwith which the temperature of heating

windings it is 8=105 0 C. The latter, as noted above, is the maximally

permissible temperature of heating the windings of transformer.

Therefore 0 , 1-95YC is the maximally permissible temperature of oil of

transformer.

The nominal power of transformer is called the power to which

the transformer, established/installed in the open air, can be

continuously loaded during entire its service life under the nominal

temperature conditions of the cooling medium, i.e., with maximum and

average annual the logically changing temperatures of air coolant,
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equal to with respect 35 and 50C. In this case the transformer has

the normal service life (on the order of 20-25 years), limited to the

wear of the insulation of windings. The nominal power of transformer

is measured in kilowatt-amperes and it is indicated on its

certified/rating table.

If the temperature conditions of the cooling medium different

from nominal ones, then for guaranteeing the normal service life of

transformer its nominal Fower must be changed, i.e., the power of

transformer must be re-marked. So, if in the site of installation of

transformer 80,,:5C. then to transformer must be appropriated the

nominal power, determined according to the fcrmula:

S, =So, .-j- -c-s!). (23-1)

where So 0 - nominal power or this transformer on certificate.

Vhen the temperature of air 6o is higher than 35 0 C (but not

higher than 45 0C), the Icad of transformer must be lowered on

(8o-35)o/o in comparison with nominal power.

Page 370.

Besides installation in the open air, transformers fairly often

they place in the closed unneatel areas - chambers/cameras. In this
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case in chambers/cameras in the majority of the cases is provided for

the natural ventilation, realized with the aid of special

openings/apertures in the lower and upper parts of the

chamber/camera. The sections of input and outlets and the height of

the location of the latter receive such that the difference between

the temperatures of the entering and emerging air coolant would be

approximately 150C. In spite of ventilation, conditions coolings of

the transformers, established/installed in chambers/cameras, prove to

be worse than for those estabiished/installed in the open air. So,

under the nominal temperature conditions of surrounding air and

difference in the temperatures entering the chamber/camera and

emerging from it air of approximately 150C average annual temperature

of air coolant in the chaaner/camera of transformer is obtained equal

not to 50 C, but are approximately/exemplarily on 80 C above, i.e.,

about 130C. It is logical that in this case the wear of the

insulation of the windings of transformers, established/installed in

the closed locations, wita the identical graphs/curves of load with

the transformers, established/installed in the open air, is obtained

large, but the service life of transformers - smaller.

In the triple-wound transformers of the winding of different

voltages have identical or different nominal power (table P-4). In

connection with this for the nominal power of triple-wound

transformer, indicated on certified/rating table, accept power its
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primary windings.

Example 23-1. Transformer with a nominal power ofS,.=3J-A RiVA

has relationship/ratio of power of windings, equal to 100:100:67o/o.

The power of each of the windings comprises: windings VN and SN
67

SH -SCH 31.5 MVA, widiags HIH-SHH==315W0.2I,I RVA.

By the rated currents of primary (I1) and secondary (12io,) of

the windings of transformer are called the currents, determined on

nominal power and nominal voltages of the corresponding windings of

transformer. For example, for tae three-phase double wound step-down

transformer the transformation ratio of which was determined above,

the rated currents of windings comprise:
I0 000 _ 0 000

1 -----. 35--165 a; , 0---- =877J/35 ~ V36.6
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Key: (1). Diagrams of connection of the windings of three-phase

double wound transformers. (2). Designation of connection diagram.

(3). Voltage of windings. (4). Diagrams of connection of windings.

(5). Diagrams of vectors of voltage. (6). conventional designations.

(7). Star-star with brought out neutral. (8). Star-triangle. (9).

Star with that brought out neutral triangle. (10). Diagrams of

connection of windings of single-phase double wound transformers

included in three-phase group. (11). Diagrams of connection of

windings three-phase of triple-wound transformers. (12). Star-star

with those brought out by neutral-triangle. (13). Diaqrams of

connection of windings of single-pAase triple-wound transformers,

included in three-phase group.

Page 371.

Under nominal load is understood the load, equal to rated

current, which the transtormer, established/installed in the open air

in the locality where the maximum and average annual values of the

logically changing temperature ot air coolant are equal to with

respect 35 and 5oc, it can bear continuously. In this case the

service life of transformer is approximately 20-25 years.
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Let us note that in operation the load of transformer usually is

monitored on current with the aid of ammeter.

Diagrams and group of the connections of windings and their

use/application. Most widely used and standardized GOST of 401-41

diagrams and group of the connections of the windings of transformers

are given in Fig. 23-1.

In the conventional designations of double wound transformers

the first sign is related to the winding VN, to the second - to the

winding NN, index 0 indicates the conclusion/output of neutral, and

number 11 or 12 - a group of the connection of windings (the angular

displacement of the vectcrs of the interphase voltages of winding NN

with respect to the vectcrs of the interphase voltages of the winding

vN).

Three-phase transformers with the windings, connected on diagram

1/ T o, manufacture on the nominal voltage of low-voltage winding by
V

230/133 or 400/230 t (for four-wire networks/grids). In all remaining

cases three-phase transformers are manufactured with the windings,

connected on diagramsY/A.1l4 Y,/A-11.The latter of these connections is

applied when the neutral o± the high-voltage winding of transformer

must be grounded.
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In the conventional designations of three-phase triple-wound

transformer the first sign is related to the winding VN, to the

second - to winding SN, the third - to the winding NN, indices 0

indicate the conclusion/output of neutrals, number 12 - a group of

the connection of the winding VS with respect to the winding SN, and

number 11 - a group of the connection of the windings VN and SN with

respect to the winding NM.

The windings of single-phases transformer, included into

three-phase groups, connect on diagrams /A-II, Yo/A-li or

YO/Y0/ A12-I1. Let us note that for its own needs of power plants in

certain cases are applied both other diagrams and groups of the

connections of the windings of the transformers (see Vol. 2, chapter

6).

23-2. Permissible overloadngs of transformers.

In operation the load of transformer, as a rule, does not occur

its permanent and equal nominal power, but it changes both in the

course of twenty-four hours and in dependence on season. In this case

during the significant part of the days the load of transformer is

usually less than the nominal.

In connection with this temperature excess of windings r above
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the temperature of air coolant does not remain constant and equal to

70oC, but it oscillates in limits from 700C to certain smaller value.

This leads to the decrease of the wear of the insulation of windings

and, as a rule, to an increase in the service life of transformer

against normal. In this case the service life of transformer can

become so/such considerable, that the transformer according to some

its technical indices (level of insulation, no-load loss, etc.) will

become obsolete earlier than its insulation it is worn out. Therefore

in operation sometimes they consider it possible to allow/assume the

work of transformer with certain excess of nominal load, i.e., with

overloading, but, however, so that the service life of transformer

would be not less than 20-25 years. The permissible overloadings are

subdivided into normal ones and emergency ones.

The normal load factors are allowed/assumed depending on the

duty factor of the diurnal graph/curve of load (load factor), and

also due to the underloading of transformer in summer.

The permissible overloddings depending on the duty factor of the

diurnal graph/curve of load determine, using the diagram of the

load-carrying capacity of transformer (Fig. 23-2), along the axis of

abscissas of which is deposited/postponed the duration of load peak

in hours, and along the axis of ordinates - ratio of peak load to

nominal k On the diayram it is given of eight curves for
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the different values of factor of load k..

Page 372.

By factor of the load (see Chapter 4) or, otherwise, the duty

factor of the diurnal gxaph/curve of load is called the ratio of the

area, limited by diurnal graph/curve, to the area of the rectangle,

sides which are the abs ,ssa, equal to 24 h, and the ordinate, equal

to the maximum of graph/curve i',uc, i.e.

) '_ C_. (23-2)

where £t (It) - an area of the graph/curve of the load;

lNaCC---maximum current oi load in the days;

,-, daily mean current of load.

After determining value k. and knowing duration in hours n of

peak load, according to diagram in Fig. 23-2 it is possible to

determine coefficient of k and, therefore, the permissible peak load

of transformer 1. = kl.,, or S.A, =-kS.

Diagram in Fig. 23-2 is constructed for the transformers, which

work under nominal temperature conditions. For the transformers,
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established/installed in the place where 8o . is different from 50C,

it is possible to use this diagram, but in this case ordinates k

should be multiplied to coefficient of A:

A== I1+ .!_ ."(23-3)100

Permissible overloadings by winter due to undarloading by

summer. Load of transformers by the summer usually lower than load in

winter months and lower than nominal; therefore the wear of

insulation in the summer period of less than the normal. This allows

in winter months without damage for the service life of transformer

to increase its overloading in comparison with that that is obtained

according to diagram in Fig. 23-2.

For determining the permissibie overloading of transformer by

winter due to its incomplete loading summer established/installed the

following simple rule: if the maximum of the average/mean diurnal

graph/curve of load in summer months (June, July, August) is less

than the nominal power of transformer, then in winter months

(November, December, January, February) is allowed/assumed the

overloading of transformer in size/dimension of 1o/o for each of a

percent-percentage by summer, but it is not more than 15o/o.

Both rules of the normal load factor, i.e., according to diagram

in Fig. 23-2 and present, are related to all transformers with

IL.L
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natural oil and forced ventilation. These rules can be applied

together, only the overall amount of g-force according to both rules

is limited to 30o/o.

With the use of both rules in cases when the temperature

conditions of the cooling medium differ from of nominal, the

establishment permissible overloadings should be produced taking into

account the translation of the nominal power of transformer according

to formula (23-1).

Example 23-1. Transformer with a nominal power of 1000 kVA

is established/installed in the unheated ventilation area in the

locality where the maximum and average annual values of the

temperatures of air with respect to 35 and 50C. The duty factor of

diurnal graph/curve h-0.7; the duration of peak load a the winter

day n=6 h; the maximum of the average/mean diurnal graph/curve of

load in summer months composes 880 kVA. To determine the permissible

peak load of transformer in winter months.

Ve accept a difference in the temperatures the entering the

chamber/camera and emerging from it air coolant of the equal to 150 C.

Under this condition the average annual temperature of that cooling

the transformer of air will compose I0,p -5*8=13OC. In view of a

difference in this average annual temperature from nominal the power

L L -. ...-.-....-.. .-... ... . .I.. ...... . ..... ... ...... . . ..... .. .. . . . ..
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of transformer must be converted. According to formula (23-1)

Key: (1). MI.

For&k=-O.7and n-6 h according to diagram on Fig. 23-2 we find

k=1.14, i.e.. through diagram tne permissible overloading depending

on the duty factor of the diurnal graph/curve of load composes 114o/o.

The underloading o± transtcrmer by summer and permissible for it

due to this overloading by winter they ccmpose

920 - 880
RyVe - 100 .ye
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91-1 0 is 4o5

Fig. 23-2. Diagram of the load-carrying capacity of tank

transformers. I

Key: (1) . (hours).1

Page 373.

In all the permissible overloading with respect to both rules

composes 144.5=18.5o/o.

Consequently, in winter months transformer can be loaded to

Key: (I)* MT.

Emergency overloadingjs. with the work of transformer ?ven with
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the normal load factors the wear of the insulation of its windings

nevertheless proves to be less than the normal wear, available with

24-hour permanent nominal load. Consequently, with the normal load

factors not only is retained the normal service life of transformer,

but in the wear of its insulation remains the sufficient reserve,

which can be used for, other not planned/glide in operation

overloadings. As the latter there can be, for example, emergency

overloadings on leaving from work of one of the working transformers.

According to PUE (section 1, § 1-2-37) and to resolution of

technical control MES (Mc 15 1A from 4/XII 1958) during the emergency

modes of work the overloading of transformers is allowed/assumed to

4Oo/o to the period of the maximum of the general/common/total

diurnal duration not mcre than 6 a during not more than 5 days. In

this case the duty factor ot the diurnal graph/curve of the load of

transformer under conditions of overloading must be not more

k,= 0, C 075. (23-4)

With this overloading the wear of insulation, naturally, sharply

grows/rises. Accordingly JL. 23-1] with 40o/o overloading transformer

in 24 hrs "becomes obsolete" whole month, and in 5-6 days - about

half a year. However, taking into account that a similar emergency

mode can occur not more than 2-3 times for entire service life of

transformer, or indicated above facilitating conditions and that
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under normal conditions the wear usually is considerably

lowered/reduced, is counted the overloading of that permitted

indicated.

Emergency overloadinys are 4llowed/assumed without depending on

the previous load and the temperature of the cooling medium. In this

case in hot season if necessary oae should apply the intensive

cooling, achieved, for example, uy the installation of supplementary

fans and supplementary radiators (see §23-3).

23-3. Cooling systems oz transfcraers.

The cooling systems of transformers it is possible to break into

the following forms: 1) oil (ranK transformers) and 2) air

(air-immerseds transformer).

The fundamental methods ot cooling the tank transformers they

are: 1) the natural oil; 2) the natural oil and artificial (fcrced)

air; 3) oil-water cooling even 4) oil-air cooling.

Oil-immersed natural cooler. The heat, isolated in windings and

magnetic circuit of transformer, Ls transmitted to surrounding oil,

and from it through the walls of tank and the cover/cap - to which

surrounds transformer air. To tad heat removal into the environment

L L.
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contributes the gravity circulation of oil within transformer, caused

by the fact that heated oil rises under cover/cap, and cooled in the

walls of tank as heavier is omitted.

In the transformers of small power the tanks have flat surface.

In the transformers of large power for the best heat removal into

surrounding air are applied the tanks with the increased cooling

surface: tubular (Fig. 23-3), and also equipped with special tubular

radiators (Fig. 23-4).

Natural oil and forced air cooling. Oil-immersed natural cooler

is insufficient for cooling the transformers of large power. For the

latter great use/application obtained forced ventilation.

In transformers with forced ventilation tubular radiators are

forcedly blown out/blown off oy air from several engine- fans 1,

placed on two within each radiator in space between its tubes (Fig.

23-4). Electric motors - wita short-circuited rotor, the power of

every 150 V.

The presence of several fans makes it possible to disconnect

part of them with the low temperature of air or the small load of

transformer, which reduces the expenditure of electric power for

cooling of transformer. i necessary the start and the stop of fans
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automate.

Transformers with forced ventilation allow/assume work, also.

with completely off blast, if the load of transformer is equal or

less than 70o/o nominal, and also with loads 70-100o/o of nominal.

but when the temperature of oil does not exceed 550C.

Page 374.

Oil-water cooling. To Baku transformer they will connect

centrifugal pump 1 (Fig. 23-5), which takes away/gathers more hotly

oil from the upper part oi the tank and distills it through coolant

2. From coolant oil returns to the lower part of the jacket. over the

tubes of coolant flows/occurs/lasts the cooling water, and in

interturbine space under greater than water, pressure moves oil.

Transformers with oil-water cooling must, as a rule, work with

the connected cooling without depending on load. Is explained this by

the fact that the cooling surface of these transformers, which have

flat tanks, is so small that it cannot weigh out even no-load losses

of powerful/thick transformers. Oil-water cooling system in

comparison with those examined is above more expensive and it is less

convenient in operation; therefore it they apply only for very

powerful/thick transformers.

I
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In transformers with oil-air cooling provide for the forced

circulation oils through air coolers.

in air-immerseds transformex the heat is abstracted/removed by

the natural flow of surrounding air. A similar method of cooling

proves to be sufficient only for the transformers of small power,

what are only and manufactured with dry ones. The advantages of dry

ones, transformers are simplicity of construction/design and fire

safety as a result of the aosence of bolt oil, and also comparatively

small overall sizes.

23-4. Expanders and safety devices of transformers.

Expanders. All transformers, with exception of dry ones, pour by

oil, obtained as a result of the distillation of oil. In the process

of the work of transformer changes heating oil, in consequence of

which changes its space. ro avoid the discharge of oil outside during

its expansion in the transiormers of small power oil they do not add

to the top of cover/cap. In this case oil level they accept such so

that at all permissible modes/conditions of the work of transformer

and temperature of surrounding air to 35 0 C the space of oil would not

exceed the tank volume. Tank is on top capped with special plug from

==memo=
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opening through which is passed the air, displaced from tank during

heating oils and sucked iato tanx during its cooling.

In the sucked-in into transformer air are contained oxygen and

moisture, in view of whica oil is oxidized and is moistened (oil

possesses large hygroscojicity). Oxidation and moistening cause the

damage of oil and as consequence decrease in its dielectric strength

and appearance of acid and slime. with an increase in the contact

surface of oil with air this oxidation process and moistening of oil

is amplified.
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Taking into account this, the transformers of average and large power

supply with the expanders (Fig. 23-3 and 23-4), which make it

possible to completely pour tan& by oil and decreasing the contact

surface of oil with air, and consequently, its oxidation and

moistening.

The expander (Fig. 23-6), which usually has cylindrical form,

installs in the bracket, fastened/strengthened to the cower/cap of

transformer. with transformer the expander is connected by the

conduit/manifold whose one end/lead is welded-in into the cover/cap

of transformer, and other 5 - into the lower part of the expander and

so that it would be above the bottom of expander. By the latter is

removed, incidence/impingement into the tank of the transformer of

the decomposition products of oil and residues/settlings, which are

saved in the lower part of the expander. Slime and residues/settlings

periodically drive out througa the drain mud cock 4. The expanders of

the transformers of average/mean power supply with plug 6 with

openings/apertures for suction and displacement of air with a change

of the space of containing in them oil. The expanders of the

transformers of large power for the same target supply with tube with
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3 whose end/lead has bored cork and small/fine wire gauze, which

prevents from incidence/ipingement into the expander of solid

suspended particles from surrounding air. The space of expander

usually composes 8-10o/o of space of oil in the tank of transformer.

For observation of oil level on the lateral wall of expander is

established/installed oil gauge 1, fulfilled in the form of glass

tube in metallic mounting/case. On the bottom of expander about oil

gauge are plotted/applied by paint/color three control features,

which correspond level of oil at temperatures -35, o15 and +350C.

Protective tube. Short circuit within transformer is usually

accompanied by the intense decomposition of oil and by the

formation/education of a large quantity of gases. In this case the

pressure within transformer sharply is raised, which can lead to the

decomposition of tank. To avoid this all powerful/thick transformers

have protective tube 2, established/installed on cover/cap (Fig.

23-4) ; free end the tubes close with glass disk. Vith the pressure

increase within transformer oil rises along tube, glass disk strands

itself and oil is rejected outside.

Gas relay 3 (Fig. 23-4) serves for the cutoff/disconnection of

transformer luring the internal damages, which are accompanied by

liberation of gas. Relay consists of the cast cast iron container, of
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which they are placed one above another two floats. By relays it is

established/installed on the path of motion of oil in the

conduit/manifold, which connects transformer with expander.

By gas relays are equipped transformers in power 1000 kVA and it

is above.

Let us additionally note taat recently the power transformers of

large power began to supply vita built-in current transformers which

are installed within the tank of transformer in its wall entrance

insulators from the side of the increased voltage [L. 19-1].

23-5. Regulating the voltage of transformers.

The load of the users of electric power is never constant, but

it changes both in the course of twenty-four hours and during season.

A change in the load of users produces change in the load of their

feeding electric system. The latter is accompanied by a change in the

loss of line voltage and as consequence by a change in the voltage on

the busbars of the reducing suostations and on the terminals/grippers

of electrical receivers.

In practice they resort to different methods of regulating the

line voltage which are examined in special textbooks [L. 7-1] along
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electrical networks and transmission lines. In particular, greatly is

used extensively regulating voltage by a change in the transformation

ratio of transformers. On some installations the voltage is regulated

with the aid of injector transformers.
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Fig. 23-5. Schematic of oil-water cooling of transformer. 1- oil

pump, 2 - oil cooler; 3 - air separator.

Key: (1). Oil. (2). Water.

Fig. 23-6. Expander of transformer.

Page 376.

There are two types of the transformers: the transformers in

which it is possible to change transformation ratio only after their

cutoff/disconnection frcm network/grid, and the transformers the
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transformation ratio of which can be changed during their work, i.e.,

under load.

First type transfcrmers are installed in those all cases when in

the process of operating transformers not at all they utilize for

regulating the voltage on prolonged seasonal operating cycle.

The second install when the technical-economic calculations

during the design of network/grid show that by most economical is

regulating line voltage by changing the transformation ratio of its

feeding transformers.

Transformers with ratio regulation uneer load are used

extensively in power systems, their placing on district and local

substations, and also on power plants.

Regulating voltage by a change in the transformation ratio of

transformers without load. The transformation ratio of transformers

is changed with the aid of tne supplementary branchings, provided for

on their windings. Double wound transformers usually have

supplementary branchings on high-voltage windings, and triple-wound -

on the windings of the highest and average of voltages. The windings

of the transformers of small and average/mean power normally have two

supplementary branchings for obtaining the transformation ratio,

wdhws"
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different from nominal to +5 and -5o/o. The windings of all

transformers of large power nave four supplementary branchings for

obtaining the transformation ratio, different from nominal to +5;

+2.5; -2.5 and 5o/o. In certain cases of the winding of transformers

have other versions of braachings.

For a double wound transformer (Fig. 23-7) approximately it is

possible to write whence U13g -1

Lo'~ U aJll= g~Wlili
or 081l I

U131 U" 111[ (23-5)

I'

where U, 11 - load voltage of the winding VN;

U11 1-load voltage of the winding NN; 1

Uss,- number of connected turns o' the winding TN;

WIIH- number of turns or the windinq NN.

If in step-down voltage transformer, conducted/supplied to

primary winding, increased, then for maintaining load voltage of

secondary winding to previous ones it is necessary a number of I

IL
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connected to network/grid turns of primary winding to increase; an

increase in load voltage of secondary winding with the decrease of

the voltage. conducted/supplied to primary winding, is achieved by

the decrease of a number ot connected turns tna"r

Switching from one brancuiny to another is realized with the aid

of the special switch Whose hauidle is brought out to the cover/cap of

transformer.

For switching from oae brancuing to another the transformer must

be disconnected both frcm the network/grid of primary and from the

networK/grid secondary voltage.

Example of 23-2. Step-down tapped transfcrver for ratio

regulation to t5o/o (Fig. 2J-7) is connected to power line by the

terminals/qrippers of tne tundameatal conclusion/output AX'; load

voltage of primary winding AX2 increased by 5o/o. What it is

necessary to make in order to pLeserve load voltage of secondary

winding the same as before? Response/answer. For this, first of all,

necessary to disconnect transrormer, i.e., to disconnect its switch

and disconnectors, and then to uisconnect wire from

terminals/grippers Xz and to connect it to terminal/gripper X1 . After

this transformer can be included/connected.
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If load voltage of primary winding decreases by 5o/o, then wire

from terminal/gripper X2 it is necessary to reconnect to

terminal/gripper X3 .

In the step-up transformer secondary winding is the high-voltage

winding (with branchings). Taereiore for maintaining constant load

voltage of secondary winding with the decrease of load voltage of

primary winding it is necessary a number of turns r,,m, to increase.

and with an increase in lodd voitage of primary winding, on the

contrary, to decrease.

.L ..
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Regulation off-shoots depending on voltage and power of

transformers make either near tne neutral particle of windings (Fig.

23-7), or in their mildle part. In the latter case the winding is

divided into two parts (Fig. 23-8).

Regulating voltage by a change in the transformation ratio of

transformers under load. With a change in the transformation ratio of

transformer under load the passage from one off-shoot of winding to

another is produced witaout tne interruption of current in the fed

network/grid, which is achieved by simultaneous connection to the

period of the transfer/translation/conversion of two regulation

off-shoots. The passage indicated is produced with the aid of special

switching system, structurally/constructionally being part

transformer itself. The transformers, supplied with this switching

system, call transformers with the built-in regulating. There are

many different schematics of the devices/equipment of the built-in

regulating. Let us become acquainted with one of them, that is

adapted for Soviet transformers (Fig. 23-8).
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Device/equipment ccnsists of slide contacts a and b, contactors

K-i and K-2 and reactor a, from the middle of turns of which is made

the off-shoot, connected with one of the halves of the winding of

transformer. Under normal conditieons for work both slide contacts a

and b are found on fixed contact of one of the off-shoots both

contactors K-i and K-2 are included. The current of load

flows/occurs/lasts through Doth slide contacts, both contactors and

both halves of the winding of reactor. Since currents and,

consequently, also magnetic tiuxds in both halves of the winding of

reactor are nearly equal and opposite, then under normal conditions

for work the resulting sagaetic flux of reactor (leakage flux) is

small, its inductive reactance is negligible and the loss of voltage

in reactor is insignificant (5-bo/o of single-stage voltage of

regulating). Upon transfer trow one off-shoot tc another, for example

from 2 by 3, disconnect contactoi K-2 and slide contact b they move

to fixed contact off-shoots J. After this contactor K-2 they switch

on, as a result of which the armature coil, the prisoner between

off-shoots 2-3, are locked to reactor. In this case through each half

reactor flows/occurs/lasts the half of the current of load and the

cross current, caused by voltage between off-shoots 2 and 3.

Cross current in bota halves reactor has identical direction,
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and the current of load - different. Therefore of the strength of

resulting current in each of tae aalves reactor they are different:

in one it is equal to vector sum of the half of the current of load

and cross current, but in another - their geometric difference.

Because of this the magnetic fluxes of both halves reactor completely

are not compensated, the resulting magnetic flux and, consequently,

also inductive reactance of reactor they grow/rise. The latter limits

the value of cross current to the specific permissible value.

After the start of coatactor K-2 is disconnected the contactor

K-i, slide contact a move to fixed contact off-shoots 3 and then is

connected contactor K-i. On tns tne process of switching to another

off-shoot concludes.

In transformers with tue ouilt-in regulating adjusting device

can be built in primary or secondary winding. For the purpose of the

maintenance of exciting current ot transformer by constant and close

to nominal switching system to rationally build in into that winding

from the side of which in the process of operation changes the

applied voltage. For exampie, in the step-down transformer, which

feeds from the network/grid whose voltage frequently changes,

switching system it is expedient to have in high-voltage winding.

A range and a number of steps/stages of ratio regulation

depending on power and conditions for the work of transformer can be

different.
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Fig. 23-7. inding diagram of one phase of three-phase transformer

with regulation off-shcots.

Key: (1). Winding. I

Fig. 23-8. Diagram switching systeas for changing transformation

ratio of transformer under load. 1

Page 378. :

So, in poverful/thick transtormers a number of steps/stages of

adjustment reaches to 8-10, and the range of regulating - to L12o/o.

Reactor and device/equipment with mobile and fixed contacts

arrange/locate in the tank of transformer, and contactors are mounted

on insulating plate/slab, they place into the steel box, flooded by

transformer oil, and they strengthen/fasten from the face of the tank
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of transformer. To arrange/locate contactors inside the jacket of

transformer is impossible, since the arc on the contacts of

contactor, which is formed in control, makes the quality worse of

oil.

Switching systems supply witu the drive mechanisms which are

given in action by the elactric motors of direct or alternating

current. Drive mechanisms are governed/controlled remote with control

board, but they can be governed/controlled and it is automatic under

the action of voltage relay. Furthermore, always allow for

managements by hand.

Soviet plants manufacture tae transformers, regulating under

load in which is produced on the side of high voltage within limits

of 10o/o of nominal (by eight steps/stages on 2.5o/o). In

triple-wound transformers, besides regulating under load on the side

of bigh voltage, is provided tor the regulating without load on the

side of medium voltage witnin limits of +5o/o (four steps/stages on

2.5o/o). In transformers with nigh voltage to 35 kV inclusively

regulation off-shoots are made in the middle part of the windings (it

is similar to Fig. 23-8), while in transformers with high voltage 110

kV - near the neutral particle (it is similar to Fig. 23-7). In the

latter case the star is formed by the connection of midpoints of the

reactors of three phases of adjusting devices.
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The apparatuses of adjusting devices of Soviet transformers 110

kV have isolation, designed for voltage 35 kV. In connection with

this the neutral particles of transformers 110 kV, whose adjusting

devices are arranged/located from the side of neutral particle, must

tightly be grounded or oe inciuaed through dischargers 35 kV.

Regulating voltage with the aid of injector transformer. In this

case regulating load voltage is achieved with the aid of special

regulating transformer, called boostrgr.

Injector transformer consists of two parts, executed of one or

two jackets (Fig. 23-9): sequential transformer and its feeding

transformer or autotransformer. Secondary winding of sequential

transformer is connected with that winding of main transformer in

circuit of which is assumed regulating voltage, and its primary

winding they connect up secondary winding of the feeding transformer.

The primary winding of the latter they usually connect to the

low-voltage winding of main transformer.

In secondary winding of sequential transformer is inducted eaf,

which geometrically is added to the voltage of the winding of main

transformer and it changes thereby its value.
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The primary winding of sequential transformer they connect up

the feeding transformer on the special diagram according to which one

end the windings of sequential transformer connect to the

average/mean (neutral) ofi-snoot a of the feeding transformer, and

its another end they connect up aipoint of reactor P of switching

system. The latter executed works just as given in Fig. 23-8. With

the displacement/movement or contacts a and b of switching system to

one or other side from the neutral off-shoot H, i.e., over fixed

contacts 5-6-7-8 or 4-3-z-1, inducted in secondary winding of

sequential transformer eamf roves to be directed to opposite sides:

in one case toward an increase in the voltage in the adjustable

circuit, and in other - toward the decrease of voltage.
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Fig. 23-9 Cntote thascoary inlagdithti of seiiarnjecore

trsformer joit is h wngfo oe palna nsome o hsdeo

Key: (1) Wintding ohe manotrantruit (2) Sequential transformer.t

lLetns ot e ptha ectenuar winding ofpesequentiali transformer.

Injector transformers can be used both for regulating the

voltage in value - the so-called longitudinal regulating and for its

regulating on phase, transvarse regulating. The basic difference
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between them consists in the diagram of connection of the windings of

the feeding transformer. Fig. 2.-10 depicts diagrams and vector

diagram of the voltages of the step-up transformer with longitudinal

regulating. As can be seen from aiagram, with longitudinal regulating

the voltages of secondary windings of sequential transformer coincide

in phase with the voltages ot the nigh-voltage windings of main

transformer.

With the transverse reyulatiny of the winding of the feeding

transformer and the ends of its adjusting device connect so that the

vectors of the voltages of secondary windings of sequential

transformer would be perpendicuiar to the voltages of the phases of

network/grid. Then, changing a quantity and a direction of the

off-shoots of adjusting device of the feeding transformer, is the

possible to change value and direction of the regulated vector of

voltage with respect to basic, i.e., to conduct regulating on phase.

Regulating voltage with the aid of injector transformer finds a

use in the transformers or the large power of electrical stations and

district substations of sower systems. In comparison with the

built-in regulating the device/equipment of regulating with the aid

of injector transformer is more complicated and considerably more

expensive.

ki
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23-6. Autotransformers.

Autotransformer in its device/equipment differs from usual

transformer in terms of taG fact that its primary and secondary

windings are not separated, but, on the contrary, connected

electrically (Fig. 23-1 a).

In the reducing autotransformer (Fig. 23-11a) primary current

I1, being sent from electric power source toward receivers II,

flows/occurs/lasts over tae part or winding ha, which contains

wv=w-w 2 turns where w - a numver ot turns of the entire winding Ax.

In this case in the part or winainy ax is inducted current 142, by

the directly opposite to current £i. In the circuit of receivers or,

otherwise, in second circuit tiows/occurs/lasts current 12=11+II2

(the angular displacement of currents we do not consider).

Transformation ratio ot the autotransformer
W U,k.,'' (23-6)

The power, equal to S&=IU 1 (61 - power of one phase; U, - phase

voltage), is called the tzdanst er ower of the autotransformer (see

explanations to Fig. 23-12).
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Fig. 23-10. Circuit diagram of injector transformer for the

longitudinal regulating cf voltage, a) diagram unilinear; b) diagram

trilinear; c) vector diagrdim oz voltages.

Key: (1) . kV. (2) . M ain transtorwer. (3) . Sequential transformer.

(4). Low-voltage winding of Mdifi transformer. (5). High-voltage

winding of main transformer. (b). &eeding transformer.

Page 380.

During the comparison ot autotcanstormer with usual transformer the

amount of the transfer pcwer of tha first shows, to what power it

would be necessary to prepare usual transformer so that it could

valuably replace this autotransformer.
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The second power of one phase is equal to S2 =UZLZ=UZI+UZIOZ (U2

- phase voltage), i.e., the second power of autotransformer is

comprised of two parts: power U21 1, called the electrical power which

is transferred by primary current directly into second circuit, since

both circuits are connected electrically, and power U21'2 , called the

electromagnetic power which is cbtained by transformation with the

participation of magnetic flux.

Volume and weight of any transformer are determined ty the

mainly transformed power. Consequently, volume and weight of

autotransformer are determined by the mainly electromagnetic power

which in autotransformers is calleu calculaticn or standard. The

amount of standard power depenas on the relationship/ratio of primary

and second voltages and usually comprises only the part of the

transfer power of autotransrormer. Thus, for instance, with the

relationship/ratio of voltages 220/110 kV standard power composes

50o/o, with the relationship/ratio of voltages 400/220 kV - 45o/o,

and with the relationship/ratio of voltages 400/110 kV - 73o/o of

transfer power.

Since standard power composes only the part of the passage,

then, therefore, the standara power of autotransformer composes only
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the part of the power of usual transformer. In connection with this

the volume, weight and cost/value of autotransformer in comparison

with volume, weight and cost/value of the usual transformer of the

same power are obtained saaller; transport, installation and

installation are facilitatea; toe losses of electric power in copper

of windings and steel of core are also obtained smaller, but

efficiency - are above.

Inductive reactance of autotransformers in comparison with usual

transformers (at identical power and with voltages) is less, thanks

to which it is less than the loss of voltage in autotransformer. The

latter improves the conditions of regulating the line voltage, and it

also decreases the losses oi reactive power.

The advantages of autotranstormers can be judged from the

comparative data given in raole 24-1. Data are related to

single-phase transformers wita toe identical method of cooling, made

from uniform active materials also for the identical levels of

testing voltages.

Together with the merits indicated the autotransformers possess

the number of the deficiencies/lacks, basic of which are the

following.
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If we the neutral jarticla or the windings of autotransformer do

not ground, then during siagle-pase closing/shorting to the earth in

the network/grid of hign voltage the potential of two other phases of

the network/grid of low voltage relative to the earth/ground can

increase to the inadmissiole, dangerous for its isolation value. To

avoid this of the neutral particle of the windings of

autotransformers it is necessary to ground tightly or through small

inductive reactances.

Consequently, autotranstormers can be adapted only in the

networks/grids, which woz with dully grounded neutrals.

The conditions for the work of high-voltage apparatuses in

networks/grids with autotransformers heavier than with usual

transformers, in view of tne fact that inductive reactance of

autotransformers is less, out short-circuit currents are more. In

this case especially increase tie currents of single-phase

closings/shortings to the earth because of the need for the grounding

of the neutral particles ot all autotransformers. In certain cases

the currents of single-phase closings/shortings to the earth can even

exceed the currents of three-phase short circuits.
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V/ f;

Fig. 23-11. Schematic diagrams oL one phase of autotransformers.

Page 381.

To avoid the latter in the networks/grids of neutral particle in the

part of the transformers wita separate windings they unground (see

Chapter 5), and in the neutral particle of some autotransformers they

switch on inductive reactances, than and limit the currents of

single-phase closings/sncrtings to the earth to the strength of

currents of three-phase closings/shortings.

In autotransformers the circuit of low voltage is electrically

circuital of high voltage, thanks to which with overvoltages in the

netmork/grid of high voltage is possible the passage of the wave of

overvoltage into the networK/grid of low voltage and as consequence
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is possible damage to the isolation and of the apparatuses,

established/installed in the network/grid of low voltage. To avoid

the damages indicated it is necessary to use reliable surge

protection, made in the form ot nonlinear resistance arresters, dully

joined from both sides ct autotransformer winding.

In power systems the autotransformers, made according to diagram

in Fig. 23-11a, they (o not usually use. There use autotransfcrmers

(Fig. 23-11b), which, besiaes two windings VN and SN, connected

electrically, have even sepadrate - third - winding, connected into

triangle. The latter has majnetlc coupling with the windings VN and

SN and serves for compensating the currents of the third harmonic.

Besides the compensation inlicated, third winding of autotransformers

on the reducing substations is used for the ncurishment of the

adjacent users and connection or the synchronous condensers, and on

power stations - for switching of generators. In the latter case the

autotransformers are used as those increasing.

Autotransformers with the third winding, utilized for the

nourishment of users or connection of generatcrs, fairly often

conditionally call triple-wounU aurotransforners.

For the purpose the most complete uses of advantages of

autotransformers the power of the third winding assume/take possibly
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less, on the basis of the guarantee of electrodynamic stability of

winding with the flow of short-circuit currents. The highest

efficiency of the third wiudiny must not exceed the standard power of

autotransformer, since otherwise tae third winding will be being

determining the construction/design of autotransformer. Soviet plants

manufacture autotransformers with a third winding whose power

composes 25-50o/o of power of inducing windings, i.e., with the

relationship/ratio of the power ot the windings VN-SN-NN, equal to

100o/o/100o/o/25o/o with 100o/o/100o/o/50o/o (see Table 23-1 and

P-5). The voltage of the taira winding is selected in accordance with

its use and they take as the equai to 6.6; 11; 13.8; 15.75; 18 or

38.5 kY. Inducing windings manufacture to voltages 420 and 242; 420

and 121; 242 and 121 kV, etc. At present autotransformers can be

carried out to power to 75U 8VA in group (to 250 MVA in phase) and

even greater.

Because of the row of advantages in comparison with transformers

with separate windings the autotransformers at present begin to

obtain the widest appliLatlon both in our USSB and abroad.
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Table 23-1. Data of single-phases transformer 220 kV of Moscov

transformer plant.

I~laenp.2,efse aop.ror.' 33WU*--- ---- L _ _ _

baloin. OTricrtliCoe k wtu&icirU

io in
,  

h14lt'ir , II CI.'.1IfeIk MniukorTm. (,5 ,1070c.
I '4.1K}ljnAe)ii& Ajea II - CH, V - II/ C11 - III/

pdiLa lo)p kid I oPi.H 2- - ---- / |3' 13.8 82.5/82,5/82.5 22,5 14.0 8,5

220 42<2,5/ 1 /.00

2 ABToTpaJcq)oP.IaTop H 1 5- 80/80/400 30 2

Itol aT.I - fltc .e n m 1 *IL.r- , *lif/Il 6 I t~ IRC- Ble Uif a3lephl { liid Io ° Ioepx yiil

.1 ... IqaT... .. .a .. I ', 'n IujupllHa. gUg a a. M, A ctIaI,. % NeAR. % ulc oe T-pdl17 - . fl4 TII -muki -a Ia 
, I

I 01,5 14,9 93.4 138 61.8 6800x 3 800 X8250 0,24 0,48 0,72

Key: (1), no in order. (2). Connection/communication between windings

of highest and average of voitayes. (3). Open-circuit voltage, kY.

(iS). Power of windings, 1A. (5). Impedance voltage, in reference to

power of winding VN, o/0. (6) * T£ransformer. (7). Autotransformer.

(8). Weight of active steel, t. (9). weight of copper, t. (10).

Veight of cutting part, I. 11). Total weight without oil, t. (12).

weight of oil, t. (13). Overall s.zes (length, width, height), km.

(14). Losses in steel, o/o. (15j. Losses in copper, o/o. (16).

Summary losses, o/o.

Page 382.
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In conclusion let us examine the modes of operation of

triple-wound autotransformers during their use as those reducing and

increasing. The examination of nodes/conditions let us conduct on

concrete/specific/actual triple-wound autotransformer in three-phase

nominal transfer power 500 RVA with the relationship/ratio of the

power of the windings (VN-SN-NN) by 100o/o/100o/o/50o/o. Voltages of

the windings VN and SN are equal to with respect 420 and 242 kV. For

simplicity let tis accept transtoraation ratio equal to 400/200 kY.

Under these conditions of nominal power S .... NVA in 400 kV

corresponds the current 720A, and with 200kV current 1440A.

Fig. 23-12 shows current d~.stribution in the windings of one

phase during six different modes of operation of autotransformer.

Nodes/conditions a and b correspond to the work of autotransformer as

that reducing, while modes/conditions c and d - as that increasing.

In mode/conditions a the winding NN at idling, i.e., it plays

the role only of pole face winding. Power s,,, is transferred from

the side VN to side SN in two ways: one half - electrically, and

another - electromagnetic.

In mode/conditions b one half power S.o,, is transferred to side

SU electrically, and anotner - into the winding NN

electromagnetically. Vith a similar relationship/ratio of power on
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sides SH and NN the current of load in the part of winding ax does

not flow/occur/last.

In mode/conditions c the nominal power of winding N, equal to

the half of the nominal transfer power of autotransformer, is

transferred to the winding VN. The latter in this case proves to be

loaded only half that considerably are decreased the energy losses in

windings. A decrease in the losses in this mode/conditions represents

one of the advantages of the use/application of triple-wound

autotransformers as those increasing on power stations.

In mode/conditions d the nominal power of the winding NN is

transferred into the winding SN electromagnetically. Inducing winding

in the limits of entire its length, i.e., both in the part of Aa and

in part of ax, is carried out one section, in our case of the

calculation of passage 720a. Consequently, in this mode/conditions

the part of inducing winding ax, Delonging to the winding SN, proves

to be loaded completely. It is clear that additional power, for

example from the side VN, in this mode/conditions to issue into the

winding SN is not represented by possible.

In mode/conditions e the winding VN is loaded to the

full/total/complete nominal transter power the half which to it is

transferred electromagnetically from the side NN and, etc. - from the
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side SN electrically. Consequently, in this mode/conditions

autotransformer permits half its nominal transfer power to pass from

the side SN with the completely loaded winding NN. The latter usually

is used at the electrical stations where the use/application of the

increasing triple-wound autotranstormers in a number of cases makes

it possible to simplify the diagram of the electrical connections -f

station, to decrease a quantity of installed transformers, switches

and other apparatuses oL nigh voltage and to obtain thereby

significant savings in capital expenditures.

mode/conditions f with the relationship/ratio of power indicated

is i.admissible, since in this case part ax of inducing winding is

overloeded one and a half times. This mode/conditions is possible

only with a corresponding decrease in the power flux from the winding

WN.

From the point of view ot the use of autotransformers and

decrease of the losses of electric power the best modes/conditions

are modes/conditions a and D, i.e., with the work of autotransformers

as those reducing. However, also during the use of autotransformers

as those increasing in very many cases they prove to be more

advantageous than usual transtormers with separate windings.
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Fig. 23-12. Current distribution in the windings of triple-wound

autotransformer during different operating modes.
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Page 383.

Appendices.

P-i. Fundamental characteristics ot turbogenerators.

(I| C9 IhC s.e w ,..A: )Ros YXllTIl-b -sec..... woki I ... ..... c"b "'41, .... I""° N.. K .. I 11 '" " / ,,.,- U IC
rei aI dCUS V lip i ie l' UIP'

ActIle X: HI- mile. Tops ,ui.

" uiio Ty 'ovueJpaynoptu c 6031lyl~t(bl.M OXAi)iCWHUtM

T2-0,75-2 0,938 0,75 0,8 0,4/0,23 0,12 20 60 1,65 8.2
6,3 0,141

T21.1,5.2 1,b75 1,5 0,8 0,4/0,23 0,154 20 GO 2,25 10.8
3,15; 6,3 0,115

T2-2,5-2 3,125 2,5 0.8 3,15; 6,3 0,091 40 115 3.8 18.3
T2I-2 5,0 4,0 0,8 3,15; 6,3 0,111 50 150 4,1 20
T26.2 7,5 6,0 0,8 3,15; 6,3 0,12 50 150 6,2 25T2.42-2 15 J2 0,8 6,3 0,115 75 230 9,5 40,310,5 0,131

(,,, Typozenepumoopm c 8o0o pOHNUM ox.4awcoeHuem

0BC-30 37,5 30 0,8 .35 0,1543 150 230 16.5 88

T1.-6.2 75 60 0,8 6,3 10,5 0,132 170 230 31 154
1 B2-100-2 117,5 101 0,85 13,8 0,138 300 400 42 236
TB2.150-2 166,5 150 0,9 18 0,122 36] 450 58,6 340
TBF-00-2 117,5 100 0,65 10,5 0,183 460 300 29,3 -
T111-165-2 19 1 165 0,85 18 0,235 - - 34 -
TI'1.200 235 200 0,85 15,75 0,19 1 150 535 48 289
T[Fl 200 235 200 0,85 II 0,18 1 150 360 51 -
Tr'li.300 353 300 0,85 20 0,198 I 400 465 54,5 -
T31.300 353 300 0,95 20 0,18 1500 515 55 365

Notes:

I. All turbogenerators are double-pole with speed

rotations/revolutions 3000 r/ain.

2. Turbogenerators of types TVS, TV and TV2 have surface cooling
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by hydrogen of windings of stator-rotor unit.

Turbogenerators of the type TGV-200 (KhETZ) are cdrried out with

direct internal cooling by aydrogen at a pressure 3 Am(gage) of the

windings of stator-rotor unit.

Turbogenerators of tae type TVF (plant "electric power") are

carried out with surface cooling by hydrogen at the pressure by 2 or

3 An(gage) of the stator winding and by internal cooling of the coils

of rotor (forced cooling -

3. Characteristics of turoogenerators of types TGV-300 (KhETZ)

and TVV-300 (plant "electric power") - preliminary &ccording to

specifications projects. A turoogenerator of the type TGV-300 is

designed with internal cooling by hydrogen at a pressure 3 Am(gage)

of the winding of stator-rotor unit.

A turbogenerator of the type TVV-300 is designed with the

internal cooling of the coils of stator by the distilled water and

the rotor winding by hydrogen at a pressure 3 Am(gage).

Key: (1). Type of generator. (2). Nominal power. (3). Nominal

voltage, kv. (4). Ultratransitory inductive reactance. (5). Agent.

(6). Weight, t. (7). MVA. (8). 8W. (9). power, kW. (10). voltage, in.
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(11). rotor. (12). general/conaon/total. (13). Turbogenerators with

ventilation. (14). Turbogenerators with hydrogen cooling. (15). and.

P-2. Fundamental characteristics ot powerful/thick vertical hydraulic

generators.

C K o p o c m R I M - I1 o IIH a ilb li n a W h I kN aA b, O e Ise U O ' 'b' 'j I
Tain rehepTopa LUelnli. o6/lUnM utiOC:Ti, Mea Hanpxce"f1H, Its

X'd I IQTO I ____

CB425/135, 16 375 33 10.5 0.29 99 215
CR46,1210-16 375 66 10,5 0,21 10 360
UrC 32' .'64-24 50 5.0 10.5 0.36 2 65
BI'C 375,4024 0 6.3 034 1W
C0 4.2t1 24 250 I 676 0.24 99
III C 44 ,,ti.-28 214 9.4 10.5 0,22 52 108
BI'C 3%,S,.28 214 9.4 6.3 020 64 120H .- -09-28 214 18.75 10,5 0,.27 so 195
CHI 546:' -32 187'5 18.7 10,5 0,36 108 205
BIC .,,119 32 187.5 2U 10,5 0.22 102 214
IC 1, .6 12T*32 187,5 30 10.5 0.20 135 ?19)
('1 t55 110-32 107.5 44 10,5 0.30 160 327
Ch 5.1.A -36 167 Is 6,(i 0.38 95 293
Brt. ,.42-4a IrFi 12:5 10.5 0.24 95 -,X)
('11 W6 k 40 150 25 6 6.3 0,3 9l 191
tItC 5.'./114 40 150 17.r 10.5 0.37 08 ;,11
CB 5-11240 150 23.5 0.5 1.23 141
Cis 7IS'O 27 50 2 20,5 0,20 170 .1G
Ca 1"/1' U440 IS0 44 10.5 0,21 2.22 47)
Cis 0..4' I;:A, V% i50 100 10.5 0.19 452 4145
Brc 700 -0-48 125 2,3 10.5 0.21 1.1
C1 8531-n 48 I 2.1 M.5 13.8 .,'.2 -_,I25 4'0

(T15 235 11 5.75 !I 2 qi14C I S . ; 115.4 s8 10.5 0.27 2.15 -,(4It{ , ' :4'-1-6 107 1 (,2a 1(1.5 (J. rl 127 :t
BI'(. ;000-60 107 22.5 I I1 0.23 146 A ,S

Cli 1,00 ,'l 6-61 Il(10 18 10.5 0.27 168 3.%
LB W.W, tj1 .)5-, 10 30 IO's 0..0 223 430('I s.o/J1'4;4 I0( 40 10.5 0.23 216 48
(.: A4.4., I 930,2' 180 25.75 0.19 770 l 500

(4 I8h4 , 24.2 52 20.5 0.2 274 520
Cis I INl) IhU 72 b3.3 103.5 13.8 0.2'6 491 986
( mc. ,170-1 75 30 10.5 0.2; 300 535
C 1 tAII0 14,- S, t.,2 5) 15.75 0.23 402 834
CD 2304 2,J'P.6 68,2 123,5 13.8 0.14 765 1 410
CHI V11. , 0.!1 6.5 2.;5 10.5 0.23 230 460
Ch 1340'50.! 6 62,5 71.5 13.8 0.21 b13 1076
CI 1.5W1170-t9 62.5 117.65 13.8 0.21 92 1 170
CH 1250/115- 108 55,5 33.4 10.5 0.16 20 55M

Note. A designation of thj type of the hydraulic generator: SV -

series of the powerful/thic& vertical hydraulic generators; VGS -

series of the vertical hydraulic generators of individual

L!
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performance. Numerator ot fraction denotes outside diameter, and

denominator - length of active strl of stator in centimeters.

Numeral after line indicates a uumoer of poles of rotor (2 p).

Key: (1). Type of generator. (2). speed of rotation, r/min. (3).

Nominal power, NVA. (4). Nomiadl voltaqe, kV. (5). Ultratransitory

inductive reactance. (6). Weight, t. (7) . rotor. (8).

genera l/common/t otal.

Page 384.

P-4. Fundamental characteristics of the power transformers of Soviet

plants.

The type of transformer they conditionally designate by letters

and numerals. By letters they designate a number of phases, cooling

system, number of windings and lightning resistance of transformer,

but by numerals - nominal poweK of transformer and its high voltage.

The letterings: OD, U~s, TM# TS, TD, TTs, TDTs, TDN, ODT, TDT,

TDTG, etc. The first letter indicates a number of phases (0 -

single-phase, T - three-paase); the second, and in some types of

transformers the second and taird letters indicate the cooling system

(M- natural oil, S - air-immersed transformer, i.e., with natural

L f -. . - ii
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air cooler, D - with forced ventilation (with blowing), Ts - with the

forced circulation of oil and water cooling, DTS - with the forced

circulation of oil through air coolers). The following letters they

indicate a number of windings (T - three), a method of ratio

regulation (N - under load), and also to the lightning resistance of

transformer (G- lightning-proot). Numerals superscribe the fraction,

whose numerator indicates the nominal power of transformer in

kilo-volt-amperes, and denominator - high kilcvoltage.

Examples of the designations of the types:

TM-180/6 - three-phdse with oil-immersed natural cooler, nominal

power 180 kVA, high voltage b kV ODTG-60000/220 - single-phase with

forced ventilation, triple-wound, lightningproof, nominal power 60000

kVA, high voltage 220 kV.

Let us note that tAe autotransformers in contrast to

transformers at the end of lettering have a letter A, for example:

ODTGA-80000/220.

Three-phase transformers with built-in ratio regulation under

load are manufactured:

with high voltage 10 xV - oy power 750, 1000, 1800 and 3200 kVA;
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with high voltage J5 &V - oy power 1800; 3200; 5600; 7500;

10000, 15000, 20000, 31500 &VA;

with high voltage 110 kV - Dy power 3200; 5600; 7500; 10000,

15000, 20000, 31500, 405UU ana bUUUO kVk;

with high voltage 22u KV - power 10000, 15000, 20000, 31500,

40500 and 60000 kVA.

Regulating is producea on the side of high voltage.

In triple-wound transformers, besides regulating under load on

the side of high voltage, is provided for also adjustment of

transformation ratio without load on the side of medium voltage. The

latter is produced by ot± from network/grid transformer.

The given below taoles of technical characteristics of two- and

triple-wound transformers are comprised on the basis of the

catalogues to power transformers aad the information miterials of

Moscow and Zaporozhye transformer plants, and also based on

materials of Electroheat-plan and Leningrad division of

Gidroenergoproye kt.
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P-3. Fundamental characteristics of the synchronous condensers.

T~n CHHnxpoHHIon IIo, itHda01,IR HoMHxHAJIHoe Xia- C r o |" j6WISp I
KUMieHCaTupa ULHOCTb. At:" Inp Webt 9. 8' /cOJUPJTIO ble4ive | OU4ocTb. I alnpMaehile. I

KC 5000-6 5 6,3 0,16 34 65 18.8
KC 75006 7.5 6.6 0.15 50 115 24.6
KC 15000-6 15 6.6 0.15 53,1
KC 15000-11 15 10.5 0,18 80 115 54,1
KC 30000-11 30 10.5 0,27 150 250 118.8
KCB 37500-11 37.5 10.5 147
KCB 7500-lI 75 I1 0,194 246

Note. The compensators of types KS have air cooling, while those

of types KSV - surface hydrogen.

Key: (1). Type of the synchronous condenser. (2). Nominal power, MVA.

(3). Nominal voltage, kV. (4). Ultratransitory inductive reactance.

(5). Agent. (6). power, kw. (7). voltage, in. (8). Total weight, t.
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P-4.1. Standard double wound transformers to high voltage 6, 10, 35

and 110 kv.

It-, oAaull me. C'Oa OCT.

INS~q5 Thic. P)6.
n. iaA 11111 11011m,14

*I*' \I/h r, 920 780 -0 0,345

lM .2()/(; b,5 920 760 I 110 0,35 1.4
"Al) -211/Iit 5,5 200 60 335 0,525 1.8

T,\I50/6 5,5 1 050 8001 I 490 0,640 1.8
TM 50, 10 ,,5 1 270 800 I 490 0.700 2.3

TM- 100/6 5,5 1 70 820 I 480 0.890 2.57

TM-100/10 5.5 1 3W0 70 1 550 1,000 3,0

TM. 100/35 6.5 1.100 I 0,5 1800 1.500 4.4
"l.1810/b 5.5 1 620 I 010 I 490 1,280 3,85
rc- 180/I0 5,5 2 420 1 130 2010 1,860 14,03
I'M. 180'10 5,5 1550 880 1670 1.361) 4,10

r.IA8/35 6,5 2310 1020 2065 2, 100 5.95
rM.320, o 5,5 1830 1 170 I 670 1.730 5,10
TC-320/10 5.5 2,120 1130 2040 2,450 18.25
T 1-320/10 5.5 O80 1 020 1769 .1,760 5,40
TA,-320/.5 6,5 2260 1350 2 140 2,730 8,48
TC.5(o/I 0 5,5 2500 1215 2200 3,75 27,50
TM-56)/10 5,5 2420 1360 2210 3.04 8.48
T,-560/35 6,5 2475 1240 2450 3,95 11.00

TC-750/ I ) 5,5 2520 1290 2500 4,63 34.50
TA- 750/10 5,5 2560 1490 2 600 4,69 11,90
TIM-I0Ot0/I 0 5,5 2 500 1620 3 030 5,46 i 4,90

TM- 1000/35 6,5 2790 1680 3055 6,38 16.99
TA. 180l/I 0 5.5 2940 1750 3450 8.91 23.80
TM. 18011/35 ,'.5 2940 1750 3450 9,07 24.50
TM 320(1/10 5,5 4 150 2500 4 000 13,40 31,4
'l7 l 3200/J35 7.0 4 150 2500 4000 13.50 33.70
TM-56110/ 10 5,5 4250 3700 4000 19,16 44.40
TM-560t35 7,5 4 250 3700 4000 19,40 48,5U
TMI'-500/I10 10,5 5 000 4390 4690 35,3 84.0
TM-7500/35 7.5 5050 3740 4 140 22.8 58,0
"iM r-7500/I I0 10,5 5500 4400 4955 40,5 96.0
TA- 10000,'35 7,5 3800 3800 4235 25.0 69.2
T'JIF-100001 10 10.5 5360 4 400 5105 40.0 110lt
r -15000/35 8,0 4 270 3900 4615 28.1 88.0
Tl[- 15000/I 10 10.5 5450 4 450 5225 50,3 135.0
TJL-20000/35 8,0 4.170 3900 5030 37,0 104.0
T111-20000/1 10 10.5 5600 4 450 5360 59,0 163.0
TJI-315(0/35 8,0 4150 4 1-10 5500 54,0 1W0,0
"
1
T1-405010/35 8 6000 4 300 6230 66 -

TAI'1.31500/I10 10,5 6 350 4570 5915 70.0 198.0
T)LI I0.,00/ 110 10.5 6550 .1 670 6200 90.0 244,0
.'6'.00fi0o01/ 110 10,5 7 310 4750 7200 115,8 328.4

O.rj.IO(1 10 10.5 4000 4 400 t 150 31,3 95.0
.'JI, ".13:,0'/I I) 10,5 4 200 4 500 5450 36,5 112,0

Ou1I'-20HX/I I0 10.5 5300 4550 5 700 45,6 142.0
oUjj'-40000 I 10 105 6500 4450 6800 76.0 245.0

Key: (1). Type. (2). Overall dimensions, in. (3). Gross weight, t.

(4). Cost/value. of thousand ot rub. (5). lenqth. (6). width. (7).

height.
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Page 386.

P-4.2. Standard triple-wound transformers to high voltage 110 kV.

3I ...ra .ap Co P N.n- -

IMJKn O6%IOTkahMi AlIIa II0Jl BIJCOT8 ,I TIC. py6.

T,,ITI'.5600/10 B-c- ,'. 5420 4510 5060 43,0 117,0
TMT i.7,O/I,1 (10.5o/.) 5770 4590 .5210 48,.6 140.0
"T lT-li0 0l 10 -11.- 10,5-/ 5440 4570 5205 48.5 162.0
1VT .150n0/100 (17 1') 5835 4700 5400 00.8 195,0
TAIT-20000/ I 10 C - II - 6/,l 6000 4700 5555 71.0 228,0
IVA r'.1 31500/110 (6 650 4850 6075 92.0 30d.3

"1trI1.4 01(1/I 10 B C 6- 17,. 6800 4850 6 515 109.5 320,0"l. l 0'I I ik1 0 I() (1O'5 ) 8 120 5 130 7663 14-1.0 438.0
(J .l'l -l0.IIIl If0 -0 1 l),./6 40210 4 590 5400 36,7 128.0
();LI- I ;,u1 0 '110 (I 1)17 4 300 4 ti9~) 5465 45.0 146.0
OJL. I I 1.' i 0 6C II - 6 4 600 4 70 5745 56.0 185,0
O1LTl.4 0 0k)/1 10 ( /) 6 700 4700 6970 91.4 296.0

Notes: 1. For the 11oai.ai jO'dr of triple-wound transformer

starts the power of its most powertul/thick winding.

2. Voltage of short circuiting between each pair of windings in

triple-wound transformers is related to nominal power of transformer.

Key: (1). Type. (2). between w.Lndings. (3). Overall dimensions, mm.

(4). Gross weight, t. (5). Cost/value, thousand of rub. (6). length.

(7). width. (8). height.

Relationship/ratio of tae power oL the windings of triple-wound
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transformers.

100 100 I0
100 100 67
I00 67 I00

Key: (1). Power of winding, o/o uominal.

P-4.3. Powerful/thick traastoruers 110-500 kV.

(.25 ra6apumbie paauePMi, Am ____ ~ TTff (. ...
t3 ImiIH a Sec. ot TUlC. pYO.

"]22lI -1000/I 0 14 4910 4940 6660 53 189TAT M I'-I0000/110 - 5 100 5180 6440 70 236
T.II.I-15000/1 I0 10,7 4730 4930 6490 60 231
TWIIv-15mo0j 1( • BC - 105 - - - 74 274

B11 - 17,6
CH -6

TA! IF-20000/1 10 1I 4 800 4970 7080 70 256
TATHr-20000/110 BC - 12 580 5270 6890 85 323

B11 - 20
CI - 6,5

TA 1-1-31500/110 12 6300 5110 7400 92 330TATl 111-31500/110 BC- 17,5 (10,5) 6800 5600 7600 123 397
Bll - 10,5 (17)

C11 - 6.3 (6)
TJATI 11-000/I10 - 8583 5275 7700 129 474
TLI, 11'--I.U500/I 1o - - - - 107 445
TJ[ .45000/1I0 10.5 6960 4970 6350 90 292
TTI1.50G0/I I0 10,5 - - - 1o 36)
TAj-70000/I 10 13 8 200 5500 7500 129 452
T,:l'-75000/I 10 10, 7850 5540 7400 126
TiLI--90000/I 0 10,5 6 900 4 260 7200 113
T, .II-!20000/110 10,25 7700 4500 7120 125
TjI.'-I 8000/ 10 10,5 847u 5 100 7300 173
TA L, r-2.1 000/I i0 10,5 9750 5 300 6350 232
OZ11.o50000/II0 10,5 6050 4690 7420 85 335TJI'.I000/i50 14 6590 4710 6460 61 -
TJLl'.15000/150 11,5 6 630 4800 6525 72 243
TtlI'-20o0O0/150 - - - - 82 275
TLLT['.20000/150 - - - 110 366
TiAr-31500/150 12,5 7680 5070 6850 III 336
TA''1T.1ji5oo i o BC - 18 8020 5200 7310 131 436

Jll - 12.5
Ci -5,5

Tier i65000/150 13 8670 5570 7670 154 467TL1I'-70000/150 14 6300 3800 7050 122 513
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Page 387. Continuation table P-4.J.t ~". IT (yi....
Ti,~ J. Ioo!.r.,~ paifac, as I1OAII CoN T..

Ill k ,LllaliilrpHf~a 514cOya I C £l TWC. piy6.

OATF- 5')0/150 -- - - 70 2570,7j fI -2',II 1/ 150 1- 4 620 4750 6340 64 2181,5- - - 3270,;T.20000/.':?o 13 5 380 4 900 79,10 85 275OM. 1'-2000o0/22 13 7 (,00 5730 7780 126 -OTF-2000/220 BC - 14 (22) 7900 5 860 7340 116 380
B11-22 (1 )

01"r-25000/220 13 5700 4 900 7 900 94 308
O, r-30000/220 15 5700 4950 7610 96 331O2- -33333/220 BU -- 17 (23) 6 300 6 320 8000 137 462

3t -- 23 (14)
ciI- 6 (8)

041"-33333/220 - 5900 4 150 7700 100 32501111'-33333/220 - 6424 3680 8250 134 -OJF-40000/22 13 6 B20 5200 8005 112 406OITF.4Ou(JO/220 BC - 22 (13,5) 7940 6 230 8215 151 566
BII - 135 (22)
CI - 8 (8)

011.-46000/220 12 7700 5430 7400 132 445O,/JJ'-46667/220 BC - 21 (13) 7940 6230 8175 156 •
Bit1 - 13 (21)
Ct/- 8 (8)

0/JAI-30000/220 12 (300 5500 7 865 130 -OJJJ'-6OOOo/220 14 7750 5500 8000 136 415OA.TF-60000/-20 BC -- 23 (141,5) 8830 6335 8390 183 590
BII- 14.5 (23)
CH - 7,5 (7,5)OIJ, -82500/220 __ -

OLT'.82500/220 - 8 500 4 350 8 250 200 8460JIr. 160000/220 - 10500 6900 8000 260 -T/lr.w0o o_/220 - - - -T TF.oo00/22 - --T1T,' 15000/220 - -
TATI' 15000/220 -Tir._2000o/220 14- - - 230TA- 1'-200001220 - - - 420
Ti.-31500/220 -
"2,Tr. Ih500/220 - --

T.I1-40500/220 14 340Tit [F- 10500/220 -- - 510
"Tji'-6,,000/22t) 14 401,1TF-60000/220 - 630400"1,11FORf00/220 12,4 .... 560TA141'-I '-_t00i220 11.5 10500 5 0M0 8000 - 700T2ALI'. 100001220 12 10 700 6 250 7000 - 1 000TA4Ur.-2400/220 12.7 13000 6800 6500 - 1250Ti [Itr.250oo/220 11,11 17000 7000 8000 379 -TI'l,..30000/220 12,6 - - -

01W-82500/400 - -.Oil f I'_32500/I -- -- .13 (00 -. 450 -_Oit-l'.900o0/400 BC-- 13 II 270 7610 12015 335 I 530
Bit1-- 18,2
Gil -5,2011-423500/.100 13 10880 4780 II 900 297 1600OLTr.I 23500/400 - I I W0 1 S 100 10 700 420 --OJj.If'-35(0/,00 13 11 600 6400 10500 - -O.LU.25400'.J/Zp00 13 11600 7500 11500 -
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Key: (1). Type. (2). Overall diaensions, an. (3). length. (4). width.

(5). height. (6) . Gross weight, t. (7). Cost/value, thousand of rub.
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Page 388.

P-4.4. Three-phase double wound transformers for its ovn needs of

stations and substations.

I ll Iil " l i ) IIIl'A i 1%l, I Iv* l ii IA i A, I i, pi i i .' ld " Ii # Ii 4I lll, i I

IldlIL4..)fli)llI. 1 Pld lilt l, f i3' UII, .lll II~.illl hA Mllllnlun ' l, &I,. ,IK'

3.15; 6,.3 10 -3'i 5,5 10.5; 1.38; 15.75 10000 10
10.5 20 -I (101 5,5 13. h 15000 8,2
3.15. G, I1'j I 00o 1 l0,.); 13.8 20000 8.3
6,3; 10,6 1 601) - 3 21Rt I.; ; 240

II .15' 15.70 5 k00 15.75; 18- 31500 10.5
10.5; 1J.8 7 50 10 0

Key: (1). Nominal high voltage, kV. (2). Nominal power, kVA.

P-5. Autotransformers (according to data of Noscow and Zaporozh'ye

transformer plants, F1lectroheat-pldn and Leningrad department of

Gidroenergoproyekt).
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0) MO 1AUCT1 .OTXCHIW IM1 GApu49p3M~
Mno liocTb Il pY.ellHe XO.wVCToro 'I % 7

220 1 too IC0T1

4000 40/40/20 2 100 1 11 9-I 32-38 18-22 6 30 5 250 7 350 W

46667 242
o. rA.2 0 47/80/80 13.8 Y s 14-1b 9-12 14-17 - - -

53500 / / 12! 2
OJITA-- 2 20j 53.5/107/107 15,75 1 32 16 7800 6600 8600 16I2 / v 3 V36o~~oo / I /

60000 220 130/
OaTrA- 220 60/60/30 Y I / 30 32 90 6300 6320 8000 132

69000 / 121/_242
OL.TrA- .2 . - 69/138/138 13 8 34-16 9-12 14-17 - - - -

80000 '22d /
' A--- 80/80/40 - / 31 10.5 36 23 7860 5500 7570 133

9(0 90/90/45 50) / I 1 32 20.4 37.2 10500 6660 10400 -
1, S-/ I' TI

3 2(JOO 22 / 121
OATrA- 220 120/120/60 - / 10.1 32 20 8830 6335 8690 183

120000 220 123 1
OTI'A 120/120/60 , -/-/ 38.5 8.32 - - - - - -

30000
I*TI'A 30/30/15 220/110/11 9,3 29.3 18.8 - - - 90

60000
TI, ['A-.-i.-- 60(60(30 2201L1011 8,9 30,6 19.4 - - - 155

90000
T1 ,F - 90/90/45 220/110/11 7.97 27.33 17.4 - - - 200

120000
I11A--22 t) --  120/120/60 220/110/11 30.55 37.2 23.5 - - - 205

I M(l( 0
TX I'A- 1 180/18U/25 150/I10/11 - 13500 6200 6645 155

Key: (1). Type. (2). Power of vindings, MVA. (3). Open-circuit

voltage, kV. (4). referred to power of winding VN, o/o. (5). Overall

dimensions, am. (6). totai weigat, t. (7). length. (8). width. (9).

height.

P-6. Scale of rated currents.
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For electrical apparatuses ana bushings GOST 6827-54 is

established/installed ttie following scale of rated currents: 1; 2.5;

4; 6; 10; 15; 25; 40; 60; 100; 150 (200) ; by 250; 300; 400; 600

(800) ; 1000; 1500; 2000; 2-500; 3000; 4000; 5000; 6000; 8000; 10000;

12000; 15000 a.

Notes: 1. In brackets are shown the values of currents, not

recommended with GOST to wide application.

2. Scale of nominal priuadry currents of current transformers is

given in note 1 to-Fable 2-17.
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Page 389.

P-7. Fundamental characteristics of reactors.

P-7.1. Reactors concrete with copper winding.

L JL - .......
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.... .. . Rj Vl. .%A
____- To-- N -Tj -a ara

AMfS to. hi- , . ' .I i Aillia lk-eCkoI pahycils~k-I ,, A,i,.Isli'.,,1' I,.",iiU.i. , - ~ ~ . co aTlSN
|I||+ lll 1.II " '+''li~ltll l II I l T"jIII I "111p IIpa |Ohl la.-Il,Hlel ll I yCT1( qlfNRO,'1rH wag tep ~Iir.'"Tr M II pea 1 1-.0,si 01 •-pie , ,,,111 II ,+ " ,. cl .! a, IT"a

+aMi.... 3 .....11€) )OY 1 ,.+ ly Al A'&' M aa H~C*IIM) iOC eaIp I-

Pb. 150-3 I ,18 9.74 9 P610.150-3 1.68 9.74 9
4 1.44 9,55 8.25 4 1.94 9.55 8.25
5 1,63 d.65 7.5 5 2,19 7,65 7,5
6 1.87 6,40 6,75 6 2.62 6,4 6.75
8 2,16 4,8 6 8 3,26 4.8 6
10 2,96 3.82 6

Pr36-2003 1.32 13 12 PB40.20C-3 2.1 17 124 2.23 10,2 I I
4 1,68 12.75 II 5 2.52 10.2 10
5 2.0 10.2 10 6 2.86 8.5 96 2 0 85 9 8 3.45 6 08 8
8 2,50 6.4 8
0 2,6 5. I 8 P 61I0-300-3 2,4 25 5 18

P56-300-3 1.73 19,5 18 4 3,02 19.1 16,54 2,34 19,.I 16,5 5 3,42 15.3 15
5 2,419 15,:1 15 6 3,97 12,8 12
6 3.02 12.8 13.5 8 4,83 9.55 12
8 3.16 9,55 12

4 - 25.5 2210 3.79 7,65 12 P13IO-400-3 2.79 26 24
PB6-400.3 2.15 26 24 4 4.29 20,4 20

4 2.65 25,5 22 6 4,99 17 18
5 2.97 20,4 20 8 5,75 12,75 16
6 3.82 17 18
8 4,2 12,75 16 PB10-500-3 3,13 32,5 30

t0. 4,97 1o,2 Ir 4 3,82 31.9 27.5

P136-500-3 2,86 32.5 30 5 4.54 25.5 25
4 2.86 31.9 27,5 6 5,58 21.2 22,5
5 3.75 25,5 25 8 6,44 15.9 20
6 3.75 21.2 22.5
8 4,55 15.9 20 P1BIO-600-3 3.56 39 36

10 5,57 12,75 20 4 4.45 38.2 33
5 5.66 30.6 30P100-3 2,46 39) 36 6 6.24 25,5 27

4 3.15 38.2 33 8 7,79 19,1 24
5 3.79 30.6 30 10 8.72 15.3 246 4.71 '25.5 27
8 5.77 19. I 2-1 P1310-750.-5 5.86 38,2 37,5
10 6.24 15,3 24 6 6.89 31.9 33.75

PG6 i50-3 2,95 48.75 45 8 8.61 23.9 30
4 3,9s 47,6 47,25
5 4,38 38,2 37.5 P6IO- 1000-6 6,91 42.5 45
6 4,82 I .9 33.75 8 8,99 31.9 40
8 6.46 23,9 30 10 10 25.5 40
10 7.1 19.1 30

P16.1000.-I 4,07 63.55 P110-1500-6 10,35 63.8 67.5
5 44 8 12.23 47,6 60

4,84 51 50 10 13.61 38,2 606 5,05 42.5 45

8 5.9 31.9 40 P610-2000-6 - 85 90
10 7.34 25.5 40 8 17,01 58,8 80

P56-1500S 6,64 76,5 75 10 17.6 1 80
6 7,05 63,8 67.5
8 9.- 47.8 6)
I0 10.6 38,3 GO

P136-2000-6 8,02 85 90
10 11.38 51 50
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Note. In a designation of the type of reactor the first numeral

indicates its nominal vcltage (kV), the second - rated current (a),

the third - inductive reactance in percentages tzp%

Key: (1). To nominal voltage 6 LV. (2). Type of reactor. (3). Nominal

losses to phase, kM. (4). Current of electrodynamic stability

(amplitude value). (5) . Value, which characterizes thermal resistance

kA~sl/2
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Page 390.

P-7.2. Reactors concrete with aluminum winding.

1 1 p T p mo s. 'I a pe Tok 9eT"fIRCII 1 BATCPH Iii.'

jii l~i 3liics(, is) I,,Ci,. If IC , 33y), I,1# slltqellul*) SD| It Yj.
.* "l.C,, k IIa.,. T'a ga'eiK'll2

'BA 15Ut1 I. II 9,55 8,25 P13AI0-150-4 2.0 9,55 8,25
5 I .55 7. 65 7,5 5 2,26 7.65 7,5
i 2,iiL 6.4 6.75 6 2,56 6,38 6,75

b 22 16i 4 ,8 6,0 8 3,069 4,8 6,0
10 2,5112 3.62 6,O

PBAG-200 4 I 35 12,75 11,0 PBA 10.200-4 2,325 10,2 I1,0
5 2, I 10.2 10,0 5 2,21 10,2 10.0
6 2. 69 8,5 9.0 6 3,56 8,2 9.0
h 3,2 6,4 8,0 8 3,77 6,8$ 8.0

10 3. 7 5,1 8,0
PrAG-300. 1 2,42 19 14 PIA10-300-4 3,65 17,0 14,5

5 2,72 15 15 5 3,22 15,3 15,0
6 3,26 12,8 13.5 6 4,02 12,8 12,0

3,53 9,5 15 8 4,697 9,55 12,0
10 4,492 7.65 12

P13AG-500-4 3,175 31,9 27.5 PBiA1O.500.4 4.44 31.9 27.5
5 3,2 25,5 25,0 5 5,48 25,5 25,0
6 4,09 21.2 22,5 6 5,9 21,2 22.5
8 4,405 15,9 20,0 8 7,645 15,9 20.0

10 5,44 12,75 20,0
PBAG 600-4 3.172 38.2 33,0 PbAl0-G00-5 5,325 30,6 30,0

5 3,9 30.0 30,6 6 7,93 25,4 27.0
6 4,45 25.4 28,2 8 8,85 19.1 24,0
8 6,627 19.1 24,0 10 10,0 15,3 24.0

10 7,37 15,3 24,0

Key: (1). To nominal voltage 6 kV. (2). Type of reactor. (3). Nominal

losses to phase, kW. (4). Current of electrodynamic stability

(amplitude value) . (5) . Value, which characterizes thermal resistance

-t kA.Sl/2.

P-8. Dependence of time of losses v on demand time by maximum load T,,
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7000

6000 -

4000

a M 2W M W 5M~ 6" AW SW 8760

Key: (1) .hours.
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Page 391.

P-9. Fundamental characteristics ot support and partition insulators.

Tunl 'I IONAAA$.fl.AAil' Ne 'flq't A lurI hI~ AAP|)AAtAAIV* TAS a f tarp%3Afl la

- -,'A IA~Al ,v~ 'A) T - - , I AlriAt6. .rll
Tni o.ia WIt j1" Tux, a ZVt/ i

Ik' 1.6 J.\-j 
A€ 

O, F
IP1)A-1- *00 0.524

O 1 . .O 6 U jji - 6 200, 400 375
OMA-i0, O.%-i1 II0 315 111, G 6 400, 600.

OA-35 35 I 000, I 501)
OM, ,, Oh-6 6 H 10 10 200, 400, 600,7
0,\D-lu, 01l;Ili 10 7150 1 200. 1 500 750

013-35 35 I13-35 35 400, 600, 1000.
013-1( 10 I 250 I 500

OII,-10, OI.-10 10 2000 11-6 6 ).. 1000, 1500. 1 250
OAVt-20, .).-24 20 , I1B.10 10 2000 1

0"IE-20 20 3000 HIIlI- I10 10 CM. pigiiieuaidn 2 000

(S /AllJ a .HU ,:u AV/,,MiA h0CU II1l111 I1-10 10 (/0) "o *e 3000
1111111 I1l-10 10 . ,4000

1jIl1. 6 375 I1 -11.10 20 3000
1111-10 10 500 1111 I1-II -2t/io0o 20 3060 2000
HIIJI. 10 10 20 i2
LIT-i. 35 1250 11][1-111-20/6000 20 6000 2000

4W I-35 35 2000
3111T-3 110 325 ' .lhuzet7nTbe sbSaOOu
411111;-35 154 325
51111-1,-35 220 250 fIlb.6 6 400. 600, 1 OD75
Cr-b 6 IIn3-Io 10 1500 750
CT-10 I 111113-5 35
CT-20 20 111113-0 10 1000 1500. 2000
CT-35 35 600 [11-B-20 20 2000. 2500, 3000, 1250
CT-10 110 400 4000 1
KO-10 10 2000 1II.IW-111-35/3000 35 3000 2 000
KO-400 (/,2 400 I 000 1I1I111-111-35/6000 35 6 000 2000

(Ko.aotiFa H3 12 H3o-
A.NTopoa)

Note. Passage busbar/tire insulators are adapted for the

flat/plane busbars/tires, comprised of 1-4 strips to the phase (in

packet) of the following sizes/dimensions:

insulator of the type IPSh-1-1O - 60x6 - 60x8 mm inclusively;
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insulators of types IPSh-11-1I and PShD-20 - 60x8 - 80x10 mm

inclusively;

insulator of the type IPSh-Sh-1) - 80x0 - 100x10 mm

inclusive ly.

Key: (1). Stand-off insulators. (2). Bushings. (3). Type. (4).

Nominal voltage, kV. (5). Destructive mechanical bending load, kgf.

(6). Rated current, a. (7). For internal installation. (8). For

external installation. (9). See note. (10). Then. (11). Linear

conclusions/derivations. (12). column of 12 insulators.

P-10. Long let-go currents of loaa on naked busbars/tires and

wires/conductors with alternating current 50 z, at permissible

heating temperature by 7VOC and at temperature of air of 25 0 C.

P-0. 1. Busbars/tires copper and aluminum rectangular cross sections

painted.
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0(2),)SC I~Z Al CAMOI (IV AlOUyckaehmM roxN. a.o..,m .... DC. \ K: 10 ©c~s 2 a -3iwcd Do
MN Meb A.41 • IOM Me Ab JI K I1 Mon AA tmInIfl Wilb AAmmIgI MeAb AAK-wUH I1|

15),3 45 0,400 0,I' 210 165 -- - - -

20x3 60 0.53.1 0. 1i6 275 215 - - - - - -
25X3 75 0.66S 0,203 340 265 - - - - - -

30,4 120 I '066 0.324 475 365
40X4 160 1.42.1 0.432 625 460 - - - - - -

40X5 200 1.780 0,5 I0 700 50 - - - - - -

50.\ 5 250 2,225 0,675 860 665 - - - - - -

5oxG 300 2,670 0.10 935 7.1) - - - - - -
bOX6 360 3,204 0.972 1 125 670 1 7-10 I 350 2240 I 720 - -

b0Xd 460 4,2721 ,29 1320 I 025 2 160 1 180 2790 2 180 - -
60X10 600 5.310 I 60 1475 I 155 2 560 2010 3 0 2G50 - -
80X6 480 4.272 1,295 1480) 11i50 2 110 1 I.3' 2720 210 - -

.1<8 61,) 5,11 ,.72A I tl , 3-10 2620 2 0 M 3370 2620 - -
1,x 10 t' if) 7.1 ! 2.,1' I .)900 I 4.0 3 1010 2410 3 U ) 3100

l1/6 ,(0A 53111 I ,20 I 810 I 425 2 470 1935 3 170 2500 -
1'1,8. '860 /.120 1 0 0 2 1)O 1 (25 3 06') 239) 3930 3 059 --
101<1 I 1 01Y1 ,.I _,0 23'10 1820) 360 2860 4650 3650  5300 4 150
120 x 961 h.,44' 2.61) 2 4 0 I 900 3103 2651 4340 3390 - -

120X 10 1 200 10,651) 3,215 2 65) 2070 .1100 3200 52001 4100 5900 4650

Note. Let-go currents are given for the horizontal padding of

busbars/tires with the agreement ot the large face of strip with

vertical plane. With the aorizontal padding of busbars/tires and the

agreement of the large face of strip with horizontal plane let-go

currents should be decreased by 5o/o for strips in width to 60 mm

inclusively and by 8o/c for the strips of larger width.
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Key: (1). Sizes/dimensions of ouuars/tires, mm. (2). Section of one

strip, mat. (3). Veight of 1 a of one strip, kg. (4). Let-go

currents, a. (5). strip. (b).- strip. (7) . Copper. (8). Aluminum.
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Page 392.

P-10.2. Busbars/tires steel of rectangular cross section painted.

-eel w;fioz '2c I a~H OaO bi
iPasepu w . MU Cu. w e .ocu. A' j itAII. a i Pa3tpti ihII. MM CbS. M i CM. KA nOKH. a

i6X2,5 40 0.31 55 93>3 270 2.10 275
20X2,5 50 0.39 60 100<3 300 2.35 305
26.2.5 62.5 0.49 70 20X4 80 0,63 70
20X3 60 0,47 G5 22<4 88 0,69 75
25X3 75 0,59 80 25X4 100 0.79 85
30x3 90 0.71 95 30,<4 120 0.94 100
4 <3 120 0,94 125 40><4 160 1.26 130
50>(3 150 1,18 155 50><4 200 1.57 165
60X3 180 1,41 185 60X4 240 1.83 195
70X3 210 1,65 215 70X4 280 2.2 225
75X3 225 1,77 230 80>(4 320 2,51 20
BUX3 240 1.88 245 90x4 360 2.8 290

100X4 400 3.14 325

Note. See the note toTauie P-1O. 1.

Key: (1). Sizes/dimensions ot ousbdrs/tires, mm. (2). Section of

strip, noz. (3). eight of I a of strip, kg. (4). Let-go currents, a.

P-10.3. Busbars/tires copper, aluminum and steel round and ribbed

sections painted.
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.)"' "i" yr"ae (,60Te ,um e TP-6,yv6bat3)Tpy6d ( smms/) Tpy6M CSebmw

y KW,, I----- b. e , KH a j--(%3eNIf ' (/|J Au.lierpia? Py6. .
J1a.Iep 'i;"'i---Pt- .... **' .... " 1i ""e="" ""T 10"''" TAS T / I ""'2 R 'L i. ~ ap M

M1 fa p~i.TN. MI aieTN. AT
Mena,iue an A ile l fl4~erph. MlillYH ieaify= a. 6es asp

6 155 120 12/15 340 13/16. 295 1/4 13.5 75
7 195 150 14/Id 460 17/20 345 . 3/8 17.0 90
8 235 180 16/20 505 18/22 425 1/2 21.35 118
10 320 245 18/22 555 27/30 50 3/4 26.75 145
12 415 320 20/24 609 26/30 575 I 33.50 180
1 4 505 390 22/26 650 25/30 640 I'/, 42.45 220
15 565 435 25/30) 830 36/10 765 I // 48.00 255
16 610 475 29/34 925 35/10 853 2 60.00 320
1 720 560 3/10 I00 40/45 935 21/3 75.50 390
19 780 605 40/45 I 200 45/50 1 040 3 88.50 455
20 835 650 45/50 1 330 50/55 I 145 4 I 14 670/7700
21 900 (95 49/55 1 5S0 54/60 1 340 5 137 800/890*
22 955 740 53/60 I860 64/70 I 545 6 164 900/I 0000
25 1 140 885 62/70 2295 7.1/60 I 770
27 I 270 980 72/80 2 610 72/80 2 035
28 I 325 I 025 75/85 3 070 75/85 2 400
30 1 450 1120 90/95 2 46.0 90/,j5 I 925
3,5 I 770 I 370 93/100 3060 90/100 2840
38 1960 1510
40 2080 1 610
42 2200 I 700
45 2 3W 1850

Key: (1). Busbars/tires are circular. (2). Copper pipes. (3). Pipes

(aluminum. (4). Pipes (steel. (5). Let-go currents, a. (6). Diameters

of pipes, mm. (7). Diameter, ma. (8). copper. (9). Aluminum. (10).

Internal and outside didueters, m. (11). Let-go currents, a. (12).

internal, inches. (13). external, ma. (14). Let-go currents to pipes

without size/dimension, a.

FOOTNOTE 1. For pipes vith longitudinal section. ENDFOOTNOTE.
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Page 393.

P-10.4. Busbars/tires copper and aluminum box sections painted [3-6

ana 10-3).

I, C 4W - I C n 11,44ind. a

.... -' ... .' . . II (. (YO
, , C .. ,r.....i .... ...... . ' lll ' SIC.,lI' e , I, '

75 3 4 6 520 10,1 2,5F2 2:3.7 2 7A 0
75 35 5.5 6 6 5 14,1 3.17 30,1 3 2.,0 2670

[no 45 4,5 8 775 22,2 4,51 4m,6 3620 2820 'C
100 45 6 8 I 0) 27 5,9 58 430 30
125 55 6,5 10 370 50 9.5 IO0 ,55k) 4640 v
15(0 65 7 10 1 785 7.1 14,7 167 7000 5650
175 b0 8 12 2440 122 25 250 8 550 6430 b Y0
200 90 10 14 3.135 1 133 40 422 9 900 7550
20() 91) 12 16 404N 225 46,5 491 10500 8830 h
225 105 12.5 16 466%) 30)7 66,5 615 12500 103.0
250 115 12,5 1G 5450 360 81 824 - 10800

Key: (1). Sizes/dimensions, am. (2). Section of one busbar/tire, mm2 .

(3). Moduli of section, cmL. (4). Let-go currents to two

busbars/tires, a. (5). one ousbar/tire. (6). two joined busbars/tires

relative to axis. (7). relative to axis. (8). copper. (9). aluminum.

P-10.5. wires/conductors naked copper, aluminum, steel-aluminum and

steel with padding outdoors.
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(~)Aie.~H~iA-Mmt.auHeM (.3) CvTS**SrNAebweU. ~ V CIBA bHIeTS P .,.t,.1 IIP'N II.,..I. A 3 '"".''  "AP , ....,
tapa Aitameip loyc~ae- Mapa auasL"r I nC.. Map ia u-Imeyp flonycKae MA PK AnaMerp c¢ae-

npoo j n .ste "OiI.| Ioa Ionoa. M i *POW. v oAa. M O
ble  

" , nPOoa upo0m tA. heim ,,, I ° IY XS 'f " 1 0 I ' "°.

J1-4 2,2 50 A-10 - 75 AC-16 105 rICO-3 3 23

M -6 2.7 70 A-16 5.1 105 AC-25 135 nICO.3.5 3.5 26

M-10 3.5 95 A-25 6,3 135 AC-35 8,3 170 n]C04 • 4 30

M-16 5.1 130 A-35 7,5 170 AC-S0 9,9 220 fiCO-5 5 35

M-25 6,3 180 A-50 9,0 215 AC.70 11,7 275 M-25 5.6 60

Al-35 7,5 220 A-70 10,6 265 AC-95 13.9 335 fiC-35 7.8 75

M-50 9,0 270 A-95 12,4 325 AC-120 15.3 380 nIC-50 9,2 90

M-60 10,4 315 A-120 14,0 375 AC-.150 17,0 445 n0-70 11.5 125

M-70 10.6 340 \-150 15,8 440 AC-185 19.1 515 nc-95 12.6 140

M-95 12,4 415 A-185 17,4 500 AC-240 21,5 610

M-120 14,0 435 A-240 20,1 610 .\C-300 24.4 700

M-150 15.8 570 A-300 22,2 680 AC-400 27,8 800

M-165 17,5 615 A-400 25.6 830 ACO-332 25.2 745

M-240 20,0 770 A-500 29,1 960 ACO-480 30,2 925

M-300 22,2 893 A-625 32.5 1 140 ACY-300 25,2 710

M.400 25,6 1085 ACY-400 29,3 865

MI-I240 30 950

mnI300 1050

Key: (1). Copper. (2). Aluminum. (3). Steel-aluminum. (4). Steel.

(5). stamp of wire/conductor. (o). Outside diameter of

wire/conductor, am. (7). Let-go currents, a.
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Page 394.

P-11. LonJ let-go currents of load on power cables.

P-11.1. Cables to voltages 1-10 kV with copper and aluminum

veins/strands with paper impregnated insulation in lead or aluminum

shell, laid in it swooned at tesperature of soil of 150C.

<-~ ~ ~~ I- 'v m") .4, l.,6,,

:Z ZYI I
t,,., .. .. .I

1 .5 -15 3 
3
01-

2,5 60 45 40/31 --
4 60 G0 55/1. - 50/-
6 105 80 70/55 -. . 60/-I

10 140 105 95/75 80/61 -- /55 85/65
16 175 140 120/90 105/80) 95/75 115/90
25 235 185 160/125 135/105 120/90 150/115
35 285 225 190/145 I0n/125 150/I 15 175/135
50 360 270 2351180O 200/155 180/140 215/165
70 410 325 285/220 245/190 215/165 265/200
95 520 MO 340/260 295/225 265/205 310/240

120 59 .135 390/300 310/260 310/240 350/-
150 675 500 435/335 39(/300 355/275 395/-
185 755 - 490/380 140/;-10 400/310 450/-
240 880 - 570/440 510/390 460/355 -
3(H) 1 000 - - - -

400 1 220 - -
500 1 4(0 - - -

625 1520- -
800 1700- -

Notes: 1. In numerator are shown the let-go currents the cables

with copper veins/strands, wh.le in denominator - to cables with

aluminum veins/strands.

LA
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2. Let-go currents for single-core cables are given for their

york on direct current.

Key: (1). Let-go currents, a. (i). Nominal section of vein/strand,

met. (3). Single-core cables 1 LV. (4). Two-core cables 1 kV. (5).

Three-strand belted cables. (b). Four-wire cables 1 kV. (7). to 3 kV.

(8). kV. (9). Maximum permissiDle temperature of cable core, 0C.

P-11.2. Cables to voltages 1-10 KV with copper and aluminum

veins/strands with paper impregmated isolation in lead or aluminum

shell, laid in open air at temperature of air of 250C.

= j, iP I ' i I ' I ' " I __0"

I, 5 30 u5 18/ . ...-

2,5 40 30 28/22 - - 25/-4 5 40 3729 1 35/-

6 75 5 45 '5 -- 45/35
IQ 95 75 Gqp.iu 55/41 50/JU bt0'.5

16 123 95 80/60 65/50 60/46 80/6)
25 160 130 :05/80 ,0170 45/65 100/75
35 200 150 25/95 110/85 105/80 120/95
50 245 185 155/120 145/110 135/105 143/110
70 305 225 200/155 175/135 165/130 185/140
95 360 275 245/190 215/165 200/155 215/1b5
120 415 320 2851220 250/190 240/185 260/--
150 470 375 330/255 290/225 27U/210 300/-
185 525 - 375/290 325/250 305/235 340/-
240 610 - 430/330 375/290 350/270 -
300 720 - - - - -

400 880 - - -
500 1 020- - -
625 1180- - -
800 1400- - -
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Note. See the notes to -fTble P-11. 1.

Key: (1). Nominal section of vein/strand, mm 2 . (2). Let-go currents,

a. (3). Single-core cables I xV. (). Two-core cables 1 kV. (5).

Three-strand belted cables. (6). Four-wire cables I kV. (7). to 3 kV.

(8). kV (9). Maximum peraissible temperature of cable core, 0C.

P-11.3. cables to voltages 2U and 35 kV with separately lead-coated

copper veins/strands wita paper impregnated isolation, laid in

earth/ground at temperature of soil of 150C and in open air at

temperature of air of 250c.

\ Aonyca-wem Toll. a

4, Tpex'KkNmbHWe K46eJIM

L. 'M7aKMaJlbla. AonycKacMlU TeMInepaTypa wisfw 50 C

a~ WSI 8 93)YO B IS e4Ile I .losayie I 3e4?ile I sosuy)xe

25 110 85 -

35 135 100 -

50 165 120 -

70 200 150 195 145

95 240 180 235 180

120 275 205 270 205

150 315 230 310 230

M85 355 265 - 265

Key: (1). Nominal section of vein/strand, mmz . (2). Let-go currents,

a. (3). Triple-cores cable. (4). KV. (5) . Maximum permissible

temperature of vein/strand of 500C. (6). in earth/ground. (7). in

air.
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Page 395.

P-11.4. Cables to voltage I kV vita paper impregnated isolation in

laminar polyvinylchloride saeli (brands VMB, VMBG, AVMB, AVMBG), laid

in earth/group/ Nt temperature o± 150 C and in open air at temperature

of 250C.

• 34-Mi"" I ": " " j - ':"l 4-1 .','31 ::s ::,*

6 50 40 .10 30 35 35 25 25tO 7o 01 )5 45 '45 45 35 35
1 90) 60 70 60 65 65 50 5025 I:?5 115 95 9d 85 80 65 60
35 ISO 135 115 105 110 105 85 80
50 190 170 145 130 13,5 130 105 100

70 230 205 175 160 170 155 130 120

Key: (1). Nominal sectiun ot vein/strand, mm2. (2). Let-go currents,

a. (3). Cables. (4). with copper veins/strands. (5). with aluminum

veins/strands. (6). three-strand. (7). four-vein. (8). maximum

permissible temperature of vein/strand of 600C. (9) . in earth/ground.

(10). in air.

P-11.5. Correction factors to number of working cables, which lie by

row at earth/ground.

i . . , .. . - '
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t o 4 " il ice l 1,, 2I  3 4.

0.92 0.87 084 0.8'1 0:81

To we 300 a I 0.93 1.9 0,87 0,86 0.8V

Note. During the deterainatiou of permissible design loads in a

number of those lying by set ot caoles are not considered reserve

cables.

Key: (1). Number of cables. (2). For clearance 100 mm. (3). Then 200

Mee

P-11.6. Correction factors to temperature of earth/ground and air for

determining let-go currents of loads on power cables, busbars/tires

and naked and insulated wires.

Iita............ .... ' ........ .oi ....... .
TCMIICjh44 )ji CPIAuJ, 'C

__1f +5_+___

>+--6 0 +5 +A- +2 -53 +3'04-3", -40+4510

1141 
'  

,.o 4 o, , .. 8 4, 4,4 I . o79, 7I ,,

15 ' I I." 171 1 ,'1 I01 (1. -. 92 t . -1 h~J7

.42 |a .44) I 00.~ 0.h24,, . 0 4r-n6

251.41 1, 1 1.1 0

Key:- (1) .Maximum temperature o£ medium, C. (2). Specified

temperature of conductors, o. (3). Correction factors at actual
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temperature of medium, OC.

P-11.7. Sizes/dimensions of end ±ittings of power cables from epoxy

trowelling compound [11-1].

- - . .,ii o *iu . M 3 &3tp0" AIN.

- JI~ii~~t~r~jl PitC. 12)

",e_- ___ I I_ I I / e)

I 2.5-101 - - 48 105 8) 20 40
:A 16-,, 0 - 58 110 8) 20 40

:9,3 50-70 16,--:3 - 67 130 81) 20 10
-i 95 50 IG-35 71 135 80 20 40

1,)5 120-1501 70-95 50-70 82 155 85 20 4-5
3"); 185 1120-130 95-120 8A 1635 85 25 1I5
3-.7 240 185 150 96 1 h5 90 25 50
U 8 240 185-2401 1o5 200 90 25 50

Key: (1). Type of closing. (2). Section of strands of cable, mmz, for

nomihal voltages. (3). Sizes/dimensions of closings, mm (Fig. 11-2).

(4). a t is not less.

FOOTNOTE 1. For obtaining sufficient airtightness of closing the

size/dimension of "a" (value oi the overlap by the closing of lead

covering) must strictly te observed. ENDFOOTNOTE.

(5) . kV.

P-12. Fundamental characteristics of ;afety fuses by voltage are

above 1000 V.
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!1 1

HHir."oe HIO TO
Tmui &Ianpa.KltiHe. IiUOMNafbHIA TOK. c

K. U0. Ira

SCu.tosue npeOoxpanutneA.u
a) 9L 8 11 yTpeoH eA yCTalIoticKn

1 10 -3 30, 100, 200, 400 40
nK-6 6 30. 75. 150. 3001 20
IIK-10 10 30. 50, 100, 200 12IIK-35 , 35 10. 20. 40 3,5

6) Jaa apy*oioA yCTaHOOKK

FIK-GH 1 6 30 20
I1K-101 10 30 12
I1F3H-35 35 2-7,5 0100
IlCH-10 10 7.5-100 12
11CH-35 35 7,5-100 8
101-1 t0 110 1 jo 50 8

17pedoxpamume.tu x mpancqfopAcamopam man poAcenua

@)a) AA. ItaHyTpeHHeR ycTaO (KH 0
IIKT-13 3 -H 6 \Jle Hopsi.tpyeTcs He orpamf-

I I\ qaaercsi
0 (jTo we C 50

KllTY-10 10 "e orpalia.
111(1-20 ISI ipahIIt-qHBaCTCR11 Ij1-20 15 f ie olam

20 .30
IlKFY-20 20 l ite Or u-111

4HlUaCTCFI
llKT-35 35 17
1 IKTY-35 35 lie orpamt-

qHI aCTCX

6) ,) I a IOa|y aaaOR yCTaHOHKII

iIP)TH-35*0 3 0,3-1

Key: (1). Type. (2). Nomiadi voltage, kV. (3). Rated current, a. (4).

Lniting current of cttoft/disconnection 1, kA.

FOOTNOTE 1. Symmetrical (periodic) component of short-circuit

current. ENDFOOTNOTE.

(5). Power safety devices/fuses. (6). a) for internal installation.

(7). b) for external installation. (8). fuses to voltage

travsformers. (8a). and. (9). it is not normalized. (10) . It is not
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limited. (11). Then.

FOOTOTE 2. It is adapted only with the current-limiting additional

resistance of the type SDN-35. ENDFOOTNOTE.
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Page 396.

P-13kJunaqg mtal ckhar-acter Lstics 9Qf disconnector switches. ____

e,3) To 7VJTA l - (6 "', .
11 it'. $1 ~lIt dIr .1 Is lid r I I It " ttIV . a 14 h IIJI1IT ) -kntiu Tun WT NCCK-A&

,,RiAJI Otyi LI)L'IHeU YIltWKU

pO6/-l fl, 1) op 0oo 6 190 400 50 10 1 ynPaRDRlfite
2'Iii-6, 610; I'M10,1),0( 6 M 0 600 60 14 LUTSHI-Of
I'll (10.0~r, Pl;. i;~ 100( 6 400 50 10
ilB (1110,Pit 1h).6,1600 6 600 60 14 11P-2
P11 (Pl61, III) I). 0,400 10 400 50 10
PB (112310, P113) 10,'600 10 600 60 14 )
PH3 (PB'1))-6/1000 10/1000 6 n 10 1 000 120 28
PJ1111 1 /2W0t1 10 2000 86,5 36 f P-
PAqB111.I0/i0oo 10 3000 140 50 np-3; nti-50
P13K 10/3000 10 3000 200 60 ' lI5
PIIK-10/4000 10 4 000 200 65 mPB0
I)BK 10(.l05000 10 5000 200 70 j iP
P.'IBI 11-20/400 20 400 45 10 [IP-3
PlI3K20/50 100 20 5 000 200 70 114-50
PBK'-20/6000 20 6000 250 75 1 MPB
PIF-20/7000 20 7000 320 85 AMPB
PAj BI 11-35 ' 100 35 400 50 10
1i13Il1.35600 35 600 50 14 n fp-3

PJIBI1l.36i/000 35 1 000 80 2() J

.A Ha pti o ycilanoOKU

Pjjj 101l0200 20 200 15 4
P)JI 116I/4 00 20 400 25 6 n Iii-iom
IIU I .I 0,00 10 6003.

I'011I-I 0/4 000 20 4000 250 95 [1411i

11.1 I -35r/G600 135 600 80 12 flpi13-35M
PA 11-12-35/6l00 R2IPI 1-220M
WIR 1.35/I 100 flPH-i i0.'
M.l I 11 -35/10010 '35 1000 80 15 rIPH-35.%l

PA J1 :132.35/100 IX( nH-220M
P0113-35JLI/2000 35 2 000 120 29 lPHl3-35M
PJIHI-I 110/600 nlPH- I I 0.%
PJlI I I I 6/t00 110 600 80 22 flPH3.35M%
p/lI 1d2- 10/600 11P11-2201
P.1I ]-I I I(V1000 H P-.I 10M1
IiJ);l ,11-I 10/ 1000 110 1000 80 15 1I2PI-3-35M
11AI-1. 10/ 1000 JI11311-220M
P011-110/20I00; P0i113110/2000 11O 200(W 80 25 FIPHi-260;

nAH1U-220
PJI 10- 1 WAMW 110 600 50 10 1 114
P'/2110. 1 I01/411k 110 1 000 50 15
RlI113-15 4M "00 154 600 50 10 1111123

I , 132-(, 110220 000o 50 10 114113
I I 113-220/ 1000 220 1 000 50 ' 0 N I JP if -.2 01101 13- 220/2 -000 220 2 000 80 25 r 2
110113.500/20W 0 00 PaRO'4Icx

HONe (/_,2

3em.iemm~
111"H13500 3

PIII._5002000 500 2000 --
3

nch-rpovmII-

nflIbOla Ha
KA)ecAY10
40&3y
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Page 397.

Continuation lable P-13.

OJL-3(3)W 35

0J1.I yhfl 110 1 600 SO 1

OJI.3,5c~nuno
O;k. 15 1/taf ) I r'1801 IM
111J1-220/bU 201)

30H-IlO jf2.leiA,,JeAb 30JH011 4CbIS to)O 1

110i 11 400 4-O OlIHoI433 MIii 110

TOK iamwJKain TOK TephiI'&CCKOR

qemie), KUd ABYX~eNYHnHt.L
It, Ka

K3-35 (ateyxrio.1icm.ii) j,\35 - 42 is WflK
K3 I W0 to.1.11h1U.aiucna.111)'- 10 -

K3 5 0(.1iK)iCm~,M)s -' 54 110- 34 15 IVUlK
K3.220 (u .a1I0CHsiA) P)220 - 3

Notes:

1. Disconnector switcaes of the type RVO - unipolar.

2. Disconnector switches of type RV - tripolar, on six support

insulators. Disconnector switches of the type RI? are manufactured on

three supporting and three bushings (passage can be provided from any
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side of knives) or on six uushkings (F - figured performance of

disconnector switch). Discoanector switches of the type RVZ have

knives of the groundings which can be established/installed from any

side of the working knives; for auagement are used two drives of the

type PR-2: one for workers, and by the se:.ond for the grounding

knives.

3. Disconnector switches ot types RLVIII and RVK are

manufactured only on stand-off insulators and of grounding knives

they do not have.

4. Table gives values of currents of electrodynamic stability of

disconnector switches of type LVK when distance a between axes of

adjacent poles of disconnector switch and distance I between axes of

stand-off insulator of aisconnector switch and nearest to it

stand-off insulator of busbar/tire comprise: for disconnector

switches of types RVK-IU/J0UO and 10/4000 a=500 mm and t=500 on, for

disconnector switch of type RVK-10/5000 a=600 mm and 6=550 am, for

disconnector switches ot types RVK-20/5000, 20/6000 and 20/7000 a=700

mm, =850 me. At smaller values ot a and high values L the strength

of current of the electrodynamic stability of disconnector switch

descends. The corresponding data are given in catalogues or

information materials of plants.
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5. Disconnector switches ot types RLND, RON and RLNO of

grounding knives do not have. The disconnector switches of types

RLNDI have the grounding knives only from one side (any) of working

knives, while those of types R.ND2 - from two sides of working

knives. The disconnector switches of types RONZ and RND-500 have

knives of grounding either with one (any), or from two sides of

working knives. The disconnector switches of the types RLNZ-154 and

RLNZ-220M have grounding knives only d of one (any) side of working

knives.

6. Disconnector switches or types RLND (1, 2)-35 during use for

cutoff/disconnection of running-light currents of power transformers

in power to 20 NVA (see Capter 1b) one should install with distance

between phases (poles) not less than 2 m (instead of 1.2 m in

presence in circuit of switch). During vertical installation these

disconnector switches can disconnect the running-light current of

transformers whose power is not more than 3.2 EVA (information

communication/report of the Electroheat-plan of 2 February, 1959, No

11 E).

The disconnector switches of types RLND (1,2)-110 during use for

the cutoff/disconnection ot the running-light currents of power

transformers in power to J1.5 EVA (see Chapter 16) during horizontal

installation must have a distance etween phases (poles) not less
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than 3 m (instead of 2-2.5 a in the presence in circuit of switch).

7. Drives of disconnector switches of types PR, PRN, PRNZ -

manual lever; types PCh and Rcho - manual worm; type MRV -

electric-motor for internal installation; type PDN - electric-motor

for external installation.

8. Drive of separator of type ShPO is intended for automatic

cutoff/disconnection of separator and its manual start; this drive is

designed on basis of cargo arive of type PG-10.

9. Drive shorting devices of type ShPK serves for manual

cutoff/disconnection of shorting device and for automatic breaking as

its spring mechanism from relaying; spring mechanism is started with

manual cutoff/disconnection of shorting device.

10. Ground electrodes are let out in two versions: a) for

grounding of neutral particles of power transformers, which have in

neutral particle current transformer for protection from single-phase

short circuits, and b) for grounding of neutral particlbs of
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transformers without inclusion into neutral particle of current

transformer, and also fox grounding of busbars/tires of open

distributors.

Key: (1). Type of disconnector switch. (2). Nominal voltage, kV. (3).

Rated current, a. (4). Current of electrodynamic stability (amplitude

value) i , kA. (5). Current of thermal resistance, ten-second 110,

kA. (6). Type of drive. (7). For internal installation. (8). and.

(9). Management of rod. (10). For external installation. (11).

Working knives. (12). Knives of grounding. (13). Electric-motor drive

to each phase. (14). Separators (tripolar. (15). Ground electrode

(unipolar. (16). current single-pnase short circuit during 10 s.

(17). Shorting devices. (18). Current of closing/shorting (amplitude

value), kA. (19). Current of thermal resistance, two-second 1 2, kAL.

(20). double-pole. (21). unipolar.
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P-14. Fundamental characteristics of high-voltage switches.

P-14.1. Switches for internal installation to nominal voltages to 35

kv inclusively.

To° o.* * k:.g s. M*. we b '-RA"n. M0. eIi) . . i - Cp° ... . *p ""..~. .Se
o .zapt moloeflo lnpm .0 i

= Z I-. __ .: (,. ,__ _ _
Top 0 I.a

B.M-3.6 6 6.9 200 16.8 6 3.3 1,4 .. .- 17 Is
10 1.5 200 14.5 3.9 - 4.8 2.9 - . .- _. 50 nP ., nm. 1 15

B.0)-O 0 .5 25 9.7 9.7 5.81 - - 60 100 too - - l so

1 0 i7 -P . . 0. \ 1 I
BPmr.133 10 21.5 610 5 '. - - - - - i lPAyne. rir.io.B013312 30 32.j C ' 52 34 2 20 20 -7- (3 00 2 50 ( frm.t. nn 209 2

350 20 - - fl.I l. 20 1
"

Key:31i (1i.$ 0 of -wth -2) nominal notg, c 3) aism a

1111T 6.6 6, Q chO} 45 22.5 - 17.5.~ - - 0 - - -201 3 - (1) ToC we ou'Q 4.5

h r l eo10 11. ,:o ;' 59I 20
3p~75 21 29 2 29- -- 5o 3000- Soo002

3~.070 0 2. 000 30 42 4 4 - -- 225 450 750 - - n f3-21 too 23

- 40110 I 42
mrio 30 1'5 so0) 300* 70 106 105 105 - - - 550 20 100 0 6W- - flC.31. 211-30" 2100 55

mr-20 -0 23 6 (O 300* 85 206 205 10 105 8 550 22100 1800 2500 3000 - M1-31. 1 11-30*1* 2400 56
mr.35B 35 4.516 25 7 - - -- - 1.2---- - - - - 500 flc.2o 930 36

sr-10 20 I 1.5 400 52 IV - 20 2 5- - - -200 300 - P1 - 1.3 IfC20M 300 -

MIS3 13. 23.S 55901 250 1 75 - - 200 b6 - - - - 2760 2000 - - 0 Bs Yw~onPn 300

Key: (1).* Type of switch. (2). Nominal voltage, MV (3). Miaximum are

working voltage, kV. (4). Hated current, a. (5). Current of

electrodynamic stability (amplitude value) I kA. (6). Current of
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thermal resistance, ten-second 120. (7). Current of

cutoff/disconnection as with voltage, kV. (8). Power

cutoff/disconnection MVA, with voltage, kV. (9). Type of drive. (10).

weight, k. (11). bev of oil. (14J. oil. (13). and. (14). Then. (15).

Air management.

FOOTNOTE 1. With voltage 6.6 kV.

The mechanical stability of these switches, as earlier of let

out switches of types MGG-2. 9, MGG-29 and other similar

constructions/designs, in essence is ensured by the mechanical

strength of the busbars/tires, connected up switch. Therefore

independent of the value of the operating current of circuit it is

necessary to provide for the intensive construction/design of

busbars/tires in the cells of these switches (to use sultiband or box

busbars/tires on the dudl insulators of types (ORD-10 and OHD-20 or

OD-10 and OD-20), being guided ny tollowing materials of the

Electroheat-plan: by directive indications No 1112-3 of April 1956 by

the information conmunication/report No4-E of April 1958.

3. Pneumatic drive.
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P-14.2. Switches for external installation.

1 I i . . j " "" .... .. . .. ,.~ 43' ...... (4"

: 12 : I
°No }a ..-- -

B00I35.G00 35 40.5 600 17.336 10-- -600 -- -- l]C.i 0I23 0

BP.356 I I 1 0 ----- 600 - --- ---- -WP -

IKI7.35 35 40.5 600 30 9 12.5 --- -- 7 -- - - w13-2 2 G00 bO
00 45 I.7 16.5 -- - - - 1000 --- -- --

MKfIl.35.1500 3 40.5 1000 63 18 24.7 --- - - I W) - ,-- -- --- Wl..3i 3550 800

AIKII0IM I10 121 6(10 50 13 - 18,4 - - - 3500 - - - - 11-33 9630 8500

1000 " - 5000 wf3-42 12000 48000

MKi'l-2205 220. 242 600 50 13 1 - - .

;Kn3o,j 541 523 1000 50 13 -.- - -- 13.. .- -- - -12000 wml.5so4 ooo 188000
3I'35 M40.5 60025 7 8.2 -- --- 500 --- - -- ---- lC.20 930 36

r.i|0 110 121 00 49 14 - 13.2 ---- - 2500 - - - - IJ =C-30 3000 000

333 40.5 W '.50 21 5.5- ------- 1 - _--_----- 1200 -

BBH.3500 35 40.5 2000 64 24 33 -- --- 2000 -- - - 25n0 P -

B13H.I 1C80.4000 10 1211800 15 - 21 - 400 - - -- 5900 -
0,3.II0/2(Xm14;O 0 121 2000 ,OO IS - 21 --- 4000 - - - - ) 5900 -

B1iI-I 0,2 0.Co'0 no 121 2000 80 20 - 31.5 --- 6000 - - - - BouyW. 9000 -

.3433400000 A 154 169 600 64 I8 - - 72.5- --- - - 6100 - - - ynpalme 790 -

B.SIHl4/r'1(0.600W 1 4 16' 2000 64 1 - - 22.5 --- - - 6JOO - - - aNt 7 9W

B[II. 20MM07000 _20 24'2 000 55 12 - - - 38.4- -- -7000 - - 20000 -

IBH.220/'2-70011I20 242 200 55 12 - - - 18,4--- --- --- 7 - - 2000 -O

BB 220,20PJ-10000220 242 2000 70 13 - - - 26.2- -- -1000O - - *-150 -

'B 40(12000.15 I4001 470 2000 65 -- ---- - 22-- - 15000 "- 5000 -

8115W 25 U0 1 8.1 34- -. - - - - - -I-- - 200 00
,j goo -

Key: (1). Type of switch. (2). Nominal voltage, kV. (3). Maximum are

working voltage, kV. (14). hated current, a. (5). Current of

electrodynamic stability (amplitude value) _fl)ee ka. (6). Current of

thermal resistance, ten-second lto, kA. (7). Current of

cutoff/disconnection, kA, with voltage, kV. (8). Power of
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cutoff/disconnection, RV&, wita voltage, kV. (9). Type of drive.

(10). Height, kg. (11) . without oil. (12). oil. (13). Air control.

FOOTNOTE '.One-second current. ENDFOOTNOTE.
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P-15. Fundamental characteristics of switches of load.

1LW . : ,',lllt'2o111 b T- O{ Y - AI lI: Il Toin B ¢ a s. u .
.14Kt IJf,'AI I l h H | lA , I ( .isillt lr).U l e, I I ,,A llC t l.Vhi l. fPIHU .I& qsTC.a. X:*Ad il i iluu (IM hlll 'lo, NO'

. ll). nI JIU1t ~111' NOl~ e 
I z

jjj i, ('j fP-17 36

10116 -60 ,0 25 6 fPA-17 50-64
I 0 200 2WJ 50--64L3JIIl.17 •J ] I*0.\%

Note. Switches of types GNP-16 and GNP-17 are executed on

overall frame with safety devices/tuses of the type PK. A switch of

the type GNP-17 has a device/equipment, which automatically

disconnects it with burnout bi melting the insert of any of three

safety devices/fuses; it is adapted with the drives of types PRA-17

and PS-10M.

Key: (1). Type switches. (2). Nominal voltage, kV. (3). Rated

current, a. (4). Limiting curre t of cutoff/disconnection (load), a.

(5). Current of electrodynamic staoility (amplitude value)' kA.

(6). Current of thermal resistdnce, ten-second 11., kA. (7). Type of

drive. (8). Weight of switch, K9.

P-16. Fundamental characteristics of electromagnetic actuators to

s itches.
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-- A -PYC1-1-umc TomE itorpeO.ie~wme flPRIOAI~id. 4

Tin i l.lwiialfal | a. Tills UpsaO,' a Ha 1puNKeHlliP bion m'eameB ni i

110___ ai . 22 , ir 11 22 Q

200 t 400 I1C-10M 76 34 5 2,5
B.\6-10 200) I1 003 fiC-IOM 157 76,5 5 2,5
BAlI'-13J 600 1r,1 000 IC-I 0,M 195 97,5 5 2.5
DMII1"1 600 ki 000 [IC-iom - - - -
MIT-0 2 000 1 3 000 13-2 150 75 5 2,5
M'-10 5000 i IC-31 310 155 5 2,5
A I ."20 6000 f1C-31 310 155 5 2,5
B.'10 400 -C-i0vi 240 120 5 2,5

1 \t1-35 UIO fit0 IufIC-10 195 97,5 5 2,5
BA\il-35-6Uo Cl
AIKII-.5 600 11 I 000 LUf 13-2 169 80 5 2,5
AIl1-35-1500 I 000 U1113-31 248 124 10 5
At K 1- 0I OM 6110 .1M.33.4-JJ8b 244 10 5
A111-220-5 600 WI1D 42 460 240 10 5
AlKII500 1 000 W1 13501 - - -
Mu-315B 60 nc.20 i5 75 5 2,5
MI'-J5 600 I IIC-20 132 66 5 2,5
At I'-110 600 UILIC-30 366 183 8. 2 4,1

Note. Process/operations by electromagnetic actuators are

permitted when the conductaa/suppxied to drive voltage of the source

of direct current is located withain the limits: for clutch magnets

80-110o/o, and for disconnecting electromagnets 65-120o/o of nominal

voltage of drive.

Key: (1). Switch. (2). Steady currents, consumed by drives, a. (3).

Type. (4). Rated current, a. (5). Type of drive. (6). Start with

nominal voltage. (7). Cutoft/disconnection with nominal voltage. (8).

In. (9). and.
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P-17. Fundamental charactaristics of transformers of current with

voltage above 1000 V.

HIM, KTPD*II. k yc~a - *O'CNcpCtiI
HOC lI,'gu:Ia.Ibiall I HHSIIIWC,ha21 1OfiIlSb". T, to

weeuime, lok, a cep' I'll oIn (kpaTbuI1Tk )4HALI6 0 1.'wll-

0.5/3 1 3U 1. 310

0. 5/, /3;3 ) 2.0 80
1;11 133 25 0 0,5 is 30 75 - (M

0.5/3M~ 25o 80 j - 30 60 T
5-200 3 500 24

Continuation table P-17.



I",:,I I , ....... .. / _ I.... ..... - .

I . ... ) IN I . 111)1 I I cc X I l I .7 I
Xd*NII4 I 1111ka

r1"R)1) 10 'M) 0.5 150 80 1 Cu. upt.'a-
750 0.5 13 3 80 5ale

1 0'J 0.5 IOt 80
I60 0 , C, B")8

750 0. 5/u, b 05 80
1 000 0,5/0,5 90
I 500 0,505 6 8,)

6)0 0,5/3 130 80
750 0,5/3 120 80

I 000 0, 5/3 90 80
i too 0,5/3 66 80

GOO I 16 80
750 1 133 80

1 000 1 100 80
6.0 !/1 130 80
750 1/I 120 80

1000 I/I 100 80
GO0 /3 I50 80
750 1/3 120 80

i 000 1/3 !00 80
600 3 166 80
750 3 133 80

1 000 3 100 80 0,5 20 50 150 -

1500 3 66 80 1 - 20 50 -
3 - - 50 100

T[IO.' 10 600 0,5 150 120
750 0,5 133 120

1000 0,5 100 120
750 0,5/0,5 105 120

I 000 0,5/0,5 93 120
600 0,5/3 130 120
750 0,5/3 120 120

1000 0,5/3 90 120
400 1 225 120
600 1 IG6 120
750 I 133 120

1000 1 to0 120

600 I/I 130 120

750 I/1 120 120
1000 1/1 100 120

400 1/3 2(103 120
600 I/ 150 120
750 1/3 120 120

I 600 1/3 1 0o 120
-00 3 250 2110
61) 3 16 24I0
750 3 133 2.10

TIIIU4.\ 10 2000; 3000,
4000! 5000, 0,5/0,5; 75 V, 1 30 75 150 - CxI. 1pi,1me.

I'fIW4'.% 20 2 00(1; 3' 1000; 0. 5'3 3 - - 50 1 w 4 M 1 1 7
4 000; 5000 A

TlUI) 20 600 0, 5/11,5 75 0,5 50 00 ' o -g

TKJ1 5-200 250 9IIl ( |7 I
10 3W0 175 9i0

T1 1 1 400 0,5; 0.5/p 165 70 0.5 M0 20 -- Cm. Iplic-

TKJY to 10- 100 2501 '0 15 25 30 '- n 2

1"1: ¥ 10 10-100 250 120 J
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continuation Table P-17.

,' kTjMo.,I C, S'CTOA. -

'li... ' 1 ". . .... 14 I 1, I V .. 1. . |'OC62 . K 116

KOiUM .a 1.T...
Aceir 1 .

1110.1 10 600, 800) 160 G5 05 1
I 0(10 (,5; 0,5/P 140 05 10 20 - -
1500 9 36 P 15 25 30 -

TI 10.' 35 400, 60O; 0,5/I; 80 0
bio; I 000, 0,/r t ,,c

1 121150 0 i II = 150 pea I - 20 - -
741l1 1 0 W; 3 00o 0,5/ 70 0.5 20 30 60 -4 030; 5 000
TI,.1 20 6000; 8 000; 0.5/A - 0.5 20 - - -

10000

,S) l-Z.'a ap~ymmoti ycmausKu

101,1 35 15-1 (100 0.513 1oo 65 0.5 50_ 100 200 - Cu. u pmme-
3 - -50 100 00me

17411y 35 1500 0.5/3 150 o 0 5 30 75 12 -
31 70 75 -

T0HA, 35 15-800 .0,5 15o 65
1000 A//0,5 100 65 0,5 30 75 126 -

TOIIYAL 35 15-600 1/0.5 150 90 30 7 -

Ti1.1 35 15-600 2/I1/0,5 150 65
800; 1500 )1/I!/,5 100 6 0,5 30 60 - -1000; 2000 JJI/0,5 50 65 A 35o 10 -1 -

T4I1 IY. 35 15-600 A/J./0, 5 150 90
TOIH,  110 50--600 0,5/I 150 75 0-5 30 60 150 -
1"-111 110 50-600 x1/I 150 75 j - 30 10 0

A - 30 100 -
0,5 30 100 - -

Til A 110 50-600 1/1,/0.5 150 75 ANJ,1?.I 60 100 - -
JIMJ2 30 60 - -

T1 U4 110 750-2000 ./1/0.5 75 60 0.5 20 50 - -
A 20 50 - -

1 1 4 14 60o-1 200 1//0,5 50 60 0.5 40 100 - -

0,56I) 30 75 - -
WWI111 220 300-1200 I/N,/2 /O,5 60 60 ,lMIu2 50 100 - -A 3 30 75 - -

Notes:

L Li
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1. For zurrent transformers of internal installation are given

the characteristics only of measuring cores.

2. Scale of nominal primary currents for current transformers:

5; 10; 15; 20; 30; 40; 50; 75; 100; 150; 200; 300; 400; 500; 600;

750; 800; 1000; 1200; 10(U; 20Q)U; 3000; 4000; 5000; 6000; 8000;

10000; 12000; 15000 a. The separate types of transformers of current

are manufactured to the corresponding rated currents in the limits,

iadicated in table.

3. For current transformers of types TPF and TPFU electrodynamic

stability is shown for all transformers with primary current 20a and

more. Current transformers to nominal currents below 20A have smaller

electrodynamic stability.

4. For current transformers of type TPF and TPFU efforts/forces

to outputs of primary windings must not exceed:

for transformers wita one !7ore: 150 kgf from the side L, and 140

kgf from the side L2 ;

for transformers with two cores; 150 kgf from the side L, and 75
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kgf from the side L2 .

5. For current transformers of type TPOF and type TPOFU data of

dynamic stability are real with distance between phases a=40 cm and

with distance of nearest stand-off insulator t-50 ca. with the

distance between phases, different from 40 ca, dynamic stability

changes in relation . Mith distance of the nearest stand-off

insulator Z=20 ca dynamic stabilizy rises by 15o/o, with =100 cm -

dynamic stability decreases by 20o/o.

6. Permissible efforts/forces to heads of insulators:

current transformers ox type TPShFA1O from the side L, of 900

kgf and from the side L2 of 425 gf;

current transformers of type TPShFA20 from the side L, of 650

kgf and from the side L2 of L4U kgf;

current transformers of type TPShF20 from the side L, of 700 kgf

and from the side Lz of 400 k t.

7. Thermal resistance of busbar/tire current transformers is

determined by stability of busbars/tires, passing through

transformer. The indicated in table one-second thermal resistance
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(multiplicity) is related on secondary winding of current

transformers of this type.

8. Effort/force on output of primary winding must not exceed.

for current transformers of types TKL, TKLU, TPL and GPLU of 13

kqf;

for current transformers of the type TPOL of 150 kgf.

Key: (1). Type. (2). Nominal voltage, kV. (3). Nominal primary

current, a. (4). classes of precision of cores. (5). Electrodynamic

stability (multiplicity). (b). Thermal resistance (one-second

multiplicity). (7). Characteristics of cores. (8). Class of core.

(9). Power of cores, VA, vita classes of precision. (10). Note. (11).

For internal installation. (12). See note 1. (13). See notes by 2, 3

and 4. (14). Then. (15). For external installation.
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P-18. Fundamental characterisatics of voltage transformers.
(.#J ( IOU) ,,~LIII o I"bfe Rp Ka

Tm: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -11,11 II',,n, f (l101,Cil aj baa mgg-a

u Q'Lehfi'M W 1 /).If (11p10/11. c daa.;dgfUHN.W Tpcxfa~ume m1panc~jupMG'lopte c GaCAHNE.'4
UX.M.4J o.lHUnA: OXAU2.WCOCMeOM

110C6f. 360/I00; 5011/100 2 1 10 1TA00 IITK-G-48 3000/100 50 80 200 400
110( 3~ (RO 31J00 30 50 120 211 6v 600/100 80 150 320 640
II0cJK.0 600( - 50 1NO 1 200 1400
(m~Tpex Pa31db1 inpanctfi.:,l.:antopu c eo. oywnm. I ITAIK-0 10-000/100- 120 200 480 960

IITC-0.5 1 380/ 100; 500/101 501 80 1 200 1 400 11TA4G 300101- 0 8 00

110OM-6 3 0(0/1(1( 30 50 120 400 ''- 100
6 0(10/10() 50 80 200 600 6000/100/- 80 150 320 640

I1I-lO 10000/1()0 S0 150 320 7203
110Oi-15 138 '00/ 100

1 5000/100 80 150 320 840 100
18000/100 J ITMIFIO0 10 000/100/

H10M-350 3,- 00)0/1(0

3H1-M35-54* 3501)01 10L0 11(10 150 250 600 1 201
I/ - / y &- / 3 TAUI-18 13 8010 0

HK0).1j0*.#q 110000/ !lof /1 0 /I 0 -3
(KdCKa.muII) J' V~ 100 10 120 200 480 96)

IiKqL)-22U- 154 I0 100 /100 15 ooo0iooI.-7
T/23 V 3/

220 00o Lo /100 -500 1000 2 000 100
V/f / j- 18 000/100/

11K0D-4000 400000 /1oo

notes: 1. asterisk (*) noted voltage transformers for external

installation.

2. Voltage transformer of type ZNOM-35-54 is intended for

networks/grids by voltage 35 kV, of workers with ungrounded neutral
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particles or with neutral particles, grounded through arc-suppressing

coils: can be used for inspection states of insulation of phases with

respect to earth/ground and simultaneously for nourishment of any

measuring meters, switching on wattmeter and counters (54 - year of

development of construction/design).

Key: (1). Type of voltage transioraer. (2). Nominal transformation

ratio, V/V. (3). Nominal power (VA) with classes of precision. (4).

Maximus power, VA. (5). Type of voltage transformer. (6). Nominal

transformation ratio, V/V. (7). Nominal power (VA) with classes of

precision. (8). Maximum power, VA. (9). Single-phase transformers

with ventilation. (10). 7hree-phase oil transformers. (11).

Three-phase transformers with ventilation. (12). Single-phase oil

transformers. (13). five-rod. (14). cascade.

P-19. Characteristics of shield electric measuring instruments.

r.
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3mepMepSA-2 4JCKTl)Omariitig 1.73 -

IBoJbTmeTp(S) 9B3-2 9T )Ke 7.2 1

BoAhTa.%IlleP.%CTP peaKTIIUrf cik1BP:2 (IcpAt~~nc~RI*8 Ifaaa~H&O~S
13ITn.ICTP - lfo.ibT iaIInpmerp 0JLBAP-2 Jk P"AlIailf l 1.4 1 naOCAAOIC~b~

PeaKTOWA(C fICPeKnhiJ~e- A

SO MCTpP' if) 342 To meC 0,93 1IlapaA~eb~av 01

I1tqfl ., TPTl0OAU I il~IuIola 3.25 - f1oc.ee~o5Aiezbiian
qeTqH KX 1111 ,ITP~ xp~ loU ilO ,i T A'I-1 11i 1.75 0 38 rlapaIA Ab lNAM (
ceTeIR ( ayx iiA e mIc irI& i) 0,525 - flocA Ao uTe~ lloa1i

MAXtTenIII 2U11 pe3un'ieTl~1 To 1,75 0,38, ;I).Jz3b

RKHH-1 O. P6 RqT-0275 A __

peX~pUOWAUHX Ce11e* 0.55 - Oasa A 0CleA
0.,W.5 - kopj C J h@bIt

C foOuMI-1 A130 N-C[p0Jluil.l ' IclCIJH Go,5 I
~X~Ii~~i 'C 0-1cA1V :1 (I)(- J133 9J X m 12-

0 K: I mS&( C yC~CIll' .1 111)11 11325/I1~ (0 JI7(eCrK kIllH cm - 5
atiapmix I 01ALI, 'll ICCe Nil. 113-

l3oabIb P Cdu. %l ca Ilulyuuji J13 i 'Fe ppaI) I\UA I IMII1CCKa. 12,4 1

0o AKe. i10 c yeHopemium iCm 113-15/1 0J.LCTeIsr0VphoI C Slarl- 15 I
4IIapiII4x T0'.CK 1 jIIi'ICCII. 113-

&0 1e.n ycioetem i-ii t I1335 Tio me( 15 I

0 Al0o.1Id1aMltpCj C1p pcal !1iu~ i33 4"ePI)OAIlfamll-leCKI1il 8,3 1 1IlapaJIAali

ra Mon mU Y1ui 5 4 11CneaoaTemaii
NlJ~ixpllOCi~Jl 32 

3
.1 e K T PuI a r I I II 1.5 0.87 KaTywka. nOAKjjaIOiaCksad)

K CCTH
7.6 0,92 KaTyuiKa. noAKJIo'aeae~)i

remeparOPY

1. In the table are included electric measuring instruments,

installed on panels and control. panels of plant "Elektropullt".

2. Instruments of types S-, EV-2, FDVA-2, FDVR-2 and FDVAR-2

manufactures plant "Elektropullt".
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3. Table shows approximate power coefficients, consumed by coils

of instruments.

4. Voltampere meters reactive/jet of type FDVR-2 and phase

meters of type D342 have three branch circuits, connected into star.

Key: (1). Name of instrument. (2. Type of instrument. (3). System of

instrument. (4). Required power, VA. (5). Note. (6) . Ammeter. (7).

Electromagnetic. (8). Voitmeter. (9). Then. (10). Vattmeter. (11).

Voltampere meter (reactive/et6 (12). Ferrodynamic. (13). Parallel.

(14). Vattmeter - voltampere meter reactive/jet (with switching).

(15). Sequential. (16). Phase meter. (17). Then. (18). Counter for

three-wire networks/grids (two-element). (19). Induction. (20).

Counter for four-wire networks/grids (tri-element). (21). Counter of

volt-ampere-hours reactive/jet for three- and four-wire

networks/grids. (22). Phase. (23). Frequency meter. (24). Ammeter,

which auto/self-flows)recording). (25). Then, but with acceleration

with emergencies. (26) . Detector with magnetoelectric gauge. (27).

Voltmeter, which records. L28). Frequency meter, which records. (29).

Vattmeter, which records. (40). Voltampere meter reactive/jet

recording. (31). Coil, connected to network. (32). Synchroscope.

(33). Coil, connected to synchronized generator.
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